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Foreword
The idea for the conference on Women in Work and Society is already ten years
old. It was first conceived to be an event open to historians of the classical
world, as well as ethnologists. However, historians who specialize in ancient
Greece and Rome are much ahead of Assyriologists on the matter of gender
studies, and it appeared that it would be interesting to explore the involvement
of women in the economy of ancient Mesopotamia.

In January 2012 the French-Japanese project Le Rôle Economique des
Femmes en Mésopotamie Ancienne (REFEMA, The Economic Role of Women in
Ancient Mesopotamia) was launched, involving researchers of the team Histoire
et Archéologie de l’Orient Cunéiforme (HAROC, Archéologies et Sciences de l’An-
tiquité) in Nanterre and a group of Japanese colleagues from several institu-
tions based in Tokyo, the majority of them belonging to Chuo University.1 The
goal of this project was to use ancient Mesopotamian written sources (3rd–1st
millennia BC) to study the various aspects of women as economic agents, both
inside and outside the family structure. This program, which lasted three years
(2012–2014) was divided into three main themes: the economic role of women
in the family, women and external economy, and women and the estate. The
four REFEMA workshops, two in France (Nanterre, Carqueiranne) and two in
Tokyo, addressed the economic role of women as producers of wealth, both in
the private sphere and in large institutions (temples and palaces), as operators
in the transmission of estates, and as involved in all types of economic activi-
ties, even though they are less attested in this field than men and their transac-
tions often concern smaller quantities.

The conference on Women in Work and Society was the closing event of the
REFEMA research program. Many colleagues from various countries, including
historians, art historians and a historian of law, all specializing in the ancient
Near East, were invited to join the small REFEMA team. By gathering col-
leagues who work on different types of sources, we wanted to look for con-

1 The French team was lead by Francis Joannes (University Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne, Ar-
ScAn-HAROC) and involved the following Assyriologists: Laura Cousin (University Paris 1 Pan-
théon-Sorbonne, ArScAn-HAROC), Josué Justel (University of Alcalá, Spain), Bertrand Lafont
(CNRS, ArScAn-HAROC), Brigitte Lion (University Lille 3, HALMA), Cécile Michel (CNRS, Ar-
ScAn-HAROC) and Gauthier Tolini (ArScAn-HAROC). The Japanese team was conducted by
Fumi Karahashi (Chuo University) and involved the following colleagues from Tokyo’s various
institutions: Eiko Matsushima (Hôsei University), Ichiro Nakata (Ancient Orient Museum, Chuo
University), Yoko Watai (Chuo University) and Masamichi Yamada (Chuo University). An issue
of the journal Orient was edited by Fumi Karahashi with contributions of nine members of this
project (Orient 51, 2016).
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stants, evolutions, and to show how each society produces its own gender cat-
egories. This book, as well as the conference, follows a chronological order,
and its chapters cover the three millennia of Mesopotamian history.

Participants to the conference on November 6, 2014, in front of the Maison Archéologie et
Ethnologie, Nanterre.
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Brigitte Lion and Cécile Michel
Women and Work in the Ancient Near East:
An introduction

Women have been a subject for historians for more than half a century. In
Europe, an important step was the publication in 1990 (in Italy) and 1991 (in
France) of the five-volume L’Histoire des femmes en Occident (History of Wom-
en in the West), under the direction of two French historians, Georges Duby
and Michèle Perrot. However, as the title suggests, this important work did not
include the Ancient Near East; the first volume, concerning Antiquity, directed
by Pauline Schmitt-Pantel, was limited to Greek and Roman history. For Meso-
potamian history, following the pioneering work of Jean Bottéro (1965), there
have been two Rencontres Assyriologiques Internationales, one devoted to wom-
en (Durand 1987) and another to sex and gender (Parpola and Whiting 2002),
and a great deal of limited historical studies on women and gender, but still
few syntheses.1

The topic of work has not been much addressed in these studies. Economic
history is well-developed in Assyriology, thanks to the hundreds of thousands
of tablets recording administrative operations, contracts and letters. Most of
these tablets deal with the management of institutions in which numerous
workers were employed. Private archives have yielded loans, purchases, and
hiring and leasing contracts. Letters, in particular those of merchants, are a
great source for the study of local and international trade. However, all these
texts were mainly written by men and concern primarily men, even if women
could also have been involved in such activities. Despite this extensive docu-
mentation, up to now, the history of work in the ancient Near East did not
much include the female aspects.2

1 See, however, Lesko 1989, and the very important synthesis by Bahrani 2001; for other histo-
riographic overviews, see also Lion 2007, Michel 2015 and Svärd in this volume.
2 See, for example, the synthesis presented by Warburton 2005, and, most recently, the im-
pressive volume by Steinkeller and Hudson 2015 – in which Jursa pays however some attention
to tavern-keepers and wet-nurses (2015: 368–369).

Acknowledgements: We address our warmest thanks to Jerry Cooper who kindly corrected
the English of this introduction.

Brigitte Lion, Université Lille 3 – UMR HALMA 8164; brigitte.lion@univ-lille3.fr
Cécile Michel, CNRS, Archéologies et Sciences de l’Antiquité, Nanterre;
cecile.michel@mae.cnrs.fr
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This is perhaps linked to the way the term “work” has been understood for
a long time. It has many definitions, but is often quite widely referred to as an
activity whose aim is to produce something, and which might be rewarded by
a salary. With that meaning, the census in France distinguishes active people
from inactive people, and farmers’ wives, for example, were not recognized as
active until the seventies because they did not earn wages. But even if they
do not get out of the house, women have occupations, in particular domestic
activities: An “inactive woman,” who only performs domestic tasks, works
about forty hours a week.3 These occupations are not always socially recog-
nized, and that is perhaps why they have attracted little attention. However, in
Mesopotamian societies, like in many others, women were probably the main
producers of everyday goods, and this has been progressively taken into ac-
count, even if the written data on that topic is not very abundant. As S. Pollock
stated, “While feminists have embraced the concern with what households do,
they have also stressed the importance of focusing on household composition,
pointing out that the household is almost always a primary locus of women’s
labor” (Pollock 1999: 24–25).

However, the idea that women have an important role in the household has
sometimes been emphasized. In Greek Antiquity, Xenophon (Oeconomicus, 7)
makes a gender division of labor: women are “adapted” to inside work, and men
to outside work. Such a distinction is not “natural,” of course, despite Xeno-
phon’s presentation of it, and it is far from universal.4 Some Sumerian literary
texts, for example dialogues and proverbs copied during the scribal curriculum,
may point to the same conceptions: the qualities expected from a wife were
related to her capacity to manage the household, and to be a good domestic
administrator who is able to contribute to the family’s welfare (Jana Matuszak).
This is true in general until the end of the Neo-Babylonian period, during which
the activities of a majority of women of urban families are limited to the domestic
household (Yoko Watai). Women were also, to a great extent, held responsible
for harmony in marriage, in the family, and in the household (Virginie Muller).

Even when women work outside the home, the kind of jobs they take are
often considered as a (“natural?”) prolongation of their domestic activities, as
for example child care, domestic tasks, etc. Nowadays, investigations in France
highlight jobs in which there is a huge majority of women, contrasted to jobs
from which they are nearly absent. Some examples are given in the following
table:5

3 Maruani 2004, 176, n. 9, mentioning a study by Annie Fouquet.
4 Even in ancient Greece, there are other opinions, see for example Plato, Republic.
5 Source: Ministère du Travail, de l’Emploi, de la Formation Professionnelle et du Dialogue
Social, Dares, Analyses, décembre 2013, no. 079; the percentages are given for the year 2011.
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Tab. 1: Percentages of women in various jobs in France in 2011.

jobs % of women

child and home assistants 97.7%
secretaries 97.6%
domestic employees 94.3%
healthcare assistants 90.4%
nurses 87.7%
construction workers  2.2 – 4%
car mechanics  2.1%
drivers of excavators or cranes  1%

In Mesopotamia, women’s production in households sometimes exceeded the
family needs and was then integrated into trade networks. Their production
was rewarded by silver, but they were not considered professionals (Cécile Mi-
chel). Independent persons, such as inn-keepers, seemed to reproduce at a
wider scale the tasks of the housekeepers, like preparing beer and food. In
the same way, many women worked within the frame of large institutions and
received rations in exchange for their work, but it is no surprise to find that,
very often, women were employed in the broad sectors of food-processing (as
millers: Agnès Garcia-Ventura, Bertrand Lafont) and textiles (especially as
weavers: Agnès Garcia-Ventura, Bertrand Lafont, Massimo Maiocchi, Louise
Quillien). These same “feminine” tasks are often depicted on cylinder-seals
(Adelheid Otto), even though the economic world in general is usually not re-
presented (Catherine Breniquet). The professions linked to these sectors, textile
worker and inn-keeper, are also the only female jobs to be mentioned in law
collections, together with the wet-nurse (Sophie Démare-Lafont). The case of
prostitution is under debate: it has been described as involving an activity that
most other women performed only at home, with their husbands (Jerrold
Cooper).

Despite this pronounced distribution, only the job of wet nurse can be con-
sidered to be exclusive to one sex. All the others are gendered, and each society
produces its own conceptions of what is masculine or feminine, even in the
field of work. That’s why, in different places and at different moments of Meso-
potamian history, we also find male textile workers, and male brewers and
cooks (Brigitte Lion, Cécile Michel). During the Neo-Babylonian period, men
and women alike seem to have produced textiles (Louise Quillien). And we
find women in domains which were previously thought mainly masculine, in
jobs that require physical strength, like boat haulers and brick transporters
(Bertrand Lafont).
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A specific context can also reverse the usual tendencies. For example, in
time of war, when all men are recruited as soldiers, women have to replace
them and take charge of the production centers; this reality was extensively
studied in contemporary history for the two World Wars. What was the situa-
tion in Mesopotamia when men were enlisted as soldiers? The role of women
in production did certainly increase, for example in agricultural exploitation,
but it was not always recorded in written records. Outside the context of war,
Bertrand Lafont has shown that, according to Neo-Sumerian sources, when
servile men escaped, their sisters or wives might be obliged to replace them at
work, without any consideration of their gender. And, interestingly, in Gar-
šana, men performing tasks usually assigned to women received the same com-
pensation as women.

Mesopotamia also offers examples of women experiencing a certain degree
of confinement, such as royal wives and concubines on the one hand (the best-
known examples being Mari and the Neo-Assyrian palaces, see Saana Svärd
and Nele Ziegler), and consecrated women on the other, especially the Old
Babylonian nadītums (see Katrien de Graef and Ichiro Nakata) – without any
masculine equivalent in either case. In that context, to avoid contact with too
many men, it happened that some women were engaged in professions that
were usually rather monopolized by men, especially professions requiring edu-
cation, like physicians (Maria Giovanna Biga, Nele Ziegler)6 and scribes (Lion
2011); Camille Lecompte has noticed that the existence of female scribes during
the Old Babylonian period had an impact on the contemporaneous lexical lists
which give more space to feminine professions. Female metalworkers and seal
cutters are also attested in Neo-Assyrian palaces.7 During the 3rd millennium,
female workers seem to be especially numerous on large estates belonging to
queens or princesses, in Girsu (Fumi Karahashi) or Garšana (Bertrand Lafont).
In Ebla, the queen was also at the head of an estate, but her personnel do
not seem to be clearly gender-oriented (Maria Giovanna Biga), and in the Neo-
Assyrian period, the šakintu who was managing the wealth and household of
the queen had both male and female slaves (Saana Svärd). However, in the
Hittite kingdom, women of the royal court were active in the management of
the palace together with men (Matteo Vigo).

Apart from their occupations and jobs, following one of the main axes of
research developed during the REFEMA program, other aspects of the implica-
tion of women in economic life have been taken into account, as operators in

6 See also the text from Old Babylonian Larsa, TCL 10, 107:26, 1(bariga) še ša a-na dKi-it-um-
li-iz-zi-iz munusa-zu ad-di-nu, “1 bariga grain which I gave to Littum-lizziz, the female doctor.”
7 SAA 7, 24: rev.5, 15 munussimugmeš munusgar-u-umeš, “15 female smiths and stone-borers.”
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the transmission of wealth, be it movable goods or real estate. In Old Sumerian
Girsu, high-ranking female personal received subsistence land, as well as men
(Fumi Karahashi). During the Neo-Sumerian Period, elite women owned their
properties and managed them freely (Bertrand Lafont). The situation of conse-
crated women during the Old Babylonian period is especially well-known: the
nadītums bought, inherited and received as dowries fields which they then
leased (Katrien De Graef, Ichiro Nakata). Documents from Emar show married
women controlling property, even if their transactions often concern smaller
amounts than those of men (Josué Justel, Masamichi Yamada). In Seleucid
Uruk, rich women of the local elite even sold and purchased prebend shares
without interference from their male relatives (Julien Monerie).

Some of these examples show that women, as well as men, had full capacity
as economic agents. In that case, is gender still an important category? It is, at
least, not the only category to take into account: “other socio-culturally con-
structed categories, such as race, class, and ethnicity, intersect with and trans-
form gender.”8 For our topic, as far as written documentation of historical peri-
ods is concerned, ethnicity may sometimes be important (Massimo Maiocchi,
Laura Cousin). The status of people (slave or free, religious or lay persons), the
milieu in which they are born and live (city or countryside, private household
or institutional organization, nuclear family or larger family unit), and their age
also matter (Francis Joannès, Yoko Watai). Class is probably one of the most
visible criteria: women who developed the same agency as men are, very often,
members of elite groups (Violaine Sébillotte Cuchet), distinguished by presti-
gious religious offices, by wealth, by high-ranking positions in administration
or at court (Saana Svärd), or by family links with the rulers (Maria Giovanna
Biga, Eiko Matsushima, Adelheid Otto). In the workplace, the question of hier-
archies was important: female workers were supervised by male or women over-
seers, while, in queens’ households, female stewards could supervise male
workers (Saana Svärd); at the lowest scale, gender was perhaps not always an
important category. All this shows that it is necessary to cross-check the data,
and to be conscious that gender may be only one among many factors, and not
always the most important (Agnès Garcia-Ventura on intersectionality).

***

Creations myths like Enki and Nimah (Lambert 2013: 330–345) or Atra-hasīs
(Lambert and Millard 1969; Foster 2005: 227–280) attest that the gods created

8 Pollock 1999: 24–25. See also Díaz-Andreu 2005.
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humankind to discharge themselves from the burden of labor. The Neo-Assyri-
an version of Atra-hasīs insists on the fact that men and women were created
at the same time and in the same manner. The conclusion is that men and
women alike were created to work. But this aspect, inscribed in the destiny of
both men and women from the beginning, seemed to us not to have been taken
enough into consideration when it comes to women. We hope that this volume
will be a significant contribution to the study of the role of women in work and
society.
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Catherine Breniquet
Weaving, Potting, Churning:
Women at work during the Uruk period
Evidence from the cylinder seals

Over the last few decades, contemporary history has set the agenda for under-
standing past societies, focusing on new goals such as ethnicity or gender.
All chronological periods of history are concerned. Especially field research
concerning women has been active since World War II in English-speaking
countries. Some propaganda posters showing women replacing men in facto-
ries have begun to be studied as art history documents. In fact, since women
were associated with production with World War I, and got voting rights in the
first half of the 20th century, they have become more visible in society. How-
ever, their economic role has been major since Antiquity. Even if a perfect con-
sensus hasn’t already come out among scholars, this new research theme
brought new light to the social or economic role of women in ancient societies.

In the field of the Near Eastern studies, we are very much indebted to the
pioneering work of Julia Asher-Greve for opening the door to these modern
approaches since the 70s.1 Specifically using texts, archaeology and visual arts,
she was able to emphasize both the role of women in society and their repre-
sentation in the ancient Near East. Many specialized conferences and publica-
tions followed suit.2 However, if gender studies are the domain English-lan-
guage research, French scholars focus much more on the social and economic
roles of women in the ancient Near East, following in some ways M. Stol (1995).
This seems to be a wise position as many ancient societies didn’t have such a
dualistic, male/female, view of themselves. Many other paradigms such as age,
ethnic origin, social status or rank, could be key for understanding these socie-
ties.

The global approach of this conference is particularly suitable for collabo-
rations between historians and archaeologists. Within this framework, we
chose to explore the economic role of women in the Uruk period, as seen from

1 Asher-Greve 1985. For a complete bibliographical survey, see Asher-Greve 2013.
2 Bahrani 2001. Parpola and Whiting 2002.

Catherine Breniquet, Université Blaise-Pascal Clermont 2;
catherine.breniquet@univ-bcpclermont.fr
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the cylinder seals. It is well known that our main iconographic source comes
from cylinder seals for the ancient Near East. Especially those from the Uruk
period offer the richest diversity of themes as they show people at work, but
also cultic activities or mythological scenes. This is not the case for the later
periods of Mesopotamian history.

The general chronology of the Uruk period is still a matter of scientific
controversy depending on the stratigraphy and the relative chronology be-
tween sites, the acceptance of a late phase of the Ubaid culture (i.e. Ubaid 5
found at Tell el’Oueili), the new calibrated dates coming from recently excavat-
ed sites in Greater Mesopotamia, etc. Generally speaking, the Uruk period cov-
ers a large part of the 4th millennium BC, from 3700 (4200 for some scholars3)
to 2900 BC (frequently referred to as Jemdet-Nasr period). We would like to
discuss several points here, such as the way women are depicted, the many
tasks they perform and the economic interpretation we can make of them. As
we shall see, conclusions are not so easy to bring out.

1 The Uruk period
The Uruk period was named after the German excavations of the eponymous
site in southern Mesopotamia, which have taken place since the 20s. This peri-
od is known to be the first historical period of Mesopotamian history, as writing
appeared there for the first time. As we know, this first writing used pictograph-
ic signs, and the cuneiform system came about later.

As the first historical period, the Uruk period deals with the origins of the
Sumerian civilization. Since the 70s, archaeology has made considerable ef-
forts to shed light on the prehistory of Mesopotamia. Despite the problems
brought about by the natural setting of sites in the alluvial plain, which made
exploration difficult, if not impossible,4 and the aridity of archaeological
records, it is now admitted that the Uruk period is deeply rooted in the previous
one, the Ubaid.5 From at least 5000 BC, the increasing complexity of that socie-
ty brought up the emergence of complex “chiefdoms”, probably organized on
kinship and “conical clans”.6 The most impressive evidence is the erection of
monumental architectural edifices on several sites, probably built by the corvée

3 Wright and Rupley 2001.
4 Sanlaville 1989; Pournelle 2007.
5 Huot 2005.
6 Adams 1966.
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workers by the request of the chiefs.7 Other proof could be found in the devel-
opment of craft production performed by specialists, especially for ceramics,
which tend to be made with new tools such as the slow wheel, and began to
be less decorated. These products were probably stored in central places and
redistributed to sustain the power of the chiefs. The pre- and proto-literate
periods in southern Mesopotamia (i.e. the Uruk period and the Early Dynastic)
are the final steps of this evolution. They end violently and suddenly with the
conquest of the area by Sargon of Agade around 2340 BC, who federated by
force for the first time the independent cities of the south.

The Uruk period is characterized by the first emergence of the urban way
of life which was theorized by the great anthropologist V. Gordon Childe in the
1920s.8 He had a very limited knowledge of the Mesopotamian archaeology, as
the excavations at Uruk had just started at that time. Childe identified the “ur-
ban” civilization by different criteria mixed together, such as archaeology (the
increasing size of the site, the appearance of monumental architecture, the
existence of long-distance exchanges), history (the appearance of the first writ-
ten records, the payment of taxes and tributes, the appearance of exact scien-
ces), economy (the development of crafts, the mass-produced objects such as
beveled-rim bowls), and visual arts with the appearance of the first narrative
scenes with realistic representations on cylinder seals and sculptures in the
round. This general theory had been criticized for being too evolutionist and
too linked with the emergence of the pristine states, and was improved many
times.9 However, it still gives the general frame of the understanding of the
Uruk period: a new political order, the improving economic role of the main
cities (and of their colonies in greater Mesopotamia), the development of crafts
and exchanges. Recent studies focus on the development of administration and
bureaucracy, and linked together the three main innovations of the period:
writing, the cylinder-seal, and the use of a complex system of tokens for record-
ing.10

Visual art depictions often represent people involved in different tasks sup-
posed to be “daily” or cultic life. Among them, men and especially a personage
called the “King-Priest”, who seems to be at the highest social position, are
easy to recognize as they are involved in gardening, war and the cult. Most of
the iconographic studies discuss the position and activities of this “King-
Priest”. They connect the scenes with the economic and social transformations

7 Forest 1996: 205–210.
8 Childe 1950.
9 Butterlin 2003, for an overview.
10 Pittman 1994; Glassner 2000.
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of the period, especially with the emergence of hierarchies and the increasing
demand for manufactured goods. It is easy to observe two points. First, the
very materialistic or positivist point of view of most of the archaeological stud-
ies, which emphasizes the economic dimension of the Uruk period, more or
less always connected with the origins of the State. Second, until recently, so-
cial archaeology has paid little attention to women. However, women are de-
picted in the sculpture in the round (the stone face of the Lady of Uruk, for
instance, which could be the depiction of the Goddess Inanna) or on cylinder
seals, on which the scenes seem to be less official. We shall concentrate on
both cylinder seals and women.

2 Cylinder seals
Cylinder seals first appear during the Uruk period. They are among the most
important instruments used for recording economic practices in the ancient
Near East. Cylinder seals were made from various stones, ordinary or semi-
precious ones, with different degrees of hardness, although some may have
been made of organic materials such as wood, bone or ivory. For the Uruk
period, we have no direct information about seal cutters, workshops or seal
owners.11

It is often assumed that that cylinder seals replaced the older stamp seals
which were previously in use. They are supposed to be more efficient in terms
of administrative business as they were rolled over bullae containing tokens or
tablets. However, in southern Mesopotamia, seals and sealings are very few
from the Ubaid period, and no prehistoric impressions with the imprint of a
seal have ever been found. We must conclude that this interpretation is too
limited. The shape of the object, a cylinder, is probably the main parameter of
its agency,12 replaying the engraved scenes it portrays without a beginning or
an end. Although we find true depictions of what is missing in the archaeologi-
cal records, the world they show is not the real world. This world is an ideal
one probably embedded in a cyclic conception of the time. In other words, we
can document daily life from these depictions, but we have to keep in mind
that they should not be considered to be documents which convey an immedi-
ate meaning. A specific approach is therefore needed.

11 Dittmann 2012, for an essay of interpretation.
12 Porada 1993.
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Indeed, all the seals are not the same. For the Uruk period, they fall into
two main categories, probably linked with specific owners and/or uses. They
may reflect different people, offices or dependent domains under the control
of the central authority of each city. Unfortunately, all of them, or impressions
of them on bullae or early tablets are much more numerous than the objects
themselves (sometimes with different versions of the same scene), which come
from secondary contexts. In Uruk, for instance, when out of use, tablets are
reused as filling material for pits, foundations,13 etc. The largest cylinder seals,
often finely incised, depict official scenes with the King-Priest. The other cylin-
der seals are smaller, more roughly carved or drilled with a specific tool (the
“bouterolle”). These small seals have a more schematic, sometimes geometric,
design than the others do. According to Brandes (1979), they may have been
slightly earlier, but the stratigraphy of Uruk remains a matter of discussion.
The depictions of women at work we are looking for are found on these small
cylinder seals or their imprints. They date from the end of the late fourth into
the early third millennium BC.

The Mesopotamian glyptic has been studied until the 21th century, but
syntheses remain scarce. Some of them, focusing on early periods, should be
mentioned, as they set the general framework of this study. The pioneering
work of Pierre Amiet, which deals with the early glyptic of Mesopotamia and
Susa (from the first seals to the Akkad period), tries to organize a catalogue
of the main scenes and understanding them.14 R. Boehmer and M. Brandes
published the specific data in their studies of the first cylinder seals from
Uruk.15 These three books set the status quaestionnis. They present the exca-
vations, contexts, cylinders and impressions. They also try to recognize, clas-
sify and interpret the engraved scenes on the cylinders. They provide invalua-
ble information on the matter. However, the identification of the scenes
remains a difficult task due to the size of the objects, the schematization of
the depictions and often the complex organization of the scenes, mixing sev-
eral themes and registers together. Last in date, E. Rova’s synthesis of the
Urukian cylinder seals collects all the occurrences, seals and impressions,
and gives an accurate catalogue with new data from the most recent excava-
tions in Greater Mesopotamia.16 She also tried to organize the catalogue ac-
cording to a statistical basis which allows the application of factorial analysis
on the iconographic material.

13 Englund 1998: 34–42.
14 Amiet 1972, 1981.
15 Boehmer 1965; Brandes 1979.
16 Rova 1994.
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According to her work, 969 seals or impressions are recorded for the Uruk
period, which come from the main sites of the south of Mesopotamia and from
Syria, Turkey, Iran, Egypt, etc. We can use this catalogue as a good representa-
tion of the archaeological situation, although it is always possible to add some
more occurrences from the latest excavations. Rova’s catalogue will be used
here as a kind of database and will give us a global statistic estimation. Among
her collection of one thousand seals or impressions, two thirds have depictions
of human beings, both male and female. But things are not so clear.

3 Women on cylinder seals
The first question that arises is how to recognize the women, as most of the
depictions are very schematic. J. Asher-Greve previously – and partially –
solved this problem.17 On the basis of sculpture in the round and on some
human-shaped seals, she proposed to identify women through several icono-
graphic details (Fig. 1a):
– Their clothes: a long dress, perhaps a single fabric wrapped around the

body, and covering a shoulder supposedly the left one (as it is shown on
the upper register of the Uruk vase).18 However, clothing doesn’t seem to
be generalized as the seal from the Metropolitan Museum of New York (Fig.
1b), unfortunately without context, depicts a nude woman!

– Their long hair held back with a headband, or left free on the shoulders as
on the MET seal. Due to this peculiar detail, these women are referred to
as “pig-tailed”. We shall come back later to this interpretation.

– Their attitude, often depicted as squatting, with a knee up, or in the so-
called “worshipper’s” kneeling attitude. They can sit on a kind of “plat-
form” (which can be a mud brick platform, a reed mat or wooden furniture,
as details are too schematic to reach a conclusion). Although some of them
are standing up, too, and walking. Arms are more or less always bent,
projected in front of them, with hands raised.

We face a quite different problem for identifying men. Except for the so-called
“King-Priest” highly recognizable with his beard, skirt and attitudes of power
(fighting with “enemies”, travelling in a boat, feeding animals and offering
goods to a woman who could be the goddess),19 men are usually very roughly

17 Asher-Greve 1985: 13.
18 Lindemeyer et al. 1993: Taf. 39.
19 Amiet 1981: nos. 609, 651, 655, 656, 659, 661, 662, 1614, 1669.
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Fig. 1: Pig-tailed women. a) Cylinder seal (Susa, after Rova 1994: nb 438). b) Stone-Stamp
Seal in the form of a seated female (top and reverse), Rhodochrosite, Late Uruk-Jemdet Nasr
period, 1.5 x 2.3 x 3 cm, Southern Mesopotamia. Metropolitan Museum of New York, Credit
Line: Gift of Martin and Sarah Cherkasky, 1988. Accession Number: 1988.380.1. Drawing of
the author.

designed, depicted without headdress or clothes. Usually their identification is
based on the actions they perform: fishing in the marshes, tending herds in the
steppe, gardening with tools, filling storerooms, and manipulating weapons.20
These scenes probably refer to the official activities of the elite but the identity
of the figures is unclear. Mixed scenes with women are rare.

4 Potting or churning?
J. Asher-Greve, following many other scholars, proposed to identify women
when involved in several tasks such as crafts (pottery; textile work: spinning
or weaving), farming (gardening; tending animals) and religious acts (gestures
of worship).21 From time to time, different activities are mixed in the same
image. We shall start with these categories, although this taxonomy is probably
incorrect in the details. We suggest here that there is less variety in these
scenes than is usually assumed. But first of all, on the basis of these character-
istics put together, we can identify without a doubt a hundred representations
of women in our basic catalogue. However, most of the depictions are schemat-
ic, showing a “naked” ungendered personage. Using the general depiction of

20 Amiet 1981: nos. 203, 267, 268, 280, 618, 1615.
21 Asher-Greve 1985: 11–13.
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Fig. 2: Statistics about depictions.

the attitude or the activity performed, we can add 68 more seals or impressions
from the Rova’s catalogue. We obtain there the following table (Fig. 2). It is
easy to notice that women represent only a part (less than 50%) of two thirds
of the occurrences from Rova’s catalogue. Surprisingly, the other parts are men
and ungendered people who could be men or women or both, and geometric
or unrecognizable scenes for us, making true statistics difficult.

The professional craftsmanship starts during the Uruk period22. The first
written records refer to important movements of manufactured objects (ex-
change, storage, rations, or offering)23 suggesting that craft production had
increased greatly from the Ubaid period. However, these early records remain
elusive on many points such as the origin of goods, the craftsmen, their gen-
der, the organization of the production, etc. With this economic paradigm in
mind, numerous glyptic art historians proposed to identify women at work,
making pottery or handling pots in some scenes.24 It is true that most of the
depictions show a woman in front of a schematic pot, with two handles or a
spout (Fig. 3b, d, e, f). Sometimes the pot is reduced to a simple dot or triangle
(Fig. 3a, c). None of these depictions could be linked without doubt with pot-
tery making and even the so-called pottery kilns (with their dome-shaped
structure) are debatable (Fig. 3h).25

During the Uruk period, pottery making starts to be a “professional” work,
with specific tools like the potter’s wheel which appears more or less at the

22 Stein 1996; Stein and Blackmann 1993.
23 Englund 1998: 44.
24 Amiet 1981: 77–78.
25 Amiet 1981: 102. D’Anna, Desbat and Garcia 2003, 32 for parallels.
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Fig. 3: Potting? a) Habuba Kabira. After Rova 1994: no. 51; b) Telloh. After Rova 1994: no. 798;
c) Susa. After Rova 1994: no. 434; d) Susa. After Rova 1994: no. 431; e) Susa. After Amiet
1981: no. 291; f) Unknown provenience. After Amiet 1981: no. 339; g) Susa. After Rova 1994:
no. 342; h) Tell Agrab. After Rova 1994: no. 949.

end of the Uruk period.26 We would suggest identifying this tool on some cylin-
der-seals where the “pot” (already finished in most cases) is located on the top
of an elongated stand which could be the wheel itself (Fig. 3g).27 However it is
not possible to identify women in these scenes, the images themselves can be
read both ways, male and female. The depictions are too vague and it is impos-
sible to conclude if the activity is ungendered or if potting starts to be per-
formed by men as a professional activity.

Except for those seals, we suggest using other interpretations: the women
could be involved in some activities where pots are required such as brewing
beer or churning butter. Women sometimes appear two-by-two, on either side

26 Nissen 1989; Forest 1996: 120.
27 D’Anna, Desbat and Garcia 2003: 13–22 for parallels.
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Fig. 4: Churning and farming? a) Choga Mish. After Rova 1994: no. 80; b) Telloh. After Rova
1994: no. 796; c) Choga Mish. After Rova 1994: no. 85; d) Susa. After Rova 1994: no. 431;
e) Unknown provenience. After Amiet 1981: no. 312; f) Çatal Hüyük. After Amiet 1981: no. 314

of the pot, maneuvering it. Sometimes, the pot seems to be held by a small
stand (Fig. 3e). For us, following Potts in his parallel with contemporary picto-
grams,28 these scenes probably refer to churning, and not potting. We know
from ethnographic evidence that churns have different forms (quite different
from the ones we know in our country): clay pots, wooden pots, skin,29 etc.
They need to be shaken by hand to transform the milk. The churns shown on
the Urukian glyptic are double-handed, handled in alternation by two women
(Fig. 4a).

Churns appear too as an elongated “bottle” with a kind of spout (Fig. 3e,
f), as found in the contemporary archaeological sites.30 It is not clear if the
spout was used to pour liquids or if it was a gripping device as some were
upside down or without an opening. Churns can be made also of goat-skin,
probably suspended from a wooden tripod which is not depicted due probably
to the small size of the seals (Fig. 4b). These churns are suggested by a circular

28 Potts 1997: 143–146. Also Englund 1998: 95–98. Vessels in lexical lists seem to be containers
for dairy products. Just after vessels, we find cheeses.
29 Bazin and Bromberger 1991; Gouin 1996; Mahias 2010.
30 Breniquet 2014b.
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hole, drilled in the stone, with some elongated prolongations made with a cut-
ting tool. Some cylinder seals represent farming or care for animals: women
with cattle, apparently outside (Fig. 4e, f). They might be shown milking, the
first step of dairy production.

5 Textile work
The textile work is the easier task to recognize,31 but its depiction on cylinder
seals does not shed light on the all technical details.32 It involves people spin-
ning (Fig. 5a, b) or warping or weaving (Fig. 5c, d, e, f). Tools (spindle whorls
and horizontal loom) are sometimes depicted in a realistic manner, sometimes
in close association with a spinning animal, a spider, but very often the details
are scarce (Fig. 4a, 5f).33

Of course they are a simplification as textile work involves many other
tasks, from the gathering of the raw material (flax or wool at the Uruk period)
to the final embellishment of the fabric. Some of these other steps could be
found in different iconographic categories. For instance, some scenes have
been interpreted as gardening activities. They depict women walking or stand-
ing up holding “flowers” (Fig. 5b, g) close in shape to those depicted on the
lower register of the Uruk vase, interpreted as flax.34 It is honestly impossible
to identify without doubt the plants depicted, as they are too schematic. But
we should keep in mind that some scenes that are difficult to read could be
related to textile fiber processing. Flax and wool were the main weaving mate-
rials in the Uruk period, probably connected with different uses (daily life,
prestige or religious fabrics)35. From this point of view, the depiction of one or
two people working together using sticks (?) could correspond to the “airing”
of the wool (Fig. 5h).36

We suggest that on some more schematic engravings more textile tasks
such a spinning with a short distaff and a suspended spindle (Fig. 5a, b), or
weaving with different kinds of loom (vertical loom, horizontal loom: Fig. 5c,
d, e, f), can be identified. Women involved in these activities are squatting,
sitting or standing, alone or two by two. They perform both spinning and weav-

31 Barber 1991: 84.
32 Breniquet 2008: 320–322.
33 Please note that we show only a selection here. For more details, see Breniquet 2008.
34 Crawford 1985; Breniquet 2008: 272–274.
35 Breniquet 2014a.
36 Michel 2014: 239.
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Fig. 5: Textile work: weaving and other tasks. a) Jemdet-Nasr. Spinning. After Amiet 1981: no.
306; b) Susa. Spinning. After Rova 1994: no. 430; c) Susa. Weaving on vertical loom? After
Amiet 1981: no. 330; d) Tell Brak. Weaving? After Rova 1994: no. 905; e) Choga Mish. Weav-
ing on horitontal loom. After Amiet 1981: no. 319; f) Ur. Weaving. After Rova 1994: no. 891;
g) Ur. Weaving. After Rova 1994: no. 320; h) Susa. Flax processing? After Rova 1994: no. 419;
i) Susa. Airing the wool with sticks? After Rova 1994: no. 337.

ing, which is often said to be a feminine task. Details on the location, whether
outside or inside, are tiny if not absent. These two main steps of the textile
work were probably chosen by the seal cutter because they are relevant of the
entire chaîne opératoire. Visually speaking they are easy to read. The look of
symmetry in the arrangement of the scenes makes it hard to determine how
many people were really involved in the different parts of the activity.

6 Women at work
In order to interpret the scenes, the most common paradigm used by scholars
is the depiction of daily life and economic activities. Pictures are used for the
immediate details they convey. What is unclear or undeveloped in the texts
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would be clarified by art. We totally agree with the idea that weaving, pottery
making and churning were economic necessities in which women were certain-
ly involved in the Uruk period. These three basic activities of weaving, potting
and churning were probably the basic “daily” tasks of any Sumerian woman
(with household maintenance and care for babies): the production of food,
textile and artifacts for the family. We can therefore infer that women were
involved in economic production.

However, we are skeptical about an univocal interpretation of iconography.
We would suggest a more cautious approach. We suggest first interpreting the
“squatting woman” as an iconographic stereotype for “working woman”, and
not as a realistic depiction of a specific task. This stereotype could be used
and adapted to any economic activity mentioned above. But we can try to go
further.

An iconographic detail could give the beginning of an explanation. As
many ethnographical examples show, women at work with the activities con-
cerned here do not have a pig-tail. On the posters or war paintings from the
20th century, women working in factories have their hair in a net or a kerchief,
for reasons of safety and cleanliness.37 On the contrary, women from the an-
cient times or from traditional contexts have their hair undone, in order not to
“compromise” what they are doing, especially weaving, by uncontrolled
knots.38 This fact shows us a more “symbolic” world where daily activities are
embedded in a complex system where craft activities are thought of in terms
of creation and not only as economic facts.

We know, from other periods (especially from classical Antiquity39) that
the depiction of women can be used to convey social ideas in a different way.
Their economic role as the good spouse weaving to clothe her family and to
participate to the economy of the oikos can be emphasized, as well as the im-
age of women designed by men in a men’s world (their father’s, their hus-
band’s, their brothers’, etc.): beautiful, elegant in attitude but kept at home,
without a role in society, entirely devoted to her husband and children. That
is to say, women are depicted according to a masculine perspective.

A preliminary conclusion can be drawn here: most of our cylinder seals
involving women at work combine two activities: weaving and spinning
(Fig. 6a), churning (rather than potting or even brewing beer as already men-
tioned) and textile work (« weaving » in a general sense) (Fig. 6b), gardening

37 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ruby_Loftus_Screwing_a_Breech_Ring.
38 Breniquet 2008: 350–353 for a short synthesis on the matter; for an example in Berber
context: Bourdieu 1980: 409.
39 Lissarrague 1991.
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Fig. 6: Two activities together. a) Choga Mish. Churning and spinning. After Rova 1994: no. 8;
b) Choga Mish. Weaving and spinning. After Amiet 1981: no. 319; c) Çatal Hüyük. Male and
female tasks? After Amiet 1981: no. 314.

(?) (Fig. 6c). As art has its own language, we can hardly imagine that the graph-
ic organization of the figures has no meaning. Several tracks are emerging and
need to be discussed within the framework of historical and ethnographical
parameters. These activities can be male and female tasks, but they can also
illustrate only feminine tasks in a cyclical organization of labor throughout the
year in which daily or gender activities occur. However, it is not possible – in
our cylinder seals’ iconography – to oppose women at weaving with men at
war.

From Mediterranean ethnographic comparisons, in the Berber world for
instance, weaving is often thought as the female counterpart of ploughing.
This doesn’t appear clearly in our documentation as most of the depictions are
ungendered (or without any counterpart). Men and women don’t appear to-
gether at work. However, the association between weaving and ploughing ex-
ists later, during the Early Dynastic period.40 We suggest that the iconographic
norms are not fully set up during the Uruk period. During the proto-dynastic
period, this iconography changes a little, with the introduction of other steps
of the chaîne opératoire41, showing men as craftsmen42 with new tools and new
combinations of weaving and other activities.

Going back to the women at work, due to the agrarian foundations of the
Uruk civilization, we wonder too if these feminine activities are not part of a

40 Breniquet 2008: 359–361.
41 Breniquet 2008: 322–324.
42 They are usually forgotten by feminist studies! Barber 1994.
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Fig. 7: The cyclical organization of the year. After Bourdieu 1980: 409, redrawn by Sidsel
Frisch, Centre for Textile Research, Copenhagen.

more general organization of labor involving the entire year. This organization
is probably linked with a cyclical perception of time in which the craft activities
take place, and involves the seasons throughout the year (Fig. 7):
– In the house during the winter for weaving,
– Outside for spring activities such as potting, churning or spinning (and

more generally wool or fiber processing).

Most of the scenes combining two steps of the weaving’s chaîne opératoire,
such as spinning and weaving, could suggest a complete process of creation
too: a beginning and an end. Moreover, such an articulation could have been
chosen as a metaphor for human life. Moreover, we must observe that the first
act of “production” done by women, i.e. giving birth, is not shown, suggesting
that this iconography is not fully “gendered” or that the scenes do not have an
immediate meaning. All these observations and hypotheses drive us far from
daily life and the economic world.

7 Who are the pig-tailed women?
Many scholars use these pictures as a documentary source on economy.43 This
interpretation is probably based on a positivist and confident idea concerning

43 Amiet 1981: 101–105.
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Fig. 8: The advisers. a) Susa. After Rova 1994: no. 108; b) Susa. After Rova 1994: no. 337;
c) Susa. After Rova 1994: no. 115.

the first urban civilization. What is depicted would be real life, and everyone
could have an access to the images. From that point of view, the pigtailed
women could be ordinary “citizens” i.e. ordinary “inhabitants” of the main
Mesopotamian cities of that time, weaving in the domestic sphere, for the oik-
os. But it is easy to notice that what is shown is very selective. Moreover, the
first city-states of Mesopotamia are ranked societies, with a strong hierarchy.
In this configuration, people from the bottom level of the society could hardly
be depicted. Even if we accept the economic behavior of ancient people, and
we fully accept the idea that an economic thought had existed in Mesopotamia,
it is difficult to imagine such a close and direct link between economy and
iconography …

An explanation more closely related to the economic world, but based on
the Ur III situation, interprets these women as female workers engaged in the
production of textiles.44 The most documented task is probably the one related
to weaving, but for later periods (mainly Ur III). Female workers and their chil-
dren were employed in huge factories for basic tasks, such as spinning. Weav-
ing on complex looms was performed by master weavers, mostly men, perhaps
teaching as “advisers”. On some of our cylinder seals “advisers” are depicted
(Fig. 8), always ungendered. This detail could provide the proof that huge fac-
tories began during the Uruk period and that their organization required
skilled and trained workers. However, the emergence of these factories didn’t
take place during the Uruk period. Their emergence is linked with two histori-
cal facts: war, which brought huge number of prisoners who must be occupied,
and the impoverishment of a large part of the urban population which no
longer had access to the land and was obliged to work to live.45 They received
rations in oil, barley and wool which are recorded in cuneiform Ur III texts.

44 Waetzold 1972.
45 Gelb 1965, 1972, 1973.
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We would suggest a less sophisticated explanation for the Uruk cylinder seals’
iconography: the image of a mother teaching her daughters.46

In comparison with other similar cultural organization (pristine states like
the Inca Empire, also based on kinship), we know that at least weaving and
potting can be performed by women who also belong to the upper level of a
society.47 Fabric or pottery were among the major economic products of the
State and all the women were certainly among the first workers to be exploited,
both ordinary people and women from dominant lineages. The role of crafts
needs to be understood within the framework of the theoretical comments of
Karl Polanyi or Timothy Earle and Terence D’Altroy on “primitive” econo-
mies.48 Wealth was based on staple finance coming from agriculture, husband-
ry and handicrafts. It needed important means of transportation and storage.
Ordinary people and elite women from high families were involved in the pro-
duction’s system (in Ebla, even women from the royal court wove for in-
stance.49) However, they probably do not play the same role. While ordinary
people could be involved in tasks that did not require specific tools or special-
ized knowledge (making yarn for the authority as tribute for instance), special-
ized handicraft could be performed by women of high lineages, weaving or
potting for their kin. Depending on the rank of the recipients, these crafts were
probably distributed during social ceremonies to ordinary people, dignitaries,
soldiers, or officials, as they conveyed a high identity value. These fabrics no
doubt conformed to strict production standards. The archaic texts of Uruk use
ideograms which designate fabrics and also seem to refer to measurements.50
This well-known mechanism is the consequence of the evolution of local chief-
doms in a typical case of a “pristine” state, probably deeply rooted in the local
evolution of Ubaidian chiefdoms. The link between a society’s elite and handi-
craft is in any case embedded in the manipulation of the environment which
accompanied the emergence and development of chiefdoms, early cities and
states. With the respect to this interpretation, the images on our Urukian cylin-
der seals could be prestige iconography too.

Considering that the images show both daily and ritual activities, we can
also postulate that the women involved in these tasks could also be cloistered
women, that is, members of the arua institution, who could be high born wom-

46 Breniquet 2008: 331–335: such a scene, mother teaching her daughters, is depicted in Peru-
vian iconography for instance.
47 Murra 1962.
48 D’Altroy and Earle 1985. See also Cleuziou 1994 and 1999.
49 Biga 2010: 168.
50 Englund 1998
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en weaving for the temple at the beginning of the institution, as well as
slaves.51 It is not clear whether the arua existed from the Uruk period or started
in the 3rd millennium BC, when an official workshop is recorded.52 The arua
could have been involved in the production of fine textiles such as curtains for
the temple or clothes for the priests and perhaps also beverages like beer or
secondary milk products.

***

Historical disciplines focus their investigations on tangible, material remains,
such as records and artifacts (generally speaking), often trying to link them in
a common approach. However, material and iconographic data can also be
understood as true documents that reveal what was in the mind of their crea-
tors and users. Iconography is a way to understand this cultural construct and
to give access to the ancient imagination. In other words, despite the material
dimension of cylinder seals and the veracity of the images they carry out, ico-
nography is probably much more closely linked with mental than with material
world.

Of course, we can use it as a perfect and transparent documentary source
showing women at work. But in order not to oversimplify the role of iconogra-
phy in ancient societies, we ought to keep in mind that this iconography can
be read in different ways. We are here far from historical explanations. What is
depicted is not the economic world of textile workshops or domestic units. We
are probably within the symbolic world. All these scenes are parts of more com-
plex system-like series, as they appear to be often combined in linear, but not
logical, compositions showing primary symbolic aspects of the world. They act
as graphic metaphors to express different ideas such as human existence, the
cycle of time, which are both probably linked with agriculture. What is shown
on cylinder seals remains probably very far beyond our control, and only gives
little real information about the organization of labor and the economy.
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Camille Lecompte
Representation of Women in
Mesopotamian Lexical Lists

The Mesopotamian lexical lists are a series of school texts which were used as
glossaries and training exercises by pupils for their education.1 These lists,
which existed from the advent of the invention of writing until the end of the
use of cuneiform script, refer to several aspects of Mesopotamia’s material cul-
ture and, to a lesser extent, its society. In this respect, the lists of professions
and personal names2 offer valuable evidence of Mesopotamia’s social organiza-
tion, although women are generally not very well represented in these texts,
which did not intend to give an exhaustive description of society, even for
professions assigned to men.3 As is well-known, a wide variety of lists was
created over time, dealing with several different topics. The professional lists
considered here aim to record occupations but, since they were created for
educational purposes, only contain a limited sample of the Mesopotamian so-
cial categories. The first lists, known as Archaic/Early Dynastic Lu2 and Offi-
cials respectively, created at the end of the 4th millennium, consist merely of
an unilingual enumeration of titles. This presentation changed over time and,
at the beginning of the 2nd millennium, an Akkadian translation was addition-
ally provided for some entries of the occupation lists. This presentation was
later retained in the so-called canonical series, widely attested during the 1st
millennium. In turn, the content of these lists experienced such a remarkable
evolution, that two traditions can be distinguished, one from the 4th and 3rd
millennia on the one hand, and the other from the 2nd and 1st millennia on the

1 On the lexical lists, see now Veldhuis (2014a), with bibliography; Cavigneaux (1980–1983);
Civil (1976).
2 The present article relies on the edition of the lists of professions found in MSL 12, as well
as a more recent score edition, notably prepared by J. Taylor, available on the website DCCLT,
which also suggests translation for most of the entries. For the sake of convenience, lists of
personal names which are known from the ED period are not dealt with.
3 It is relevant to keep in mind that Sumerian is a gender-neutral language, since the lists
from the third millennium were written in this language.
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other. As pointed out by N. Veldhuis, “the history of research into Mesopota-
mian lexical texts may be roughly divided into two approaches: the dictionary
approach, and the cultural history approach.”4 The former focuses upon the
contribution of the lexical lists to the understanding of Sumerian and Akkadi-
an, while the latter analyses their intellectual background. Both approaches,
which shed different light on the lexical texts, will be used here, first in order
to find out the professional terms relating to women, second to understand
why they were chosen and how they were integrated within the organizational
framework of the lists.

1 Invisible women in the earliest school texts
During the Late Uruk period, the lists of professions,5 still not fully under-
stood as of yet, refer to many officials who are not well documented in the
administrative records. The analysis of these lists is somewhat impeded by
philological uncertainties, a limited understanding of the signs, as well as
by the nature of the archaic writing which was not “language oriented.”6
Notwithstanding these difficulties, two lexical entries from the relevant lists
may refer to women:

Archaic Lu2 52. dam
68. ninkum7

Both terms, though their meaning seems clear, are not unproblematic. nin-
kum, which D. Charpin interprets as a priestess of Enki from Eridu,8 is seem-
ingly never attested in the administrative documents from the Late Uruk peri-
od. Regarding the word dam, “spouse”, which can also refer to a man, the
uncertainty comes from different publications’ transliteration as dam of signs

4 Veldhuis (2014a: 16, see also Veldhuis 1997: 2–5).
5 The lists Archaic Lu2 and Officials have been edited in ATU 3, p. 69–86 and 86–89 respec-
tively. For the ED manuscripts of those lists, see MSL 12, p. 4–12 (Lu2 A) and the edition offered
by Pettinato in MEE 3, p. 176–185 (Officials).
6 Englund (1998: 79), see also Damerow, Englund and Nissen (1993: 30): “The various tablets
from the earliest phases of writing therefore bear closer resemblance to such modern docu-
ments as punched cards, dockets, clearing checks, balance sheets or many other formalized
data carriers than to independently and freely composed manuscripts in the modern sense.”
7 ATU 3, p. 78 and 80.
8 Charpin (1986: 389–390), Huber Vulliet and Sallaberger (2003–2005: 632).
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that are both sparsely attested and highly variable in form.9 Interestingly, the
term dam is to be found in the later Early Dynastic manuscripts of the same list
as dam me, which might show that it was interpreted at that time as denoting
a member of the cultic personnel, with the sign me for išib.

The lists belonging to the Lu2 categories and attested during the Early Dy-
nastic Period10 provide more evidence of the role of women and display more
items relating to feminine designations. Thus, in the so-called ED Lu2 List E,11
feminine designations can be classified according to their professional bran-
ches as follows:
– priestesses: lukur,12 ereš-dingir,13 nu-gig (?), amalu, maybe dam-dingir14
– role in the family, nurses and mid-wives: nursemaid emeda,15 “nurse of

god” emedada-dingir,16 child-bearing mother munus ama-gan, midwife
ša3-zu,17 midwife nu-gig,18 widow nu-mu-kuš19

– only one term seems to relate to an administrative profession: munus
agrig, “female steward”

9 While in CUSAS 1, 155. O0205. dam ena bua as well as in ACTPC 92, O0305. dam sal e2b
have the same shape as in the lexical list, a more “modern” variant occurs in ATU 6, pl. 89
VAT 15288. O0203. dam tug2a gu, which, however, might be another sign, such as nin. The
first attestation might merely refer to the wife of a person, but the second seems to be a person-
al name.
10 ED Lu2 B-E are edited in MSL 12, p. 13–21; on ED Lu2 C and D, see also Taylor (2003).
11 Edited in MSL 12; MEE 3, p. 27–46 and Veldhuis (2014b: 144–145); on the website DCCLT a
score transliteration is also available, provided with a translation of individual entries.
12 On the lukur, an occupation nevertheless attested in ED Lagaš texts: see Asher-Greve
(1985: 157).
13 Steinkeller (1999: 120–121 and 128). For the attestations in ED Lagaš texts, see Asher-Greve
(1985: 157).
14 See Steinkeller (1999: 122–123): this function as a “wife of a god” is a peculiar feature of
Ebla; see also Huber Vulliet and Sallaberger (2003–2005: 627) with bibliography.
15 Civil (2011: 283–284).
16 Seemingly only attested in the manuscript from Gasur, the texts from Abū Ṣalābīḫ showing
sal.an gišgal.
17 On emeda, and ša3-zu, see Stol (2000: 171 and 181). In the Fāra texts, ša3-zu also refers to
a category of personnel under the supervision of the gala-mah, Visicato (1995: 105–109), see
also Civil (2011: 284).
18 As shown by Stol (2000: 116, 173 and 186–188) and Civil (2011: 281–283), nu-gig not only
refers to a type of priestess but to a woman involved in childbirth. Furthermore, during
the Fāra period, the nu-gig belongs to the personnel receiving rations, see Visicato (1995:
105–109); for the ED IIIb texts, see the contribution of Karahashi in this volume. Attestations
of the nu-gig in the ED Lagaš documentation are also to be found in Asher-Greve (1985:
158).
19 On nu-mu-(un)-kuš, see Cavigneaux and Al-Rawi (1993: 111).
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– low status or worker: geme2, “servant”, geme2 lunga3 “female brewer”,
munus sag-rig9

– prostitute: geme2-karkidx
kar-kid

320

Tab. 1: Some feminine designations in the ED Lu2 List E.21

49 agrig (Male) steward 71 nu-a2 Unknown

50 munus Female counterpart 72 emedada emedada dingir, occurring
agrig of the former dingir in the manuscript HSS

/sal an 10, 22, is featured by the
uru×min sign DA, which is similar

to A2. The latter, men-
tioned in earlier versions,
does not seem to display
any connection with the
former

51 lukur Shares the sign munus 72a ereš dingir Shares the sign dingir

52 šita Priest 73 dam dingir Shares the same sign
Sign similar to munus, dingir; dam and nin
priest like the former (ereš) are similar

53 geme2 Shares the sign munus 74 amalu Shares the sign dingir,
(ama might also be attracted
dinanna) by the reference of a

priestess

20 The term geme2-kar-kid, see Cooper (2006–2008: 13), is well attested during the third
millennium and notably occurs in the Fāra documentation: see, for instance, Visicato (1995:
107). Later, during the Ur III period, the term is still in use: see, for instance, in Iri-sagrig, see
Owen (2013: 435).
21 Signs are taken from the copy by Meek of HSS 10, 222.
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Tab. 1 (continued)

54 arad2 Male servant. Shares with 75 lu2/nu Shares the sign dingir.
the former the sign kur. dingir Masculine.
Masculine slave.

55 geme2 Term consisting of
lunga3 / geme2 = 53

56 sag-rig9 Type of personnel, if of
low status, probably
arranged here because
of the pair of geme2

and arad2

57 munus Female counterpart
sag-rig9 of the former

Interestingly, this list focuses on some aspects of the role of women that are
also present in the later professional lists, especially on the designations of
priestesses and on involvement within the family sphere. It shows that, as early
as the 3rd millennium, women were reflected in some professions and occupa-
tions. Moreover, the position of the women in society may be reflected by sever-
al of those professional and familial terms, which tally with designations relat-
ing to women in the administrative records, although the documentary
evidence also includes further feminine occupations.22

The organization of the items and their order seem, in many instances, to
follow graphical criteria which determine the creation of acrographic and
graphic sections, most prominently in three instances (49–57, 71–75 and 135–
137).

It must also be noted that the succession between the three following
terms, ED Lu2 E 135–137: nu-gig (priestess or midwife) – nu-mu-kuš (widow) –
nunuz-gig (= nu-siki, orphan), relies, on the one hand, upon the sign nu and,
on the other, upon the sign gig (cf. Veldhuis 2014b: 245). As suggested above,
in the sections 49–57 and 71–75, thematic features also explain the associations

22 For an overview of the occupations ascribed to women in the ED documentation, see
Asher-Greve (1985: 145–168). Note the absence, for example, of the ki-siki, weaver.
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of some terms: the categories of personnel designated as geme2, arad2, and
sag-rig9 are indeed close to one another; the like for the succession of priest-
esses’ occupations, notably ereš-dingir – dam-dingir – amalu which are fol-
lowed by lu2-dingir. In another instance, two terms succeed each other accord-
ing to a thematic principle: emeda and munus ama-gan, entries 193 and 194
in the list, both refer to birth or care for children.

Another list, commonly called the Cultic Personnel List,23 also refers to a
number of feminine professions or designations and represents another valua-
ble piece of evidence of the type of relevant occupations paid attention to in
these scholarly documents. Although several occupations mentioned in this
list seem to occur only scarcely in the cuneiform documents, most of the terms,
if not all, can be identified with the personnel of different shrines whose func-
tion is unfortunately not clear. The following priestesses and feminine related
terms are to be noted:

Tab. 2: Priestesses in the ED Cultic Personnel List.

Text Term Type of priestess Observations
(place)

SF 57:obv. i 3. nunuzx-zi Nanna Priestess of Attested for instance in
IAS 46:obv. i 3. nu[nunuzx]nuz Nanna (Ur) archaic Ur24

Nanna

SF 57:obv. i 4. nunuzx-zi Utu Priestess of Utu Occurs in the Uruk period
IAS 46:obv. i 4. nu[nunuzx]nuz (Larsa?) texts25

U[tu?]

SF 57:obv. i 5. [mur]ub2 Unug Priestess of Occurs in the Uruk period
IAS 46:obv. i 5. murub2 U[nu]g Enki?26 (Uruk) texts27

SF 57:obv. i 6. saldu10 gišgal Unclear Occurs in the archaic texts
IAS 46:obv. i 6. sal du10 gišgal from Ur.28

23 Krebernik (1998: 341 and 362) with bibliography; see also Lecompte (2013b: 154–156). This
list is here merely called the Cultic Personnel List.
24 See for instance Steinkeller (1999: 121–122), Westenholz (1989: 541–544 and 2012: 295–297),
Marchesi (2004: 170, fn. 109). More recently, Lecompte (2013a: 160) with bibliography.
25 CUSAS 1, 098, R0106. See Lecompte (2013b: 156).
26 According to the Diri list, more precisely in the Old Babylonian Diri Oxford, 400. sal.lagar:
e-nu-um ša den-ki (MSL XV, p. 45). See also Renger (1967: 115) for further mentions and readings
of the sal.lagar according to Diri IV. However, since this function is here connected to the
town Uruk, it may have been devoted to another divinity.
27 See Lecompte (2013b: 155 n. 66 for the references).
28 UET 2, PN 311, p. 32.
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Tab. 2 (continued)

Text Term Type of priestess Observations
(place)

SF 57:obv. i 7. sal en gišgal Unclear Another term consisting of
IAS 46:obv. i 7. <sal> en gišgal the sign gišgal. This might

occur in Uruk documents.29

SF 57:obv. vi 18. engar nu-nuznunuzx-zi Unclear The addition of the term
Utu engar seems somewhat

IAS 48:obv. v 5′. engar n[u?]-nu[z!] puzzling.
˹nunuzx˺-zi ˹Utu˺

SF 57:obv. vii 12. nununuzx (?)- Incantation This term does not seem to
muš×pa(lahšu)30 priestess? occur in other documents and

is exclusively lexical in the
extant documentation.

SF 57:rev. iii 5. nunuzx-zi pap Unclear The addition of pap seems to
Nanna refer to a peculiar feature

IAS 46:obv. ix 4′. nu-nuznunuzx-z[i] pap which is unclear to me here.
d˹Nanna˺

SF 57:rev. iii 6. sal pap du10 gišgal Unclear
IAS 46:obv. ix 5′. ˹sal˺ pap du10 gišgal

The entries relating to priestesses are thus mainly gathered in the beginning
of the list (3–7), following two relatively unknown designations, nig2 en and
me unken, and all share the sign sal for woman, which determines the group
and is arranged in IAS 46 in the first position. Within this cluster, the two first
entries consist of nunuzx-zi priestesses, followed by the murub2 priestess who
is somewhat isolated and by a pair of terms including the sign gišgal: it ap-
pears therefore that these five very entries sharing the sign sal are classified
according to a graphic codification. Similarly, the term engar nu-nuznunuzx-zi
Utu is to be found along with three other entries consisting of the sign apin (=
engar), while the last two occupations in the table above might be arranged
according to the here enigmatic sign pap.

29 Unpublished text available on the CDLI website: IM 046107 = P002862. See Lecompte
(2013b: 155)
30 Krebernik (1998: 279) points out a reading lahšum for the sign registered as LAK442, ac-
cording to the Ebla sign list. The term therefore likely refers to a priestess “whispering, mur-
muring prayers”, CAD L: 40.
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2 Women in the Old-Babylonian Lu2 lists
Among the numerous lists known from the Old Babylonian e2-dub-ba, one
of the main lists dealing with professions is Proto-Lu2,31 which represents a
forerunner to the later canonical Lu2 = ša series and gives many insights into
the Mesopotamian social organization,32 although it also contains many entries
which are not related to professions.33 On the other hand, the “Old Babylonian
Lu2 series” – here abbreviated as OB Lu2 –, whose initial line is lu2-azlag2 =
ašlāku,34 designates a group of bilingual tablets, which has “a wider anthropo-
logical outlook” than the former and “contains mostly terms for psychological
qualities.”35 While the former refers in many instances to feminine occupations
or to terms relating to women, the latter only provides scarce evidence.

2.1 Categories of feminine designations

Similar to the lists from earlier periods, cultic personnel and terms for priest-
esses are one of the main categories of feminine occupations represented in

31 Edition in MSL 12, p. 23–73 and on the website DCCLT; another exemplar is published by
Taylor (2001). See Cavigneaux (1980–1983: 628–629), Taylor (2001) and Veldhuis (2014a: 159–
162) for an overview.
32 However, since the only available edition so far is MSL 12, which has been thoroughly
revised and provided with a commentary by J. Taylor in his unpublished PhD thesis, the fol-
lowing discussion will be restrained to general considerations. The exemplar also published
by J. Taylor (2001), which includes many new entries and displays an order slightly different
than in the published lists, demonstrates the need for a revision and, indeed, a new edition
for the sake of the understanding of Proto-Lu2. An updated edition is also available on the
website DCCLT, which is provided with an exhaustive score transliteration.
33 Furthermore, as pointed out by J. Taylor (2001: 209), Proto-Lu2 also “has a wider remit and
contains numerous extensive digressions, generally because of having a sign in common with”
the designations of humans. See also Veldhuis (2014a: 160–162).
34 Edition in MSL 12, p. 149–219 and on the website DCCLT. For an overview, see Cavigneaux
(1980–1983: 629) and Veldhuis (2014a: 162–166).
35 MSL 12, p. 151. According to Cavigneaux (1980–1983: 629), lu2 azlag2 = ašlāku, might also
have been “utile surtout pour la lecture des textes littéraires.” Proto-Lu2, however, also refers
to designations relating to the quality or the physical conditions of women, Proto-Lu2 entry
number 543, munus u2-hub2, “deaf”, according to the Akkadian translation as sukkuku in
other lexical lists, see CAD S: 362; Gantzert (2008: 141); see also Cavigneaux (in press) for the
interpretation of u2-hub2/sukkuku as a function, notably attested in Mari, as pointed out by
Charpin (1993–1994: 22). munus giš3-nu-ba9-ra2, probably bearing a sexual connotation,
seems also to be connected with the following entry, guruš i3-zu.
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Proto-Lu2. Notably the following section, which has already received attention
from other scholars,36 consists of several types of priestesses (see Tab. 3).

The cultic titles refer, in this section, to the head priestesses of several
institutions, geographically and chronologically scattered, and do not describe
a general hierarchy which would prevail as a unique template for the Sumerian
cultic personnel. For instance, the terms egi2-zi and ereš-dingir were in use
during the Ur III period and designated high priestesses of several divinities,
while the Proto-Lu2 list quotes them as generic titles. In contrast, four so-called
en, ēnum, priests and priestesses are distinguished according to the logogram
representing them and the divinities to which the occupation was assigned.
Interestingly, some of these terms occur only scarcely in the documentation or
may be considered to be rare forms, such as the logograms for the ēnum
priest(ess), which is generally merely written by means of the sign en. The
term murub2 (sal.lagar), which seems to be exclusively lexical during the Ur
III and Old Babylonian periods, is provided with an Akkadian commentary
which focuses on the feminine intimate parts, qinnatum, “anus”, ḫurdatum,
“vulva”, šuḫḫū, “buttocks”,37 and probably pingum, “knob”, and might be an
indication that this title needed an explanation in this period. The succession
of the ēnum priestesses (zirru, nunuzzi, etc.) and the murub2 seems to have
been influenced by the Early Dynastic Cultic Personnel List.38 Furthermore, the
association between such priestesses is also common to a version of the Diri
list, which may point out the existence of a kind of intertextuality.39

Another section worthy of note, Proto-Lu2 257–265, deals with lukur priest-
esses, Akkadian nadītum.40 The term lukur is encountered four times alone
therein: three entries are provided, in only one of the available manuscripts,
with the Akkadian correspondences nadītum, which is to be expected here,

36 Renger (1967) relied partly in his study of Old Babylonian priests and priestesses on this
excerpt. See also Charpin (1986).
37 Note also the presence of “female genitals” and intimate parts in the Emar Lu2 list, accord-
ing to the new edition of Gantzert (2008: 138).
38 It is well known that some of the Uruk and ED lexical lists were still copied during the OB
period, see Taylor (2008) and Veldhuis (2010). As pointed out by J. Taylor (2008: 205), the ED
Lu2 A played a role in elementary scribal education and may have influenced scribes. Although
there is no evidence for the Cultic Personnel List being copied during the Old Babylonian
period, the succession of some of its entries could also have been taken during the creation of
Proto-Lu2.
39 Interestingly, the entries 241–242, engiz and ensi respectively, are also found in the same
section of the “Oxford” Diri, namely 393–394, which confirms that those designations for
priestesses and priests were considered to form a consistent group.
40 See also Stol (2000: 172) and Barberon (2012: 207–208), for their role as midwives or as
taking care of children.
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Tab. 3: Priestesses in the Proto-Lu2 list.

Entry Term Translation and Parallels in the Parallels
Akkadian equivalency Cultic Personnel in Diri

List “Oxford”41

230 egi2-zi high priestess igiṣītum42
231 egi2-zi an-na priestess of An43
232 ereš-dingir high priestess ēntum/ugbabtum44
232.a nin-dnin-urta priestess of Ninurta, ereš?45
233 zirru priestess of Nanna46 SF 57. I.3. 398
234 nunuzzi priestess of Utu47 SF 57. I.4. 399
235 ukurrim priest of Inanna48 396
236 šennu priest of Nanše49 397
237 murub2

pi-in-ku priestesses of Ea/Enki50 SF 57. I.5. 400
238 murub2

qí-na-tum

239 murub2
ḫu-ur-da-tum

240 murub2
šu-úḫ-ḫu

41 See also Huber Vulliet (2014: 376), who focuses on the similarities between Proto-Lu2, OB
Diri Oxford, Diri IV 55–58, UET 6/2, 390 1–4 and Antagal G 14–16. I thank the author for having
provided me with a copy of her unpublished PhD dissertation, which deals extensively with
the cultic personnel from the Neo-Sumerian period.
42 The term egi(2)/igi-zi is very common during the Ur III period, and sources seem to show
that this function was assigned to the cult of Ninurta or Iškur, see Steinkeller (2005) and Huber
Vulliet and Sallaberger (2003–2005: 627).
43 It seems that this cultic occupation is scarcely attested during the Ur III period; according
to M. Sigrist (1984: 163), in the Old Babylonian archive of the Ninurta’s temple, the egi2-zi-an-
na receives a ration and seems to have a high-ranking position, as is proven by the Išbi-Erra’s
year name relating to the choice of his daughter for this function.
44 Renger (1967: 134–149). During the Ur III period, this title was notably applied to the priest-
ess of the goddess Ba-U2, Yuhong (2011). See also Steinkeller (1999: 128), Huber Vulliet and
Sallaberger (2003–2005: 627) and Huber Vulliet (2014: 99–103).
45 On this term: see for the 3rd millennium and the Ur III period Such-Gutierrez (2003: 147
and 163) and Huber Vulliet (2014: 99–100); for the Old Babylonian period: Sigrist (1984: 163).
46 This term is well known, see for instance Renger (1967: 118–121) and above; Huber Vulliet
(2014: 161–165) for the Neo-Sumerian period.
47 Renger (1967: 122–123).
48 Renger (1967: 117–118).
49 Rarely mentioned, see Cavigneaux (1991), Steinkeller (1999: 119) and Huber Vulliet (2014:
376–377).
50 Renger (1967: 115). According to Charpin (1986: 380): “on ne possède que des attestations
lexicales de ce titre qui est susceptible de plusieurs lectures (emeš, emezi, múrub, usuh).” As
suggested above, this title may have been in use only during archaic times, but remained
seemingly later exclusively in the lexical list as a relic of a former tradition, as shown in the
Cultic Personnel List.
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qadištum, another type of priestess in theory represented by the Sumerian term
nu-gig, and batultum, “nubile girl”. The list also contains the lukur-gal,51
probably to be interpreted as “chief lukur”, the lukur dNin-urta, who is a
member of the Nippur cultic personnel during the OB period,52 and the ama-
lukur-ra, who seems to be merely mentioned there.53 Other cultic-related occu-
pations are encountered, such as munus kisal-luh, “courtyard sweeper” and
munus ensi, “dream interpreter”.54

Feminine occupations in the Proto-Lu2 list can also consist of terms being
merely considered as the counterpart of a masculine profession, such as munus
ra-gaba, “female rider”, following ra-gaba. Also, a coherent section, namely
Proto-lu2 705–716, contains several relevant terms for women. As noticed by J.
Taylor, “this munus-section has many variants among the exemplars bearing a
version of it”, including notably terms not present in the Nippur manuscripts
and relating to “sexual behaviour”.55 The professions encountered can be classi-
fied as follows:
– professions relating to cooking and food preparation: munus i3-sur, “oil-

presser”, mainly lexical but to be compared with the Ur III geme2 i3-sur;56
munus muhaldim, “cook”, munus lu2-lunga, “brewer”, both also scarce-
ly mentioned in Akkadian administrative documents;57

– artisans and workers: munus lu2-ur3-ra (polisher?),58 munus šu-i (bar-
ber),59 munus bar-šu-gal2 (hairdresser, cosmetic producer?),60 which are
scantily mentioned apart from the lexical lists;

51 Though seemingly rather lexical during the OB period (CAD L, p. 240 under lukurgallu),
this occupation is scarcely mentioned in the Ur III documents, in turn, mainly from Umma,
recording the delivery as regular offerings by the e2 lukur-gal of cereals for Šara (see for in-
stance SAT 2, 45, 48 and 55). See Huber Vulliet (2014: 111, 264, 267), who also gleaned attesta-
tions from Nippur.
52 Sigrist (1984: 153).
53 Renger (1967: 158), with reference to Harris (1963: 141–142).
54 On earlier attestations of this profession in other documents than lexical lists, see Asher-
Greve (1987: 30–32). See also Heimpel (1998). According to Charpin (1986: 382–387), ensi is a
“clairvoyant”, who not only interprets dreams, but also uses other, non-technical means of
divination and was complementary with maš2-šu-gid2-gid2 (diviner).
55 Taylor (2001: 226).
56 CAD Ṣ: 62 refers to one example of ṣāḫittu; as for the Ur III period texts, see for instance
the index of the Iri-sagrig texts: Nisaba 15/1, p. 434.
57 CAD N: 313. CAD S: 306.
58 Compare with OB Lu2 (lu2 azlag2 = ašlāku) A 19. 152: [lu2]-ur3-ra: ma-˹ar˺-ra-qú-um, CAD
M/1: 285.
59 CAD G: 16.
60 Taylor (2001: 226) for the discussion of the term.
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– specialists and women having a specific knowledge: munus dub-sar, “fe-
male scribe”,61 munus a-zu, “female physician”;

– prostitutes or terms concerning sexual behaviour: munus suhur-la2,62
munus ke-ze2-er-ak,63 munus ga-an-za-za (?);64 a subsection of four en-
tries (Proto-Lu2 713–717) consists of the term kar-kid;65

– sorceress: munus uš7-zu66 and exorcist: munus ka-pirig.

Those occupations are therefore unequally representative of the social position
of women and do not systematically correspond to professions which were as-
cribed to them according to the documentation, as proven by the polisher,
munus lu2-ur3-ra, the female rider, munus ra-gaba, and the female doorkeep-
er, munus i3-du8, all being rarely mentioned.67 By contrast, a number of fe-
male scribes are mentioned in the cuneiform documentation, such as in Old
Babylonian Sippar.68

In the Proto-Lu2 list, especially in the section 303–308, women are also
represented according to their position and role within the family:
– e2-gi4-a, Akkadian kallatum, is repeated twice: the term, though generally

interpreted as “bride”, corresponds to “a specific status within a royal
household”69 or, as recently pointed out by M. Stol, to the “betrothed or
married woman until the first child is born.”70

– nin9, “sister”, dumu-munus “daughter”, ama, “mother;” a whole section
of Proto-Lu2 (319–343) consists more specifically of the latter, though some

61 Lion (2011: 98–101). CAD Ṭ: 150–151.
62 Taylor (2001: 226) and CAD K: 314 (kezertu). On the kezertum in Kiš during the Old Babylo-
nian period, who were involved in the cult of Ištar, see more recently Barberon (2012: 56–58).
63 CAD K: 314–315; Renger (1967: 188) includes the kezertum among the priestesses and re-
minds that this term is associated with the kisalluḫatum and sekertum.
64 See the discussion offered by Taylor (2001: 226–227).
65 In the Nippur manuscripts: kar-kid – kar-kid-mu-gub – kar-kid-šuhub2-si – kar-kid-gi-
te-te – kar-a-[kid?].
66 See Klein – Sefati (2002: 571–574), with references to the incantations mentioning the
“mother sorceress,” ama uš7-zu.
67 Interestingly, this occupation also occurs in a lentil-shaped school tablet from Mari, which
belongs to school texts currently undertaken by G. Nicolet for edition. As the author kindly
suggested to me, the relevant lentil associates the doorkeeper, a female doorkeeper, and an
apprentice, dumu i3-du8. This lentil has a more didactic purpose than the Proto-Lu2 list.
68 Lion (2011: 99–100) points also out that “at the beginning of the second millennium BC,
there are many more attestations of women scribes.”
69 Michalowski (1975: 718); on the interpretation of kallatum, see Ziegler (1999: 45–46 and
215) with bibliography.
70 Stol 2012: 133.
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of the relevant entries are apparently unrelated with the meaning of moth-
er, such as amalu (ama.dinanna), a kind of priestess; note also the term
for “wife of a (young) man,” dam guruš.

– midwife: similarly to the Early Dynastic lists, the emeda is mentioned in
three succeeding entries, Proto-Lu2 385–387.

The OB Lu2 list provides a complementary piece of evidence, albeit much more
limited. Unlike Proto-Lu2, no section is to be found which gathers together
feminine occupations or titles of priestesses, while terms relating to women
generally follow a masculine counterpart. According to the nature of the list,
a disease is mentioned: munus lu2-giš-gi-sag-keš2 refers to the Akkadian naq-
imtum, therefore identical with a seemingly mysterious complaint in Ludlul.71
The only professional designation to be found is seemingly munus lu2-kaš-
kurun2, Akkadian sābītum, “beer merchant”. Note also the presence of an ec-
static, munus lu2-gub-ba, Akkadian muḫḫūtum and of the less clear munus
lu2-tilla2, “the one who is going?”

2.2 Organization of the entries relating to women
in Proto-Lu2

The arrangement of the entries relating to women in Proto-Lu2 can follow sev-
eral criteria, in the spirit of this list, which, as is reminded by Cavigneaux,72
not only relies on a thematic organization, but also follows a graphical and
semantic classification.

As a first example, two groups of priestesses, gathered respectively in sub-
sections of Proto-Lu2, 230–240 and 257–267, will here be considered. As to the
first case, three smaller units relying on a succession of a key-sign can be dis-
tinguished (see Tab. 4).

The logograms and terms for those priestesses are classified according to
their first and most meaningful sign, successively nin (with the values egi2,
also represented by egi = še3, ereš and nin), en and sal. As to the second
subsection – Proto-Lu2 257–267 –, the common sign which renders consistency
to the section is sal, present in the logogram of lukur (sal+me), in munus
(Proto-Lu2 261 and by phonetic analogy nununus, the eme-sal writing for the

71 CAD N: 335–336.
72 Cavigneaux (1980–1983: 628–629) suggests that Proto-Lu2 is in that respect similar to Proto-
Izi, which was associated with it. See also Veldhuis (2014a: 159–162).
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Tab. 4: Subsections in the Proto-Lu2 list.

Entries Common sign Terms

230 nin egi2-zi
231 egi2-zi an-na
232 ereš-dingir
232.a nin-dnin-urta

233 en zirru
234 nunuzzi
235 ukurrim
236 šennu

237 sal murub2
pi-in-ku

238 murub2
qí-na-tum

239 murub2
ḫu-ur-da-tum

240 murub2
šu-úḫ-ḫu

latter is attracted) and in munus dub-za-la2. This means of classification has
of course an implication for the meaning of Proto-Lu2 237–252 which was held
by D. Charpin to refer to the priesthood of the god Enki in Eridu.73 It is therefore
possible that the entries referring to these types of priestesses and priests, who,
according to the whole Mesopotamian documentation, are not exclusively tied
with Enki and Eridu,74 are also arranged according to a graphic order and to
the stream of the older tradition from the Cultic Personnel List. Similarly, in
the aforementioned section studied by D. Charpin, the succession of engiz,
temple cook, and ensi, dream interpreter (Proto-Lu2 241–242), relies on their
graphical similarities, since both are respectively written en.me.gi and
en.me.li, therefore sharing the sign en with the entries referring to ēnum-like
priestesses.75 Note also that the association of enkum and ninkum is probably
bequeathed from the archaic Lu2 list, entries 67–68.76

73 Charpin 1986: 379–396.
74 Among the terms of the aforementioned section given attention by D. Charpin, it is striking
to observe that engiz and ensi are attested as early as in the archaic texts from Ur (UET 2,
p. 15 Occupation 9 and PN 296, p. 32) without apparent connection to Enki; likewise, ensi and
abgal are also connected with Nanše, Enki’s daughter. Huber Vulliet (2014: 376, 412) also
observes that such titles as ensi, engiz and abgal2 belong to the personnel of Nanše.
75 Such a graphical principle is also true for abgal and abrig (Proto-Lu2 247–248). On the
frequent association between engiz and ensi in the lexical as well as administrative docu-
ments, see also Huber Vulliet (2014: 417–418) with bibliography.
76 On their association in the documentation, see Charpin (1986: 389–393). Note that, accord-
ing to the author, enkum and ninkum are also associated in several Sumerian literary works
and hymns, in which they are connected to the divinities Enki, Nanše, Ninmah.
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Nevertheless, the Proto-Lu2 list also demonstrates a global thematic orga-
nization which relies upon sections dealing with specific professions or terms
and therefore distinguishes coherent groups. As is reinforced by D. Charpin,
the group considered above belongs to a broader section of the list dealing
with priesthood. Likewise, the analysis of the Proto-Lu2 manuscript published
by J. Taylor shows that its content consists of the succession of several sepa-
rate topics: singers and noise, finance, childbirth, etc. It is therefore not un-
expected that some feminine occupations, notably the priestesses, are gath-
ered in a same group. Similarly, Proto-Lu2 705–716,77 a group mainly relating
to women, consists of three parts: the first, which is the most significant,
relies upon the sign sal, the second, consisting only of two entries, relies
upon the term lukur, which nevertheless also contains sal, and the last deals
with prostitutes designated as kar-kid, which is probably attracted by two
other similar entries of the first group, munus suhur-la2 and munus ke-ze2-
er-ak.78 As pointed out by J. Taylor,79 Proto-Lu2 746–750, also contains a sec-
tion concerning childbirth and fecundity: u3-tu, “woman able to give birth,”
u3-nu-tu, “barren woman,” la-ra-ah, “woman suffering a difficult child-
birth,” zum, “womb.”

On the other hand, as noted above, feminine designations are to be
found associated with a masculine profession of which they are the counter-
part. This is the case for lu2-ur3-ra/munus-lu2-ur3-ra, uš7-zu/munus-uš7-
zu, u2-zuh/munus-u2-zuh (“ritually impure person”), i3-sur/munus-i3-sur,
etc. When sections are devoted to feminine professions, their coherency
seems notably to result from common signs like sal or nin. Since the Proto-
Lu2 list apparently relies upon several kinds of classification,80 mainly using
a thematic organization but also giving attention to graphic feature, and us-
ing pairs and triads, entries relating to women are logically scattered and
arranged in sections which do not focus upon their respective gender.

77 In the manuscript published by Taylor (2001), iii 16′–36′, though the entries 32′–36′ do not
seem to be exclusively concerned with women.
78 Taylor (2001: 226) suggests that munus suhur-la2 = kezertum might refer to a prostitute.
However, within the munus section, the progression from one entry to the other is not fully
clear but may also rely upon coherent groups of professions: thus, Proto-lu2 705–708c concern
professions of several economic sectors, Proto-Lu2 708e–709 are connected with prostitution.
79 Taylor (2001: 215, 218 and 229).
80 Cavigneaux (1983: 628–629) shows that the Proto-Lu2 list includes many digressions which
are attracted to the main topic of a section by semantic or graphical similarities.
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3 Women in the canonical series Lu2 = ša
Though based on the Old Babylonian Proto-Lu2 list, the canonical Lu2 = ša
list,81 well documented during the first millennium, displays some deep
changes and presents an Akkadian translation for each Sumerian term. Fe-
male professions assume a much more significant role, since several social
and economic categories, some of them already present in the Old Babylonian
forerunners, are represented and provide more realistic insights into their
role.82

3.1 Categories of women

3.1.1 Priestesses

More or less the same designations as in the OB forerunner are encountered,
albeit not in the same order; ereš-dingir-ra = ēntum/ugbabtum, lukur = nadī-
tum/šugītum, egi-zi = igiṣitum are, for instance, stable (respectively Lu2 I, Ex-
cerpt I, 19, Lu2 IV, 22 and 18). Some entries were added, most notably nu-gig =
qadištum, nu-bar = kulmašītum (respectively Lu2 I, Excerpt I: 196–197).

3.1.2 High position and court titles

The canonical series contain notably three common terms relating to the
queen: gašan = šarratum, ereš = šarratum and egi = rubātum. Note also the
mention of munus ga2-ga2 = muṣappirtum, “lady’s attendant”, which is merely
lexical and seemingly scarcely attested respectively Lu2 I:43, 42 II iii, 16 and I,
Excerpt II, 15).

81 Edition in MSL 12, p. 85–147. In the present article, the versions of the Lu2 from the Middle
Babylonian period are only cursorily dealt with. However, a scan of the lists from Emar, which
were reedited by Gantzert (2008), seems to show that women were not very well represented.
Note the presence of the following terms: lukur, the generic name for mother ama, references
to female genitals, the nurse emeda, nu-gig, munus-geštin (woman producing wine?), female
physician, female scribe, prostitutes; see also Gantzert (2011 Chapter 4: 63).
82 It is worth recalling that Akkadian, unlike Sumerian, marks gender.
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3.1.3. Musicians and mourners

While the Proto-Lu2 list only refers to the terms munus u3-li-li, “mourner,” and
munus eš3-ta-la2,83 the canonical series contains a whole section of female
musicians:84

Tab. 5: Musicians in the canonical Lu2 list.

Tablet III: ii.

16 sal u2-li-li za-am-me-er-tu “singer”
17 sal u2-še3-la2 za-am-me-er-tu “singer”
18 sal na-arnar na-ar-tu “musician”
19 sal na-[ar][na]r-ra na-ar-tu “musician”
20 [sal nar]-balag te-gi-tu “player of the tigi”
21 sal eš3-ta-lu2 eš-ta-l[i-tu] “musician”

The designations for the female musicians used in this section of the Lu2 list
are of course well-known terms which are commonly in use, such as in the Old
Babylonian archives from Mari85 as well as from other cities.86

3.1.4 Textile occupations

Unlike Proto-Lu2, a few entries of the canonical series concern professions relat-
ed to textiles, which indeed are to be expected from women in such a context:

83 Respectively in the manuscript published by Taylor (2001: 217), iii 25 and Proto-Lu2 586.
The Proto-Lu2 list refers of course to many musicians (Taylor 2001: 216 and Shehata 2009: 15–
17), but only the two aforementioned are featured as women. Since female musicians are
known, for instance, during the Neo-Sumerian period (Pruzsinszky 2007: 344–345), one would
have expected their occurrence in Proto-Lu2.
84 For the sake of convenience, translations of the relevant occupations follow Ziegler (2007).
85 Ziegler (2007) has extensively dealt with musicians in Mari. Accordingly, the aštalû and
aštalîtum referred to musicians less experienced than the nārū: “il s’agissait peut-être des musi-
ciens qui n’étaient pas encore assez formés pour enseigner, mais qui exerçaient déjà leur méti-
er,” as suggested by Ziegler (2007: 17). As for the nārum/nārtum, Ziegler (2007: 17) considers the
term referring on the one hand to any professional musician and, on the other, to “musiciens-
instrumentistes.” By contrast, zammerum/zammertum refers to the “chanteurs specialisés.”
86 Shehata (2009) has collected the occupations related to music in the texts from the begin-
ning of the second millennium in Babylonia. According to her results, some of designations
recorded in the Lu2 list also occur in other contexts. The tigiātum (both written in Sumerian,
munus tigi, and in Akkadian, ti-gi-a-tum) “tigi players” are also mentioned in Nippur (Shehata
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Tab. 6: Feminine professions involved in textile production in the canonical Lu2 list.

Tablet I.

17. sal al-nu-nu ṭa-me-tum “spinner”

Tablet III: ii.

15 sal tug2-tug2-bal ḫab-bi-iš-tu “worker”
14′ [sal siki peš5]-ak-a na-pi-eš-tu “female wool plucker”
15′ [sal ga-rig2]-ak-a ḫa-le-eš-tu “wool comber”

The Sumerian terms used here, though they correspond to concrete parts of
the work on wool, such as proven by the Neo-Sumerian documentation, oc-
cur, however, only rarely in relation to women.87 Their Akkadian counter-
parts seem also not to be frequently mentioned, although women are expect-
ed to have taken part in such work on wool.88 Interestingly, this section
relating to textile concerns processes taking place in the first stages of the
treatment of the wool, plucking, napāšum, and combing, ḫalāṣum, succeed-
ing one another.89

2009: 29 n. 132 and 176), Malgium (Shehata 2009: 41), Larsa (Shehata 2009: 42), Isin (Shehata
2009: 156) and Sippar (Shehata 2009: 191), note also the presence of the wakil tigiātim in OB
Nippur and Sippar (Shehata 2009: 40). The eštalītum and zammertum are, according to Sheha-
ta (2009: 13), not attested during the OB period with the exception of Mari.
87 The terms mentioned in this section of the “canonical” Lu2 can be compared with the
Neo-Sumerian terminology, which was extensively studied by Waetzoldt (1972). As noticed by
Waetzoldt (1972: 121, n. 357), nu.nu in munus al-nu-nu can be compared with the Neo-Sumeri-
an term u.nu, although no woman seems to be designated in this way. In the Neo-Sumerian
documentation, tug2-tug2-bal is seemingly unattested, but it may be compared with a type of
textile occurring in Old Akkadian documents, tug2 bal, translated as “linen,” see for instance
Maiocchi (2009: 251), though the relationship between both terms is unclear. The terms sig2

peš5 and ga-zum, ga-rig2, are regularly attested in the Ur III texts (Waetzoldt 1972: 115–119),
but not in the same sign set as in the lexical list nor associated with the sign munus. Never-
theless, feminine personnel designated as geme2 are assigned work consisting of plucking
and combing wool: geme2 1-e u4-1-a 15 gin2 i3-pešx(šu-peš5)-e gišga-rig2 i3-ba-ak-ke4 (Waet-
zoldt 1972: 116).
88 The terms nāpištu, ḫabbištu, and ḫāliṣtu are, according to CAD N: 304 and CAD Ḫ: 14 and 43
respectively, only lexical. By contrast, ṭāmītum occurs also in the cuneiform documentation
and is represented by a syllabic writing.
89 See above and Waetzoldt (1972: 112–119).
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3.1.5 Interpreters of dreams and signs

Tab. 7: Female interpreters in the canonical Lu2 list.

Tablet I. Excerpt II.

19 sal igi.šid-e11-e-de3 mu-še-[li]-tum “necromancer”

Tablet II: iii.

24′ [sal en]si ša-il-tu “female diviner”
25′ [m]ur-ra-aš ša-il-tu “female diviner”
26′ [l]u2-ma90 ša-il-tu “female diviner”

Tablet III: iv.

53 ama-lul-la za-ab-ba-[tu] “ecstatic”

Tablet IV.

119 sal al-e3-de3 maḫ-ḫu-tu “ecstatic”
121 sal ni2-su-ub za-ab-ba-[tu] “ecstatic”

Those terms refer to well-known practices and match the documentary evi-
dence, although the feminine designations are, for some of these examples,
only lexically attested. For instance, necromancy, which has notably been
evidenced by I. Finkel, was practised, but the only evidence of a “female
necromancer” is taken from the Lu2 list.91 As for the dream interpreter, Op-
penheim noticed that “women function as interpreters of dreams”,92 the god-
dess Nanše being one of the most ancient examples of use of the term munus
ensi in the Cylinder A of Gudea.93 The Sumerian terms following sal ensi,
which nevertheless refer to a female diviner, were considered by Oppenheim
to be an explanation of the former.94 Ecstatic women, called in Akkadian
muḫḫūtum and zabbatum, are also mentioned in other documents apart from
the lexical lists.

90 This term has been diversely interpreted by Oppenheim (1956: 223) as lu2-<gidim>-ma, see
also CAD Š/1: 110. In the so-called HAR-ra XXV tablet, HAR-gud B (MSL 12, p. 226–227), one
also finds the entry: 148. lu2-gidim-ma: šá e-ṭim-mu: man-za-[zu]-ú.
91 Finkel (1983–1984: 1), who gathered the evidence, only refers to the entry of the Lu2 list
about a female necromancer.
92 See above and Charpin (1986: 382–386).
93 Oppenheim (1956: 221). Veldhuis (2004: 26–29).
94 Oppenheim (1956: 223).
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3.1.6 Sorceresses

Tab. 8: Sorceresses in the canonical Lu2 list.

Tablet I. Excerpt II.

18 sal uh2-zu kaš-šap-tum “sorceress”

Tablet III: ii.

8 [sal …] mu-pi-iš-[tu] “sorceress”
b4′ [sal …]-sar mu-piš-tu “sorceress”

The presence of sorceresses, also recorded in Proto-Lu2, contrasts with the few
occurrences seemingly referring to the sorcerer,95 this situation is reminiscent
of the observations of Klein and Sefati: “Nearly all cultures and civilizations
throughout the ages ascribed to women a major role in witchcraft and ancient
Mesopotamia was not an exception.”96 This is, for example, also true in the
case of the Maqlû series, the incantation of which, as noticed by the scholars
in question, are mainly directed against sorceresses.

3.1.7 Terms relating to prostitution and sexual behaviour

Unlike the Proto-Lu2 list, the kar-kid is mentioned only once in the canonical
series. Nevertheless, the list also contains three terms following each other and
probably denoting a related meaning: anzaliltu, “pimp,” tibûtu, meaning un-
known, and najāktu, “promiscuous.”97 By contrast, the list also refers to nubile
girl, ki-sikil-tur/batultum and ki-sikil/ardatum.98

3.1.8 Women as nurses and midwives – women in the family

The role of women in the family, as well as those employed by families is also
evidenced through the mention of nurses and midwives: two entries form a
small coherent group, munus ša3-zu/šabšūtum and munus en-nu-un/tārī-

95 In the lexical lists the main reference to a sorcerer seems to be OB Lu2 A 299, see also CAD
K: 292.
96 Klein – Sefati (2002: 569).
97 Tablet III: ii 26–30, with najāktu being repeated.
98 On terms referring to virginity, see Cooper (2002).
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tum;99 further in the list are also encountered um-me-ga-la2/mušēniqtum and
ama-e-he-a2-e3/murabbītum. A number of terms in the list concern kinship,
such as e2-gi4-a/kallatum, munus ušbar3/emētum, mother-in-law and dam-
gal/ḫīratum, “wife of equal status with the husband.”100

3.2 Place of the entries relating to women

The organization of the canonical Lu2 list and the place of women generally
follow a thematic classification which proves to be more systematic than in
Proto-Lu2.101 For instance, the female musicians are collected within a coher-
ent subsection, which is included in a broader group focusing more generally
on women and on terms consisting of the sign sal. Likewise, female dream
interpreters, munus ensi, and ecstatic women are included in sections related
to diviners and ecstatic people respectively. Thus, the subsection containing
munus ensi also refers to several Sumerian designations for bārû diviners,
such as a-zu or maš-šu-gid2-gid2, as well as to the male diviner, ensi, who
precedes his female counterpart. The female ecstatic also follows the male ec-
static and is therefore arranged according to the succession, already observa-
ble in Proto-Lu2, of a male and female designation of the same profession. High
priestesses belonging to the type of the ereš as well as the terms nu-gig and
nu-bar which, in all likelihood referred to specific feminine occupations,102
are associated within a group of cultic personnel also consisting of gudu4,
“anointed” and of nu-eš3, a dignitary. Two sections from the Tablets I (15–32)
and III (ii 6–20′) of the canonical Lu2 list feature designations displaying the
sign munus or relating to women. The inner organization of the former, which
is included in a broader group also referring to prostitutes, kar-kid, does not

99 Tablet I, Excerpt II: 20–21.
100 CAD Ḫ: p. 197.
101 Cavigneaux (1980–1983: 629): “elle est devenue une liste plus strictement thématique,
éliminant les digressions de la version ancienne qui ne s’appliquent pas aux êtres humains et
à leurs fonctions.” Note that, for instance, terms relating to technical musical terminology,
which are mentioned by Veldhuis (2014a: 161), are no longer present in the canonical list.
102 The terms nu-gig and nu-bar have been granted much attention in Assyriological litera-
ture, see, for instance, Renger (1967: 179–180 and 185) and more recently Cavigneaux and Al-
Rawi (1995: 193–194) and Zgoll (1997). Interestingly, as demonstrated by Barberon (2012: 140),
the type of priestess nu-bar/kulmašītum merged with the lukur/nadītum, during the time of
the First Dynasty of Babylon in Sippar. A. Cavigneaux, in a personal communication, suggests
that both nu-gig and nu-bar are occupations related with feminine sicknesses, intimacy, and
taboo, and are therefore set apart, as shown by the etymology of both, nu-gig referring to
impurity.
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always seem clear since the succession of some of the entries is not apparently
based on consistent professions nor similar signs, as in the following excerpt,
in which unrelated professions are set together:

Tab. 9: Example of a section from the canonical Lu2 list.

Tab I/II

15 sal ga2-ga2 mu-ṣap-pir-tum “lady’s attendant”
16 sal sag-rig7-ga šar-ra-[ak]-tum type of personnel
17 sal al-nu-nu ṭa-me-tum “spinner”
18 sal uh2-zu kaš-šap-tum “sorceress”
19 sal igi.šid-e11-e-de3 mu-še-[li]-tum “necromancer”
20 sal ša3-zu [š]ab-su-tum “midwife”
21 sal en-nu-un ta-ri-tum “nursemaid”
22 sal [dam-dam] i-ki-šu “brother-in-law?”103

***

The representation of women in the lexical lists from Mesopotamia shows some
continuity and changes in the course of their successive stages:
a) In all the lists considered here, feminine occupations and designations re-

lating to women refer primarily to priestesses and to the cultic personnel
of the shrines. Some general designations for workers of a low status as
well as prostitutes are also encountered in the lists from all periods. On
the other hand, the representation of women in the lists experiences a no-
ticeable evolution in the course of its long history. The lexical texts from
the 3rd millennium only focus on priestesses, servants and prostitutes. By
contrast, the Proto-Lu2 list from the beginning of the 2nd millennium pays
more attention to other professions and designations, as is proven by the
presence of artisans and cook, albeit in a very limited way. The canonical
series of the Lu2 list still gives more insights into the social, economic and
ritual status of the women by adding some professions relating to textile,
a whole group focusing on the musical activities of women as well as a
number of terms for omen interpreters. That women were better represen-
ted in the latter texts can be explained as the result of both lists gathering
relevant entries which were only scattered in the 3rd millennium forerun-
ners.

103 CAD I and J: 49: “person of undetermined status,” compare with SAA 16, p. 183: “brother-
in-law.”
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b) The professions and designations relating to women in the lexical lists
seem only partly representative of their real position within society. For
instance, few professions belonging to the textile industry are recorded
therein. Similarly, few entries, such as munus i3-sur, munus muḫaldim
or munus lu2-lunga concern the preparation of food. Other professional
terms are seemingly merely lexical, either because they correspond to oc-
cupations not otherwise encountered in the documentary evidence, or be-
cause they refer to a real position of women which is, however, never men-
tioned in other texts, such as the female necromancer, mušēlītum, or the
textile workers nāpištum or ḫabbištum. Lists from the 3rd millennium, by
contrast, seem to refer to designations also in use in the administrative
records. The lexical lists also reflect some of the branches and sectors
which were ascribed to women in common representations, such as the
sorceress, kaššaptum.

c) Feminine entries are generally classified and arranged within the lists
either in coherent professional clusters or according to a graphical order.
For example, several priestesses are classified in the Old Babylonian Proto-
Lu2 list within a section dealing with cultic personnel. Likewise, female
musicians are gathered in a coherent subsection of the canonical series
Lu2. On the other hand, designations relating to women are also put in
sections sharing the sign sal, but without other apparent common points
of reference. Feminine occupations also happen to merely follow a mascu-
line designation.

By comparison, masculine occupations are more present in the lexical lists,
which record an array of professions mostly assigned to men. For instance, in
the Proto-lu2 list, the hierarchy of administrators, notably responsible for
groups of people, is represented by quite a number of Sumerian terms, such
as nu-banda3, ugula or ša3-tam. Soldiers and military officers are also en-
countered: soldier aga3-us2, general šakkan6, etc. Professions involved in agri-
culture (engar, sa12-du5) or husbandry (sipa, ša3-gu4) are also specifically
masculine designations. However, the entries relating to men in Proto-lu2 are
more or less similar to the feminine designations: priests (especially 205–265),
lamentation-priests (gala), singers (nar), professions in charge of food prepa-
ration or cooking (several kinds of cook muhaldim, brewer lu2-lunga, butcher
gir2-la2, but also cupbearer sagi), barbers and hairdressers (šu-i, kinda), work-
ers (guruš, arad2), role in the family (a-a, ad-da both for father, pa4-bil2-ga,
ancestor, šeš, brother). Artisans as well as professions involved in textile in-
dustry are also scarce and are generally identical to their feminine counter-
parts. Note, for instance, the presence of lu2-uš-bar, išparu, weaver, in the
canonical Lu2 series.
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Accordingly, on a more theoretical level of interpretation, potentially fol-
lowing perspectives offered by other scholars,104 the place of women in the
lexical lists can be connected with several kinds of factors. Firstly, the rise of
women scribes during the Old Babylonian period and the education of girls
in the Sumerian e2-dub-ba may explain the fact that attention to feminine
professions played a more important role in the contemporaneous lists.105
However, the lexical texts do not strive to provide a precise description of the
social position of women,106 but are to be held to be the result of the reflections
of scholars in organizing their knowledge and creating “a community of gradu-
ates.”107 The increase of feminine entries therefore reflects the new organiza-
tion of lexical lists during the Old Babylonian period, which led the scribes
to include many more terms than in their archaic forerunners. Similarly, the
canonical Lu2 = ša list shows that the process of collecting professional desig-
nations was more systematic and accordingly paid attention to feminine occu-
pations. The lists, lastly, may also reflect the evolution of the Mesopotamian
conceptions regarding women,108 as proven by the rise of the sorceress over
the course of time and the significant role of priestesses.109

104 More particularly, Veldhuis (1997: 137–146) with consideration to the background theories
of Goody and Bourdieu; Gantzert (2011, notably Chapter 4) with attention given to Foucault’s
work.
105 The implication of the presence of girls within the Old Babylonian school is notably point-
ed out by Lion (2011: 100).
106 It is, however, striking that the women recorded in the ED Cultic Personnel List are proba-
bly high priestesses belonging to the élite, therefore from the same social level as the women
represented in the statuary and art from the ED period, see Asher-Greve (1985: 170) who refers
to the “oberste Gesellschaftsschicht, die uns hauptsächlich in repräsentativer und kultischer
Funktion faßbar ist.”
107 Veldhuis (1997: 143).
108 The position of women within the family as witnessed by the lists can be compared with
the representation expressed in Sumerian literature, see Kramer (1987).
109 Asher-Greve (2002: 16) has distinguished five subgroups of functions ascribed to women
in Mesopotamia: 1. Family women. 2. Classes of priestesses and cult personnel. 3. Concubines,
secondary wives, slave women as secondary wives and mothers. 4. Slave women, women in
low status occupations. 5. Prostitutes, tavern keepers, seductresses, witches and magicians,
foreign women. Lexical lists are thus consistent with these observations.
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Fumi Karahashi
Women and Land in the Presargonic Lagaš
Corpus

The Presargonic (ED IIIb) city-state of Lagaš, or more precisely one of its district
centers, Girsu, has yielded some 1800 texts (Foxvog 2011: 59, with n. 2). The
majority of the documents are administrative records from an institution called
E2-mi21 “the House of the Woman” (i.e., of the Queen)2 and later E2-dBa-ba6
“the House of the Goddess Baba.”3 The institution dates to a period of over 20
years in the reigns of the last three rulers of Lagaš (Enentarzi, Lugalanda, and
Urukagina), and was presided over by their wives (Dimtur, Baranamtara, and
Sasa). The change of name of the institution was probably related to Urukagi-
na’s Reform, in which he claimed that land and services previously appropriat-
ed by the ruling circle were returned to the goddess Baba. In practice, however,
the E2-dBa-ba6 seems to have continued to control them under Urukagina and
his wife even more than the E2-mi2 had previously done (Maekawa 1973–74:
136; Steinkeller 1999: 298).

In the corpus, women are mentioned as holding arable land. The size of
Dimtur’s subsistence land (šuku) amounted to 210 iku in E (year) 4 (Nik 1, 42 =
AWEL 42) and 378 iku in E5 (VS 14, 188 = AWL 8).4 Sasa’s land was more than
twice as large as that of Dimtur (Steinkeller 1999: 295). Besides these high-
ranking women, other women are also mentioned in land allotment documents
as holders of subsistence and/or leased land. They were mostly from the elite,
female members of the ruling families and wives of high officials, or female
royal household servants called ar3-tu munus, with the exception of “one kar-
kid3 (“prostitute?”).”5 This paper examines what kind of land and how much

1 Its reading: e2-munus (CDLI), e2-munus “house of the Lady” (Beld 2002; 5, with n. 3); e2-
mi2 (Marchesi 2011: 195, n. 15; Bartash 2014); e2-mi2 (Prentice 2010).
2 “[M]unus frequently refers to the consort of the ruler … and may be translated ‘queen’” (Beld
2002: 77, n. 70).
3 On the reading of the goddess’ name, see most recently Rubio 2010: 35–39.
4 For u2-rum Dim3-tur and šuku Dim3-tur, see Yamamoto 1981: 109, n. 3.
5 See Cooper’s article in this volume.
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these women received. It attempts to understand the relationship between
women and landholding from the perspectives of kinship and labor.

1 Texts and people
In the organization of arable land by the E2-mi2, Deimel (1931: 80–81) recog-
nized three categories of land. The first category, gan2 nig2-en-na, literally
“Herrenland,” was “the field under the direct control of the ruler” (Yamamoto
1979: 85), and its crop was used to run the E2-mi2 and other institutions (Maeda
1984: 33). The other two categories, gan2 šuku “Arbeitlos-Land” and gan2

apin-la2 “Pachland,” are often translated into English as “subsistence land”
and “leased land” respectively. The former was given “to the leading members
of the E2-mi2 in order to provide a livelihood for its members,” while the latter
was rented to “members of the E2-mi2 as well as to people belonging to other
organizations” (Maeda 1984: 33). Tenants were supposed to pay rent in silver
and barley representing one third to one half of the yield (Nakahara 1961;
Maekawa 1977). The total number of texts dealing with gan2 šuku and gan2

apin-la2 is about fifty.6 Of these, this paper focuses on the following eleven
texts in which women occur as landholders:

L1 VS 14, 156 (AWL 6) (mu-ne-šum2); RTC 75 (mu-gid2)
L4 VS 14, 72 (AWL 5) (mu-gid2)
UL1 VS 25, 70 (mu-ne-šum2-mu); HSS 3, 40 (AWAS 39) (mu-gid2)
UL2 DP 583 (mu-ne-šum2); VS 25, 93 (mu-ne-šum2)
UL3 DP 580 (mu-gid2)
UL4 DP 587 (mu-gid2); DP 592 (mu-gid2); TSA 7 (gid2)

The verb utilized in each text, either šum2 “give” or gid2 “measure,” is indicat-
ed in parentheses. In one agricultural cycle, both šum2-tablets and gid2-tablets
were produced, as implied by the situation in L1 and UL1. In the latter case,
VS 25, 70 (mu-ne-šum2-mu) listed 88 individuals and groups, while HSS 3, 40
(mu-gid2) listed 79 individuals.7 In these two texts there are in total some 120

6 By courtesy of Camille Lecompte.
7 In VS 25, 70 occupational groups such as carpenters (nagar), leatherworkers (ašgab), and
fullers (azlag3) were collectively recorded with the total area given to them, while in HSS 3,
40 the names of its members are individually listed: for example, a collective entry for carpen-
ters in VS 25, 70 (obv. iv 10–12: 5 iku gan2 FN1 / 5 iku gan2 FN2 / nagar) partly corresponds
to the individual entries recorded in two separate blocks in HSS 3, 40 (obv. v 9–12: 1 iku gan2
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individuals and occupational groups, with 47 individuals present in both texts.
There might have been, however, additional documents relevant to land allot-
ment in UL1 that are not extant and therefore more individuals holding subsist-
ence and/or leased land in that year.8

A total of fifteen women, named and unnamed, are attested in the afore-
mentioned eleven texts. They are listed below by name in alphabetical order
with the two unnamed ones at the bottom:

Bara2-a-ra2-nu2: wife of Lugal-mu-da-kuš2
E2-mete: female servant (ar3-tu munus)
Gan-ki
Geme2-šu-ga-lam-ma: midwife (nu-gig)
Geme2-ub5-ku3-ga: mother of Baranamtara (ama munus)
Ki-tuš-lu2: sister of Baranamtara (nin munus), wife of the chief scribe Il2
Ku3-ge-pa3: sister of Lugalanda (nin ensi2-ka), wife of the scribe Du-du
Nin-e2-muš3-še3: sister of Baranamtara (nin munus)
Nin-nig2-mu: kar-kid3

Nin-u3-ma: female servant (ar3-tu munus)
Nin-uru-da-kuš2: female servant (ar3-tu munus)
Šeš-a-mu: female servant (ar3-tu munus)
No name: mother of Sasa (ama munus)
No name: wife of the chief administrator Šubur

Table 1 summarizes the information as to the recipient name, the land type
and area she received, and her family relationship or occupation.

šuku PN1 / 2 iku gan2 šuku PN2 / 1 iku gan2 šuku PN3 / nagar-me, and obv. vi 4–6: 1 iku
gan2 šuku PN4 / 1 iku gan2 šuku PN5 / nagar-me).
8 On the fact that the names of subsistence-land holders and the individuals occurring in
Type I lists (lu2-šuku-dab5-ba) do not completely coincide, see Prentice 2010: 73–74.
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Tab. 1: Women and land in the Presargonic Lagaš corpus.

Text (Date) Name of Recipient Land Type Area Family Relation /
(iku) Occupation

VS 14, 156 (L1) No name Unspecified 12 dam Šubur nu-banda3

RTC 75 (L1) Bara2-a-ra2-nu2* gan2 apin-la2  9 dam Lugal-mu-da-kuš2

VS 14, 72 (L4) Geme2-ub5-ku3-ga šuku 36 ama munus**
Nin-e2-muš3-še3 18 nin munus***
Gan-ki  4½
E2-mete  4 ar3-tu munus
Nin-u3-ma  2 ar3-tu munus
Šeš-a-mu  2 ar3-tu munus
Nin-uru-da-kuš2  2 ar3-tu munus

VS 25, 70 (UL1) Ki-tuš-lu2 Unspecified 18 dam Il2 dub-sar;
nin munus****

E2-mete Unspecified  6 ar3-tu munus
Geme2-šu-ga-lam-ma Unspecified  6 ar3-tu munus

HSS 3, 40 (UL1) Ki-tuš-lu2 gan2 apin-la2 17¾ dam Il2 dub-sar mah
Ku3-ge-pa3 gan2 apin-la2 18½ dam Du-du dub-sar;

nin ensi2-ka*****
E2-mete gan2 šuku  6 ar3-tu munus
Geme2-šu-ga-lam-ma gan2 šuku  6¼ nu-gig

DP 583 (UL2) No name Unspecified 36? ama munus

VS 25, 93 (UL2) Ki-tuš-lu2 gan2 apin-la2 18 dam Il2

DP 580 (UL3) No name gan2 šuku  6 nu-gig

DP 587 (UL4) Nin-nig2-mu gan2 5-tuku  1½ kar-kid3

DP 592 (UL4) Ki-tuš-lu2 gan2 10-tuku  9 dam Il2 dub-sar

TSA 7 (UL4) No name gan2 5-tuku 18 ama munus

* Bara2-a-ra2-nu2 = dam Lugal-mu-da-kuš2 (DP 127); ** Geme2-ub5-ku3-ga = ama munus (VS
27, 81); *** Nin-e2-muš3-še3= nin munus (DP 170); **** Ki-tuš-lu2 = nin munus (DP 127);
***** Ku3-ge-pa3 = nin ensi2-ka (DP 127).
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2 Female members of ruling families with land

2.1 Queen’s mother (ama munus)

Geme2-ub5-ku3-ga in the above list is identified as the ama munus “queen’s
mother” (VS 27, 81: obv. i 3–4; dated to L3), namely the mother of Baranamtara,
Lugalanda’s wife. In a text dated to L4, she was allotted 36 iku of subsistence
land (VS 14, 72: obv. ii 4–5).

Another ama munus “queen’s mother,” who should be identified with the
mother of Sasa, Urukagina’s wife, was also probably allotted 36 iku of land –
not specified in the text but most likely gan2 šuku (DP 583: obv. i 1–2; dated
to UL2) and 18 iku of leased land qualified as gan2 5-tuku “field that yields
720 sila3 per iku”9 (TSA 7: rev. i 6–7; dated to UL4).

2.2 Sister of the queen or ruler

In a text dated to L5, Nin-e2-muš3-še3 is identified as the “queen’s sister” (nin
munus), namely the sister of Baranamtara (DP 170: obv. ii 1–2).10 In the afore-
mentioned text VS 14, 72, in which Baranamtara’s mother Geme2-ub5-ku3-ga
was listed with 36 iku, Nin-e2-muš3-še3 is allotted 18 iku of subsistence land
(VS 14, 72: obv. iii 1).

Ki-tuš-lu2 was another sister of Baranamtara, identified as nin munus in
a text dated to Lugalanda’s reign (DP 127: obv. iv 8–9).11 Ki-tuš-lu2 in a later
text, HSS 3, 40 dated to UL1, is identified as the wife of the chief scribe Il2
(dam Il2 dub-sar-mah). She is mentioned in three documents from UL1 and
UL2 with 17¾ or 18 iku of gan2 apin-la2 (HSS 3, 40: obv. iii 12–15 and VS 25,
70: rev. iii 8–10; VS 25, 93: obv. i 1–3) and in UL4, with 9 iku of gan2 10-tuku
“field that yields 1440 sila3 per iku” (DP 592: rev. iii 7–10).

Ku3-ge-pa3, who was identified as the “wife of the scribe Du-du” (dam Du-
du dub-sar), rented 18½ iku of gan2 apin-la2 (HSS 3, 40: rev. ii 13–16). She
most likely should be identified with the Ku3-ge-pa3-da who is mentioned
among Lugalanda’s sisters (nin ensi2-ka-me) in DP 127 (obv. ii 6 and 11). This

9 The term gan2 X-tuku means that the field concerned was on the level of productivity of X
gur-sag-gal2 per iku (Nakahara apud Maekawa 1977: 4).
10 Nin (instead of nin9) signifies “sister” in the Presargonic Lagaš texts (Beld 2002: 190,
n. 88).
11 This text is dated to Lugal-an-da-nu-hun-ga2: no year number is given but it should be
dated to the early years of Lugalanda (Selz 1989: 265–266, 544; 1995: 24).
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is one of the so-called ereš-dingir ration texts of which four have been pre-
served (Beld 2002: 184–187); the other three are Nik 1:53 (AWEL 53), RTC 61,
and DP 134, in all three of which Lugalanda’s sisters were, instead, designated
as the lukur (munus+me) (Steinkeller 1981: 85).12

2.3 Other elite women

The wife of Lugal-mu-da-kuš2 (dam Lugal-mu-da-kuš2) rented 9 iku of gan2

apin-la2 (RTC 75: obv. iv 6–rev. i 1). This person is identified by name in a maš-
da-ri-a text (DP 59: rev. ii 18–19) and an ereš-dingir ration text (DP 127: obv.
iii 5–6) as Bara2-a-ra2-nu2 / dam Lugal-mu-da-kuš2. In three ereš-dingir
texts (Nik 1, 53; RTC 61; DP 134), she is mentioned only by name with no refer-
ence to her family relation. All the ereš-dingir texts ranked her fourth, the first
being the ereš-dingir priestess of the Goddess Baba (ereš-dingir dBa-ba6),13
and the second and third being the two “men of the ereš-dingir” (lu2 ereš-
dingir-me in DP 134: obv. i 11). This points to her remarkably high social status
and the strong possibility that she was an important member of the ruling
family. Besides 9 iku of leased land, she held 1 iku of ki-šum2-ma “onion
field” (DP 406: obv. i 1–2).14 As for her husband, several persons by the name
of Lugal-mu-da-kuš2 are attested, but none of them can be identified with him
with certainty.

Next we turn to a woman named Gan-ki, who was recorded as having 4½
iku of subsistence land in VS 14, 72: obv. iii 4 following the names of Geme2-
ub5-ku3-ga (see 2.1), A-en-ra-DU (Lagalanda’s son), Nin-e2-muš3-še3 (see 2.2),
and Šubur-dBa-ba6 (Urukagina’s son and gala-cantor). With regard to her iden-
tity, I wonder whether she can be identified with one or more of the individuals
of the same name listed chronologically below:
1. Gan-ki-ku3, who sold her son Gu3-bi-dug3 as gala-singer to Dimtur, wife of

Enentarzi, during her husband’s reign (RTC 17). The name Gan-ki-ku3 is
supposedly a longer form of Gan-ki (Foxvog 2011: 64, 67, and 94).

2. Gan-ki-ku3-ga, who is mentioned in the ereš-dingir texts Nik 1, 53 (obv. iv
13; dated to L1), RTC 61 (obv. vi 1; dated to L1), and DP 134 (obv. v 20; dated
to L[…]). In these texts occur the four royal family members (Geme2-ub5-

12 See munus-me (Beld 2002: 214); for lukur, see Sharlach 2008.
13 She might have been the wife of the ruler (Maekawa 1996: 172); cf. Steinkeller 1999b: 120,
n. 54.
14 Otherwise she is mentioned as a sender of a maš-da-ri-a-gift (DP 59) and receiver (?) of
144 sila3 of barley (BIN 8, 12: rev. i 2).
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ku3-ga, A-en-ra-DU, Nin-e2-muš3-še3, and Šubur-dBa-ba6) who are also list-
ed with the landholding Gan-ki (VS 14, 72; see above).

3. Gan-ki, the “wife of the leatherworker Gišgal-si” (Gan-ki / dam Gišgal-
si / ašgab-ke4). She was one of the three creditors to whom Baranamtara
reimbursed the money she had borrowed to buy a gala-singer (Nik 1, 17 =
SRU 45; dated to L3). That Gan-ki’s husband Gišgal-si might have been a
person of some importance can be deduced from the sale contract DP 31
(SRU 31; Beld 2002: 70–73). This document mentions A-sa6, the wife of
Baranamtara’s father,15 as the seller of the house and Enentarzi as its buy-
er, and listed, among witnesses, Gišgal-si / ašgab (DP 31: iv 15–16) as well
as Enentarzi’s son Lugalanda (DP 31: v 18–19), the future husband of Bara-
namtara.16

4. Gan-ki, the “wife of Lugal-ra” (Gan-ki / dam Lugal-ra). She is listed in
two texts, DP 128 (obv. ii 6–7; dated to UL2) and DP 129 (obv. ii 6–7; dated
to UL3), which are classified as ziz2-ba ušur3 nam-dumu “emmer rations
to the friends of prince-ship.” These texts included a nu-gig “midwife”
(Civil 2011: 281–83) named Gan-ezem and a kar-kid3 named Ama-ab-e2-ta,
who will be discussed below in 3.3 and 4.

While there were at least two different Gan-ki (3 and 4), we cannot say exactly
how many more, if any, had the name Gan-ki-(ku3-ga). Our landholding Gan-
ki should likely be identified with the Gan-ki-ku3-ga of (2), who clearly be-
longed to the elite, presumably, the ruling family (see Beld 2002: 189). It is also
possible that she might have been the same person as Gan-ki (1).

The unnamed “wife of the chief administrator Šubur” (dam Šubur / [nu]-
b[anda3]) received 12 iku of land (VS 14, 156: obv. iii 9–iv 1). We do not know
exactly who she was. Being the wife of one of the chief administrators of the
E2-mi2, however, she must have been a high-ranking woman. She provided a
workforce for cutting and carrying 90 bundles of reed in L3 (DP 352: obv. i 1–
3) and was given 12 sila3 of semolina (dabin) in L5 (VS 25, 89: obv. v 8–9).17

15 This person was not Baranabtara’s mother, who was Geme2-ub5-ku3-ga (Beld 2002: 70,
n. 66).
16 Since Enentarzi was still sanga when the document was produced, Lugalanda was desig-
nated as “son of the temple administrator” (dumu sanga).
17 Cf. Hal-hal, the wife of the chief administrator En-ig-gal, who is known from the texts
recording maš-da-ri-a-gifts (DP 86; Nik 1, 172 = AWEL 172; VS 14, 159 = AWL 176; VS 14, 179 =
AWL 175).
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3 Female servants (ar3-tu munus) with land

3.1 Female servants (ar3-tu munus)

Another group of women who were allotted subsistence land comprised “fe-
male servants” (ar3-tu munus).18 Before going into details, let us briefly con-
sider the ar3-tu munus. This term refers to female (royal household) servants,
and in contrast to the elite women mentioned above in section 2, who were
mostly identified by family relationships such as “queen’s mother,” “queen’s
sister,” or “wife of so-and-so,”19 the ar3-tu munus were identified only by their
own name.20

Female servants usually occur in Type II lists, “barley rations given to
blind persons, carriers, and those registered in various tablets” (še-ba igi-nu-
du8 il2 ša3-dub-didli). As Maekawa (1973–74: 104, n. 36; 1987: 61; 1999: 85)
has pointed out, women do not appear in Type I lists, “barley rations given to
those who were allocated subsistence land” (še-ba lu2-šuku-dab5-ba) even
though they held a subsistence land (gan2 šuku). Female servants are also
found in the so-called “pure milk and pure malt” (ga-ku3 munu4-ku3) texts.21
These texts recorded a gift-giving ceremony of milk and malt, which Gelb (1975:
72–73) schematically described as “offerings by about 50 men to the wives of
50 other men.” Recipients were mainly the wives of high-ranking priests and
officials and the givers were mostly men of “lower” rank (Beld 2002: 129–130).
However, neither the givers nor the recipients were exclusively of the same
sex. Notably, female servants are also listed among givers.22 As a group, they
are listed second to the givers designated as “the great igi-nigin2-people” (lu2-
igi-nigin2 gal-gal-me), who “are the most important or highest ranking people
among the donors” (Beld 2002: 131). This order may speak for the relative im-
portance of this female group in the E2-mi2 organizational machinery (Beld
2002: 137–141). Women mentioned in the first and second places in the ar3-tu
munus section of the “pure milk and pure malt” texts (Table 2) are found in
the land allotment documents.

18 For the reading ar3-tu for har.tu, see Steinkeller 1989: 130, n. 389; ur5/ar3-tu in Michalow-
ski 2011: 227–228.
19 Foxvog (2011: 60) has counted 267 unnamed wives referred to by their husbands’ names
or titles among the 3,371 discrete individuals identified by him in the Lagaš E2-mi2 corpus.
20 They may be called “independent” women; cf. Asher-Greve 2006: 57.
21 Discussed by Deimel (1931: 40–49), Gelb (1975), Selz (1995: 73–78), Beld (2002: 129–142),
and Prentice (2010: 181–185) among others.
22 Five men were listed among recipients (Beld 2002: 133, with n. 25).
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Tab. 2: First two female mentioned in the “pure milk and pure malt” texts.

Text (Date) DP 226 (L4); VS 14, 173 (L4)*; DP 133 (UL1); TSA 5 (UL2)
DP 132 (L5)

Name #1 E2-mete E2-mete
Name #2 Nin-uru-da-kuš2 Geme2-šu nu-gig

* Bauer (1967: 244) believes that VS 14, 173 was a first draft of DP 226, whereas Beld (2002:
135) thinks that the two texts represented two different occasions. According to Beld’s
interpretation, the gift-giving of “pure milk and pure malt” was celebrated twice a year,
in ezem-še-gu7-dNanše (first month) and ezem-munu4-gu7-dNanše (ninth month), and these
two texts dated to the same year testify to this.

3.2 E2-mete, Nin-u3-ma, Šeš-a-mu, and Nin-uru-da-kuš2

In L4, E2-mete was allotted 4 iku of subsistence land and the other three, Nin-
u3-ma, Šeš-a-mu, and Nin-uru-da-kuš2, were allotted 2 iku each (VS 14, 72: rev.
i 5–9). We know that the latter women had already been working in L1 as ar3-
tu munus and that each received 18 sila3 of emmer rations (DCS 8: obv. v 3–
6). As for E2-mete, her earliest attestation is in RTC 52 dated to L3, in which
she worked as an overseer of female weavers.23 E2-mete, who joined the work
force of female servants later, became its head, receiving an area twice as large
as those of the other female servants. In UL1, the size of E2-mete’s subsistence
land amounted to 6 iku (VS 25, 73: rev. iv 3 and HSS 3, 40: rev. iii 10–11).

3.3 Geme2-šu-ga-lam-ma and an unnamed midwife (nu-gig)

In UL1, Geme2-šu-ga-lam-ma was given (šum2) 6 iku (VS 25, 70: rev. iv 4–5),
and her field was measured (gid2) at 6¼ iku (HSS 3, 40: rev. v 6–7). It is note-
worthy that in the letter Geme2-šu-ga-lam-ma is specifically designated as
“midwife” (nu-gig). She can be identified with the nu-gig Geme2-šu attested
in the “pure milk and pure malt” texts that date to UL1 and UL2 (DP 133: obv.
iv 4–5 and TSA 5: obv. iii 12–13).

In UL3, an unnamed nu-gig was given 6 iku of subsistence land (DP 580:
obv. ii 6). With whom should this person be identified? Besides Geme2-šu-(ga-
lam-ma), another nu-gig named Gan-ezem is mentioned in DP 128: rev. i 5–6
and DP 129: rev. i 7–8, dated to UL2 and UL3 respectively.24 If we assume that

23 For E2-mete’s career, see Karahashi 2014.
24 For DP 128 and DP 129, see 2.3 (4).
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Geme2-šu-(ga-lam-ma) was replaced by Gan-ezem in the nu-gig-function some-
time during UL2, the unnamed midwife in DP 580 can probably be identified
as Gan-ezem.

4 A kar-kid3 with land
An exceptional case was a kar-kid3 named Nin-nig2-mu who was given 1½
iku of leased land characterized as gan2 5-tuku “field that yields 720 sila3

per iku” (DP 587: obv. ii 9–iii 2; dated to UL4). We have no more information
about her; however, another kar-kid3 named Ama-ab-(e2-ta) is attested in DP
128 (obv. iv 2–3), where the aforementioned midwife (nu-gig) Gan-ezem is
also found. This association of kar-kid3 and nu-gig reminds us of a Fara text,
WF 74 (EDATŠ 6), in which nu-gig, ša3-zu “midwife,” and geme2-kar-kid
are mentioned.25

5 Comparison of male and female landholding
It is difficult to estimate how much area one individual held because if he/
she held more than one plot, the total area given to that person was not neces-
sarily recorded in a single tablet. For example, Šeš-lu2-dug3 was given 52 iku
(26 iku of gan2 FN1 and 26 iku of gan2 FN2) in a šum2-tablet (VS 25, 70: obv.
i 8–10), but only 26 iku of subsistence land is mentioned for him in a gid2-
tablet (HSS 3, 40: iv 2). A similar recording situation is found in the cases of
Inim-ma-ni-zi (48 iku in VS 25, 70; cf. 24 iku of subsistence land in HSS 3,
40) and Dam-dingir-mu (46 iku in VS 25, 70; cf. 23 iku of subsistence land in
HSS 3, 40).26

In spite of these difficulties, let us attempt to evaluate the subsistence land
allotment recorded in VS 14, 72. As we have already seen, the land of the
queen’s mother Geme2-ub5-ku3-ga was measured at 36 iku. On the one hand,
that was twice as much as the area held by other royal members, male (A-en-

25 For discussion about kar-kid3, see Civil 1976; Pomponio 1986; Assante 1998; Cooper 2006;
Cooper 2010; Heimpel 2010.
26 In other words, “there are no summation registers of all who received šuku land, instead,
each group of fields is entered on a separate document … Consequently, drawing comparisons
between the landholding of individuals is difficult …” (Prentice 2010: 73).
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ra-DU and Šubur-dBa-ba6) and female (Nin-e2-muš3-še3). On the other hand,
Geme2-ub5-ku3-ga’s area was quite small compared with that held by En-ig-gal,
a chief administrator of the E2-mi2 (138 ¾ iku) and Šul-me, an agrig-adminis-
trator (90 iku).

The mother of Sasa the queen was probably allotted 36 iku of subsistence
land, as was Baranamtara’s mother, and also had 18 iku of leased land. Bara-
namtara’s sister Ki-tuš-lu2, who married a chief scribe, is attested only with
leased land (18 iku).

What was the landholding situation of other male members of the ruling
families? Giri3-ni-ba-dab5, brother of Baranamtara, is mentioned with 17 ¾ iku
of leased land in HSS 3, 40: obv. iii 6–8 (dated to UL1) and 10 iku of leased
land in Nik 1, 32: rev. ii 5–7 (dated to UL3). Two brothers of Sasa, Ur-dBa-ba6
and Igi-zi, held both subsistence and leased land: the size of each field was
either 18 or 24 iku (DP 583: obv. i 3–5, rev. i 1–3; DP 580: obv. ii 2–4). They and
another brother, Me-an-ne2-si, are listed with 18 iku of leased land each (TSA
7: rev. i 8–15).27 The latter was also recorded with18 iku of subsistence land in
HSS 3, 38: rev. ii 1–2.

E2-mete, Geme2-šu-ga-lam-ma and an unnamed midwife were allotted 6
iku of subsistence land. E2-mete is known to have played the role of “overseer”
of textile workers (Maekawa 1980: 87), although she is never explicitly desig-
nated as such in extant texts. Among seven female overseers of textile workers,
she was the only one who was given land in addition to monthly rations. E2-
mete’s male counterparts, Gišgal-si and dNanše-da-nu-me-a, who are clearly
designated as “overseers of textile workers” (ugula ki-siki-ka-me), were allot-
ted 6 iku each (HSS 3, 40: obv. ii 3–5, dated to UL1; DP 578: rev. iv 2–4, dated
to UL2).28 As for the other male textile overseer, Ma-al-ga, no land allotment
document is preserved. It is certain, however, that he was also given subsist-
ence land because he fulfilled the work obligations of subsistence-land holders
(lu2-šuku-dab5-ba), as Gišgal-si and dNanše-da-nu-me-a did.

At the time when E2-mete’s allotment was 4 iku, the other female servants
(ar3-tu munus) were each allotted 2 iku of subsistence land, which was the
smallest allotment unit (Yamamoto 1973: 29–30, n. 36; Steinkeller 1999: 295).
Men, mostly members of the artisan group (giš-kin-ti), which included metal-
workers (simug), leatherworkers (ašgab), fullers (azlag3), carpenters (nagar),

27 For Me-an-ne2-si and TSA 7, see Selz 2004: 239 [5].
28 In the matter of 6 iku: “Typically in southern Babylonia during the third millennium BC,
an individual family held a tract of arable land as their subsistence land, which most common-
ly measured 6 iku or 2.1 ha of land” (Steinkeller 1999a: 303).
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reed-mat weavers (ad-kup4), rope-makers and braiders (tug2-du8), and so
forth, seem to have been allotted 2 to 4 iku of subsistence land (VS 25, 70 and
HSS 3, 40).

***

Even though there must have been more women holding subsistence land and/
or leased land than have been discussed in this paper, attestations of such
women are few. The data available for UL1, in which more than 120 individuals
and groups are mentioned, shows that their number amounts to only about
three percent. Among them elite women held subsistence land and/or leased
land. One may wonder whether women made a profit by managing their leased
land. Female servants seem to have been the only group of working women
who received subsistence land. E2-mete, who was the chief of the female ser-
vants and also the textile overseer, was allotted a land as big as those of the
male textile overseers. Wet-nurses belonged to the same category, while others
belonged to a lower one.

Abbreviations
E Enentarzi
FN Field Name
L Lugalanda
PN Personal Name
UL Urukagina Lugal
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Maria Giovanna Biga
The Role of Women in Work and Society in
the Ebla Kingdom (Syria, 24th century BC)

The archives of Ebla, kept in the royal palace or rather in the complex of pala-
tial buildings that housed those in power, tell us mainly about life at the court
of Ebla and at other courts of Syrian capitals at the time.

The Ebla archives cover a period of roughly 50 years of the history of the
city and kingdom. 26 kings of Ebla are known but it is only possible to recon-
struct a detailed history of Ebla for the last three kings, who ruled over a period
of 50 years. The third from last king, Igriš-halab, and his viziers Tir and Dar-
mia, are attested in a limited number of texts; it is already possible to have
some information about the life at the court of Ebla and also about women at
the court. The reign of the penultimate sovereign Irkab-damu is much better
documented. His vizier was Arrukum. But it is the reign of the last king Išar-
damu (with his two viziers Ibrium and his son Ibbi-zikir) that is known best of
all. The last king reigned for a period of approximately 36 years. The purpose
of this paper is to give an outline of the role of women in the society of Ebla
and of some of the female workers there.

1 Women of the Eblaite royal family
The court represents a privileged observation point from which we can view
the political, diplomatic, religious, economic and commercial life of a 24th cen-
tury BC Syrian kingdom and study the role of women in Eblaite society and at
work in the court.

From the very beginning of Eblaite studies G. Pettinato was able to under-
stand that with the word “dam” the Eblaite scribes indicated women of differ-

Acknowledgements: I greatly enjoyed this conference on women in work and society
because of the interesting exchange of opinions in a friendly atmosphere. Several articles
on women at Ebla have already been written, see for example Archi 1996a, 2002a, 2002b;
Biga 1987, 1988, 1991, 1995, 1996, 1998b, 1999, 2000, 2010a, 2010b, 2010c, 2014b;
Catagnoti 1989; Dolce 2014; Matthiae 2014; Tonietti 1989, 2010, etc.
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ent rank living at the Ebla court. He was also able to identify the word for
“queen” “maliktum” (whereas the word for "king" is the Sumerian logogram
“en”).1

Some women of the Ebla court had an important role in Eblaite society,
taking part in every event of the court, religious ceremonies, rituals etc. They
did not live apart from men but were involved in all the affairs of the kingdom
with them, except for war. Women at war are not attested at Ebla in my opin-
ion.2

They participated with men at the festivals at the court, including those
for the triumph of victorious generals back from war, wherein they offered gifts
to the victor.3

To reconstruct the history of Ebla it is fundamental to study the relative
chronology of the texts. For this purpose the study of the prosopography, trac-
ing the lives and families of important figures and especially of people of the
royal family in various periods, was essential. Also, people serving at the Ebla
court were important for reconstructing the chronology.4

The study of the court ladies (dam en), consisting of the kings’ secondary
wives, concubines, aunts, sisters, wet-nurses etc. proved to be fundamental.
Indeed, their study was more important than that of male personages. Especial-
ly in the monthly accounts of textiles there are lists of women of the court
receiving textiles and wool. These women were listed according to their impor-
tance. It is possible to follow the lives of several women. Many of the events
important to write the history of Ebla include women: births of princes and
princesses, inter-dynastic marriages, marriages of princesses with Eblaite high
functionaries, princesses going into some temples as priestesses, deaths of
queens in other kingdoms, religious ceremonies according to specific rituals
with participation of women of the royal family etc.5

The women of the vizier Ibrium and his daughters were also important for
reconstructing the relative chronology of the Ebla texts. Azimu, principal wife
of Ibrium and the mother of his son and successor as vizier, Ibbi-zikir, and also
lady Tiludu, mother of other sons of Ibrium, are well known and often quoted
in the texts. Their names were fundamental for Pomponio to understand that

1 See Pettinato 1980, MEE II s.v. “dam” and “maliktum”.
2 For another opinion see Tonietti 2010; Archi 2014; but see Biga in press 2.
3 See Biga 2011 for several examples.
4 See Biga-Pomponio 1990, 1993; Biga 1996, 2003a.
5 Pettinato 1988 was first able to recognize the importance of these “rites of passage” in the
Ebla texts. For articles regarding women of the Ebla court see Biga 1987, 1991, 1996, 1998b,
2008, 2010a, b, 2014c.
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Ibrium and Ibbi-zikir could not have been kings of Ebla as previously supposed
by Pettinato.6

Some queens travelled a lot, like queen Tiša-lim, queen of Emar, perhaps
an Eblaite, who was often present at Ebla, or Zugalum, the Eblaite princess
married to the king of Harran.

The queen mother and the queen went on pilgrimages to some sanctuaries
of the goddess Išhara (see § 5.1).

Textiles of different types were given to the court ladies and to women
workers at the Ebla court on different occasions for particular ceremonies such
as the ritual of royalty or other festivals. But often textiles given to women are
registered without an occasion. These are not rations of textiles because they
are not given regularly.7

Women of the Ebla court received textiles when moving from one palace
to another, for example lady Anialudu who moved to the palace of Arugadu
with a staff of some servants (geme2):

TM.75.G.1760+10130 (king Išar-damu,vizier Ibrium, month MAxGANA2tenû-
gudu4) obv iii 8-iv 3: 5 aktum-tug2 ti-tug2 1 gada- tug2 hul A-NI-la-a-lu-du
dam en du-du si-in A-ru12-ga-duki 10 gu-mug-tug2 geme2-geme2-sù, “5 aktum-
textiles, 1 linen textile to Anilaludu woman of the king to go to the city of
Arugadu, 10 gu-mug-textiles to her servants.”

On the occasion of birth at the Ebla court or in one of the other palaces
the king of Ebla had in towns around Ebla, such as ‘Azan, Arugadu, etc.,8 gifts
were given to the mother of the prince or princess.

TM.75.G.2511+ 10139 (king Išar-damu, vizier Ibbi-zikir 2 year, month MAx-
GANA2tenû-gudu4) obv. vi 18-vii 8: 1 zara6-tug2 2 bu-di šu2+ša bar6:ku3 Téš-
ma-zi-kir dam en ‘À-za-anki in ud dumu-nita tu-da, “1 zara6-textile, 2 pins
weighing 20 shekels of silver to Tešma-zikir woman of the king of the city of
Azan when she gave birth to a son.”

Wool was often given to women, including the important women of the
court, to make fabrics, blankets, pillows, cushions, carpets or ropes and also
textiles for deities.

Women of the court also had servants (geme2) at their service, but it is
difficult to know if they were prisoners of war or not.

6 See Pettinato 1979: XXXIII; Pomponio 1987.
7 TM.75.G.2511+ 10139 (king Išar-damu. vizier Ibbi-zikir 2 year, month MAxGANA2tenû-gudu4)
obv. viii 17-ix 3: 1 zara6-tug2 1 gid2-tug2 Bu3-bar6:ku3 dam en, “1 zara6-textile, 1 gid2-textile
to Bu-barku woman of the king.” See also Biga 2010d.
8 For these palaces see Biga 2013: 261–262.
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Ladies of the royal court probably had ladies-in-waiting. When a girl of the
family of vizier Ibrium married the son of the king of DUlu, she left with a
retinue of 17 ladies-in-waiting supplied by 17 different state officers (Biga
2014c).

2 The queen mother Dusigu and the last queen
of Ebla Tabur-damu

It is thanks to the study of the court ladies that it is possible to identify Išar-
damu as the last king of Ebla (Biga-Pomponio 1987). The study of the life of
lady Dusigu was important for this task and also for the reconstruction of sev-
eral years of the history. Lady Dusigu became “great mother of the king” (ama-
gal en) when her son came to the throne. The identification of the last king of
Ebla as son of Dusigu and of the penultimate king Irkab-damu was essential
to begin the reconstruction of his long reign (around 36 years; Biga-Pomponio
1990, 1993). Further proof that Išar-damu was really the last king of Ebla came
later by the prosopographical study of wet-nurses. K/Gisadu is quoted as wet-
nurse of the king (ga-du8 en) and of Išar-damu so the equivalence of Išar-
damu with the king became certain (Biga 2000: 72–73; Biga-Capomacchia 2012;
see also § 6.2).

The court ladies of king Irkab-damu are well known (Archi 1996a); some
powerful figures are Kešdut9 and Enna-Utu, but the name of the queen remains
unknown.

Irkab-damu married and performed the ritual described in ARET XI, 1 with
his wife (the queen). He had several sons and daughters by different wives and
probably also by the queen. Their names are well known and their lives can
be reconstructed.10 One of the sons of king Irkab-damu was Išar-damu. He was
probably his last son, born of the lady Dusigu, and he became Irkab-damu’s
successor.

Irkab-damu became a widower soon after his marriage; several texts of the
period of Irkab-damu quote women of the court but not the queen.11 At this

9 Kešdut was also important at the time of king Igriš-Halab and was possibly his wife. In that
period no mother of the king (ama-gal en) is mentioned. Only lady Dusigu had this title and
she was the mother of king Išar-damu.
10 For some examples of the lives of princesses see Biga 1996: 63–72.
11 For the reconstruction of this part of Ebla’s history see Biga-Pomponio 1990, 1993; Biga
1996. Pomponio and I were able to recognize several texts in which a queen of Ebla is not
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point lady Dusigu12 suddenly appears in the lists of women at the court and
begins to be mentioned often. Then she takes the first place in the list of wom-
en. She was active in diplomatic affairs and the first of the ladies of the court
when making cult offerings. It is clear that, at the same time she assumed
her important role at court, Ibrium began to have an important place in the
administration while vizier Arrukum was still alive.13 Four sisters of Dusigu are
well known and it is possible to follow their lives until their deaths.14 The texts
that mention Dusigu, above all the monthly textile lists, show that she acted
like a queen. Despite her rapid rise to the position of first lady at court, Dusigu
was never referred to with a title, nor was she ever called queen. During this
period of some years no woman was given the title of queen. Irkab-damu prob-
ably did not bestow this title on his last wife. In several texts lady Dusigu is
not referred to by her personal name and is designated as “great mother of the
king” until her death.15 After long study it was possible to verify that lady Dusi-
gu took her new title in the same year that king Irkab-damu died (Biga-Pompo-
nio 1990: 188–194). It was possible to conclude that, at the death of king Irkab-
damu, Dusigu succeeded in putting her son Išar-damu on the throne. From
that moment on she was omnipresent for several years. She was named even
before her son the king. When vizier Arrukum died he was replaced by Ibrium.
Dusigu became Ibrium’s chief collaborator. The most plausible explanation for
this is that Išar-damu became king while he was still a child and his mother,
with the help of vizier Ibrium, acted as a sort of regent. The queen mother had
a very powerful role at the Ebla court for the entire period of vizier Ibrium
(around 18 years) and also for the first three years of vizier Ibbi-zikir.

During the years 12–13 of Ibrium as vizier, a girl named Tabur-damu ap-
pears in the lists of court ladies.16 Tabur-damu is the daughter of Irib-damu, a
brother of king Irkab-damu, so she is therefore a cousin of king Išar-damu. She

mentioned; they are from the time of vizier Arrukum and also of vizier Ibrium when a powerful
figure began to emerge at the court, a woman named Dusigu.
12 For Dusigu as the most important woman at the Ebla court, see Biga 1987: 41–42; Biga
1991; Biga 2003a: 354–356.
13 Possibly she was a member of Ibrium’s family but it is not mentioned in the texts. When
both Ibrium and Dusigu died, and when funerary goods (textiles) were given on the occasion
of a funeral service of a member of the royal family, Dusigu and Ibrium were both quoted (Biga
2007–2008: 263–264; Biga 2010a: 46).
14 Their quotations in several texts were important for the reconstruction of the relative chro-
nology, see Biga-Pomponio 1990: 189.
15 A study of all the texts of the long life of lady Dusigu should be undertaken.
16 For the identification of Tabur-damu as last queen of Ebla see Biga-Pomponio 1990: 188–
189.
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soon occupied a place second only to that of the queen mother. From a passage
of the text TM.75.G.2417 (parallel and contemporary to the text of the ritual
ARET XI 2 and to the annual account of metals TM.75.G.1730 (= MEE VII 34)
(Biga 1998a), it is evident that lady Dusigu selected the young girl as a bride
for her son. Dusigu then asked for an omen. The omen was favorable, so Tabur-
damu became queen of Ebla (Biga 1999).

In that year, year 14 of Ibrium as vizier, Tabur-damu married the young
king, who had already been on the throne for fourteen years. The marriage is
quoted only in an annual account of deliveries of metals, MEE VII 34. No
monthly accounts of deliveries of textiles with the dowry (that was surely very
rich) to Tabur-damu, nor the anointing of the head of the girl have been recog-
nized in the Ebla texts. No text with the dowry has been identified, probably
because it was given by the family of the bride’s father. Those deliveries were
not from the palace storerooms but from the storerooms of the house of Irib-
damu, and therefore were not registered in the Eblaite palace archives.

After the wedding, in that same year, the new queen and the king her
husband celebrated the complex ritual narrated in ARET XI 2.

Even after the marriage, when king Išar-damu went to war for the first time
with vizier Ibrium in a military campaign against the kingdom of Zahiran, in
year 16 of vizier Ibrium, the news of the Eblaite victory was immediately
brought only to the queen mother (and not also to the queen) who was proba-
bly anxious for news.17

The queen mother and the queen had their own chariots, received regular-
ly textiles for animals of the chariots18 and travelled especially to visit some
sanctuaries of the goddess Išhara. It is also possible that they had sedan-chairs
(see § 5.1).

The chariot mentioned among the funerary array for the queen mother is
probably the funerary chariot used for the ceremony, which was then interred
in the tomb with the extremely rich funerary gifts that Dusigu received when
she died.

Dusigu died in the third year of vizier Ibbi-zikir. Her death was an impor-
tant marking event for the ordering of texts. The death of the queen mother

17 Biga 2010a. For a different opinion see Archi 2014: 22 where Archi states that the king
never went with Ibrium on a military campaign.
18 See for ex. TM.75.G.2436+10138 (after the join a big tablet of monthly accounts of textiles
almost complete, 10 columns on the obverse and 8 on the reverse, dated to the first three years
of Ibbi-zikir as vizier, under the reign of king Išar-damu, month i-rí-sa) obv. x 5–16: 6 aktum-
tug2 ti-tug2 dam-geme2 en 4 gada-tug2 4 igi-nita en 4 gada-tug2 4 igi-nita ama-gal en wa
ma-lik-tum, “6 aktum-textiles to women and servants of the king, 4 linen textiles to 4 equids
of the king, 4 linen textiles to 4 equids of the queen mother and of the queen.”
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and her very rich funerary array is recorded in an annual account of metals
(which ends with this event that gives the name to the year and specifies that
the event took place in the month gasum, see Archi 2002a) and in a poorly
preserved monthly account of deliveries of textiles (TM.75.G.1962) that was
joined from several fragments in the last years of study in the Idlib museum
(see Biga 1996: 48–50; Biga 2007–2008: 261, 266 and n. 69; Biga 2010a: 53–54.)

3 Women in rituals
Eblaite women had great importance in rituals. The queen had a very important
role in the ritual of the renewal of royalty and initiation of the royal couple. The
name of the queen of Irkab-damu, who performed the ritual narrated in ARET
XI 1, is not known. Queen Tabur-damu performed the ritual narrated in ARET
XI 2 with her husband. The dresses, the jewels for the queen, the different ob-
jects used during the days of the ritual, the sacrifices, everything was strictly
prescribed and had to be perfectly performed (see ARET XI 1 and 2).

Other administrative texts related to the ritual narrated in ARET XI 2 allow
interpretation of the ritual as a festival of initiation of royalty for the royal
couple, as well as a renewal of royalty for the king who had already reigned
for 13–14 years.19

In a complex ritual in the place called an-en-ki (possibly to be read as
denki)“the place where some dead and deified kings of Ebla were buried”, some
anonymous women (dam) had the role of receiving textiles and wool for the
rite.20

Women also had an important role in other rituals. See for example the
ritual for the deities of the night, in which several women are involved (Biga
2003b; Fronzaroli 2012).

4 Interdynastic marriages of Eblaite princesses
Eblaite princesses had a very important role in Syrian society as protagonists
of interdynastic marriages.

19 For the different interpretations of the ritual and previous bibliography see Biga-Capomac-
chia 2012.
20 See Archi 2010 for the translation of several passages, but Archi considered the ritual as
performed in honor of the god en-ki (Hayya in Eblaite). See also Pasquali 2002; Biga 2012: 12–
15.
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The texts prove that the kings of Ebla often used interdynastic marriage,
sending Eblaite princesses to several small kingdoms, to reinforce alliances.21

Several of these marriages have already been studied.22 Marriages of Eblai-
te princesses with the kings of Burman, Lumnan, ‘Ašu, Nirar, small kingdoms
probably near the kingdom of Ebla, are already well known. Recently the mar-
riage of the Eblaite princess Zugalum with the king of Harran in the first year
of vizier Ibbi-zikir and the subsequent relationships between the two kingdoms
have been studied in detail thanks to the established relative chronology and
the joins of several texts.23

In the last years of the kingdom of Ebla several interdynastic marriages
took place: that of princess Tagriš-damu with Ultum-HU.HU, a son of Nagar’s
king (Biga 1987: 46 and n. 24; Biga 1998b; Biga 2011: 482–483) and that of
princess Kešdut, daughter of the king and queen, who married the son of the
king of Kiš (Biga 1987: 45; Archi 1987: 121–122; Archi-Biga 2003: 26–29).

And also in the last years of Ebla, the marriage of the Eblaite princess
Tamurdasinu, a cousin of vizier Ibbi-zikir, with the son of the king of DUlu
(probably Byblos) took place (Biga 1987: 46 and n. 23; Biga 2014a: 97; Biga
2014c).

It seems that princesses of other kingdoms never came to Ebla to marry
the king, a son of the king or high functionaries.24 No ceremony of the marriage
of an Eblaite prince with a foreign princess is attested in the texts. We cannot
exclude the possibility that some foreign princesses came to marry Eblaite prin-
ces, but the ceremony probably took place in other cities or countries and the
dowry for the princesses was given by the foreign court, and for this reason
was not registered by Eblaite scribes. The last king of Ebla married a cousin,
Tabur-damu, daughter of Irib-damu, a brother of the penultimate king Irkab-
damu. At the end of the history of Ebla the heir to the throne, prince Ir’aq-
damu, married Za’aše, a daughter of the last vizier Ibbi-zikir.

Other marriages of Eblaite princesses and of girls of important Eblaite fami-
lies with high functionaries of the court are documented in the still unpub-
lished texts. The rich dowries given to these princesses have yet to be studied.

21 Biga 2008. In a period in which wars were very frequent it was necessary to have allies
ready to supply soldiers and food during military campaigns, or simply to permit the Eblaite
army to go through their territories. Ebla had a group of constant allies who came there to
swear allegiance and were ready to march with the Eblaite vizier in his almost annual military
campaigns.
22 For the first information about some interdynastic marriages see Biga 1987: 45–47.
23 Archi 2002a: 166–170; Biga 2010a: 48–49; Biga 2010b. See also Tonietti 2010.
24 This reflection was stimulated by a discussion during the conference.
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5 Women as priestesses

5.1 Women as priestesses and making offerings to divinities

Several Eblaite princesses were appointed as priestesses (dam-dingir) in tem-
ples of the region of Ebla. They must have had an important religious, social,
and economic role, considering the importance of these much venerated and
visited temples.25 They received rich gifts as dowries for entering the temple as
priestesses. Some of these lists of goods have already been published (Archi
2002a), but several are still unpublished.

Text TM.75.G.1679 lists a long series of precious textiles, jewels and objects
intended for Tiabarzu, a girl from the family of vizier Ibrium.26 These were
probably given on the occasion of her entering a temple as priestess, even if
she is not defined as such in the text. The ceremony in which she is involved
must be studied in more detail. The dowry for Tiabarzu is quite similar to those
for princesses in marriage or for their tomb already published by Archi 2002a.

It should be noted that princess Tinib-dulum was accompanied by five
princes when she went as priestess to the sanctuary of the god ‘Adabal of the
city of Luban. They probably carried (il2) her on a sedan-chair. It is quite prob-
able that some important women of the court used a sedan-chair; this is well
attested in the Mari texts.27 The wonderful, perfectly preserved sedan-chair of
the mother of pharaoh Chefren is displayed in the Cairo museum.

The queen mother and the last queen went on several pilgrimages. They
especially travelled to visit three sanctuaries dedicated to the goddess Išhara
in the cities of Zuramu, Uguaš and MaNE, in the region controlled by Ebla (see
Biga 2015: 108 and Biga in press 1).

Women of the court used to send gifts to the different temples and gods;
it is impossible to know if this happened on specific occasions and what these
occasions were.28

25 For the dam-dingir see Archi 1998; Biga 2006: 29–31.
26 See Biga in press 4.
27 For sedan-chair in the Mari texts see Durand 1988: 123; Groneberg 1990: 162; Arkhipov,
2010; Kogan 2012. I would like to thank very much Jean-Marie Durand and Ilya Arkhipov for
their precious suggestions during some profitable discussions on this topic. For sedan-chairs
destined to women of the royal Eblaite family and to the king of Ebla see Biga, in press 3.
28 For the offerings to the deities of Eblaite pantheon see Pomponio-Xella 1997. For ex.
TM.75.G.2511+10139 (king Išar-damu, vizier Ibbi-zikir year 2, month MAxGANA2tenû-gudu4)
obv. viii 3–9: 1 zara6-tug2 nig2-ba Ma-za-a-du dam en ’À-za-anki dRa-sa-ap ’À-da-niki, “1 zar-
a6-textile gift of Maza’adu woman of the king of Azan to the god Rasap of the city of Adani.”
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5.2 An unidentifiable object in the Ebla texts or girls
(and boys) given to temples (oblates)?

Several years ago, in 1987, A. Archi published text TM.75.G.2022, which is relat-
ed to gifts given to princess Tinib-dulum when she was going to Luban as a
priestess (Archi 1987: 115–120). Archi transcribed at obv. i 4: 1 TUR:SAL (and
passim in the text) and translated the word as “an unidentifiable object” (Archi
1987: 116 and n. 7: “Small SAL” where SAL may be the abbreviation for ku3-
sal). At the time I was surprised by this, and informed Archi as much, but I
could not challenge his translation, given the fact that only a few Ebla texts
had been published. Now, after many years and many more published texts, it
must be concluded that the common reading “dumu-munus” of the two logo-
grams is also possible in the quoted text. It could refer to girls given to the
princess to be in her service and in the service of the temple.29 It should also
be noted that the adjective “tur” “small” always follows the object or the
worker it qualifies and is never in first position.

Not all the functionaries quoted in the text TM.75.G.2022 supplied a girl,
but all of them gave textiles and pins for textiles.

Girls and boys (always anonymous) were often offered (nig2-ba) to deities
of temples by members of the royal family, especially the king, the queen moth-
er and the queen. It is quite possible that at least several of them were prison-
ers of war. Sometimes the texts register the silver payed (to whom?) for these
girls and boys. ARET VIII 534 § 28–29: 30 (gin2 DILMUN) bar6:ku3 nig2-sa10 2
dumu-munus 1 dumu-nita nig2-ba ma-lik-tum dIšḫara Su-ra-muki Má-NEki U9-
gú-a-šuki: “30 shekels of silver, value of 2 girls and 1 boy offered by the queen
to the goddess Išhara in her sanctuaries of Zuramu, Mane and Uguaš.”

In the text of the treaty with Abarsal, a long passage (ARET XIII 5 rev. ix 7-
x 7) regulates the ransom30 of boys (dumu-nita) and girls (dumu-munus), the
sons and daughters of citizens of Abarsal, who were working as manservants
(ir11) and servants (geme2) of an Eblaite. They could have been prisoners of
war, but it is also possible (but less likely) that they were debtors.

29 At the time Archi still considered Ibrium to be a king of Ebla (Archi 1987: 117, 121). At a
conference held in Naples 9–11 October 1985, Pomponio presented a paper in which he reached
the conclusion that Ibrium and Ibbi-zikir could not have been kings of Ebla. He reached this
conclusion by studying the names of the sons, daughters and women of different kings and of
Ibrium and Ibbi-zikir (Pomponio 1987).
30 For prisoners of war in this period see Steinkeller 2013; for ransom of prisoners see Catag-
noti 2012.
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Several examples of boys and girls offered to temples have already been
published, see Pomponio-Xella 1997: 256 (ARET III 118); 302 (TM.75.G.1743: 1
textile, 1 boy, 1 girl offered by the queen to the god Rasap of Adani on occasion
of an illness of the son of the queen), etc.31

Sometimes in the texts it is difficult to determine if the gift consisted only
of textiles intended for servants of the temple or if the servant was also part of
the gift. In text TM.75.G.2022 there is no doubt that every functionary also gave
a servant; when some of them did not give a servant it is specified (see for
example obv. i 7–8: 1 dumu-munus nu i3-na-sum “1 girl not given”).

The offering of male and female servants to the temples (oblates) is a well
know practice. It is attested from texts of the 3rd millennium to the texts of
Babylonia of the 1st millennium BC, in which the practice of širkûtu is well
documented.32

6 Women at work
We know of different types of women at work in the palace, outside the palace
and outside the city of Ebla who received gifts or rations of textiles, wool or
food. The Ebla texts are laconic administrative documents listing fabrics, wool
or food leaving the coffers of the state. The letters from the royal archives of
Mari are without a doubt astonishing. They deal with numerous private and
public events of the time in a wealth of detail, but the types of female workers
attested at Mari are almost the same as those working at the Ebla court.33

6.1 dam/dumu-munus pa4-šeš

In the royal palace lived the king, the queen and the other wives, and also the
king’s aunts and sisters. There were also a number of anonymous maids, dam/
dumu-munus pa4-šeš, who took care of the women of the court. They prepared

31 Pomponio and Xella translated the word “dumu-munus” as “subordonné”.
32 For the offering of boys and girls to deities in the Ebla texts see Biga-Capomacchia 2008:
143–144: “Già dagli archivi di Ebla risulta che i membri delle principali famiglie donavano alla
divinità dei ragazzi e delle ragazze. I testi sono al solito laconici e annotano che un ragazzo o
una ragazza sono offerti alla divinità. E’ ovvio che sono offerti in servizio al tempio di quella
divinità e probabilmente in servizio permanente; questa di Ebla è la prima e più antica attes-
tazione della pratica di dedicare persone ad una divinità …”
33 See N. Ziegler in this volume.
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perfumed creams and unguents for their daily hygiene and looked after their
wardrobes. In their private apartments the queen and the queen mother had
dozens of these maids. Given their proximity to the queen or queen mother
they probably had a certain importance at court and received precious pieces
of clothing when certain ceremonies were performed. The king had male pa4-
šeš servants who probably did the same work for him (Archi 1996b). Among
them there was the son of the king of Ursaum, a king allied with Ebla (Biga
2008).

6.2 Wet-nurses (ga-du8), midwives, female doctors at the
Ebla court

A fairly important role was also played by the wet nurses in the service of the
ladies of the court, who breastfed and brought up their children (Biga 1997).
They are mentioned by their personal names and they remained at court after
they had finished nursing the prince or princess with whom they were entrust-
ed. They clearly enjoyed a certain degree of importance on the social scale,
since in the lists of women they appear immediately after the king’s wives,
sisters and daughters and are not included in the lists of anonymous women
working at the court. The importance of wet nurses also in other contemporary
Syrian kingdoms is proven by the beautiful inscribed seals (found in the palace
of Tell Mozan/Urkeš) of the wet nurse Zamena, who is depicted sitting with the
royal baby on her knees (Buccellati and Kelly Buccellati 1998; and Otto in this
volume).

The wet nurse of the last king of Ebla, lady G/Kisadu, is well known. We
can see her active in numerous texts. It was also due to the texts mentioning
Kisadu, who spent her long life entirely at court, that many texts have been
arranged in chronological order. Moreover, it was due to her quotation in two
parallel texts that it was possible to verify that Išar-damu really was the last
king of Ebla (Biga 2000; Biga-Capomacchia 2012; see also § 2).

Gida-naim, the merchant of the palace of Ebla who travelled along the
Euphrates (Milano 2003), was the son of the wet nurse Gisadu, and was proba-
bly the same age as the last king.

There were also some midwives (ša3-zu, mu-wa-li-tum) at court. Their job
was to assist the ladies during childbirth, and they receive textiles for their
work.34

34 See Biga 1988, 1991.
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During the last years of the city’s life a female doctor (azu-munus) is also
documented. She looked after the daughter born to the royal couple, princess
Kešdut, who later married the son of the king of Kiš.35

6.3 Female dancers (NE.DI-munus) and singers (nar-munus)

There were also number of female dancers and singers at court, although they
were far fewer than the male dancers and singers.36 They lived at court perma-
nently, and received textiles, wool and food for their work. They performed at
banquets on the occasion of important events of the court, such as the arrival
of foreign kings to swear allegiance to Ebla etc.37

Female acrobats (hub2-ki) are not attested at Ebla.

6.4 Female elders (ABxAŠ2-munus)

The kings of Ebla were flanked by a council of elders, the wise men of the
kingdom. Some elder women are also quoted. TM.75.G.1794+ARET III 469 rev.
v 13–17: 1 tug2-ni-ni Da-gú-sa ABxÁŠ-munus si-in ÉxPAP.

6.5 Female cooks (muhaldim-munus)

The king’s food and that for his court was prepared by a group of around 13–
14 cooks.38 Even today women are excluded from elite cooking positions! The
cooks are quoted, all by their personal names, in lists, and they received tex-
tiles from the palace administration.

Some anonymous female cooks are attested as well.
The role of cupbearer (lu2-ŠE+TIN) was male; always mentioned by name,

he served the beer that normally accompanied meals. No female cupbearer is
attested in the Ebla texts.39 In Greek, Etruscan, Roman banquets cupbearers
were female.

35 See Biga 1988.
36 They were far fewer than those of the royal palace at Mari where dozens of beautiful and
accomplished young dancers were requested and sent to the king.
37 For the lists of female dancers see Catagnoti 1989; Biga 1998b, 2011.
38 For a complete account on cooks at the Ebla court in different periods see Biga in press 5.
39 Gods of the Greek pantheon had a female cupbearer, Ebe.
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There is also a cupbearer responsible for wine (lu2-geštin), who was al-
ways male.

6.6 Wailing (munabbītum, eme-bal, rāzimtum) and weeping
women (dam IGI:A)

Especially for certain important funerals some types of wailing women (munab-
bītum, eme-bal, rāzimtum) and weeping women (dam IGI:A) are attested.40

Professional mourners are widely attested in Near Eastern and Classical
antiquity throughout the Mediterranean and still existed in Italy only a few
years ago.

At the funeral of the queen mother Dusigu 10 wailing women were present.

6.7 Women working in textile production

Several female workers were involved in the preparation of fabrics (dam/dumu-
munus tug2-nu-tag). Female dyers and apprentice dyers (dam/dumu-munus-
gun3) are also attested.41

Some (few) monthly accounts of textiles have long lists of female court
workers receiving wool as ration/payment for their work. Some of these women
work under the direction of important women or functionaries of the court to
produce textiles. These female workers worked in weaving houses (‘a5-za-ru12)
in which different types of textiles were woven.42

6.8 Other female workers

The court depended on the labor of numerous anonymous workmen and wom-
en. We learn about them from the texts of deliveries of textiles, from the sec-
tions registering wool given as a ration/payment to these workers but especial-
ly from the texts of the small archive L. 2712 (see ARET IX s.v. dam).

Women who were probably responsible for attending the fire (dam NE-ra)
are also attested.

40 See Pasquali-Mangiarotti 1999; Biga 2007–2008: 262.
41 For a recent study see Biga 2010d.
42 See Biga 1988, 2014b.
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Many other female workers, all anonymous, are attested at the court of
Ebla: women milling flour, cooking bread, working in the kitchen of the pal-
ace, preparing vegetables etc.

***

Women of the court of Ebla had an important role in Eblaite society, taking
part in every event of the court, religious ceremonies, rituals etc. They did not
live apart from men but were involved in all the affairs of the kingdom with
them, except for war.

The study of the court ladies, consisting of the kings’ secondary wives,
concubines, aunts, sisters, daughters, wet-nurses etc. proved to be fundamen-
tal for the reconstruction of the relative chronology of the texts and for writing
the history of Ebla.

For a long period of almost 20 years the most important woman at the Ebla
court was the queen mother, lady Dusigu.

Many anonymous female workers, who were involved in different types of
work, are attested. A complete account of female workers at the Ebla court has
yet to be written.

Abbreviations
TM Tell Mardikh
ARES Archivi Reali di Ebla: Studi. Roma. Missione Archeologica Italiana in Siria 1988.
ARET Archivi Reali di Ebla: Testi. Roma. Missione Archeologica Italiana in Siria 1981.
MEE Materiali Epigrafici di Ebla. Napoli. Istituto Universitario Orientale 1979-.
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Massimo Maiocchi
Women and Production in Sargonic Adab

The topic of productivity in the Sargonic Period – and especially the role
played by women in it – has seldom attracted the attention of Assyriologists
and Historians of the Ancient Near East. This is no doubt due to two facts: first,
the archives of Akkad, as well as the city itself, are still to be located, forcing
scholars to adopt a peripheral point of view in their analysis of this period;
second, the sources presently available for the preceding period, i.e. the Early
Dynastic IIIb period in Southern Mesopotamia, roughly corresponding to the
Early Jezirah in Syria, are not only more abundant, but also more extensively
studied. The same holds true for the subsequent Ur III period. Because of these
facts, The Sargonic period seems to be packed between historical phases and
areas that are better understood.

Nevertheless, the corpus of Sargonic tablets has increased considerably in
recent years, bridging to some extent the gap in the available documentation.1
As we shall see, recently published and forthcoming texts add significantly to
our knowledge, especially in regards of the topic of textile production, and the
social status of women in the Sargonic period. Assessing the impact of the
supra-regional organization labeled “the first world empire” on women’s life
and productivity is therefore in order.

At present, the archives of Adab are perhaps the most significant sources
for this period, in terms of both quantity of tablets and the amount of informa-
tion embedded in them. Thanks to the new available data, it is in fact possible
to get a fairly good idea on the historical developments that affected the site
during the entire time span of the Sargonic period, broadly understood as to
include the transition from Early Dynastic IIIb to Early Sargonic periods up to
the so-called “Late Akkad” period (i.e. from the period of confusion after the

1 This paper is deeply in debt to the generosity of several scholars working on Sargonic texts,
who allowed me to quote unpublished material: F. Pomponio and G. Visicato (texts in the
Jonathan and Jeannette Rosen Ancient Near Eastern Studies Seminar in the Department of
Near Eastern Studies at Cornell University, just appeared as CUSAS 20, cf. Pomponio and Visi-
cato 2015); V. Bartash (texts in the Schøyen collection, Oslo); M. Molina (texts in the Carl Lipp-
mann collection at the Real Academia de la Historia, Madrid, now published in Molina 2014).
Special thanks go to A. Westenholz, who provided me with his preliminary transliterations of
most of the Sargonic evidence quoted in this paper, and to Lucio Milano, who read a prelimi-
nary draft of this paper, offering further insight on the matter.

Massimo Maiocchi, University of Chicago; massimo.maiocchi@gmail.com
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death of Šar-kali-šarrī up to the rise of the Gutian dynasty).2 This is a unique
situation, since other Sargonic archives date either to the Early or to the Classi-
cal Sargonic period. Because of the great continuity of the available sources,
and the importance of the site at political level, Adab may presently be consid-
ered as the best case study for the analysis of women and production in the
Sargonic period. For reasons of space, I shall limit the discussion to the new
evidence concerned with the production of textiles in Sargonic Adab.

1 Archaeological context
The archaeological context of most of the Adab tablets is either very roughly
known, or entirely unknown. Such is the case of the Middle Sargonic tablets
belonging to the weaver’s dossier, discussed below, whose find spot(s) can
only be guessed at on the basis of internal data, cursory archaeological reports,
and the (recent) history of the site. Thus, we miss important information con-
cerning the connection between archives and institutions they belonged to. In
turn, this partly blurs our understanding of the modes of imperial control over
local productive units, with special regards to those more closely tied with the
activities of women, such as weaving.

The site was partly excavated in 1903–1905 by Edgard J. Banks and Victor
S. Persons, of the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago. In more recent
years, Adab has been targeted by looters, who destroyed large parts of the Tell
in between and shortly after the first and second Gulf wars (1991 and 2003).3 As
a consequence of these tragic developments, thousands of cuneiform tablets and
other valuable artifacts from Southern Mesopotamia flooded the black market,
eventually reaching private and institutional collections scattered all over the
world. Needless to say, no information on the findspot of these objects is avail-
able to us. The same holds roughly true for the tablets excavated by Banks and
Persons, since at that time the stratigraphic method was unknown. The “excava-
tions reports” were published by Banks (1912), in narrative anecdotal form.

2 For an overview on the political history of Adab see Pomponio 2006; Biga 2005. In this
contribution I adopt the following terminology to refer to the internal sub-phases of the Sar-
gonic period: Early Sargonic, Middle Sargonic, Classical Sargonic, “Late Akkad” (abbreviated
respectively as ES/MS/CS/LA). The “Late Akkad” period in turn may overlap with the Gutian
period, but this is irrelevant for the present discussion. For reasons of clarity and consistency
within this volume, Old Akkadian names appear in their Old Babylonian form (thus one finds
for instance Šar-kali-šarrī, not Śar-kali-śarrē). No attempt has been made to transcribe Sumeri-
an names, which appear in transliteration.
3 See most recently Molina 2014, 22–24.
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It is fortunate that the data for this site have been recently re-evaluated by
Wilson (2012). The new interpretation of the structures on Mound III in terms
of a light industrial unit devoted to the production of textiles is particularly
interesting here. As we shall see, it is possible that at least part of the weavers’
dossier discussed below may actually stem from this mound, more precisely
from the portion of it affected by recent looting.

This area is also known as the “Semitic quarter”, according to a label at-
tached to it by Banks (1912: 299–315), on the basis of the fact that several tablets
written in Akkadian were recovered there, as well as bullae and cylinder seals
belonging to individuals bearing Akkadian names. It is worth noticing that the
names of both Narām-Sîn and Šar-kali-šarrī are attested on both bullae and
seals, proving the continuity in the use of this area at least by the end of the
Middle Sargonic Period. As noted by Wilson (2012: 63), the “Semitic quarter”
may be older than that, since a group of Early Dynastic objects (including cune-
iform texts and a cup) may be traced as coming from level 3, just below the
middle Akkadian occupation level. Other archaeological finds from Mound III
include installations to handle water, such as drains, cisterns, and what Banks
mistakenly considered to be a bath. Contrary to this idea, there is consistent
evidence for an interpretation in terms of structures devoted to the production
of textiles. We would therefore have another example of an industrial complex
dated to the Sargonic period, besides the one possibly found in Tell Asmar.4 Be
this as it may, there are some clues linking the weavers’ dossier to the “Semitic
quarter”: the few archaeological information we have allows for such a prove-
nance; the dating of the area corresponds to the one of the dossier; the content
of the texts (production of textiles) is obviously related to the archaeological
evidence (industrial complex); four weavers’ supervisors out of nine bear an
Akkadian name, in possible accordance with the ethnic connotation of this
area.

2 Terminology
The two crucial terms for our understanding of weavers activity in the Sargonic
period are ki-siki (also appearing in the plural form ki-siki-ke4-ne, apparently

4 Foster (2010: 119) points out that “The only Akkadian structure sometimes identified with
industrial production, in fact, industrial weaving, is the Northern Palace at Tell Asmar, ancient
Ešnunna. There is, however, little archaeological basis for this proposal, such as numerous
loom weights or other evidence for weaving one would expect to find.”
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meaning “(workers of) the place of wool”) and (geme2) uš-bar. The latter is a
well-known and rather unproblematic term, related to Akkadian išpartu “fe-
male weaver”,5 also used to denote a type of fabric, possibly of second quality.6
As for the former, to the best of my knowledge ki-siki is never attested in
lexical lists.7 It first appears in the Early Dynastic texts from Lagaš, that also
make use of the term uš-bar, but only as a designation of a type of fabric, not
as an occupational term. As already noted by Maekawa (1980: 81), the term ki-
siki disappears after the Sargonic period, being replaced by uš-bar, with the
exception of a rare personal name Geme2-ki-siki-ka.

Given that the two terms coexist within the Sargonic period, they might not
have been exact synonyms, especially because both are used within the weav-
er’s dossier of Sargonic Adab. Most notably, the text MS 4233 lists groups of
geme2 assigned to supervisors, which are known from other texts to be ugula
ki-siki-ka.8 The colophon provides the total workforce, stating that “they are
female workers in service as uš-bar-weavers” ([šu+nigin2] 172 geme2-gub-ba /
uš-bar-me).9 Note that the total does not include the supervisors, but only their
dependents. As a possible explanation, one may consider that uš-bar in the
Sargonic period is used as a generic term for weaver, possibly employed for a
limited period of time, as opposed to ki-siki in the sense of personnel primarily
(but not exclusively) belonging to a specific workshop. According to Verderame
and Spada (2013: 439–441), this connotation of the term uš-bar is also found
in Ur III Umma. The apparent use of ki-siki in the sense of a generic worker in
the Lagaš texts may be due either to a later semantic drift, or to a bias in the
available documentation belonging to the palace archive.

Besides geme2 ki-siki and geme2-uš-bar, the Sargonic texts from Adab
also mention geme2-gu, albeit rarely. The term has been understood either as

5 For the translation cf. standard dictionaries and Waetzoldt (1972: 42 n. 27, 94 n. 50). The
term uš-bar (written bar:uš) already occurs in Early Dynastic lexical lists of metal objects,
probably referring to a tool for weaving, see also Westenholz 1975: 76 with previous references.
6 See most recently Molina 2014: 61 note ad no. 4 obv. 1.
7 On this term see most recently Prentice 2010: 53–58.
8 Cf. SCTRAH 186; SCTRAH 307; CUSAS 20: 66 et passim.
9 For the Sargonic period, other attestations of the term uš-bar as referring to workers are
found in the following texts: Adab: uš-bar iti 3-kam (SCTRAH 204: rev. 4′, MS), uš-bar
(SCTRAH 221: rev. 5, MS); Nippur: ugula uš-bar-ke4-[ne] (TMH 5, 205 = ECTJ 205: obv. 1′, CS);
[…] sal / [u]š-bar (OSP 1, 26: rev. ii′ 1, CS, possibly referring here to a kind of fabric); Tutub:
[x gem]e2 uš-«bar» (Tutub 14: obv. 1, CS, list of various workers, the second entry after the
weavers is igi-nu-tuku “pap” = blind workers + checkmark); Ur: geme2 uš-bar (UET 2 supp.,
33: rev. 1, CS, list of female workers); Umma: PN ugula [geme2 uš]-bar (USP 62: obv. 4, receipt
of wool).
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“linen weaver” or “spinner”,10 although according to the Sargonic evidence,
the more basic translation “flax worker” is perhaps to be preferred. Several
texts in the Madrid collection deal in fact with allotments of flax (SCTRAH 108–
118), in close connection with a certain En-ra, titled šabra, and other individu-
als related to the palace.11 Most notably, MS 4208 lists groups of geme2 in
connections with the relative supervisors, which are referred to in the colophon
as “21 female workers in service, (including) 8 flax workers, (which are) in the
field cutting (flax out of the plants)” (šu+nigin2 21 geme2 / geme2 gub-ba-
me / 8 geme2-gu / ašag-ga mu-sig7).12 As linen textiles are never explicitly
mentioned in the texts dealing with the production of the ki-siki institution,13
it seems likely that geme2-gu is used here as a term that refers to an activity
or occupation, not to a profession. As Prentice (2010: 59) points out, in Early
Dynastic Lagaš texts geme2-gu workers receive the lowest amount of rations,
a fact that suggests non-specialized workforce is concerned here, also in the
light of the fact that linen textiles, on the contrary, are very expensive items.

3 Workforce organization
As I mentioned above, women in Sargonic Adab are concerned with typical
activities, most notably weaving. In this regard, new information comes from
a group of roughly 80 tablets, known to specialists as the Mama-ummī “ar-
chive”, from the name of the supervisor of female workers usually mentioned
first in the administrative records concerned with textile production, work
management, and rations.14 The weavers are in fact organized in teams of
workers, under the supervision of the ugula ki-siki, as customary for the

10 For the former translation see Selz 1993: 232, with previous references. As for the latter,
see Prentice 2010: 58–59, discussing the term ki-gu in Early Dynastic Lagaš, an apparent ab-
breviation for *geme2-ki-gu, which is in turn spelled geme2-gu in Sargonic and Ur III texts.
11 The basic translation offered here is partially supported by the fact that the term gu = Akk.
qû refers primarily to flax, not linen, according to CAD, s.v. On flax/linen see also: Waetzoldt
1980–83b; Michel – Veenhof 2010: 216–218; Molina 2014: 118 note ad no. 108: obv. 1 with previ-
ous references.
12 On the term sig7 in connection with agricultural terms see Molina and Such-Gutiérrez
2004: 4; Molina 2014: 64 note ad no. 11: obv. 2. A reading si12 for sig7 as a reference to the
practice of blinding or marking workers (Heimpel 2009a; Molina 2014: 209) seems unlikely
here.
13 For a list of the items produced by the ki-siki workshop see Molina 2014: 35; for the termi-
nology see also Foster 2010.
14 Westenholz 2010: 457 lists 71 tablets as belonging to this archive. The figure has increased
since then due to the identification of new fragments after cleaning and collation.
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Fig 1: Frequency distribution of named individuals within the weaver’s dossier. The large
nodes in the periphery of the graph are associated with supervisors (ugula ki-siki). The
small dots in the center represent low-ranking workers mentioned in rosters and ration
texts. Many individuals are never mentioned by name in the dossier, the grand total,
including named and unnamed individuals, reaching roughly 180 persons.

whole third millennium and beyond. The graph in Fig. 1 provides a view at a
glance of all named individuals (supervisors and menial workers) within the
ki-siki institution.

All supervisors, whose names occur with the greatest frequency in our texts,
bear female names. The same seems true for their dependents, despite some
difficulty in interpreting Sumerian personal names. Both groups relate to various
institutions, such as the storehouse (e2-nig2-gur11), the office of work manage-
ment, as well as other productive units, such as the fuller workshop and various
craft units (carpenters, smiths, reed workers, etc.), under palace control.
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The total number of supervisors mentioned in the texts, as well as the com-
position of the teams, varies within the available documentation. Several texts
mention 9 supervisors, usually quoted in fixed order,15 a fact that suggests that
9 was in fact the normative number, with possible fluctuations. This may sug-
gest the following ideal structure within the ki-siki institution: 180 weavers =
9 supervisors × 20 weavers. The figure of 20 individuals per team of workers is
not surprising, the same happening in other contexts as well, as pointed out
by Milano 1990. A partial exception to this rule is provided by MS 4233, where
172 workers are associated with only 8 supervisors, but there the team of Aštar
seems roughly double in size when compared to the others, suggesting that
two teams have been joined together, perhaps because of the absence of a
supervisor.

Be this as it may, the number of actual workers within the ki-siki varies
through time. For instance, smaller figures are provided by a couple of Cornell
texts, having 13 or 14 workers per team, and 4 or 5 teams in total.16 Rather than
thinking about a drastic reshaping of the ki-siki institution, we may explain
the lack of other teams in this text on the basis of the fact that the workers
were in fact rather movable, performing for instance agricultural activities as
well, if need be (see below).

The internal structure of the ki-siki institution seems very well organized,
in terms of a top to bottom hierarchy, strictly controlled by the central bureau-
cratic office, belonging to the palace, which in turn was in contact with the
imperial administration in Akkad.

PN Frequency PN Frequency

Ma-ma-um-mi 47 Nin-nig2-zu 33
Nin-ad2-gal 46 Geme2-dEn- 28
Tá-ní-a 42 lil2 14
Aš-tár 38 Se-bé-tum  8
Me-nigin3-ta 37 Nin-NIG2  7
Nig2-banda3da 35 Nin-ama-gu10 …

TOTAL: 83

15 For instance, SCTRAH 275 lists 9 supervisors, in this order: Ma-ma-um-mi, Geme2-dEn-lil2,
Aš-tár, Tá-ní-a, Nin-ad2-gal, Nig2-banda3

da, Nin-nig2-zu, Se-bé-tum, Me-nigin3-ta. The same
order is found in SCTRAH 184, CUSAS 20 no. 227, et passim.
16 Cf. for instance CUSAS 20 no. 61 = CUNES 47-12-294, which reads: “14 geme2 / [M]a-ma-
um-mi / [10]+4 Geme2-dEn-lil2 / 10+˹3?˺ Aš-tár / (2 lines missing, possibly for one extra entry
or a blank space and the total or indication of the month, reverse uninscribed).
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4 Dating of the weavers’ dossier
Most of the texts belonging to the weavers’ dossier can be confidently dated to
the Middle Sargonic Period, on the basis of both prosopography and paleogra-
phy. Anchor points for framing the tablets in a chronological sequence are two
texts of our dossier (SCTRAH 195, and MS 4233) mentioning a certain Lugal-a-
ĝu10, respectively as the sanga priest of Iškur, and ensi2 of Adab.17 In this
office, he succeeded a certain Šarru-ālī, who is known from other documents
to have been the local governor in the early years of Narām-Sîn.18 Therefore,
the weavers archive must belong to the first half of the reign of this king
(roughly 2250–2225 BCE), definitely before the great rebellion.19 Assessing the
time span covered by these texts in more precise terms is difficult, since no
document is dated with a year name. This is however an important datum,
which may allow us to understand continuity and change in the use of the ki-
siki institution, as well as the possible impact of local political change on the
daily life of women in Sargonic Adab. We should therefore rely on other crite-
ria, including:
a) Morphographemic conventions show a certain degree of variability. Most

notable is the alternation e-na/ne-šum2 ~ an-na/ne-šum2 “it was given
to him/her/them”, the former being the ES-MS spelling, the latter MS-CS
spelling.20

b) Spellings of personal and month names may vary as well. One notes for
instance the alternation Aš-tár / Eš4-tár in the spelling of the personal
name of one of the supervisors, as well as the alternation in the spelling
of the intercalary month, for which see below under d).

c) Variation in the supervisor’s hierarchy. A Madrid tablet (STCRAH 282) men-
tions new personnel (geme2-gibil) introduced in the textile workshop. Se-
bettum, otherwise known to be a supervisor (ugula ki-siki), appears there
under the supervision of Geme2-dEn-lil2. Given the rarity of this personal
name, we must assume that this document was written earlier than the ones
mentioning Sebettum as supervisor. Unfortunately the time span of her “ap-

17 Cf. discussion in Molina 2014: 29–32. The former is a small document concerned with a
delivery (e-na-šum2) of garments to one of the weaver’s supervisors (Me-nigin3-ta), under the
supervision (?) of Lugal-a-gu10, the sanga priest of Iškur. The same individual, titled ensi2, is
mentioned in the colophon of MS 4233, a roster of people assigned to the weavers’ supervisors,
possibly on the occasion of his installment as city governor.
18 Biga 2005: 34; cf. also the contribution by Pomponio 2006: 54–55, and the discussion in
Pomponio and Visicato 2015, note ad no. 98: obv. 4, rev. 1–3.
19 As already concluded by Molina 2014: 29–32.
20 For the possible alternation geme2 gub-ba-am3 ~ geme2 gub-ba-me see below sub e).
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prenticeship” is unknown. We may think about two to five years is a reason-
able guess. Other variations in the normative sequence of supervisors are
perhaps best explained on the basis of contingent reason, see below § 9.

d) The intercalary month (Maiocchi and Visicato 2012: 18) is mentioned 3 times
within the weavers’ dossier. In two instances, the tablets concern arrears
(la2-NI), either of wool (TCABI 137) or of textiles (TCABI 141). The third doc-
ument (SCTRAH 201) concerns again textiles, with indication of their
weight, but technical terms (such as e-na-šum2, la2-NI, etc.) are missing.
The month name is spelled either iti šubax(muš3×za)-nun iti ab-us2-a, iti
šubax(muš3×za)-nun ab-us2-a, or iti šubax(muš3×za)-nun // ab-us2-a (i.e.
on two different lines). Given the rather limited amount of tablets composing
the dossier under present inquiry, the frequency of the intercalary month is
rather surprising. Two explanations may apply: 1. we are dealing with an
incomplete documentation, missing several texts, that originally covered a
time span of some 16 to 24 years (depending on whether two documents
discussed here were written in the same year or not, an intercalary month
being expected every 8 years); 2. Contrary to this, on the basis of the fact
that occurrences of intercalary months may be very irregular, as it happens
in the Ur III and Old Babylonian periods, we may deal here with a much
more limited time span. To an extreme, the documents of the Mama-ummī
dossier might have been written over a period of 2 or 3 years, each including
an intercalary month. This may be regarded as an exaggeration, but in fact
one may think about similar practices from later periods, which may be mo-
tivated by the will of synchronizing calendars belonging to different cities.
This would be in accordance with the three e-na-šum2 texts dated to the 6th
month (iti ab-e3-zi-ga see below),21 and would imply that we have at our
disposal most of the documentation actually produced by the scribes.

e) The term ki-siki is also mentioned in a Cornell text (CUSAS 23, 190), a very
fragmentary document that reads: [… / x]+10 ki-siki-me / geme2 gub-ba-
am3 “[…] N weavers, ready to work”. The tablet has been assigned to the
CS/LA period on the basis of its paleography, and perhaps because of the
spelling geme2 gub-ba-am3 as opposed to geme2-gub-ba-me found in MS
4208, even though the structure of the latter may be slightly different,
therefore requiring a different use of the enclitic copula. On the basis of
prosopographical connections, the document is perhaps to be re-assigned
to the MS/CS period, but this speaks at least for a different scribal hand
within the sub-group of the documents belonging to the office of personnel
management.

21 Two out of three of these texts seem partly parallel, in the sense that they are small tablets
recording wool given to Me-nigin3-ta alone (CUSAS 20: 228), or to her and Aš-tár (SCTRAH
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f) Mama-ummī is mentioned in MS/CS texts that are not part of the weavers’
dossier proper, cf. for instance CUSAS 13, 43.

g) The script is consistent with MS standards, with minor deviations.22 An in-
depth treatment of the paleographical repertoire attested in the ki-siki tab-
lets would take more space than it is here permitted. It suffices to say that
most texts feature signs belonging to the MS script, albeit some diagnostic
variants of the CS script also sporadically appear. For instance, the sign šu
and similar signs (such as da, a2, šu+nigin2, etc.) appears both in the vari-
ant having the “thumb” pointing downward – a MS feature, as found for
instance in CUSAS 20, 68 (= CUNES 50-03-173) – as well as in the one hav-
ing the “thumb” perfectly flat – a CS feature, as found for instance in CUS-
AS 20, 64 (= CUNES 98-06-144).

To summarize, whereas the Mama-ummī dossier proper, which forms the larg-
est portion of the group of tablets concerned with textile production, seems to
cover a short time span in the first years of Lugal-a-gu10’s governorship, it
seems that the ki-siki institution survived to later periods, possibly even after
the collapse of the Sargonic empire under Šar-kali-šarrī. In this regard, one
notices here that a couple of CS tablets deal in fact with industrial production
of textiles. CUSAS 23, 137 records for instance 720 garments of various typolo-
gies (tug2-hi-a), referred to as tug2-šabra-ne “textiles (for) the administrators /
of šabra quality (or both)”.23

5 Typology of texts
The tablets can be classified as belonging to 4 macro-groups, on the basis of
their content: personnel, textiles, wool, and ration texts. These can be further
sub-divided into several sub-groups, according to the technical terms men-

175). In addition, two e-na-šum2 complementary accounts (allotments to different supervisors)
were recorded in the month iti še-sag-sag8-ga (SCTRAH 59 and TCABI 129).
22 For an overview of methodological issues and script evolution in the Sargonic period see
Maiocchi 2015.
23 On this quality of garments see Molina 2014: 61 note ad no. 4: obv. 1. The productivity here
seems significantly higher than the MS one, and may perhaps be connected with an increase
in the total number of animals within the herds gravitating in the surroundings of the city. A
small CS Adab text (CUSAS 19, 74) mentions in fact 3,000 plucked sheep, which may perhaps
yield 6,000 minas of wool, according to the estimate by Foster 2014: 117 − four times the
amount of wool processed by the ki-siki weavers in three months, see below. However, the
round numbers and the brevity of the tablet, having only four lines of text in total, may also
suggest an interpretation of this short note in terms of a school text.
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Fig. 2: Diagrammatic view of the textual typologies within the weaver’s dossier. Size of dots
and labels is proportional to the number of texts within each group or sub-group. Unlabeled
nodes represent individual texts. The small cluster in the center represents ration and extra
texts, i.e., miscellaneous administrative documents in which weavers’ supervisors are men-
tioned, but not directly connected with the production of textiles.

tioned in the text, as well as the general format of the tablet. To the above-
mentioned groups may be added an extra one, composed by miscellaneous
texts that mention some of the weavers’ supervisors, but are not related to the
weavers’ dossier proper, as well as the dumu-nita dumu-munus texts, that
seem rather connected with the fullers’ activities, which can’t be discussed
here for reasons of space. A view at a glance of the content of the dossier
discussed in the present article is given in Fig. 2.

Some considerations are in order. As it appears from this classification, the
weavers’ dossier is very detailed. The movement of wool as well as of textiles
produced by the people of this workshop was carefully recorded. During the
proper season, a certain amount of wool was to be given to the weavers, in
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order to produce a certain amount of textiles. Such an amount was no doubt
estimated in advance, hence the use of terms such as “arrears” (la2-ni). The
garments produced were not only counted, but also weighed, at least in some
occasions, possibly to avoid theft of wool by the weavers, but this remains
speculative, as there are no balanced accounts of wool within the available
evidence. In any case, unused wool was to be returned to the central adminis-
tration. Ration texts are rare, and definitely belong to a different administrative
office. Weavers’ supervisors (ugula ki-siki) were given rather substantial
amounts, fluctuating between 30 and 180 liters of barley per month, the latter
figure representing three times the average amount received by low-ranking
male workers (60 liters per month).

6 Seasonality
Within the ki-siki dossier, 28 texts are dated to a given month. Only two month
names are lacking in our dossier, namely the first one (iti še-|še.še|.kin-a,
probably to be read še-sagax-a, cf. Maiocchi 2009: 12), and the last one (iti še-
kin-kud), see Fig. 3 below.

In all likelihood, the reason for this absence lies in the fact that during
these two consecutive months intense agricultural activities were performed in
the fields, the two month names probably meaning “month of reaped barley”

Fig. 3: Frequency distribution of texts dated to a month within the weavers’ dossier. No texts
record weaving activity for the first and last months of the calendar.
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Fig. 4: Frequency distribution of wool allotted to supervisors in the e-na-šum2 texts dated to
a given month. The numbers in parenthesis in the right side of the graph represent the total
amounts received by the individual supervisors, measured in minas.

and “month of barley cutting(?)”. During this period, the female workers usual-
ly employed as ki-siki weavers might have moved outside of the textile work-
shop to help in the processing of cereals, or to perform some other activities
(see below § 8). If we now focus on the e-na-šum2 sub-corpus of texts, which
seems to be the one in which the use of dating formulas appears with the
greatest regularity, two distinct peaks emerge, in the second and six months
respectively, see Fig. 4.

The first peak fits well in the agro-pastoral cycle of Southern Mesopotamia,
at a time of seasonal contact between permanent farmers and movable shep-
herds, just after the harvest. The second one is perhaps to be explained in
terms of administrative practices: the wool obtained in the second month is
not immediately delivered in its totality to the weavers, nor it is allotted on a
day-by-day basis, but it is instead parceled in two distinct occasions, at the
beginning and at the middle of the textile productive cycle.

7 Weavers’ ranking and specialization
A closer look at Fig. 4 reveals that Mama-ummī, which is usually mentioned
first in the lists, is not the one receiving the largest amount of wool in the e-
na-šum2 texts. A somehow similar pattern is found in other documents as well,
such as SCTRAH 206 – a record of wool turned over (šu-a gi4-a) dated to the
ninth month – in which the order according to the amount of wool delivered
is Nig2-banda3

da (15 1/3 mana), Aštar (15 mana), Me-nigin3-ta (14 2/3 mana),
Mama-ummī (11 3/4 mana), Tānia (12), Nin-ad2-gal (12 1/3 mana), Nin-nig2-zu
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Fig. 5: Total amount of wool in connection with the weavers’ supervisors – dated and
undated texts.

(11 mana), and Nin-nig2 (7 mana). If however we consider the totality of the
wool texts, yet another picture emerges, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

One may speculate that the fixed listing order of the documents, regard-
less of the amounts disbursed, is due to the physical arrangement of the weav-
ers within the workshop, possibly in different rooms, as yet unidentified on
Mound III.

It is also worth noticing that Me-nigin3-ta, who is the supervisor receiving
the largest amounts in the e-na-šum2 texts related to wool, is also the only
one to whom considerable quantities of textiles (up to 157 bar-dul5 uš-bar in
a single text)24 are delivered, again referred to as e-na-šum2, probably to be

24 See for instance STCRAH 167, 192–195, and 209. The term bar-dul5 is equated with Akk.
kusītu, possibly a full body garment, cf. Waetzoldt 1980–83a: 21; Michel and Veenhof 2010:
226, 234; Foster 2010: 130; Molina 2014 commentary ad no. 29: obv. 1. It appears that this
garment or fabric could be manufactured in different qualities: it was rather expensive in Old
Assyrian Aššur, whereas in Sargonic Adab it was allotted to low-ranking workers (cf. for in-
stance SCTRAH 138).
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altered or repaired using part of the wool received. This practice is unattested
for the other supervisors, with the possible exception of the fragmentary CUS-
AS 20, 252, which is anyway concerned with small amounts of textiles. This
fact may suggest that the workers belonging to Me-nigin3-ta’s team were actu-
ally mostly involved in repairing, altering, or recycling textiles, as also suggest-
ed by CUSAS 20, 245, where Me-nigin3-ta appears in connection with worn-out
cloths (tug2 sumun).

Other possible inconsistencies within our dossier are harder to explain. For
instance, Sebettum is never mentioned in the e-ne-šum2 texts. However, in
SCTRAH 177, which is dated to the second month, she receives (šu ba-ti) 2
talents of wool (= 120 mana), which is the same amount her colleagues get
(Mama-ummī, Nin-ad2-gal, and Nin-nig2-zu).

8 Mobility
Workers can be transferred to other productive units, or sent to work in the
fields. For instance, STCRAH 197 mentions 2 workers, belonging to the teams
led by Mama-ummī and Nin-ad2-gal, who are sent to the storehouse (ganun).
STCRAH 217 and 309 are instead rosters of female workers connected with the
usual weavers’ supervisors who are given (e-na-šum2/an-na-šum2) to two
scribes (Adda and Ur-ud.bu), apparently to perform an unknown activity. Ad-
ministrative or contingent reasons may also explain why the normative se-
quence of supervisors is sometimes altered. For instance, in CUSAS 20, 64 the
poorly attested Nin-dalla replaces Nig2-banda3

da. Similarly in SCTRAH 280
Me-me replaces Nin-nig2-zu, and in SCTRAH 176 Nin-nig2 replaces Geme2-
dEn-lil2.25 As a further example of internal mobility, in MS 4049 Aštar is miss-
ing, the remaining list is shifted up, and Nin-ama-gu10 is mentioned at the
end of the list, taking the now empty spot. Of particular interest here is MS
4208, seen above in § 3, which mentions workers sent to cut flax in the field
(ašag-ga mu-sig7). We find here a clear indication that women working in
the ki-siki workshop could also perform outdoor activities. This is obviously
important in terms of social visibility of female workers. As it has been rather
recently recognized, women in third millennium BC have access to a more var-
ied array of job opportunities when compared to the situation from the second
millennium onward.26

25 See also above note 14 for further examples of shifting within the normative sequence.
26 The data for the 3rd millennium BC primarily concern the Ur III sites of Garšana and Irisa-
grig, see Heimpel 2009b; Owen 2013; Lafont 2013.
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9 Social visibility
This evaluation is in agreement with the fact that women in the Sargonic peri-
od could also act as witnesses. This fact was already established by Steinkeller
(1982), who provided the edition of two very interesting documents from the
Diyala region, recording the sale of a “house” (e2, most probably to be inter-
preted as a room within a house, on the basis of the dimension of the sold
property) and the purchase of an onager. In these texts, the witnesses are all
female, and are referred to as sal.ab×aš2 (appearing also in the reduplicated
form sal.ab×aš2.sal.ab×aš2). Steinkeller convincingly argues that this fact
may be explained by assuming that these women belong to the same religious
or professional group, also in the light of the high price of the room. Indeed,
the presence of women within Sargonic legal corpus seems rather consistent.
For instance, a Classical Sargonic text from Adab now in Cornell (CUSAS 19,
165), concerns the redemption of two people in debt slavery, featuring 8 wit-
nesses, half of whom appear to be women (E2-sa6 the singer, Ama-šu the wife
of Ur-eš3, Me-bara2 the wife of E2-sa6, and Geme2-e2-dam).27 The relationship
of these individuals with the two redeemed persons is not stated in the text.
We might speculate that they are relatives of the people mentioned in the ini-
tial part of the tablet.

As far as Adab is concerned, it is interesting to note that one of the weav-
ers’ supervisors, namely Geme2-dEn-lil2, also appears as witness in a text re-
cording a loan of barley (SCTRAH 307). This document is somehow different
from the ones just mentioned, for two reasons: 1. Geme2-dEn-lil2 is the only
witness; 2. the presence of a woman is apparently not motivated by a relation
of kinship with other participants in the transaction.

That women belonging to the ki-siki workshop enjoyed a relatively high
social status is also evident from the fact that the documents occasionally men-
tion quantities of silver in relation to wool and textiles (SCTRAH 188–190, 208).
As the amount of silver doesn’t follow any clear pattern in relation to the
amount of wool and textiles mentioned in the texts, Molina (2014: 35) suggests
that the precious metal could have been allotted to the weavers’ supervisors
so that they may buy extra raw materials or whatever was needed in the work-
shop.

27 There is room for a personnen keil in front of Geme2-e2-dam. Therefore, the interpretation
“female workers of the e2-dam institution”, as a term denoting the individuals listed above,
seems unlikely.
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10 Evaluating the magnitude of production
As it is true for documents from different regions and periods, evaluating the
amount of workforce employed in the productive process, as well as the
amount of final products, is not an easy task. As we have just seen, MS 4233
provides the highest figure of people involved in the textile industry, namely
172 workers, presumably all women. To this figure, we must add 9 supervisors.
In the light of the fluctuations mentioned above, one may wonder if the figure
of 181 is to be considered final.

In this regard, we should now consider SCTRAH 204, perhaps the most
informative document concerning the actual amount of garments produced by
the uš-bar weavers over a period of three months. The colophon reads:
šu+nigin2 440 la2 1 tug2 min-bi / uš-bar iti 3-kam “total: 439 garments, as
listed above: it is a three-month (delivery) of the ušbar-weavers”. The text lists
various kinds of textiles, mostly of second quality (us2), including “ceremoni-
al” garments (tug2nig2-lam2),28 loin-bands? (tug2ša3-ga-du3),29 toga-garments
(tug2ša3-gi-da5),30 bags (tug2našparum),31 and “protective” garments with loin-
bands? (tug2ša3-ga-du3 nig2.su.a).32 The total figure implies an average of 146
1/3 second-quality garments per month, which in turn implies 0.8 garments
per woman per month. Keeping in mind that in this estimate the size of the
textiles actually produced greatly varies from large (toga-like garments) to
small (loin bands), the figure above may perhaps be reformulated as 0.4 large
garments per women per month.

In order to be able to evaluate this figure, one has to rely on estimates
made for other time periods. The most recent effort in this direction, based
on both textual material from Ur III and Old Assyrian periods, as well as on
experimental evidence, is provided by Michel 2014: she gives a figure of 2 to
2.5 large textiles (4 × 4.5 m) per year per woman, taking in consideration the
time to process raw wool, spinning, and periods of inactivity throughout the
year. This figure implies ~ 0.2 textiles per month (year of 12 months). Thus, it

28 Akk. lam(a)huššû, cf. Michel and Veenhof 2010: 229; Molina 2014 commentary ad no. 22:
obv. 4.
29 Akk. šakattû. The term has been interpreted also as referring to an undershirt, cf. Foster
2010: 134–136.
30 For this interpretation see Steinkeller 1992: 48; Foster 2010: 133.
31 As suggested by Foster 2010: 139, the bags were probably used to store and/or transport
the other garments listed here. Cf. also Molina 2014 commentary ad no. 20: obv. 3.
32 The terms nig2.su.a refers to an item used as military equipment, cf. Schrakamp 2008:
700; id. 2010: 152.
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seems that productivity in the ki-siki institution is higher than the one attested
for the Old Assyrian traders, perhaps double in mere numerical terms. The
figure of 439 garments in three months is to be compared with the three
months delivery of wool to the ki-siki workers, attested in SCTRAH 184. The
total reaches 554 minas, despite the difficulties in restoring the breaks in the
text. This implies 184.67 minas per month, which in turn implies roughly 1
mina per person, which is 4 times the figure in Old Assyrian Aššur.33

Some considerations are in order. First, in a unique text (SCTRAH 206) the
weavers actually return part of the wool that they had received (šu-a-gi4-a),34
in the amount of 10 to 15 minas per supervisor in a month, i.e. roughly half
mina per subordinate worker. The latter figure is in accordance with an esti-
mate of local productivity as double the Old Assyrian one. Second, we are con-
cerned here with a period of continuous production, whereas the estimates
for the Old Assyrian are yearly based, and take into consideration seasonal
interruptions within the productive cycle. Third, it appears that a good deal of
the production of the ki-siki workshop in Adab is connected to military equip-
ment, at least according to the interpretation of relevant textile terminology by
Molina 2014: 35. Therefore, we may deal here with relatively unsophisticated
textiles that require less time to be produced, and presumably made with a
yarn relatively lighter in weight.35 Finally, we may deal with incomplete docu-
mentation, the total number of people involved in the textile production being
higher than 180 individuals, but this is an argument ex silentio that it is impos-
sible to substantiate on the basis of the present evidence.

Evaluating the profit generated by selling the textiles, if any, is difficult for
this period, as there is very scarce evidence for textiles being sold. A Girsu text
(RTC 202) provides the figure of 1 gur and 3 ban2 of barley, corresponding to
either 270 liters (“standard” gur) or 330 liters (gur of Akkad) as purchase price

33 Calculating how much wool is implied in the above-mentioned 439 garments recorded in
the colophon of SCTRAH 204 is difficult. According to the ki-la2-bi texts in the weavers’ dossi-
er, a bar-dul5 uš-bar garment weights 3 minas, whereas other kind of garments, such as loin
bands, roughly 0.5 minas. Assuming an average of 1.5 minas per textile we obtain a figure of
831 minas, which is not too far from the 554 minas of wool mentioned in SCTRAH 184, which
in turn would imply 1.26 minas per garment, without considering any loss in the production
process.
34 The wool is referred to as siki [giš]ri, a term of unclear meaning, cf. Molina 2014 commen-
tary ad no. 206: obv. 1.
35 There is not enough space here for an in-depth analysis of the terminology of garments
and wool in the Sargonic period. It suffices to say that the texts in our dossier refer to garment
quality as šabra, ensi2, sag and us2. The last two terms are also used to denote wool, besides
mug “of poor quality”.
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for 1 tug2bar-dul5. Assuming that this item was manufactured by a weaver over
a period of 6 months (i.e. assuming the same productivity as in Old Assyrian
Aššur), we may perhaps calculate its cost in terms of grain rations allotted to
the weaver to produce it as 180 liters (= 6 × 30 liters, the latter figure represent-
ing the standard monthly ration for a low-ranking weaver). The profit in this
case is around 33% to 50% of the possible initial investment in grain, but this
calculation does not take in consideration other rations (textiles and oil),
which are in fact expected.36 However, we should keep in mind that: 1. this is
an isolated case, generalization being extremely dangerous; 2. this is the pur-
chase price of a garment within the local economy. In order to build fortunes,
entrepreneurs would no doubt export the goods to distant areas, as Old Assyri-
an traders certainly did.37

***

Because of the lack of archaeological information, it is not possible to state a
final word on the modalities of centralized control during the Sargonic period.
In this paper, I have tried to put forward the idea that the weavers’ archive
may stem from mound III. This is suggested by the early history of excavations
and illicit digs there, as well as by the relatively small size of the buildings and
their function, which is in accordance with the content of the text, and the
presence of several women bearing Akkadian names as a senior supervisor of
weavers, which is in accordance with Akkadian ethnic connotation (or rather
nuance) of the quarter.

If this is the case, the presence of cylinder seals and seal impressions of
high functionaries of the imperial court may suggest that at least part of the
production was under direct control of the capital Akkad. In this regard, one
notes that a handful of texts mentioning gifts sent to Akkad are now known,
thanks to the edition of the Madrid texts by Molina 2014, including high quality
textiles, sandals, oil, and silver objects. Nevertheless, the amount of textiles
involved here is very limited, probably representing a standard set to dress a
single person.

36 OIP 14, 160 provides perhaps the figure of 10 shekels of silver as value of 1 tug2 gu-zi-tum,
which is never mentioned in the weavers’ archive.
37 In another instance (STCRAH 1999–241), we are informed that the purchase price of 1
tug2nig2.s[u?.a?] is ½ shekel of silver. The identification of this textile is unclear, it may refer
to some protective garment used by soldiers. The amount of work needed to produce it is
unknown, but even if we are dealing with a small object, its price seems again rather low,
especially when compared with the situation in Kaneš.
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But even if we assume that the texts stem from another area of the site,
and the link with the capital Akkad is a weak one, it is striking that the total
number of people involved in the local production seems indeed rather mod-
est, especially when compared to the big agencies known from Early Dynastic
and Ur III periods, having much larger people employed in the local work-
shops. The maximum estimate of women working as weavers for the central
administration of Adab at a given moment lies in fact around 180 persons.
Higher numbers are attested in Sargonic Nippur, reaching 500 workers, who
were certainly not all weavers, but the detail of the available documentation
does not parallel the one we have for Adab.

In conclusion, by the end of Narām-Sîn’s reign, the administrative struc-
tures for the management of textile production were in place, largely borrow-
ing the modes of control already attested in the Early Dynastic period (ki-la2-
bi texts, roster texts, etc.). Despite the difficulties in achieving reliable esti-
mates on local production, it may be true that the practice in Sargonic Adab
focused on the intensity of production, rather than on large numbers as attest-
ed in other areas and periods, within a scenario of high mobility for female
workers participating in the production process.

Abbreviations
ES Early Sargonic
CS Classical Sargonic
CUNES Siglum of the texts in the Cornell University collection
CUSAS 13 See Maiocchi 2009
CUSAS 19 See Maiocchi and Visicato 2012
CUSAS 20 See Pomponio and Visicato 2015
CUSAS 23 See Bartash 2013
LA Late Akkad
MS [number] Siglum of cuneiform texts in the Schøyen Collection, Oslo
MS Middle Sargonic
SCTRAH See Molina 2014
TCABI See Pomponio, Visicato, and Westenholz 2006
Tutub Sommerfeld, Walter. 1999. Die Texte der Akkade-Zeit: 1. Das Dijala-Gebeit:

Tutub. IMGULA 3/1. Münster: Rhema, 1999.
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Adelheid Otto
Professional Women and Women
at Work in Mesopotamia and Syria
(3rd and early 2nd millennia BC):
The (rare) information from visual images

Women have always, today as well as in antiquity, made up roughly 50% of
every society. Despite this banal fact, the search for pictorial representations
of mortal women in the Ancient Near East is not easy. On the one hand, far less
than half of the depicted humans are female; on the other hand, the existing
representations are unevenly distributed over the periods and regions. While
a considerable number of women were depicted as statues or on stelae and
seals in 3rd millennium Mesopotamia, there is hardly a single one on such
objects in 2nd millennium Mesopotamia, while in contemporary Syria, Elam
and Anatolia there are many.1 Conversely, numerous Old Babylonian terracotta
plaques, cheap everyday items, show mortal woman. Why are there these dif-
ferences?

There are some obvious reasons for this. First of all is the nature of the
sources: the few images that have reached us so far from the Ancient Near East
are but a tiny fragment of what formerly must have existed. Most of the sculp-
tures and reliefs from the 3rd millennium discovered so far, are made of stone,
which was not a common material in the lowlands of Mesopotamia, and most
of them were found in temples. Terracotta was used mostly for simple figu-
rines. Therefore we have to bear in mind that many of the representations
made of perishable materials disappeared in the course of time; those made of
metal were melted down, and those used in domestic contexts have not been
discovered yet.

Furthermore, the sources reflect society in general in an unequal way and
this is also true for pictorial representations of women, as H. Crawford has

1 The evidence investigated here dates from the Early Dynastic until the Old Babylonian / Old
Syrian period. For the Uruk period see C. Breniquet in this volume.
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described it recently for written sources: “The top echelon of society created
most of the records that have survived and these deal largely with their own
activities and concerns (…) The professional women in the middle ranks are
not so well documented, and rural and nomadic women are barely mentioned
at all” (Crawford 2013: 13).

Still more important are the intentions of Ancient Near Eastern art in gener-
al and, especially for this small study, the purpose of pictorial representations
in 3rd and 2nd millennium Mesopotamia and Syria. Works of “major art”, i.e.
statues and reliefs, were not created with the intention of depicting real life,
but were intended to enhance the roles or capacities of a limited number of
persons through stereotypical renderings. They most often show people in-
volved in cultic or ritual scenes that were deemed worthy enough to be depict-
ed. They illustrate anything but “everyday life”. Their purpose was to perpetu-
ate the most spectacular and exceptional events of a small part of former
societies.

The purpose of certain works of “minor art”, especially of terracotta
plaques, was clearly different. Some of them show at least a few depictions of
daily life and work. But while many female figures seem to be represented,
here again – as in the major arts of 2nd millennium Mesopotamia – only a small
percentage of them depict mortal women.

Much has been written about the depiction of women in 3rd millennium
Mesopotamia. The most comprehensive studies on Mesopotamian women dur-
ing Uruk- to ED III-period are those of Julia Asher-Greve (1985; 2006; 2013) and
during the Akkadian and Ur III periods those of Claudia Suter (2007; 2008;
2013); the most recent summary was written by Harriet Crawford (2014). All of
them focus on the Mesopotamian area proper. The representations of women
in Syria, especially in Ebla and Mari, have been investigated by Frauke Weiers-
häuser (2006; 2008), Rita Dolce (2008) and Stefania Mazzoni (2002).

Asher-Greve (2006) called the later Early Dynastic period (ca. 2700–2350
BC) the “Golden Age” of women. This is certainly correct, at least as far as
the number of depictions in the Mesopotamian area is concerned. Still in the
Akkadian period and continuing into Ur III times, there are numerous images
of various female persons engraved on cylinder seals, represented as statues
and carved on reliefs. The depiction of mortal women stops abruptly in works
of major art and seals at the beginning of the 2nd millennium, and this may
also be the reason why most scholarly works on women do not go beyond the
end of the 3rd millennium.2 By contrast, Syrian art continues to depict women

2 The extremely valuable collection of depictions of women by Claudia Suter (2008) ends
more or less, despite the title of the article, around 2000 BC, because only a handful of cylinder
seals can be attributed to the Isin-Larsa period.
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into the 2nd millennium. The same is true for the arts of Anatolia and Elam,
which however lie beyond the scope of this study.

In the following, I will try to categorize the depictions of female mortals
during the 3rd and 2nd millennia according to the women’s roles or professions.
This is not an easy task, since only a few images bear inscriptions that clearly
indicate the profession or title of the depicted person.

1 Queens and high-ranking women

1.1 Royal or high-ranking women engaged in cultic activities

It is supposed that the majority of the women depicted in 3rd millennium Meso-
potamia belonged to the upper crust of society and have normally been identi-
fied as royal or high-ranking women. Claudia Suter summarized our knowledge
about royal women in Mesopotamia of Akkadian and Ur III times in the follow-
ing way: “royal women were represented in public in the form of statuettes set
up in temples and they were depicted on public monuments, such as a stela.
On seal images that circulated within state administration, they participate in
state ceremonies or cult festivals alongside the king, are received in audience
by a deified king, receive themselves subordinates in audience and direct wom-
en’s cult festivals” (Suter 2008: 26).

Their superior status can be deduced either from the accompanying in-
scriptions or from the context, but only in very few instances is it explicitly
stated which status, profession or rank the depicted woman had. A good exam-
ple is the stela from al-Hiba (Lagaš), which commemorates the inauguration of
the Ibgal Temple (Fig. 1).3 The goddess for whom the temple was built, is de-
picted on the obverse. On the reverse the royal family of Ur-Nanše, ensi2 of the
First Dynasty of Lagaš, is represented in a remarkable way: while Ur-Nanše
himself is standing in the upper register clasping his hands and is followed by
a small cup-bearer, Men-bara-abzu (on the right) and Nin-usu (on the left), Ur-
Nanše’s wife and daughter respectively, are sitting in the lower register. Each
has long hair, which falls over her back and shoulders, and each is probably
holding a cup in one hand and a branch in the other. It is certainly not by
chance that their hairdos and the branches in their hands resemble those of
the goddess. Their seated position also mirrors that of the goddess and desig-
nates their special status. Since the seated position indicates generally a role

3 Börker-Klähn 1982: no. 16; RIME 1.9.1.6a.
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Fig. 1: Stela of Ur-Nanše, showing his wife and daughter seated (Asher-Greve 2006: 60,
fig. 8).

superior to the standing one, the queen and princess seem to have played an
important role, at least on this special occasion of the temple’s inauguration.
Unfortunately, we do not know whether in addition to being the wife and
daughter of the ruler they were also priestesses in the service of the goddess:
such a role was often fulfilled by members of royal families. 4

The garments, the headdress or hairdo and the posture are usually the
most explicit markers of the status of a depicted person. But it is often impossi-
ble to know whether certain clothes were typical of the profession, of the posi-
tion held, of the momentary activity or situation the woman was represented
in, or of the period or region. It is striking, for instance, that the main female
person on a votive plaque from Ebla (Fig. 3) is wearing a smooth cloak over her
head, while women on comparable votive plaques from central and southern

4 Several votive plaques are known from the same ensi2 Ur-Nanše. On one of them five of his
children are shown approaching their father (Strommenger 1962: no. 73). ÁB-d[a?], Ur-Nanše’s
daughter, is standing ahead of the son Akurgal (his role as crown prince possibly expressed
by his hairknot), and three other brothers. Because the daughter is heading the row, is depict-
ed larger than her brothers, is the only one (except her father) wearing a tufted garment, shows
one breast and because the Sumerian word dumu can mean either son or daughter, many
scholars have argued that in fact another son or a male diviner was depicted: this was rejected
convincingly by Strommenger 1962: 67; Asher-Greve 1985: 90–92 and Selz 2010: 189.
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Fig. 2: Votive plaque from Khafaji Fig. 3: Votive plaque from Ebla,
(Strommenger 1962, pl. 45). Palace G (Pinnock 2013, fig. 28.13).

Mesopotamia (Fig. 2) wear pinned-up hair without a cloak.5 Rita Dolce suggest-
ed that the cloak, worn over the head, “was chosen for banquets tied to funera-
ry ceremonies” and was “perhaps connected to the cult of the dead” (Dolce
2008: 72). The different garments could be also regarded as regional peculiari-
ties or as garments worn on special occasions. Since the cloak was worn by
various women on Syro-Hittite reliefs in a ritual cultic context and on funerary
monuments, Dolce supposes also “a deliberate use of the cloak in a sacred
ritual sphere, at least in the Syro-Anatolian area” (Dolce 2008: 71). It cannot
be excluded, though, that this special garment was meant to identify a woman
as a priestess, as a widow, as a former queen, as an elderly woman or some-
thing else.

Many images of women without divine attributes – thus probably mor-
tals – have been preserved from the later Early Dynastic period. Many of the
votive statuettes, so-called “Beterstatuetten”, are female. Several stelae clearly
render the high status of the depicted women. The early ED stele of Ušumgal,
pa4-šeš-priest of Šara(?), for instance, commemorates the transactions of
fields, houses and livestock, in which Ušumgal’s daughter Šara(?)-igizi-Abzu
was prominently involved.6 She is depicted as tall as her father opposite her.

5 There is however a rather late votive plaque, presumably from Umma, which shows a wom-
an with her head covered: Boese 1971, UM 1.
6 Gelb, Steinkeller, and Whiting p. 43–47; Evans 2003a: no. 20.
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Four other high-ranking persons are involved in the transactions, but since
they are depicted much smaller, their status or their role in the relevant deal
was probably less important. Among these four persons are the chief of the
assembly, the foreman of the assembly, the chief herald, and another woman
named igi.ru?.nun, daughter of Mesi, pa4-šeš-priest of the temple Enun.
Again the size and position of the woman do not differ from those of the men.
Both women are called ès.a, the meaning of which is obscure.

Women (and men) as principal participants in banquets were a common
motif on votive plaques (Figs. 2, 3). It seems as if no individual rendering of
specific people was depicted on votive plaques, although they were given by
individuals, since there are many plaques which are more or less identical.7
They seem to be stereotype icons of feasts, and they served to commemorate
the most important political and social events. The main protagonists were
usually rendered as two sitting and drinking persons, a female and a male (Fig.
2). This was probably meant as pars pro toto for a larger number of banqueters,
since occasionally more than two seated main persons were depicted.8 The
banqueters are served by several standing female and male attendants and are
surrounded by female and male musicians (the other depictions such as the
wrestling, wagon or boat scenes are not mentioned here, since there are no
women involved). These plaques were common at least from Susa in the East
to Ebla in the West, where a fragmentary limestone plaque was found below
Palace G (Fig. 3) (Dolce 2008, Pinnock 2013).

Several queens, secondary wives and princesses of the Ur III royal house
are depicted on their own cylinder seals (Weiershäuser 2006; Suter 2013). At
least three “Royal Gift Seals” are known, which were given to women, each
called lukur by Šulgi and Šu-Suen respectively (Mayr and Owen 2004, p. 149–
151, nos. 1, 2, 8). The distinguished status of the women becomes obvious
through their position directly in front of the king with their hands out-
stretched towards him – a gesture that has never been found with men – per-
haps indicating the special relationship between them. The seal of Geme-Ninli-
la, beloved consort of Šulgi, shows her standing in front of the warlike king

7 Our Fig. 2 shows the fragmentary votive plaque from the Sîn-Tempel at Khafaji, the image
of which can be restored with the help of the similar plaque from Ur: Boese 1971, CT 2 + U1
(this had been recognized already before by many scholars such as Frankfort, Hansen, Moort-
gat and others). This plaque is just one of many examples.
8 E.g. Boese 1971: AG 1 shows two women and a man in the upper register and two more men
in the middle register; N 5 and N6 show at least two pairs of female and male drinkers. Also
other media such as cylinder seals and standards, e.g. the standard of Ur, depict banquets
with many participants.
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Fig. 4: Seal impression of Geme-Ninlila, beloved consort of Šulgi (Suter 2013, fig. 10.13).

and holding the small vessel, which is usually held by the king, in her out-
stretched hand (Fig. 4).9 There occurs a prominent tree, an element, which
seems to have had a specific symbolic value in relation to women.10

1.2 The women with high polos and cape = a priestess,
the queen or another high-ranking woman?

Seated women, wearing a high polos with a cloak above it, were interpreted
as priestesses until recently. Examples are known from Mari as statuettes (e.g.
Fig. 5). Sitting or standing women wearing a polos and no cloak above it are
more frequent,11 but it is not known, if these are depictions of the same person.

9 The scene is unique in many ways. Usually the lion headed club is a typical weapon of
deities, but here it is the king’s attribute.
10 It seems striking to the present writer that several seals belonging to women or their ser-
vants show this tree, e.g. the seal of Dada, the estate manager of Šarkališarri’s consort (Suter
2013: fig. 10.14), and many more Akkadian seals, see here Fig. 31. It seems possible that this
tree, which is never related to the main scene, might be a symbol especially apt for women,
e.g. meaning fertility; but this has to be investigated further.
11 For multiple examples from the Ištar temple at Mari see Parrot 1956: pl. XXXVI–XXXVII;
Evans 2003c: no. 92.
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Fig. 5: Seated female figure with Fig. 6: Seal impression of the queen of Mari
cloak over a polos from Mari, (Beyer 2007: 239, fig. 4c).
Ninni-zaza temple
(Evans 2003c: 153, no. 92a).

Since the impression of the magnificent seal of the queen of Mari12 (Fig. 6) has
come to light, it seems probable that the sitting woman with cloak should be
interpreted as the queen. The Mari seal shows her in the upper register, seated
and holding a vessel in one hand and a branch in the other. She is sitting
opposite another seated person who could be the king or another high-ranking
woman.13 Were the image intact, she would be surrounded by more than twen-
ty court ladies and female musicians. If her identity as the queen of Mari is
correct, the other examples of women with a cloak over their heads may be
considered the queens of Ebla and Mari respectively (Figs. 3, 5, and 6).

The depiction of royal and high-ranking women seems to end in Mesopota-
mia with the end of the 3rd millennium, but it continues in Syria. Several repre-
sentations are known from stelae, statues, and carved basins. The most elabo-
rate depiction of a banquet of the queen and the king is found on the basalt
basin in the cella of Temple D at Ebla (Fig. 7). The upper register of the front
side shows a seated woman, dressed in a hatched garment, her head covered
with a hat and a scarf, holding a beaker in her right hand. She is sitting oppo-
site the king, marked as such by his peaked cap; between them is a table. Two

12 The names of the queen and the king have not yet been deciphered, but the inscription
designates her as the wife (dam) of the king (en) of Mari.
13 These possibilities are evident in analogy to seals from the Ur cemetery and other sites.
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Fig. 7: Basalt basin from Temple D at Ebla (Matthiae 1977: fig. 127)

women, dressed in calf-length garments, held by a belt, their hair tied up, are
bringing buckets. Three men, holding a staff and spears or standards respec-
tively, are their counterparts behind the king. The scene shows a striking conti-
nuity to the 3rd millennium depictions of banquet scenes, where the main cou-
ple is assisted by female and male attendants or courtiers.

Two basalt statues of women in elaborate cloaks, one with a fringed edge
and the other with a swollen edge (early and late 18th century respectively),
presumably representing the queen or a priestess, were found in Ebla in the
sacred area near Temple P2.14 The cloak with the swollen edge of the headless
statue (Fig. 8) falls over her right shoulder and covers the right arm until the
elbow, but covers her left arm completely. A quite similar cloak is worn by a
woman depicted on a Classic Syrian cylinder seal in the mid-18th century Yam-
had court style (Fig. 9)15. She is standing opposite the king of Yamhad in his
typical cloak made from fur, and they each lift one hand in front of their fa-
ces.16

14 Matthiae 2010: 285–286, fig. 146, pl. XX–XXI; Matthiae 2013: 376–379, figs. 198, 202.
15 Tokyo Museum III–7–14; Ishida 1991: 52; Otto 2000: 96, pl. 28, no. 355.
16 For the king in the cloak from fur (“König im Fellmantel”) as a typical representation of
the king of Halab see Otto 2000: 232–233.
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Fig. 8: Headless statue of a Fig. 9: Syrian cylinder seal showing the queen (?)
woman in an elaborate cloak; opposite the king of Yamhad (Ishida 1991: 52).
Ebla, sacred area P
(Matthiae 2013: 377, fig. 198).

2 Court ladies and female attendants
Many votive plaques and seals of 3rd millennium Mesopotamia show standing
female persons in front of or behind the seated women. They hold various
objects in their hands, among which are vessels and fans (Fig. 2). These women
are often called female servants or attendants, and their male counterparts are
also servants or attendants. Their lower rank in relation to the seated main
persons is evident. But since they are often wearing the same garments and
the same hairdo as the seated female, they must be considered not as simple
servants, but as high-ranking court ladies.

The best illustrations of the numerous women who lived together at the
court are found on the various seals which were worn by the court ladies in the
Ur cemetery and by the seal from Mari, which shows the queen, court ladies,
musicians and dancers in three registers (Fig. 6). In the Syrian orbit court la-
dies continue to be depicted in the 2nd millennium, see above (Fig. 7).

3 Priestesses
The secure identification of certain priestesses was made possible by Enhedua-
na’s disk (Fig. 10). The main figure on the badly damaged object is identified
as the en-priestess of the moon god by the inscription on the back of the disk.
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Fig. 10: The en-priestess Enheduana on her disk Fig. 11: Statuette of an en-priestess
(before restauration) (Hatz 2003: 200, fig. 60). (Weiershäuser 2006: 20, 2).

She is dressed in a flounced garment and wears long hair, which is held by a
broad rounded headband. Also Enanatum, daughter of Išme-Dagan of Isin, en-
priestess at Ur, is depicted wearing a flounced garment (Spycket 1981: 176).
Several more statuettes, and a wall plaque from Ur show a woman with this
same costume, which has been convincingly interpreted as the standard cos-
tume of the en-priestess (Pinnock 1998; Seidl 2005: 646; Weiershäuser 2006;
Suter 2007). They all wear as their professional dress their long hair held by a
broad headband17 and a flounced garment (Figs. 10, 11). Otherwise the flounced
garment is reserved for deities or deified persons. Only the en-priestess is al-
lowed to wear it, presumably because she was considered the god’s spouse.

Already a late Early Dynastic votive plaque from the Giparu in Ur (Fig. 12)18
shows a priestess with broad headband, represented frontally, in the center of
the lower register and three other priestesses approaching the seated god in
the upper register. Winter (1987) took it as an argument for the existence of the
ritual office of en-priestess of Nanna already in the late Early Dynastic period.
She is certainly right to identify the three cloaked women in the upper register
of Fig. 12 wearing broad headbands around their long hair, as priestesses, do-
ing service at the sanctuary of the moon god. Also a late Early Dynastic cylin-
der seal shows a priestess with the characteristic headband, carrying a bucket
and being assisted by a libating servant (Moortgat 1940: no. 144).

17 Enheduana herself mentions in her hymn to Inanna the aga-zi/nam-en-na, the true cap/
the sign of en-ship; see Winter 1987: 192 with note 20.
18 Votive plaque; British Museum; limestone, H: 22 cm; Boese 1971, U4; Evans 2003b: no. 33.
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Fig. 12: Votive plaque from the Giparu in Ur depicting various priestesses
(Evans 2003b: 74, no. 33).

I would like to argue that also on Enheduana’s disk two other women (not
men, as usually argued) were depicted following her and bringing votive gifts;
the first one probably wore her hair tied up like the woman on Fig. 12, bottom
left; the second one held a bucket – an offering typical of women.19

An Akkadian or Ur III statuette of an en-priestess (Fig. 11) illustrates explic-
itly the intellectual abilities and the high educational level of these elite per-
sons: there is a flat rectangular object, probably a cuneiform tablet, lying on
the lap of the seated priestess.20 If this is not an image of Enheduana herself,
it reminds us at least of her fame as a gifted poet.

A Neo-Sumerian fragmentary votive plaque from Ur also shows a seated
woman wearing the flounced garment (Boese 1971: K 12; Seidl 2005: 646, fig.
4; Weiershäuser 2006: pl. 20.4). Her long hair falls down over her shoulders
and is held by the rounded headband. Usually, the person is interpreted as the

19 These two persons are usually considered to be male servants. But the last one, of which
only the bucket in the hand has been preserved, was certainly a woman, since only women
carry buckets (containing what?) in Early Dynastic and Akkadian ritual scenes, while men carry
animals. Also the person immediately following Enheduana must be female, since the photo of
the disk before restoration (Fig. 10) shows a protrusion on the backside of the person’s head,
which is impossible for a clean-shaven male, but matches well the tied-up hair of women.
20 Statuette, Museum Berlin, H: 11. 6 cm; see Weiershäuser 2006: 265, pl. 20.2.
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Fig. 13: Stela from Mardikh, showing a priestess in front of the Storm God
(Matthiae 2010: fig. 148).

priestess of the goddess Ninsun, whose name is the only remaining trace of
the former inscription. Following the proposition of F. Weiershäuser (2006:
271), Šulgi-simti, the queen of Ur during the time of Šulgi, could be represented
here in her cultic role, since one of her cultic duties consisted of regular offer-
ings for the goddess Ninsun, the divine mother of the kings of Ur.

Several Ur III audience scenes of lukur-priestesses were depicted on seals,
which had been donated by the king, e.g. the seal of Ea-niša, beloved consort
of the king (the secondary wife of Šulgi) and of Simat-Ištaran, daughter of
Amar-Sîn, called by Šu-Suen “his beloved sister” and “his lukur” (Mayr 2002;
Mayr and Owen 2004, p. 150). Well attested on Ur III seals is also the important
priestess Geme-Lamma, ereš-dingir-priestess of the goddess Baba at Lagaš (Fi-
scher 1997: 174, no. 4). Her seal shows an audience scene. The priestess, her
hair tied up and with one hand held in front of her face, is standing before the
goddess, depicted en face, enthroned and holding a vessel from which water
is flowing. To judge from the impressions, the seal must have been a very fine
one, cut with greatest precision and held by granulated golden caps, which
itself is a marker of status.21

For 2nd millennium depictions we must again switch to Syria. The fragmen-
tary stele TM.88.S.500 (Fig. 13) was found in the village of Mardikh, but had

21 The quality of her seal is especially evident, since her seal may be compared to a seal which
belonged to one of her male servants. The seal of “Atašuta, servant of Geme-Lamma, ereš-ding-
ir-priestess of Baba” shows an introduction scene in front of a seated goddess, but the carving
is not as fine and it had no cap setting (Fischer 1997: 174, no. 3). The same difference in quality
can be observed on other seals of Geme-Lamma’s servants (Fischer 1997: 175, nos. 10 and 11).
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Fig. 14: Syrian seal with priestess in front of the standard with heads (Eisen 1940: no. 132).

certainly been erected in Ebla (Matthiae 1993). Only one register is partially
preserved. It shows the Storm God as the largest figure, behind whom a stand-
ing and a sitting person are depicted. Because their heads are missing and
their garments are quite similar, it is difficult to interpret them. Matthiae pro-
posed that they are the king and queen of Ebla. In front of the Storm God and
opposite a rectangular block, on top of which an incense burner is depicted,
stands a woman dressed in a long garment. Her head is covered by a long veil,
under which her long hair appears and falls down her back down to her hips.
She holds a small bowl in her right hand. Because of this gesture, her garment
and size (only 2/3 the size of the god), Matthiae convincingly interpreted her
not as a goddess, but as a priestess.

If this interpretation is to be accepted, many other similar depictions of
female persons should also be interpreted as priestesses. Some Old Assyrian
seals from Karum Kaneš II and many Old Syrian Cylinder seals from the 19th/
18th century show a woman wearing long hair or a veil (Fig. 14):22 she is usual-
ly depicted standing, rarely sitting, is dressed in a flounced or plain garment,
and lifts one hand in front of her face or carries a branch or a vessel.23 On
several seals she stands with one hand raised in front of a bull or the (double-)
headed semeion-standard.24 It is difficult to determine whether the “woman
with long hair” depicts a goddess or a priestess, because her attitudes and
positions often resemble closely those of goddesses and because divine fig-

22 Eisen 1940: no. 132; Otto 2000: no. 181.
23 For this woman see Otto 2000: 212–214.
24 For this enigmatic standard with one or two human heads see Matthiae 2015 and Otto 2015.
For seals from Karum Kaneš II depicting the woman with long hair in front of this standard
see Teissier 1994: nos. 536, 537. For the woman in front of the bull see e.g. Özgüç 2006: pl. 83,
CS 820; pl. 84, CS 823.
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ures in Syria and Anatolia do not necessarily wear horned crowns. But if we
consider that priestesses in the 3rd millennium were sometimes depicted with
divine attributes, an intended similarity of the images of priestesses and god-
desses seems plausible.

4 Female musicians and dancers
Many Early Dynastic votive plaques show female or male musicians accompa-
nying the banquets with their music, played on bull-headed lyres or harps.25
On the Mari queen’s seal (Fig. 6) at least two women are depicted playing
harps, two are beating curved sticks, and at least two are clapping their
hands. Also ED seals from Fara, Tutub and other sites show female musicians
(e.g. Amiet 1981: nos. 1200, 1201). Many seals which were found in the Ur
cemetery, especially those which were found among the larger groups of court
people, depict banquets in the upper register and musicians and dancers in
the lower register. 68 female and 5 male servants and musicians were buried
in PG 1237, the “Great Death Pit”. An exceptional seal, inscribed dumu-kisal
(“son or daughter of the court”), was found under the skeleton of no. 7, which
lay close to three large lyres (Fig. 15). In the lower register of the seal a group

Fig. 15: Female musicians and dancers on a cylinder seal from the Great Death Pit at Ur
(Zettler and Horne 1998, fig. 19).

25 E.g. the votive plaque from Nippur, Inanna Temple (ED III), dedicated by the stonemason
Lumma to Inanna; Boese 1971, N6.
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Fig. 16: Old Babylonian terracotta plaque Fig. 17: Old Babylonian terracotta plaque
showing dressed female or more probably showing singing female harp-player
male harp-player (Rashid 1984: fig. 65).
(Barrelet 1968: pl. 75, no. 775).

of 9 musicians and dancers is depicted: a woman playing a bull-headed lyre is
depicted in the center; the woman behind her is playing a flute, and behind
her a woman is shaking a percussion instrument – one of the earliest represen-
tations of a sistrum. On the other side of the large lyre, three more women are
depicted with their lower bodies in motion (depicted as a wavy long skirt) with
one foot raised off the ground: they clap their hands in front of their faces – a
very lively representation of dancing and singing women. In even wilder move-
ment are two small figures dancing below the lyre.

Female musicians are a fairly common motif on Old Babylonian terracotta
plaques, which have been found in most excavated Old Babylonian sites. The
female musicians appear either naked or clothed. Many of the dressed women
wear long garments, their hair is covered by a cap, and they are sitting on
stools playing the harp (Fig. 16).26 A fragmentary plaque from the Iraq Museum
shows a dressed female harp-player, whose hair is worn in a bun: her mouth
is open and she is apparently singing (Fig. 17).27

26 Barrelet 1968: no. 775. This complete and most detailed plaque unfortunately comes from
the art market. Many more examples were assembled by Rashid 1984: 80–84.
27 Rashid 1984: fig. 65. Iraq Museum IM 11135, without provenience.
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Hundreds of terracotta plaques and moulded figurines from Babylonia,
Elam and Syria show naked female musicians or dancers. They are usually
not playing a harp or a lyre,28 but a tambourine (e.g. Barrelet 1968: pls.
XXXIII–XXXVII). A plaque from Larsa shows a naked woman with a tambou-
rine with a male lute-player in a terribly twisted sexual intercourse (Barrelet
1968: 320, pl. LVI.591, and fig. 7 of J. Cooper in this volume). Blocher (1987:
231) interprets them as jugglers, comedians and musicians, who performed
during rituals. Several terracotta figurines of naked female musicians were
found inside and outside the “Grand Palais” at Mari (Fig. 18).29 They are ren-
dered en face, adorned with elaborate hairdos and necklaces and holding tam-
bourines. Since similar figurines with naked male lute-players were also found
in the Mari palace (Parrot 1959: M. 1022), their earlier interpretation as a group
of musicians, who may have been associated with fertility rites (Collon 1986:
132), seems convincing. These naked female musicians, however, are but a
part of the large group of depicted “Naked Women” – a terribly complicated
issue that has been treated recently by Candida Felli (2015). Since many fe-
male musicians are well attested for the Mari palace by the texts (Ziegler
2007), it would be interesting to know why some musicians were depicted
with and some without garment.

5 Naked women and women as sexual partners
Much has been written about the “oldest profession in the world” (for recent
summaries see Assante 2006; Cooper 2006; Felli 2015). As concerns depic-
tions, the challenge is to distinguish between the various forms of nudity and
nakedness (Uehlinger 1998; Asher-Greve and Sweeney 2006). The identity of
the so-called “Naked Woman” / “Nackte Frau” has been discussed at length
by many scholars (for the most recent summary see Felli 2015). As a result of
these studies, the general trend today is to see her not as a prostitute or any
other kind of mortal woman, but either as a supernatural creature or as a
personification or symbol. Therefore I will not treat the well-defined type of
the “Nackte Frau” here.

28 Exceptions are a few plaques showing a naked woman with a lyre with a dancing man
holding a tambourine (Rashid 1984: 76–77).
29 M. 990 (Fig. 18) was found in salle 104; the findspot of M. 761 is given as “palais, extérieur”
(Parrot 1959: 71).
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Fig. 18: Terracotta figurine of naked Fig. 19: Old Babylonian terracotta plaque
female musician, holding a tambourine from Susa showing sexual intercourse with a
(Parrot 1959: 71, fig. 18). drinking woman (Trümpelmann 1984: pl. IIa).

To be distinguished from this type is another type of nude female. Quite cer-
tainly the standing woman, bent over a beer jar and drinking from it, while
having sexual intercourse, can be interpreted as a prostitute (Fig. 19), especial-
ly since a context in Susa might suggest the association of such images with a
pub (Trümpelmann 1984). But it is still debated whether the naked women,
lying on Old Babylonian terracotta bed models together with a man, are indeed
depictions of prostitutes, or illustrations of a (sacred) marriage, or symbols for
the abstract concepts of procreation and fertility.

6 The woman as mother and the wet-nurse
The excavations at Tell Mozan have furnished excellent depictions of the
queen’s various roles, of her family life, and of female professions at the royal
court of Urkeš during the Akkadian period (Buccellati and Kelly-Buccellati
1995–1996; Kelly-Buccellati 2015). Several seals of queen Uqnitum, the wife
(dam) of the ruler of Tupkiš, depict her in an intimate “family scene” with a
small child on her lap (Fig. 20), or being touched by a small child standing in
front of her (Kelly-Buccellati 2015: 120, Fig. 7). Associated are either the king
and another child, or musicians and court ladies or servants. As Kelly-Buccel-
lati already remarked (2015: 120), only women occur on most of these seals in
which these intimacies are rendered. Until recently it was not clear if the
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Fig. 20: Seal impression of queen Uqnitum Fig. 21: Seal impression of Zamena, the nurse
of Urkeš with her family (Kelly-Buccellati 2015: 120, fig. 8).
(Kelly-Buccellati 2015: 113, fig. 1).

mother or a wet-nurse was depicted on these seals. But in the light of a seal
from Urkeš it seems probable that the woman with the child on her lap is
indeed the queen and mother. The seal belongs to Zamena, the nurse (eme2-
da) (Fig. 21). It shows the same seated woman with long hair, holding a child
on her lap, and a standing woman in front of her, who grasps both hands of
the child.

More Akkadian seals show similar intimate scenes of a woman associated
with a child sitting on her lap (Fig. 22).30 Since all four women on the seal from
Ur (Fig. 22) are wearing the same garments with fringed borders and the same
bun, a similar social rank may be deduced.31

Very similar depictions of a seated woman with a child on her lap continue
to be depicted on Old Babylonian terracotta plaques. The mother on a plaque
found in Isin (Fig. 23)32 although apparently breastfeeding the child is dressed

Fig. 22: Akkadian cylinder seal from Ur (Woolley 1934: no. 291).

30 Woolley 1934: 97–98, no. 291 (U. 10757); Boehmer 1965: no. 1301.
31 For the social status of a wet-nurse and nurse see Stol 2000, 181–190.
32 Hrouda 1977: 49, pl. 24, IB 314.
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Fig. 23: Terracotta plaque from Isin showing Fig. 24: Terracotta plaque from Girsu show-
mother or wet-nurse with a child on her lap ing mother or wet-nurse breastfeeding a
(Hrouda 1977: pl. 24, IB 314). child (Genouillac 1936: pl. 102,3).

in a long garment. The woman on a plaque from Girsu is depicted while breast-
feeding her child (Fig. 24).33 Since there is no inscription, this might be the
depiction of a mother or of a wet-nurse.

A few seals certainly depict wet-nurses and nursemaids (e.g. Suter 2008:
19, S 39 and S 48). An Akkadian seal – the carving of which is extremely
delicate and exquisite and which is made of lapis lazuli – was the property
of Takunai, the wet-nurse of the daughter of Timmuzi, female estate adminis-
trator.34 The goddess Lama introduces a woman dressed in a rather unusual,
vertically pleated robe to the goddess Ninhursag and another woman dressed
in the more usual fringed robe is following her carrying a pail in her left
hand. Both mortal women wear their hair tied up, but their garments differ,
and the introduced woman seems to wear multiple necklaces. Suter, follow-
ing Collon and contradicting other interpretations, convincingly interprets
the introduced woman as the seal-owner, since this “not only agrees with the
general rule that the presentee represents the seal owner, but also makes
more sense for the custom-made seal of a wet-nurse, since Ninhursag is the
nurturing goddess” (Suter 2008: 19). This means that one of the finest Akkadi-
an seals that has survived, made of the prestigious material par excellence,

33 Genouillac 1936:pl. 102.3.
34 3.29 by 1.86 cm (Jerusalem, Bible Lands Museum). Collon 1987: no. 642; Suter 2008: Seal
48.
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belonged to a wet-nurse. It demonstrates again that the rank of this profes-
sion could vary. While normal wet-nurses seem to have had a fairly low rank,
those who had wet-nursed the princesses or princes were among the ladies
of the highest rank in court (Biga 1991: 297–298 and in this volume; Stol 2000:
186–189).

7 Female kitchen personnel, female brewers
and women in a garden

Several seals from Tell Mozan show the personnel of queen Uqnitum at the
court of Urkeš. The seal of Tuli, the chief cook, depicts the cook himself about
to butcher a sheep or goat, the results of his butchering (two animal’s legs
hang from the ceiling) and a woman (Fig. 25). She is depicted with her upper
body bent forwards and stirring with two sticks something in two narrow-
necked jars, presumably making butter or cheese.35 Several Akkadian seals
show brewing women with larger jars including one in a stand, from which a
liquid is flowing into a jar below it – the usual depiction of a beer jar (Fig.
26).36 Woman active in a palm tree garden are rendered on a few Akkadian

Fig. 25: Seal of Tuli, the chief cook, showing male and female kitchen personnel
(Kelly-Buccellati 2015: 121, fig. 9).

35 Buccellati and Kelly-Buccellati 1995–1996: Fig. 14; Kelly-Buccellati 2015: 121, Fig. 9.
36 Boehmer 1965: no. 1279, Fig. 549; Kunsthistorisches Museum Wien. See also a cylinder seal
in the Louvre with a female brewer (Boehmer 1965: no. 1297, Fig. 555) and a seal in the de
Clercq Collection with a male brewer (Boehmer 1965: no. 1299, Fig. 557).
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Fig. 26: A female brewer and a woman and a man bringing a bucket and a kid to a seated
woman (Boehmer 1965, fig. 549).

Fig. 27: Akkadian seal showing three women in garden with various plants and birds
(Boehmer 1965, fig. 709).

seals (Fig. 27).37 Since the palms are quite small in relation to the women, and
since the women seem to touch the date clusters, one wonders if real agricul-
tural work or perhaps a symbolic act of fertilization is depicted. A seal from an
ED level at Tall Mozan show four standing women involved in some action with
a large rectangular object above a flat object, presumably textiles or vessels
(Dohmann-Pfälzner 2013: 231, Fig. 103.8).

8 Female textile workers
The depiction of textile work is extremely rare. Exceptions are the spinning
women on the mosaic panel from Mari (see Fig. 33), a woman bringing a ball

37 Boehmer 1965: no. 1676, Fig. 709; see also the secondary scene of a seal in Moscow: Boeh-
mer 1965: no. 952, Fig. 383.
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Fig. 28: Cylinder seal from the Ištar Temple at Mari, showing a weaving woman in front of a
vertical loom (http://cartelfr.louvre.fr/cartelfr/visite?srv=car_not_frame&idNotice=9617).

of thread on a seal from Tall Mozan (Kelly-Buccellati 2015: 122, fig. 11) and an
ED III seal from the Ištar temple at Mari (Fig. 28).38 It shows only women: in the
upper register a symposium of two women accompanied by a female servant
or court lady, and in the lower register a woman sitting in front of a large
vertical loom.

9 An exceptional profession
A unique position was held by the deaf lady Aman-Aštar, who must have had
despite (or because of) her handicap a high position with regard to her boss,
the ēntu-priestess Tutanapšum, daughter of Naram-Sin (Fig. 29). The inscrip-
tion reads: “Tutanapšum, ēntu-priestess of the god Enlil: Aman-Aštar, the deaf
lady, the prattler, (is) her female servant” (Frayne 1993: 175, no. 2017).39 The
high-priestess is rendered like a goddess, enthroned on a block on top of a
three-stepped dais, and wearing the flounced garment. Only the horned crown
is missing. The deaf lady appears directly in front Aman-Aštar, which reveals
her high status and a strong relationship to the ēntu-priestess. Aman-Aštar
holds a strange instrument in her hands, which has been interpreted as a musi-
cal instrument or as “something used to perform amusing tricks” (Asher-Greve
2006: 68). A medical instrument seems a better interpretation. The object is
unique, but somewhat similar to the medical tools on an equally exceptional

38 Parrot 1956: 194, pl. LXVI, M. 1071.
39 The translation is uncertain. According to Asher-Greve 2006: 68 she could be dumb not
deaf. But I wonder if a dumb person would have owned a seal, which can be used in legal
affairs.
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Fig. 29: Cylinder seal of the deaf lady Aman-Aštar with her (medical?) instruments
(Collon 1987: fig. 530).

seal (Collon 1987: no. 638), belonging to a male doctor who – according to the
inscription – prays to Edin-mugi, vizier of the god Gir, who assists mothers in
childbirth. Therefore it seems possible that the Aman-Aštar-seal is the only
known depiction of a female physician so far.

10 Midwives and women giving birth
Professional midwives were depicted on cylinder seals. But the Neo-Sumerian
seal of Ninkala, midwife of the goddess Baba, shows a standard introduction
of the midwife to the enthroned goddess.40 Only the lower register alludes ex-
plicitly to her profession, since it shows geese, the attributive animals of Baba,
floating on water, and scorpions, the animals of Išhara, as symbols of fertility.41

It may be that midwives in action during childbirth were depicted.42 Let us
begin with a fascinating cylinder seal from the late ED III or Akkad period, the
depiction of which has not previously been properly understood (Fig. 30).43 In
the lower register a woman in a long garment and with a bun lies on a bed
that is decorated with bull’s legs. Two people, one with long hair and the other

40 Neo-Sumerian seal, formerly Erlenmeyer collection, Basel; Asher-Greve and Goodnick
Westenholz 2013: 402, Fig. 48.
41 For the frequent association of the scorpion with Išhara and with bed scenes see Zernecke
2008 (I am grateful to Alexander Tamm for this reference).
42 I owe this idea to a fascinating lecture by Ursula Seidl about birth in Urartu. She is present-
ly preparing the publication.
43 Chicago: A 27 902; Asher-Greve 1985: no. 593. After I finished this article, B. Lion and C.
Michel pointed out to me two articles by Laura Battini, where she already suggested that the
two seals (here Figs. 30 and 31) show a woman giving birth: Battini 2002 and Battini 2006. I
regret that I had not known these articles before, but I am happy that Battini and I arrived at
the same conclusion.
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Fig. 30: Cylinder seal showing a woman giving birth and a midwife in action
(Asher-Greve 1985, pl. 30, no. 593).

with short or no hair, are standing near the curved headboard. A woman, her
hair fashioned in a similar bun, is squatting at the lower end of the bed and is
stretching her hands towards the feet of the lying woman. Below the bed is a
scorpion, symbol of fertility, above it a star and a crescent.

The scene has been interpreted as a hieros gamos (Asher-Greve 1985: 113–
114) or as an oneiromancy (Asher-Greve 1987). Both interpretations are implau-
sible; the first one because a man is missing, and the second one, because the
lying woman is holding her head actively up with her arm raised in front of
her face, which would be an inappropriate position for dreaming, but is a typi-
cal posture during childbirth in many cultures. Since the woman squatting on
the ground is by far the largest person and is placed in the center of the scene,
i.e. below the central hero of the contest scene in the upper register, we suggest
that this seal belonged to this person, i.e. to the midwife. This is one of the
most explicit and detailed renderings of this female profession to date.

This seal is not unique in showing a woman giving birth, since at least one
other Akkadian seal44 shows a lady lying on a bed with bull’s legs and a scorpi-
on below the bed (Fig. 31).45 Interestingly, many vessels and trees or plants are
depicted there – apparently important elements of female equipment or sym-
bols of the female world, since they frequently occur on women’s seals (see
below).

A late Early Dynastic votive plaque from the Abu Temple in Tall Asmar
(Ešnunna) shows a similar scene in the upper register (Fig. 32)46: Two women

44 Boehmer 1965: no. 1656, Fig. 690 = Buchanan 1981: no. 458.
45 Buchanan 1981: 176–177, no. 458.
46 Limestone plaque from Tell Asmar, Abu Temple; Iraq Mus. IM 15547; Selz 1983: pl. IX, no.
110. Earlier interpretations speak of a hieros gamos or of the slaughtering of an animal (Asher-
Greve 1985: 101–102).
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Fig. 31: Cylinder seal with a woman lying on a bed with bull’s legs, oil vessels and the birth
plant (Buchanan 1981: no. 458).

Fig. 32: Votive plaque showing a midwife and a birth-giving woman (right) and two banquet-
ing women (left) (Selz 1983: pl. 9, no. 110).

are sitting on the left side. On the right side, there is a table with bull’s legs,
covered with a flounced cloth. A horizontal figure is lying on top, and another
smaller object on top of it. Seven lancet-shaped objects (plants?47) appear
above the scene. Exactly in the middle of the upper register is depicted the

47 Selz (1983: 207–208) interprets them as the 7 heads of a serpent-dragon, which had been
cut off and were to serve as apotropaic objects.
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Fig. 33: Tentatively reconstructed mosaic panel from Mari showing female and male persons
carrying goods, spinning women and a bed.

midwife: she is standing at the end of the bed, is inclined towards the bed and
stretches her hands to the mother. Perhaps – if the object on top of the woman
is the child who lies on the mother’s belly – she has just given birth.

A mosaic panel from Mari (Fig. 33), the “Panneau des rites” M. 303 was
excavated in room 10 of the so-called “secteur dit des dépendances du temple
de Dagan.” Unfortunately, the pieces when found were completely dispersed
which is why Parrot’s reconstruction is only a guess (Parrot 1962: 163–169; Cou-
turaud 2014). Parrot assembled the figures of several female and male people,
who are carrying goods. At least five of the women wearing a high polos, a
long garment and a shawl covering their shoulders are bringing large vessels
on a stand. Another five women in the lower left corner have their hair covered
by a turban and are busy with spinning.

Very different is the largest piece of the panel (Fig. 34). It features two
headless figures bending over a large bed with bull’s legs, which is covered
with a tufted cloth. The two persons are characterized as women by their coats,
which are held together by a large pin from which beads or seals are hanging
down. The ladies are stretching their hands towards a vertical stick, which
emerges from a conical base, or are about to do something with the covered
bed. Since the position of their bent upper body is unusual, their activity must
have been an important one, worth being depicted, and the scene must have
had a crucial meaning for the whole panel. This scene was interpreted before
as a hieros gamos (Asher-Greve 1985), or as a female oneiromancer (Asher-
Greve 1987). Crawford (2013: 18) recently suggested, without further argu-
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Fig. 34: Detail of the panel: Two midwives busy with the childbed (Parrot 1962, fig. 13).

ments, to see in them “perhaps” the representation of midwives – an interpre-
tation, that seems extremely probable in the light of the afore-mentioned
plaque and seal.

This re-interpretation leads to a new understanding of the mosaic plaques
in general, the iconography of which differs distinctly from that of other media.
The intention of the Mari panel was probably to depict the childbirth of a high-
ranking woman – perhaps the queen – and the related festivals, especially the
offering of gifts to the woman in childbirth by an impressive number of high-
ranking women and men. Contemporary texts from Ebla note ample festivities
and presentation of gifts on the occasion of the childbirth of a queen; and not
only royal women but also other high-ranking women received gifts on the
occasion of their birth-giving.48 If we compare this interpretation of the plaque
to the interpretations of other mosaic panels, for example the so-called Stan-
dard of Ur, we may recognize that these mosaic panels commemorate and cele-
brate the most essential and perhaps also the most life-threatening events in
the lives of women and men, the victorious return from a battle and the suc-
cessful birth of a healthy child.

A fragmentary Akkadian seal from Ur shows the most explicit rendering of
a woman giving birth (Fig. 35).49 The woman, with her hair in a bun and wear-
ing a fringed robe, sits on the front edge of a bed with bull’s legs and holds a

48 Biga 1991: 294; Weiershäuser 2008: 189–193; Sallaberger 2003: 619.
49 BM 119219; Boehmer 1965: no. 1658; Collon 1982: 74–75, no. 143, pl. XX. I am grateful to
Ursula Seidl who pointed this seal out to me, since the published illustrations are not very
clear. I thank Rainer Michael Boehmer for kindly providing me with a better photo, which he
made for his dissertation.
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Fig. 35: Akkadian seal from Ur showing a woman giving birth (to the right),
assisted by two midwives (Photo courtesy R. M. Boehmer).

cup in her right hand, while her left lies in her lap. Her feet rest between the
knees of a smaller woman who sits on a stool. This smaller woman is grasping
towards the woman’s feet with both hands. A third woman stands behind her
and holds a towel in her right hand and something (the seal is broken here) in
her left hand.

In order to substantiate our interpretation of these scenes as renderings of
childbirth, we may have a look at some Old Hittite relief vases (Figs. 36–37).
These exceptionally large, colorful vases were splendidly decorated with narra-
tive depictions of festivals, including sacrifices, banquets, ritual sex, and offer-
ings, all of which were accompanied by music, dance and acrobats. Examples
are known from Inandik, Bitik, Boğazköy and Hüseyindede Tepesi (Sipahi
2001; Yıldırım 2008). The partly damaged scene on the Inandik vase (Fig. 36),
where two people are crouching on a bed opposite each other, has been inter-
preted as a sacred marriage50 or as the representation of a couple of gods or
goddesses or the king and the queen (for a summary see Yıldırım 2008: 844).
But a similar, completely preserved depiction on the Hüseyndede vase (Fig. 37)
clearly shows that the two people on top of the high bed are far from having
sexual intercourse, they are not even touching each other. Two crouching per-
sons are depicted. The one in a white garment with long hair has her legs
tightly tucked up, is leaning backwards, and holds a bowl in one hand. Her
head is higher than the head of the other person, who is wearing a black dress
and has her head covered by white scarf. She seems to be busy with the person

50 The interpretation as sacred marriage is especially strange, since this is already depicted
in the upper register exactly above the bed scene.
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Fig. 36: Detail of the Old Hittite Inandik vase showing Fig. 37: Detail of the Hüseyndede
two people crouching on a bed opposite each other vase showing a midwife and a
(Özgüc 2002: 253). woman giving birth (Alparslan –

Dogan-Alparslan 2013: 227).

opposite her, since one hand is emerging from the amorphous mass of her
body. Obviously – as has been described already by Yıldırım – two women are
depicted. The most logical interpretation is that of a birth scene, in which a
midwife and a woman giving birth are involved. There is a striking similarity
between these birth scenes and those from 3rd millennium Mesopotamia in-
cluding such details as the beds with bull’s legs and the sophisticated blankets
covering them.

When I presented this interpretation during the conference in Nanterre,
various scholars rightly uttered their doubts, because “the brick of birth” is
considered the crucial object during childbirth in ancient Babylonia and Egypt
and was used until recently in remote areas of the Near East. The woman leaves
her bed for the delivering of the baby and takes place in a crouching position
on two sets of bricks on either side, which leave a space in the middle for the
baby to come out (Stol 2000: 118–122). However, the earliest attestation for
the birth bricks is – according to Stol – from the Old Babylonian period. The
Mesopotamian depictions so far recognized and discussed here are earlier.
Therefore, and because of pictorial representations, I am very much inclined
to think that an uncomfortably hard brick was not the only possible accessory
which was used for giving birth throughout Near Eastern history. Indeed, birth-
stools are attested from the Hittite period onwards; the stool “consisted of a
‘bowl’ upon which the mother sat (and) two pegs which the woman grasped
during her delivery … It was purified before being used …” (Stol 2000: 121–122).
A Hittite birth ritual describes it in the following way: “[When] a woman is
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giving birth, then the midwife prepares the following: [two sto]ols (and) three
cushions. On each stool is placed one cushion. And one spreads [on]e cushion
between the stools on the ground. When the child begins to fall, [then] the
woman seats herself on the stools. And the midwife holds the receiving blanket
with (her) [ha]nd.” (Stol 2000: 122).

This birth-stool is probably depicted on the mentioned images: it is covered
with cushions (Figs 32, 34, 36, 37); it was purified (Fig. 34); there were pegs
which the woman could grasp (Fig. 34); and a towel was prepared (Fig. 35).
Also the frequently associated depictions of plants and vessels (Fig. 30, 31, 33,
36) are understandable, since certain plants were thought to promote pregnan-
cy and birth (Stol 2000: 52–59), and “oil has always been a very important
ingredient in easing deliveries” (Stol 2000: 124). The cup in the hand of the
mother (Figs. 35, 37) illustrates perhaps the medicine which was consumed by
the women in labour (Stol 2000: 52–59).

***

This short survey has shown that the following female professions and activi-
ties were depicted during the 3rd and early 2nd millennium BC in Mesopotamia
and Syria:
– Royal and high-ranking women
– Court ladies and female attendants
– Priestesses
– Female musicians and dancers
– Prostitutes and perhaps other women having sexual intercourse or indulg-

ing in other sexual activities
– Women as mothers and as wet-nurses
– Female kitchen personnel and female brewers
– Female textile workers
– Midwives
– Women in childbirth or childbed.

Generally, mortal females are represented in Mesopotamia quite frequently in
the 3rd millennium on works of major art and cylinder seals. The majority of
depicted women belongs to the upper class. This stops abruptly at the begin-
ning of the 2nd millennium in Mesopotamia, but it continues in Syria, Anatolia
and Elam. In the first half of the 2nd millennium mortal women are mainly
depicted on thousands of cheap terracotta images, which were present in do-
mestic and the every-day contexts in every Mesopotamian settlement. Many
of them, especially specific types of naked women and musicians, probably
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prostitutes and itinerant artists, do not seem to have been part of the upper
social class. The lack of representations in Babylonia in the major arts might
be explained by the fact that several female activities seem to have been trans-
ferred to the divine world, not only, but especially, in the 2nd millennium. If
we look at the scenes on Old Babylonian cylinder seals, which are our richest
source of pictorial representations, we register a multitude of goddesses and
gods, who might have covered a wide range of everyday concerns of the mortal
women. Thousands of representations of Ištar and other armed goddesses, of
the rain goddess accompanying the weather god, of the goddess holding a
water vessel, of Gula and of many others, may refer to war and love, fertility,
surgery51, and other fields in which women were active. But – as stated at the
beginning – only professions and activities that were deemed important
enough were depicted.

The biggest difference between the representations of the 3rd and the
2nd millennium is a fundamental one, which has nothing to do with a possibly
changed status of women. All pictorial genres of the 3rd millennium generally
feature individual women and men. This equally applies to stelae, reliefs, stat-
ues and seals of the Early Dynastic, Akkadian and Neo-Sumerian periods. In
Old Babylonian major art and seals, by contrast, hardly any individuals were
depicted any more. The few mortals being represented at all (especially the
king in many variations) are little more than stereotypical formulas for abstract
characteristics such as the strength of kingship, the justice of the ruler, piety
or fertility.52 The individual disappears. It is mainly on the cheap terracotta
plaques that we find images of mortals in scenes, which are related to everyday
life.

The most astonishing result of this study is the discovery of scenes depict-
ing women in childbirth or giving birth assisted by midwives. Since depictions
are known from Mari, the Diyala region, Ur and Anatolia during the 3rd and
2nd millennia, they may have existed at other times and in different regions,
but have not yet been recognized as such. The associated scenes always show
large festivals, where numerous female and male persons are bringing various
gifts, accompanied by music and dance. Cuneiform sources from various peri-
ods tell us about the celebrations for the birth of a child, but these are the first
known depictions of this celebratory as well as life-threatening event in the
lives of Near Eastern women.

51 Female physicians are attested e.g. at Ebla (see Biga, this volume).
52 For the codification of the king’s main characteristics on cylinder seals see Otto 2013.
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Bertrand Lafont
Women at Work and Women in Economy
and Society during the Neo-Sumerian
Period

Until recently, cultural and law-centered approaches have dominated most
studies on the role of women in ancient Mesopotamia. The aim of the REFEMA
program (Rôle Économique des Femmes en Mésopotamie Ancienne, 2012–2015)
was to address the social and economic dimensions of this topic and to try to
learn more about the “condition féminine” in the ancient Near Eastern context,
in the flow of current gender studies.

This contribution will summarize some main data and results obtained and
discussed during the three years of this program1 and will propose some con-
clusions. Focused on the Neo-Sumerian period, at the end of the 3rd millenni-
um BC, it addresses the following topics: women’s economic activities both at
home and outside the home; state employment of women; and the question of
the constitution, conservation and inheritance of the assets of women belong-
ing to the elite.2

1 Economic activities of women at home
During the whole Sumerian period, women as well as men were the holders
and guardians of social and economic traditions inside the family sphere. Both
women and men can be regarded as economic agents in terms of wealth pro-
duction.

The social framework within which the experiences, roles, and realities of
women’s lives and contributions can be best evaluated was the household (e2),
whether a domestic unit or an institutional establishment, such as the royal
palace or a temple. This notion of the household, well characterized and stud-

1 See the “Carnet de REFEMA”, http://refema.hypotheses.org.
2 On all these issues, see also Agnès Garcia-Ventura’s recent bibliography (and her contribu-
tion to this volume), as this author has published a lot during the last five years on similar
themes.
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ied by I. J. Gelb some 35 years ago3 and more recently reassessed by J. D.
Schloen,4 is particularly meaningful and useful for the kind of historical inves-
tigation undertaken here.

Moreover, and without fear of being too much influenced by our own con-
ceptions of what is a “family,” it is well known that that Sumerian society of
that time was based on nuclear families practicing monogamy, with a relatively
small number of children (in contrast with what is known for royal families).
Each of them was an “e2” of an often limited size, as shown by the following
examples: husband, wife, and five children in UET 3, 93 [P136410];5 husband,
wife, and three children in BM 105377 [P112634]; a widow, mother of five chil-
dren in BAOM 2, 26 26 [P104889], etc.

Nevertheless, in Ur III, all women did not systematically belong to an offi-
cial or family “e2.” Thus, we do find frequent attestations of women qualified
as geme2-kar-kid: these women were not necessarily “prostitutes” as often
said, but rather independent women, not living under male authority, or not
part of a patriarchal household. They had to support themselves in any number
of ways (and some may in fact have been prostitutes).6

Be that as it may, the problem is that usual domestic life and work are very
poorly documented and largely escapes us in the kind of archives that we have.
However, large family households (e2) or princely domains and estates of indi-
viduals belonging to the elite are better known in our archival texts, as docu-
mented for example with this household inventory of the assets of the son of
the Girsu governor, drawn up in year Ibbi-Sîn 2. This tablet7 records the follow-
ing items:
– 5 hectares of orchard
– 200 slaves (half of them being women)
– 3700 heads of livestock, 250 heads of cattle
– objects in silver, non-precious metals, stone, wood, and reed
– clothes, drapery, and skins
– perishable goods

Apparently, the wealth of this princely and very large domain originated main-
ly in animal husbandry. But a more detailed look at the description of this
household estate (inventoried on the occasion of seizure proceedings, as pro-

3 Gelb 1979.
4 Schloen 2001.
5 P-numbers given in this article are id numbers of the CDLI database cdli.ucla.edu.
6 See Assante 1998; Cooper 2010 and in this volume; Démare-Lafont, in press.
7 Maekawa 1996: 167–168 n° 9 [P102665].
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posed by K. Maekawa)8 shows that more than 200 garments, nearly 500 kilos
of wool and large quantities of oil, honey, wine, cheese, dates and aromatics
were also counted.

The list of these goods, together with common sense, prompts us to con-
clude that the women in this household, including maids and slaves, were
mainly the ones who transformed all of these raw materials into the products
needed for everyday life. They were probably busy first of all with providing
members of the household with their basic needs in terms of food, clothing,
and care. But the problem is that their work remains “invisible” as there is
never any mention of it in our archives. This kind of work was neither recog-
nized, nor measured, nor recorded, nor paid.

Therefore, during the Ur III period, the domestic arena was clearly the
place of productive and economically significant activities for women, ena-
bling them to provide members of the household – great or small – with their
basic needs. But in this regard, it must be noted that we never see any surplus
of goods produced at home by women that could have fed external economic
channels. Furthermore, there is no information in any of our texts regarding
the potential participation in market activities of women belonging to family
households. But on that point, attention must be paid of course to the argu-
ment that silence and the lack of documentation does not necessarily mean
that there was no surplus sold in local markets …

Regarding again this notion of “household” and the role of women inside
it, a lot of new information has been recently provided by the Garšana archive.9
Revealing the organization of a huge “private” household or estate under the
authority of princess Simat-Ištaran, sister of king Šu-Sîn, (after her husband’s
death), this archive provides unprecedented data on the role of women in the
Neo-Sumerian economy and society, as we can observe in productive activities
including orchard work, brewing, weaving, animal husbandry, leather-work-
ing, and extensive building works.10

If one considers the labor force at work in this household, it has been
noticed that, in the Garšana archive, working women exceeded in number
working men.11 Moreover, these texts highlight especially the role of women,
both as heads of the household and in the capacity of supervisors, administra-
tors (some of them have seals), and laborers in many sectors of the estate.

8 Maekawa 1996 and 1997. See also Heimpel 1997.
9 Owen and Mayr 2007.
10 See Owen and Mayr 2007; Kleinerman and Owen 2009; Heimpel 2009; Owen 2011.
11 Heimpel 2009: 47.
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Thus, for example, various women supervised construction gangs consisting
of both men and women:12 such positions in such a sector of society were, until
now, unattested within the existing Ur III records.

In the upper part of society, we have several examples of estates belonging
to important women. At Garšana, if we just have a look at the possessions
owned by princess Simat-Ištaran, we see that she had at her disposal a com-
plete estate (e2), with villages (e2-duru5), orchards (kiri6), boats (ma2), many
slaves and servants, and a large wardrobe consisting of many luxurious
clothes.13

At Irisagrig, an emerging batch of tablets provides new data on the role of a
prominent woman at the head of another large household: this woman, named
Ninsaga, was the daughter of the governor (ensi2) of Irisagrig, Ur-mes. She
managed her own huge estate in that city and three texts about it deserve
attention:
– The tablet Nisaba 15, 953 [P454138]) is a complete inventory, in twelve col-

umns, of hundreds of named male and female slaves (arad2 and geme2)
belonging to the household of Ninsaga in year Ibbi-Sîn 3. Each of them
received between 10 and 75 liters of barley rations monthly. At the end,
we find recorded: 74 guruš, 48 geme2, 47 dumu-nita2, 56 dumu-munus
(= 122 adults, 103 children, that is, 225 men and women). All these depend-
ents of this private household are clearly characterized as “slaves” or ser-
vants (geme2 arad2) of Ninsaga.

– A second text (Nisaba 15, 797 [P387850]) shows that, one year before (in
Ibbi-Sîn 2), a general (šagina) had taken away 50 slaves who had been
removed from the household of Ninsaga, probably to bring them to the
king (or maybe to a memorial of the late king), since these slaves are char-
acterized as being assigned to the throne (arad2 geme2 nam-gešgu-za).14

– It is interesting to find again exactly this same information quoted in an-
other text (Nisaba 15, 1038 [P454190]), which summarized other withdraw-
als made from Ninsaga’s household staff.

Finally, the role of women as managers of wealthy family households is well
illustrated by a text that is truly unique among the Neo-Sumerian archival doc-
uments. This is a letter, probably written by a woman who could be called a

12 Heimpel 2009: 75.
13 Kleinerman-Owen 2009: 546–547.
14 For commemorations to the throne of the dead kings, see Sallaberger 1993: 28–29, 147–148,
and Michalowski 2013: 319–320.
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“desperate housewife.”15 She speaks of her children (l. 4) and of the way she
manages daily life in the household (l. 8–13). As the situation of the household
is critical, she tries to explain the causes of the situation and to deny any per-
sonal responsibility for the crisis: perhaps she had been accused by her hus-
band Ki’ag (?) for mismanaging the household.

In the end, thanks to all this evidence, and especially new information
which sheds light on a hitherto undocumented aspect of society of that period
(Garšana), we can see that women in Ur III society and in family households
may have had more authority and influence than previously recognized.

2 Outside the house: Women at work alongside
men

Chapter VII of Xenophon’s Oeconomicus asserts that, “naturally”, women
should devote themselves to indoor activities and men to outdoor ones:16

Because both the indoor and the outdoor tasks require work and concern, I think the god,
from the very beginning, designed the nature of woman for the indoor work and concerns
and the nature of man for the outdoor work. For he prepared man’s body and mind to be
more capable of enduring cold and heat and travelling and military campaigns, and so
he assigned the outdoor work to him. Because the woman was physically less capable of
endurance, I think the god has evidently assigned the indoor work to her.

But we must admit that the available Sumerian documentation challenges this
usual and traditional view, according to which men worked outdoors for the
primary productive sector of the economy (mainly in the fields and in animal
husbandry), while women were occupied in the secondary productive sector
(indoors, to produce flour, oil, clothing, and so on). This gender dimension of
labor division does not fit information provided by the texts, as we can find
for example:
– male weavers (guruš uš-bar) next to female weavers (geme2 uš-bar), as

in the tablet UET 3, 1449 [P137774]
– male millers working alongside female millers (BCT 2, 49 [P105290])
– or on the contrary, many women involved in agricultural and several other

outdoor activities (passim).

15 MVN 11, 168 [P116181]. Studied in Owen 1980a; and reassessed in Hallo 2003: 295; Neu-
mann 2006: 17–19; and Michalowski 2011: 15–17.
16 Translation: Pomeroy 1995: 141–147. See also Sebillotte Cuchet in this volume. Thanks to
Brigitte Lion who drew my attention to this text.
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Regarding these mixed “indoor”/“outdoor” activities, it is noteworthy that the
female population working in the indoor mills and workshops was split into
several categories depending on their professional skill, but that all of them
were in fact often performing outdoor tasks far from their primary specialty.
This is shown by the texts formerly studied by R. K. Englund,17 and by the
following table, drawn up from the Garšana data. Here, it is clear that the titles
and occupations qualifying the registered women are not the same as the actu-
al activities they were involved in according to the administrative records:

All the professional occupationsqualifying Real occupations recorded for these women
women in Garšana texts in administrative Garšana texts
(Kleinerman and Owen 2009: 721) (Kleinerman and Owen 2009: 735–740)

– geme2 ar3-ra, “grinder” agricultural work; construction work;
– geme2 kikken2, “miller” transportation and boat towing; flour and
– geme2 geši3-sur-sur, “oil presser” food processing; mourning in mortuary
– geme2 gu, “spinner/flax worker” ceremonies
– geme2 uš-bar, “weaver”
– geme2 kisal-luh, “(temple) sweeper”

This clearly indicates that, during the Neo-Sumerian period, the “status” or the
profession of these women did not confine them to a single, particular and
basic activity: they were also employed in many occupations having nothing
to do with their original specialty in order to suit the needs of the economic
organization.

Moreover, some of them could have had professional skills equal to those
of men, which they could, and often did, exercise outside the family home. To
illustrate this point let us simply examine the list of women’s professions and
specializations recorded in the recently discovered archives of Garšana and Irisa-
grig.18 Thanks to this new data, we can now assert that women held many posi-
tions hitherto documented only for men. These specialized occupations include:
– geme2 azlag2 cf. usually male lu2-azlag2, “fuller, washerman”
– geme2/munus muhaldim cf. usually male muhaldim, “cook”
– geme2 i3-du8 cf. usually male i3-du8, “doorkeeper”
– geme2 kisal-luh cf. usually male kisal-luh, “(temple) sweeper”

17 Englund 1990 and 1991. As noted by this author, “the range of activities of the female
millers in agriculture was very broad, covering nearly all the tasks performed by their male
counterparts, the guruš.” (Englund 1991: 274).
18 Kleinerman-Owen 2009: 735–740; Owen 2013: 425–463.
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– geme2/munus nar cf. usually male nar, “singer, musician”
– munus a-zu cf. usually male a-zu, “physician”
– munus dub-sar cf. usually male dub-sar, “scribe”
– munus gudu4 cf. usually male gudu4, “purification priest”

The last three professions are particularly interesting, because they are highly
specialized and they were not previously attested much for women.19

Outdoors, women were involved in agriculture and irrigation, hauling
boats, removing grain, making and carrying bricks, and construction projects.
In these activities they contributed in the same way as men for the same kinds
of collective work. They were employed in a large number of jobs, sometimes
in unexpected sectors, as for example the female workers (geme2) who “built
the house of Amar-Suen.”20 Most of these activities probably had something to
do with the corvée-duty. According to P. Steinkeller,21 only heads of families
owed such a service to the state, but it is clear that women were also involved
in the same collective projects. Therefore, could we assume that they fulfilled
these labor obligations on behalf of the heads of households, who generally
tried to avoid performing these services themselves?

Indoors, women were spinning, weaving, milling flour and extracting oil,
occupations traditionally considered to be the domain of women. The real fea-
ture that was quite unique to that time was the transposition into mass produc-
tion of these tasks which were considered to be female roles within the family
unit, since these activities were clearly organized collectively on an “industrial”
scale.

Thus, all around the country, some large workhouses/factories employing
female workers were created especially for the production of garments (with
the geme2 uš-bar), flour (with the geme2 kikken2) and oil (with the geme2 i3-
sur). Women were probably employed there to meet the huge needs of the state
and institutions. Through their labor they supplied the current ration allotment
system. In or around the main cities of the kingdom, some “industrial” centers
combining these various activities operated, as in Garšana, where a unique
triple complex was established in the form of a “brewery-mill-kitchen build-

19 New professional female occupations, previously unattested at Ur III, appeared in recently
published texts as this munusqa2-di3-iš-tum, “midwife?” (Sumerian nu-gig) in Nisaba 15 1066
[P387874] who was only attested until now in the recently published new parts of the Codex
Ur-Namma (§ E2 see Civil 2011: 281–284). See also some new attestations at Ur III of sà-bí-tum,
“innkeeper”.
20 e2

damar-dsuen-ka du3-a (NYPL 138 [P122674]). See also all the construction work texts
studied in Heimpel 2009, in which women are largely involved.
21 Steinkeller 2013: 360.
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ing” (e2 lunga e2 kikken2 u3 e2 muhaldim).22 In the same place another dou-
ble complex was built in the form of a “textile mill and craftsmen’s building”
(e2 uš-bar u3 e2 gašam-e-ne).23

In that context, weavers, millers and oil pressers were often associated, as
shown by the Ur tablet UET 3, 1504 [P137830]: viii 28–29 where they received
their allotted rations together: nig2-ba geme2 uš-bar geme2 i3-sur u3 geme2

kikken2, “allotments for female weavers, oil pressers and millers.”24
These installations, aggregated in unique places, seem to have been man-

aged under the direct supervision of the “great organizations” (temples, local
and royal palaces), which appear to have been the first employers of women
and children, as well as men. Tens of thousands of female workers have thus
been identified in the institutional workshops of Ur, Girsu and Umma, thanks
to the thorough studies of H. Waetzoldt, K. Maekawa, J.-P. Grégoire, and
others.25

General conditions in these “factories” were harsh and restrictive, as
shown by the need of porters/doorkeepers (i3-du8) to control inputs and out-
puts of workers, and the frequent mention of fugitives (zah3) that were pursued
and caught (geštukul-e dab5-ba) on many occasions, or workers who died
(uš2). One text from Ur, for example, records up to 134 of these fugitive women
(geme2 zah3) who were returned to the palace (e2-gal-la gi4-a) from which
they had escaped (UET 3, 1018 [P137343]). Another example can be found in
an interesting text from Girsu where sisters and wives are held responsible for
the flight of their brothers or husbands and are obliged to replace them at work
in the factory (HLC 374 [P110244]). This is another illustration of the fact that,
from the administration’s point of view, there was no difference between male
and female work.

This pressure exerted by the state administration and its strong will for
control shown by the texts should probably be analyzed in the context of a
scarcity of labor during the Ur III period, as P. Steinkeller has suggested some
years ago.26

It is well known that workers were usually compensated on the basis of a
number of factors, such as the kind of task involved, the worker’s age and the
worker’s gender. But W. Heimpel has shown that, at Garšana, males performing

22 Kleinerman and Owen 2009: 705–710.
23 Kleinerman and Owen 2009: 701–702.
24 Other examples where female weavers, millers and oil pressers are associated: UET 3, 1422:
7–8 [P137747], or TLB 3, 71: rev. 1 [P134212].
25 Waetzoldt 1972; Maekawa 1980, 1987, 1989, 1998; Grégoire 1999.
26 Steinkeller 2002. See also the discussion in Adams 2010, and Garfinkle 2012: 25 n. 37.
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tasks that were usually carried out by females were compensated and included
in totals as if they were female!27

In total, the professional specialization was more or less the same for wom-
en as for men, and we can see both men and women doing their job inside or
outside the domestic sphere, for various tasks of production or service, includ-
ing within the framework of the corvée-duty which made no gender distinction,
as summarized in the following chart:

Tab. 1: A chart of male and female outdoor/indoor activities.

Occupations Female Male Remarks
activity activity

1) Outdoor activities

– agriculture and animal husbandry x x
– maintaining irrigation systems x x
– carrying, removing grain, bricks, etc. x x
– boat loading, hauling and towing x x
– construction works x x
etc.

2) Indoor activities

potter bahar2 x S mentioned all together
Psmith simug x in the Laws of Ur-P
Pcarpenter nagar x Namma, §D1 (see CivilP
Preed craftsman ad-kid Organized x 2011) for their pay-
Pleather worker ašgab in industrial x ment. These craftsmenT
Pfuller azlag2 workshops x are also mentioned allP
Pbraider tug2-du8 x together in the indus-
P
Pgoldsmith ku3-dim2 x trial workshops of Ur
P (see for ex. UET 3, 1498)U

porter i3-du8 (x) x geme2 i3-du8 are attested
cook muhaldim x x
beer producer kaš-a gub-ba x x
spinner/ flax gu x
worker

weaver uš-bar Organized x (x) guruš uš-bar are attested
miller kikken2 in industrial x (x) guruš kikken2 are attested
oil presser i3-sur-sur workshops x

courtyard kisal-luh x
sweeper

27 Heimpel 2009: 47.
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The same women could therefore move from one job to another and were
sometimes obliged to do so, as shown by the following three examples:
– An Umma tablet (Nisaba 11, 33 [P201735]) records rations allocated to wom-

en. Two of them are said to have “left their function of musician to return
as weavers” (nam-nar-ta ib2-ta-e3 uš-bar i3-in-gi4, rev. i 7–10)

– In a Girsu tablet (TCTI 2, 3658 [P132869]), a woman has no other choice
than to enter the weaving mill after the death (execution?) of her husband;
the tablet is a wool withdrawal, “because Ur-Iškur has been killed and his
wife has entered the weaving mill” (mu ur-diškur ba-gaz-še3 dam-ni e2

uš-bar ba-an-ku4-ra-še3).
– The Umma tablet MCS 3, 54 [P112668], like many other texts, shows that

female millers (geme2-kikken2) were employed in textile activities. On the
contrary, the table on p. 160 below shows that weavers and oil pressers
were at work in a mill producing flour.

The work of women in “factories” can be seen in two large tablets, among
many others, the first of which concerns textile production and the second
pertains to cereal processing.

Textile: Women’s work in textile factories (e2 uš-bar) was intensively ana-
lyzed by H. Waetzoldt more than forty years ago.28 As an illustration, let us
consider the tablet BM 28417,29 which is a huge accounting text calculating the
amount of barley distributed to personnel working in the various public weav-
ing mills in the province of Lagaš in year Šulgi 48. This text makes a clear
distinction between:
– those receiving monthly rations, as they were supposed to work only part-

time in the workshop (note that some of them were receiving more than
the usual average rations)

– those receiving yearly grain rations, probably because they didn’t belong
to families holding allotment plots for cultivation.

In total, the text counts more than 10,000 individuals working in the weaving
mills of the province of Lagaš in year Šulgi 48. Almost two thirds of them were
female weavers, but men, children and elders were also categorized, divided
according to the quota of rations they received (from 100 liters to 10 liters per
person, per month).

28 Waetzoldt 1972: 91–108.
29 Maekawa 1998: 108 n° 7 [P120650]. Text reassessed by Uchitel 2002: 625–628. The chart
above is adapted from his own. This text is to be completed with UNT 18 [P141849].
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Tab. 2: BM 28417 [P120650]. Account of barley distributed in the weaving mills of Lagaš in
year Šulgi 48.

Numbers of workers / Total Total grain
Monthly rates (liters of barley) workers

1) Those receiving monthly rations (še-ba iti-da)

geme2 uš-bar (female weavers) 6423 geme2 295,130 liters
– at 100 liters:   17 women (geme2)  109 guruš = ca. 183 tons
– at  60 liters:  209 women (geme2) 3141 dumu barley, for
– at  50 liters:   19 women (geme2)  198 šu-gi4 year Š 48,
– at  40 liters: 1574 women (geme2) as monthly
– at  40 liters:   61 men (guruš) grain rations
– at  30 liters: 4604 women (geme2)
– at  30 liters:   48 men (guruš)
– at  20 liters:  473 children (dumu)
– at  15 liters: 1035 children (dumu)
– at  10 liters: 1633 children (dumu)
– at  20 liters:  198 elderly women (geme2 šu-gi4)

un-IL2 e2 uš-bar (menials of the weaving manufacture)  326+ guruš
– at  60 liters:  260+ men (guruš)
– at  50 liters:   22+ men (guruš)
– at  40 liters:   44+ men (guruš)

gir3-se3-ga e2 uš-bar (personnel of the weaving manufacture)   59 guruš
– at  60 liters:   29 men (guruš)   16 dumu
– at  50 liters:   14 men (guruš)
– at  40 liters:    7 men (guruš)
– at  30 liters:    9 men (guruš)
– at  20 liters:    2 children (dumu)
– at  15 liters:    6 children (dumu)
– at  10 liters:    8 children (dumu)

2) Those receiving yearly rations (še-ba zag-mu-ka)
They are nu-dab5 (= gan2 šuku nu-dab5, “not holding allotment plots”)

– at 1,200 liters:   11 men S   21+ guruš 55,200 liters
P porters (i3-du8),T– at   720 liters:    6 men = ca. 34 tons
P fullers (azlag2)U– at   600 liters:    1 men barley as

– at   720 liters:    2+ spinners/flax workers (lu2-gu) yearly grain
– at   720 liters:    1+ braiders (tug2-du8) rations

Flour production: For a mill producing flour and employing female workers,
let us have a look at the tablet BM 18344.30 This is a comprehensive list of
various workers receiving grain rations (see next page). It can be completed

30 CT 3, pl. 9–10 [P108467].
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Tab. 3: CT 3, pl. 9–10, BM 18344 [P108467], col. i–iv.
List of the various workers receiving grain rations and assigned to Lu-Ninšubur, head of the
e2 kikken2 gu-la (“great mill”). Girsu, year Šulgi 48.

Numbers of workers receiving rations Supervisors

1) 490 millers (kikken2-me): 364 geme2 (8 teams. PN i3-dab5:)
 69 dumu – An-ki-da
 56 guruš – Lugal-ki-ag2
  1 geme2 šu-gi4 – Lugal-anzu2mušen

– Da-a-da-ni
– Ur-dutu
– Lu2-dutu
– Hu-u2-u2
– Ur-e2-an-na lu2-lunga

2)  11 oil pressers (geši3-sur-sur-me):   4 geme2 7 dumu – Arad2-mu
3)  23 weavers (uš-bar-me):  21 geme2 2 dumu

4)  54 various personnel (gir3-se3-ga-didli):
 – scribes (dub-sar):   2
 – overseer of millers (ugula kikken2):   1
 – scribe of the arsenal (dub-sar mar-sa):   1
 – porters (i3-du8-me):   3
 – maltsters (munu4-mu2-me):   4 guruš 1 geme2
 – mat makers (ad-KID-me):   4
 – carpenter (nagar):   1
 – leather workers (ašgab-me):   2
 – potters (bahar2-me):   3
 – cook (muhaldim):   1
 – swineherd (sipa šah2):   1
 – boat towers (ma2-gid2-me):  27
 – masons (šitim-me):   2
 – menial (un-IL2):   1

5)  49 personnel of the gardens (gir3-se3-ga geškiri6-me)
6)   6 xxx (KA-gaz) ?
7)  25 workers stationed at the arsenal (mar-sa gub-ba-me)

TOTAL: 392 women (geme2), 186 men (guruš), 79 children (dumu), 1 elder (šu-gi4) = 658

based on several other similar large accounts from Girsu. This text provides a
good example of how a mill was organized.

This “great millhouse” (e2 kikken2 gu-la) at Girsu seems to have employed
658 people in total. Two thirds of them were female millers, counted with their
children, but some others were employed as weavers and oil pressers. Those
in 1), 2) and 3) represent the workers in charge of producing goods. But the
text also records people belonging to the regular staff in charge of maintenance
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and supervision of the mill, especially craft workers, boat towers, gardeners
and specialists in boat construction, most of whom were male, recorded in 4),
5), 6) and 7). We therefore see that, besides the female millers who constituted
the core of the workshop, a variety of craftsmen supported their activities.

The question that can be asked here is: who were these state-dependent
women working in outdoor activities or in these various mills? And what do
we know about them or about their origin?

3 State dependent women
To explore this matter, let us start with an important royal inscription of king
Šu-Sîn, after his victorious military campaign against Šimanum in the Zagros
mountains.31 An excerpt of this inscription states that:

The king blinded the young men of those cities, whom he had overtaken. And the women
of those cities, whom he had overtaken, he offered as a present to the weaving mills.

As we can see, after this military campaign, male and female prisoners were
separated. And whereas the male captives were blinded (probably to avoid any
revolt without losing such a labor force), the female ones were not mutilated,
but sent off to textile mills of the inner kingdom. It is therefore clear that the
labor force of Neo-Sumerian textile mills consisted in part of prisoners of war.
This situation is not without parallel, as for example at Mari in the Old Babylo-
nian period with its “ergasterions” (nepārātum), that were large prison-work-
shops where mass productions were organized.32

In brief, from all the documentation it appears that women working in
these Ur III factories included:
– war-captives as booty (nam-ra-ak),33
– purchased or indebted slaves (geme2 // arad2)
– donated personnel (a-ru-a),34
– women of the impoverished classes and outcasts of society.

31 RIME 3/2.1.4.3: 129′–145′ [P432280].
32 See Durand 2000: 250; Cooper 2010.
33 For the prisoners of war sent to Ur III workhouses (as to the nepārātum of Old Babylonian
Mari, cf CAD nupāru), we do have some examples of “geme2 nam-ra-ak” probably sent to
such places (see CDLI and BDTNS databases). See also Maekawa 1980: 125 n. 63, with the text
TuT 159: v 5 [P135732]. Three texts quoted in Gelb 1973 are crucial concerning female prisoners
of war, and among them is the important tablet TCL 5, 6039 [P131753].
34 Gelb 1972.
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Yet these categories of women certainly did not represent the entire workforce
inside the state-run workshops. They would have been in insufficient number
to meet the economic needs of the state. In all likelihood, many of the female
workers employed in the mills were simply state-dependents, working part-
time or full-time for rations and salaries, like their male counterparts.

M. Van de Mieroop calculated that more than 13,000 female weavers were
active at a single time in the workshops of Ur.35 Such a huge number is con-
sistent with a text from Ur quoted above (UET 3, 1504 [P137830]), where wool
is distributed to female workers involved in the factories of that city for a
total of 8,542 kg of wool. H. Waetzoldt calculated that at the rate of 1 mina of
wool per capita (which is likely, according to parallels), more than 17,000
female workers could have been involved and employed as weavers, millers
and oil pressers.36 In the same way, he also calculated that, at Lagaš/Girsu,
15,000 persons were employed in the weaving industries of the province.37
Among them, 6,466 female weavers are explicitly recorded in two Girsu ad-
ministrative texts dated to the year Amar-Suen 1 (SAT 1, 279 [P131388] // HSS
4, 3 [P110276]). These two tablets inform us that, among the three main urban
centers of the province of Lagaš (Girsu, Kinunir and Gu-abba), the greatest
weaving mills were situated in Gu-abba. Such huge numbers explain why we
can eventually find in summary accounting tablets some amazing records of
more than 120,000 (!) “female workdays” (geme2 u4 1-še3) at a time for one
given activity.38

According to P. Steinkeller, two categories of workers are to be distin-
guished in Ur III society: those belonging to the eren2 class, who received royal
land and rations in exchange for part-time service, and those who were semi-
free workers (un-il2, geme2), working year round as unskilled laborers in ex-
change for rations.39 In all likelihood, men and women belonging to the second
of these categories were often employed in the mills.

As for the unskilled workers, it is interesting to find in administrative texts
some (less frequent) instances of female menials (geme2 un-il2) parallel to
well-known male un-il2. Sometimes their occupations or origin are given:

35 Van de Mieroop 1989: 64.
36 Waetzoldt 1972: 106.
37 Waetzoldt 1972: 99.
38 See for example TCNU 685: vi 2 [P218075], recording in total not less than 129,123 geme2

u4 1-še3 in flour milling activities (Umma, year Amar-Suen 8). Note however that in Ur III
administrative terminology, such a huge number does not mean that 129,123 women were indi-
vidually recorded. The purpose of such texts was only to calculate the total of “workdays”.
39 Steinkeller 2003: 44–45, and 2013: 351, 364–365. See also Pomponio 2013: 220–223.
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– geme2 un-il2 mar-tu “menial Amorite women”
– geme2 un-il2 amar-e gub-ba, “menial women on duty for the calves”
– geme2 un-il2 e2 gu4 niga-ka “menial women of the house of fattened

cattle”.

In total, thousands of women, in every province of the kingdom, were involved
in state-run activities. This must reflect a significant part of the population.
However, it remains impossible to assess what percentage of the total female
population was thus employed, or to estimate the importance of their contribu-
tion to the global economy, even if it may have been substantial. It is also
difficult to differentiate groups of women in terms of social hierarchy.

Another interesting point concerns the family situation of these women.
I. J. Gelb noticed that, in many Ur III administrative texts, women are recorded
along with their children, without any accompanying man. He called these
lists of rations for women and their children the “geme2-dumu texts”, and he
asked the question: “where are the husbands and fathers?”40 We must confess
that, forty years later, this important question remains unanswered. We know
almost nothing about the family life of these thousands of geme2 employed in
these large weaving and milling factories and working there with their chil-
dren. Were there dormitories or barracks for them around the factories? Or did
they return home every evening to their families in nearby villages? We have
no information regarding these questions, but we can consider that, depending
on the status of these women, individual situations might have varied: prison-
ers and slaves were probably confined to barracks, while “free” workers had
their own home and independent family life, and came to work every day with
their young children.

How were these women paid? As is well known, the “ration system,” with
its amounts of barley, oil and wool issued to dependents, was a hallmark of
early Mesopotamian history and is especially well documented in the Ur III
period. It is mainly because of such rations that we have such a huge amount
of written documentation. In this system, women were paid distinctly less than
men, a phenomenon already attested elsewhere (Ebla) and in earlier periods
(Fara, Lagaš II): while the guruš received an average of 60 liters of grain per
month, women usually received only 30 to 50 liters.

But as we just saw, only some people worked full time for the state. We
can imagine that some of these women were married or related to members of
the eren2 class. They would have belonged to families that held plots of sub-

40 Gelb 1973: 75.
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sistence land and they could have stayed at home or worked only part-time for
collective public works. As a matter of fact, we do find texts in which women
could, like men, be “hired” (hun-ga2) for some period of time,41 and many
texts record real “salaries for women” (a2 geme2) instead of rations.

A last observation will be made about positions of authority that these
women could hold in such a context of “public” work. It is not infrequent to
find forewomen at the head of teams of workers (consisting of both males and
females), as for example in the text MVN 16, 727: 11–12 [P118775]. Sometimes
women could hold high administrative positions at the same level as men and
could seal tablets, as shown by several seal impressions and the attested title
of munus dub-sar (as in Nebraska 45 [P121730]). This is also the case, as we
saw, at Garšana: the best example is that of a woman named Aštaqqar, who
ended up managing the entire textile industry as the supervisor of the weavers
(ugula uš-bar, a function usually occupied by men) and who had her own
seals, with which she sealed dozens of tablets.42

To conclude, guruš and geme2, women and men, contributed side by side
and in the same way to economic life. We can emphasize right away the phe-
nomenon of a complete mixed management of human resources employed by
the state. The economic role played by women was therefore multifaceted, both
inside and outside their family home.

4 The managerial autonomy of women inside
wealthy families

Inside the family, it is clear that women could experience some managerial
autonomy, especially when they belonged to the upper classes of society. First,
let us mention as a reminder the case of some well-known women managers
of large state institutions in Sumer during the 3rd millennium, such as the
queens at the head of the e2-mi2 in Presargonic Lagaš, or the estates managed
by queen Šulgi-simti in Drehem,43 or by princess Simat-Ištaran in Garšana dur-
ing the Ur III period.44 The households that they headed were run by them on
the same basis as the king’s household. Law codes as well as historical texts

41 Two examples of texts with geme2 hun-ga2, “hired women”, are BPOA 1, 562 [P339218],
and BPOA 7, 1669 [P290993], both from Umma.
42 Owen and Mayr 2007: 431.
43 See Weiershäuser 2008; Paoletti 2012.
44 See Owen and Mayr 2007; Kleinerman and Owen 2009; Owen 2011.
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often take into account situations where women were managers of families or
private estates at that time.

This issue is explicitly considered in, for example, some inscriptions of
Gudea, the Codex of Ur-Namma, and the Codex of Lipit-Ištar:
– Gudea, Satue B, vii 44–45 [RIME 3/1.1.7, St B = P431884]45

e2 dumu-nita2 nu-tuku dumu-munus-bi i3-bi2-la-ba mi-ni-kux (KWU
634)
“For a household not having a son, I let the daughter (of the house) be-
come its heir.”

– Codex Ur-Namma, § E4 [P432130 e025]46
tukum-bi lu2 ba-uš2 dam-pi-ni ibila 1-gin7 e2-a he2-dim2

“If a man dies, his wife will act in the house like a single heir”
– Codex Lipit-Ištar, § 18 [P464355]

tukum-bi lugal e2-a u3 nin e2-a-ke4 …,
“If the master or the mistress of an estate …”

This is also reflected in some trial texts, such as the following one, which treats
a dispute for reimbursing a loan. In the first three lines of the text we learn
that two women were involved:47

Geme-Suen said to the wife of Ur-lugal the gardener that she had a credit of 2 minas of
silver with her.

In his synthesis on Ancient Near Eastern Law,48 R. Westbrook has shown that
a woman’s private property could have had three main sources in the Ur III
period:
– dowries (sag-rig7) received from their father. According to M. Civil,49 the

sag-rig7 is always owned by women and it consists mainly of slaves, or-
chards, houses, and rarely sheep. The fact that the husband cannot dis-
pose freely of the sag-rig7 of his wife is explicitly specified in § B8 of the
Codex Ur-Namma50

– gifts given by their husband
– personal purchases made on their own property.

45 See also the parallel in Gudea’s Cylinder B: xviii 8–9 [P431882].
46 § E4 in Civil 2011: 252.
47 Molina, Fs Owen: 201–202, no. 1 [P200743]. Umma, no date.
48 Westbrook 2003: 208.
49 Civil 2011: 270–271.
50 § B8 in Civil 2011: 249
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Illustrations can be given through the following texts: the first one shows how
a rather rich father distributed gifts to his wife, his two daughters and his son,
giving them slaves, livestock and real estate:51

Ur-nigar gave to his wife as a gift: 1 ox […], 1 house […], (slaves) PN1, PN2, PN3 (and) PN4,
n pregnant sheep, n pregnant goat(s), 1 house in ki-an with its furniture, (and) 1 mill-
stone with its upper stone.
10 sheqels of ring silver and (the slave) PN5 are the gifts for (his) daughter Baza; (the
slave) PN6 is the gift for (his) daughter Nin-batuku; (and the slave) PN7 is the gift for (his
son?) Hala-abbana: Ur-nigar gave (all this) to his children.

The reasons for such gifts given by the head of the family are unknown. It
could have been an arrangement before his death, before a journey, or before
going to war, to protect his family. The second example is a trial that shows
again that this independent property of women could come from a marital gift.
In this case, we see a son who turned against his mother after his father’s
death, demanding a cow and two slaves. The woman denied the request, say-
ing she had received these goods as a personal gift during the lifetime of her
husband:52

Dugudaga brought a legal case against Gemegu his mother. (Concerning) 1 milk-produc-
ing cow named Gemeguedena, 1 male slave named Šuna (and) 1 female slave named
Matu, Gemegu declared: “My husband gave them as a gift to me.”

Another example can be given along the same lines: an action brought by a
widow to defend her property and rights after the death of the head of the
family against his heirs:53

Final judgement (concerning) 2 sar and ⅚ of a house-[x]: Innasaga, wife of Dudu the son
of Titi, bought it with silver from her own hand on her own initiative …

Moreover, we see quite frequently women involved in lending, borrowing, buy-
ing or selling things, such as silver, livestock, slaves, orchards or houses, just
as men did, as illustrated by the following two examples:
– Women lending or borrowing:54

Amasaga and her son Mašgula received ½ mana and 2 shekels of silver at an interest rate
of 1 shekel per each 5 shekels.

51 BM 105377 [P112634]. Umma, Amar-Suen 4. See Wilcke 1998: 49.
52 Molina, Fs Owen: 213 no. 9 [P375930]. Umma, no date
53 ITT 3, 5279 [P111162]. Girsu, Šu-Sîn 4. See Lafont 2000: 53 n° 12; and Wilcke 1998: 50–51.
54 NRVN 1, 96 [P122311]. Nippur, Šu-Sîn 6.
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– Women buying or selling:55

Geme-Nanna bought from Šat-Sîn 1 female slave – her name is Enne-Laz – for 1 ⅓ shekel
of silver, her full price.”

Several pieces of evidence can also be found that show women (often wid-
ows)56 disposing of their property, without interference from the men of their
family. For example, the following text concerns a widow in charge of the sub-
sistence field (šuku) of her deceased husband. The land was linked to a duty
to perform services (dusu), and this duty was given to a man in return for a
payment in silver, but it seems that the land remained in the hands of the
widow. The following text comes from Nippur and is dated to Šu-Sîn 1:57

Concerning 3.22 ha of field, subsistence field of Lugal-kagina, Geme-Suen his wife and
Pešturtur his daughter approached Lugal-hegal. She said to him: “Bear the obligation
of my subsistence field”. Lugal-hegal gave to Geme-Suen, wife of Lugal-kagina, and to
Pešturtur his daughter 5 shekels of silver for the subsistence field.

Another important text on the same topic illustrates the rights of widows, but
this time it also addresses the thorny issue of land ownership. Without entering
the debate over the status of agricultural land during the Ur III period, it seems
that “in itself this text is sufficient to prove the existence of arable land in
private hands.”58 The following text is from Nippur and dated to Šu-Sîn 8:59

Alala together with Ur-Dun were heirs (and) had divided the estate of their father. (Then)
Ur-Dun died. Geme-Suen, the wife of Ur-Dun, entered into litigation with Alala under the
jurisdiction of Dada, the governor of Nippur, concerning [the field], the house, the fur-
nishing (representing) the inheritance portion of Ur-Dun. (…).

55 FAOS 17, n° 117* [P116217]. Nippur, Ibbi-Sîn 2.
56 Note, however, that among so many administrative Ur III texts, and according to CDLI and
BDTNS, only a dozen texts mention widows (nu-mu-su, nu-ma-su, Akk. almattu).
57 NATN 258 [P120956]. See Démare-Lafont 1998: 535; and Wilcke 1998: 55–56.
58 So G. van Driel, quoted in Garfinkle 2012: 21 n. 17. But according to M. Civil, “women could
not inherit agricultural land” (Civil 2011: 268, concerning Codex Ur-Namma § B3). It seems,
however, that from Old Sumerian times until Ur III, we have some attestations of women hold-
ing agricultural land inherited from their husband or their father. And we can find some exam-
ples where women (widows?) can dispose of their land and property without interference from
men in their family. On the same topic “fields and women”, see also the difficult letter of the
“Ur III angry wife” (Owen MVN 11, 168 [P116181]) quoted above (see n. 15). And add finally
Michalowski 1993: 80 n° 131 [P145730].
59 Owen NATN 302 [P121000]. See Owen 1980b; Steinkeller 1989: 203; and Lafont 2000: 50–
51 n° 10. The restitution a-ša3, “field” in the break of line 8 is quite certain because of the
following lines of the text, not given here but that mention a-ša3.
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In summary, there were some clear opportunities for women to control and
transmit personal property, as is explicitly substantiated now thanks to the
newly published paragraphs of the Codex Ur-Namma. But perhaps this was
only true in some specific situations (for widows, for example), or for some
specific kinds of personal estate and property, as it is not completely clear
whether a woman could usually act without her husband’s consent.

***

In traditional societies, it is usual to consider that the division of labor is estab-
lished according to two essential criteria: age and gender. Children keep herds,
elders stay at home while the male adults hunt, fish, work in the fields and
ensure collective tasks. Only some occupations are reserved for women aside
from their management of everything related to the domestic space. It is clear,
however, that this scheme does not fit the situation here described for the Ur
III period.

Yet let us notice that the domestic sphere was clearly the place of produc-
tive and economically significant activities, within which women would pro-
vide members of the household with their basic needs of food, clothing and
care. Even if this kind of work remained “invisible”, unrecognized, unmeas-
ured, unrecorded, and unpaid, it contributed of course to wealth creation. In
the trend of the reflections of B. Lion,60 it corresponds to indirect contributions
of women to the economy, as opposed to the direct contributions documented
when rations, salaries or products were recorded. But on this point, it must be
noticed that we never see any surplus of goods produced at home by women
that could have fed external economic channels.

We must not imagine, however, any exclusive assignment of women to the
domestic realm only. As noted by M. Van de Mieroop, “for several decades it
was popular in scholarship to see an opposition of public/private along male/
female gender lines. This approach asserted that women were reduced to the
domestic, private sphere in their activities, while men acted in the public
sphere and therefore were more visibly engaged in cultural, political, scientific
and other developments that define cultures.”61 This view is now outdated,
especially since progress in gender studies has shown that family, marriage or
the household are not restricted to women and that women were not only de-
fined by their roles within families: they were employed alongside men in all

60 Lion 2007.
61 Van de Mieroop 1999: 159.
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kinds of indoor and outdoor work and activities. The same author, already
fifteen years ago, was right to observe that the participation of women in the
economic sphere was real, separate from their husbands and on the same
terms, although on a smaller scale. Therefore, from an economic point of view,
the possible inequality of women “was one of scale, not of area of activity.”62

In this regard, it is symptomatic to observe that the concept of professional
skill or specialization was real for women as well as for men (cf. above the list
of some professions practiced by women). We can see both men and women
doing their jobs inside or outside the domestic sphere, for various tasks of
production or service, including within the framework of the corvée obligation
which made no gender distinction. In this corvée service we can observe that
women were employed to do the same hard work as men: working in the fields,
towing boats, hauling bricks, constructing buildings, etc.

Milling, weaving and oil pressing were essentially institution-run activi-
ties. They were organized on an “industrial” scale and performed by state-
dependent women working collectively in large production units in which
weavers, millers and oil pressers were often associated.

The pressure exerted by the state administration on such collective works
and its strong will for control documented by the texts should probably be
analyzed in the context of a scarcity of labor during the Ur III period – accord-
ing to P. Steinkeller’s idea –, as it was necessary to meet the huge needs of the
state institutions for the “ration allotment” system provided to state depend-
ents.

However, it would be wrong to consider “women” as if they were a social
group! We should be wary of adopting a depreciating vision according to which
only poverty or enslavement could explain and justify the collective work of
women in factories. Texts show the same intensive use of male and female
workers belonging to various categories of society throughout the entire king-
dom. Finally, we can assert that, especially during this time, economic activi-
ties and the visibility of individuals in the sources depends more on their social
rank than on gender categories.

For the most privileged women (and this situation has been known for
quite a long time), it was possible to own property and to manage it freely, at
least in some situations. They had full legal and economic rights, with the
same management autonomy as men: they could sell, buy, lend, borrow, and
sue for economic redress, all with the same legal capacity. To illustrate such a
situation, we can also mention that more than a hundred seals are known to
have been owned by women in the Ur III period.

62 Van de Mieroop 1999: 155.
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Ultimately, are these data sufficient to validate or invalidate the commonly
asserted idea that the living conditions of women deteriorated over time in
Mesopotamian history after the 3rd millennium BC? It is possible at least to
assert that, during the Ur III period, these conditions were more or less the
same as those for men, and that a change in this situation occurred at the
beginning of the 2nd millennium. This should motivate us to avoid a mistaken
conception of history according to which any historical period necessarily in-
herits from the former one.
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Agnès Garcia-Ventura
The Sex-Based Division of Work versus
Intersectionality: Some strategies for
engendering the Ur III textile work force

One of the approaches most commonly used to elucidate the role of women in
work and society in Antiquity is to analyze what is known as the sex-based or
gender-based division of work. The starting point is the assumption that we are
likely to find men and/or women performing certain tasks. Then, we usually
concentrate on the activities carried out by one of these groups: women. We
look for women in our primary sources; when we find them, we feel that we
are able to make them visible and to describe their roles in society. This is
undoubtedly a useful strategy, but it is not the only one – nor the best one in
many cases.

In order to develop my argument, in this paper I will discuss the relevance
of the sex-based or gender-based division of work and of intersectionality when
scrutinizing Ur III texts (2112–2004 BCE) describing the work force, especially
in the textile sector. I aim to show some weaknesses of the first of these ap-
proaches and suggest how the second one can help us to overcome them. Fur-
thermore, I aim to show how the application of two possible gender studies
perspectives leads us to different interpretations of the sources, and thus pro-
vides us with different pictures of women at work.1

1 The main aim of this paper is not to present a comprehensive study and compilation of Ur
III texts dealing with textile production, but to use a small number of these texts as a pretext
to show how the choice of the theoretical frameworks applied to our research might either
reinforce or deconstruct some preconceptions. In other words, the case studies developed here
aim to provide the background of the theoretical frameworks here discussed as well as some
reflections for future research. Confronting large numbers of texts is beyond the scope of the
present paper. Nevertheless, for readers who are interested in charts confronting these data
regarding Ur III textile production, see for example Verderame and Spada 2013.
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1 Sex-based / gender-based division of work
The so-called sex-based or gender-based division of work starts from the prem-
ise that certain activities were performed exclusively or mainly by men, exclu-
sively or mainly by women, or by both equitably in a more or less fixed way.
From this perspective, then, the aim is to identify which activities were per-
formed by men, by women, or by both, in what proportions, and the reasons
why they were organized in this way.

The choice of one of the two possible labels mentioned above, i.e. sex-
based or gender-based division of work is not a matter of chance. It reflects
different points of view with regard to what is known as the sex-gender sys-
tem.2 The label “division of labor by sex” has been used in anthropology since
the 1960s and 1970s to analyze why men and women, in an assumed binary
sex system, performed different tasks. In this framework, underlying all the
explanations was the assumption of a biological difference between the sexes
understood as essential and naturalized: women’s reproductive work condi-
tioned their productive work and, consequently, the sex-based division of la-
bor. A key reference work in this trend is the paper by George P. Murdock and
Caterina Provost, Factors in the Division of Labor by Sex: a Cross-cultural Analy-
sis, published in 1973. In this paper, the authors held that factors like physical
strength, the kind of raw materials available or the use of the final product
dictated whether a task was performed mainly or exclusively by males or by
females, in a variety of geographies and chronologies. To give an example from
the textile sector, these scholars came to the conclusion that women worked
mainly with soft materials and men with harder ones. This helped to explain
why in the societies they analyzed women spun and wove wool for textiles
almost exclusively while men, also almost exclusively, worked as rope makers.
All these cultural choices, again, were considered to be conditioned by biologi-
cal and essentialist factors. This claim, as we will see below,3 was contested by
third wave gender studies.

In close association with the emergence and consolidation of these third
wave gender studies and the emergence of gender archaeology,4 in the 1980s

2 See Díaz-Andreu (2014: 25) for a summary of the adoption of the terms “sex” and “gender”
in anthropology and archaeology.
3 See Brumfiel and Robin 2008: 2–3, referring to this study and the criticisms made of it from
a gender archaeology perspective.
4 For a survey of gender archaeology in several contexts, including literature written in lan-
guages other than English, see Díaz-Andreu (2014). For a detailed description of these waves,
the main scholars, and their publications, see Bahrani (2001: 14–25).
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and the 1990s some scholars began to use “gender” instead of “sex” to refer to
the distribution of tasks between men and women. Sandra Harding (1986: 17),
one of the main theoreticians of the so-called feminist epistemologies,5 pro-
posed the use of “division of labor by gender.” With this option Harding de-
fended the validity of the sex/gender pairing, arguing that biological sex is
dual, while gender presents several gender categories that are built socially
and culturally. The aim of her strategy was to denaturalize the distribution of
tasks and to highlight how previous studies, especially the ones from anthro-
pology mentioned above, assumed that biology conditioned a great part of this
distribution.

In ancient Near Eastern studies the proposals by Susan Pollock in the
1990s point in the same direction. Pollock (1999: 24–25) uses labels such as
“gendered tasks” and “gendered division of labor” to stress that “whereas bio-
logical sex is an attribute that is independent of the culture or society that a
person is born into, gender is a thoroughly sociocultural creation” (Pollock
1999: 24).

Furthermore, some authors working precisely from a feminist standpoint,
and taking particular account of certain premises of the third wave, defended
the use of the term “sex-based” instead of “gender-based”. Those who pro-
posed the term “sex-based” tended to question the validity of the sex-gender
system, arguing that both sex and gender are culturally constructed. We see,
then, that both labels are currently used in gender studies to contest essential-
ist discourses like the one proposed by Murdock and Provost. However, while
those who use the label “gender-based” tend to defend the sex-gender system,
i.e. that sex is biological while gender is culturally constructed, those who use
the label “sex-based” challenge the system’s validity.

Those who refer to “sex-based division of work” in a critical way question
the assumption of a “natural”, dual, biological sex versus a constructed, multi-
ple, cultural gender. In their view, sex is also multiple and cultural.6 As early
as 1975 Gayle Rubin summarized the issue as follows, discussing some propos-
als by Lévi-Strauss about the division of labor by sex which “can therefore be
seen as a ‘taboo’: a taboo against the sameness of men and women, a taboo
dividing the sexes into two mutually exclusive categories, a taboo which exac-
erbates the biological differences between the sexes and thereby creates gen-
der” (Rubin 1975: 178). From this position, referring to the “sex-based division

5 On feminist epistemologies and their potential application to Assyriology, see Garcia-Ventu-
ra (forthcoming) with previous references.
6 Rubin 1975, especially pp. 178–179; see Fausto-Sterling 2000 (with previous references), for
a discussion on sex categories broader than two.
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of work” draws attention to the corporeality underlying this particular organi-
zation of work. Far from denying biological differences, it helps to highlight
how the cultural construction of these biological differences, i.e., of sex, leads
to the cultural construction of gender as well.

Nancy Hartsock (2004: 40–44), another leading theoretician of the feminist
epistemologies, also argued that the basis of the sexual division of work lies
in activities that cannot be chosen and are performed only by females: that is
to say, gestation and childbirth (see Haraway 1991: 140). Starting from these
preordained biological issues, a certain division of work is defended and natu-
ralized even though it is not totally dependent on biology and is thus a matter
of choice. An example is childrearing, a task customarily assigned to women
although it can be performed by both men and women. I agree with Hartsock
here: without taking this starting point into account, it is impossible to under-
stand how the division of work by sex has been organized, naturalized and
justified in a wide variety of contexts. Indeed, it was also the starting point of
the anthropological literature of the 1960s and 1970s, despite the diversity of
its aims.

This debate is in turn closely linked to the discussion on productive versus
reproductive work, a debate that highlights the main difference between men’s
and women’s work: namely, that women’s work can be both productive and
reproductive, while men’s work can only be productive (Hartsock 2004: 41). At
the same time, research on work organization tends to consider only produc-
tive work and to ignore reproductive work. This is because, as suggested
above, reproductive work is naturalized, in a strategy which has its roots in the
much debated dichotomy “men-culture versus women-nature.”7 To turn this
situation around, some feminist Marxist proposals see reproduction as just an-
other kind of production, thus presenting men’s and women’s working condi-
tions in the same terms and using the same theoretical framework to explain
the two.8

Following this line of thought, another suggestive (and provocative) theo-
retical proposal tries to explain a certain sex-based division of work. Studies
like the one by Murdock and Provost quoted above suggest that some activities

7 See Longino 1995: 27, with previous references.
8 The definition proposed by Haraway 1991: 132 for “sexual division of labor” is interesting in
this respect: “Marx and Engels’ naturalization of the sexual division of labour, in their assump-
tion of a pre-social division of labor in the sex act (heterosexual intercourse), its supposed
natural corollaries in the reproductive activities of men and women in the family, and the
consequent inability to place women in their relations to men unambiguously on the side of
history and of the fully social.”
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performed exclusively by women are perceived as subordinate to, or dependent
on, others that are associated with men. To explain this, it might be helpful to
consider the interaction between productive tasks, reproductive tasks, and fac-
tors in the division of labor by sex. This has been summarized under the term
the “sexual contract,” a label that echoes Rousseau’s well-known “social con-
tract.”9 The “sexual contract” presents women as subordinate to men, as it
suggests that women have accepted this position in certain productive tasks in
exchange for protection in order to be able to accomplish their reproductive
duties. Of course, I am not defending these ideas of subordination or the assig-
nation of a higher or a lower value to different tasks, but I think this idea of
the sexual contract might help to explain some of the most common interpreta-
tions we find when dealing with the sex-based division of work.

2 Questioning the sex-based division of work:
towards intersectionality

Despite the nuances in the use of sex-based or gender-based division of work
summarized above, the common denominator underlying the application of
the theoretical proposals presented in the previous section is their considera-
tion of the centrality (or even the uniqueness) of sex or gender to organize
work. However, there are other theoretical proposals that view sex or gender
not as the central factor, but rather as one among several that should be taken
into account alongside status, race or age. As we will see below, some of these
theoretical proposals have been characterized by their emphasis on “decenter-
ing.”10

Applying this “decentering” methodology, some studies in the areas of
archaeology and ancient history11 show how considering the sex-based divi-
sion of work as one category of analysis among several, rather than as the
central (or the only) one, would help us to find more complex interpretations.
These proposals argue against the central and univocal use of the sex-based

9 The use of “sexual contract,” echoing the Rousseauian “social contract” was also a topic of
discussion for Wittig 1989. See Nuño Gómez 2010: 37–56, especially p. 45 for this argument,
with previous references.
10 Spencer-Wood 2006: 60–61 and 86. See also Mann and Huffman 2005: 57, which also men-
tion “difference” and “deconstruction” as the other features shaping the new theoretical
frameworks that emerge from this moment onwards.
11 For a classical reference, see Nelson 1997: 85–111.
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division of work as a category and framework of analysis. Two especially illu-
minating examples are the studies by Karen O. Bruhns (1991: 427) and Eliza-
beth M. Brumfiel (2006), which both focus on Mesoamerican material culture
and on activities traditionally considered as female.

Bruhns’ study of textile production and grinding grain showed that some
age groups working in these sectors were considered outside gender categories.
In this situation, the use of the sex-based division of work as the starting point
of the study would exclude these groups from the analysis. Bruhns also noted
that if we link a tool or a space to a specific task or a specific worker – a
common practice in research applying the sex-based division of work – we
disregard the fact that both tools and spaces are multipurpose and multifunc-
tional. For her part, Brumfiel studied textile production over a long period of
time. She saw that, for some periods, gender was the most significant factor,
the one articulating production; however, in other periods gender was less rel-
evant than class. Only by considering all these factors, without prioritizing any
of them before scrutinizing the sources, was it possible to arrive at findings of
this kind.

The case studies and scholars mentioned so far can be framed in the con-
text of what has been termed “gender archaeology.” Born on the cusp between
second and third wave feminism, gender archaeology12 was embraced by cer-
tain scholars who put forward pertinent criticisms of how we consider sex-
based or gender-based division of work when studying the past. Two of its
pioneers, Margaret W. Conkey and Janet D. Spector, published a joint paper in
1984 which is now considered one of the foundational texts of gender archaeol-
ogy. They stated that “a division of labor between males and females should
not be assumed but rather be considered a problem or a feature of social struc-
ture to be explained” (Conkey and Spector 1984: 9).13

Along the same lines, Sarah Milledge Nelson (1997: 85–88) warned about
the assumptions that usually underlie the sex-based division of work, and

12 For a survey on gender archaeology see Díaz-Andreu 2014, and Montón Subías and Meyer
2014, both with previous references.
13 See Conkey and Spector (1984: 7): “[…] issues to be considered in a review of archaeology
and the study of gender. These major issues include: 1. the prevalence of gender-specific
models that result in gender-exclusive rather than gender-inclusive reconstructions of past
human behavior; 2. the common assumption of a relatively rigid sexual division of labor that
results in the sex linking of activities with one sex or the other, which in archaeology is often
compounded by assuming sex linkages artifactually (e.g., projectile points as male, ceramics
as female); and 3. the differential values placed on the different (and usually sex-linked) activi-
ties, such that there is a prevailing overemphasis on those activities or roles presumed to be
male associated.”
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highlighted two of them for special mention. First, she noted that when apply-
ing this theoretical framework the category of analysis “women” is often used
as an equivalent of “mother,” supposing that the mothering role conditions all
labor choices made by women throughout their entire lives. Second, “the divi-
sion of labor is absolute: if men do it, women can’t, or don’t, or are prohibited
from doing it, and vice versa” (Nelson 1997: 86). However, if we try to confer
complexity on our analyses of the past, it is clear that these assumptions oper-
ate in the opposite direction, since they defend univocal, unidirectional expla-
nations.14

Appraising the main contributions of gender archaeology and feminist an-
thropology some years later, Elizabeth M. Brumfiel and Cynthia Robin (2008:
1) listed some of the assumptions underlying research and described how these
disciplines had managed to overcome them: “1. binary and exclusive models
of gender roles and identities, 2. an expectation of fixed routines of domestic
labor even in the face of significant economic and political change in wider
society, and 3. an expectation that gender identity will always constitute a key
axis of social organization.”

Specifically in the field of ancient Near Eastern studies, some of the papers
in the volume Gender through time in the Ancient Near East (2008) set them-
selves the same task. In her introduction to the volume, the editor Diane Bolger
(2008: 14–15) summarizes the common points of some of the contributions:
gender as “dynamic, rather than static, and therefore subject to considerable
variation through time and space;” and “the recognition that gender is an im-
portant aspect of social identity which interfaces with other factors such as
age, rank, class, and ethnicity.”

We see, then, that some of the proposals referred to here claim that gender,
status, race or age cannot be isolated or analyzed independently, because they
are shaped through the relationships that they bear to each other. This gives a
new twist to what was already proposed at the time of the shift from second to
third wave feminism: we need not only to “decenter” sex, gender, or the sex-
based division of labor, but also to consider the relationships between all the
factors. Indeed, it is their interplay that shapes them; they cannot be analyzed
in isolation. Putting the focus on this interplay, on constantly changing fea-
tures and factors, on fluidity, is the kernel of the theoretical framework current-
ly known in gender studies as “intersectionality.”

14 In this regard, see also the proposals from the “archaeologies of complexity,” which share
some common points with gender archaeology. For a presentation of this proposal and its
application to some case studies, see Chapman 2003.
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The differences between the several approaches mentioned so far have
been summarized and labeled by Ange-Marie Hancock (2007: 64, table 1) as
the unitary approach, the multiple approach, and the intersectional approach.
According to Hancock, the unitary approach considers only one central catego-
ry of analysis (in our case here it might be gender, sex, or the sex-based divi-
sion of labor: see § 1). The multiple approach considers several categories of
analysis: it assumes that gender, class or age, for example, might be meaning-
ful, and it assumes as well that there is a predetermined relationship between
them. The intersectional approach acknowledges that diverse categories are
equally important, just as the multiple approach does, but considers the rela-
tionship between these diverse categories to be fluid and changing. Conse-
quently, it is important not to take anything for granted; everything must be
explored in its specific historical context.

Bonnie Thornton Dill and Marta H. Kohlman (2012: 154) defined intersec-
tionality as a perspective which “emphasizes the interlocking effects of race,
class, gender and sexuality, highlighting the ways in which categories of iden-
tity and structures of inequality are mutually constituted and defy separation
into discrete categories of analysis. Intersectionality provides a unique lens
of study that does not question difference; rather, it assumes that differential
experiences of common events are to be expected.”

The concept of intersectionality emerged in close connection with what
were termed “black feminisms.” Indeed, it was the African-American scholar
Kimberlé W. Crenshaw who coined the term. At the same time as some other
scholars in the arena of gender archaeology,15 Crenshaw charged that “remedi-
al feminism,” summarized by the notorious “add women and stir” (Tringham
1991: 95), was insufficient to engender research. Crenshaw claimed that it was
necessary, indeed, to propose new theoretical frameworks instead of adding
“women” or even “black women” to a set of existing ones. One of these pos-
sible new research frameworks was intersectionality, presented as a new re-
search paradigm rather than a content specialization (Hancock 2007: 64 and
74–75).16 In her pioneer paper Crenshaw (1989: 140) defined intersectionality
as follows:

“I argue that Black women are sometimes excluded from feminist theory and antiracist
policy discourse because both are predicated on a discrete set of experiences that often

15 On the current debates regarding the relationship between gender archaeology and inter-
sectionality, see Montón Subías and Meyer 2014: 2372–2381.
16 The same has been (and still is) claimed by those who apply diverse trends of gender
studies to research. For some arguments and reflections, see Garcia-Ventura forthcoming.
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does not accurately reflect the interaction of race and gender. These problems of exclu-
sion cannot be solved simply by including Black women within an already established
analytical structure. Because the intersectional experience is greater than the sum of ra-
cism and sexism, any analysis that does not take intersectionality into account cannot
sufficiently address the particular manner in which Black women are subordinated.”

Although Crenshaw coined the term “intersectionality,” its main elements
could be said to have been present several decades earlier. We find a precedent
in the famous speech “Ain’t I a woman?” given by Sojourner Truth17 at a meet-
ing for women’s rights held in Ohio as early as 1851. As Mercedes Jabardo Ve-
lasco (2012: 28) noted, this speech is not only considered the foundational one
for black feminisms, but also the pioneer in what would become, more than
100 years later, the theory of intersectionality. On that occasion, the African
American Sojourner Truth denounced that discrimination might be manifold:
it could happen because you are a woman, because you are a black woman,
or even more if you are a black woman and you are poor.18

Following this line of thinking, about 100 years later, during the 1960s and
the 1970s, the so-called black feminisms denounced that what we know as
second wave feminism was not representing them, that this feminism, the main
one developed in the academia, was ethnocentric and representing only white,
middle-class women. It was noticed that even the centrality of gender or the
concern for the sex-based division of work were characteristic of “white femi-
nism” (Oyewumi 2010, with previous references).

In the 1980s and 1990s these complaints had repercussions on new theo-
retical frameworks like the ones proposed by queer studies or post-colonialism.
If queer studies questioned the use of “woman” as a feasible category of analy-
sis, postcolonial studies questioned the implicit ethnocentrism present overall
in research. For all these, main scholars like Judith Butler or Gayatri Spivak,19
to quote one representative of each trend respectively, are among the main
references to consider when applying intersectionality to our research.

We see, then, that intersectionality as a theoretical proposal has some links
with postmodernism as well. However, as we have seen, what emerged so re-

17 The speech we can read today was not written by Sojourner Truth herself, but by a member
of the audience at a later date. For some excerpts of the discourse, its contextualization and
commentary see Crenshaw (1989: 152–160) and Hill Collins (2000 [1990]: 14–15). Crenshaw,
meanwhile, explains that Sojourner Truth’s speech was not scheduled at the meeting and that,
paradoxically, some white women were reluctant to let her speak as they were worried that
concentrating on black women’s concerns might divert attention from those of white women.
18 See Crenshaw 1989: 151.
19 Reference works by these authors which are particularly relevant to the arguments put
forward here are Butler 1990 and Spivak 1988.
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cently is the term and the build-up of the theory summarized in this term, but
not the kernel of what we defined above as “intersectionality.” In this direction,
Susan Pollock (1999: 218) claims that what is here presented as “intersectional-
ity” is just what summarizes the aims of feminist research, which is presented
as research that addresses the social construction of difference in its diverse
formats like sex, gender, age, status, etc., that leads to addressing complexity
as well (see Crenshaw 1989: 166–167).

3 The sex-based division of work versus
intersectionality as strategies for engendering
the Ur III textile work force

The period known as the Third Dynasty of Ur, or Ur III, lasted for roughly 100
years (ca. 2112–2004 BC). From this period we have a large number of cunei-
form texts (about 120,000) written in Sumerian, most of which have to do with
administrative matters. A significant proportion of these texts are related to
the textile sector.20 Although these texts provide us with a wealth of data, the
information is extremely schematic. Consequently, our reading and interpreta-
tion of the texts is strongly influenced by our theoretical framework (always
present, even when it is not explicit), as I intend to show below.

To begin, let us consider the approach presented in the first section: the
sex-based division of work. As already outlined, it starts from a consideration
of sex or gender as being central to the management of the work force, and
therefore to our interpretations. If we look at Ur III texts dealing with textile
production and textile workers, we see that for some of them the sex-based
division of labor indeed seems to be the criterion used to record the workers
in segregated lists. An example is the following text from Umma (SAT 2, 509):

obverse obverse
1. 12 geme2 30 sila3 u4 1-še3 12 female workers (receive) 30 sila3

for one day of work
2. udu ur4-ra-a to shear sheep

20 The main reference to the Ur III textile sector today is still the volume edited by Waetzoldt
1972. Subsequent studies have added more information or have tried to summarize and inter-
pret some of the data that Waetzoldt discusses. With a specific focus on the work force, see,
among others Garcia-Ventura 2014a; Lafont 2013; Verderame and Spada 2013, with previous
references.
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3. ša3 e2-maš at the sheepfold
4. ugula Da-da-ga foreman: Dadaga

reverse reverse
5. kišib ensi2 sealed by the governor
6. iti min-eš3 month: 7
7. mu ki-maški ba-hul year: Š 46

+ seal + seal

This text lists female workers using the Sumerian word geme2. It is an example
of the texts in which low rank female or male workers (in this case only female
workers) are required to carry out seasonal duties such as digging channels or
shearing sheep. These workers are usually divided by sex, without specifying
their specialization or age. Many other lists of workers, besides the ones refer-
ring to seasonal duties, follow the same pattern.21

In supervisory positions the situation may vary, as shown in the following
text from Ur (UET 9, 38):

obverse obverse
1. 11 ugula uš-bar 11 foremen/forewomen

of the textile workshop
2. 5 sila3-ta (receive) 5 sila3 each one
3. 5 sila3 Ur-AB šar2-ra-ab-du 5 sila3 (for) Ur-abba,

šar2-ra-ab-du22 official.
reverse reverse

4. iti a2-ki-ti Month: 7
5. mu us2-sa bad3-gal ba-du3 mu Year: 8th of Ibbi-Suen’s Reign

us2-sa-bi

In this text, 11 ugula at the textile workshop receive a payment. It is not speci-
fied whether they are male or female; nor are their proper names listed. For
this reason, I propose that the translation should include both possibilities:
foremen or forewomen. Nor do we have any information about the sector of

21 See, for example, the text UTI 3, 2282, from Umma, listing payments delivered to low rank
full-time and part-time female workers, broken down by month, in the 3rd year of Šu-Suen’s
reign.
22 I opt not to translate the term. However, following Waetzoldt (1987: 136) it might be de-
scribed as “a functionary with a scribal education who appears in the documents in the capaci-
ty of an inspector.”
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the workers under their charge, or even about the specific tasks that these
overseers performed. Indeed the only information explicitly given through the
Sumerian term ugula is their position, which suggests a concern with hier-
archy. At this point, then, what happens if we approach this text taking into
account only the sex-based division of work? Probably we will look for males
or for females without realizing that this information is absent, and without
realizing that this information, in this context or regarding the use of this word,
ugula, may not be relevant.23

The other trap lying in wait for us is that we might apply certain assump-
tions about the sex-based division of work, as mentioned above (§ 2). A number
of proposals consider a sexual division of work based on hierarchy, tending to
link higher positions with men and lower positions with women. Perhaps for
this reason, even though there are not always data on the sex of these supervi-
sors, in the secondary literature it is usually assumed that ugula were mainly
or even exclusively males.24 But given that ugula is neutral as regards gram-
matical gender,25 why do we not have to prove that the supervisors were male,
but do have to prove that they were female? In my view, this occurs because
sometimes a preconception prevails that assumes that males are the expected
overseers, while females are not.

I suggest that in order to avoid these situations and traps alluded to here,
it might be useful to question the centrality of the sex-based division of work
as a means to explain how the work force was named, registered and orga-
nized. My proposal, at this point, is not to dismiss the idea of the sex-based

23 My main aim with this example is to highlight the lack of information, in some texts, about
the sex of those who hold supervisory positions, rather than to prove the actual presence of
forewomen in the texts. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that there are some examples of actual
forewomen in Ur III texts, clearly identifiable by their proper names. For a commentary on the
case of Aštaqqar and Kun-Simat (attested in the Garšana texts) and of Ummi-tabat (attested in
Nippur texts), see Garcia-Ventura 2013: 12–17, with previous references. The fact that this pres-
ence of forewomen is mostly attested in Garšana texts (dealing with textile production and
with construction work) has been interpreted as something linked to the more “private” nature
of the production attested in these texts. As stated by Waetzoldt referring to the presence of
forewomen as exceptional, “Diese Besonderheit hängt möglicherweise mit dem halb privaten
Charakter der Weberei in Garšana zusammen” (Waetzoldt 2011: 442). However, the validity of
the dichotomy public/private as a category of analysis has been widely discussed in both gen-
der studies (for a classical reference, see Helly and Reverby 1992) and in Ur III studies (see for
example Verderame and Spada 2013, especially 441–442). Consequently, the reason for this
has yet to be better discussed.
24 For a classical reference, see Waetzoldt 1972: 92–108. See also Sallaberger 2009: 245: “In
einer Weberei konnten hunderte von Frauen unter den männlichen Aufseher beschäftigt sein.”
25 As with many other Sumerian words, for instance uš-bar and dumu. See discussion below.
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division of work, but just to consider that this category of analysis is not the
only one applicable, nor in many cases the central one. With this aim in mind,
I propose to examine what happens if we apply the idea of intersectionality,
instead of starting from the centrality of the sex-based division of work. As I
intend to show, this approach opens up the possibility of new interpretations.
We have already noted one example, the question of foremen and forewomen.

The weavers and millers in Ur III texts provide another example. As I said
before (§ 1), some traditional arguments explaining the sexual division of work
are based on essentialist assumptions of gender roles and features. For in-
stance, tasks requiring physical strength tend to be attributed to males and
child rearing to females. Indeed, these two attributes have been used several
times to justify that weaving and milling were exclusively female tasks, be-
cause it is argued that weaving and milling require little physical strength and
are easily compatible with child rearing.26 However, if we examine certain writ-
ten sources in more detail, we see that these assumptions may just be precon-
ceptions that we are able to question and to refute.

Referring to weaving, from the point of view of grammatical gender, uš-
bar (the Sumerian term for “weaver”) is neutral. Therefore, if it appears alone,
we cannot be 100% sure whether these weavers were males or females. More-
over, even if we accept that most weavers in Ur III were women, certain texts
show that some were probably males. One example is a text from Ur, dated in
Ibbi-Suen’s reign (UET 3, 1449), which presents a list of four teams of low-rank
male workers, all of them listed with personal names and the name of the
overseers controlling each team. At the very end of the text, rev. ii 16, we read
guruš uš-bar-me, that is, “the male workers are weavers,” referring to all
workers (weavers in this case) listed above.27 As far as milling is concerned, as
Bertrand Lafont also noted,28 both male and female millers are attested in writ-
ten sources, though women were more numerous. Indeed, at least three texts
from Garšana (CUSAS 3, 291, 292 and 304) list low-rank male workers (gu-
ruš lu2kinkin) and low-rank female workers (geme2-kinkin) together as mil-
lers.

26 For a classical reference, discussed above (§ 1), see Murdock and Provost 1973.
27 I referred to this text as a case study in a meeting on textile trade and production held in
Marburg in April 2013 (see Garcia-Ventura 2014a: 137). Lafont 2013 also uses this text as an
example in the same direction. However, Waetzoldt (1972: 94) defended an alternative interpre-
tation for male workers listed in this text: “Das Weben war in der Ur-III-Zeit Frauenarbeit. Die
in einigen Texten bezeugten (guruš)uš-bar sind Aufsichtpersonen, wie es eindeutig aus UET III
1449 iv 14 hervorgeht.”
28 Lafont 2013. See also Garcia-Ventura 2014a: 137–138.
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Finally, let us look at the example of a text from Girsu (SAT 1, 276). In this
text we see how gender and age intersect; identity, and more specifically gen-
der identity is not fixed but constantly changing:

obverse obverse
 1. 18 geme2 0.0.5 še lugal 18 female workers, 50 sila3 of barley

each one
 2. 134 geme2 0.0.3-ta lugal 134 female workers, 30 sila3 each one
 3. 5 geme2 a2 1/2 0.0.3-ta 5 female workers, part time workers,

30 sila each one
 4. 4 geme2 šu-gi4 0.0.2-ta 4 old/retired female workers, 20 sila3

each one
 5. 19 dumu 0.0.2-ta 19 children, 20 sila3 each one
 6. 25 dumu 0.0.1 5 sila3-ta 25 children, 15 sila3 each one
 7. 43 dumu 0.0.1-ta 43 children, 10 sila3 each one

reverse reverse
 8. 1 guruš šu-gi4 i3-du8 0.0.5 1 old/retired male worker, doorkeeper,

50 sila3

 9. še-bi 21.1.2 5 sila3 gur their barley is 6.385 sila3

10. še-ba geme2 uš-bar as barley allocation for the female
weavers

11. ugula Ur-dDa-mu foreman Ur-Damu
12. iti še-sag11-ku5 Month: 11
13. mu Ša-aš-ru-umki ba-hul year: Š 42

In this text several Sumerian words give us information about rank, age, and
at the end, the productive sector (rev. 10). However, neither do all the words
provide us with all these details, nor does each word provide us with the same
information. The Sumerian word geme2, as noted above, provides information
about sex and rank: it refers to low rank female workers. When it appears next
to šu-gi4, information about age has to be added to the previous features. In
the case of dumu, however, no information about sex or rank is provided, only
information about age. Finally, the word ugula, also discussed above, provides
information about rank, but not about sex, age or specialization.

I argue that, if we analyze this text under the light of the sexual division
of labor, it is difficult to grasp the nuances of all these terms. Only if we consid-
er all the features that intersect, without assigning centrality a priori to one of
them (i.e. sex or gender in the case of the sex-based division of work) will we
be able to present a more complex picture. The case of dumu, here translated
as “children,” is especially interesting. I argue that it allows us to reflect on
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how age affects the construction of gender identity and also how, at certain
moments (as is the case of children), gender is not considered relevant and
maybe for this reason is not specified in some texts (see Henriksen 2012).

***

In this paper I aimed to show how the various proposals for applying gender
perspectives to our analysis may lead to diverse results. More specifically, I
discussed two of these proposals: the sex-based (or gender-based) division of
work and intersectionality.

As far as the sex-based division of work is concerned, the examples and
reflections presented here are intended to show that it is just one of many
categories that we might take into account when analyzing the data at our
disposal. It is a useful category of analysis, but exaggerating its significance
may lead us to miss some important information; obviously, if we automatical-
ly take for granted that a particular task was carried out by either males or
females we will never establish who was actually responsible for it or whether
there was really a clear cut division of the tasks between the sexes. Some of the
texts and contexts discussed here suggest that there was no obvious division
of this kind.

The use of the sex-based division of work as a category of analysis over
several decades has helped to draw attention to women and women’s occupa-
tions. Ironically, however, in trying to combat the pigeonholing of women into
traditional roles, the ascription of certain qualities as female in order to attrib-
ute value to them eventually did no more than strengthen their naturalization.
As a result, some gender studies, or more specifically women’s studies, not
only fail to challenge Western preconceptions, but actually reinforce them. For
this reason, I think that proposals like the idea of intersectionality discussed
here can help us to avoid preconceptions and to place the emphasis on differ-
ence and complexity.

As Crenshaw (1989: 156) points out, the feature underlying the emphasis
on the centrality of the sex-based division of work in most of our research is
the need to highlight how ancient women worked “outside the home.” At the
same time, it corresponds to the need to denaturalize the link between women
and the home, another assumption that does not necessarily work for our pri-
mary sources. Needless to say, I argue that the assumption “women at home
as housewives” versus “men as breadwinners” is invalid for most of our an-
cient Near Eastern sources, at least for Ur III Mesopotamia (see Garcia-Ventura
2014b). In my view, intersectionality can help us to decenter not only sex and
gender, but also the ethnocentrism and Western preconceptions underlying
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our research. As Kurtis S. Lesick (1997: 39) stated some years ago, I feel that
we need to do research “beyond the ‘Western battle of the sexes’,” a battle
which, I hold, is embedded in the assumption of the centrality of the sex-based
division of work.

Nevertheless, there is a risk that intersectionality may be perceived just as
another buzzword.29 I accept this caveat, but I would also argue that we need
new words to conceptualize new theoretical frameworks. We cannot avoid us-
ing new terms of this kind, especially in feminist research and in gender stud-
ies. Indeed, the aim of these perspectives is to find a place in our analyses and
discourses for agents who have been traditionally excluded, or included but
stereotyped by research. Women represent an obvious example. One of the
multiple means to achieve this goal might be, as I suggest in this paper, to
question the centrality of the sex-based division of work and to embrace the
potentialities of intersectionality. We are not just adding a new element to the
analysis, but proposing a new framework that can make our analysis sharper,
more complex and more meaningful.
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Cécile Michel
Women Work, Men are Professionals
in the Old Assyrian Archives

The Old Assyrian private archives are predominantly of a commercial nature;
however, compared to other cuneiform corpuses, they include a large propor-
tion of texts related to women and their activities. These texts show that wives
and daughters of the Assyrian merchants, both at Aššur and Kaneš, enjoyed
considerable independence both socially and economically. Various types of
family records, such as marriage and divorce contracts, as well as testaments,
bear witness to the status of Assyrian women, mainly in Kaneš. The letters
Aššur women sent to their relatives in Kaneš reflect their preeminent role on
the home front as well as their contribution to long distance trade. In addition,
a few texts refer to the activities of the Anatolian women in Kaneš, especially
those married to Assyrian merchants.

This essay focuses on the gender-specific division of work in Old Assyrian
sources, and how female activities were perceived. After some definitions and
a quick presentation of the sources and their authors, an inventory of male
and female professions will be given and the rare female professions attested
will be compared with women’s activities in various spheres.

1 Definitions and sources

1.1 Occupation, profession, work and job

There are many English words referring to human activities, which need to be
clarified before studying women’s work in the Old Assyrian period from a gen-
der perspective; among these are profession, job, occupation and work. A “pro-
fession” is understood as an activity performed by a person who went through
a specific training or education.1 The words “job” and “occupation” include

1 For these definitions, see http://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/essential-british-english/.
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profession; they correspond to an activity performed for compensation. “Work”
has an even wider meaning: it corresponds to a task assigned either by oneself
or by someone else and which has to be accomplished. Work can be interpreted
quite broadly; it includes, for example, house work. A job or an occupation is
thus work that is paid, independent of any training or qualification. It is also
important to distinguish between occupation and status, which is an accepted
or recognized social, legal or economic position. For example, the word hapirum
refers, in the beginning of the 2nd millennium BC, to displaced persons; these
persons could occasionally be ascribed to specific occupations (Durand 2005).
In this paper, which explores the work performed by women and men in the Old
Assyrian sources, the word profession will be used when referring to specific
designations as “weaver”, “cook”, “midwife”, etc.

1.2 The Old Assyrian Sources: what they say, what they
don’t say

The 22,500 Old Assyrian tablets excavated in the lower town of Kültepe be-
longed mainly to three generations of Assyrian merchants who settled there
during the first half of the 19th century BC. The great majority of the dated
texts – which represent 5% of the available sources – are concentrated in a
sixty-year period (ca. 1895–1835), and it has been suggested that this is the
case for the bulk of our documentation.2

According to modern categories, they can be classified into several text
genres: letters, contracts and juridical texts, personal memoranda, lists, and a
few non-commercial texts.3 The letters form the largest group, being the private
correspondence exchanged among the Assyrian merchants in Kaneš and their
families and colleagues in Aššur or in other Assyrian towns in Anatolia.4 Nu-
merous commercial and family contracts excavated at Kaneš involve both the
Assyrians and the Anatolians established in the lower town. Like other legal
texts – verdicts, proceedings, private summons –, they deal with commercial
and financial matters (Hertel 2013). The remaining group of tablets written for
commercial purposes consists of anonymous private accounts, memoranda,

2 Barjamovic et al. 2012. Note however that some groups of letters are the oldest texts kept in
archives, Michel 2008b.
3 For studies on the Old Assyrian archives, see for example Michel 1998; Larsen 2002; Veenhof
2003; Larsen 2008; Michel 2008a; Veenhof 2013. More generally, see the catalogue of Old As-
syrian tablets and the bibliography in Michel 2003; Michel 2006a and Michel 2011a.
4 Michel 2001, with an overview of letters written to or by women, 417–511.
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lists of names, or distribution of goods to various people (Ulshöfer 1995). All
these texts are predominantly connected with the long distance trade the As-
syrians initiated between Aššur and Central Anatolia. However, because of the
displacement of families between Aššur and Anatolia, they also document fam-
ily matters and everyday life both in Aššur and in Kaneš.

Before analyzing the role of women in work and society through the Old
Assyrian archives, one needs to understand who wrote the texts, what these
texts tell and what they do not tell.

How many individuals were involved in writing so many tablets? School
texts document a scribal education for some merchants who produced neatly
written tablets with well-formed signs. It has been suggested that, because of
the enormous number of letters found at Kaneš, a significant percentage of the
Assyrian population was able to read and write (Michel 2008c). Indeed, the Old
Assyrian syllabary is quite simple and limited, and could be learned without
following specific courses and long training. The grammar and syntax of letters
are sometimes substandard, and they use vernacular language. These letters
seem to have been mostly written by the merchants themselves, who were trav-
eling extensively and could not always have a scribe at hand. Many women
sent letters from Aššur; their prose is often full of emotion (Larsen 2001). They
were themselves involved in commercial and financial operations and owned
personal archives. Several women were able to read, classify and write tablets;
a legal document explicitly mentions a commercial tablet written down by a
woman (Michel 2009a, 268–269).

The great majority of the texts were produced by men, documenting a male
world and male occupations, mainly linked to trade. Women, participating less
than men in international trade, are thus less visible. Also, the family trees
reconstructed by Assyriologists regularly lack female members. Women are
however still visible, especially those living alone in Aššur and sending letters
to Anatolia. The archive unearthed in 1993, belonging to Ali-ahum and his son
Aššur-taklāku, is a good case study; it shows that documented married women
are those who entered the family by marriage. Unmarried young girls are rarely
mentioned, usually only on the occasion of their marriage; they then leave the
family to enter their husband’s family (Michel 2015a). The activities of women
attested in this archive are those more generally observed for Assyrian women
in the Old Assyrian sources. Married women in Aššur managed their house-
holds and participated in textile production and export to Anatolia. Married
women in Kaneš were in charge of the household – including the archives –
when their husbands were away. Unmarried adult women, usually consecrated
to a deity, acted independently in financial matters and were involved in the
disposition of their fathers’ estates.
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1.3 Old Assyrian society and Old Anatolian society

The Aššur population was divided among Aššur, Kaneš and other trade settle-
ments in Anatolia. Various studies have been published trying to estimate the
Assyrian population in Aššur and Kaneš, as well as the total Kaneš population.
Even if the Old Assyrian levels in Aššur have not been excavated, it seems to
be accepted that, at the beginning of the 2nd millennium BC, the city did not
exceed 55 hectares, and was composed of between 7,000 and 10,000 inhabit-
ants (Larsen 2000, 79). Kaneš was much bigger, between 170 and 230 hectares,
and its population amounted to 25,000 or 30,000 persons (Barjamovic 2014),
including some 3,000 to 3,500 inhabitants living in the 9 hectares of the lower
town commercial district. Among these, there was a majority of Assyrians, all
of them involved in trade (Hertel 2014). Since the documentation was found in
the houses of these merchants, our data give a picture restricted to the people
in Aššur and in Kaneš mainly involved in long distance commerce. For Aššur,
we find, in connection with international exchanges, the king and his sons, the
eponyms and other high officials, priests and temples’ staff, heads of wealthy
families, etc. As a consequence, many attested occupations are directly linked
to trade and caravan enterprises. The same observation can be made for the
population of the Kaneš lower town since we have only the archives of the
commercial district.

The data concerning Anatolian society are even more biased since it is
documented only through its contacts with the Assyrian population. Indeed,
very few Anatolians left archives. Written in a borrowed language and script,
these archives are mainly made up of contracts, especially loan contracts, and
a few family contracts (Michel 2011b). So our data concerning Anatolian occu-
pations are to be found in the Assyrian archives. Besides the exercise of author-
ity and trade activities, the Anatolians provided food to the Assyrians who were
not involved in agriculture and herding.

All these observations concerning the authors and owners of archives must
be taken into account when analyzing the role of women in work and society
in a gender-oriented perspective.

2 Male and female professions in the
Old Assyrian Sources

Professions attested in the Old Assyrian sources have already been invento-
ried (Michel 2015b); the results of this study are summarized below. Profes-
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sions are usually mentioned in distribution lists or other laconic contexts
which do not give details about the activities of professionals; these are usual-
ly anonymous.

I will leave aside all the officials, both Assyrians and Anatolians. Their
titles could sometimes be linked to a professional occupation. However it is
interesting to note that all the Assyrian officials mentioned in the texts are men
(Dercksen 2004), and no queen is attested at the side of the kings of Aššur.
Assyrian authorities and officials in Anatolia – hamuštum, šiprum, ṭupšarrum,
etc. – are also only men. As for the Anatolians, the fifty known Anatolian offi-
cials are all men (Veenhof 2008, 220–233; Michel 2014b, 120–122). However, we
must take into account that the local dialect did not make any gender distinc-
tion and we cannot completely exclude that some male official titles could
have exceptionally concealed some women. This is suggested by the fact that
some towns were ruled by a royal couple or by a queen alone (Michel 2001,
163–167).

As already observed, Old Assyrian texts focus on trade, thus trade profes-
sionals and jobs linked to international trade are the most frequent: bankers,
traders, transporters, freighters, donkey drivers, porters, agents; all these are
male professions.

When we look at professions concerned with food production and prepara-
tion, there is a little more diversity. When a professional is mentioned, his
ethnicity is not necessarily given, be it Assyrian or Anatolian. It was possible to
identify a male Anatolian cook (nuhittimum), two male Assyrian confectioners
(kakardinnum), a male Anatolian oil peddler (pāširum ša šamnim) and an oil
trader (ša šamnim), a male salt trader (ša ṭābtim), male Anatolian gardeners
(nukiribbum), and male Anatolian shepherds (rē’um). The only female occupa-
tion in food preparation is the flour grinder (tē’ittum), but flour grinders are
usually slaves.5 Inn-keeper was the only job exercised by both men and wom-
en: an Assyrian male inn-keeper (sābium) is known at Kaneš and an Amorite
female inn-keeper (sābītum) is attested at Hattuš.6

The world of craft professionals looks again like a purely male one. Brick-
layer (itinnum), metallurgist (nappāhum), carpenter (naggārum), bow maker
(šasinnum), seal engraver (parkullum), potter (pahhārum), and leatherworker

5 TC 3, 88:10–15, a-pu-tum i-na u4-mì-[im], ša ṭup-pá-am ta-ša-[me-ú], étí 2 gémehi-tí-kà, ki-lá-
al-tí-ma, ù ṭé-i-té-en6 ki-la-a[l]-tí-m[a], a-na [ší-mì-im dí-ma], “Please, the very day you hear
(this) tablet, offer for sale the houses, both of your slave girls and both of the grinding girls.”
Text edited by Larsen 2002, no. 40.
6 For a recent study on Old Babylonian inn-keepers, see Lion 2013.
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(aškāpum) are all jobs attested in the masculine, both in Aššur and Kaneš.
Even professions linked to textile production are known only with the mascu-
line gender: an Assyrian male weaver (ušpārum), as well as the cleaner special-
ized in the finishing and washing of textiles (ašlākum). There is also mention
of a male barber (gallābum).

Few legal occupations are known; they are all held by men: judge (dayyā-
num), attorney (rābiṣum), scribe (ṭupšarrum).

Female jobs are linked with social life, more precisely, as one might expect,
with the care of children. Thus we find the following professions: midwife (šab-
sūtum), nurse (ēmiqtum) and wet-nurse (mušēniqtum), which is the only gen-
der-based profession.

In the religious sphere, we find women as well, but these are not clearly
associated with the temples, contrary to men. The temple was administered by
the sangûm. A sangûm gave his name to a year as eponym (Elālī). Priests (kum-
rum) of Adad, Aššur, Ištar, Suen, Šamaš, and Šarra-mātēn are mainly referred
to for their role in trade (Hirsch 1972, 55–59). It is interesting to note that wom-
en involved in the public life of Aššur were concentrated in the religious
sphere; several occupations linked to religious practices were traditionally held
by women, such as dream diviner (šā’iltum) and omen diviner (bārītum). These
professionals were consulted by women as well (Michel 2009b). The consecra-
tion of a girl as gubabtum or qadištum conferred her upon a special social and
religious status which certainly entailed specific responsibilities or tasks, but
these were not necessarily compensated, so we usually see the gubabtum wom-
en living independently in Aššur and acting as businesswomen, initiating com-
mercial and financial operations.

This inventory of occupations is very incomplete because of the nature of
the sources. Many other professions are implied by the texts but are not explic-
itly mentioned. For example, distribution lists of breads suggest the existence
of professional bakers (Michel in press b).

3 Women’s activities not referred to as
professions

In contrast to men, women seem to be rarely attested as professionals in Old
Assyrian sources. However, they appear very active in various domains. To
understand this paradox, we need to explore female activities.
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3.1 Housewives: unrecognized and unpaid work

From an Assyrian man’s perspective, the basic duties of a wife were to give
him children, to keep house, to serve her husband and to prepare his meals,
as we read in the following letter sent by Puzur-Aššur to his fiancée Nūhša-
tum:7

“Your father wrote to me about you that I marry you, and I sent my servants and my letter
about you to your father so that he lets you go. Please, the day you hear my tablet there,
appeal to your father (so that he agrees), set out and come here with my servants. I am
alone. There is no one to serve me and set my table.”

Women, who did not accompany their husbands to Anatolia remained at Aššur
in charge of their households. Their loneliness was well known, as witness the
remark of Aššur-malik reproaching Aššur-idī for having forgotten him:8

“Why have you kept me confined inside the City (of Aššur) for 10 months, like a
woman?”

These women were active in various capacities that reflect the daily life of
women at home, as well as their roles as heads of families: education of chil-
dren, care of the elderly, management of servants, supplying food to the house-
hold, maintenance of the house, weaving textiles for members of the house-
hold to wear, etc. Besides these typical housewife’s tasks, they had to represent
their husbands in various business transactions and to produce textiles for
export to Anatolia (see section 3.2).

In Kaneš, wives had also to deal with their husbands’ frequent absences.
Beside the duties of a housewife, they had to keep track of everything in the
home: furnishings and utensils, documents, and merchandise.

The manifold activities of women as housewives were never recognized as
“work”.

7 Michel in press a, no. 3 (BIN 6, 104): 3–18, a-bu-ki : a-šu-mì-ki [a-na], ṣé-ri-a a-na a-ha-[zi-
ki], iš-pu-ra-am ù a-na-ku, ṣú-ha-ri-a ù na-áš-pè-er-tí, a-ṣé-er : a-bi-ki : a-šu-mì-ki, a-na šé-ṣú-i-
ki, áš-ta-áp-ra-am a-pu-tum, i-na dutuši ṭup-pí, ta-áš-me-i-ni : a-ma-k[am], a-na a-bi-ki : pu-nu-
[i-ma], iš-tí ṣú-h[a]-ri-a, té-eb-e-ma a-tal-ki-im, we-da-ku : ma-ma-an : ša i-/na, re-šé-e-a : i-za-
zu-ma, pá-šu-ra-am : i-ša-kà-na-/ni, lá-šu.
8 CCT 4 45b:16–19, mì-šu-um : ki-ma, sí-ni-iš-tim : iš-tù iti-10-kam, i-qé-ra-áb : A-limki, ta-áp-ta-
ah-a-ni-i. Both names are very common and we do not know if these two merchants belonged
to the same family.
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3.2 Textile production: Women acting as professionals
but not recognized as such

The inventory of professionals attested in Old Assyrian sources includes men
specialized in weaving and finishing textiles, but no feminine profession
linked to textile production in mentioned. We know very well, of course, that
Aššur women spent much of their lifetime producing textiles for the interna-
tional trade with Anatolia, and that they were paid in return for their produc-
tion. They are, however, not referred to as weavers in the texts!9 Even if there
is scarce documentation on the organization of the private textile production
in Aššur, it is possible to estimate the income women could earn from it; this
may be summarized as follows.10

In healthy households, a dozen women, including children, elderly women
and slaves, spun and wove throughout the year both the clothes for the family
and textiles to be sent to Anatolia.11 Letters give recommended dimensions for
a kutānum-textile to be sent to Anatolia: 4 × 4,5 meters, which corresponds
presumably to two sewn pieces. According to transport contracts, such a kutā-
num-textile weighed about 5 minas (2.5 kg).

Washing the wool and preparing 5 minas for spinning would have taken
some 20 days of work for one person.12 Experiments carried out at the Centre
for Textile Research in Copenhagen have shown that it is possible, using an-
cient tools, to spin some 50 meters of thread per hour.13 To weave a square
meter of fabric, one needs about 2 km of thread, plus 2 to 5% for the setting
of the loom. To obtain these 2 km of thread, a woman would have to spin for
5 days.14 The Assyrian textiles measuring 18 m2 required 36 km of thread for
the weaving, and about 3 months of spinning for a single woman, while the

9 Michel 2006b; Michel 2013; Thomason 2013.
10 Michel 2013; Michel in press a, chapter 4: “Businesswomen”; sub-chapter: “Weaving as a
lucrative profession.”
11 We suppose that in the context of private production for the international trade, produc-
tion ran throughout the year.
12 According to an Ur III text, a person would prepare about 125 g of wool a day, see Wae-
tzoldt 2010, 207.
13 Andersson Strand 2012, 34. This research is in progress; it includes a study of Kültepe
textiles imprints and textiles tools by E. Andersson Strand, C. Breniquet and C. Michel. It is
carried out within the framework of the Groupe de Recherche International Ancient Textiles
from the Orient to the Mediterranean (ATOM 2015–2018), http://www.mae.u-paris10.fr/gdri-
atom-presentation-eng/.
14 Nowadays, women maintaining a traditional production of textiles in the Near East weave
for sixth to eight hours a day besides their domestic tasks, according to interviews with women
in Bani Hamida (Jordan) and Çavdar (Turkey).
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setting of the two looms required 4 more days of work. According to hands-on
experiments, one person can weave about 50 cm per day of work, depending,
of course, on the width of the loom (Andersson Strand 2012, 35). So we obtain
the following figures:

Tab. 1: Number of day’s work for an Assyrian to produce a kutānum-textile.

Tasks to produce a woolen textile weighing Number of day’s work for one woman
5 minas and measuring 4 × 4,5 meters

Cleaning and combing  20
Spinning  94
Setting of the loom(s)   8
Weaving  20

Total of working days/woman 142
[4 ¾ months]

Thus a woman could finish some 2 ½ such textiles a year, and a wealthy house-
hold would produce about 25 textiles a year. Of these, 5 large pieces would be
necessary to clothe the members of the household. Thus, 20 textiles could be
sent to be sold in Anatolia.15

The sale of their textiles in Anatolia assured an income to Aššur women.
They were paid by the piece, allowing computation of the income per garment.
The current kutānum-textile produced by Aššur women was sold 15 shekels at
Kaneš. After taxes were deducted, women could hope to get back 10 to 12 shek-
els per piece. The price of the wool in Aššur was about 15 minas per shekel,
and the loss during cleaning was about 30% of the original wool; thus with
1 shekel of silver it might have been possible to acquire about 10 minas of
cleaned wool, which could be used to weave 2 textiles. Taking into account
that a third of the sale price of a textile was invested in the purchase of wool
to produce new textiles, we may estimate that a household producing yearly
some 20 textiles sent for trade to Anatolia would receive between 3 ½ and
4 minas of silver per year as gross income, corresponding to the price of a
small house in Aššur (Veenhof 2011). Regular shipping of textiles guaranteed
Aššur women a substantial annual income.

15 Such an estimation was confirmed by Lamassī’s letters showing that, within a year, she
was able to send 25 textiles to her husband including those for his own garde-robe (see Michel
in press a, chapter 4: “Businesswomen”), Michel 2013; Michel 2014a, 95–96.
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3.3 Women as actors in trade and finance

No profession connected with trade and finance concerns women, although
they were quite active in both.

Tab. 2: Old Assyrian loan contracts involving men and women.

Only men Couples or Women Women as Women as
families creditors debtors

Interest free loans 69.5% 21.5% 9% 5.5% 3.5%
(14.5% of the loans)

Loans with interest 92%  5% 3% 3% 0%
(25% of the loans)

Loans with default interest 86.5%  6.5% 7% 5% 2%
(60.5% of the loans)

average 85%  8.5% 6.5% 4.5% 2%

There are about 400 published loan tablets excavated at Kaneš;16 6.5% of these
loan contracts involve at least one woman; in two-thirds of these she is a cred-
itor and in one-third a debtor.

Women could lend silver either to men or women, Assyrians or Anatolians,
but their loans tended to be smaller than those of men.17 They appear both in
interest-free short term loans and in loans with default interest. They could
also act as creditor in loans with interest, but were never debtors in such
loans – being usually commercial and linked to the international trade – be-
cause they did not act as travelling agents. But this does not mean that they
did not take part in the trade. A specific type of loan, the tadmiqtum-loan, was
more typical for women. To send their textiles to Anatolia, they entrusted their
textiles on favorable terms as a tadmiqtum or “good-faith consignment loan”
to members of their families or agents travelling to Anatolia.

16 For OA loan contracts, http://www.d-o-c.fr/.
17 Michel 2014a, 97–98; Michel in press a, chapter 4 “Businesswomen,” section “Women lend,
buy and invest.” Ahatum lent silver to Assyrian men at least four times. The four loans are
dated within 9 years (TC 3, 228; BIN 4, 153; KTS 1, 45b; RA 59, 36). Šāt-Ana lent a total of
1 mina and 27 shekels of silver to different men according to three contracts (TC 3, 235; CCT 5,
20c; TC 3, 220).
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Beside their textile production, some women were clearly involved in long-
distance trade, buying merchandise in Aššur to be sent for sale in Kaneš.18
They could invest in a caravan enterprise.19 There are also some rare mentions
of women owing shares in joint-stock companies. Such a partnership involved
several persons investing silver, which was made available to an agent on long
term to gain profit from overland trade. Ahaha, the consecrated daughter of
Pūšu-kēn, writes several letters to her brothers concerning her share in at least
two such joint-stock companies (Michel 2001, nos. 225–226). The wife of Salliya
bought a share in a joint-stock company administered by Iddin-Ištar.20 Con-
tracts of this type regulated the relationships between the investors of Aššur
and the agents in Anatolia; this was the main financing mode for the Assyrian
trade in Anatolia.21

We also see women travelling on business (Michel 2008d), for example,
the widow Ennam-Ištar who wrote to her son as follows:22 “In your presence,
in Burušhattum, I gave 10 shekels of silver to Aššur-ṭāb. (Then) in Kaneš, I
gave him a single kutānum-textile.”

Single women, either consecrated or widows, as well as married women,
were involved in financial operations similar to those operated by men. Some
appear to have been excellent accountants. But they are less attested in such
a role, and when they invest capital in gold or silver, the amount is usually
smaller than the capitals invested by men. In any case, they are not considered
professionals in these activities.

3.4 Agricultural tasks of Anatolian women

When the Assyrian merchants settled in Kaneš, they arrived alone, and some
took Anatolian women as second wives there. As they were traveling within
Anatolia or to Aššur, they sent letters to their Anatolian wives referring to their
activities. Contrary to the main preoccupations of the women of Aššur, mostly
eager to learn what was happening with their textile production, the Anatolian

18 A small contract lists consigned merchandise among which silver, textiles, wool, copper
and donkeys belonging to the woman Bazaya; Michel in press a, no. 196, previously published
by Bayram and Çeçen 1996, no. 5 (Kt 76/k 2).
19 Kulšan lend silver to merchants going on for one or two round trip caravan: Michel in
press a, no. 188, previously published by Uzunalimoðlu 1992, 53–54 (Kt n/k 860).
20 CTMMA 1 85.
21 Larsen 1977; Hecker 1999; Veenhof 1999.
22 AKT 6a, 223:3–8, ma-ah-ri-kà-ma, i-na Bu-ru-uš-ha-tim, 10 gín kù-babbar : a-na A-šùr-du10,
a-dí-in i-na Kà-ne-eš15, iš-té-en6 túg ku-ta-nam, a-dí-šu-um.
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women of Kaneš never speak about textile production. However, some texts,
as well as archaeological artifacts excavated in Kültepe’s lower town, such as
spindle whorls and loom weights, announce such a production. As with the
women in Aššur, the occupations of the Anatolian wives are domestic or com-
mercial. But unlike Assyrian women, Anatolian women also performed agricul-
tural work (Michel 2008e). Šišahšušar, Aššur-nādā’s wife, bought oxen and had
to find enough fodder for them; then she got them ready for ploughing. She
also bought straw, wood, reeds and many tools for the house and for field
work.23 Kunnanīya received instructions from her husband Aššur-mūtappil
about the pigs she was breeding.24 As was still the case in France half a century
ago, the agricultural activities of women were not recognized as professional
in nature.

***

The inventory of professions occurring in Old Assyrian texts shows predomi-
nantly men at work. They were brought up as professionals, often learning
their future job from their fathers. They practiced their profession outside the
home, in a workshop, in institutional buildings, or by travelling.

Women are rarely mentioned as professionals, except in specific spheres.
In the context of food preparation and sale, we find flour grinders and tavern-
keepers. Diviners and dream diviners belonged to the religious sphere. Mid-
wives, nurses and wet-nurses undertook the care of children. However, Assyri-
an women appear as very active, both as housewives and heads of households,
and in their contribution to the international trade. When producing textiles for
Anatolia, they acted as true professionals. Indeed, their skills were recognized
abroad, and they were paid for their work as weavers. With the money they
earned, which built up their personal assets, independent of their husband’s,
they invested in trade and initiated financial operations. However, they are
never mentioned as “professional” weavers. Perhaps we can see here the idea
that work done at home is not considered a job, an idea later developed by
Xenophon (Oeconomicus, chap. VII) in Greece.

23 See TC 2, 47; translated by Michel 2001, no. 358 and Larsen 2002, no. 52, and VS 26, 20;
edited by Larsen 2002, no. 58.
24 BIN 6, 84 mentioned by Michel 2006c, 171, n. 7.
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Jerrold S. Cooper
The Job of Sex: The social and economic
role of prostitutes in ancient Mesopotamia

Prostitution certainly cannot be shown to be Mesopotamia’s “oldest profes-
sion,” but it is attested quite early, from at least the mid-third millennium.1 It
is an occupation that, in its practice, as Brigitte Lion has noted (2013: 398),
“has left practically no written trace,” and involved, again in her words, a
“transaction (…) payable in cash, which made it unnecessary to document on
a tablet.” Of course, as Lion implies, this lack of documentation is not a pecu-
liar feature of prostitution, but rather is just one example of the absence of
documentation for all small-scale private transactions. People bought vegeta-
bles, had their shoes repaired, got haircuts, and satisfied their sexual needs,
all without leaving a trace in the great mountain of cuneiform documentation.2

In their call for papers, the conference organizers reminded us that most
women’s work was in and around the home, and thus unmentioned and unre-
munerated. When women worked outside the home, in the great institutions,
palace or temple, they were most likely to be found in the textile or grain mills,
that is, working in sectors that specialized in just one of the tasks that were
part of the traditional chores women did in the home. Might prostitution also
be so considered? Was the prostitute earning her livelihood by merely com-
modifying a single task that other women performed only at home with their
husbands? Can we speak of sex workers in ancient Mesopotamia? I ask this
question knowing that the terms “sex work” and “sex worker” have become
controversial among feminist theorists and activists (Howell 2008). Some seek
to support and protect women who satisfy sexual desire for money, and under-
stand the term “sex worker” to be more dignified than “prostitute.” Others are
outraged at any attempt to dignify activity that involves the objectification and
commodification of women’s bodies, and insist that such activity be called
prostitution, with all of the opprobrium that the term connotes. A more aca-
demic version of this dispute exists in the field of classics, where some scholars

1 For a detailed discussion of Mesopotamian prostitution, see Cooper 2006, where can be
found philological details and references that may have been omitted from this paper. See also
Roth 2006.
2 E.g. Jursa 2010: 31. Note that Brunke 2011: 221–222, maintains that in Ur III, at least, fruits
and vegetables were delicacies and not part of normal diets.

Jerrold S. Cooper, Johns Hopkins University; anzu@jhu.edu
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Fig. 1: Grain grinding installation, Ebla, west palace, ca. 18th–16th centuries BC.
After Matthiae et al. 1995: 173.

insist that we moderns need to shed our hang-ups and realize that prostitution
was just an occupation like any other, whereas other scholars would say that
it may have been legal, but for its ancient practitioners, it was degrading.3

In Mesopotamia, as in much of the world even today, most occupations
involved, in some sense, selling one’s body, since they were physically very
taxing, whether involving working in the fields, clearing canals, hauling, con-
struction, or grinding grain. One of the most depressing glimpses of the life of
ancient women is afforded by Fig. 1, a room at Ebla in which, ca. 1700 BC, a
group of women, probably captives, spent their days at hard, monotonous la-
bor turning grain into flour. Yet, the kind of physical labor performed by prosti-
tutes is different, more fraught, and was so perceived by the ancients. It may

3 Contrast McGinn 2014 with Cohen 2014.
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not have been considered sinful (in the religious sense) for a single woman to
express her sexuality outside of marriage (Cooper 2009), but prostitution was
degrading and “prostitute” was used as an insult (Cooper 2006: 13–14). The
unfavorable omen apodosis “the man’s wife will become a prostitute” is pre-
ceded by “the man’s wife will get her husband killed” and followed by “the
man’s wife will cast a spell on her husband” (Koch 2005: 108–109), all rather
dire projections of male anxiety.4

At the end of the last century, there was an attempt to show that the word
for prostitute in Akkadian, ḫarimtu, didn’t mean prostitute at all, but rather
signified a woman independent of male authority, who was free to enjoy her
sexuality as she pleased (Assante 1998, also 2003). As important and interest-
ing as this attempt was, I believe I have shown elsewhere that it was wrong
(Cooper 2006: 20), and I was unexpectedly gratified to note that in his broad-
cast inaugural lecture, the current occupant of the chair in Mesopotamian civi-
lization at the Collège de France enthusiastically supported the existence of
prostitution in ancient Mesopotamia.5

Why prostitution?6 It is nearly universal, especially in traditional urban
societies. Demand for extra-marital sex existed in Mesopotamia and elsewhere
due to, ironically, the centrality of marriage and the emphasis on women’s pre-
marital chastity and marital fidelity, in part to ensure the legitimacy of off-
spring (Cooper 2002).7 Males in Mesopotamia married relatively later than fe-
males, resulting in a pool of young single men, and there were male travelers,
military personnel, and workers away from home, yet most women – other
men’s wives and daughters, and religious celibates – were not sexually avail-
able. Demand was there. On the supply side, there were destitute vulnerable
women – the widows and orphan girls whom rulers traditionally claimed to
protect – as well, no doubt, as wives and daughters from impoverished families
who saw no other alternative,8 and dependent women whose parents or own-

4 It is this type of negative apodosis that is found in the oft cited “the entu-priestess will have
anal intercourse to avoid pregnancy” (CAD E: 325), which should not be taken to mean that
the priestess could have sexual relations as long as she didn’t conceive, but, rather, that she
will become so depraved that she will have illicit intercourse while cleverly concealing the
fact. See similar apodoses which imagine the entu-priestess stealing sacred property, having
intercourse with a temple administrator or fornicating in general (CAD E: 179).
5 But, in fairness to Assante, she denied only that the word ḫarimtu means “prostitute,” but
not the existence of prostitution in ancient Mesopotamia.
6 For a brief general survey of the question, see Howell 2008.
7 See also the discussion of Engels on the origin of monogamy and the importance of pre-
marital chastity and female marital fidelity in Lerner 1986: 22–23.
8 In 18th century Europe, prostitution might be part of a poor family’s economic survival strat-
egy (Hufton 1995: 163). See below for the adoption of girls for the purpose of prostituting them
in Mesopotamia.
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ers might earn income from their sale of sexual favors.9 A socially sanctioned
outlet for male desire was necessary to protect proper wives and daughters
from improper advances or attacks; hence, the Middle Assyrian Laws required
that married women appear veiled in public, but forbade prostitutes from do-
ing so, visually marking the sexually approachable and the unapproachable
(Roth 1997: 167–169).10 Sumptuary laws in medieval Europe accomplished a
similar purpose.

The locus classicus for prostitutes and prostitution in Mesopotamia is the
address of Enkidu to the prostitute in the Akkadian Gilgamesh Epic. Near the
beginning of the epic, the wild man Enkidu was seduced by a prostitute who
effected his transit from nature to culture, and to friendship with Gilgamesh.
In tablet VII, when Enkidu realizes that he is about to die as punishment for
offenses against the gods committed in the course of his adventures with Gilga-
mesh, he turns against the prostitute and curses her. She will never have a
normal household or family life, and furthermore, he says,

“The bed you delight in shall be a bench!11 The crossroads shall be where you sit! A field
of ruins shall be where you sleep! The shadow of the city-wall shall be where you stand!
Thorn and briar shall scratch your feet! Drunk and sober shall strike your cheek!”12

The very picture of the classic street whore, plying her trade on the city’s out-
skirts, vulnerable to male violence. And it is precisely “to the shadow of the
city-wall,” that Ištar, the divine harlot, beckons young men to appease her
insatiable desire according to an Old Babylonian song: “Seven for her midriff,
seven for her loins (…), Sixty and sixty satisfy themselves in turn upon her
vulva (…) The young men have tired, yet Ištar never tires.” (Foster 2005: 678)

9 Lerner 1986: 133–134 sees the origin of prostitution in Mesopotamia 1. in exploitation of
slaves by owners as prostitutes, and 2. in “the pauperization of farmers (…) which led to debt
slavery. Children of both sexes were given up for debt pledges or sold for ‘adoption.’ Out of
such practices, the prostitution of female family members for the benefit of the head of the
family could readily develop. Women might end up as prostitutes because their parents had
to sell them into slavery or their impoverished husbands might so use them. Or they might
become self-employed as a last alternative to enslavement.” See also her summary of the theo-
ries of Engels, who viewed “the institutionalization of prostitution (…) as an indispensable
prop for monogamous marriage” (1986: 23).
10 See Cooper 2006: 14 for other distinguishing marks of a prostitute. Lerner 1986: 134–140
has a very insightful, if flawed, discussion of the MAL veiling regulations.
11 The translation of Akk. dakkannu remains a problem, despite George’s note (2003: 303).
12 George 2003: 640, 115–119 and the more literary translation in George 1999: 58; cf. the MB
version of the curse in George 2003: 298, where, in a fragmentary line, Enkidu mentions the
prostitute’s tavern (for which see below), and cf. Maul 2005: 104, utilizing unpublished Assur
manuscripts.
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But, returning to the Epic, when the sun-god reminds Enkidu that thanks
to the prostitute, he has enjoyed the friendship of his beloved companion, Gil-
gamesh, Enkidu has a change of heart:

“My mouth that cursed you shall bless you as well! Governors shall love you and noble-
men too! At one league off men shall slap their thighs, at two leagues off they shall shake
out their hair! No soldier shall be slow to drop his belt for you, obsidian he shall give
you, lapis lazuli and gold! Ornate earrings shall be your gift! Ištar, the ablest of gods,
shall gain you entrance to the man whose home is established and wealth heaped high!
For you the wife shall be deserted, though mother of seven!”13

In contrast to the street whore of Enkidu’s curse, we have the image of the
high-class prostitute or courtesan, plied with precious metals and jewelry, pa-
tronized by nobles and high officials, and a threat to established marriages.
Significantly, Enkidu’s curse had been “a fate not to end for all eternity,”
(George 2003: 638, 103) so it must persist alongside the subsequent blessing.
Enkidu’s curse and blessing thus comprise an etiology for the two faces of
prostitution, the street whore and the courtesan.

The only explicit Mesopotamian evidence for actual payment for sex is in
a Sumerian literary text where Inana, the Sumerian equivalent of Ištar, adver-
tises that her fee when standing against a wall is one shekel, but bending over
it is one and a half shekels – a not inconsiderate sum if we realize that a hired
man’s salary in the Old Babylonian period was one shekel per month. How-
ever, Inana doesn’t tell us if the wall she leans against is interior or exterior.
The ordinary prostitute might well ply her trade at crossroads, the city’s out-
skirts, on the street (Steinert 2014: 144–145), or, as the etymology of the Sumeri-
an equivalent of ḫarimtu, kar-kid, reveals, dockside (Civil 1976: 190). Lexical
texts imagine prostitutes working in fields, prowling the banks of watercourses
and haunting ruin hills. The only indoor venue listed is the tavern (eš2-dam =
Akk. aštammu), and it is probably a tavern wall that Inana would lean against
when selling her favors. Two Sumerian texts imagine Inana’s appearance as
the evening star to be like a prostitute entering a tavern in the evening, and in
a third text, Inana identifies herself as a prostitute sitting at the tavern gate.
The tavern gate is associated with an earthly prostitute in the Sumerian compo-
sition Curse of Akkade, where one result of the gods’ curse is that “the prosti-
tute will hang herself at her tavern’s gate,” and taverns and prostitutes are
associated in Akkadian texts as well.14

13 George 2003: 642, 152–161, with the more literary translation in George 1999: 59.
14 For documentation for this paragraph, see Cooper 2006.
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Fig. 2: Molded clay plaque, Old Babylonian, Girsu. Louvre AO 16681.
After Barrelet 1968: pl. 50, No. 527.

The reason for the association is, of course, the nexus of inebriation and
sexuality that was recognized and exploited in ancient times as in our own.
The images (Fig. 2) on early second millennium terra cotta plaques showing
standing heterosexual coitus from behind while the female, bending forward,
imbibes beer through a drinking tube,15 are not to be taken literally, but, rather,
are emblematic of the link between the consumption of alcohol and sexual
activity. In the same way, a 17th century Dutch tavern or brothel scene (Fig. 3)
places copulating canines next to a man being served alcohol by a woman, to
make a similar point. On the interior of ancient Greek wine cups, couples are
shown in poses similar to the Mesopotamian plaques (Fig. 4), and in other
sexual postures as well, but since the medium is an actual wine cup, references
to alcohol are unnecessary, hence absent, in the scenes themselves.

The Mesopotamian tavern, where beer was brewed and dispensed, and,
probably, lodgers accomodated, was presided over by a sābû “innkeeper” or
sābītu “alewife” as his female equivalent has been rendered since the early

15 A somewhat outdated catalog of such plaques can be found in Cooper 1975: 262–263.
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Fig. 3: Tavern or Brothel Scene, Frans van Mieris the Elder, 1658. Courtesy of Mauritshuis,
The Hague.

days of Gilgamesh translations – remember, it is Siduri (or Šiduri), the alewife
at the end of the world, who wisely tries to discourage Gilgamesh from pursu-
ing his quest for immortality (George 2003: 148–149).
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Fig. 4: Attic Red-Figure wine cup, ca. 470 BC. Getty Museum, 86.AE.294.
Digital image courtesy of the Getty’s Open Content Program.

Archeological evidence for taverns has been discussed recently by Xavier
Faivre (2013), who called our attention to a wonderful illustration from Africa
(Fig. 5) demonstrating that, yes, you can drink from such very long tubes, as
did our Babylonian women (Fig. 2) and as did Early Dynastic banqueters (Fig.
6) as well.16 Brigitte Lion (2013: 395) has drawn attention to something very
peculiar in the distribution of references to male (sābûm) and female (sābītum)
proprietors of taverns: whereas the male proprietors predominate by far in ar-
chival texts, nearly all references to women proprietors are to be found in the

16 Breniquet 2013 insists that most Early Dynastic representations of a vessel with what have
been interpreted as drinking tubes projecting from it be reinterpreted as representations of
wool processing, but she herself (363 n. 12) admits that our Fig. 5 is indeed a drinking scene,
and I believe that, contrary to Breniquet, most of the ED representations are as well, while not
excluding the possibility that some may be what she claims. See also the possible drinking
tube in the mouth of a figure in the Gunduk banquet scene (Reade et al. 2013: 88–89).
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Fig. 5: Tiriki men in Kenya drinking through tubes. Katz and Voigt 1986: 28.

Fig. 6: Early Dynastic stone plaque with drinking scene, Nippur, Inana Temple. 7N 408
(IM 66151). Excavation photo courtesy R. Zettler; cf. Hansen 1963: pl. 5; Boese 1971: 182, N3.
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Old Babylonian law codes and decrees, where the male proprietor is absent.
The women are responsible for any criminal conspiracies hatched at their es-
tablishments, and their activities as creditors are stringently regulated. Even
though their male counterparts are known to have engaged in similar financial
transactions, and taverns run by males could just as well be frequented by
criminals, it is only the women that come under legal scrutiny.

It may be that these alewives had special dispensations from the authori-
ties to operate their establishments, and hence were subject to special regula-
tion.17 Glassner (1991: 141) has discussed African women who, no longer ben-
efitting from male support, open taverns, and in England and colonial
America, licenses to operate inns were given to women without other means
of support to prevent them from becoming burdens on the community. Or it
may be simply a question of regulating women more strictly than men. But it
may also be the case that establishments run by women could differ in some
fundamental way from those run by men. One of the only references to a
tavern as a bīt sābītim “house of an alewife” and not simply a bīt sābîm or
aštammu, is in a famous Mari letter where Šamšī-Adad claims that deserters
from his palace have gone to Mari “for partying, for the bīt sābītim, and for
carousing.”18 Did the bīt sābītim promise special pleasures that a tavern run
by a male might not? A Neo-Babylonian slave girl who opened a tavern, one
Ishunnatu (Joannès 1992, Tolini 2013), acquired equipment and materials to
make beer, as well as tables and beds – more beds than tables! We have no
smoking gun here, but it is possible, given the association of prostitutes with
taverns,19 that taverns run by women, in some cases, at least, were brothels

17 A less likely possibility is that “female tavern keeper” implied male tavern keepers as well:
“If (even) a female tavern keeper (…)” A support for special legal status of the sābītum could
be the use of bīt sābītim in FM 5 3, where a list of witnesses in a legal document is followed
by this statement: “These persons [were present] in the [bīt] sābītim [for the writing of this]
tablet” (restorations by the editors based on another, unpublished, tablet).
18 ARM 1, 28, now LAPO 16, 2. The translation is very tentative, since it is not clear whether
the verbs bitallulum and mēlulum refer to activities that the deserters want to observe or partici-
pate in. For the former possibility, note that mēlulum is the verb used to describe the perfor-
mance of the ḫuppû acrobats or dancers (male only) at Mari (Ziegler 2007: 262).
19 Tolini 2013 follows Assante 2002: 32, who asserts that female figure in the scene on plaques
like our Fig. 2 is Inana-Ištar, and thus the plaques have nothing to do with prostitution, nor
do they link taverns and prostitution. But there is no evidence whatsoever that the figure is a
goddess, nor is there evidence for the divinity of any of the figures on other types of sexual
scenes on OB molded clay plaques. Deities on OB plaques are always portrayed with horned
crowns, and one would not expect otherwise for a major deity like Inana-Ištar.
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Fig. 7: Molded clay plaque, Old Babylonian, Larsa. Louvre AO 16924.
Author’s photo. Cf. Barrelet 1968: No. 591.

of sorts. This could make men especially liable to become indebted to the
sābītum as opposed to the sābû, which might then explain the focus on the
former – the sābītum – in the law codes and decrees. (This last paragraph
is bristling with modals: should, could, may, might. Our documentation is
tantalizing, but unspecific on precisely those details that we are interested in
uncovering. We can’t avoid speculation, but we should not build too much
on it).

A major attraction of the Mari court was its music (Ziegler 2007), and the
harem included large numbers of female musicians, many of whom were royal
concubines. We know that Zimrī-Lîm paid close attention to the physical ap-
pearance of the captive girls chosen to be instructed in music: they must be
without blemish from the tips of their toes to the tops of their heads; all others
should be sent to work in the textile mills (Ziegler 2007: 169). The association
of music and musicians with sexuality is ubiquitous; in many cultures, women
musicians have turned tricks, and, more relevant to our topic, prostitutes of
the better sort and courtesans have cultivated music (and other arts) for the
entertainment of their patrons. In 18th century Paris, a parent whose ambition
for her daughter was for her to become the mistress of a wealthy or noble
patron, would enroll that daughter in the school of the Opéra (Kushner 2013:
80–82). In Mesopotamia, the association of music and sexuality was expressed
in the portrayal of musicians, male and female alike, playing nude and even
having sexual relations while playing their instruments (Fig. 7).

The women usually play drums and the men lutes; both shapes are sug-
gestive. Note, too, the touches of exoticism, which may be linked to the cap-
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Fig. 8: Molded clay plaque, Old Babylonian, uncertain provenance.
Louvre AO 12457. Author’s photo. Cf. Barrelet 1968: No. 772.

tive origins of some musicians: the nude male lutenist in Fig. 8 has a shaved
head but for four long braids, and in a set of Middle Assyrian lead inlays from
Assur (Assante 2007), which include copulating musicians, the male in at
least two sexual scenes (though not the male musician) is wearing a so-called
Phoenician cap (Assante 2007: 370, Cooper 1975: 264). In the improbably
posed Fig. 7, the long, unusually patterned hair of the woman has led Ziegler
(2007: 50 n. 202) to suggest – correctly I think – that this might be a kezertu,
a class of women whom I believe to be prostitutes as well (Cooper 2006: 19),
alongside the ḫarimtu.20 If the representations we have of nude musicians on
Old Babylonian plaques or Middle Assyrian inlays portray actual performance
practice and are not simply emblematic of the sensuality of music, then it
is difficult to imagine that the musicians were not also available for sexual
services.

Was there entertainment in the tavern, provided by women musicians,
singers accompanying themselves on the frame drum, who were also available
to minister to the customers’ physical desires? A mid-first millennium docu-

20 Shehata (2009: 101–103) wisely warns us against seeing both classes of women merely as
prostitutes; they seem to have had musical roles as well (especially the kezertu).
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ment from Uruk describing a raucous nighttime tavern scene that resulted in
the arrest of several men and two female singers suggests a positive answer
(Kessler 2005: 274–275). Was there lascivious entertainment in the palace at
Mari, performances with sex and music so alluring that it tempted functiona-
ries to desert their posts at a more austere court and join Yasmah-Adad’s entou-
rage? We don’t have much textual evidence for secular musical performance
at Mari or anyplace else,21 no indication of where concerts or performances
took place and how they were received, other than that they were supposed to
bring pleasure to the monarch.22 According to Assante (2007: 384), the scenes
on the Assur lead inlays may depict a live sex show with music put on by
captive foreign performers for the male Assyrian elite, in the palace of Tukultī-
Ninurta I. If so, perhaps similar entertainment was provided a half-millennium
earlier by Yasmah-Adad’s captives at Mari as well.

Beautiful captive musician-concubines were objects of desire at Mari, and
could be requested by and granted to other rulers (Ziegler 2007: 37–40). High
officials also had harems, and they, too, desired and acquired beautiful women
(Ziegler 2007: 40–42), as did, probably, other wealthy elite. The trafficking of
captive women and girls was a not unimportant element in what Liverani
(1990) might call the system of “prestige and interest” in the “époque Amor-
ite,” and certainly, though without the same richness of epistolary documenta-
tion, in other ancient Mesopotamian epochs as well.23

I would imagine that outside of the royal circle, a beautiful, talented con-
cubine of a wealthy Mesopotamian man need not have been a captive, but may
have been the ḫarimtu of Enkidu’s blessing, the courtesan kept by high officials
and wealthy men. But of such courtesans we hear little or nothing. There is an
echo of Enkidu’s blessing – “for you his wife shall be deserted” – in the worry
or the fact that a king would be so captivated by his musician-concubines that
he would send his legitimate wives to live outside the palace (Ziegler 2007: 36–
37). We find more than just an echo in paragraph 30 of the Laws of Lipit-Ištar

21 Cf. Shehata 2007, to which add the just mentioned Kessler 2005 text.
22 E.g. Ziegler 2007 84 with n. 9: The king will hear (šemû) the music and rejoice (ḫadû). ARM
22 139 (= Durand 2009 p. 195) from the reign of Yahdun-Lîm records gifts of garments for two
musicians (LÚ.NAR.MEŠ) when they performed for the king (inūma zamāram šarram ušešmû),
while the king was entertaining an emissary from Ešnunna. This is to be kept apart from the
inūma za-mi-ri(-im) notations from the reign of Zimrī-Lîm, which most likely refer to a mid-
summer festival (Jacquet 2011: 66–67).
23 Cf. Kuhrt 2001: 14–16. The Mari archives also document important limits to the trafficking
of women, as shown by Ziegler 2014.
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(Roth 1997: 32) which reads: “If a young married man takes up with a prostitute
from the street, and the judges forbid him from going back to that prostitute,
but afterwards he divorces his legitimate wife, even after he has paid her di-
vorce settlement to her, he may not marry that prostitute.” Archival documents
attest to two other cases of married men whose love for another woman threat-
ens their marriages, and in which the authorities enjoin the woman from hav-
ing further contact with the man. These women are not prostitutes, but as with
the law concerning the young married man and the prostitute, these cases tes-
tify to the danger that love can pose to marriage (Roth 2006: 29–32; cf. West-
brook 1984). Roth (2006: 35) is certainly correct to insist that the law as well
as the actions of the authorities in the two other cases have nothing to do with
sexual morality, and everything to do with the other woman’s “threat to the
economic integrity of marriage and inheritance and to the stability of the social
fabric.”24

But prostitution might also serve to bolster the integrity of marriage and
inheritance (Roth 2006: 33–34). The Laws of Lipit-Ištar (Roth 1997: 31) describe
a case in which a man’s wife is barren but a prostitute “from the street” bears
him a child, who becomes the man’s lawful heir. The man is required to sup-
port the prostitute, but she may not live in his house as long as his legitimate
wife is alive. At Nuzi, a woman married off her prostitute granddaughter in
hopes of producing a legitimate heir for her property. Yet also at Nuzi, what
Westbrook would have called a “wicked uncle” claimed that his deceased
brother’s son was not a legitimate heir because his mother was not a legitimate
wife, but a prostitute. Illegitimacy, nonetheless, could cut both ways: At Old
Babylonian Sippar, a man’s maternal aunt and uncle insist that the man is not
liable for his purported father’s service obligations, because their sister had
not been married to the man, and she slept with many other men in addition to
the purported father, so their nephew’s paternity is therefore unknown. Other
documents show that prostitutes’ children could be put up for adoption or
raised by the prostitutes’ family members.25

Prostitution was a survival strategy not only for impoverished women. A
woman who was uncertain about her means of support in old age, or simply
wanted to augment her income, might adopt a girl who would be bound to
support her later on. In an Old Babylonian adoption contract it is specifically

24 Barberon (2012: 26–28) interprets one of the documents (BM 13912 = RA 69: 122) very differ-
ently: the woman is possibly a nadītum of Marduk who is trying to maintain her independence
vis-à-vis a too eager suitor. See there for further bibliography.
25 For the cases in this paragraph, see the documentation in Cooper 2006: 15–16; Roth 2006:
33–34.
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stated that the adopted girl will be made a prostitute and support her adoptive
mother. In a Nuzi contract and a Middle Babylonian contract from Nippur, the
adoptive mother may marry the girl off (and collect bride wealth in the process)
or prostitute her. These transactions benefitted the birth parents as well, who
received payment at the time of adoption, and perhaps were more needy than
the adopting mothers. The latter, after all, could afford the initial investment.
Again, at Nuzi, a palace decree forbids personnel from having their daughters
practice “beggary and prostitution” (ekûti u ḫarīmūti) without the king’s per-
mission. The palace wants to insure that the royal purse, and not just the par-
ents’ pockets, benefit from the income of these activities. Sex work may have
been a survival strategy for the very poor, but could also be an investment for
the better off.26

Finally there is the question of prostitution and cult. I have recently argued
(Cooper 2013) that the rites involving “prostitution” ḫarīmūtum and women
whose activities I believe also involved sexual practices, the kezertum-women,
at Old Babylonian Sippar and Kiš, show not that sex was performed in the
cult, but, rather, that the temple might benefit from sexual activity overseen
by temple personnel. Shehata (2009: 101–103) has, in the meantime, studied
these rites in great detail, and stressed that the one specific activity that we
know the kezertum performed was music, and that even the ḫarimtum may
have been – also – a temple musician. Barberon (2012: 56–58) also emphasizes
the role of the kezertum as entertainer, insisting that she is not necessarily a
prostitute, and in her discussion of the Sippar and Kiš rituals seems to reject
the idea that they involved sexual acts (Barberon 2012: 191–204).27

Nevertheless, I maintain my speculative conclusion that sexuality was not
foreign to the temple. Note in the seal impressions in Fig. 9 from Early Dynastic
Ur, the sexual activity above a temple entrance at the upper left. The scene at
lower right is one of many that seem to play on the special hair-do of the
kezertum, and at the upper right we find, again, the nexus of music and sexual-
ity. The use of images from 2700 BC to interpret texts from 1700 BC is not
entirely unproblematic (Cooper 2008), but the images are nonetheless very
suggestive, if not wholly convincing.

26 See the documentation in Cooper 2006: 15–16. The historiola of the man who marries a
prostitute and possibly profits from her tavern (MSL 1: 96–97) will be discussed in a forthcom-
ing article. Cornelia Wunsch kindly informs me that the references given in Dandamaev 1984:
132–136 for NB slaves hired out as sex workers by their owners have been improperly interpret-
ed by him.
27 Until the Ur-Utu archives from Sippar are published in their entirety, the rituals accounted
for in these texts will remain more mysterious than they need be.
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Fig. 9: Early Dynastic Sealings, Ur. Clockwise from top left, after Legrain 1936: Nos. 385,
369, 368, 370.

***

In conclusion, the social role of prostitution was to protect respectable wives
and daughters by providing readily available outlets for male sexual desire. To
the extent that prostitution was part of tavern life, it contributed, together with
alcohol and music, to creating a convivial atmosphere for those men who so-
cialized there. The economic role of prostitution was to provide a means of
survival for women and even families with little other recourse, perhaps also
providing the extra resources that made pursuing a career in music or dance
feasible. If the alewife – sābītu – was really a brothel madam, then the institu-
tion of prostitution seems to have played some as yet difficult to define role in
providing credit during the Old Babylonian period. And prostituting an adopt-
ed daughter or a slave was the source of an extra income stream for those with
the resources to acquire the girl or slave in the first place.
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Jana Matuszak
“She is not fit for womanhood”:
The Ideal Housewife According to Sumerian
Literary Texts

When studying the role of women in work and society in pre-modern civiliza-
tions like Mesopotamia, scholars generally have to resort to an implicit presup-
position, namely that, as a norm, their primary role in society was that of
wives, and their work was mostly domestic.1 Substantiating this – undoubtedly
not altogether arbitrary – assumption with concrete data, however, tends to be
rather difficult, since it is exactly the everyday domestic work that largely goes
unnoticed by the textual record. Considering that it was absolutely unneces-
sary to draft administrative documents concerning basic daily activities, which
were taken for granted, this hardly comes as a surprise. However, there is in
fact a small group of Sumerian literary texts which specifically deal with typi-
cally female tasks, and present domestic work as a defining characteristic of
the ideal woman.

1 Corpus
The corpus under investigation consists of a variety of Sumerian literary texts
from the Old Babylonian period pertaining to different genres, exhibiting dif-

1 One relatively explicit indigenous description of the role of women is quoted in the opening
statement of Harris (1989: 145), although it leaves the exact kind of work performed unmen-
tioned: “In ancient Mesopotamia the center of women’s activities was in the domestic sphere
just as the locus of men’s activities was community or society wide. Mesopotamian women’s
traditional roles are best summed up in a verse from the late Babylonian hymn to the goddess
of healing, Gula, who declares: ‘I am a daughter, I am a daughter-in-law, I am a spouse, I am
a housekeeper.’ And there is no reason to think that any would have wanted it otherwise.”
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ferent stylistic features and registers, and each displaying different thematic
priorities.2 However, they all share as their ultimate goal the ex negativo defini-
tion of the ideal woman or, more specifically, the ideal wife. Since none of
them are yet available in comprehensive editions, their content shall briefly be
outlined.3

1.1 Two Women B / Dialogue 5

The most informative text regarding the role of women in work and society is
indubitably the Emesal (ES) dialogue between two women known as Two Wom-
en B or Dialogue 5, henceforth 2WB. Presumably a product of the teachers of
the Old Babylonian Edubba’a, it has been preserved on more than 60 manu-
scripts and consists of 230 lines. In alternating speeches, often employing
grossly insulting jargon, the two women accuse each other of not being a
(good) woman by listing all shortcomings and crimes a woman could possibly
be responsible for. The chief allegation is, however, libel, which will not be

2 There are – to my knowledge – no comparable Akkadian compositions. A Field Full of Salt,
an Old Babylonian diatribe edited by George (2009: 60–66), shares many motives with Old
Babylonian texts discussed here (Ka hulu-a and MS 2865 in particular), but focuses on charac-
ter traits rather than work. Some aspects, however, are taken up in the omen literature, for
which see the contribution by Virginie Muller in this volume.
3 The model of femininity, as depicted in the literature commonly attributed to the Old Babylo-
nian Edubba’a, has already been discussed by Volk (2000: 16–20), who amply quotes from
2WB, and includes some aspects not mentioned here. The two dialogues between women (Two
Women A and B) now form the subject of the present author’s dissertation, including a compre-
hensive edition of the latter. Ka hulu-a has been edited by the author as part of her MA thesis,
which is currently being revised for publication, and an edition of MS 2865 is being prepared
for a separate publication. Needless to say, much of what is presented here is still work in
progress. Thus, the ultimate line count of Two Women B (= 2WB) is still provisional, and lines
are generally quoted from one (or, if necessary, more) representative, ideally published manu-
script(s). However, since the majority of manuscripts are unpublished, this is not always pos-
sible, and quoting the unpublished sources is unavoidable. In this case, CDLI numbers will be
provided for the reader’s convenience. Thanks to the generosity of the curators of the Universi-
ty of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and Anthropology, the Yale Babylonian Collection,
the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, the Cuneiform Library at Cornell University,
and the Library of Congress, all relevant tablets have been collated, and copies of the unpub-
lished tablets have been prepared by the author. They will be published as part of her disserta-
tion. The tablets pertaining to the Martin Schøyen Collection are quoted by kind permission of
the owner; they will be published in Matuszak and Volk (forthcoming). Tablets published in
BE 31 should always be consulted in combination with Kramer’s (1940) collations, and the
ones in TMH NF 3–4 together with the collations by Wilcke (1976). The great majority of the
manuscripts have been identified by M. Civil, to whom I am much indebted.
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dealt with here, but allows for the dialogue to end in what seems to be a model
court case.4

Some of the speeches culminate in the rhetorical question u3 ze4-e munus-
me-en “And you (think) you’re a woman?!” and variations thereof, implying that
the rival clearly fails at being a “proper woman,” and a “functioning member of
society.”5

1.2 Two Women A / Dialogue 4

There are about a dozen mostly unconnected tablets and fragments grouped
under the modern titles Two Women A or Dialogue 4, henceforth 2WA. Their
content is reminiscent of 2WB (three tablets even contain rhetorical questions
similar to the ones in 2WB just quoted above), but cannot be reconstructed into
a complete composition. The fragments therefore could have belonged to one
or more Emesal dialogue(s) between women. Apparently, only the middle part
of the composition(s), which contains the mutual accusations or insults, is pre-
served. Hence, it remains unclear whether there is an overarching theme decid-
ing the outcome of the dispute similar to the import of libel in 2WB.

1.3 Ka hulu-a

Named after its incipit, Ka hulu-a (“The Evil Mouth”) is an unusual and highly
complex moralizing composition, which possibly describes the misbehavior of
an unnamed and thus paradigmatic woman as an insult or even sin against
Inanna.6 Although her wickedness and wrongdoings are explored in various
areas of everyday life and often match the ones expounded in the Emesal dia-

4 One of the protagonists calls the other a kar-ke4, which in this context can justifiably be
translated as ‘whore.’ As a consequence, the maligned woman is left by her husband, and
appeals to a judge in order to clear her reputation, hoping to attain a just verdict against her
slandering rival. The court case is described in great detail and comprises roughly the last
third of the text.
5 Compare, for instance, RA 24: 36 rev. 10, which also offers an Akkadian translation: ˹ù˺ at-
ti sí-in-ni-ša-a-at. Two particularly telling variants comprise lu2 iriki tuš-u3 // ša a-li šu-šu-bi
“city dweller,” that is, a civilized member of society, as opposed to non-sedentary “barbarians”
(RA 24: 36 obv. 12), and indeed lu2-lu7

lu “human being” (Ni 2268 [BE 31: 28] rev. 10). The latter
finds a parallel in debates between Edubba’a affiliates, where similar rhetorical questions oc-
cur; see Volk (2000: 25).
6 For the role of the gods in matters of common decency as described by the moralizing litera-
ture originating from the Old Babylonian Edubba’a see Matuszak (forthcoming).
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logues, a certain focus seems to lie on the fact that she fails to satisfy in bed.
While sharing certain structural similarities with hymns, the text is written in
Emegir (EG), and thus apparently contains accusations uttered by a male
speaker, who, however, also remains anonymous.

1.4 MS 2865

This unpublished tablet also contains insults against a woman. The text partly
resembles Ka hulu-a in style, though it is much shorter and less complex. It is
also composed in Emegir, and ends with a doxology praising Nissaba (and
Inanna).7 Although the composition shares a number of topoi and phrases with
the texts introduced above, it does not seem to contribute much to the question
of what constitutes a good housewife. Similar to the diatribes against men edit-
ed by Sjöberg (1972), the insults – though exceedingly gross – seem more gen-
eral in nature and do not focus on the addressee’s incompetence in household
matters as does 2WB. Solely rev. 8 evokes a topos of interest to the present
discussion, which is also well known from 2WB: teš2 nu-tuku-e nin e2-a-gen7

mi-ni-in-AK “She has absolutely no shame, she’s acting there as if she were
the mistress of the house.” The mention of geme2 urdu “servants” two lines
later likewise suggests a disdainful stance toward (indentured) laborers more
elaborately voiced in the other texts (see below).

1.5 Proverbs

Lastly, whenever illustrative of a given point, entries from the so-called proverb
collections will occasionally be adduced. This is not only warranted by the
sententious nature of many of the assaults, but also by the fact that from the
earliest examples of these compilations (dating to the mid-third millennium

7 The last line, rev. 19, reads dnissaba ˹za3˺-mim dInanna a-ra2-zu ˹mah-am3˺ “Nissaba be
praise! Inanna, your ways are august.” Since the za3-mim doxology usually marks the end of
a composition, the praise of Inanna may be a later addition, although the fact that it seems to
be the uninterrupted continuation of the line beginning with dnissaba ˹za3˺-mim is suspi-
cious. The “august ways” of Inanna would also form a nice contrast to the wicked ways of the
woman addressed in the diatribe. Compare obv. 2: ka sun7-na a-ra2-na ga-bi2-ib-du11-du11

“Her arrogant mouth – I will make them (i.e., everyone?) speak of her ways,” which forms the
introduction to the verbal assaults which comprise most of the text.
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and onwards), they also contained insults, and were demonstrably used as
“rhetorical collections” for debates and diatribes.8

2 Work
Generally, all moralizing texts found in Sumerian literature emphasize the im-
portance of diligence; the most commonly employed image for laziness is that
of a person roaming about (usually expressed by the verbal base nigen2 / ni10-
ni10). However, it constitutes such a universal reproach in virtually every di-
dactic text, be it a diatribe, debate, or “Edubba’a text,” that it will not be dis-
cussed at length here.9 Interestingly enough, though, prowling around seems
to have been perceived as particularly typical of women, as is suggested by a
variety of sources: for instance, the Instructions of Šuruppak ll. 228–910 describe
nosily prowling around as a typically female activity: e2-e2-a i-in-ku4-ku4-
ku4 / e-sir2 e-sir2-ra gu2 mu-un-gi-gi-de3 “She’s constantly entering all hous-
es, she’s craning (her) neck in each and every street.”11 Unsurprisingly, it also
figures as an insult in 2WB. In l. 110 one woman blames the other: sila-a gub-
gub e-sir2-ra ni10-ni1012 “(You are) perpetually standing about in the city

8 See Civil – Biggs (1966: 5–7), Alster (1991/92: 3), and Klein (2003) for EDPC 1, and Alster
(1997: xxv–xxvi et passim) for the Old Babylonian collections. In my forthcoming edition of Ka
hulu-a I provide a detailed discussion of its literary dependency on EDPC 1 ll. 1–14.
9 Compare, for instance, Father and Son (Sjöberg 1973): [sila-a nu-mu]-un-ni10-ni10-e-de3-en
“You [shan’t] prowl around [in the streets!]” (l. 13), tilla2 nam-ba-e-gub-bu-de3-en / sila-a
nam-ba-ni10-ni10-de3-en / e-sir2-ra dib-be2-da-zu-ne igi nam-bar-bar-re-en “You shan’t
stand about on the market place, you shan’t prowl around in the streets. Don’t look (every-
where) while walking through the alleys!” (ll. 29–31), and the references collected by Volk
(2000: 21).
10 See Alster (2005: 98).
11 A proverb (SP 1.174 // SP 7.47) written in Emesal, thereby signaling it as a typical utterance
of a woman, which even made its way into the collections of the first millennium, apparently
attests to the same fact: al-di-di-de3-en nu-kuš2-u3-de3-en / i3-di-di-de3-en u3 nu-ku-ku-
me-en “I roam about, I never tire. / I roam about, I never sleep,” see Alster (1997: 35) with
reference to Lambert (1960: 237 iv 11–14). While the Akkadian translation from the first millen-
nium clearly records the utterance of a first person speaker (atallak / [ul] annaḫ / [adâ]l-ma /
[ul aṣa]llal), the original Sumerian is notoriously ambiguous. Therefore it is – at least in theo-
ry – equally possible to interpret the forms as 2nd singular, in which case the restless addressee
need not necessarily be female – it could just as well be a typical saying of a wife to her
philandering husband.
12 Quoted from BM 54241 (CT 58 58) rev. 5. RA 24 36 rev. 1 adds an Akkadian translation:
mutazzizat rebiātim sāḫirat sūqātim.
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squares, and constantly prowling around in the streets.” Furthermore, the ar-
rangement of entries in lexical lists implies a connection between roaming
about and prostitution, which is also reflected in a number of literary texts
such as Enlil and Sud (see Civil 1983), and probably explains why women in
particular are so frequently accused of this offense. In the OB lexical list Proto-
Lu ll. 713–719 (MSL 12: 59) the kar-ke4 “prostitute”-section leads to the entry
kar nigen2 “roaming about (at) the harbor” in l. 720, which in turn is the first
in a series of entries concerned with roaming about in different places, while
in the aforementioned myth, Enlil mistakes Sud for a prostitute simply because
she is standing in the streets.

As a matter of fact, admonitions to lead an industrious life expressly ad-
dressed to women can be traced back to roughly the mid-third millennium –
and not only to the relevant passages in the Instructions of Šuruppak. The Early
Dynastic Proverb Collection 1 (henceforth EDPC 1, s. Alster 1991/92), for in-
stance, contains the following saying (ll. 102–103): munus tibir2 nu-tuku /
munus addir nu-tuku “A woman without hands / (is) a woman without wa-
ges.” This underlines the necessity of labor and implies the imminent threat of
poverty if a woman is unwilling to put her hands to work.

The texts under study here are largely written in the same vein. Thus, for
instance, one of the protagonists in 2WB l. 68 criticizes her rival: kig2-e šu nu-
mu-un-da-sa2 / ku4-ku4 e3-de3 a-ab-l[a2]13 “(Her) hand is not suited for work:
the moment she’s begun she already stops, and lets things slide (literally: enter-
ing, exiting – it [the unfinished work] is suspended).”

However, the professional activities mentioned in the compositions per-
taining to the corpus outlined above fall into two groups: base work thought
insulting to a (free) woman, and domestic work, which, if not mastered to per-
fection, would, on the contrary, serve to put any self-respecting woman to
shame. In other words, the texts draw a clear distinction between honorable
(or esteemed) and dishonorable (or despised) work.

2.1 Base work as an insult

Particularly hard physical labor such as grinding grain was evidently regarded
as dishonorable work, since it serves as a recurring insult – the monotony of
the task being aptly expressed by reduplicated, and sometimes even quadrupli-

13 Quoted from MS 3228 (unpublished; P342701) rev. 15–16.
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cated verbal bases. It is, therefore, unsurprising that there is ample evidence
that preferably slave girls were consigned to work in mills.14

Thus, in 2WB l. 44 one of the protagonists sneers at the other: ˹u5-mu˺ sur-
sur / še ˹sa-sa˺-sa / ˹inda3˺ gu-˹la˺ du8 -du8 15 “(You are) perpetually pressing
oil, roasting barley, baking big breads,” while in l. 61 her opponent retorts: a
si a lu3-lu3 {{a}} zi3 ar3-ar3-ar3-ar3-ra16 “(You are) drawing water, disturbing
water, grinding flour non-stop.”17

A few lines later, the matter is taken up once more. In l. 86 the first speaker
mocks her rival: ˹e2˺ inda3 gal2-la muhaldim gal-bi-im // bi-it a-˹ka˺-[lu i]-ba-
aš-šu-ú na-ha-ti-ma-tum ra-bi-˹tum˺18 “Of the house where there is bread/food,
you are its chief cook.” Admittedly, it cannot be determined with certainty
whether inda3/akalu is to be understood as “bread” and the irony therefore
lies in the discrepancy between the simple food and the title suggesting fancy
cooking, or whether it signifies “food” and thus simply ridicules the woman as
a service provider (see below). Still, the snarky remark prompts the other wom-
an to return the insult and state gleefully in ll. 96 and 98 respectively: ir-˹da˺
e2-a-ni-im udun pa-˹pah˺-a-ni-[im]19 “The pig-sty20 is her house, the oven is

14 See Stol (2009–11: 566) § 5: Arbeit, and, for further references, the literature compiled by
Molina (2009–11: 563–564); particularly Gelb’s (1973) classic study on prisoners of war and
Englund’s (1991) extensive treatment of female millers in the Ur III period. There is, however,
also evidence for slave girls being employed as weavers, although textile work clearly was
perceived as ‘honorable’ work, see below.
15 Quoted from VAT 12579 (FAOS 2: 180) iii 1–3.
16 Quoted from MS 3228 (unpublished; P342701) rev. 6.
17 The signs in the first half of the line are ambiguous in their syntactical relation. According
to PSD A/I 163–64. s.v. a-si-ga, “clear water” (as opposed to “muddy water,” a lu3-a) is always
written a si-ga. Both terms are clearly ḫamṭu participles (B+a, which, in the case of si-g, ren-
ders the Auslaut visible). However, none of the manuscripts for this line write a si-ga, and
marû participles in parallelism to zi3 ar3-ar3-ar3-ar3-ra are expected (here the final /a/ instead
of the expected /e(d)/) is probably to be explained as influenced by the /a/ in the quadruplicat-
ed verbal base). As a matter of fact, two manuscripts (UET 6/2 158 obv. 6 and MS 3176/1 [unpub-
lished; P274469] vi 15) correctly write lu3-lu3 (as opposed to lu3-lu3-a in Ni 2268 [BE 31 28] rev.
11 and MS 3228 rev. 6). Therefore, it seems advisable to interpret both si (= sabûm) and lu3-lu3

as marû participles, with a “water” as the respective direct object. The first half of the line
thus seems to blame the addressee for disturbing, that is, muddying, the water she is supposed
to draw, and hence is at least semantically close to ‘muddying clear water,’ which would have
been the translation of *a si-ga lu3-lu3.
18 Quoted from RA 24: 36 obv. 3.
19 Quoted from Ni 445 (BE 31: 42) obv. 13.
20 Sumerian attestations for pig-sty (Akk. irritum) are rare. Although Erimhuš II 61 (MSL 17:
29) has ir-dam (the Sumerian entry in SIG7.ALAN VI i 16′ [MSL 16: 100] is not preserved), the
fact that the parallelism in 2WB l. 96 requires a building of some sort, combined with ample
attestations of female swineherds and several references to pigs in 2WA and 2WB as well as in
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her shrine,” and: na4kinkin dam-a-ni(-im) na4šu-šu2 du5-mu-ni(-im)21 “The
lower grindstone is her husband, the upper grindstone is her child.” Although
the (reading of) na4šu-šu2 deserves further comment, its identification as the
upper grindstone is beyond doubt – not least because of the evident parallel-
ism, which highlights the respective proportions of the big lower and the small-
er upper grindstone, matching those of husband and child.22 The family meta-
phor maliciously underlines the fact that this base and repetitive task
represents the woman’s one and only activity, and probably leaves no time for
a real family.23 It is therefore of little wonder that there existed a proverb writ-
ten in Emesal, which voices the agony of female grain grinders, and their wish
to acquit themselves of their duty: MS 2065 (published by Alster 2007: 30, see
also Civil 2006b: 122) reads:

i-lu-lu nu-zu u2-gu da-an-de2-e ša3-mu nu-ge17-ga-e-še
i-lu-lu nu-zu u2-gu da-an-de-e ša3-mu nu-ge-ga-e-še
e-ri-i qe2-mi u2-ul i-de-e u2-ḫa-al-la-˹aq˺-[(ma)] u2-ul i-ma-ar-ra-[aṣ] li-ib-[bi]

Ka hulu-a render the identification of ir-da with irritum “pig-sty” quite likely. The etymology
seems to be unclear, though, as AHw 244 s.v. erru(m) II lists erretu as a Sumerian loanword,
although the opposite seems more likely.
21 Quoted from CBS 6999 (unpublished; P230180) obv. 3; the copula (-im) is supplied by Ni
445 (BE 31: 42) obv. 15 and AO 4603 (TCL 15: 6) rev. 2–3.
22 On the na4šu-šu2 see Civil (2006b: 132 f.), who identifies it with the muller (upper grind-
stone, normally na4šu), and tentatively connects it with the much better attested na4(šu-)u,
since the line from 2WB just quoted, as well as a few other sources enlisted by Civil, “point to
a pronunciation /šuš/.” In fact, both u and šu2 have a reading /šuš/. Besides, according to
Schuster-Brandis (2008: 448), the na4šu-u (= šû)-stone was probably of diorite or basalt, and
was used as a millstone, although the Akkadian word might argue against a final /š/. As it
stands, both the na4šu-min3 and the na4šu-u are reasonably well attested, and were undoubt-
edly used as pounding stones, but all manuscripts of 2WB known to me (CBS 10211 + N 3545
[unpublished; P265454] iii 4 and CBS 6999 [unpublished; P230180] obv. 3; Langdon’s copy of
Ni 445 in BE 31: 42 obv. 15 also has šu2, while Kramer 1940: 250 reads u; the tablet needs to
be collated again – if Kramer is right it would of course confirm Civil’s suggested identification)
clearly write na4šu-šu2, for which I know of no other OB attestations. Therefore one might
tentatively propose that na4šu-šu2 was a literary term (or writing/pun?) for na4šu-u, perhaps
based on the verb šu2 = katāmum ‘to cover,’ which would again point to an identification as
the upper millstone. In any case, considering the monotony of grinding flour, a reduplicated
form analogous to kinkin is not altogether unlikely (cf. kinkin-šu-šu = har mar-ga-bi2-su3

an.še3 “millstone (and) its muller above it,” listed in ED HAR-ra 91, s. Civil 2008: 77).
23 For a slightly different family metaphor involving the millstone (na4kinkin) as the brother
of the sharpening stone (na4gul-gul) see the Song of the Millstone ll. 14′–18′ (Civil 2006b: 125;
127). Interestingly, Bauer (1989/90 [1991]: 85 ad 77 I 3K), draws attention to the fact that the
Aztec language knew the millstone as metlatl and the muller as metlapilli “child of the mill-
stone.”
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Sumerian: “As they say: I don’t know the work song (sung while grinding flour). I want
to get rid of it (the millstone), (for then) I will not grieve (any longer).”
Akkadian: “I don’t know the flour millstone. If I get rid of it, I will not grieve (any
longer).”24

Incidentally, the motif of grain grinders lamenting their dire fate is already
found in Enki and Ninmaḫ a 11, where, before the creation of mankind, the
younger gods were forced to do the job:25 dingir im-˹ar3-ar3˺-re-[n]e ˹zi˺-bi
enim [a]m3-˹ma-gar˺-re-ne “The gods were incessantly grinding (grain), they
were complaining about their lives.”

Returning to the dialogues, Dialogue 2 is a witness to the fact that both
flour grinding and “commercial” baking or cooking were considered an insult
to the whole family. Thus, in l. 170, one of the protagonists taunts the other:
ama-zu inda3 du8-du8 muhaldim iriki-ka26 “Your mother is one who inces-
santly bakes bread, she’s the cook of the whole city!” and adds in l. 173: nin9-
zu-ne lu2 še sa-sa-me-eš27 “Your sisters are barley roasters!”

Perhaps it is due to the overt contempt vis-à-vis grain grinders that zi3-
milla (Akkadian kukkušum) “low-quality flour” is twice used as an insult.28

24 For the substitution of the work song (Sum.) by the flour millstone (Akk.) see Civil (2006b:
122). Contrary to his analysis and translation, I understand uḫallaq as a 1st sg. form correspond-
ing to the voluntative/cohortative in the Sumerian line (da- as Emesal form of ga-, not ha-) –
mainly because the factitive D stem of ḫalāqu means “to make disappear, cause a loss” (see
CAD Ḫ: 36 s.v.), and because intentional discarding of the muller (even if it were just wishful
thinking) fits the context better. It also allows for a smoother translation, since the direct object
(i-lu-lu//erî qēmi), and the 1st sg. subject respectively, remain the same.
25 The line count follows the forthcoming edition by Manuel Ceccarelli, who generously
shared his manuscript with me.
26 Quoted from HS 1606 (TMH NF 3: 42) iii 14′. The manuscript actually contains the non-
orthographic spelling du12-du12 for du8-du8, which is preserved in Ni 4140 (ISET 2: 107) rev.!
3′, N 3246 (unpublished; P278294) obv. 5′, and UET 6/2 153 rev. 10. For semantic reasons, I take
the final -ka as an abbreviated form of the genitive + copula 3rd sg. rather than a double
genitive (*“she of the cook of the city”), although the fact that no duplicate contains the full
form (-am3) is suspicious (compare, however, the copula 3rd sg. gub-ba-am3 in l. 171 and the
copula 3rd pl. sa-sa-me-eš in l. 173). A comprehensive study might show whether the loss of
the final /m/ could be caused by the preceding genitive. A good case in point is Enlil A l. 16 (7
× garaš2-a-ka vs. 1 × garaš2-a-kam), courtesy P. Attinger. Also see Delnero (2012: 171 with fn.
72), who compiled lines from compositions belonging to the Decad, in which all, or all but one
or two of the preserved manuscripts, contain an abbreviated form of the copula.
27 Quoted from HS 1606 (TMH NF 3: 42) iii 17′.
28 Quoted from UET 6 157 + 640 rev. 4 (2WB l. 145) and CBS 7167 (unpublished; P262200) obv.
3 (“2WA”). The lines are indeed exactly the same in both compositions. Also compare SP 12
Sec. D 5: lu2 nig2 tuku u2-[…]-˹bi he-gu7˺-e / uku2 zi3-milla he-g[u7-e] “The rich man shall
eat …, the poor man shall eat zi3-milla-flour.”
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Interestingly, it is each time combined with gegge-ga me-luh-ha(ki) dim3. At
first sight, and from a modern perspective, this seems to constitute a downright
racist slur, which might be best rendered into English as “black one from Me-
luhha, weakling29!” Note, however, that in Enki and the World Order l. 221 (see
Benito 1969: 97), Enki addresses Meluhha as the kur gegge “black country” in
his favorable determination of fate, and that in Curse of Agade l. 48 (see Cooper
1983: 52) Meluhhans are called the lu2 kur gegge-ga “people of the black coun-
try,” who are bringing luxury goods to Inanna. Therefore, the designation as
‘black’ – at least in these two compositions – cannot have been discriminatory.

Since by the Old Babylonian period Meluhha had become a largely mythic
country synonymous with luxury, it is rather unlikely that it was associated
with low-quality flour.30 Direct commercial relations had ceased, and Meluh-
han prisoners of war serving as grain grinders in Babylonia are just as unlikely
as zi3-milla being an article of long-distance trade. Perhaps “Meluhha(n)” had
simply become metonymic with “foreigner,” and “foreigners” were usually per-
ceived by the Babylonians as “uncultured barbarians,” who, in this case, as it
seems, were thought incapable of producing anything but poor-quality flour.
Incidentally, this would be in line with the snobbish slur concerning the baking
of “big breads” quoted above, since these were also made using plain flour.31
More likely, however, the joke lies in a manifold contrast of opposites: Meluh-
han luxury vs. low-quality flour, black vs. white. Therefore, the line seems to
condemn the fact that the poor produce of the addressee fails to match with
her showy outward appearance: Schein prevails over Sein.32

Interestingly, also EDPC 1 ll. 43–48 suggest that grinding grain was normal-
ly performed by women, while only the unmarried – scorned – man was forced
to see to it himself: dam nu-il2 / dumu nu-il2 / hulu he2-da-tab-ba / zi3 im-
ar333 / numun2 nu-tuku / (only A:) ug3-da nu-šid “He who does not support
a wife, he who does not support a child – it is doubly bad for him: he grinds

29 The meaning of dim3 here seems to be somewhere in the range of the meanings 2–4 estab-
lished by Civil (1984: 294 ad 123): 2. “weak, fragile, delicate” (dunnamu, šerru, ulālu); 3.
“corpse,” and, possibly, 4. “figurine.”
30 See Heimpel (1993–97: 53–55).
31 Milano (1993–97: 29 § 6a).
32 The similar reproach quoted by Volk (2000: 18–19), however, does not pertain to a dialogue
between women, since NBC 7805 does not contain ES forms.
33 Judging from photographs, there are more variants than Alster’s (1991/92: 12) score translit-
eration suggests: manuscript A (Abs-T 218, OIP 99, 255) iii 12a writes ŠE3 IM HAR, manuscript
B1 (VAT 12655 [SF 26; P010604]) ŠE3 IM ŠE3 HAR, and manuscript C1 (VAT 12764 [SF 27;
P010606]) ˹ŠE3 IM HAR A˺. The second ŠE3 in B1 could either be read zi3 (zi3-zi3 im-ar3) or
še3- and taken as a verbal prefix (zi2 še3-im-ar3).
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flour, he doesn’t even have grass (to eat?).34 (A adds:) He is not reckoned
among the people.” According to this, flour grinding in itself – or rather, flour
grinding which served just the immediate family – was not considered shame-
ful, but one of the daily tasks of the ordinary wife quite simply taken for grant-
ed (unless she had servants to do the job for her). It only became a matter of
scorn if a woman in a subordinate position did nothing but grinding grain all
day long – perhaps in a workshop like the one found in L.3135 in the Western
Palace Q of Ebla35 – and supplied a set of clients.

There seems to be a similar background to the several lines in 2WB which
attest to the fact that being the “cook of the city” was considered shameful.
Remarkably, there are also a number of indications that it was deemed equally
despicable to purchase readymade food. Thus, in 2WB l. 49 one woman accus-
es the other of kaš sa10-sa10 ag2-šeg6-ga2 gu7-gu736 “buying beer, eating
readymade food (literally: cooked things)” and, for further emphasis, repeats
her reproach at the end of her speech (l. 54): kaš sa10-sa10 ag2-˹šeg6-ga2

tum3˺-de337 “She’s always buying beer, bringing readymade food.” Presum-
ably, only laborers who did not have the time or energy to cook for their own
families would use the services of cook-shops – or is it another accusation of
laziness? In any case, buying readymade food seems to be synonymous with
bad care for the family (see below), since it does not occur as an insult in
dialogues between men. Hence, being the ‘cook of the whole city’ was bad, but
not cooking for one’s own family was not any better.

Reviewing the references to “base” work collected above, one has to ac-
knowledge that many of these expressions probably would not have been im-
mediately recognized as insults, had they appeared out of context. In other

34 Alster (1991/92: 20) translated “he has no rushes (scl. to sleep on?),” suggesting that the
rushes here denote an inadequate form of bedding. Considering that EDPC 1 ll. 56–57 (quoted
from B1 iii 18–19) read numun2 lul-a / ša3-gar nu si, in the translation of Alster, “rushes are
deceptive, (they) do not satisfy hunger,” and that the context is that of a man being forced to
look after his own alimentation, it seems more likely that they denote an inferior, insubstantial
kind of food. Indeed, Dumuzi-Inanna W (s. Sefati 1998: 261/263) l. 32, however metaphoric it
may be, suggests that numun2-grass was fed to sheep: u2-gu10

u2numun-gu10 udu-gu10 ha-
ma-gu7-e “May my sheep eat my herbs, my alfalfa? grass.” Also the fact that u2, literally
“plant,” “grass,” also has the wider meaning “food” (cf. CAD A/1: 239 s.v. akalu lex. sect.)
speaks in favor of this interpretation.
35 Matthiae (19892) fig. 88. See the contribution by Jerrold Cooper, in this volume, p. 210.
36 Quoted from Ni 2268 (BE 31: 28) obv. 19. In CUNES 52–08–069 (unpublished): obv. i′ 9, part
of the Akkadian translation is preserved: [ākilat?] bu-ša-li. I am greatly indebted to A. Kleiner-
man for providing me with excellent photographs.
37 Quoted from Ni 2268 (BE 31: 28) rev. 4; tum3-de3 is clearly visible in CBS 13917 (SEM 114)
rev. 7, Ni 4599 (ISET 2: 89) obv. 10′, and MS 3228 (unpublished; P342701) obv. 15′.
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words, identifying certain phrases as insults because we know the debates are
insulting and sarcastic in nature, runs the danger of being a circular argument.
However, some of the lines quoted above are directly associated with poverty
or low social status, and it was made clear that paupers were considered as
lu2 nu-kal-la “scorned people.”38

Thus, l. 44 (˹u5-mu˺ sur-sur / še ˹sa-sa˺-sa / ˹inda3˺ gu-˹la˺ du8 -du8

“(You are) perpetually pressing oil, grinding barley, baking big breads”) is di-
rectly followed by lu2 kig2-DU AK du5-mu du-ul-lum-ma mu uku2-e-ne39
“Laborer, child of misery,40 offspring of paupers.” Similarly, the speech in ll.
96–102 contains both references to what has been identified as “base work” (l.
98), and to low origin (l. 99–101): dam e-re-da ag2-ur2?(//NE)-ra41 gu7-gu7 /

38 Compare 2WB l. 30: du5-mu lu2 nu-kal-la “child of scorned people,” quoted from CBS
14174 + UM 29-13-11-12 (unpublished; P269151) ii 4.
39 Quoted from LoC 36 (unpublished; P272558) rev. 15. The nine manuscripts, in which l. 45
is attested, contain numerous variants, among which the most important ones are: mu-lu for
lu2 and dumu-mumus for du5-mu in Ni 2268 (BE 31: 28) obv. 15. LoC 36 is exceptional in its
plene-writing of du-lum-ma; Ni 2268 (BE 31: 28) obv. 15, CBS 13917 (SEM 114) obv. 3′, MS 3176/
1 (unpublished; P274469) vi 3, and MS 3228 (unpublished; P342701) obv. 5′ write (as expected,
considering the r-Auslaut) uku2-re(-e)-ne.
40 The original meaning of du-lum is “toil,” see the discussion by Alster (1997: 361 ad SP
2.14) and Römer (2004: 115 sub 105) for further references.
41 The reading and interpretation of this term poses some problems. While CBS 10211 + N
3545 (unpublished; P265454) iii 5 and CBS 6999 (unpublished; P230180) obv. 4 seem to write
UR2(×X?)?, BM 54241 (CT 58 58) lower edge 3 clearly has NE. Ni 445 (BE 31: 42) is unclear and,
despite Kramer’s (1940: 250) collations, needs to be checked once again. Except for Dialogue
1, where the Emegir form nig2-ur2-ra occurs in exactly the same phrase, again without ortho-
graphic variants (compare, for instance, Ni 4207 [ISET 2: 86] iv 15′ as one representative manu-
script), the term does not seem to be attested elsewhere (only the notorious nig2-ur2-limmu2

“quadruped”, which seems unlikely to appear in this context). nig2-NE could of course be
read nig2-šeg6 (Akk. emmum “hot”), which is in fact attested in three different recensions of
Nigga (Nigga 37, Nigga Bil. A i 2′, and Nigga Bil. B 33, see MSL 13: 97, 113, and 115 respectively).
Since eating hot or cooked, that is, readymade food, has negative connotations throughout
this composition, this interpretation, based on BM 54241 (CT 58 58), seems to fit the context.
However, the idea of the term denoting hot food is hardly supported by the other two manu-
scripts. Although UR2 and NE look rather similar, the texts normally distinguish them very
clearly, and the signs are legible enough. Volk (2000: 16–17 with fn. 73) translates the phrase
as “Spelzen essend,” apparently based on ur2 = išdum “roots,” although ur2 could of course
also mean “loin” or “lap.” So either the term denotes some poor-quality food (cf. the slur
involving low-quality flour above), or the whole phrase conveys an idea similar to SP 2.77
(anše ki-nu2 ni2-ba gu7-gu7 “Donkey eating its own bed,” quoted both in Father and Son l.
162 and in Dialogue 2 l. 127 [cf. HS 1606, TMH NF 3: 42, ii 43′]), in which case the woman
would be accused of foolishly consuming something precious which would be needed in a
different situation.
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ga gu7-a ˹gi4˺-in-e-ne u3-du2-da e-re-de3-ne / e2 gi4-in-e du3-a e-re-da šu
AK42 “Spouse of a slave, eating …! / Breastfed by slave girls, born among
slaves. / House ‘built’ by slave girls, (and) put up43 by slaves.”

While alleging a family background of servants seems straightforward
enough, the expression e2 du3-a “built house” refers to the stability of a house,
possibly both in its literal as well as in its wider sense, including the conduct
of its inhabitants, and the managing of the household, as a passage in Dialogue
2 suggests: In l. 178 the expression is used in praise of a mother: ama-gu10

bur-šu-ma lu2 e2 du3-a-kam44 “My mother, a wise woman, is a person of a
‘built’ (i.e. solid) house,” which implies that a house built by wise (and
wealthy) people is a good thing, but quite the opposite if achieved by a poor
slave girl. The same speaker continues boastfully in l. 179: geme2-ta 10-am3

igi-ni-še3 al-su8-ge-eš45 “Ten of the slave girls are standing before her (that
is, working for her),” and adds in l. 182: nin9-gu10-ne ame2 ge-na gešig-gen7

ab-gub-gub-bu-ne46 “My sisters are standing in the solid women’s quarters
like a door.” In this section of the debate, good family members are contrasted
with bad ones: ll. 170–173 contain insults against the mother, father, brothers,
and sisters of the opponent, while in ll. 178–182 the speaker exhorts the quali-
ties of his own family members.

In fact, dismissive remarks concerning a poor family background are ubiq-
uitous in the Sumerian literary debates and diatribes. Thus, in 2WB ll. 13–14,47
the opening section of the debate, one woman assaults the other as gi4-in
dag-ge4-a “slave girl of the (whole) city quarter” and du5-mu mu-lu-ke4-ne
“everybody’s child”, and jeers: ša3-gal-bi-eš2(//-eš) u3 nu-ku “(she) cannot
sleep for (worry about) sustenance” – in l. 123, toward the end of the dispute,
it even says: ša3-gar-ta uš248 “(she’s) dying from starvation.” A line from

42 Quoted from CBS 6999 (unpublished; P230180) obv. 4–6.
43 See Attinger (2005: 250–251) for the various meanings of šu AK (no. 5.455).
44 Quoted from HS 1606 (TMH NF 3: 42) iii 21, see the collations by Wilcke (1976: 38).
45 Reconstructed from HS 1606 (TMH NF 3: 42) iii 22 and STVC 133 obv. ii 2′; geme2 instead
of nugun according to Wilcke’s (1976: 38) collations.
46 Reconstructed from HS 1606 (TMH NF 3: 42) iii 25 and STVC 133 obv. ii 5′.
47 Quoted from LoC 36 (unpublished; P272558) obv. 5′–6′. In l. 13, VAT 12579 (FAOS 2: 180) i
24, MS 3425 (unpublished; P252366) obv. 13, and UET 6/3 636 “obv.” 6′ have the EG form lu2,
while N 3066 (+) N 3141 + N 4656 (cf. UF 42: 557) obv. 7′ and N 5478 (unpublished; P279697)
obv. 1′ have the ES form mu-lu. The variant -eš in l. 14 is supplied by VAT 12579 (FAOS 2: 180)
i 26.
48 Quoted from CBS 6999 (unpublished; P230180) rev. 9. The complete line reads ehi-ta zi2-
[(…)] ša3-gar-ta uš2 “tearing (her hair) out because of lice, dying from starvation,” which,
except for the addition of lu2-im “liar,” finds a verbatim parallel in Dialogue 1 (see, among
other duplicates, Ni 9865 [ISET 2: 92] obv. 1 and Ni 2771 [SLTNi 116] obv. 11). For ehi zi2 compare
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“2WA” shows that even having friendly relations with servants was considered
shameful enough, since ma-la(-ga) gi4-in-e-ne49 “friend of slave girls” clearly
was meant as an insult. Lastly, in Ka hulu-a l. 8 the addressed woman is slan-
dered as a dumu-munus lu2 nig2 nu-tuku50 “daughter of a pauper (literally:
a man who does not own a thing).”

Thus, reviewing the references presented so far, the texts propagate the
general necessity of diligence, but at the same time show no appreciation for
hard physical labor, since it was equated with low social status. Accordingly,
(indentured) laborers are haughtily treated with contempt, regardless of which
circumstances might have forced the poor into their current situation in the
first place. However, the texts also seem – at least in part – to reflect a certain
reality, since they confirm the connection between base work and low social
status, which can be deduced, for instance, from records documenting the em-
ployment of slave girls in mills. In this respect, it might be noted in passing
that overt contempt for (female) grain grinders is not limited to the texts dis-
cussed here. Compare Lugale ll. 457–462, where Ninurta decrees the fate of the
Sharpening Stone (na4gul-gul) and the Millstone (sag-gar):51

sag nu-kal-la si-ig ha-b[a]-ra-an-zi2-ig3

ša3-gar kalam-ma-še3 gar-ba-ni-ib šu iriki-za he2-eb-si
sag he2-šal ur-sag geme2-e-ne he2-me-en
ul4-ab sar-ra-ab hu-mu-ra-ab-be2 mu-bi he2-e[b2]-še21

i3-ne-eš2 nam-tar-ra dnin-urta-ka
u4-da ug3-e kig2 ge17 di-še3 ur5 he2-na-nam-me

A weak lowly worker will verily be assigned to you.
Be ready for the hunger of the country! They will place (you) into the hands of your city.
You shall be slighted, you shall be the hero of the slave girls!
“Hurry! Run!” they will say to you, thus they will call you.
And now the fate decreed by Ninurta:
“(As of) today, with regard to the people performing painful work, it shall be thus!”

OB Lu A 395 (MSL 12: 169): lu2 ehi zi2-zi2 = bu-qu2-mu “deloused man” (cf. CAD B: 97 ff. s.v.
baqāmu “to pluck”) and Izi J ii 12 (MSL 13: 213): ehi zi2-zi2 = up-pu-lu “deloused” (cf. CAD U
and W: 187 s.v. uppulu B “to delouse”). The reading ehi is suggested by the variant e-eh? // e-
hi in Cavigneaux – al-Rawi (2002: 26 l. 21). According to P. Attinger (personal communication),
the vocalic Auslaut is further evidenced by the fact that the ergative (-e) is never realized
graphically. Also compare Peterson (2007: 257 ff., and 260 f. in particular).
49 Line reconstructed from CBS 15008 + N 3635 + CBS 15129 obv. 10′ (unpublished; P269587)
obv. 19′, HS 1519 (TMH NF 4 38) obv. 1, and Ni 2377 (BE 31 36) obv. 13.
50 Quoted from WB 169 (OECT 1: 13) i 8.
51 The Sumerian is quoted using Civil’s (2006: 133) eclectic text; for a score transliteration
and a complete edition see van Dijk (1983).
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The speech abounds in sarcasm. While lu2 nu-kal-la, “lowly, scorned person”
is a ubiquitous slur in the Sumerian dialogues and diatribes, a weak worker
(sag) is naturally absolutely unfit for the laborious task of flour grinding. Con-
sidering that Ninurta decrees an evil fate, it cannot even be excluded that the
passage suggests that it was deemed particularly insulting for a stone to be
placed in the hands of women. While the suspicious Emesal form zi2-ig3 in-
stead of šum2 in l. 457, attested in all preserved manuscripts, already hints at
the fact the weak lowly workers are likely to be female, l. 459 leaves no doubt
about that: in ur-sag geme2-e-ne “hero of the slave girls” the sarcasm could
not be plainer. In this context, it is not altogether unlikely – though impossible
to prove – that the use of Emesal in Ninurta’s speech was a means of mockery
in itself.

2.2 Domestic work regarded as defining of womanhood

While frowning upon base, repetitive, and physically exhausting work, for
which no further qualifications were needed, the texts under study at the same
time highlight the importance of tasks which did require certain skills, or in-
volved more responsibility. Every self-respecting woman who at one point
would be the female head of a family household was supposed to master them
to perfection – to the extent that these tasks were regarded as the essence of
womanhood. According to the texts, they comprised the management of the
household, care for husband and children, textile work, as well as the sexual
satisfaction of the husband and childbirth.

2.2.1 Management of the houseshold

Considering the frequency of taunts targeted at an imprudent or even harmful
management of the household, one can surmise that administering the family
estate and fortune constituted one of the main tasks of the matron. Thus, one
of the protagonists of 2WB repeatedly accuses her rival of failing at properly
managing the household, and the women’s quarters in particular. In l. 41 she
rants: ame2 nu-mu-un-ge-en e2 a-ra2

!-še3
! nu-mu-mar (//gar)52 “She didn’t

establish the women’s quarters. As regards the management of the house, she
doesn’t set it to rights (literally: the house, as regards (its) ways, she did not
set them)” – the importance of firmly establishing the women’s quarters had

52 Quoted from Ni 2268 (BE 31: 28) obv. 11; 3 × gar vs. 2 × mar.
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already been highlighted in Dialogue 2 ll. 178 and 182 quoted above. In a subse-
quent speech (l. 50), she mockingly asks: i-bi2-za nu-um-ga2-ga2-an al!-˹gal2˺
nu-˹ub-be2˺<-en>53 “Don’t you pretend that everything is fine, although in fact
you’re incurring losses (literally: Don’t you incur losses (and) say ‘it is there’)?”
Finally, she returns to the topic toward the end of the dispute in l. 134: e2-a-
na hulu ˹ame2-še3˺ la-ba-ab-du754 “In her house she is evil, she is not suited
to (look after) the women’s quarters.”

It emerges from this that it was the responsibility of a wife to manage the
household in such a way as to avoid financial loss, and, if possible, even to
augment the family’s wealth. The protagonists of 2WB, however, frequently
accuse each other of theft – also within their own household: Thus, in l. 23
one woman calls her rival mu-zuh e2-a-na55 “robber of her own house,” and
three lines later accuses her of e2-DUB-ba du8-du856 “opening the storehouse.”
In l. 27, she seems to round off her argument in a more metaphorical way – if
I am correct in understanding geškun4

gešbala-gen7 e2-a ga-ga-ga57 “(she’s)
bringing the ladder like a spindle into the house” as an allegation of trying to
get access to things stored out of her reach instead of doing what she is sup-
posed to do: spinning. The accused, however, seems unimpressed, and returns
the reproach (l. 34): šaha zuh-a gu7-gu7 ze2-eh tur zuh-a šu-ni-še3 ˹la2-a˺58
“(She’s) eating stolen pigs, (she’s) holding a stolen piglet in her hand (literally:
a stolen piglet is bound to her hand),” and adds in l. 36: ge6-gen7 di-di imšu-
rin-na-ta utul2 titab2 ir-ir59 “(She’s) creeping about like the night, taking away

53 Quoted from MS 3228 (unpublished; P342701) obv. 10′. The (grammatically obligatory) -en
at the end of the line is supplied by VAT 12579 (FAOS 2: 180) iii 13, Ni 4599 (ISET 2: 89) obv. 5′,
and N 1736 (unpublished; P276857) i 4′.
54 Line reconstructed from UET 6 157 + 640 obv. 11′ and CBS 14174 + UM 29-13-001 (unpub-
lished; P269151) iv 3′.
55 Quoted from UM 55-21-434 + UM 55-21-283 (unpublished; P257217) obv. 1. The term mu-
zuh(KA) is not entirely clear, but will be discussed extensively in the forthcoming edition of
2WB. Suffice it to say that within this context mu-zuh as Emesal word for lu2-zuh or ni2-zuh
“thief” is likely, but cannot be proved with absolute certainty, since there is no pertinent entry
in the Emesal Vocabulary.
56 Quoted from Ni 4509 (ISET 2: 22) obv. 3′. Also compare CBS 15008 + N 3635 + CBS 15129
(unpublished; P269587) obv. 10′//Ni 2324 (SLTNi 130) ii 7′//Ni 2377 (BE 31 36) obv. 4 (“2WA”):
e2 ma-al taka4

a “forcing open the house.” Since the previous line mentions a debt (ku3 ur5-
ra), this might constitute a further reference to theft. A little later, the accusation seems to be
more explicitly phrased in CBS 15008 + N 3635 + CBS 15129 rev. 2′//HS 1519 (TMH NF 4 38) obv.
15: tur3 bur3-bur3 ˹amaš-e?˺ [(x)] zi2-˹ih?˺ zuh?-zuh?˺ “Constantly burgling the animal stall.”
57 Quoted from UM 55-21-434 + UM 55-21-283 (unpublished; P257217) obv. 4.
58 Quoted from Ni 2268 (BE 31: 28) obv. 5.
59 Quoted from Ni 2268 (BE 31: 28) obv. 7.
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the bowl with the grains cake from the oven.”60 While a stealing wife, likely
to ruin the whole family, certainly marks a peak in the spiteful rhetoric, it goes
without saying – so the texts imply – that such a woman would probably also
fail at the other tasks performed by a woman who actually deserves the title.61

2.2.2 Care for the family

Already in the ED version of the Instructions of Šuruppak AbSt 123′–124′ we
find the saying dam tuku še3-du7 / dam nu-tuku šer2-dib2 du, which in the
“Standard Version” ll. 185–186 is expanded to lu2 dam tuku a2 šu im-du7-du7 /
dam nu-un-tuku še-er-tab-ba mu-un-nu2, on which relies Alster’s (2005: 88)
translation “A married man is well equipped; (but) an unmarried man sleeps
in a haystack.”62 Although the change from du to nu2 remains difficult to ex-
plain, the couplet evidently contains a comparison between the married and
the unmarried man, equating the existence of a wife with care and comfort.

Care for the family, broadly speaking, encompassed three different things:
first, it seems to have been the responsibility of a matron to feed her family. A
distant reflection of this – abounding with sarcasm – can be found in 2WB l.
53: še deš sila3-am3 ˹ab-pa3-de3˺-en-˹na-zu˺63 “It’s one liter of barley that
you’ve found.” To my mind, the allegation that the addressee depends on the
off-chance of finding food somewhere in the street might suggest that she is
too lazy to work and therefore does not receive her wage, viz. her allotment of

60 For titab2 see Sallaberger (2012: 318–320). The utul2-bowl is also mentioned in Dialogue 1,
where, however, the allegation seems to be clumsiness rather than theft: dugutul2 ar-za-na
imšu-rin-na-ta e11-da-zu-ne / ba-e-de3-gaz tu7 / utul2 al-bil2-la-ta “When you lift the arzana-
bowl out of the oven, it breaks because of you (literally: with you), since the soup/bowl is
boiling hot,” quoted from HS 1536 (TMH NF 3: 43) obv. ii 10′–11′ and CBS 13387 (SEM 65) rev.
8–9. The unusual syntax with the predicate of the main clause at the beginning of the line
probably highlights that everyone else knows that a bowl, which had been sitting in the oven,
tends to be hot.
61 Incidentally, a wife stealing from her husband is recorded in the famous model court case
first edited by van Dijk (1963: 70–77), reference courtesy of an anonymous referee. There, theft
and adultery are named as the two chief allegations, which result in divorce and public humili-
ation.
62 Although šu du7 would have been expected on the basis of the OB parallel, the sign in
Abs-T 323+393 (for a copy of the joined tablets see Civil 1984: 282–3, and for photographs see
Alster 2005, pls. 26–27) is clearly ŠE3, and therefore (if not a mistake for ŠU) seems to be a
verbal prefix. The Instructions of Šuruppak provide ample attestations for ED še3- vis-à-vis OB
ši- or ša-.
63 Quoted from CBS 13917 (SEM 114) rev. 6.
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barley, which results in her being unable to feed her family. Indeed, as Wilcke
(1998: 27) has demonstrated, even old women received 20 liters of barley a
month (0.66 liters per day), so one liter would scarcely have sufficed to feed a
family.64 However, instead of laziness, the taunt could also quite simply insinu-
ate poverty. SP 1.5 might point in that direction, as it illustrates quite drastically
the fate of the pauper, who will never find all he needs, and therefore arrives
at the cruel conclusion that he had better be dead: uku2 ha-ba-ug7 nam-ba-
da-til3-i / inda3 i3-pa3 mun nu-pa3 mun i3-pa3 inda3 i3-pa3 / gazi i3-pa3 uzu
nu-pa3 uzu i3-pa3 gazi nu-pa3 / i3 i3-pa3 šagan nu-pa3 šagan i3-pa3 i3 nu-
pa3 “The pauper should die, he should not live. Whenever he finds bread, he
finds no salt. Whenever he finds salt, he finds no bread. Whenever he finds
condiments, he finds no meat. Whenever he finds meat, he finds no condi-
ments. Whenever he finds oil, he finds no jar. Whenever he finds a jar, he finds
no oil.”

Secondly, care for the family surely must have included the raising of chil-
dren, although for some reason this does not play a prominent role in the texts
discussed here. Ka hulu-a l. 19 seems to be an exception here, but the break at
the end of the line prevents a thorough understanding: šahaze2-eh tur nu-mu-
un-zu-a ša3-du10-bi ga-ta tar nu-mu-un-x-[x]65 “The ignorant little sow does
not […] its weaned piglets.” Possibly, the irony lies in the fact that the sow itself
is too inexperienced to provide proper care for its piglets. The line might also
condemn avarice, which in these texts is sometimes hard to distinguish from
simple carelessness. Incidentally, the same holds true for the following quote
from 2WB ll. 51–52: dam-zu tu9 nu-um-mu4 ze4-e tu9nig2-dara2-e ˹mu4˺ / gu-
du-zu am3-ta-la266 “Your husband has no clothes to wear (literally: does not
wear clothes); you yourself are wearing rags. / Your butt sticks out from them!”
Is the woman, who – thirdly – is evidently responsible for her family’s cloth-
ing, thoughtless, lazy, cold-hearted, and stingy, or simply too poor to afford
new clothes?

64 I am grateful to both anonymous referees for their comments on this point, as well as for
the reference to Wilcke (1998).
65 Line reconstructed from WB 169 (OECT 1: 13) i 19, MS 2354 (unpublished; P251573) obv. 19,
and MS 2714 (unpublished; P251727) obv. 1–2.
66 Lines reconstructed from MS 3228 (unpublished; P342701) obv. 11′–12′ and CBS 13917 (SEM
114) rev. 5. Ni 4599 (ISET 2: 89) obv. 8′ writes tu9ag2-dara2 mu4-mu4.
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2.2.3 Textile work

In fact, there are far more indications among the texts under study that the
fabrication of textiles was considered a very important task of a wife. Already
in EDPC 1 l. 205 (see Alster 1991/92: 19) we find the exclamation: e2-gu10 tu9

(-gu10) ga-tuku5 “Let me weave (my) garments for my house!”67
According to SLHF vii (34–36), the “assigned work quota of ‘womanhood’

(nam-munus)” was 20 shekels of wool.68 Considering that “womanhood” is
at stake in both dialogues between women, as shown by the rhetorical ques-
tions quoted at the beginning, this entry further testifies to the fact that tex-
tile work was regarded as a specifically female task. Needless to say, the two
protagonists in 2WB frequently accuse each other of failure in this matter.
Thus, in 2WB l. 42 one slanders the other: dam-a-ni in-TAR gu-˹ni˺ gu tab-
ba! li-bi2-in-tuku69 “She keeps her husband short: she only gives him
(clothes made of) poor quality yarn (literally: she cuts her husband, she does
not let his thread have a double thread),” which her opponent shrugs off a
few speeches later, replying in l. 67: siki nu-mu-un-da-peš6-e / gešbala nu-
mu-un-da-nu-nu70 “She cannot comb wool, she cannot operate a spindle.”
Textile work – as opposed to, for instance, grinding grain – does require a
certain set of skills, and, while considered a typically female task, constituted
an important contribution toward the welfare of the family. It is, therefore,
easy to perceive why the aforementioned reproach could serve as such a dev-
astating insult.

Taunts directed at a woman’s inability to perform textile work, however,
are not restricted to 2WB alone. Although the following line of “2WA”71 is too
fragmentary to determine what might have been insulting about siki i-ni-in-
zi2-zi2 “she is always plucking wool there,” it still presents textile work as a
typically female task. Another line culled from manuscripts attributed to “2WA”
is again targeted at, not so much lack of technical skill, but avarice: tu9nu-la-

67 Alster’s ad loc. transliteration e2-mu túg-mu tug5(TAG)-ga and his (more or less) conse-
quent translation “My house weaves my cloth” (p. 21) do not take into account that the verbal
base, which should be read tuku5, has a vocalic Auslaut, and thus renders *tuku5-ga impossi-
ble. Rather, GA is to be understood as a cohortative prefix.
68 See Roth (1995: 53): 1/3 ma-na siki eš2-gar3 nam-munus al?-x he2-e “20 shekels of wool,
the assigned work quota of ‘womanhood’ …”
69 Quoted from Ni 2268 (BE: 28) obv. 12.
70 Quoted from MS 3228 (unpublished; P342701) rev. 13–14.
71 Reconstructed from CBS 15008+N 3635 + CBS 15129 (unpublished; P269587) obv. 13′, Ni
2324 (SLTNi 130) ii 10′, and Ni 2377 (BE 31 36) obv. 7
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zu dam-zu na-ab-ag2-gen ša3-zu-a he2-en-kur272 “You don’t even grant your
husband your …-garment.73 You really are wicked at heart!”

Also Ka hulu-a l. 46 contains a reference to textiles which was indisputably
meant as an insult, although the exact interpretation of the imagery might
escape the modern reader: [x x I]B? ˹tu9

?˺-ba-na gu-keše2 nig2-la2-˹na˺74
“[Ra]g? of her cloth ration, thread of her ribbon.” The assault seems to operate
in the same way as zi3-milla “low-quality flour” discussed above, namely by
equating the woman with her low-quality produce. But even without the pur-
port of this line the evidence is sufficiently clear in presenting textile work
such as combing wool, spinning, and weaving as crucial tasks typically per-
formed by women – and every failure in this field as threatening a woman’s
claim to womanhood.

2.2.4 Sex and childbirth

The texts under investigation leave no doubt that both the sexual satisfaction
of the husband, as well as childbirth, were considered as tasks of a ‘profession-
al’ wife. Consider Ka hulu-a l. 7: ša3-dur2-re75 pa3-da anše nu-mu-un-kuš-
am376 “Destined to (make use of her) womb, but she’s a donkey widow (that
is, does not give birth as she is supposed to).” As mentioned above, Ka hulu-a
lays a certain emphasis on satisfying a man in bed as being an important skill
for a woman or (prospective) wife. Although unquestionably a prerequisite for
having children, sex is by no means reduced to its reproductive function, but
rather the good looks of a woman, and her willingness to give the man pleas-
ure, also play an important role. Thus, in ll. 8–9 we read: dumu-munus lu2

nig2 ˹nu˺-tuku galla4
la-a-ni nu-mu-un-na-kal-la / munus lu2 nu2-da-a-ni

nu-dul-dul dam-a-ni nu-keše2-da77 “Daughter of a pauper, whose vagina is

72 The complete line of “2WA” is preserved in CBS 9863 (unpublished; P265166) rev. 3; more
fragmentary duplicates are N 3505 (unpublished; P278534) obv. ii 4′, CBS 7910 (unpublished;
P262873) rev. 2′, and perhaps UM 29-13-561 (unpublished; P255497) obv. 10′.
73 Apart from the entry nu-la = MIN (al-ma-tu) “widow”, following nu-siki = e-ku-t[u] and nu-
siki = al-ma-tu in the “unplaced Lu-fragment” ND 4373 vi 6′, I know of no other attestation of
the term. Given the context, it probably denotes a poor-quality garment unfit for a (married) man.
74 Quoted from WB 169 (OECT 1: 14) ii 24; the beginning of the line might have once contained
the tu9nig2-dara2(IB) = ulāpum “rag.”
75 ša3-dur2 is here interpreted as an unorthographic spelling for ša3-tur3 = šassūrum “womb.”
76 Line reconstructed from WB 169 (OECT 1: 13) i 7, and MS 2354 (unpublished; P251573) obv.
7; the line is in fact inspired by EDPC 1 ll. 18–19.
77 Line reconstructed from WB 169 (OECT 1: 13) i 8–9, and MS 2354 (unpublished; P251573)
obv. 8–9.
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worthless to him. / Woman who does not ‘cover’ the man who sleeps with her,
who does not succeed in making her husband stay with her (literally: who does
not bind her husband).” Ka hulu-a l. 15 metaphorically describes her genitals
as a locked door, preventing men from tasting her pleasures: ka2-zu ka2
˹kuru13˺-gen7 al-keše2-da lu2 gu3 de2-a nu-gal278 “Your ‘gate’ is locked like a
gate of a granary. (That’s why) there is no prospective husband (literally: a
chosen man)”, while l. 17 states quite bluntly: galla4

la tur-tur-ra lu2 nu2-da-
a-ni la-ba-an-hul2-l[e]79 “No man who sleeps with her takes pleasure in her
too small vagina.”

Conspicuously, such insults are comparatively seldom found in the Emesal
dialogues – maybe because it is not a male speaker who is raging against a
woman he evidently despises, but (allegedly) two women harassing one anoth-
er? In any case, 2WB ll. 148–9 are written in virtually the same vein as the
insults in Ka hulu-a, ridiculing both the looks and the sexual skills of the re-
spective rival: gu-du zara5(bad; //zar) galla4

la tur siki galla4
l[a] gid2-g[id2] /

pe-ze2-er har lu2 ša3-la2 pap-h[al]-la80 “… butt, (too) small vagina, (too) long

78 Quoted from WB 169 (OECT 1: 13) i 15. Admittedly, this slur could also be directed at her
incapability of conceiving and bearing children.
79 Line reconstructed from WB 169 (OECT 1: 13) i 17, and MS 2354 (unpublished; P251573)
obv. 17.
80 Quoted from CBS 10211 + N 3545 (unpublished; P265454) iv 6′–7′. The rare reading of bad
(cf. Ea II 82 [MSL 14: 250] za-ra = bad = ṭa-mu-u2 “to spin, twist, braid, entwine”, s. CAD Ṭ: 45
s.v.) is confirmed by zar in CBS 14174 + UM 29-13-001 (unpublished; P269151) iv 16′. ṭamû is
usually used with cords and the like; its meaning in this context remains opaque. UET 6 157 +
640 rev. 7 writes galla4

la instead of ša3-la2. The context and the similar line in UM 29-15-559 A
(unpublished; P256317) suggest that pe/be5-zi2-ir in CBS 10211 + N 3545 iv 7′ and BM 16902
(CT 42 44) obv. 12 is a variant of pe/be5-en-zi2-ir, for which see Civil (2006a). As a Semitic
loanword, pe/be5-zi2-ir seems to represent its Akkadian equivalent biṣṣūrum more faithfully
than the dissimilated /pi/enzir/ or /bi/enzir/. Note that Civil (2006a: 58) proposes that, given
its occurrence in dialogues and proverbs, “be5-en-zé-er could very well be a ‘vulgar’ synonym
of gal4-la.” The correct reading and interpretation of har, which qualifies pe-ze2-er, is unclear
in this context. lu2 ša3-la2 is probably identical with lu2 ša3-la2-la2 = ša ka-˹ar-ša pe-ḫu-ú˺
“one whose body/womb/innards is/are blocked” in OB Lu B vi 6 (MSL 12: 185); perhaps it is
semantically similar to insults like gu-du keše2 “blocked butt” in Dialogue 1 l. 11 (quoted from
UM 55–21–315 [unpublished; P257384] obv. 11) and Diatribe C obv. 10′. Because of the highly
elliptical syntax it is not quite clear how lu2 ša3-la2 and pap-hal-la relate to each other. Until
now, a noun had been followed by a qualifying adjective. Therefore, pap-hal in this case
probably does not denote “legs” (see CAD P: 517 ff. s.v. purīdu A), but rather something in the
semantic range of pušqu (see CAD P: 543 s.v.) which has to do with narrowness. Since the two
lines in question are mainly concerned with (too small or, apparently, blocked) body orifices,
ša3 = karšu (cf. CAD K: 225 s.v.: “stomach, belly, womb, body”) has been interpreted according-
ly. Still, the translation offered above is tentative at best.
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pubic hair / … vagina, whose very narrow genitals are blocked!” While deroga-
tory comments on the female rival’s private parts can also be found in UM 29–
15–559 A (“2WA”) rev. 12: [siki gal]la4

la si4-si4 pe-en-˹zi2˺-ir bu-ud-bar-r[a]81
“reddish pubic hair, lame vagina,” there might be something else at stake in
2WB ll. 148–9, which goes beyond mocking the bad looks and/or bodily deficits
of the respective opponent. As a matter of fact, galla4

la tur (literally, “small
vagina”) can be a term for virginity, as is evident from Ninlil’s defensive reply
to Enlil’s advances in Enlil and Ninlil (see Behrens 1978) l. 30: galla4

la-gu10

tur-ra-am3 peš nu-um-zu “My vagina is (too) young, it does not know how to
stretch.” While in Ka hulu-a l. 17 (see above), given the presence of the dissatis-
fied cohabitant (lu2 nu2-da-a-ni), this meaning seems unlikely (unless the co-
habitant is but a potential or non-existent one, and the woman’s virginity is
the butt of the joke), it is certainly one possible way of understanding 2WB ll.
148–9. In this case, the expression galla4

la tur siki galla4
la gid2-gid2 would

also jeer at the fact that the rival is still a virgin, although her long pubic hair
suggests that she has long been fit for sexual intercourse and marriage – and
marriage had been identified as the single most important aim in life of every
(non-consecrated) woman!

Finally, the importance of marital procreation is emphasized in 2WB l. 48,
as it seems to equate fertility quite explicitly with prosperity: ša3 ku3 til i-bi2-
za e2-a-na82 “her pure womb is ‘finished’ – (it means) financial loss for her
house.”83

As financial loss takes us back to the first duty of the ideal matron, the
prudent management of the household, seeking to maintain or augment the
family’s wealth and avoid incurring loss, it is time to review all the “crimes”
and flaws listed in the speeches of the debating women. Indeed, considering
the abundance of mutual accusations, it comes as no surprise that their ver-
dicts concerning their respective adversary are shattering: Neither does she
show any trace of decency, nor is she capable of performing the domestic work
befitting her status. And isn’t she a penniless slave anyway? Clearly, she is
the nu-ga nunus-e-ne “unworthiest of women,”84 and as such a disgrace to

81 The filling of the gap at the beginning of the line as well as the translation follows Civil
(2006a: 56).
82 Quoted from Ni 2268 (BE 31 28). The e2 is clear in the other manuscripts; Ni 2268 is in need
of collation.
83 In this respect it is interesting to observe that the late Izbu Commentary 526 f. also links
i.bi2.za to its possible outcomes: ṣaltu “quarrel” and, ultimately, mūtu “death,” s. CAD I and
J: 3 s.v. ibissû.
84 This expression in fact occurs twice, once in 2WB l. 143 (quoted from BM 16902 [CT 42 44]
obv. 6) and once in CBS 7167 (unpublished; P262200) obv. 5, one of the unconnected fragments
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womankind: ki-še-er nu-tuku na-ag2-munus-e la-ba-DI(//du7)85 “She knows
no limit, she is not fit for womanhood.” This, incidentally, is also the résumé
of the two diatribes (Ka hulu-a and MS 2865).

3 Discussion and summary
Indeed, all texts discussed here propagate similar moral values. A woman is
supposed to be a humble, caring, neat, and able wife, who looks after husband
and children, while at the same time prudently managing the household. It is
in her capacity as domestic administrator, cook, and textile worker that she
can – and should – contribute to the family’s welfare – an economic role which
had already been emphasized by certain sayings collected in EDPC 1 in the
mid-third millennium. If she fails to behave as expected, all of the essentially
didactic texts discussed here agree that such outrageous misconduct must be
punished in one way or other.

However, as outlined in section 1, each composition also has its own the-
matic priority, which examines one specific area of womanhood, and also de-
termines the course of the story. In this respect, 2WB, being the best preserved
of the literary debates, has proved to be the most informative with regard to
the everyday work of a typical woman. This is not altogether surprising, since
dialogues between members of the Edubba’a (when compared to diatribes
against men) also focus more on professional skills (or superficially, the lack
thereof), while the diatribes, at first sight, simply appear to be exercises in the
most offensive insults imaginable; ultimately, however, they were also sup-
posed to serve the moral education of the students.

Hence it can be said that the dialogues in particular, apart from setting a
moral code advocating a humble and diligent life (which applies to men and
women alike), also define different occupational profiles. Although the debates
between Edubba’a affiliates and between women undeniably form two distinct
subgroups, I regard them as complementary, in the sense that they all, by way
of insults, outline the requirements of certain professions.86 Considering the

attributed to “2WA.” The only criterion for assuming CBS 7167 to contain a dialogue is the
occurrence of Emesal forms; it contains phraseological parallels to both 2WB and MS 2865.
85 2WB l. 66, quoted from CBS 14174 + UM 29-13-001 (unpublished; P269151) iii 3; 3 × du7 vs.
3 × DI.
86 As the so-called ‘corpus of Edubba’a literature’ is still in need of an exact definition, I am
mainly referring to Dialogues 1–3 when writing about debates between Edubba’a affiliates,
because they bear the closest parallels to the debates between women. For Dialogue 1 an edi-
tion by J. Cale Johnson and Mark E. Geller has been announced, for Dialogue 2 an edition is
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numerous references to domestic activities of women, which are presented as
the essence of womanhood, there is no doubt that being a housewife was con-
sidered a proper job – and in fact the only job befitting a woman. Thus, just
as scribes accuse each other of having problems writing cuneiform, or of being
unable to speak Sumerian properly,87 women sneer at their rival’s incompe-
tence in household matters. In other words, in the same way that only profi-
ciency in every subject taught at the Edubba’a allows a scribe to carry the
title,88 accomplishment in domestic activities makes a woman a woman.

The choice of professions is, however, far from exhaustive, and betrays the
scholastic origin of these texts: men are portrayed as scribes or musicians –
that is, (aspiring) Edubba’a graduates – and women as housewives. This elitist
perspective also becomes apparent in the barely concealed contempt for meni-
al workers and other members of the lower classes.89

Hence, all the stylized characters, who populate the diatribes and dia-
logues, stem from a scribal milieu (with women at the domestic periphery),
and all of them were indiscriminately derived from an ex negativo definition of
paradigmatic types – the extensive use of this rhetorical device proving it to
be an effective didactic ploy.

Still, considering the sheer abundance of insults, one needs to address the
question – however anachronistic it may in part be – as to whether the taunts
in the texts dealing with women should be classified as misogynistic.

Indeed, there is little reason to doubt that all these texts, including the
Emesal dialogues, were written by men. This is strongly suggested by the struc-
tural, stylistic, and phraseological similarity of the texts, regardless of whether
the protagonists or the addressee be male or female. Therefore, the conclusion
is unavoidable that all of the texts studied here exhibit an essentially male
perspective on what constitutes an ideal woman. Moreover, if accepting that it
was in all likelihood the ummia who authored the literary debates between,
and the diatribes against, men and women alike,90 and most definitely school-
boys who copied them, it cannot be excluded that in a male-dominated place

being prepared by Manuel Ceccarelli. Dialogue 3 has been partly edited by Römer (1988), a
new comprehensive edition remains a desideratum.
87 See the references collected by Sjöberg (1975: 161–172), which need not be repeated here.
88 Compare the well-known proverb SP 2.47: dub-sar eme-gi7 nu-mu-un-zu-a / a-na-am3

dub-sar e-ne “A scribe who does not know Sumerian – what kind of scribe is he?”
89 Compare Alster (1997: xxiii–xxv) for a similar pitiless stance toward the underprivileged in
the OB Sumerian proverb collections. Although the proverbs reflect many more occupations
than the dialogues, they still express the view of the independent, wealthy classes, and look
down on the poor.
90 Thus Volk (2000: 28 et passim).
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like the Edubba’a teachers and students were having a laugh at the expense
of the bickering women in the dialogues, and utterly despised the malicious
ones which Ka hulu-a and MS 2865 brought to mind. But this is also difficult
to prove.

In fact, the similarity of diatribes against, and dialogues between, women
and Edubba’a affiliates, as well as the conformity of the gender-neutral insults
they contain, might argue against it. The compositions centering on men are
equally offensive, and abound in slurs ridiculing not only the rival’s incompe-
tence, but also his ugliness and poverty – very much like the texts discussed
in this paper. However (and this is by no means insignificant), there is, to date,
no diatribe against a man written in Emesal, and it is rather unlikely such a
text ever existed. Apart from this, the only aspects in which the dialogues in
particular differ are the taunts exposing the inability of the respective address-
ee to meet the requirements of his or her profession, as well as the setting –
the Edubba’a in the case of scribes, and the domestic sphere in the case of
women.

Moreover, both dialogues and diatribes, though superficially parading the
flaws of stereotypical fools, were really addressed to an assumed audience in
need of moral guidance (or so the teachers thought). Indeed, the students who
copied these texts, which were quite amusing in many respects, were probably
even encouraged to laugh at these impossible fools, hoping that, as a result,
they would refrain from repeating their mistakes. Hence, the texts are not abu-
sive as such, but fundamentally didactic compositions. If men did sneer at the
female characters in these texts, it was merely a side effect, but certainly not
the main motif for composing them.

But what was it then? Why where students assigned to study these texts,
which were (superficially, at least) addressed to women? Knowing that dam
nu-gar-ra e2-a til3-la-am3 / a2-sag3-e diri-ga-am “an unreliable wife living in
the house is worse than all diseases” (SP 1.154),91 Volk (2000: 16) may well be
right in assuming that the teachers presented their students with an outlook
on which kind of woman would make a good future wife. This would also
explain why only one profession was allowed for women in these texts: that of
a housewife. Judging from the texts, celibate priestesses, for instance, quite
simply did not exist. In fact, this appreciation of the wife and mother confirms
Harris’ (1989: 145, see above footnote 1) assumption that the profession of

91 OB Lu A 120–121 (// Lu B 11–12 and D 81–82, s. MSL 12: 161) render lu2 nig2 nu-gar-ra as ša
la kīnātim “not established/right(eous)/trustworthy” and ša nulliātim “malicious/treacherous/
foolish one,” dam nu-gar-ra is probably an abbreviated variation of this term. How Alster
(1997: 31) arrived at the translation “thriftless” is incomprehensible to me.
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housewife was not only the natural vocation of a woman, but also the aspira-
tion of virtually every woman, since it provided, apart from security, also a
certain amount of responsibility and esteem.
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Ichiro Nakata
Economic Activities of nadītum-Women of
Šamaš Reflected in the Field Sale Contracts
(MHET II/1–6)

The nadītum-women of Šamaš in Sippar cannot be ignored in any discussion
about the roles of women in work and society in the ancient Near East. They
were particularly active in the real estate transactions as lessors as well as
purchasers of fields during the Old Babylonian period. They were the object
of exhaustive studies by R. Harris (1962, 1964 and 1975) and J. Renger (1967:
149–168). More recently, C. Janssen (1991),1 M. Stol (1998),2 G. Kalla (1999;
2000),3 A. Goddeeris (2002)4 and S. Richardson (2002 and 2010)5 dealt exten-
sively with the documents related to the nadītum-women in Sippar. Most re-
cently L. Barberon published a thorough study of nadītum-women of Marduk
in Babylon in which she frequently touched upon those of Šamaš in Sippar
(2012).

The nadītum was a woman dedicated to a particular god and found in cities
such as Sippar, Babylon, and Nippur, to mention a few in Babylonia in the
Old Babylonian period. Except for the nadītum-woman of Marduk, they would
normally reside in a cloister (Barberon 2012: 30). The most well-known nadī-
tum-women were those of Šamaš in Sippar, but nadītum-women of Marduk in
Babylon are also known through the paragraphs dealing with them in the Code

1 Janssen drew our attention to a letter of Samsu-iluna who had warned the officials of the
cloister in Sippar about nadītum-women who had been sent to the cloister but not provided
with sufficient food (1991: 3–11).
2 Stol dealt in depth with the care of the nadītum-women in their old age (1998: 84–116).
3 Kalla (1999) not only made a very detailed study of the history of acquisition and the pos-
sible provenances of the tablets in the various Sippar collections of the British Museum that
were published by L Dekiere in his Old Babylonian Real Estate Documents from Sippar in the
British Museum, Mesopotamian History and Environment, Series III, Texts. Volume II (Hereaft-
er MHET II), Parts 1–6, but also reviewed them thoroughly, except for Part 6 (2000).
4 Goddeeris touched upon many texts related to nadītum-women in Sippar in her study of the
rather neglected history of Northern Babylonia in the early Old Babylonian Period (ca. 2000–
1800 BC).
5 Richardson, based on newly published documents, thinks that the cloister remained opera-
tive as an institution into the reign of Samsu-ditana (2002: 181–183; 2012: 332–333).

Ichiro Nakata, Chuo University and Ancient Orient Museum, Tokyo;
ichiro.nakata71@gmail.com
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of Hammurabi (§§ 144–146, 182 for example). Nadītum-women of Marduk were
able to get married but not allowed to bear children. Those of Šamaš in Sippar,
on the other hand, kept their celibacy and resided in the cloister throughout
their life.

It is believed that many of the nadītum-women in Sippar were from rela-
tively wealthy families, some even from royal families. One of the reasons be-
hind the establishment of this institution was to have a nadītum-woman pray
for the welfare of her family. She was sometimes called kāribtum, “she-who-
prays.”6 However, there may have been a more mundane reason, which was
to keep the patrimonial estate intact as much as possible by not giving away a
part of it as a dowry when a daughter was married. For example, a nadītum-
woman of Šamaš, when she entered the cloister, brought with her a dowry
often including a field or fields, but this land was usually inherited by her
brother(s) when she passed away, thus avoiding alienating a part of the estate.

Harris estimated that “about 200 nadītum-women lived in the cloister at
any one time.” (1975: 304) Barberon estimated that almost 230 nadītum-women
of Šamaš lived in the period from Immerum to Sîn-muballiṭ (c. 1880–1793 BC),
about 300 nadītum-women lived during the period from the first regnal year of
Hammurabi to the ninth regnal year of Samsu-iluna (1792–1740 BC) and more
than 140 from Samsu-iluna’s tenth regnal year to the end of Samsu-ditana’s
reign (1739–1595 BC) (2012: 66).

In the present paper I would like first to make a quick survey of these
women in the field leasing business and then investigate how nadītum-women
accumulated fields for leasing during their residency in the cloister (gagûm). A
bequest in which a part of the patrimonial possessions was given in advance
was one way of acquiring fields for leasing, but the most important way of
doing so was by purchase. I would like to concentrate on the latter after a
brief sketch of the bequest documents. My survey here will be limited to the
documents published by Luc Dekiere (1994–1997) (see Woestenburg 1997/1998;
Kalla 2000 for reviews).

1 Field Lease Documents
Luc Dekiere (1994–1997) published 364 field lease contracts.7 In about 120 of
them (about 33.0%) the lessor is qualified or can be safely regarded as nadītum

6 See Batto (1974: 93–107) on this aspect in connection with Erišti-Aya, daughter of King Zimri-
Lim of Mari, who probably lived as a nadītum of Šamas in Sippar.
7 The cases (envelopes) of MHET II/3, 404 and II/5, 579 were published as CT 4, 44c and CT
2, 32, respectively.
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(lukur).8 However, it is likely that most of the remaining women-lessors are
also nadītum-women, judging from their name-types.9

The acreage of a field for leasing by a female field owner varies, when it is
mentioned,10 from 1 iku, about 0.36 ha (5 contracts: MHET II/3, 366; 373; 463;
II/4, 558 and II/5, 655) to 25 iku11 (1 contract: MHET II/5, 596). The most popular
acreage of fields for leasing is 3 iku (at least 40 contracts). The second most
popular acreage of fields for leasing is 6 iku (34 contracts). However, 9 iku
appears quite frequently (19 contracts) as well in the field lease contracts with
a woman as lessor.

Twenty-two nadītum-women appear as lessors in three or more field lease
contracts published in MHET II/1−6.12 Only 16 of them are qualified as nadītum,
but, again, it is probable that the other six are also nadītum-women, judging
from their name-types. Most of them had two or more fields for leasing in mul-
tiple irrigation districts (a-gar3/ugārum) or locations over a period of time.

For example, Huzālatum, daughter of Sumu-Erah, leased a field of 6 iku
in a location called Šamkanim to one tenant (MHET II/2, 260) and leased anoth-
er field of 4 iku in the irrigation district of Nagûm to a different tenant (MHET
II/2, 261) in Hammurabi’s 35th year. Again, Ruttum, daughter of a certain Ham-
murabi, leased out a field of 14 iku in the irrigation district of Gizanu to one
tenant in Hammurabi’s 24th year (MHET II/2, 209), while she leased out another
field of an unspecified acreage (a-ša3 mala maṣû) on the bordering area of
Sippar (i-na gu2 ud-kib-nunki) to a different tenant in the same year (MHET II/
2, 212 [Case]).13

8 The term is used for a cloistered woman in ancient Babylonia, but in this paper “nadītum-
woman” or “nadītum-women” is used for convenience.
9 See Stamm (1939: 122–126), Harris (1964: 126–128) and Barberon (2012: 8–12). Stone (1982:
57) even suggests that “the establishment of a nadītu at Sippar apparently involved a ritual in
which a change of name occurred.”
10 In some lease contracts phrases such as a-ša3 mala maṣû (field as much as there is; e.g.,
MHET II/1, 125) or a-ša3 mala qāssu ikaššadu (field as much as his hand reaches; e.g., MHET
II/4, 483) are found instead of a specific acreage.
11 This is the acreage of one piece of field in the irrigation district of Ṭābum. However, accord-
ing to MHET II/297 three fields of a total of 15 + x iku located in three different irrigation
districts were leased out by Ruttum, whose father is not identified, to Inib-erṣetim and Šamaš-
tappê.
12 Strangely, only five of them are found in the list of the nadītum-women compiled by R.
Harris (1962: 1–12). Harris lists 38 nadītum-women who are mentioned in at least three texts
that were available at the time of the publication of her article.
13 A more detailed study on the field leasing by nadītum-women reflected in MHET II/1–6 has
just been published in Nakata 2016. It may be noted here that H and h in Akkadian names
and terms stand for Ḫ and ḫ in this paper.
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2 Bequest Documents
One of the ways through which nadītum-women acquired fields for leasing was
“bequest” according to L. Dekiere’s terminology. They received a sort of dowry
(“bequest”) for their subsistence at the time of their entry into the cloister (ga-
gûm) from their father, or their brother(s) if their father was deceased.

L. Dekiere published 48 bequest documents in MHET II/1−6, including four
uncertain ones.14 Of these 48 bequest documents, 37 contain a field or fields
in the list of items for bequest. In 30 of them, the beneficiary of the bequest is
a woman.15 Many of the female beneficiaries of bequests are believed to have
been nadītum-women, although only 13 of them (MHET II/1, 18, 19, 80; II/2,
171; II/3, 414; II/5, 568, 618, 663, 696, 851, 819; II/6, 881, 924) are noted as
such.

The acreage of the fields contained in these bequest documents varies from
1 iku (MHET II/5, 589) to 22 iku (two fields of 10 iku and 12 iku in a location
called Halhala, MHET II/1, 333), but many of them (18 documents [60%]) fall
in the range between 2 iku and 6 iku. However, 1 bur3 (= 18 iku) is not unusual
on the upper end of the scale (five bequest documents [16.6%]: MHET II/1, 19,
20; II/5, 570, 720; II/6, 819).

Among the thirty documents in which the beneficiary of the bequest is
clearly a woman, the number of fields for bequest is normally one, and is natu-
rally located in one irrigation district or location. Only two documents show
that two separate fields in two different locations were bequeathed to a woman
(MHET II/1, 85: 4 iku in Tawirtum ša Ilī-sukkal and 1.3 iku in Tuhamum, and
MHET II/2, 258: 7.5 iku in Nagûm and 3 iku by Irnina Canal).

In view of the fact that quite a few nadītum-women owned fields for leasing
in two or more locations, probably because of the alternate fallow system in
practice in Babylonia during the Old Babylonian period, as in earlier periods,16
nadītum-women must have purchased additional fields in one or more irriga-
tion districts or locations for leasing.

14 MHET II/1, 99; II/2, 197; 210; 333.
15 In MHET II/1, 99; II/2, 248, 333; II/5, 570, 616, 720 and II/6, 925, the beneficiary is either
male or uncertain.
16 For the alternate fallow system during the Sumerian period, see Yamamoto (1979–80);
Charles (1990: 47–49 and 60–61); LaPlaca and Powell (1990: 78–80) and Liverani (1990: 169;
please note that the term “field” in this article corresponds to our irrigation district [cf. p. 157])
among others. For that of mid-20th century Iraq, see Buringh 1960: 71 and 249 and Poyck 1962:
19 and 38.
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3 Field Sale Documents
L. Dekiere published 100 field sale documents,17 of which 53 (53%) have a
woman as purchaser (see Table 1). In 35 of them, the female purchaser is either
stated as a nadītum-woman or can be safely regarded as one. It is likely that
most, if not all, of the remaining female purchasers were also nadītum-women.

Tab. 1: Number of field sale documents.

MHET Number of Field Number of Field Sale Documents
Sale Documents with a Woman as Purchaser

II/1  38 19
II/2  15 13
II/3  12  7
II/4   4  3
II/5  26  8
II/6   5  3

Total 100 53

3.1 Dates of Field Sale Documents

Most of the field sale documents whose dates are preserved were written dur-
ing the period between the reign of Sabium (1844–1831 BC)18 and that of Sam-
su-iluna (1749–1712 BC), as Table 2 shows (see below).19

Seven field sale documents, in two of which a woman appears as purchas-
er, had been written before Sippar was completely incorporated into the ad-
ministrative system of Babylon, namely during the reigns of Iluma-El and Im-
merum (for this period of Sippar, see Goddeeris 2002: 40–42). One of the
female purchasers of these two documents is Innabatum, a nadītum-woman,
the daughter of Ištar-rēmîm. She bought a field of 4 iku in the irrigation district
of Mahana (MHET II/1, 8) during the reign of Immerum. This may be one of
the earliest field sale documents that testify the purchase of a field by a nadī-
tum-woman. The other female purchaser is Narubtum, a nin of Šamaš20 (MHET

17 This number is based on my counting.
18 The regnal years in this paper are those of Oppenheim (1970: 337).
19 I follow the dating given by Dekiere 1994–1997.
20 L. Dekiere equates nin dutu with nin.dingir dutu (MHET II/1, p. 262). M. Stol suggests
that nin.dingir in Old Babylonian Sippar should be read as nadītum (2000: 458, n. 14).
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Tab. 2: Number of field sales documents per reigns.

Date Number of Field Date Number of Field
Sale Documents Sale Documents

Ilum-Ila  2 (0) Hammurabi 18 (16)
Immerum  5 (2) Samsu-iluna 14 (7)
[Sumu-Abum]21  0 (0) Abi-ešuh  1 (1)
Sumu-la-El  3 (1) Ammi-ditana  1 (1)
Sabium 10 (3) Ammi-ṣaduqa  2 (1)
Apil-Sîn  9 (6) Samsu-ditana  0 (0)
Sîn-muballiṭ 11 (8) No Date/Date Lost 26 (9)

The figures in parentheses indicate the number of documents in which a woman appears as
purchaser.

II/1, 6). She also purchased two fields of 12 iku and 6 iku during the reign of
Immerum, but the location of these fields are unknown.

The sudden drop in the number of field sale documents after the reign of
Samsu-iluna may reflect a possible decline in the field sales in general in Sip-
par area. However, the lease of a field or fields does not seem to have declined
even after the reign of Samsu-iluna. Although we find only 4 (1)22 field leasing
contracts datable to the reign of Abi-ešuh (1711−1684 BC) in MHET II/1−6, there
are 11 (4) field leasing contracts datable to the reign of Ammi-ditana (1683−
1647 BC) and as many field leasing contracts as 62 (16) in MHET II/4 without
counting damaged texts datable to the reign of Ammi-ṣaduqa (1646−1626 BC).
The latest field leasing contract with a woman as lessor among those published
in MHET II/1−6 is that of Princess Iltani (MHET II/4, 562), and is dated to the
19th year of Samsu-ditana (1625−1595 BC), the last king of the First Dynasty of
Babylon.23

21 It is doubtful whether Sumu-abum was the first king of the First Dynasty of Babylon, al-
though he appears as such in the Babylonian King List (hereafter BKL) B that preserves the
names of the kings of the dynasty. One reason for doubt is that the BKL B does not state that
Sumu-la-El, the second king of the Dynasty, is the son of Sumu-abum, unlike the rest of the
kings of the dynasty each of whom is stated as the son of his predecessor. See Goddeeris (2002:
41; 2012: 300–301) for further information.
22 The figures in parentheses are the numbers of field lease contracts in which a woman
appears as lessor.
23 Regarding the last phase of existence of the cloister (gagûm) in Sippar, C. Janssen suggests
that the nadītum-women ceased to reside in the cloister and that its function as a habitation
for the nadītums may no longer have existed after the reign of Samsu-iluna (1991: 12). However,
S. Richardson, based on newly published or identified documents that were not available to
Janssen, is more positive about the continued existence of the cloister, and thinks that it re-
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3.2 Acreage of Fields

The acreage of the fields purchased by a nadītum-woman varies greatly from
1/2 iku (MHET II/6, 847) to 27 iku (MHET II/5, 607), but the most popular acreage
of the fields purchased by nadītum-women is 3 iku (about 1.08 ha) and is attest-
ed in 12 field sale documents. The popularity of 3 iku for the field sale docu-
ments coincides with the most popular acreage (3 iku) for the field leasing con-
tracts with a woman as lessor published in MHET II/1–6. The next most popular
acreage is 4 iku, and it is attested in six field sale documents. We find acreages
in multiples of 3 iku fairly often, as Table 3 shows (see also Stol 1998: 68).

Tab. 3: Acreage of the field purchased.

Acreage of field Number of Texts
documents

 1/2 iku  1 MHET II/6, 847
 1 iku  2 MHET II/2, 170; II/5, 58424
 2 iku  2 MHET II/5, 58425; 829
 2 iku 16 2/3 sar  1 MHET II/ 3, 446
 3 iku 12 MHET II/1, 48; 50; 108; II/2, 134; 161; 176;

184; 206; II/3, 417; II/5, 58426; 623; 822
 4 iku  6 MHET II/1, 8; 37; 107; 118; II/4, 519; II/5, 606
 6 iku  4 MHET II/27; II/2, 136; II/3, 427; II/5, 626
 9 iku  4 MHET II/1, 58; 103; II/3, 452; II/4, 475
12 iku  3 MHET II/1, 6 (one of the three fields purchased);

14; MHET II/5, 729
18 iku  2 MHET II/1, 70; II/6, 844
27 iku  1 MHET II/5, 607

3.3 Location of Fields

Nadītum-women may have had a certain preference regarding the location of
fields that they purchased. However, possible reasons for this preference are
not known at the moment.

mained operative as an institution into the reign of Samsu-ditana, the last king of the First
Dynasty of Babylon (2002: 181−183; 2010: 332−333).
24 MHET II/5, 584 is a summary of several purchases of fields of 1−3 iku and some other types
of land of small sizes by two nadītum-women and a man.
25 See footnote 24.
26 See footnote 24.
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Five fields that nadītum-women purchased were located in the irrigation
district (a-gar3) of “Nine iku” (MHET II/2, 136; 176; 206; II/3, 446; 492). Inter-
estingly, four fields leased out by four different nadītum-women (MHET II/4,
506; 528; 558 and II/5, 702) and one field that a nadītum-woman acquired
through bequest (MHET II/1, 122) were also located in the irrigation district of
“Nine iku”.27

Three fields that three different nadītum-women purchased were found in
the irrigation district of Eble (MHET II/1, 27; II/2, 238 and II/5, 606 [written
0.1.0 iku-ta-a]).28 To be noted in this connection is that a nadītum-woman also
received a field in the same irrigation district of Eble through bequest (MHET
II/2, 171).

Three fields that three different nadītum-women purchased were found in
the irrigation district of Buša (MHET II/1, 71; II/4, 482 and II/5, 626). Again, it
is noted that the fields in ten field lease contracts of nadītum-women were
located in the same irrigation district of Buša (MHET II/2, 227; 265; 271; 278;
280; 289; 291; II/3, 361; II/5, 644 and 648). Of these ten field lease contracts
listed above, eight of them were probably concluded by Šāt-Aya, a nadītum-
woman and daughter of Ikūn-pî, (and Amat/Geme-Aya29) as field owner(s). To
be noted is that Šāt-Aya (and Amat/Geme-Aya) leased out fields of the same
acreage (7 iku) in the same irrigation district of Buša in Hammurabi’s 40th

year (MHET II/2, 278; 280; 289 and 291). However, these are entirely separate
documents either with a different tenant, a different rate of rent, or different
witnesses. Therefore, Šāt-Aya (and Amat/Geme-Aya) must have had four differ-
ent fields of 7 iku each in the same irrigation district of Buša in Hammurabi’s
40th year.

Two fields purchased by nadītum-women are located in the irrigation dis-
trict of Mahana (MHET II/1, 8; II/3, 377). Seven fields leased out by nadītum-
women were also found in the irrigation district of Mahana (MHET II/2,148
[acreage unspecified]; 177 [acreage unspecified]; II/5, 712 [7 iku]; 741 [6 iku];
745 [4 iku]; 784 [… iku] and 789 [9 iku]). Four of these leasing contracts were
concluded with Masmaratum, nadītum-woman and daughter of Ahušina as
owner.

27 The Irrigation district of “Nine IKU” originally might have consisted of fields of nine IKU
each. See Stol’s discussion for the meaning of “Nine IKU” (1998: 68–69).
28 For the equation of a-gar3 0.1.0 iku-ta-a and a-gar3 Eble, see L. Dekiere, MHET II/5,
p. 317.
29 The name of this woman is usually spelled geme2-da-a (MHET II/2, 227; 265; 271; 280 and
281), but variants such as geme2me-ia (MHET II/2, 259; 310), ge-me-da-a (MHET II/213 and 269)
and ge-me-ia (MHET II/2, 293) are also found. These variants may have reflected the pronuncia-
tion of her name in her time.
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3.4 Prices of Fields

The price of a field for sale is rarely indicated in the field sale documents datable
to the pre-Hammurabi periods. The following two earliest field sale documents
are exceptional in this regard. The earliest field sale document in MHET II/1–6
is probably MHET II/1, 10 dated to the period of Immerum. According to this
document, a man named Nūr-Šamaš bought a rather large field of 11 iku for the
price of 3 ma.na and 2 1/3 gin2 (= 182 1/3 gin2 = 1518.5 g) of silver. If this is
correct, the price of this field amounts to as much as 16.6 gin2 per iku. The
second earliest field sale document in our corpus is MHET II/1, 14. According to
this document a nadītum-woman named Huššutum bought a field of 12 iku for
1 1/3 ma.na (= 80 gin2) of silver. This would be approximately 6.7 gin2 per iku.

In the periods of Hammurabi (1792–1750 BC) and his successors, field sale
documents usually recorded the price paid for the field. The price per iku of a
field, however, varies greatly from 1/3 gin2 (MHET II/2, 170) to about 8.3 gin2

(MHET II/2, 191). The average price per iku among the prices that appear in 9
field sale documents datable to Hammurabi’s reign is 3.7 gin2. (All these sales
documents except one indicate that a nadītum-woman was the purchaser.) This
average price per iku, however, may not mean much because the price of a
field is likely to have depended on the location, yield, and other factors of a
particular field.

It may be added here that some nadītum-women purchased an additional
field next to their own (MHET II/3, 446) or adjacent to their father’s field (MHET
II/1, 114; 118; 206; 338 [nadītum-woman?], 606, and 623).

3.5 Prominent nadītum-women in the field sale documents

Only three nadītum-women appear as purchasers in more than three field sale
documents published in MHET II/1–6.

3.5.1 Huzālatum, daughter of Akšaya

Huzālatum, daughter of Akšaya, is attested as purchaser in four field sale docu-
ments.

Thus, Huzālatum accumulated fields of more than 39 iku (approximately
14 ha), during her residency in the cloister.30

30 Goddeeris has collected six more documents of purchases of real estate by Huzālatum, but
only one of them testifies her purchase of a field of 8 sar (during the reign of Apil-Sîn) (CT 8,
31a) (2002: 66). See also Harris 1969: 134–135.
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Tab. 4: Fields Purchased by Huzālatum.

Texts Date Field Seller

MHET II/2, Ha 14 a furrowed field ready for Mār-Baya
172 sowing (ab.sin2) of more

than 4 iku (4 +x iku) in an
unidentified irrigation district

MHET II/3, Ha 31 16 iku in Tawirtum of unidentified
240 lugal.sag.ila2

MHET II/5, no date, but two fields of 3 iku each in Nūr-ahhī, son of
584 (= CT 45, after Ha 17 Tawirtum and another location Ibbi-Sîn
111 and 113) according a field of 1 iku in Tawirtum Aya-tallik (nadītum)to Dekiere and her brother

Ilšu-ibbi

MHET II/5, no date a field of 12 iku in […] Erṣetiya, son of
729 Rababānum

It may be added that she also purchased three houses on three different occa-
sions:
– MHET II/1, 91 (Sm31): a house of 1 sar.
– MHET II/5, 707 (Sm32): a house of an unknown size purchased from Nidnu-

ša, a nadītum-woman, which she paid for with a silver ring of 1/2 ma.na
and 5 gin2 (= 35 gin2).

– MHET II/2, 165 (Ha 12): a house of 2 1/3 sar for which she paid 1 ma.na
and 23 gin2 (= 83 gin2 = 691 g), which is a lot of money.

There is no document in MHET II/1–6 that testifies to our Huzālatum’s activities
in the field leasing business in Sippar.

3.5.2 Erišti-Šamaš, daughter of Sîn-tayyār

Erišti-Šamaš, daughter of Sîn-tayyār, is another such woman. She appears in
five field sale documents as purchaser.

31 The specific regnal year is lost, but an oath was taken by the names of Šamaš, Marduk and
Sin-muballiṭ (1812–1793 BC), the predecessor of Hammurabi.
32 The date is lost, but the name of Sin-muballiṭ may be restored in the oath.
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Tab. 5: Fields Purchased by Erišti-Šamaš.

Texts Date Field Seller

MHET II/ 2, Ha 1433 1 iku in the irrigation Erīb-Sîn and
170 district of Tuhamum his brother

MHET II/2, Ha 15 2+1 iku in the irrigation Erīb-Sîn and
184 district of Tuhamum his brother

MHET II/2, Ha 30 8 iku in the irrigation Iltani, nadītum,
238 district of Eble daughter of Erībam

MHET II/2, Ha …34 x iku in an unidentified Būr-Sîn
334 irrigation district

MHET II/5, no date, but 2 iku of meadow (a-ša2 u2-sal) Abum-waqar, son of
584 (= CT 45, after Ha 17 near Irnina Canal Ibbi-Sîn
111 and 113 according to 4 small meadows and other Nūr-Ahhī and Abum-L. Dekiere small plots of land again waqar, sons of Ibbi-Sîn

near Irnina Canal

Thus, Erišti-Šamaš also acquired fields, totaling more than 12 iku, in addition
to other types of land in more than two irrigation districts during her residency
in the cloister.35 Incidentally, she also purchased a house of 5 1/2 sar (approxi-
mately 199 m2) and an empty plot (e2.ki.gal2) of 20 1/2 sar for a price of 24
gin2 of silver (MHET II/2, 181). This house was rather large and expensive.
There is no document in MHET II/1–6 that testifies to Erišti-Šamaš’ activities in
the field leasing business in Sippar.

3.5.3 Bēlessunu, daughter of Ikūn-pî-Sîn

Bēlessunu, daughter of Ikūn-pî-Sîn, appears as purchaser of a field in four field
sale documents. In all four, the seller of the field was a nadītum-woman.36

Although the four documents listed in Table 6 are dated to the reign of
Samsu-iluna, our Belessunu appears in an adoption document dated to Ham-
murabi’s 40th year (MHET II/2, 277). According to this adoption text, she was
adopted by another nadītum-woman, named Hunābatum, whose father’s name

33 Abbreviation for the 14th year of Hammurabi
34 The date is lost, but Dekiere assigns this text to the reign of Hammurabi (MHET II/2, p. 225).
35 See also R. Harris (1969: 135).
36 See also R. Harris (1969: 137–38).
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is not preserved, and was given two fields of 12 iku and 2 iku in two different
locations. Thus, it is highly likely that she owned a total of more than 27 iku
(approximately 9.72 ha) in more than four irrigation districts or locations dur-
ing her residency in the cloister. Strangely, however, I cannot find any docu-
ment in MHET II/1–6 that unequivocally testifies to her activities in the field
leasing business.

Tab. 6: Fields Purchased by Bēlessunu.

Texts Date Field Seller

MHET II/3, Si 1037 3 iku in the irrigation district Amat-Mamu,
417 of Gaminanum nadītum-woman

MHET II/3, Si 13 x iku in the irrigation district Šerikti-Aya,
425 of Eble nadītum-woman

MHET II/3, Si 14 6 iku in the irrigation district Elmeštum,
427 of Tawirtum nadītum-woman

MHET II/4, Si xx38 4 iku, next to her father’s Mannaši,
606 field in the irrigation district nadītum-woman (?)

of Eble

3.5.4 The Family of Akšaya, son of Sîn-rēmēni

Before concluding this study, I would like to comment on MHET II/5, 584 (= CT
45, 111 and 113) referred to above. As noted in footnote 24, this document is a
summary of several purchases of pieces of land by two nadītum-women (Huzāl-
atum, nadītum, daughter of Akšaya, and Erišti-Šamaš, daughter of Sîn-tayyār)
and a man (Sîn-tayyār, son of Akšaya). MHET II/5, 584 is a “private” memoran-
dum of some of the past real estate transactions and not an administrative
record of a public institution. Thus, these three persons must have been mem-
bers of a family or a group of some kind.

A prosopographical study of Sipparians in the early Old Babylonian period
by A. Goddeeris confirms that this is indeed so (2002: 68). Huzālatum was the
daughter of Akšaya, son of Sîn-rēmēni, while Erišti-Šamaš was the daughter of
Sîn-tayyār, who himself was the son of the same Akšaya according to MHET
II/5, 584 and other documents, and thus a niece of Huzālatum.

37 Abbreviation for the 10th year of Samsu-iluna.
38 The date is lost, but L. Dekiere assigns this text to the reign of Samsu-iluna (MHET II/5,
p. 54)
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Since Goddeeris limited herself in her book (2002) to the early Old Babylo-
nian period, or more specifically only down to the generation of Ikūn-pî-Sîn
and not beyond, it is not known from the “family tree” she reconstructed
(2002: 68) whether our Bēlessunu was another member of Akšaya’s family.
However, in 1968 R. Harris established that Ikūn-pî-Sîn had a daughter named
Bēlessunu who was a nadītum-woman of Šamaš on the basis of CT 45, 111 and
113 (=MHET II/5, 584) as well as other documents (1969: 136–138; 1975: 326).39
Since our Bēlessunu was active during the reign of Samsu-iluna, there is no
doubt that she was the daughter of Ikūn-pî -Sîn, the grandson of Akšaya, son
of Sîn-rēmēni.

Thus, the three most prominent nadītum-women appearing in the field sale
documents of MHET II/1–6 as purchasers happen to have belonged to the
wealthy family of Akšaya, son of Sîn-rēmēni. These three nadītum-women testi-
fy to the activities of a family in Sippar over three generations during the Old
Babylonian period.

At the same time, however, we must keep in mind that there were nadītum-
women such as those who had to sell a part of their fields to Bēlessunu, their
fellow nadītum-woman, as we noted above, though we do not know the rea-
sons for such actions. These transactions took place during the reign of Samsu-
iluna, and it is difficult not to associate them with the possible deteriorating
situation surrounding nadītum-women the letter of King Samsu-iluna seems to
imply (Janssen. 1991: 3–11).

***

To summarize, most of the field sale documents with a nadītum-woman as pur-
chaser were written during the period between the reign of Sabium and that
of Samsu-iluna, though nadītum-women continued their field leasing business
actively through the reign of Ammi-ṣaduqa. The most popular acreage of fields
purchased by them in one transaction was 3 iku, but acreages in multiples of
3 iku are found fairly often. Fields purchased by them tend to be found in
irrigation districts of “Nine iku”, Eble, Buša and Mahana. The price per iku of
a field they purchased varied greatly, but the average price per iku at the time
of Hammurabi was 3.7 GIN2 (approximately 30.8 g) of silver. The three most
prominent nadītum-women that are attested as purchaser in more than three
field sale documents published in MHET II/1–6 happen to have belonged to
the Akšaya family that was very active in the real estate business in Old Baby-
lonian Sippar over more than three generations.

39 See also Woestenburg (n.d.: 33).
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Katrien De Graef
Cherchez la femme!
The Economic Role of Women in Old Babylonian Sippar

Il y a une femme dans toutes les affaires; aussitôt qu’on me fait un rapport, je dis:
« Cherchez la femme ! »
(Alexandre Dumas, 1889, Les Mohicans de Paris, p. 103)

Since Rivkah Harris’s pioneering studies on Old Babylonian Sippar (1961, 1962,
1963, 1964, 1969, 1975 and 1989), it is well known that, although Old Babyloni-
an women in general seem not to have been very economically active, one
specific class of women, the nadītu priestesses of Šamaš, were particularly
present in this domain. The extremely rich textual material from Sippar attest-
ing the economic activities of the nadītus even seems to imply that these wom-
en were predominant in economic affairs. Studies on the economic activities
of (particular) nadītu priestesses of Šamaš, since then published by Van Ler-
berghe (1994), Stol (1998), Földi (2009) and Lahtinen (2011), amongst others,
have only added to this image. Their economic predominance – generally con-
sidered as an anomaly in a patriarchal society – is explained away by the invo-
cation of the unevenness of our documentation. According to Stone (1982), the
overabundance of nadītus attested in economic activities is caused by the fact
that the illicit excavators of Sippar chanced upon a number of nadītu archives,
preserved in houses in the gagûm where they are generally considered to have
resided.

Time has come to put some things right and to tackle the following key
issues:
a) Were these women really predominant in the economy of Old Babylonian

Sippar? Their active presence in economy has certainly been stressed in the
abovementioned studies. However, a general overview of their activities is
still lacking. Recent studies focused on the activities of individual nadītus
(e.g. Van Lerberghe 1994 and Földi 2009) or on specific aspects of their
economic activities (e.g. within the framework of the care of the elderly in
Stol 1998: 84–116). Lahtinen (2011) made a praiseworthy overview of the
business activities of nadītus of Šamaš, but incorporated in her study only
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the texts already treated by Harris. It goes without saying that nowadays
we have many more texts at our disposal than Rivkah Harris had at her
time, which might (or not) alter our image.

My first aim is therefore to form the first overall picture of the female
contribution to the economy of Sippar throughout the Old Babylonian peri-
od. How large is the contribution of these women in comparison to men in
the economic transactions recorded in our texts? Today, it is possible to
obtain such a general overview on the basis of the Old Babylonian Sippar
Database, elaborated at the research unit Assyriology and History of the
Ancient Near East of Ghent University.1 Currently, this database contains
more than 9000 texts: all published administrative, economic and legal
texts and letters from the so-called twin cities of Sippar, namely Sippar-
Jahrūrum (Abu Ḥabbah) and Sippar-Amnānum (Tell ed-Dēr),2 as well as
unpublished texts from the British Museum and the late Old Babylonian
archive of Ur-Utu, chief dirge singer of Annunītum, excavated by Léon De
Meyer and Hermann Gasche at Tell ed-Dēr in the 1970s.3

b) Can the supposed predominance or at least presence of these women in
one or more specific economic roles be explained away by the unevenness
of the documentation, or are our (always incomplete) data a true reflection
of the economic activity in Old Babylonian Sippar? Do nearly all docu-
ments involving nadītus originate from the archives which the illicit exca-
vators chanced upon in their houses in the gagûm in Sippar-Jahrūrum,
leading to a nadītu-centric and therefore biased view of Old Babylonian
economy, as Stone (1982) asserts? In my paper ‘Bewitched, Bothered and
Bewildered. Girl Power in Old Babylonian Sippar’, read at the 54th RAI in
Würzburg in 2008, I put forward arguments to contradict Stone’s theory.
These were in part corroborated by Barberon (2009), who correctly con-
cluded that Stone’s theory had to be revised as many of the documents
involving nadītus originate from Sippar-Amnānum – and not from Sippar-
Jahrūrum where the gagûm was located – as the Belgian excavations at
Tell ed-Dēr and Kalla’s (1999) study on the Sippar tablets at the British

1 This database was initiated in the 1990s by M. Tanret and elaborated throughout the years
by him and other members of the department. I wish to thank M. Tanret for giving me the
opportunity to use this database, an indispensable tool without which the present study would
not have been possible. It goes without saying that this database is a work in progress as more
texts are being published, and even more are still waiting to be published, a work that will be
continued in our department in the future.
2 Cf. Charpin 1988 and 1992.
3 Cf. Gasche 1989; Janssen, Gasche and Tanret 1994; Tanret 2004 and 2008.
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Museum had shown. Barberon (2009) put forward the hypothesis that the
archive of a nadītu of Šamaš consisted of two parts, one part – dowries,
gifts and inheritances – kept in the family’s archive in order to guarantee
the integrity of the family estate, and another part – title deeds – in her
own archive, as the property mentioned in these documents belonged to
her personal estate. I do agree with the dichotomy between the family es-
tate on the one hand and the personal estate on the other4. However, I
believe this dichotomy to be more complex and not based on text genres,
as I will show further on.

1 Female Contribution in the Economy of
Old Babylonian Sippar

In order to form an overall picture of the active female contribution to the
economy, three main economic transactions and their related roles were deter-
mined:
1. Sale transactions in which they can be seller and/or buyer;
2. Lease transactions in which they can be lessor and/or lessee;
3. Loan transactions in which they can be creditor and/or debtor.

The number of economic transactions in which women played one of these
roles was counted and compared to the number in which men played the same
role. As such, we will not only have an overall picture of the female economic
activity in Old Babylonian Sippar and its evolution over time, but will also be
able to look into the very specific nature of their economic activity.

1.1 Sale Transactions5

A search through our database revealed a total of 662 sale contracts. Within
these 662 sale contracts, 1725 parties – both sellers and buyers – are attested.

4 See my contribution on this topic to the proceedings of the international colloquium on
Gender, Methodology and the Ancient Near East held in Helsinki in October 2014 organized by
S. Svärd and A. Garcia-Ventura.
5 Only sale transactions referred to in actual sale contracts (including formulae and witness-
es), and not in other genres of texts such as litigations or inventories are considered in this
overview.
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As some of the parties involve multiple actors – relatives or partners selling or
buying together – it is normal that the total amount of parties is larger than
the double of the sale contracts.

553 of these parties are female, 1138 are male, 30 are as yet unidentified
(name broken or not mentioned) and 4 are not persons but institutions (city,
palace, temple) and therefore to be considered gender neutral. We can thus
conclude that almost one third of the active parties in sale transactions is fe-
male: 32.05% of the buyers and/or sellers are women vs. 65.97% men – 1.98%
being as yet unidentifiable or gender neutral.

Women are far more represented in the buying role than in the selling role:
in 63.84% the female party is the buying party, whereas only in 36.16% is she
the selling party. As for the men, we see the exact opposite: in 69.33% the male
party is the selling party, whereas only in 30.67% is he the buying party. This,
however, does not mean that there was a general shift of property from men
to women. Taking all sale contracts into account, we see that in almost 37%
of them both the selling as the buying party are men and in 13% both the
selling as the buying party are women. It is nevertheless remarkable that in
32% of them men sell to women, whereas in only 5% do women sell to men.
In the other sale contracts (13%) selling and/or buying parties consist of both
men and women or are unidentifiable.

Some of these 553 female parties occur more than once, or in other words,
some of these women were involved in different sale transactions during their
lifetime. At least 50 women, identified each as one and the same person by
means of their patronymic, were active as sellers and/or buyers on several oc-
casions, ranging from twice to eighteen times.

About 85% of all sale contracts are dated or can be attributed to a particu-
lar reign by means of the oath formula and/or prosopography. Three quarters
of the dated sale transactions involving women can be dated during the reigns
of Sîn-muballiṭ, Hammu-rabi and Samsu-iluna (75.49%). 16.73% of the dated
sale transactions involving women are dated during the early Old Babylonian
period, i.e. the reigns of the local Sippar kings such as Ilumma-ila and Imme-
rum and the reigns of Sumu-la-el, Zabium and Apil-Sîn. This can easily be
explained by the fact that we have fewer documents for this early period. It is
however remarkable that only 7.78% of the dated sale transactions involving
women can be dated to the reigns of the late Old Babylonian kings Abi-ešuh,
Ammi-ditana, Ammi-ṣaduqa and Samsu-ditana. It is true that we have more
tablets from the middle Old Babylonian period compared to the late Old Baby-
lonian period, but the difference is not such that this explains the striking
decline of sale transactions involving women post Samsu-iluna, especially if
we compare this to the amount of sale transactions involving men in the late
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Fig. 1: Female vs. male transactors in dated sale contracts.6

Old Babylonian period, which obviously decreases but not dramatically:
22.87% late Old Babylonian vs. 54.27% middle Old Babylonian vs. 22.86% ear-
ly Old Babylonian.

We can thus conclude that female involvement in sale transactions peaked
during the reigns of Sîn-muballiṭ, Hammu-rabi and Samsu-iluna, after which
it came almost abruptly to an end.

1.2 Lease Transactions

A search through our database revealed a total of 839 lease contracts. Within
these 839 lease contracts, 1877 parties – both lessors and lessees – are attested.
As some of the parties involve multiple actors – relatives or partners – it is
normal that the total amount of parties is larger than the double of the lease
contracts.

567 of these parties are female, 1272 are male, 38 are as yet unidentified
(name broken or not mentioned). We can thus conclude that in the lease trans-

6 The names of the Old Babylonian kings are abbreviated as follows: Ila = Ilumma-ila, Ams =
Ammi-sura, Im = Immerum, Sle = Suma-la-el, Za = Zabium, AS = Apil-Sîn, Sm = Sîn-muballiṭ,
Ha = Hammu-rabi, Si = Samsu-iluna, Ae = Abi-ešuh, Ad = Ammi-ditana, Aṣ = Ammi-ṣaduqa
and Sd = Samsu-ditana.
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actions 30.22% of the lessors and/or lessees are women vs. 67.78% men – 2%
being as yet unidentifiable. The lease figures correspond largely to the sale
figures.

Women are far more represented in the leasing out role than in the leasing
role: in 90.30% the female party is the lessor, whereas only in 9.70% she is
the lessee. As for the men, we see the exact opposite: in 70.36% the male party
is the lessee, whereas in only 29.64% is he the lessor. Taking all lease contracts
into account, we see that in more than half of the cases (51.08%) men lease
from women. In 38.13% men lease from men and in 3.84% women lease from
women. Women hardly ever lease from men (only in 1.44%). In the other lease
contracts (5.51%) lessors and lessees are both men and women or are unidenti-
fiable.

Several of these 567 female parties occur more than once, or in other
words, some of these women were involved in different lease transactions dur-
ing their lifetime. At least 53 women, identified each as one and the same per-
son by means of their patronymic, were active as lessors and/or lessees on
several occasions, ranging from twice to sixteen times.

About 84% of the lease transactions are dated or can be attributed to a
particular reign by means of the oath formula and prosopography. Three quar-
ters of the dated lease transactions involving women can be dated during the
reigns of Hammu-rabi and Samsu-iluna (74.42%). Hardly any of the dated
lease transactions involving women are dated pre Hammu-rabi (3.15%). Post
Samsu-iluna, in the so-called late Old Babylonian period, the amount of dated
lease transactions involving women drops, but not as dramatically as the sale
transactions (22.43%). We even see a modest revival during Ammi-ditana and
Ammi-ṣaduqa. As for the dated lease transactions involving men, we see a
similar evolution for the pre Hammu-rabi period (2.32%) vs. the reigns of Ham-
mu-rabi and Samsu-iluna (44.76%), but a tremendous increase post Samsu-
iluna (52.92%) with a peak during Ammi-ṣaduqa, partly due to the presence of
the Ur-Utu archive and the fact that in the late Old Babylonian period the num-
ber of lessors and/or lessees per lease transaction seems to increase (see Fig.
2 below).

So, whereas female involvement in sale transactions peaked during the
reigns of Sîn-muballiṭ, Hammu-rabi and Samsu-iluna after which it came almost
abruptly to an end, female involvement in lease transactions peaked during the
reigns of Hammu-rabi and Samsu-iluna, after which it dropped significantly but
revived modestly during the reigns of Ammi-ditana and Ammi-ṣaduqa.

This could be explained as follows: since women start buying on a large
scale from Sîn-muballiṭ onwards, they start leasing out their fields, houses and
orchards soon afterwards, during Hammu-rabi. Whereas their buying activity
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Fig. 2: Female vs. male transactors in dated lease contracts.

almost stops after Samsu-iluna, they keep on leasing out what they bought
earlier, which is still in their or their (often female) heirs’ possession. However,
it is very hard to interpret these figures, as lease documents – contrary to sale
documents – were only temporarily valid and those that we have are those that
were either thrown away or were left in archives waiting to be sorted out.

1.3 Loan Transactions

A search through our database revealed a total of 787 loan contracts. Within
these 787 contracts, 1719 parties – both creditors and debtors – are attested.
As some of the parties involve multiple actors – relatives or partners – it is
normal that the total amount of parties is larger than the double of the con-
tracts.

221 of these parties are female, 1408 are male, 60 are as yet unidentified
(name broken or not mentioned) and 30 are no persons but institutions (tem-
ple) and therefore to be considered gender neutral. We can thus conclude that
female contribution to loan transactions was rather small: only 12.86% of the
creditors and/or debtors are women vs. 81.91% men – 5.23% being as yet uni-
dentifiable or gender neutral.

Notwithstanding their small contribution, it is remarkable that, when in-
volved, women are mostly creditors: in 69.68% the female party is the creditor,
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Fig. 3: Female vs. male transactors in dated loan contracts.

whereas in only 30.32% is she the debtor. As for the men, the creditor/debtor
division is more balanced: in 42.19% the male party is the creditor and in
57.81% is he the debtor.

At least 13 women, each identified as one and the same person by means
of their patronymic, were active as creditor and/or debtor on several occasions,
ranging from twice to thirty-three times.

About 84% of the loan transactions are dated or can be attributed to a
particular reign by means of the oath formula and prosopography. Almost 70%
of the dated loan transactions involving women can be dated during the reigns
of Hammu-rabi and Samsu-iluna (69.32%). 6.25% of the dated loan transac-
tions involving women are dated pre-Hammu-rabi and 24.43% post-Samsu-
iluna. As for the dated loan transactions involving men, we see a similar evolu-
tion for the pre-Hammu-rabi period (3.98%) vs. the reigns of Hammu-rabi and
Samsu-iluna (21.42%), but again an even more tremendous increase post-Sam-
su-iluna (74.60%) with a peak during the reigns of Ammi-ditana and Ammi-
ṣaduqa. This is due to the large number of loan documents dating from the
reigns of Ammi-ditana and Ammi-ṣaduqa kept in the Ur-Utu archive (see Fig.
3 above).

Apart from the peak of female contribution during the reigns of Hammu-
rabi and Samsu-iluna, which is not only apparent in the loan transactions, but
in all three categories of economic transactions, and which is partly due to the
large amount of sources we have for that period, these figures are again hard
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to interpret. Like the lease documents, loans were only temporarily valid and
our finds are those that were thrown away or were left in the archive waiting
to be sorted out, especially so since we know that, as Charpin (2000) was able
to show, greater numbers of unredeemed loans were kept from the time just
before a royal edict.

The overall picture of the female active contribution to the Old Babylonian
economy, as revealed in 662 sale contracts, 839 lease contracts and 787 loan
contracts from Sippar, shows that almost one third of the active parties in sale
and lease transactions were women, but that female involvement in loan trans-
actions was rather small. As such, we cannot but conclude that there was no
such thing as a predominance of female contribution in the Old Babylonian
economy. This, however, does not mean that their presence was insignificant.
On the contrary, women were a very significant minority in sale and lease
transactions, especially during the reigns of Hammu-rabi and Samsu-iluna,
when the active participation of women in sale and lease transactions nearly
equals that of men.

1.4 Who were these women?

The major part of these female parties is specified or can be identified
(through prosopography or the fact that they bear typical priestess names)7 as
belonging to a specific class of women. The overall majority are nadītu priest-
esses of Šamaš (lukur dutu, lukur šá dutu, nin.dingir dutu, nin dutu)8,
which does not come as a surprise as our corpus consists of texts from both
Sippars and nadītus of Šamaš are typical for Sippar-Jahrūrum, the city of the
sun god’s cult. A small minority belong to another similar class of priestesses:
8 nadītus of Marduk (lukur damar.utu), typical for the city of Babylon,9 5
ugbabtus of Annunītum or kulmašītus (nin dAnnunītum and nu.bar)10 – one
of which (Tarbi-Annunītum, CT 47, 23 [Ha 14]) is specified as kulmašītu on the
tablet but as fnadītum on the case11 – typical for Sippar-Amnānum, and 4 qad-

7 See Barberon 2012: 9–10 for an overview of typical priestess names.
8 For the equation of lukur with nin(.dingir), see Stol 2000: 457–458.
9 See Barberon’s outstanding work on the nadītus of Marduk (2012), especially pp. 74–77 for
a list of nadītus of Marduk attested in texts from Sippar. Barberon could identify 47 nadītus of
Marduk who are attested in texts from Sippar. Eight of them are involved in sale transactions.
10 See Barberon (2012: 70–73) for a list of ugbabtus of Annunītum/kulmašītus who are attested
in texts from Sippar. Five of them are involved in sale transactions.
11 See Barberon (2012: 140–141) for the fusion of the titles kulmašītu and nadītu of Marduk
from Ammi-ditana onwards. As in this case Tarbi-Annunītum is clearly dedicated to Annunī-
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īštus (nu.gig).12 The overall majority of these women are – apart from their
possible title – identified by a patronymic, which makes sense as it is general-
ly assumed that nadītus of Šamaš were not allowed to marry and bear chil-
dren. A minority of women are identified as being the mother, sister or wife
of someone, especially when they act together with their child, brother or hus-
band. As these women bear in most cases the same typical priestess names,
we must assume that they also belonged to a particular priestly class, imply-
ing that in most cases they were not the biological mothers of their children.

It therefore seems safe to assume that the overall majority, if not all, of the
women who were actively involved in economic transactions belong to specific
classes, most of them being nadītus of Šamaš.

2 Do our Data Reflect a Real Situation?
In her article on the social role of nadītu women, Elisabeth Stone (1982) writes
that the preponderance of nadītu texts from Sippar must be more the result of
selective sampling than a true reflection of Old Babylonian activity in Sippar.
She argues that in 97% of the cases where a record exists of a transaction
between a man and a nadītu the role of the nadītu is such that she would have
been the one to keep the text, which proves, according to Stone, that the major-
ity of nadītu tablets must have been found in the houses of nadītu women.

Apart from the fact that female economic activity in Old Babylonian Sippar
was not preponderant but nevertheless significantly present, as is shown by
the preceding overall picture, the question arises whether these data skew our
view. Is the significant presence of women in sale and lease transactions, espe-
cially during the reigns of Hammu-rabi and Samsu-iluna, due to the fact that
the illicit excavators chanced upon the houses – and thus archives – of women,
or does this reflect a real situation?

Before asking ourselves whether these sale, lease and loan documents
originate for the most part from the archives of the women involved – in casu
largely of nadītus of Šamaš as our corpus consists of Sippar texts – as Stone
believes, we have to dwell upon these women’s archives: as nadītus of Šamaš

tum, as can also be determined from her name, and she probably was a nadītu of Marduk, as
were Liwwir-Esagil and Lamassatum, combining this title with that of kulmašītu of Annunītum.
12 See Barberon (2012: 79–81) for a list of qadīštus who are attested in texts from Sippar. Four
of them are involved in sale transactions. One of them, Taram-Adad (MHET II, 320 [Ha]), is not
attested with a title, but is identified as qadīštu by Barberon based on her name having Adad
as theophoric element.
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were not married and can thus be considered to be independent – albeit small
(one woman) – households or economic units, it seems logical that they kept
their own archives in order to manage their estate.

2.1 Archives of Nadītus of Šamaš

According to Barberon (2009), tablets relating to dowries, gifts and inheritan-
ces (from a father to his daughter, a nadītu of Šamaš) were kept in the father’s,
brother’s or other relative’s house, in order to guarantee the integrity of the
family estate, whereas the title deeds recording the fields, houses and orchards
which the nadītu of Šamaš bought during her life were kept in her own house,
in casu in the gagûm. CT 6, 6 (Aṣ 11) records the loss of the ṭuppāt ummātim u
šurdê relating to a 2 eše3 3 iku field in the Ašukum district which were placed
in the gagûm in the presence of Aja-rīšat, nadītu of Šamaš, daughter of Ilšu-
ibni, overseer of the merchants, after she bought the field (in Ad 3), and which
her brothers and heirs needed to give to Ina-esagil-zērum, major-domo, son of
Etel-pī-Ea, to whom they sold the field after her death.13

This division between dowries, gifts and inheritances to be kept in her
father’s house in order to guarantee the integrity of the family estate, on the
one hand, and title deeds, to be kept in her own house, on the other, implies
that the property mentioned in dowries, gifts and inheritances remained part
of the family estate, whereas the property mentioned in sale contracts was
part of the nadītu’s own estate. It moreover implies that in all rēdit warkatīša
agreements or nadītu to nadītu inheritances, the nadītu testatrix and nadītu
heiress were relatives. This might have been true in some cases, but was cer-
tainly not universal.

More than half of the dowries or gifts to nadītu daughters mention a fidei-
commissum,14 in most cases one or more of her brothers. However, in some

13 CT 6, 6: 23–33: ṭuppāt ummātim u šurdê īrissunūti-ma kīam iqbû umma šūnu-ma ina gagîm
mahar Aja-rīšat nādit Šamaš aḫatīni šaknā-ma kīma aḫatni ana šīmtīša illiku ṭuppī šunūti nu-
baʾʾi-ma ul nīmur ēma ṭuppū šūnu šaknū ul nīde ništenî-ma ninaddinâkkum annītam iqbû “As
he [= Ina-esagil-zērum, buyer] requested the ummātim and šurdê tablets from them, they
[brothers/heirs of Aja-rīšat, sellers] spoke as follows: ‘They were placed in the gagûm in the
presence of Aja-rīšat, nadītu of Šamaš, our sister, and when our sister died, we looked for the
tablets, but did not see (them). We do not know where these tablets are placed, but we will
look (for them) and give (them) to you.’ Thus they spoke.”
14 “A gift under Roman law of property stipulated by the donor to be transferred by the donee
at a given time or upon a stated condition to a third person for his benefit and made between
living persons in contemplation of death or by will” according to the Merriam-Webster online
dictionary.
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dowries or gifts it is explicitly stated that the nadītu beneficiary may give her
property to the heir of her choice (ašar elīša ṭābu aplussa inaddin).15 The fact
that they sometimes did, is shown by CT 47 63/a (Si 14),16 a text replacing a
set of lost documents, in which it is stated that Bēlessunu, nadītu of Šamaš,
daughter of Mannium, appointed Amat-Mamu, nadītu of Šamaš, daughter of
Sîn-ilum as her heiress. Two years after the rēdit warkatīša agreement between
Bēlessunu and Amat-Mamu was drawn up, Bēlessunu’s cousins, Amat-Šamaš,
daughter of Ili-iqīšam and Nīši-īnīšu, daughter of Annûm-pī-Šamaš, both na-
dītu of Šamaš, pressed charges against their aunt Bēlessunu, stating that they
should be the rightful heiresses of the fields included in Amat-Mamu’s inherit-
ance. After having examined the dowry document of Bēlessunu, which her fa-
ther had given to her, the rēdit warkatīša agreement between Bēlessunu and
her aunt Narāmtum, and the complaint by Amat-Šamaš and Nīši-īnīšu, Bēless-
unu’s cousins, the authorities of Sippar put Bēlessunu in the right, as both the
dowry and the rēdit warkatīša agreement stated that Bēlessunu was free to
dispose of the property as she pleased.17

Further on in the text is stated that after Bēlessunu’s cousins, Amat-Šamaš
and Nīši-īnīšu, were put in the wrong and a ṭuppi lā ragāmim (quitclaim tablet
[literally: “tablet of not claiming again“]) was drawn up, and after Bēlessunu
passed away, Amat-Mamu’s father Sîn-ilum left the ṭuppi aplūtim (inheritance
tablet) and the ṭuppāt ummātim (mother tablets18) of the fields and the houses

15 BAP 7 (Ha 39): 24–28: mimma annîm ša Ašqudum abuša u Taram-sagila ummaša ana Dul-
luqtum mārtīšunu iddinu ašar elīša ṭābu aplussa inaddin “All that Ašqudum, her father, and
Taram-sagila, her mother, gave to Dulluqtum, their daughter, she may give her inheritance to
whom she likes” and CT 48, 29 (AS): 19: ūmi ša pī ṭuppim annîm lā iddinušim ašar elīša ṭābu
aplussa inaddin “The day he [= her brother] shall not give her as stated in this tablet, she may
give her inheritance to whom she likes.”
16 For comments on this text, see Harris 1969: 138–139 and 143; Yoffee 2000: 48–55; Charpin
2010: 63–65 and my contribution to the proceedings of the international colloquium on Gender,
Methodology and the Ancient Near East held in Helsinki in October 2014 organized by S. Svärd
and A. Garcia-Ventura.
17 CT 47, 63a: 41′–46′: ṭuppāt nudunnê Bēlessunu nadīt Šamaš ša abuša mala libbīša ušamṣûši
ṭuppāt aplūt Narāmtum ahat abīša ša aplussa iddinušim-ma ēma elīša ṭābu aplussa nadānam
išṭuruši “The tablets of the dowry of Bēlessunu, nadītum of Šamaš, in which her father has
granted her authority to give her estate to whom she pleases, the tablets of inheritance of
Narāmtum, sister of her father, who gave her inheritance to her and wrote her that she could
give her inheritance to the heir of her choice.”
18 The ṭuppāt ummātim or “mother tablets” are the tablets documenting the mother fields or
houses which will become (give birth to) a new field or house. After the “birth” of the property
(i.e. the moment it reaches the size in which it will be transmitted), all tablets recording trans-
mission of the property are called ṭuppāt šurdê, viz. the documents that “follow” the present
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Bēlessunu gave to Amat-Mamu, and the ṭuppi lā ragāmim of Bēlessunu’s cous-
ins in the house of his brother Ikun-pī-Sîn, where they disappeared.19

At the end of the text, it is stated that all these tablets, wherever they
should appear, belong to Amat-Mamu alone, and the in the future, neither
Ikun-pī-Sîn – Amat-Mamu’s uncle in whose house the tablets where kept and
got lost – and his children, nor the family of Bēlessunu, male or female, as
many as there may be, may raise a complaint against Amat-Mamu.20

Three important conclusions can be drawn from this text:
1. As her dowry and the rēdit warkatīsa agreement between her and her aunt

Narāmtum state that Bēlessunu is free to give her inheritance to whom she
pleases, she bequeathed her estate by means of a rēdit warkatīsa agree-
ment to a non-family member, viz. Amat-Mamu – even if there were family
members to whom she could have transferred the estate, in casu Bēlessu-
nu’s cousins who raised a complaint but were put in the wrong by the
authorities of Sippar.

2. This rēdit warkatīsa agreement between Bēlessunu and Amat-Mamu as well
as the complete dossier relating to the estate transferred from Bēlessunu
to Amat-Mamu, i.e. Bēlessunu’s dowry, the rēdit warkatīša agreement be-
tween Narāmtum and Bēlessunu and the ṭuppāt ummātim, as well as the
ṭuppi lā ragāmim stating that Bēlessunu’s nieces were not entitled to inher-
it her estate, was stored by Amat-Mamu’s father at his brother’s house. At

transmission up to the mother tablets. See Charpin 1986, Janssen 1996 and Tanret and Janssen,
forthcoming.
19 CT 47, 63a: 53′–60′: ištu ṭuppi lā ragāmim ušēzibūšināti u Bēlessunu ana šīmātīša illiku ṭuppi
applūtim ṭuppāt ummātim ša eqlim u bītim ša Bēlessunu ana Amat-Mamu mārat Sîn-ilum iddinu
u ṭuppi lā ragāmim ša mārāt aḫḫi abīša šūzubā Sîn-ilum ana bīt Ikun-pī-Sîn aḫīšu ana maṣṣartim
īziba ṭuppātum šīna ina bīt Ikun-pī-Sîn iḫliqā-ma “After they had drawn up for them a ṭuppi lā
ragāmim and Bēlessunu died, the ṭuppi aplūtim and ṭuppāt ummātim of the fields and houses
which Bēlessunu gave to Amat-Mamu, daughter of Sîn-ilum, and the ṭuppi lā ragāmim which
the daughters of the brothers of her father had drawn up, Sîn-ilum left these tablets in the
house of his brother Ikun-pī-Sîn for safekeeping. In the house of Ikun-pī-Sîn these tablets
disappeared.”
20 CT 47, 63: 63–69: ṭuppi aplūtim ṭuppi (63a [case]: ṭuppāt) ummātim u ṭuppi lā ragāmim ša
Amat-Mamu mārat Sîn-ilum itti Bēlessunu laqiat ina bīt Ikun-pī-Sîn u ēma innammarā ša Amat-
Mamu-ma mārat Sîn-ilum ud.kur2.še3 ša pī ṭuppi annîm Ikun-pī-Sîn mārūšu u nišūt Bēlessunu
nita u munus mali ibaššû ana Amat-Mamu mārat Sîn-ilum ul iraggum “The ṭuppi aplūtim, the
ṭuppāt ummātim and the ṭuppi lā ragāmim which Amat-Mamu, daughter of Sîn-ilum, received
from Bēlessunu, in the house of Ikun-pī-Sîn or wherever they will be seen, belong to Amat-
Mamu, daughter of Sîn-ilum, alone. In the future, according to this tablet, Ikun-pī-Sîn, his
children and the family of Bēlessunu, male or female, as many as there may be, shall not bring
a complaint against Amat-Mamu, daughter of Sîn-ilum.”
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the latter’s house they got lost. Although Amat-Mamu’s father decided to
store these tablets at his brother’s house, they were not kept in the uncle’s
archive in order to guarantee the integrity of the family estate, as the prop-
erties described in these tablets did not belong to Sîn-ilum’s family estate,
but were transferred from another family estate, viz. Bēlessunu’s family, to
his daughter Amat-Mamu.

3. The authorities state that, should these tablets reappear, they belong to
Amat-Mamu alone. This means that this whole dossier, including a dowry,
two rēdit warkatīsa agreements, the ṭuppāt ummātim and the ṭuppi lā ra-
gāmim was supposed to be kept in Amat-Mamu’s archive, or in other
words, that dowries and inheritances were kept in the archive of a nadītu
of Šamaš, and not in her father’s archive.

If not for the sake of the family estate’s integrity, why did Amat-Mamu’s father
store these tablets in the house of his brother? The reason why the tablets were
originally kept by Amat-Mamu’s father might be Amat-Mamu’s age at the time
of the rēdit warkatīša agreement with Bēlessunu. If we assume that a rēdit
warkatīša agreement implied an educational relation between the testatrix and
the heiress – the elder nadītu introducing the younger one to the nadītu-ship –
creating as such an artificial mother-daughter relation,21 Amat-Mamu must
have been a young girl at the time, taking her first steps into the nadītu-ship.
Being a young girl, still living in her father’s house,22 she did not yet have her
own archive. The fact that in CT 47, 63/a the authorities of Sippar assign the
whole dossier of tablets – should they reappear – to her alone implies that in
Si 14 she did have her own archive. Unfortunately we do not know the times-
pan between the date of the rēdit warkatīša agreement between Bēlessunu and
Amat-Mamu and the date of the redaction of CT 47, 63/a. By then she certainly
must have been an adult woman and experienced nadītu, as seven years earli-
er, she bought a 1 eše3 5 ½ iku field in the Tēnunam district from another
nadītu, Amat-Aja, daughter of Ipiq-Annunītum.23 Moreover, CT 47, 63/a – re-
placing the set of lost tablets – would only have been written when Amat-
Mamu decided to sell or bequeath (part of) her estate and therefore needed the
lost tablets.

21 See my contribution to the proceedings of the international colloquium on Gender, Meth-
odology and the Ancient Near East held in Helsinki in October 2014 organized by S. Svärd and
A. Garcia-Ventura.
22 Girls seem to have been ordained as nadītu of Šamaš at a very early age, but did not
actually enter the gagûm until ten years later when they were of a suitable age, see Harris
1964: 144.
23 Di 680 (Si 07).
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The reason why Amat-Mamu’s father decided to store the tablets in his
brother’s house is not clear to us. However, to store (a part of) one’s archive
in the house of another person was not uncommon as is shown by the Ur-Utu
archive, in which parts of the archives of Pala-Adad, gala, and of Marduk-
mušallim, abi erin2 – both unrelated to Ur-Utu’s family – were kept (Tanret
2004: 256–257 and 260).

A similar situation is found in AbB 11, 55, a letter from Naramtāni, daughter
of Ipqātum to Šamšīja in which she says that the inheritance of her cousin
which she was entitled to – her cousin gave her her tablets, no doubt the rēdit
warkatīša agreement between them and the whole dossier (ṭuppāt ummātim
and šurdê) relating to the property to be transferred – was first claimed by her
cousin’s brother Nūrātum, who was put in the wrong as a ṭuppi lā ragāmim
was drawn up, but was now being appropriated by her cousin’s sister Alijātum.
She wanted to sue Alijātum, but in order to do so she needed the tablets in
question that are stored at her father’s. Barberon (2009: 278) adduces this as
proof that inheritance documents were not kept by the nadītu but by her father.
However, Naramtāni says “My tablets are in the hand of my father, I will not
litigate as long as my father does not come here”,24 which might imply that all
her tablets, or in other words her complete archive, were stored at her father’s,
and not only the tablets relating to the inheritance. This would again imply
that there was no division but that all tablets relating to a nadītus estate –
dowries, gifts, inheritances alongside sale, lease and loan documents – were
kept together in one archive. The reason why Naramtāni’s archive was stored
at her father’s is not clear, but as mentioned before, it was not uncommon to
store one’s archive at another person’s house.

The idea of a division between “family estate” and “personal estate” is
certainly interesting, especially since we know that nadītus of Šamaš were
keepers of the family estate on the one hand, but also developed a personal
estate on the other.25 However, this division cannot be made on the basis of
the text genres, viz. dowries, gifts and inheritances (= family estate) vs. sale
contracts (= personal estate). Indeed, property described in the dowries, gifts
and inheritances was not necessarily part of the family estate (see CT 47, 63/a)
or did not necessarily stay in the family (if the beneficiary was free to dispose
of her property as she pleased). Moreover, property bought by nadītus and thus
described in their sale documents was not always but in most cases bought

24 AbB 11, 55: 23–25: ṭuppātū’a ina qāti abīja-ma adi abi la illikam ul adân.
25 See my contribution to the proceedings of the international colloquium on Gender, Meth-
odology and the Ancient Near East held in Helsinki in October 2014 organized by S. Svärd and
A. Garcia-Ventura.
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with their “ring silver” (har ku3.babbar or šewerīša), implying they (could
have) had two kinds of means at their disposal: “ring silver” and “(ordinary)
silver”. As some of the dowries include an amount of silver explicitly indicated
as “ring silver”,26 we can assume that the “ring silver” was given by their father
and thus part of the family estate, whereas the “(ordinary) silver” was earned
by themselves (by leasing out fields and lending out barley and silver) and
thus part of their personal estate. In three of these dowries including “ring
silver” a fideicommissary (mostly a brother of the nadītu) is appointed, imply-
ing that this “ring silver” or whatever is bought with it, will go to this fideicom-
missary after her death – which explains why nadītus distinguished between
estate bought with “ring silver” and “(ordinary) silver” in their sale contracts.

Since the division between family estate and personal estate was not by
definition based on the text genres – dowries, gifts and inheritances vs. sale
contracts – but rather dependent on stipulations in these texts – inheritances
could be part of the personal estate and sale contracts could be part of the
family estate if bought with “ring silver” given in a dowry subject to fideicom-
missum – it seems more logical that all tablets relating to the estate – family
and personal – of a nadītu were kept together in her archive, whether stored
in her own house or in her father’s or another person’s.

2.2 A nadītu-centric View?

The question now is whether the sale, lease and loan documents involving
these women originate for the most part from their archives, and thus lead us
to an (unwarranted) nadītu-centric view of Old Babylonian economy, as Stone
(1982) believes, or not. The answer to this question is threefold, as it concerns
three different text genres – sale, lease and loan documents – each with their
own specificities.

2.2.1 Sale Documents

As for the sale contracts, it is obvious that when a nadītu bought a field, or-
chard or house, she would have been the one to keep the sale document. Not

26 MHET II, 19 (Sle 13), CT 47, 30/a (Ha 10), CT 8, 5b (Ha 33) and CT 45, 79 (sd) – other dowries
or gifts include an amount of silver not specified as ‘ring silver’. For a discussion on these
texts, see my contribution to the proceedings of the international colloquium on Gender, Meth-
odology and the Ancient Near East held in Helsinki in October 2014 organized by S. Svärd and
A. Garcia-Ventura.
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only the document recording the purchase, for that matter, but the whole dos-
sier of tablets relating to the plot she bought – all previous sale documents,
exchange documents, gifts or inheritances, documenting the origin and evolu-
tion of the plot, its “chain of transmission”27 – would have been given to her
to keep in her archive. This means that if one or more women were involved
in earlier transactions regarding to this plot, these tablets would not have been
kept in their archives, but would have been given as part of the chain of trans-
mission to the last buyer. Likewise, if the nadītu sold or bequeathed this field,
orchard or house, she would have given the whole dossier, including her sale
document, to the new owner. In other words, sale contracts are not necessarily
found in the archive of the buyer.

The best way to illustrate this is the Ur-Utu archive. Within his archive 125
sale contracts have been found, 62 of which involve women. In the majority of
sale contracts involving women the female party is the buyer (48) – in most
cases (32) buying from one or more men, sometimes buying from another wom-
an (11) or a mixed party (5) – in thirteen, she is the seller – alone (5) or together
with male family members (8) – in one sale contract the name of the buyer is
broken. The earliest sale contract involving a woman dates from the reign of
Ilumma-ila, one of the early local Sippar kings,28 the most recent one from the
seventh year of reign of Ammi-ṣaduqa. The majority of sale documents involv-
ing women date from the reigns of Hammu-rabi and Samsu-iluna. So far, the
data from the Ur-Utu archive correspond completely to the data from our gen-
eral overview. As in none of the sale contracts involving women, Ur-Utu is the
buying party – in five of them his father Inana-mansum is the buyer – all of
these contracts belong to various chains of transmission.

Unfortunately is not possible to reconstruct all these chains, due to missing
links – tablets that got lost in antiquity, that are too damaged to read, and of
course also tablets that Ur-Utu managed to save during the fire in his house
and took with him. It is, however, possible to reconstruct some (or parts) of
the chains of transmission, such as the dossier relating to the house in Sippar-
Amnānum that Ur-Utu inherited from his father, where he lived and where his
archive was found, excellently described by Janssen, Gasche and Tanret (1994).
Ur-Utu’s father Inana-mansum bought this 6 sar 15 gin2 house in Ad 28 from
Lamassāni, nadītu of Šamaš, daughter of Rīš-Šamaš, sanga of Annunītum (Di
1801), who bought it in Ad 7 from Mannium, ra.gab, son of Šamaš-liwwir (Di
1800). This last one inherited the largest part of the plot from his sister, Šerikti-

27 See Charpin 1986; Janssen, Gasche and Tanret 1994; Janssen 1996; and Tanret and Janssen,
forthcoming.
28 See Charpin 2004: 91–92.
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Aja, nadītu of Šamaš who exchanged it with Erišti-Aja, daughter of Šamaš-
rabi in Ha 39 (Di 1438),29 thus enlarging her property as she already owned a
neighboring house.30 The remaining, smaller, part of the plot originates from
the children of Ana-Sîn-taklāku, Bēltani, nadītu of Šamaš and her brother Halil-
um, from whom the Šamaš-liwwir family must have bought it.31

Other (parts of) chains that can be reconstructed are those of a 2 eše3 iku
field in the Tawirātum district in Kār-Šamaš, 1 eše3 iku of which was bought
by Ina-libbi-eršet, nadītu of Šamaš from the children of Mār-Sippir during the
reign of Abi-ešuh (Di 1802), who received it from Lamassāni, nadītu of Šamaš,
daughter of Ibni-Amurru, who bought half of it from Amat-Šamaš, nadītu of
Šamaš, daughter of Sîn-iqīsam in Si 30 (MHET I, 2) and the other half from
Waqartum, nadītu of Šamaš, daughter of Sîn-napšeram 5 days earlier (MHET I,
1) – how this field came into the possession of Inana-mansum is not clear –
and those of several fields in the Pahuṣum, Tēnunam and Buša districts – in
part thanks to the certificates that were drawn up to replace tablets that got
lost.32

The fact that all these sale contracts involving women were found in Ur-
Utu’s archive proves that the significant presence of women in sale transac-
tions is not at all due to the fact that the illicit excavators chanced upon the
archives of women. On the contrary: although these documents certainly start-
ed their life in a nadītu archive, most likely in Sippar-Jaḫrūrum, they moved
from there, sometimes with a number of stops in between, to the Ur-Utu ar-
chive in Sippar-Amnānum. Unless a field bought by a nadītu never left her
family – which would be exceptional – the real estate sales mentioning her has
always moved to other archives and it is from these that they were excavated.33

We can therefore conclude that there was a significant presence of women
in sale transactions in Old Babylonian Sippar, especially during the reigns of
Hammu-rabi and Samsu-iluna, when the active participation of women nearly
equaled that of men.

29 Not with the brother of Bēltani, as stated in Barberon 2009: 283.
30 This might have been the 4 sar vacant plot adjacent to the Great (Annunītum?) Street she
bought from Erišti-Aja, daughter of Sîn-māgir in Ha 32 (Di 1430), see also Janssen, Gasche and
Tanret 1994: 106 n. 51.
31 On this point my reconstruction of the chain slightly differs from the one described in
Janssen, Gasche and Tanret 1994. I will come back on this in a forthcoming article.
32 These are discussed in detail in Tanret and Janssen, forthcoming.
33 Older, obsolete, parts of chains, must have been discarded when an archive was sorted.
This does not mean that they could not have been recovered by the illicit diggers, who dug
indiscriminately through the floors under which the discarded tablets were buried.
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2.2.2 Lease Documents

The situation of the lease contracts is somewhat different. A field, house or
person was leased for a limited period of time, which means that the lease
tablet lost its value when that period was over. In this respect they were dif-
ferent from the sale documents, which always kept their value since they
were part of a chain of transmission. Moreover, we must take into account
that for a lease, each party kept her/his own copy: one in the archive of the
lessor, sealed by the lessee, and one in the archive of the lessee, sealed by
the lessor. This excludes a priori that all documents mentioning the same
nadītu woman as lessor were necessarily found in this nadītus archive: one
would have been kept in her archive and one would have been kept in the
archive of the lessee.

The leases found in the Ur-Utu archive illustrate this. Within his archive
74 lease contracts have been found, 13 of which involve women. The small
number of lease documents in general and those involving women in particu-
lar – especially in comparison with the sale documents involving women in
this archive – is due to the fact that all but two of the leases date from the
reigns of Ammi-ditana and Ammi-ṣaduqa, a period in which female participa-
tion in lease transactions was lower. Most lease documents date between Aṣ 5
and 17 – thus belonging to Ur-Utu’s living archive – in which he leases a field
or a person from a woman (7) or leases out fields to women (2) and two date
from Ammi-ditana’s reign and involve his mother Ilša-hegalli as lessor and his
father Inana-mansum as lessee. Two date from the reigns of Samsu-iluna and
Abi-ešuh, one of which involves the son of his great-grandfather’s brother as
lessor. It goes without saying that all of these tablets would certainly have
been sorted out if the house had not burned down and Ur-Utu had completed
the reorganization of his archive.

We can thus conclude that if we have many documents on which nadītu
women were lessors, this is not necessarily due to the chance finds of their
archives. They could just as easily have come from the archives of their over-
whelmingly male lessees. The truth of the matter may even be that these docu-
ments were not even retrieved from archives at all: they may have been found
in rest archives or dumps, thrown away as useless by their owners.

Moreover, since women were actively involved in sale transactions, mostly
as buyers, and therefore owned land, it is only logical that they leased out
their land, and were thus actively involved in lease transactions, mostly as
lessors.
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2.2.3 Loan Documents

The loans, however, present another situation. It goes without saying that loan
documents, sealed by the debtors, were kept in the archive of the creditors.
This means that a loan document where the creditor is a nadītu was kept in
her archive. But, as a loan document would have been broken after repayment,
the loans kept in their archives were those that were not paid back by the
debtors or unredeemed as a result of debt cancellation proclaimed in a royal
edict (see Charpin 2000). This means that the majority of their loans, those
that were paid back, have never been retrieved, as they would have been bro-
ken, implying that the female contribution to loan transactions might have
been much larger in reality.

This is illustrated by the archive of Tarīb-ilīšu and Humṭi-Adad, qadištu,
children of Ili-kīma-abīja, that was found in a jar in room 2 of house 11 of area
U 106 in Sippar-Jahrūrum. It was excavated by an Iraqi team between 1978 and
1982 and published in Al-Rawi and Dalley 2000.34 This archive contains eigh-
teen loan documents in which Humṭi-Adad is creditor, all to be dated between
the first and seventh year of Samsu-iluna,35 which were cancelled by the royal
edict Samsu-iluna issued in the third month of his eighth year of reign, as
Charpin (2005: 156) was able to show. The most recent document in the archive
dates from Si 8 and the house shows traces of a fire, implying the family had
to leave it in (or shortly after) Si 8, taking with them their most important
tablets, such as title deeds, but leaving those tablets that had lost their value
for them, such as the cancelled loan documents.

The same goes for the 33 loan documents in which Erišti-Aja, nadītu of
Šamaš, daughter of Ilšu-ibbīšu, is creditor. Although not excavated in a scien-
tific way, it is clear that they must have been found together, as all of them
belong to the same Budge collection (1902–10–11), acquired by the British
Museum in 1902 and probably found shortly before. According to Kalla (1999:
216–217), four groups can be distinguished based on the location of real estate
described in the tablets, two of which originate from Sippar-Jahrūrum and
two of which from Sippar-Amnānum. Whether these tablets were found in
both tells or in one tell, implying that parts of archives moved from one tell

34 For a detailed discussion of this archive see Charpin 2005: 154–157; and Barberon 2009:
279–281.
35 Al-Rawi and Dalley 2000, nos. 7 (Si 6), 8 (Si 7), 9 (Si 7), 10 (Si 6), 11 (Si 6), 21 (Si 7), 22 (Si
7), 23 (Si 6), 24 (sd), 30 (Si 7), 31 (Si 7), 32 (Si 7), 34 (Si 4), 35 (Si 7), 36 (Si 7), 37 (sd), 42 (Si 6)
and 58 (Si 1).
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Tab. 1: Loan documents in which Erišti-Aja is creditor.

Date Text Budge collection Loan

Sm 11 BM 97819/A Bu. 1902-10-11, 873/A silver with interest
Sm 16 (or Ha 39?) BM 97580/A Bu. 1902-10-11, 634 silver and barley to be

paid back in sesame
with interest

Ḫa 09/11/15+x BM 97628 Bu. 1902-10-11, 682 silver with interest
Ha 09/11/[…] BM 97371 Bu. 1902-10-11, 425 silver with interest
(or Ha 33?)
Ḫa 09 (or Ha 33?) BM 97576 Bu. 1902-10-11, 630 silver with interest
Ḫa 10/10/17 BM 97589/A Bu. 1902-10-11, 643/A barley with interest
Ḫa 10 BM 97870/A Bu. 1902-10-11, 924/A silver with interest
Ḫa 11/9/- BM 97837/A Bu. 1902-10-11, 891/A barley with interest
Ḫa 11/10/31 CT 33, 26b Bu. 1902-10-11, 725 silver with interest
Ha 11/12d/- BM 97395/A Bu. 1902-10-11, 449/A silver with interest
Ha 11/[…]/09 BM 97372/A Bu. 1902-10-11, 426 silver with interest
Ḫa 11 BM 97524 Bu. 1902-10-11, 578 silver with interest
Ḫa 11 BM 97772 Bu. 1902-10-11, 826 silver with interest
Ḫa 11 BM 97805 Bu. 1902-10-11, 859 silver and barley

with interest
Ḫa 11 BM 97860/A Bu. 1902-10-11, 914/A silver with interest
Ḫa 12/09/[…] BM 97086/A Bu. 1902-10-11, 10/A barley with interest
Ḫa 12/10/- BM 97674/A Bu. 1902-10-11, 728/A barley with interest
Ha 12/11/01 BM 97510 Bu. 1902-10-11, 564 barley with interest
Ḫa 12/11/- BM 97744 Bu. 1902-10-11, 798 barley with interest
Ḫa 12/11/- BM 97404 Bu. 1902-10-11, 458 barley with interest
Ḫa 12/ud.du/[…] BM 97567 Bu. 1902-10-11, 621 barley with interest
Ḫa 12/ud.du/[…] BM 97083/A Bu. 1902-10-11, 137 barley with interest
Ha 12 BM 97452 Bu. 1902-10-11, 506 barley with interest
Ḫa 13?/[…]/- BM 97703 Bu. 1902-10-11, 757 silver with interest
Ḫa 16?/ud.du/- BM 97573 Bu. 1902-10-11, 627 barley with interest
Ḫa 16/11/- BM 98049 Bu. 1902-10-11, 1103 barley with interest
Ḫa 32 or 42/07/06 BM 97587 Bu. 1902-10-11, 641 barley with interest
Ḫa 36? BM 97600 Bu. 1902-10-11, 654 silver with interest
Ha (?) BM 97703 Bu. 1902-10-11, 757 silver with interest
sd BM 97532/A Bu. 1902-10-11, 586 silver with interest
sd BM 97842/A Bu. 1902-10-11, 896/A silver with interest
sd BM 97793/A Bu. 1902-10-11, 847/A silver with interest
sd BM 97570 Bu. 1902-10-11, 624 silver with interest
sd BM 97689 Bu. 1902-10-11, 743 barley with interest

to the other in antiquity – as is the case with Ur-Utu’s archive, part of which
was moved from Sippar-Jahrūrum (see Tanret 2004) – is not clear. The fact
that Erišti-Aja bought a 1 sar 10 gin2 vacant plot in Sippar-ṣērim (= Sippar-
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Jahrūrum36) from Eli-eressa, nadītu of Šamaš, daughter of Ilšu-bani during
the reign of Samsu-iluna (MHET II, 434), might indicate she lived in Sippar-
Jahrūrum.37

The majority of these loans must have been cancelled by the royal edict
Hammu-rabi issued in his 13th year of reign and were therefore kept in Erišti-
Aja’s archive, where they were found in (or shortly before) 1902.

We can thus conclude that the loan documents in which a woman is credit-
or are the only documents that were retrieved from their archives. It is therefore
not at all surprising that this is by far the smallest group of texts, as compared
to the sale and lease documents involving women, especially since the loan
documents that were kept were those not paid back or cancelled by a royal
edict. It goes without saying that as women owned land that they leased out
or could sell, it is only logical that they would have lent out the barley and
silver they had at their disposal in order to make a profit. If we furthermore
take into account that on average a nadītu who engaged in lending activities
did this relatively frequently, the number of different nadītus doing this is
much smaller than the number of loans. It is these archives or their leftovers
that were chanced upon by the mostly illicit diggers.

***

The preceding shows that our view on the active female contribution to the
economy of Old Babylonian Sippar is not distorted by chance finds of the ar-
chives of women, but that our data – although always incomplete – give a
fairly true reflection of the economic situation at the time. The economic role of
women was not preponderant but their presence was nevertheless significant,
especially in the sale and lease transactions. Their participation was particular-
ly vital during the reigns of Hammu-rabi and Samsu-iluna, where we see a
peak in all three economic activities.

Women start buying gradually from Zabium onwards and on a large scale
from Sîn-muballiṭ onwards, and start leasing out their fields, orchards and

36 See Charpin 1988.
37 The same Erišti-Aja is attested in three more texts: an inheritance document, VS 9, 216/204
(sd), and two sale documents in which she is the buying party: TLB 1, 218 (AS) and TJDB pl.
59 (sd). The fact that all three sale documents belong to different museum collections (MHET
II, 434 = Bu. 88-5-12 [British Museum], TLB 1, 218 = LB 1836 [Louvre] and TJDB pl. 59 = MAH
16516 [Geneva]) proves they were not found together but in different archives as part of a chain
of transmission. The same goes probably for the inheritance document (VS 9, 216/204 = VAT
1449/1293 [Berlin]).
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Fig. 4: Chronology of female participation in dated sale, lease and loan contracts.

houses, and lending out the yield of their estate soon afterwards, during Ham-
mu-rabi and Samsu-iluna. At the end of Samsu-iluna’s reign, female participa-
tion in economic transactions comes almost abruptly to an end, which is es-
pecially apparent in sale transactions. A possible answer lies in the letter
published by Janssen (1991) in which Samsu-iluna raises the problem concern-
ing nadītus whose families were not able to support them anymore as a result
of which royal intervention was required. This is no doubt the precursor of the
general regress in the economic activity that followed under Abi-ešuh. It seems
that this crisis had repercussions on the economic situation of the upper class
that caused at least part of them to largely abandon the system of property
transfer in which women played a key role. This is not surprising, as through-
out history, economic recessions have placed a disproportionate burden on
women, who were not infrequently affected by increased responsibilities in all
spheres of their life. However, the fact that a modest revival of female contribu-
tion to lease transactions is to be seen during the reigns of Ammi-ditana and
Ammi-ṣaduqa, shows that women were still to a certain extent landowners and
thus were still economically active, albeit on a smaller scale.38

38 See also Richardson 2010 for the survival of the thriving nadītu community in the late Old
Babylonian period.
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As mentioned before, part of these female economic players were involved
in more than one economic transaction during their lifetime: at least 50 women
were active in sale transactions on several occasions, at least 53 women were
active in lease transactions on several occasions and at least 11 women were
active in loan transactions on several occasions. It is, however, remarkable that
most of these women were active in only one kind of economic transaction,
whereas we would expect them to be active in all three kinds of transactions,
assuming that they leased out the fields they acquired and lent out the yield
of their fields in order to make a profit. The fact that only a small number of
women were involved in loan transactions can be explained by the fact that
only unredeemed loans were found, which obviously distorts our image of
their actual lending activity.

Only 13 women were involved in both sale and lease transactions. The ma-
jority of women who were active as buyers, and were thus landowners, are not
attested as lessors, which is odd, as they would certainly have leased out the
fields they owned. The same goes for the majority of women who were active
as lessors, but who are never attested as buyers. It goes without saying that
women acquired a part of their estate through dowries, gifts and inheritances,
but there seems nevertheless to be a mismatch, which can only be explained by
the disparity of our texts, implying at the same time that female contribution
to the Old Babylonian economy must have been larger.

Two women are involved in all three kinds of economic transactions: Bē-
lessunu, daughter of Kassatum and Amat-Šamaš, daughter of Sîn-iddinam,
both nadītus of Šamaš and both active during the reigns of Hammu-rabi and
Samsu-iluna.

However incomplete and disparate our texts may be, I have looked for
women in the economy of Old Babylonian Sippar and have found them, and
as such have to say that Monsieur Jackal is right: il y a une femme dans toutes
les affaires!
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Nele Ziegler
Economic Activities of Women According to
Mari Texts (18th century BC)

In her unpublished doctoral dissertation, A. Millet Albà tried to estimate the
population of the kingdom of Mari (Millet Albà 2001). She counted the people
mentioned in the texts for the different towns, applied to the heads of families
a ratio counting their wives and children and came to the number of 40,000
inhabitants for the best attested central districts of Mari during the reign of the
last king, Zimrī-Lîm. Whatever the accuracy of this number may be, we can
suppose that 50% of the population of the kingdom of Mari were women or
young girls, and that from the earliest age, these young girls were generally
used to accomplish such tasks as looking after their smaller brothers and sis-
ters, feeding or herding animals etc. As many other female tasks, these activi-
ties, actually, were not mentioned in texts and the only written information
about these women concerned the food they consumed, the expenses for their
amenities or well-being, or gifts they received. In fact, the palace archives from
Mari mention the women that were related in some way to the royal adminis-
tration or to the king because they were given wool and oil rations. This con-
cerned first of all the 350 to 600 women who lived inside the royal palace and
whom I studied 15 years ago in my book on the population of the “royal harem”
(Ziegler 1999a). The administrative texts published in this study mention not
only the amounts given to each woman, but enumerate them by profession or
function inside the palace hierarchy, and provide good insight into the func-
tioning of a royal palace in the 18th century BC. Besides this book, a good
number of publications focused on the women of Mari. Some of these studies
are devoted to women of the royal family (Dossin and Finet 1978; Batto 1980;
Durand 1985b; Lafont 1987, Durand 2000: 259–504); an article deals with the
women from the kingdom of Mari who had to take an oath (Bonechi 1997);
others concern women as victims of war (Marello 1994; Ziegler 1999b; Ziegler
2014).

Given the limits of this paper, it is impossible to make a complete portrait
of the economic role of women, so I chose to give glimpses of some women
attested in the Mari archives. This data can be taken as paradigmatic for

Nele Ziegler, CNRS, UMR 7192, Proche-Orient – Caucase: langues, archéologie, cultures, Paris;
nziegler@msh-paris.fr
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others.1 This presentation will start with the top of the palace society because
those sources are the most varied: the first two women to be examined are
Addu-dūrī, the queen mother, and Šībtu, one of the wives of Zimrī-Lîm. We
will then look at two portraits of lower-ranking women: first Bazatum, a female
musician from the palace who was married to one of Zimrī-Lîm’s highest offi-
cials, and then the paper will be closed with Nanna, one of the lowest ranking
women, who was a water carrier.

1 The queen-mother and the queen
The queen-mother and the queen were in charge of the palace and had under
their command the female population and the manufactories of the palace. A
sister of Zimrī-Lîm told him in a letter:2

“I am fine! Adal-šenni, my lord (scil. husband) is fine! He has entrusted his big palace to
my authority. He treated me (with respect), as I deserve it.

200 women, be they musicians, textile-workers or (palace) administrators do their job
under my responsibility. They do what I order them (…)”

The wife of Adal-šenni, king of Burundum, tells in this letter that she had un-
der her authority the concubines or musicians, the palace-servants and the
women in the weaving mills of the palace, totaling 200 persons. In Mari, the
population of the royal palace3 exceeded this number: the female textile-work-
ers did not live inside the palace and the royal household alone numbered
more than 350 and, some years later, up to 600 inhabitants, nearly all women.

1.1 The queen-mother, Addu-dūrī4

Addu-dūrī was a princess from one of the Yaminite tribes. She was married to
Hadnī-Addu, probably a son or brother of Yahdun-Lîm, and lived in exile dur-

1 An electronic edition of all the published texts from the royal archives of Mari here quoted
in translation only can be found on http://www.archibab.fr (with bibliography). Excerpts of
many unpublished texts mentioned in this contribution can be found in Ziegler 1999a (see
index p. 294–295).
2 M.8161: 4–12 published by P. Marello 1994.
3 For the royal palace of Mari as architectural unit see Margueron 1982 and 2004, for the
organization of the palace from textual evidence see Durand 1985a.
4 See Durand 2000: 273–295; Charpin and Ziegler 2003: 175 n. 36.
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Fig. 1: The biggest account of oil rations, for more than 600 women living in the palace of
Mari (FM 4, 13).
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ing the years of Šamšī-Adad’s reign. When Zimrī-Lîm reconquered the kingdom
of his forebears, she regained Mari through his efforts. Except for a brief period
at the very beginning of Zimrī-Lîm’s reign, she didn’t live with him in the royal
palace of Mari,5 but had a “house” of her own. This is clear from administrative
texts, like the one that mentions a bronze knife from her house6 or others that
mention burrum-cereals delivered from her house to the kitchens of the royal
palace.7 Other texts enumerate textiles for her house.8 We do not know where
this building was situated. It is possible that it was in Mari itself or rather close
to the capital. She wrote to the king (ARM 10 54):

“The city of Mari, the temples and the palace are well. May the heart of my lord fear
nothing.”

This shows that she was aware of the situation in the capital and that she felt
responsibility for the temples and the royal palace.

Outside Mari, the geographic horizon of her activities seems rather limit-
ed. Events in Ṣuprum9 are mentioned, and her personal presence at the yearly
Dērītum festival in Dēr is attested (ARM 10 142), but it is clear that she did not
live there. Zimrī-Lîm told her about an official who was not allowed to stay in
Terqa,10 and she did mention a prophecy uttered in Hišamta (ARM 10 53 =
ARM 26/1 195), but all this seems to be far away from her place of residence.
Instead, cultic activity in Mari is attested by letters and administrative docu-
ments. The chapel of Bēlet-ekallim in the palace of Mari,11 the sanctuary of
Annunītum,12 the cultic personnel of Itūr-Mêr (ARM 10 51) and Eštar-Bišri are
mentioned in her correspondence, and sacrifices are recorded in administra-
tive documents.13

5 This can be stated because of the “harem deliveries” edited by Ziegler 1999a; see p. 50–51
for Addu-dūrī not living inside the palace except for the time of redaction of the oldest docu-
ment, FM 4 1.
6 M.8868 (ARM 32, p. 237–238) a bronze-knife from the “house of Addu-dūrī” (year ZL 3).
7 ARM 12, 141 and 146, FM 4, 49: burrum-cereals from the “house of Addu-dūrī” delivered to
the royal kitchen, i.e. to Ilu-kān (year ZL 4).
8 M.6699 (ARM 30, p. 435): textiles for the “house of Addu-dūrī”.
9 ARM 10, 150.
10 ARM 10, 148, see Durand 2000: 292.
11 She tells her dream about the palace chapel of Bēlet-ekallim and the priest of Eštar-Bišri
(ARM 10, 50).
12 She reports about the temple of Annunītum (ARM 10, 55 and 50).
13 She must organize offerings for Eštar Dērītum (ARM 10, 142); for administrative texts, see
ARM 21, passim.
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She also exercised her authority by overseeing the maintenance of the roy-
al palace.14 Zimrī-Lîm asked her to organize and supervise construction works
in the courtyard of the royal palace because he wanted to watch the white
horses from Qaṭna from his apartment (ARM 10 147):

“I heard about the white horses from Qaṭna and that these horses are splendid! Now, (…)
in the courtyard of the painted house, at the door of [the guards, for protection] from the
daylight there should be shadow. They shall make this! They shall cut [reed] and make a
shelter for the horses. They shall [deliver to them] grain (…)”

On other occasions she acted as the representative of her son, the king Zimrī-
Lîm, when he was absent from his capital. She had access to his personal be-
longings, and was able to give information about them15 as shown by this letter
to the official in charge of the goods and the workshops of the palace:16

“I opened the box at the disposal of the king, but there is no silver-ring of 4 shekels (…)”

Addu-dūrī acted here as representative of her son and could manage the coffers
containing his possessions. We know from another text that a box which held
the king’s belongings was stored in her house.17

Other texts show that she was in charge of her own household, which was
clearly distinct from the royal palace or the king. Numerous people are enumer-
ated as her servants and among them are not only women attached to textile-
production,18 but also people in charge of agriculture,19 scribes,20 and even a
female physician.21

Addu-dūrī was involved in lending activities concerning large amounts of
grain. A recapitulation written two years after her death, in the 8th year of reign
of Zimrī-Lîm, states that she and her heir, the high-priestess Inibšina, had not
recovered 6 ugār of grain, some 7,200 liters, which she had lent to different
persons some four years earlier (Charpin 2008b). Since this text only mentions
the debts that had not been recovered, we may assume that her lending activi-
ties took place on a much larger scale.

14 Other activities concern the instruction of female musicians (ARM 10, 148).
15 Data about metals and precious objects are given in ARM 10, 145. No. 146 mentions liba-
tion-vases for cultic purposes.
16 ARM 10, 61, see Durand 2000: 290, no. 1109. See also ARM 18, 1 and 4.
17 See for the pisan šarrim ina bīt Addu-dūrī M.8868 (ARM 32, p. 237–238).
18 FM 4, 35.
19 M.7454, M.7829+, cf. Ziegler 1999a: 51, n. 319.
20 M.7829+.
21 FM 4, 34: 16.
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1.2 Queen Šībtu22

The queen-mother Addu-dūrī died at the beginning of the 6th year of Zimrī-
Lîm’s reign. She was replaced in the cultic activities by the second wife of
Zimrī-Lîm, queen Šībtu, a princess from Aleppo.

Šībtu had been married to Zimrī-Lîm in his second year of reign. We have
much data about this woman, including the preparations for the marriage, the
negotiations of the bride-price, etc. Unfortunately, the only information that
we do not have is the one thing that would help to evaluate more precisely her
economic situation – that is, the contents of her dowry, which was given to
her by her father in Aleppo and which she brought as her personal belongings
to her new home. A comparison can be made with the dowries of other princes-
ses, and for this one can consult the contributions of B. Lafont (1987) or D.
Charpin (2008a). Princesses received as their dowry objects in precious metals,
be it jewelry, small dishes, or table-ware in bronze, textiles, house furniture
such as beds, stools or tables, and female servants. We can imagine that Šībtu
came with such a dowry to Mari.

Her father, Yarīm-Lîm, was concerned about the installation of his daugh-
ter in her new home and discussed this matter with the envoy of Zimrī-Lîm,
the high official and diviner, Asqūdum (ARM 26/1, 13):

“Yarīm-Lîm addressed me as follows: ‘(…) Where will the household goods of my daughter
go?’

I (said): ‘The house of your daughter is good.’

He (said): ‘The effects of my daughter may be placed in her house. (But) my daughter
should live with her husband and for 5 or 6 days she may leave (the palace) and concern
herself with her house. (…)’”

We know that the housing of the queen of Mari inside the palace was a matter
of concern since Yahdun-Lîm had decided to make the queen live outside the
royal palace. The reason for this installation of the main queen outside the
palace was perhaps for the period of her menstrual impurity, but this is not
the topic here. In any case, Asqūdum confirmed for the king of Aleppo that his
daughter was endowed with a convenient house in Mari and that she could
put her personal belongings there. In the same letter, Asqūdum gives more
information about the house for Šībtu, as a collation of this text by J.-M. Du-
rand revealed:23

22 Cf. Durand 1988: 95–117; Ziegler 1999a: 54–56, 96–98; Durand 2000: 304–355; Ziegler 2009–
2011.
23 Durand 2004. See for the “house” of Šībtu also A.4670 (ARM 32, p. 371–372).
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“Now, my lord must give instructions that they select the house of (general) Mut-Bisir*
for his daughter, so that his servants, who will come with me (to Mari) will see it, and tell
their lord about it. (…)

May my lord think about the house, and that they take care of the house that he gives
to this young woman. (…)

And during my sojourn here (in Aleppo) may they prepare this house!”

Mut-Bisir was one of the highest ranking generals of Šamšī-Adad in Mari and
he had had a palace in that town. This residence maintained the name of its
famous former owner. We don’t know if this was really this house that was
finally selected for Šībtu, but it may have been.24 In the following years, huge
amounts of grain or other foodstuffs from this estate were delivered to the pal-
ace kitchens.25

So, Šībtu had two places to live in Mari:26 an apartment in the royal palace,
and a house outside the palace, perhaps the former residence of Mut-Bisir.
Female servants worked in these two places.27 Some of them are nominally
known from the lists of the harem population. A part of these servants were
devoted to house-keeping and cooking.

Šībtu gave birth to at least two children, perhaps twins,28 and took the
first place among the wives of Zimrī-Lîm. Even if another woman, Dām-hurāṣi,
mother of Zimrī-Lîm’s first-born son Yaggid-Lîm, seems to have held a more
honorable position, it was Šībtu who was in charge of the royal palace. She
wrote her husband letters like this one (ARM 10, 22): “Mari, the temples and
the palace are well,” and Zimrī-Lîm could call the royal palace “Šībtu’s pal-
ace”. After a victory he wrote to his wife the good news and closed his letter
by the words:29 “Rejoice! And give (this) good news to your palace!”

Indeed, Šībtu was at the head of the royal palace population. She was the
one who had to decide the fate of deportees – to be admitted among the palace-
musicians or among the textile-workers. She had access to all the rooms of the
palace, and the administrators had to contact her for access to boxes or docu-
ments stored in these rooms.30 For all these activities, her seal was important.
We know that this seal was made from lapis lazuli and had a golden cap or

24 Note that Šībtu’s presence in the “Smaller Eastern Palace” of Mari is attested in year ZL 10
(ref. in Ziegler 1999a: 56, n. 354)
25 E.g. ARM 12, 57 (date 1/xii/ZL 3); ARM 12, 15 (date 28/ix/ZL 4); ARM 12, 161 (date 14/xi/ZL
5); ARM 12, 433 (date 6/iv/ZL 6).
26 Ziegler 1999a: 56.
27 Ziegler 1999a: 96–98.
28 Ziegler 1997: 55.
29 ARM 10, 122+M.15083 (Durand 1987).
30 ARM 10, 12 and A.3413 (ARM 32, p. 358–359).
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Fig. 2: Impression of one of the seals of queen Šībtu
(after Parrot 1959: 167–168 and pl. XLVI, no. 69).

setting.31 It is possible that she had more than one seal, since Zimrī-Lîm asked
her (ARM 10, 119):

“(…) seal it with your seal that is inscribed ‘Šībtu, daughter of Yarîm-Lîm, wife of Zimrī-
Lîm’ and give it to Imgurrum (…)”

This detail indicates that Šībtu had another seal, which is a situation also
known for other administrators (Charpin 1999).

Some other letters show that Šībtu was engaged in administrative affairs,
but more generally she was concerned with the royal palace of Mari. Her letters
informed the king about everyday events that had happened or about the wom-
en who lived in the palace. Sometimes she would discuss special foodstuffs
with her husband, such as hazannu-garlic or wine. We don’t see her involved
in the organization of the weaving-mills, but this is, perhaps, because these
workshops were outside of the palace and sources are lacking.

In any case, Šībtu had people in her service who made garments. She may
have even produced textiles for her husband with her own hands, as this letter
shows (ARM 10 17):

“May my lord put on his shoulder the cloth and the shirt (gu2-e3-a) that I have made.”

31 ARM 25, 349 (ARM 32, p. 268): “(…) 1 golden setting for the lapis lazuli seal of Šībtu” (date
ZL 5).
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Or in another letter she wrote to the king (ARM 10 18):

“The palace is well. When I returned to Mari, the 5th day, I have sent the female physician
Mammītum-ummī to my lord with 1 fine garment, 1 shirt and 1 duḫšū-coloured belt, the
garments of my lord. (…)”

The queen was involved in many transactions, received or delivered goods,
paid taxes, etc. She was active, and had, as many other women, the freedom
to move from the royal palace to her own household or elsewhere. In the letter
just quoted, she alluded to her return to Mari, showing by this that she had
been absent. But Šībtu, unlike another wife of Zimri-Lîm, did not accompany
Zimrī-Lîm on his longer trips. Even when he went to Aleppo, her former coun-
try, Šībtu stayed at home, looking after the palace. Clearly she felt her presence
there more important than seeing her mother or brother again (Ziegler 1999a:
56).

From her private economic activities we almost know nothing. It is prob-
able that these documents were stored in her personal house. One single ex-
ception is a loan document – it shows that Šībtu, like her mother-in-law, Addu-
dūrī, could give credit and make benefice by this kind of activity (ARM 8, 76):

“x shekel silver, its worth without interest, from Šībtu PN₁ has received. PN₂ is the guaran-
tor of PN₁. Should PN₁ flee […]”

2 Two women of middle and lower ranks
In the list FM 4, 13 (see above Fig. 1) more than 600 women from the royal
palace are enumerated with their oil-rations. The amounts give insight about
the social status of these women inside the palace hierarchy. We have just seen
two of the highest situated women, the queen-mother and the queen. We will
now turn to two other women who belonged to the “middle” and the “lower”
classes, Bazatum and Nanna.

2.1 The musician Bazatum32

Bazatum belonged to the category of the “younger musicians” who, in the pal-
ace, were just below the highest-ranking ladies. Her rations of oil or wool in-

32 Durand 1990: 298–301; Ziegler 1999a: 74–76; Koppen 2002: 295.
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creased during the first years of Zimrī-Lîm’s reign, while she lived in the royal
palace.33

Zimrī-Lîm apparently did not decide to make her one of his concubines,
but gave her as a spouse to one of his highest officials, Sammêtar. She became
his secondary wife and lived in his house in Zurubbān in the countryside.34
Unfortunately, some months later her husband died; the royal palace then pro-
ceeded to make an inspection of all his belongings.35 The administrative texts
composed on that occasion distinguish the personal belongings of Bazatum
from those of the palace and from those of her deceased husband. One of these
inspection texts (FM 6, 33) established that the household of Bazatum consist-
ed of 4 servants, 2 oxen and 25 ugār of barley (30,000 l) and ARM 9, 97 men-
tions 4 textile workers of Bazatum. Her cattle were grazing close to Terqa (ARM
24, 48). Other texts mention jewelry or precious dishes.36

We can thus see that a younger musician from the royal palace could be
married outside the palace and acquire some wealth. Contacts with the women
from the royal harem were not necessarily broken: Bazatum was entrusted with
jewelry by one of her former colleagues, another musician from the palace,
who meanwhile had gotten married as a lower ranking spouse to Zimrī-Lîm.37
Bazatum took care of the jewels of her former colleague and friend, probably
because the latter did not have a house of her own.

2.2 One of the poorest women

Let us close this overview with one of the less considered women who lived in
the royal palace, a water carrier named Nanna. These women got the smallest
rations of oil adult women could get, and were less highly esteemed since they
performed hard work. In the harem lists, the water carriers (hābêt mē) are enu-
merated generally after the female door keepers, and before their male col-
leagues. I conclude from this that these women could cross the outer and inner
gates of the harem (Ziegler 1999a: 113).

We don’t know anything about the belongings of these women; they proba-
bly did not have much. But one letter of the queen Šībtu speaks about their
activity (ARM 10, 129). She quotes a letter of Zimrī-Lîm:

33 Oil rations: FM 4, 3 (date 1-xi-ZL1): ½ sila3, later FM 4, 13 (date ZL 5?): 1 sila3. Wool rations:
FM 4, 6 (date 2-vi-ZL 2): 7 mana, FM 4, 8 (date xi-ZL 2): 8 mana.
34 See ARM 9, 97: textile-production entrusted to Bazatum at Zurubbān (20-xi-ZL 7).
35 Koppen 2002: 292–293, 296–300.
36 ARM 25, 490; 748 (jewellery), M.15167+ (dishes), see Koppen 2002: 312, n. 117.
37 ARM 25, 353 (ARM 32, p. 334–335): jewels of Bēltāni with Bazatum in Zurubbān (8/xii/ZL 7).
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Fig. 3: Plan of the palace of Mari (after Margueron 1984: 39). The women of the harem lived
in sector 5, the water reservoir of the palace was in the middle of courtyard 131 (sector 1).

“I have heard: ‘(The water carrier) Nanna has a simmum-disease.’ She is present in many
places of the palace and many women can contract her illness. Give an order so that
nobody shall drink from the vessel from which she is drinking; that nobody shall sit on
the chair where she is sitting and that nobody shall sleep in the bed where she is sleeping.
Many women live with her. She shall not infect them with her illness.”
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This letter of the queen shows that the water carrier’s disease was particu-
larly inconvenient, because that woman would bring water to the other rooms
of the harem, had contact with many people and because she shared her living-
space with many others: chairs, beds, dishes were used in common.

***

In this paper I have tried to give a glance of four women of different status,
basing their presentation on the varied documentation available. Beyond these
cases, the archives of Mari provide interesting insights into the economic situa-
tion of women. However, the documentation is unequal; we get more data
about princesses or musicians than about weavers or slaves, but the same ob-
servation can be made about men.

Abbreviations
ARM 9 Birot 1960.
ARM 10 Dossin and Finet 1978.
ARM 12 Birot 1964.
ARM 18 Rouault 1977.
ARM 21 Durand 1983.
ARM 26/1 Durand 1988.
ARM 30 Durand 2009.
ARM 32 Arkhipov 2012.
FM 4 Ziegler 1999a.
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Sophie Démare-Lafont
Women at Work in Mesopotamia:
An attempt at a legal perspective

The starting point for this article is the observation that, when it comes to
women’s work in Mesopotamia, there is no specific legal point of view. While
the sources related to the economic and administrative aspects of the subject
are numerous, as shown by the workshops organized within the French-Japa-
nese REFEMA project, those regarding the legal aspects are scarce.

An optimistic scholar would conclude that, in the realm of labor law, the
Mesopotamian woman was a man like any other, which of course is wrong.
Women were not always involved in the same types of work as men, at least
in the “public” institutions (temple, palace), although they were compelled to
do for instance the corvée-work;1 they didn’t have the same wages as men2 and
on many occasions, they performed ancillary tasks just like slaves. But these
are sociological or economical features rather than legal ones.

Actually, the major difference between men and women in terms of labor
law lies in the fact that economic activities of men are framed in a set of rather
elaborated rules while no comparable regulations are attested for women. One
could surmise that they were implicitly covered by the masculine standards of
law, and this is true when they are in a position of employers: as far as we can
see from the tablets involving queens, nuns or wealthy housewives, they re-
sorted to the same methods as their male counterparts to run their estates and
to hire their staff.3

But the picture is quite different when it comes to female workforce or
employees. Their existence is well attested in the administrative documents,
especially the lists of workers or of rations, but legally speaking, they are al-
most invisible.

1 See for Ur III Period Lafont 2014: 57–64 and his contribution in this volume, where he sug-
gests, after Steinkeller, that only the heads of the households were liable to corvée-work, so
that women would perform it on their behalf and not for themselves.
2 Judging from the administrative documents of the Ur III period, they received usually half
the rations of men; see Waetzoldt 1988.
3 See for example the archives of princess Simat-Ištaran in Ur III Garšana (Owen and Mayr
2007; Lafont 2014: 71–74), of the Old Babylonian nadītu-nuns (Nakata 2014) or of princess Iltani
in Qaṭṭara during the same period (Langlois 2014).

Sophie Démare-Lafont, Université Panthéon-Assas – École Pratique des Hautes Études;
sodela@free.fr
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The law collections mention some specific professions like innkeeper (sā-
bītu), wet-nurse (mušēniqtu)4 or prostitute (ḫarimtu), typically in criminal mat-
ters and without describing the legal basis of their trade. The mīšarum-edicts
mention the female innkeeper but again in a very elliptical way. Legal deeds
and documents testifying to their employment are notably few and shed a bit
of light on the provisions of the codes, but many grey areas remain. For in-
stance, it is striking that free women hardly appear in the Old Babylonian ser-
vice contracts. This matches the idea that this kind of work was performed
either by female slaves or within the family, thus without a contract.

On the other hand, the vocabulary can sometimes be ambiguous. For in-
stance, female workers were sometimes called ṣuhārtu, regardless of their spe-
cific skills,5 so that it is difficult to decide whether this word means “servant”
or “employee”; from the point of view of their master or mistress, the difference
is irrelevant because both of these statuses come down to a form of dependen-
cy. But we cannot exclude the possibility that among these women, some were
hired without a written contract and received wages for their work in form of
rations. Of course, it is not always a matter of postulating a contractual rela-
tionship between the female staff as a whole and the male or female head of
the household. But we have to take into account the fact that most of the agree-
ments were concluded orally, which means that a significant part of the legal
reality escapes us.

Even the very conception of a labor contract seems debatable: like in other
legal systems in Antiquity (especially the Roman law), Mesopotamia shaped
the labor relations in the framework of a contract for services, using the same
formulae for estates, animals and persons.6 Indeed, the peculiarity of the labor
contract as a category on its own is a very recent development in legal history,
connected to the industrial revolution in the 19th century. The situation is com-
plicated in Mesopotamia by the fact that many service deliveries are performed
in connection with the repayment of a debt, through the mechanism of person-
al antichresis by which a creditor takes advantage of the work of his debtor or
of a member of his family.7

4 Inkeepers and wet-nurses are among the rare female professions mentioned in the Old As-
syrian private documents; see Michel in this volume.
5 For instance in Qaṭṭara, a female textile worker could be designated as ṣuhārtum rather than
išpartum (OBTR 142; see Langlois 2014: 245). See also YOS 5 177 (from Larsa) recording the
delivery of wool rations to the ṣuhārātu ša bīt išpari “working girls of the weaving workshop”,
and the more numerous occurrences in the Nuzi documents, where the ṣuhārātu are the young
girls dependent on the palace, with or without specification of their task (see Lion 2016).
6 See the references in the CAD agāru “to hire, rent”.
7 About this type of security for debts, see Westbrook and Jasnow 2001.
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Thus, the legal basis for a labor relationship could vary, and in this picture,
the situation of women appears as but one small aspect of a multifaceted reali-
ty. These caveats raise a methodological question as to the typicality of the
legal deeds and provisions dealing with women at work. In this field more than
in any other, the use of a written contract seems to meet the specific needs of
the parties rather than the current practices.

With all of this in mind, we can review the legal data by trying to combine
the information provided by law collections and legal documents.

As far as law is concerned, three main categories of feminine professions
are attested, namely the weavers, the innkeepers and the wet-nurses.8 Only
the third one is a typically female occupation, while the two others are also
attested for men.

1 Weavers
Female weavers are attested only in a Sumerian law collection published by P.
Michalowski and C. Walker,9 referred to as “Laws of X” in the edition of M.
Roth10 and henceforth incorporated in the Code of Ur-Namma.11

§ D8 states the wages for various works performed by female weavers:12

The monthly (?) wages of a female weaver when washing will be [x sila]. The daily (?)
wages of a female weaver of skilled (?) weaving will be twenty sila. The daily wages of a
female weaver of šutur(?)-garments will be twenty sila.

Although the provision mentions women called geme₂, “female slave”, free
persons were also meant under this wide denomination that refers to a labor
force rather than to a status in the Ur III administrative sources13.

It is difficult to figure out the purpose of this provision, but one explana-
tion would be that the public authorities wanted to regulate the salaries in the

8 Prostitutes are a fourth category, dealt with by J. Cooper in this volume. The legal side – if
any – of their activities largely escapes us.
9 Michalowski and Walker 1989.
10 Roth 1997: 37–39.
11 Wilcke 2002: 291 and note 3.
12 Civil 2011: 251; geme₂ uš-bar tan₄-tan₄-na a₂ iti? 1-a-ka-n[i…] geme₂ u[š-bar] ama-tuk₅-
ka ˹a₂ u₄?˺ 1-ni 0.0.2 geme₂ uš-[bar] ˹šu?˺-dur?-ka a₂ u₄ 1-[ni] 0.0.2.
13 See for instance Englund 1991: 274, who notices that geme₂ appears to be the female coun-
terpart of guruš in the lists of workers. Elsewhere, geme₂ has the meaning “female slave”, as
opposed to arad₂, “male slave”.
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“private” sector. These rates were probably to be enforced by employers enter-
ing into a contract with suppliers of female workers, who were therefore the
objects of the contract and not the partners in it, which brings us back to the
ordinary condition of women in the world of work.

The same ancillary condition can be perceived in the Mari documents:
young girls taken as booty were sent to the weaving workshops of the palace,14
where they probably learned their craft and increased the number of employees.

An Old Babylonian contract from Nippur (ARN 7) points to another situa-
tion: a slave woman is manumitted by her owners but has to continue serving
them,15 which probably means that she had to support them in their old age.
Considering the attendance of three witnesses bearing the title of “overseer of
the female weavers” (ugula geme₂.uš.bar ll. 22–24), M. Stol has convincingly
suggested that the freed woman would henceforth work in a weaving work-
shop and give her wages to her former masters, while dwelling in their house.16

2 Innkeepers
Women innkeepers have drawn the attention of the Sumerian and Babylonian
lawgivers.17

The Code of Ur-Namma contains a provision setting an interest rate for the
credit sale of beer (§ D9) by the woman innkeeper:18

If a female tavern-keeper gives to someone a beer-jar of hers, at harvest time [she will
receive] 50 sila of barley.

The Code of Hammurabi (§ 111) has exactly the same rule, in Akkadian:19

If a woman innkeeper gives one vat of beer as a qīptum-loan, she shall take 50 sila of
grain at the harvest.

14 See for instance ARM 13 21 (Durand 1997: 238 no. 99) or ARM 10 125 (Durand 2000: 351 no.
1167). I am grateful to Antoine Jacquet for these references.
15 ARN 7: 10–11 na.an.ga.ti.la.aš igi.ni.ne.še₃ i₃.gub.bu, “As long as they live, she shall
stand before them (= serve them)”.
16 Stol 1998: 83.
17 About brewers and innkeepers in general, see Cassin 1961; Röllig 1970; and Lion 2013.
18 Civil 2011: 244, 251; tuk[um-b]i munus-lu₂-geštin-na-am₃ 1 ˹pihu˺-ka-ni lu₂-ra in-na-an-
šum₂ [u₄] ˹buru₁₄˺-ke₄ 0.0.5 še […] x.
19 Roth 1997: 102, with an interrogation as to the legal nature of the contract: “one vat of beer
as a loan (?)”; šumma sabītum ištēn pīḫam ana qīptim iddin ina ebūrim 5 šūt še’am ileqqe.
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The comparison of the two texts reveals some slight differences but another
source for § D9, coming from Sippar, refers explicitly to the šu-la2-loan, similar
to the qīptum-loan mentioned in the Code of Hammurabi.20 The legal nature of
this type of contract is still a matter of discussion, especially because no inter-
est is recorded in the documents despite their clear commercial background.21
What is interesting for our topic is that these transactions usually involved a
middleman who received the goods, mainly fungibles, probably as a capital
from which further loans were to be made.22 In both law collections, the inn-
keeper acts as a creditor and is part of a circulation process of goods initiated
by the palace: she receives the grain, probably as a qīptum-loan, in order to
produce the beer that she will sell, and then she pays a portion of the expect-
ed – and substantial – profits23 to the palace in form of a tax.24 In this network
of production and distribution, she enjoys an important role as shown by the
very fact that legal provisions deal with her business.

The Laws of Ešnunna also mention the alewife (sabītum) twice:

§ 15 A merchant or a woman innkeeper will not accept silver, grain, wool, oil, or anything
else from a male or female slave.25

§ 41 If a foreigner, a visitor or an “acquaintance” wishes to sell his beer, the woman
innkeeper shall sell the beer for him at the current rate.26

§ 15 includes the alewife and the tamkārum, “merchant” in the same prohibi-
tion: they should not receive silver, barley, wool or oil from a male or female

20 Civil 2011: 251 1 pihu₄ lu₂-[ra] šu-la₂-a-še₃ in-[na-šum₂] “she gives one beer-jar to some-
one on credit”.
21 See Skaist 1994: 51 who concludes that the qīptum is a “commercial interest bearing loan”
without any explicit amount noted in the contract “for some as yet unknown reason”. Many
scholars consider the qīptum-loan as a form of credit sale (see for instance Yaron 1988: 158) or
as a deposit (Westbrook 2003: 403).
22 Such is the case for instance in the trial document from Sippar BE 6/1 103: a man received
an amount of grain ana qīptim and was summoned by the creditor to give it back. He refused
and claimed that he did not use the grain but gave it away ana qīptim, which seems to be the
natural purpose of the operation.
23 Driver and Miles 1956: 207; Lion 2013: 394.
24 Stol 2004: 769; Lion 2013: 396. The situation is best illustrated by BE 6/1 103 quoted above
(n. 22): the creditors were probably state agents trying to recover the grain lent as qīptum to
the middleman-debtor. This would explain why the judges of Babylon had to intervene in a
case brought in Sippar (Dombradi 1996: II 176 fn. 1257).
25 Roth 1997: 61; ina qāti wardim u amtim tamkārum u sabītum kaspam še’am šipātim šamnam
adi mādim ul imaḫḫar. About the readings adi mādim (from mādum “much, numerous”) or adi
māṭim (“even in small quantity”) see Yaron 1988: 52–53.
26 Roth 1997: 65; šumma ubarum napṭarum u mudû šikaršu inaddin sabītum maḫīrat illaku
šīkaram inaddinšum.
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slave, who are assumed to act in fraud of their owner’s interests. The meaning
of this provision is best understood against the background of the pattern de-
scribed above: the innkeeper and the merchant involved in commercial trans-
actions are but one link within a larger chain of persons or institutions. There-
fore, accepting a suspicious partner in the network could produce a domino
effect and cause financial losses to all participants. The fungible goods given
by the slave are not a purchase price27 but rather a capital entrusted in view
of further commercial operations. In such a type of loan, there was no restitu-
tion in kind but a repayment in any accepted value, which makes this contract
similar to a credit sale or a deposit. The whole system relied on trust and confi-
dence, as is usual in partnership and trade relationship. The issue here is to
prevent a slave from acting on his/her own,28 not only because of their lack of
legal capacity – such a general rule needs not to be repeated for the innkeeper
or the merchant – but for fear of putting stolen goods on the market place,
which might result in economic damages to downstream participants. The next
provision (§ 16) completes the picture and implicitly addresses the alewife and
the merchant: they are not allowed to give (instead of receiving in § 15) fungi-
ble goods as a qīptum-loan to an undivided son or to a slave.29 Both are incapa-
bles, either by reason of age or of status.

Even if the real impact of the innkeeper’s activities is difficult to clarify,
the law collections at least acknowledge her economic role along with that of
the merchant during the Old Babylonian period.

In § 41, she appears in her role of beer seller in connection with three
groups of persons, all outsiders, who probably received beer as a salary and
did not wish to consume the whole quantity; they would thus turn to the inn-
keeper to dispose of it for them; the law states that she had to obtain a fair
price on her client’s behalf because these alien residents or visitors, having no
knowledge of the local market conditions, were open to exploitation by greedy
traders.30

It is against this background that one should read § 108 of the Code of
Hammurabi dealing with the sabītum:31

If a woman innkeeper should refuse to accept grain for the price of beer but accepts (only)
silver measured by the large weight, thereby reducing the value of beer in relation to the

27 Wool and oil were not current means of payment in Mesopotamia.
28 On the contrary, the contract is valid if the slave acts on behalf of his/her master.
29 § 16 Laws of Ešnunna: mār awīlim la zīzu u wardum ul iqqīap “The undivided son of a man
or the slave shall not be given a qīptum-loan” (Roth 1997: 61).
30 For this interpretation, see Westbrook 1994: 45–46.
31 Roth 1997: 101; šumma sabītum ana šīm šikarim še’am la imtaḫar ina abnim rabītim kaspam
imtaḫar u maḫīr šikarim ana maḫīr še’im umtaṭṭi sābītam šuāti ukannušima ana mê inaddûši.
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value of grain, they shall charge and convict that woman innkeeper and they shall cast
her into the water.

Likewise, the Edict of Ammi-ṣaduqa § 18 incriminates the embezzlement perpe-
trated by the tavern keeper or the merchant, probably in similar circumstan-
ces:32

The woman innkeeper or the merchant who … dishonest [weight?] shall die.

The female innkeeper has thus to behave honestly in all the economic transac-
tions she concludes. The fraud described in the text was all the more plausible
if her partner was an outsider, who is not aware of the local rates of conversion.

These three provisions show that the commercial activities of the innkeep-
er were controlled by the state authority. This corroborates the information
gained from other sources, pointing to registration formalities in order to ob-
tain an operating license against the payment of a tax to the palace.33

Such a fee is mentioned in the Edict of Ammi-ṣaduqa § 16, stating that the
arrears will not be reclaimed because of the debt cancellation proclaimed by
the king:34

The woman innkeeper of the rural areas (or suburbs) who (normally) pays the silver and/
or barley of the innkeeper to the palace, because the king has established justice in the
land, the collector shall not call for payment their arrears.

In the same vein, § 17 of the Edict of Ammi-ṣaduqa states that the qīptum-loan
agreed by the innkeeper should not be repaid after the remission of debt pro-
claimed by the king:35

The woman innkeeper who made a qīptum-loan of beer or barley may not collect anything
that she has loaned out (after the remission of debt).

The point is that qīptum is usually understood as a form of commercial loan,36
which in principle was not covered by the royal edict. But a comparison of this

32 Kraus 1984: 180–181; sābitum u tamkārum ša i-na [x x x lā] kittim … imât.
33 Lion 2013: 395–396.
34 Kraus 1984: 178–179; sabītum nawê ša kaspam šê sābûm ana ekallim išaqqalu aššum šarrum
mīšaram ina matim iškunu ana ribbātišunu mušaddinu ul išassi.
35 Kraus 1984: 178–179; sabītum ša sikaram u še’am iqīpu mimma ša iqīpu ul ušaddan. Transla-
tion from CAD qâpu A 97a.
36 Skaist 1994: 51.
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provision with § 6 of the Edict37 shows that the king declared a moratorium on
all debts, including those deriving from a qīptum-loan, so that the content of
§ 17 echoes the dispositions of § 6.38

The bad reputation of the woman innkeeper is connected to the illegal
activities mentioned in the Code of Hammurabi § 109, describing the tavern as
a place visited by conspirators and criminals who have to be reported to the
palace under penalty of death:39

If there should be a woman innkeeper in whose house criminals congregate, and she does
not seize those criminals and lead them off to the palace authorities, that woman innkeep-
er shall be killed.

But a Mari document shows that it could be also a rather decent place to stay,
since witnesses apparently met there after an oath-taking to write down a tab-
let of ownership of a field:40

(3) The sons of Šū-Dagan (5) made a claim (4) under the reign of Zimrī-Lîm about (1) 10
gan2 of field (2) belonging to Išar-Lîm the […]. (6–7) They swore an oath of the god in
front of Itûr-Mēr and proved the case. (8) They seized (the field). (9–10) A second time, in
front of Itûr-Mēr, they have proved (the case). (11–41) In the temple, in front of Itûr-Mēr
and Annunītum, (list of 18 witnesses). These men [were present] in [the ta]vern [for the
drafting of this] tablet.

After all, innkeepers were thus involved not only in the production of beer, but
also and maybe mainly in the practice of credit. Some Old Babylonian letters
mention the alewife in connection with credit41 but the odd thing is that to
date, no loan contract featuring a sabītum as a creditor is known! A tentative
explanation would be that she agreed preferably either short-term loans during
lean periods, that did not require the writing of a tablet, or loans to outsid-
ers (as mentioned in § 41 of the Laws of Ešnunna), who were not supposed to
stay in town for too long and could have difficulty finding witnesses.

37 Edict of Ammi-ṣaduqa § 6: qajipānum ana bīt Akkadî u Amurrî [ša iqīpušum] ul išasi i[šassī-
ma] imâ[t], “A creditor may not sue for payment against the household of any Akkadian or
Amorite [to whom he had extended credit]; should he [sue for payment], he shall die”. See
Finkelstein 1969: 49–50 and Kraus 1984: 172–173.
38 Kraus 1984: 300–302.
39 Roth 1997: 101; šumma sabītum sarrūtum ina bītiša ittarkasuma sarrūtim šunūti la iṣṣabtam-
ma ana ekallim la irdiam sabītum šî iddâk.
40 Charpin & Ziegler 2003: 250–252, no. 3.
41 See for instance AbB 6 178: 16–22 “I am sending a woman innkeeper to you, give her my
silver or one shekel of my silver. They will bring me some barley, because I don’t want to
starve”; see also AbB 9 240 and YOS 13 315.
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The personal status of these women is not clear.42 It has been suggested
that, given the bad reputation of the tavern, they were not married women;
however, we have no information on this subject until the first millennium. In
Achaemenid times, we hear of female slaves running taverns on behalf of the
wealthy Egibi business men. F. Joannès has published two very illuminating
documents on the subject.43 Camb. 331 lists the goods entrusted to a slave-
woman and states their total value (2 minas and 2 shekels of silver). The sum
is said to belong to Itti-Marduk-balāṭu, who lends it to Isḫnunnatu. The interest
is to be paid for a month and a half, and afterwards, the owner will probably
receive a portion of the profits.44 Thus, the contract is drafted like a loan. We
know from another contract, written on the same day (Camb. 330) that the
slave-woman took over the business of a former woman innkeeper, who per-
formed it as an u’iltu “debt”.45

It is difficult to say whether or not the innkeeper herself would be allowed
to grant loans; her status of slave would certainly not hinder, since she had
enough legal capacity to enter into a contract with her master. But despite

42 See Lion 2013: 397.
43 Joannès 1992a and 1992b. See recently Tolini 2013 who adds a third contract (OECT 10, 239)
found at Kiš and in the Egibi archives from Babylon, featuring (the same?) Isḫunnatu.
44 Camb. 331: (1–8)1 mina of silver, price of 50 vats of fine beer with (their) ḫaṣbattu; 40 shekels
of silver, price of 10 800 litres of dates, 22 shekels of silver, price of 2 bronze kettles weighing
7 minas 1/2, 7 bronze cups and 3 bronze bowls as well as 720 litres of kasû which are stored
in the house, a total of 2 minas and 2 shekels belonging to Itti-Marduk-balāṭu, son of Nabû-
aḫḫē-iddin, descendant of Egibi, are at the disposal of Ishunnatu, slave woman of Itti-Marduk-
balāṭu. (9)Until the end of the month ṭebētu (x), she will pay an interest. (10–14)Not including: 5
beds, 10 chairs, 1 kettle, 1 vat, 1 stand lamp, 3 knifes, 1 iron hoe, 1 axe, 2 fermenting vats, 1
stand for fermenting vat, 1 vat of decantation, 2 maššânu. (14–17) Witnesses: Rēmūt, son of
Aplaia, descendant of Arad-Nergal; Bēl-apla-iddin, son of Rēmūt, descendant of Paharu; Tu-
kultī-Marduk, son of Iddin-Nabû, descendant of Šangû-parakki (17–18)And the scribe: Kalbaia,
son of Ṣillaia, descendant of Nabaia (18–20)At Kiš, 11th day of kislīmu (ix), year 6th of Cambyses,
king of Babylon, king of Lands. (Translation based on Tolini 2013).
45 Camb. 330: (1–2)Equipment which Marduk-iqīšanni will give to Ishunnatu, slave woman of
Itti-Marduk-balāṭu: (3–7)5 beds, 10 chairs, 3 tables, 1 lamp stand, 3 knifes, 1 iron hoe, 1 axe, 1
fermenting vat, 1 vessel stand, 1 kettle, 1 vat?, 1 maššânu, 1 chest, 1 reed. (7–8)They own nothing
jointly. (8)They will not renew litigation against each other. (9–10)Equipment which belongs to
Ishunnatu, until the end of the month of šabāṭu (xi), Marduk-iqīšanni will not make it out. (11–
12)Ishunnatu will pay the rent of the house by herself. (13–15)Witnesses: Rēmūt, son of Aplaia,
descendant of Arad-Nergal; Bēl-apla-iddin, son of Rēmūt, descendant of Paharu; Tukultī-Mar-
duk, son of Iddin-Nabû, descendant of Šangû-parakki (16–17)And the scribe: Kalbaia, son of
Ṣillaia, descendant of Nabaia (17–19)At Kiš, 11th day of kislīmu (ix), year 6th of Cambyses, king
of Babylon, king of Lands. (19–21) Marduk-iqīšanni will give the promissory note of fLillikanu to
Ishunnatu. (Translation based on Tolini 2013).
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this rather autonomous status in the management of her business, she was
apparently under the permanent control of the Egibi house.46 This Achaemenid
picture does not match the documentation from the 2nd millennium, which is
admittedly incomplete. Old Babylonian innkeepers also could have been slaves
or servants attached to private households, but for the time being, we lack
evidence in that direction.47

3 Wet-nurses
Another character mentioned in the law collections and in several contracts
from the second millennium onward is the wet-nurse (mušêniqtum).48

The wet-nurse features in a difficult provision of the Code of Hammurabi
(§ 194) that has been a matter of debate as to the nature of the offense she
committed:49

If a man gives his son to a wet-nurse and that child then dies while in the care of the wet-
nurse, and the wet-nurse then contracts for another child without (the knowledge of) his
father and mother, they shall charge and convict her, and, because she contracted for
another child without (the consent of) his father and mother, they shall cut off her breast.

All the discussion revolves around the consecution or the simultaneity of the
facts described in the case: a man gives his child to a wet-nurse; the child dies;
the wet-nurse takes another child without informing the father and mother and
incurs a punishment for that reason.

Whose parents were supposed to be informed: those of the first or of the
second infant? It is usually understood that the wet-nurse has accepted a baby
without advising its parents that a previous one had already died in her care;
the possessive -šu would thus refer to the parents of the second child.50 Alter-

46 Tolini 2013.
47 One of the few Old Babylonian examples of a tavern located in a city close to Larsa (AUCT
4 99; see Charpin 2005) involves a man of apparently free condition. Likewise, the tapster who
witnesses a sale contract in a Neo-Sumerian document from Iri-Sagrig (Nisaba 15 279; see Owen
2013) was also a free woman.
48 About wet-nursing in the Ancient Near East, see Stol 2000: 181–190. Death of the mother
in childbirth (Stol 2000: 140–141) was one reason for resorting to wet-nursing, but the sources
rather point to other backgrounds such as adoption or unintended pregnancy (see below).
49 Roth 1997: 120; šumma awīlum mārāšu ana mušêniqtum iddinma ṣiḫrum šû ina qāt mušêniq-
tim imtūt mušêniqtum balum abišu u ummišu ṣiḫram šaniamma irtakas ukannušima aššum bal-
um abišu u ummišu ṣiḫram šaniam irkusu tulāša inakkisu.
50 Scheil 1914; San Nicolò 1932; Driver and Miles 1956: 406; Szlechter 1977: 147–148.
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natively, it has been suggested that the wet-nurse tried to deceive the parents
by replacing the dead baby with another one,51 just like in the famous Judge-
ment of Solomon (I Kings 3: 16–28) where a mother suffocates her baby by
sleeping on it and instead takes the one of her roommate. But the reaction of
the cheated mother, who instantly realizes the substitution, makes this inter-
pretation of the Code of Hammurabi very doubtful.

A third option would be that the wet-nurse contracted with two families at
the same time,52 so that this double suckling resulted in the death of one of the
babies because of malnutrition. The Graeco-Aegyptian papyri contain clauses
forbidding such practices, though they were probably rather common. To date,
there is no similar prohibition in the Mesopotamian contracts, except maybe
in one Neo-Babylonian document.53 Admittedly, the case of two children suck-
led by the same woman is very rare too.54 The “moonlighter”-scenario is also
challenged by the grammar of the text: the accomplished form iddin “he gave”
followed by the perfect irtakas “she has contracted” reflects the consecution of
both acts (first a man gave his son who died, and then the wet-nurse contracted
with another couple), in accordance with the chronological order usually fol-
lowed in the description of a legal case.

So the law punishes the wet-nurse who has not informed her clients that
a previous child had died while in her custody.55 The text seems to allude to
some sort of accident (just like in the Solomon case) rather than death by mis-
treatment or malnutrition56. Indeed, constant child supervision was one of the
duties of the wet-nurse.57 The careless wet-nurse of the Code is guilty of hiding
her negligence for fear that the couple would not entrust the baby to her.

We know a bit more about the legal framework of the wet-nurse activities
thanks to two additional legal provisions and several Old Babylonian contracts.

The Code of Ur-Namma (§ E2) and the Laws of Ešnunna (§ 32) both refer to
the wages of the wet-nurse:

51 Johns 1903: 42–43; Kohler and Peiser 1904: 126–127; Eilers 1932: 64; Finet 2004: 110.
52 Cardascia 1982: 78–80.
53 Wunsch 2003–2004: 239 no. 21 (BM 94512): 10 fPN pu-ut la ru-bu?-˹ú˺ “fPN (the wet-nurse)
stands for the non-rearing?”; see also Wunsch 2003–2004: 213 and n. 190.
54 Wunsch 2003–2004: 213 and n. 191 refers to BM 82549 as a possible example for the Neo-
Babylonian period.
55 San Nicolò 1932: 97.
56 But one cannot discard the possibility that the wet-nurse did not have enough milk, or
transmitted a disease to the child through her milk.
57 See for the Old Assyrian period for instance, Michel 1997: 101.
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§ E2 If someone nurses a man’s child, her barley will be six gur, her wool thirty minas,
and her oil thirty sila, for three years. It is part of the nu-gig-functions. The yearly fee of
a hired nursemaid will be one shekel.58

§ 32 If a man gives his child for suckling and for rearing but does not give the food, oil,
and clothing rations (to the caregiver) for three years, he shall weigh and deliver ten
shekels of silver for the cost of the rearing of his child, and he shall take away his child.59

Both provisions show that the average duration of breastfeeding was three
years, which is confirmed by the Old Babylonian deeds and the series Ana
ittišu.60 The Code of Ur-Namma adds another interesting aspect, which is re-
flected in the clauses of the Mesopotamian contracts. § E2 lists the ordinary
rations in barley, wool and oil as a salary for what seems to be the suckling of
a baby,61 while the fee in silver pays the rearing of the child for an unspecified
duration. The distinction between the nu-gig (qadištum) and the um-me-da
(tārītum) refers to two different occupations, namely breastfeeding and rearing
the child. The combination of the two wages covers the two successive stages
of a full nursing process that could last several years. It is difficult to decide
whether the two functions were carried out by the same woman or by two
different persons. The use of two distinct words in § E2 tends to support the
second view, but the wording of § 32 of the Laws of Ešnunna, where the baby
is given ana šūnuqim ana tarbītim, “to suckle and to raise”, favors the first
option. The expression ana mušêniqtim in § 194 of the Code of Hammurabi
could be a shorter version of the same phrase.

The double function mentioned in the law collections is found also in the
Old Babylonian tablets where, along with regular allowances in kind, a fixed
amount of silver could be paid to the woman. Such is the case in a document
from Sippar (CT 47 46) where the mother – a nadītum-nun of Šamaš – gives to
a couple four shekels in addition to (and not instead of)62 the rations for three

58 Civil 2011: 251 (where um-me-da is translated “wet-nurse”), 281–284; tukum-bi dumu lu₂-
ra lu₂ ga i₃-ni-gu₇ mu-3-a še-ni 6 gur sik₂-ni 30 ma-na i₃-ni 30 sila₃ nig₂ nam-nu-gig-kam
um-[me]-da hun-ga₂ mu-˹a₂˺-ni 1 gin₂-am₃.
59 Roth 1997: 64, who reads 10 ˹gin2 ku3.babbar˺ instead of 10 ma.na, following a suggestion
of Eichler 1987: 78 and n. 25; šumma awīlum mārašu ana šūnuqim ana tarbītim iddinma epram
piššatam lubuštam šalaš šanātim la iddin 10 šiqil kaspam tarbīt mārišu išaqqalma mārašu
itarru.
60 Ana ittišu tabl. 3: iii 47–50: um-me-ga-la₂-a-ni-še₃ / ana mušēniqtišu, mu 3-kam₂ še-ba
i₃-ba / 3 šanāte ipra piššata, sik₂-ba tug₂-ba-bi / lubušta, in-na-ni-ib₂-kal / udannin “For its
(the child’s) wet-nurse, for three years, barley, oil, wool rations he ensured for her”.
61 About the nu-gig as a wet-nurse, see Civil 2011: 281–283.
62 See in this sense Finkelstein 1976: 190. Likewise, San Nicolò 1932: 97 thinks that silver and
allowances are two alternate modes of payment.
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years: based on the rate stated by the Code of Ur-Namma, one could surmise
that the wet-nurse hired for three years was to keep the baby as a nursemaid
during four more years. The child was thus intended to live in a foster home63
for a rather long span of time (seven years), with the implied obligation for the
foster parents to bring the girl to her mother regularly. Similar combinations
of supplies and silver are attested in the Neo-Babylonian tablets.64

On the other hand, the ten shekels mentioned in § 32 of the Laws of Ešnun-
na appear as a fixed sum matching the whole duration of the contract and
replacing the usual delivery of rations. Nothing is said about the separate
amount of silver attested in the Code of Ur-Namma and in the Old Babylonian
contracts. It seems to be included in the final payment defined as tarbīt mārišu,
“(cost of) the rearing of the child”: if the parents fail to pay the first stage of
the contract, namely the allowances for the suckling, they can postpone the
whole payment after the completion of the contract, once the child is reared.
The law would thus offer a choice, at the discretion of the parents, between an
advance or a final payment.65 The last sentence (“and he shall take away his
child”) makes clear that the wet-nurse could retain the child until full delivery
of her salary, or even keep it definitively. Such a situation is attested for in-
stance in an Old Babylonian agreement (VS 7 10/11) whereby a qadištum re-
ceived the baby boy she was feeding for default of payment by the mother.
Here, the situation of the wet-nurse recalls that of the creditor who detains a
pledge: withholding the infant could be a means of pressuring the parents to
persuade them to repay their debt.

Other Old Babylonian contracts involving the wet-nurse and her husband
were probably agreed in connection with an adoption,66 although this back-
ground is not explicitly stated in the documents. The comparison with a Middle
Babylonian example from Nuzi67 supports this view: the adopters place the
child into the care of the biological parents, provided that the latter would
return him/her once he/she was grown. The payment of the wages was the
undisputable sign of their new status of employees.68 The attendance of the
husband as a co-partner is unexpected in a context of wet-nursing but the

63 About fosterage (tarbītum) in the Ancient Near East, see Roth 1979: 177–184 and Démare-
Lafont forthcoming.
64 Wunsch 2003–2004: 211–213.
65 Yaron 1988: 253 assumes that there is a punitive connotation in the total amount, but his
opinion is based partly on the reading 10 minas instead of 10 shekels.
66 In addition to CT 47 46, see for instance CT 48 70, TCL 1 197, OECT 13 214
67 Fincke 1995: 6–7 no. 1. About the wet-nurses at Nuzi, see also Schneider-Ludorff 2009.
68 Fleishman 2001.
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purpose of the documents was probably broader and included the rearing of
the child, an occupation that was preferably entrusted to an already existing
family rather than to a single woman.

Sometimes only the natural mother of the child was hired as a wet-nurse,
especially in case of adoption69 or of unintended pregnancy. Such a circum-
stance could explain for instance a Neo-Babylonian document70 in which a
man hired his daughter as a wet-nurse to feed a child until weaning. The con-
tract was agreed on a one-year basis and was probably renewed every year
until the term. The maiden was probably very young, since her father agreed
the contract and her mother featured among the witnesses. Besides, she was
required to stay in the family of the baby. These facts strongly suggest that the
girl was the biological mother of the suckling, her employer being the father.71

It has been suggested that wet-nursing created a right to the child for the
wet-nurse72 but if it is assumed that in most cases she was the biological moth-
er, then transferring the baby back to her would appear as a natural, or at least
desirable issue. This would also explain why the formulation of the wet-nurs-
ing contracts differs from that of the service contracts and falls rather in the
realm of family law: the participants to these deeds often had legal or biologi-
cal ties with the infant. It is a pity that the sociology of this profession remains
largely unclear to us. The scarcity of the sources on the subject tends to indi-
cate that wet-nursing involved primarily slaves or domestic servants,73 operat-
ing mostly outside any contract.

***

The final picture that emerges from this overview is full of gaps and questions.
If we rely on the rather meagre material collected here, it seems that the Meso-
potamian legal system was not concerned with women at work. This does not

69 San Nicolò 1932: 97. See for instance VS 8 127 (Old Babylonian), where a couple adopts a
baby from a woman and her two children and gives her the suckling fees; see also TCL 1 146
(Old Babylonian), where a woman gives her daughter in adoption to a qadištum and receives
allotments for breast feeding during three years.
70 San Nicolò 1935: 22–24; Stol 2000: 182; Wunsch 2003–2004: 211.
71 Joannès 2013. Stol 2000: 182 wonders if she could be a young widow; Wunsch 2003–2004:
211 notes that nothing is said about her own child, who could have died. The problem is solved
if she is the mother of the infant.
72 Eichler 1987: 78.
73 See for instance an inheritance document quoted by Stol 2000: 182 n. 70 where the two
named couples occurring among the items of a share are said to be given “for the rearing of
the small ones” (ana tarbît ṣeḫḫerūtim).
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mean of course that their economic activities were insignificant; but basically,
the income that they could bring into the family was of no particular legal
interest. The situation of the wife of the Assyrian merchants is very telling in
this respect:74 some accounting documents from their archives testify to a sala-
ry given by the husband to his wife as a payment for her contribution to the
activities of the “house”. Thus, legally speaking, she was considered a collabo-
rating spouse, but her activity developed outside a contract. She was entitled
to the products of her work, but she acted in a de facto situation.75 A similar
situation is depicted in the Neo-Babylonian sources, where food or textile pro-
duction of the feminine workforce of the household was given out thanks to
personal exchanges between women.76

This lack of “juridicity” is certainly the most salient feature of women’s
work in the ancient Near East.
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Matteo Vigo
Sources for the Study of the Role of
Women in the Hittite Administration

Mark W. Chavalas opens his anthological sourcebook on Women in the Ancient
Near East stating: “Thus, we have made available in one volume selected docu-
ments concerning women, and thus filling a void in women’s and in ancient
Near Eastern historical studies. In this way, the student will be able to directly
evaluate the primary source material. Because of the nature of the material, I
have conscripted a group of scholars to contribute up-to-date translations and
historical commentary on the documents in question. However, I emphasize
that these have been selected based upon availability, and are thus not a com-
prehensive set of documents. In many respects, this work should be considered
as a ‘materials for the study of women in Ancient Near East’” (2014a: 3–4). The
editor also stresses that: “Based upon these considerations, I have created a
primary source textbook that has excerpts of Mesopotamian and other ancient
Near Eastern (specifically Hittite) texts and other primary source materials,
which further an understanding of women in the context of ancient Near East-
ern history (…) However, there are many lacunae in terms of subject matter
and region.” (Chavalas 2014a: 5). All in all, Chavalas’ book can really be con-
sidered a sourcebook in which texts (i.e. primary sources) from different peri-
ods and literary genres are offered in translation and commented upon with
the main goal of providing some hints for the study of women in past times.
Nevertheless, they present a very partial view of women in the Ancient Near
East from an historical perspective; even less from a gender-oriented view-
point. Some contributions seem concretely focused on the presentation of the
Ancient Near Eastern women’s “real life,” so to say. This is the case, for in-
stance, of the article by Harriet Crawford (even if it is very general) on women
involved in professional activities in 3rd millennium BC Mesopotamia; by Mar-
tha Roth on the (alleged) predominantly passive role of women in law and by
Cécile Michel on the very active involvement of Assyrian women in the textile
trade in Cappadocia during the 18th century BC.1 In other cases the picture of
women sketched in this book can hardly reflect reality. In sum, they do not
give us concrete clue towards understanding the role of women in Ancient

1 See Crawford 2014; Roth 2014; Michel 2014.
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Near Eastern societies because of the nature of the documentation (primarily
literary texts). We cannot, however, absolutely blame the contributors for not
having been able to provide interesting material in this respect, since the texts
analyzed highlighted the very general role of women in society, with only few
references to their work activities.

Tackling the objectives set for the conference where the present paper was
delivered means actually trying to shed some light on different aspects of the
administration and economy of ancient societies by answering illusory simple
questions such as: what about a woman’s work in past times? Can we identify
through the analysis of texts the alleged “parallel universe” of women’s activi-
ties in their own environments? Is it possible to delineate the relations between
female and male worlds in light of the women’s agency in men’s milieu? Does
the study of the hierarchy and professionalism of women only illustrate the
world of “women of power”? Since it is generally accepted that we have no
evidence of women’s agency in Ancient Near East, or at least very little, be-
cause scholars are very selective in their fields of study, this contribution is
also meant to reassess this matter as far as Hittite Anatolia is concerned.

As correctly pointed out by Harriet Crawford in the introduction of her pa-
per: “Attempts to reconstruct and understand the past are, by the nature of the
evidence, always incomplete;”2 the study of the role of women in Hittite society
is not defective in this respect. The documentation at our disposal is very meagre
indeed. Additionally, no systematic study has yet been done on gender issues
in the Hittite world. The holistic approach to it can then be reduced to few schol-
arly journal essays and book chapters on the role of women in ritual practice.3
It is worth to mention a paper issued by Gary Beckman in the Journal of Ancient
Civilizations (Beckman 1993), in which the author tries to stress the prominent
role of women in specific rituals,4 even if the possibility of distinguishing − for
instance − in the so-called SISKUR(.SISKUR) rites between magical or medical
approaches to human dysfunction and woe is complicated because of the nature
of the documentation, and therefore becomes blurred upon closer examination.
These problems also prevent us from distinguishing between female ritual prac-
titioners, those actually carrying out the rites, and the more operative, profes-
sional role of women who practice healing by means of a “medical” approach.
Trying to detect in rituals the difference between female magicians and female
physicians would help us to compensate the (deceptive?) inequality between

2 Crawford 2014: 10.
3 Recently Collins 2014 and Bachvarova 2014.
4 According to the cursory survey of all Hittite rituals (also comprising rituals of foreign prove-
nance), 53.5% of ritual practitioners are indeed female. Beckman 1993: 36, with note 63.
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female and male professionals in the Hittite society. As correctly already present-
ed by Beckman (1993: 37–38), a case-study might be the definition of the role
played by specific women in birth rituals. Those women are attested in Hittite
sources with different names: MUNUSŠU.GI (Hittite hašauwa-), the so-called “old
woman;” MUNUShaš(ša)nupalla- (Sum. MUNUSŠA3.ZU), literally “bringer to birth,”
and MUNUSharnauwaš, to be rendered “woman of the birth-stool.”5 By examining
the activities of these ritual practitioners, we find that their duties deal not only
with recitation of incantations on behalf of the newborn, but also with actual
physical tasks, so as to prepare the equipment necessary for the delivery, hence
delivering the child (Beckman 1983: 235). If from an etymological point of view
the aforementioned Hittite terms do not find convincing correspondence in any
healing professions, it is quite obvious that these women can be considered real
midwives.

1 Folk tales
Luckily, we do not need to extrapolate any specific connotations out of the
Hittite ritual praxis in order to detect the role of women in work and society. It
is a common opinion among Hittitologists that, according to the data available
today, women in the Hittite society occupy a place distinctly inferior to that of
men in many respects. Some passages of Hittite folk tales seem quite illustra-
tive.6

The stories here presented were probably written down by the Hittite
scribes from the fourteenth century BC,7 on the basis of rhapsodic composi-
tions.8 These tales contain not only clear elements of Hurrian influence (names
of holy cities, locations, deities belonging to the Hurrian pantheon), but tòpoi
and literary patterns widespread in all the Ancient Near Eastern literature and
properly re-elaborated together with indigenous elements. The main character
of the first tale is named Appu, and the story is usually named after him. He

5 For a detailed discussion of these terms see Beckman 1983: 232–235.
6 We expressly used the term “Hittite” folk tale to indicate that these stories were apparently
(re-)elaborated in the Hittite scribal environment as the result of different local and foreign
folk tales, especially Hurrian. We also cautiously stay with Hoffner (1998: 85), who differenti-
ates CTH 360 from CTH 363. For further discussion of these issues see among others Pecchioli
Daddi and Polvani 1990: 164–166, 172–174.
7 At least the so-called Tale of Appu presents some features of the 14th century BC. See Siegelo-
vá 1971: 26–27.
8 See analogous considerations in Archi 2007: 198.
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lives in prosperity with his wife, but they have no children, so they do not have
the gods’ favor. His wife quarrels with him about this issue and constantly
complains about it with her maids. According to what it is stated in the pre-
served tablets of this story, Appu has never had sexual intercourse with his
wife, and apparently there are no such intentions in his mind. Apparently it is
painful for him, so we can suppose he is suffering from some sexual dysfunc-
tion, such as impotence. Before addressing the Sun god, who will guarantee
him offspring, his wife complains to her maids:9

“He has never had intercourse before.10 You don’t think he has now had success, do
you?” The woman went and lay down with Appu with her clothes on.

Appu awoke from his sleep, and his wife questioned him: “You have never had sex
before. Have you now been successful?” When Appu heard this, he replied:

“You are a woman and think like one: you know nothing at all!”

The second tale on focus denotes many features in common with the Story of
Appu. The main divine character is, once again, the Sun god, who in the first
tale is praised by Appu to help him in attaining fertility; in this second tale,
often labeled by Hittitologists The Sun god, the cow and the fisherman, the Sun
god himself impregnates a cow. A new born baby is the result of this union.
Because the cow gets angry with the Sun god, the baby is sent by the deity to
a hidden place until one day a fisherman finds him. Since the fisherman can-
not have children he decides to take the baby home to his wife, considering
the baby to be a gift from the Sun god. The tale proceeds as follows:

The fisherman arrived at the city of Urma, went to his house, and sat down in a chair.
The fisherman said to his wife: “Pay close attention to what I am about to say to you.
Take this child, go into the bedroom, lie down on the bed, and wail. The whole city will
hear and say: ‘The fisherman’s wife has borne a child!’ And one will bring us bread,
another will bring us beer, and still another will bring us fat.

A woman’s mind is clever, but she retains herself from commanding. She is (depend-
ent)11 from the gods’ will. She stands in woman’s subordination(?),12 and she does not
disobey the man’s [wo]rd.”13

9 § 6 (i 27–30) and § 6 (i 31–37); Hoffner 1998: 83.
10 For the sentence containing katta ep- Hoffner (1998: 83) proposes: “he has never had suc-
cess(?) before. You don’t think he has now had success(?), do you?”.
11 Cf. CHD, L–N: 306b: [kán?-k]án-za.
12 For the glossed hapazuwalanni of the text see CLL: 54.
13 § 16 (iv 42–52); Hoffner 1998: 87.
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2 Defining the texts corpus
It is self-evident that these folk tales do not represent a reliable source to investi-
gate the role of women in the Hittite world. Indeed, this view of women’s social
status has to be considered in light of the heterogenic context of the tales pre-
sented. It presumably reflects common beliefs about women diffused throughout
the Ancient Near East, and thus is not specifically related to any notions of fe-
male gender among the Hittites. It also must be stressed that high-echoing sen-
tences like those are necessary for the texts’ framework and context. Anyway,
Anthony Giddens in his book Central in Social Theory: Action, Structure and Con-
tradiction in Social Analysis associates agency with power and autonomy, in con-
trast to powerlessness and dependency (Giddens 1979: 88–95). When we focus
on the tale of the fisherman, we cannot disagree with Giddens’ association, since
powerlessness and dependency are clearly expressed in the words:

A woman’s mind is clever, but she retains herself from commanding. She is (dependent)
from the gods’ will. She stands in woman’s subordination(?)…

In this paper we present evidence of women’s agency within the Hittite adminis-
trative system, by considering agency according to the traditional definition in
sociology: “the capacity of individuals to act independently and to make their
own free choices,” but also taking into account the definition subsequently de-
veloped by Saana Svärd for the Neo-Assyrian textual evidence, according to
whom the women “agents” can be separated into two groups: the explicit
agents, i.e., those who express their agency via acting, and the implicit agents,
i.e., those who “actively” appear in social structures, even if they apparently do
not act (Svärd 2007: 383). Their high position is even more appreciable in rela-
tion to cultic activities and worship, and certainly the “Hittite” rituals are the
most productive text genre to testify the active role of women in specific struc-
tures. Nonetheless, we focus on the category of the Hittite documents labeled
“unica;” that is texts that have never been copied by the Hittite scribes, at least
as far as we have discovered until now. The subdivision of genres in “texts with
duplicates” and “unica,” on the basis of long term and short term records, fits
quite comfortably with the “living character” of the latter source-type. Indeed,
we are dealing with letters, palace and cult inventories, court depositions, and
land deeds; in sum, all that kind of documents that were still in use (i.e., regu-
larly checked), when the Hittite capital, Hattuša, and its archival spaces were
abandoned by the Hittites at the beginning of the 12th century BC.14 An exten-

14 For the texts subdivision, see especially van den Hout 2005. For different hypotheses on
the last days of the Hittite capital Hattuša in light of the archival disposition of the tablets, see
van den Hout 2007.
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sive treatment of the administrative documentation in connection with the role
of women would have required too extensive a study to be covered here. Hence,
we limit our presentation to a general survey of the sources, both textual and
archaeological, saving room for further, in depth investigation.15 We specifically
focus on:
1. Letters from the royal chancellery (generally in the queen’s name) to royal

counterparts;
2. Donations of lands granted by kings and queens to members of the royal

family and palace officers;
3. Palace inventories (i.e., books accounting incoming luxury goods, or al-

ready stored in the royal treasuries).

The textual documentation is complemented, when possible, by the archaeo-
logical data, namely all those clay bullae that bear the impression of seals
belonging to women involved in the palatial administration. We particularly
refer to the seal impressions on clay lumps from the Westbau (i.e., a store-
house) in Hattuša. The sources for the study of the role of women in the Hittite
administration are displayed in line with the division of women in the Neo-
Assyrian records already proposed by Saana Svärd (2007):
1. Women of power (queens and royal family members);
2. Female administrators and household managers;
3. Women connected with the “palace”, for which it is difficult to delineate

the exact responsibilities.

The scanty reference to women’s private life in literary works (anecdotes,
myths, proverbs, etc.) does not represent real evidence to much extent; hence
it will not be considered here.

3 Women of power (i.e. explicit agency)
The analysis of the corpus of administrative Hittite texts, even if somewhat frag-
mentary and scarcely exhaustive, highlights a prominent role of women of pow-
er, linked to the royal family, in different aspects of the Hittite administration
(diplomatic affairs, household commitments, management of incoming goods,

15 For obvious reasons of time we cannot proceed with a detailed investigation of the trial
court reports (Gerichtsprotokolle) in which a prominent role of the queen as “administrator of
justice” is highlighted.
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record keeping practices, etc.). We sporadically find glimpses of women’s in-
volvement in bureaucratic and administrative tasks in private and official let-
ters. “In private, non-governmental correspondence, anyone might send or re-
ceive a letter. In official correspondence, letters are attested to and from kings,
queens, princes, generals, and various grades of bureaucrats. The ‘Royal letters’
to or from kings, queens, princes, and princesses could cross international bor-
ders. Not just Hittite kings, but also their queens and children wrote and re-
ceived letters from foreign courts. There was a kind of royal club, to which
members of royal families in the Amarna Age belonged. And members of this
club kept in regular contact with each other, sending greetings and gifts … All
the recovered Hittite letters are official in nature.” (Hoffner 2009: 19–20)

The private contents of some “official” Hittite letters are pretty clear, as far
as it can be inferred, for instance, from a fragmentary Middle Hittite letter
found in Šapinuwa (modern Ortaköy, Turkey), written by an unnamed queen
to her husband in which she complains about some physical discomforts:16

“Say to His Majesty, my lord: Thus speaks the Queen, your maidservant: may all be well
in the presence of Your Majesty, my lord! May the gods keep Your Majesty, my lord, alive
and protect Your Majesty! Everything is well with me. I am still the same: my head and
back hurt me. Please write to me how it is also with Your Majesty, my lord. And, Your
Majesty, my lord, send (me your) greetings!”

Women in power, such as queens, were certainly involved in diplomatic affairs
in the name of the kings. The most exhaustive evidence we have so far is the
long letter written by the queen Puduhepa to the pharaoh of Egypt, presumably
Ramses II:17

[Thus speaks Puduhepa, Great Queen, Queen of the land of Hatti: Say to Reamašeša,
Great King, King of the land of Egypt, my brother.]

The diplomatic issues treated in this letter are numerous. The dispatch opens
with the standard blessing formula and the reciprocal ceremonial exchange of
gifts:18

Concerning the fact that you, my brother, wrote to me as follows: “At the time when your
messengers came, they brought back to me gifts, and I rejoiced.” When I heard that, I
rejoiced likewise. The wife of your brother (i.e., Puduhepa, the wife of the Hittite king
Hattušili III) enjoys full life. May the person of my brother likewise enjoy full life! Send

16 OrŠ. 90/800, 1–16; Hoffner 2009: 257–258.
17 KUB 21.38, Incipit restored; Hoffner 2009: 281–290.
18 KUB 21.38, 1′–6′; Hoffner 2009: 282.
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me […] and may they be set with lapis lazuli! Furthermore, my lands enjoy full life. <May>
your lands likewise <enjoy> full life! I have sent my greetings and my ornaments to my
brother. With me all is well. May it be well with my brother likewise!

The prominent, active role played by the queen Puduhepa is expressed by
means of ceremonious formulae constantly used in the correspondence be-
tween kings: the Hittite queen nicknames Ramses “my brother” (i.e. a person
of the same rank). Her privileged status and position are also stressed by the
confidence she has in addressing the pharaoh:19

Does my brother have nothing at all? Only if the Son of the Sun God, the Son of the Storm
God, and the Sea have nothing, do you have nothing! Yet, my brother, you want to enrich
yourself at my expense! It (i.e., such behavior) is unworthy of name and lordly status.

Just after the blessing formula Puduhepa enters into negotiation with Ramses;
the matter is an inter-dynastic marriage:20

Concerning the fact that you, my brother, wrote to me as follows:
“My sister wrote to me: ‘I will give a daughter to you.’ But you have withheld her from

me. And now you are even angry with me! Why have you not now given her to me?” I
will give you both my daughter and the dowry. And you will not disapprove of it (i.e., the
dowry); you will approve of it. But at the moment I am not able to give her to you. (…)

To whom should I compare the daughter of heaven and earth whom I will give to my
brother? Should I compare her to the daughter of Babylonia, of Zulabi, or of Assyria?

Human reproduction is a core point of the letter because it metaphorically at-
tests not only the independent and active role of the Hittite queens within the
Hittite palatial system, but also the natural concern of the Hittites for the per-
petuation of their society. This concern is clearly visible in the following pas-
sage:21

When the Sun Goddess of Arinna (together with) the Storm God, Hebat, and Šawoška
made <me> Queen, she joined me with your brother, and I produced sons and daughters,
so that the people of Hatti often speak of my experience? and capacity for nurture?. You,
my brother, know this. Furthermore, when I entered the royal household, the princesses
I found in the household also gave birth under my care. I raised them (i.e., their children),
and I also raised those whom I found already born. I made them military officers […] And
may the gods likewise endow the daughter whom I will give to my brother with the
Queen’s experience? and capacity for nurture?!

19 KUB 21.38, 15′–16′; Hoffner 2009: 283.
20 KUB 21.38, 7′–10′ and 12′–13′; Hoffner 2009: 288.
21 KUB 21.38, 56′–63′; Hoffner 2009: 287.
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The ultimate promise of Puduhepa testifies to her parity in rank with the phar-
aoh himself and provides elements to evaluate the notion of women of power
among the Hittites:22

And now I know that Egypt and Hatti will become a single country. Even if for the land
of Egypt […] is not a treaty, the Queen knows thereby how you will conclude it out of
consideration for my dignity. The deity who installed me in this place does not deny me
anything. He/She has not denied me happiness. You, as son-in-law, will take my daughter
in marriage.

Probably the same queen is the recipient of a fragmentary letter from the prince
Tudhaliya (perhaps the fourth bearing this name). In this letter the prince
seeks the intercession of his queen-mother in the apparent quarrel with the
king of Hatti, his father. The prince seems to deeply trust the woman’s sup-
port:23

Say to the Queen, my lady: Thus speaks Tudhaliya: (regarding) my lord (scil. the Hittite
king) whom I offended, if ever I? did not assuage his anger in the matter for which my
lord dispatched me, did not my lord have officers? And to you […] the one whom he
dispatched there, should have spoken to me. Would I not have assuaged my lord’s anger?
Although I had elevated myself in the estimation of my lord, I have already offended that
lord now. What grace? my lady has left in (her) hand, I would have acted in such a
way.[…], I would have written to my kind? lady!

An interesting letter sent by the queen Puduhepa to his nephew-in-law, the
prince Tattamaru,24 sheds light on the relations between women and other
members of the royal family, even if they are attached to it through political
marriages, as in the case of Tattamaru himself, being the husband of the
queen’s niece:25

You, Tattamaru, had taken the daughter of my sister in marriage. But Fate dealt you a
grievous blow: she died on you! Why do they say: “A male in-law remains nevertheless
fully an in-law, even if his wife dies?” You were my male in-law, but you do not recognize
my family relationship (that binds you to me)26. You recognize none […]. You were my
[…] in-law and one day […].

22 KUB 21.38, rev. 13–17; Hoffner 2009: 289.
23 KUB 19.23, 1–13; Hoffner 2009: 347.
24 For the discussions about the relationship between the sender and the recipient we refer
to Hoffner 2009: 364, with previous bibliography cited there.
25 KUB 23.85, 5–13; Hoffner 2009: 365.
26 For the glossed term purpurriyaman see Hoffner 2009: 395, note 362.
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During the Middle Hittite Kingdom, in particular the timeframe between the
reign of Telipinu and that of Arnuwanda I (ca. 1525–1370 BC), the administra-
tive processes, including the re-distribution, were steadily controlled by royal
family members. They also encompassed the royal property transfer of real
estates to families linked to the palace. A specific category of documents, la-
belled Landschenkungsurkunden, legitimated this kind of transfers by means of
the royal sealing they bear.

In one of these land grant deeds the name (and the seal impression) of
the queen Ašmunikal appears alongside that of his husband, the king Arnu-
wanda I:27

Arnuwanda, the great king, Ašmunikal, the great queen and Tudhaliya, the son of the
king, heir to the throne, they have decreed (it), so they gifted (it) to Kuwatalla, the female
attendant (MUNUSSUHUR.LA2), their servant. In the future nobody shall sue her sons and
nephews.

The words of the Tabarna Arnuwanda, the great king, Ašmunikal, the great queen and
Tudhaliya, the son of the king, heir to the throne, they are (made) of iron; (they) cannot
be rejected, nor shattered; may the head (of whom) change them be cut off. This tablet
was written by Inar, the scribe, in Hattuša, in the presence of Duwa, the chief of the
palace officers.

During the eighties, two fundamental editions of the Hittite “palace invento-
ries” were published (Košak 1982; Siegelová 1986). This corpus consists of hun-
dreds, often fragmentary, cuneiform tablets in the form of lists and memoranda
of terms indicating items, supplies and materials, containers and places of stor-
age. Even if they are usually labeled “palace inventories”, these texts actually
report every step in the storage process of incoming luxury goods. It means
that they give us precise information about how and where these activities
were performed and by whom.

The queen appears in several “palace inventories”, and according to the
attestations, she plays a crucial role in the administration of the Hittite king-
dom, by supervising all the record keeping activities.

A few examples may serve to describe these processes:
1. First step: Systematic inventories: the inventory IBoT 1.31 summarizes the

procedures that take place in the storehouses, where presumably the ad-
ministrators regularly check the temporary records of the incoming goods
by comparing the invoices with the contents of the bags. In several passa-
ges the scribe annotates that the items are not yet inventoried (nawi [or
UL] hatiuitān [or hatiuitānzi]) (IBoT 1.31, obv. 11; KUB 42.65, rev. 18, 24). Of
particular importance for our brief investigation is the following note:

27 KUB 5.7, obv. 46–55; last edition by Rüster and Wilhelm 2012: 231–244.
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The total amount of textiles is recorded on a wooden? tablet (GIŠ.HUR).28 The queen
states as follows: “As soon as I bring (it) (i.e., the bag or the provisional inventory)
into the House of the Seal (E2 NA4KIŠIB),29 they (i.e., the scribes) will note it (i.e., the
transfer) down on a (clay) tablet”. (IBoT 1.31, obv. 13–15)

2. Second step?: Transfer to the “House of the Seal:” the existence of a “House
of sealing” is proved by its attestation in the “palace inventories” and
(probably) by archaeological evidence. We will return on the function of
this structure later, by presenting the very archaeological data.

3. Final step?: Sealing process: she is indeed the administrator in charge of
sealing the bags containing luxury goods and the attached lists of their
contents.30 It is her ultimate responsibility that the bags, once stored in
the “House of the Seal,” will be never opened without her authorization.
(KBo 18.180, 3′–4′)

4. Inventory of personal items of royal family members: she is also listed in
an inventory text as the recipient of jewels and precious stones. (KUB
42.75, obv. 11. Cf. Siegelová 1986: 63–67)

5. Regular inspection of stored goods: the queen is mentioned together with
the king, within an inventory while she is checking precious garments al-
ready stored in the royal treasuries, on the occasion of a particular ceremo-
ny. (KUB 42.84, obv. 23–24)

6. Collecting goods from the storehouse for ceremonies and cultic activities:
she supervises the procedures of collection of the treasured goods to be
used during cultic activities or ceremonies.31

4 Female administrators and household
managers

We have no attestations of female administrators in official letters, except for
one fragmentary passage of a letter in which the officer based in a provincial
centre sends a message to Hattuša in order that the daughter of a high female

28 For an in depth study of the material, layout and function of these devices, see the capital
work by Marazzi 1994.
29 For a discussion on the process of hoarding of goods and its book accounting, we refer to
Mora 2007.
30 See, for instance, KUB 42.66, obv. 4′: IŠ-TU NA4KIŠIB MUNUS.LU[GAL.
31 See for instance, KBo 9.91, left edge 1–3; KUB 26.66, iii 10–11.
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officer, named Apaddā,32 will be sent off the town of Ašušuha because of the
pestilence (KBo 18.10, obv. 4′. Cf. Hagenbuchner 1989: 206). This fact is in itself
not surprising, since Hittite private archives have never been found.

As we have seen afore, even a palace attendant (MUNUSSUHUR.LA2), often
mislabeled hierodule, could be the beneficiary of a land donation.33 A member
of the royal family, namely Šahurunuwa, is the addressee of a particular royal
decree in which the mother-queen Puduhepa and her son, the king Tudhaliya
IV, confirm to him the exemptions from obligations already set by the king
Hattušili III. Even the daughter of Šahurunuwa, namely Tarhuntamanawa, and
her descendants appear as the beneficiaries of the exemption (Cf. Imparati
1974: 35–36).

And what has been fixed in [th]ese tablets, even? the sons of Arumura concerning the
deportees quoted in the tablet (lit. of the tablet) nobody to the sons of Tarhuntamanawa
[…] and the properties of Tarhuntamanawa, Muwatalli, the great king, has been previous-
ly exempted from corvée or dues obligations (šahhan and luzzi). But when Hattušili, the
great king, the hero {titles} and Puduhepa, the great queen, installed themselves in king-
ship, [on] that time the properties of Tarhuntamanawa from šahhan, luzzi, and uppa, {list
of exemptions} were exempted … (Excerptum § 11: KUB 26.43+, rev. 6–14)

Even if their presence within the so-called “palace inventories” represents a
paltry percentage compared to the male functionaries (less than 7%), the high
ranking female administrators are involved in the record keeping activities at
different levels.

A woman named Arumura, probably to be identified with her namesake in
the aforementioned decree,34 appears in a tablet belonging to a very interesting
group of inventories in which the highest members of the Hittite royal family
are listed as underwriters of the ultimate acquisitions of goods that are con-
veyed in Hattuša.35 These texts present the same layout: indication of the mate-
rial delivered (often luxury metal objects); the name of a community of people;
the names of high officers followed by the Akkadogram ĪDE, literally “he/she
(i.e., the officer) has seen (i.e. he/she knows);” probably to be understood as
“he/she witnessed/he has checked (the hoarding of goods).”36 In the same

32 For the possible identification of the homonym woman mentioned in a palace inventory
see below.
33 Other women seem to appear as the beneficiaries of lands or household managers. See
LSU Nrs. 15, 16, 22 in StBoT-Beiheft 4.
34 For a recent, brief prosopography of Arumura see Mora and Vigo 2012: 187.
35 KBo 16.83 + KBo 18.26, iii 10. For a re-evaluation of the category of the so-called Ausgaben
see Mora and Vigo 2012: 185 ff.
36 For further interpretations see Mora 2007: 540; van den Hout 2007: 346; Mora 2010.
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group of inventories we also find two other women who have the responsibility
to supervise the activity of keeping record of luxury goods stored in the royal
treasuries. The first is named Talya(-?) and she is checking an amount of raw
metals, basically copper, in the presence of the prince Taki Šarruma, the high
officers Zuzuli and Piha Tarhunta (KUB 40.95, rev. iii 11); the second is named
Wattiya and she is in charge of the same duties together with the most promi-
nent personalities of the last decades of the Hittite Empire: Walwaziti, the
“Chief of the scribes,” Tuttu, “the Chief of the storehouse,” and the prince Ehli
Šarruma. Jana Siegelová, the editor of the “palace inventory” KUB 42.51, has
inserted this text in the category Personliche Zuweisungen (i.e., allotments ad
personam) (Siegelová 1986: 344–345). Actually it reports a list of members of
the royal family (the princes Ewri Šarruma; Nerikkaili, the heir to the throne
and the queen) in connection with sets of ceremonial garments. Among the
people listed we find a woman named Henti. Allegedly, the text could be a cult
inventory of festive garments given to high-ranking palace functionaries on
the occasion of ceremonies. Analogously, the “palace inventory” KUB 42.59
presents a very simple layout: the tablet is divided by a single-column separa-
tor; on the left are listed precious garments; on the right the names of women.
Unfortunately, apart for the determinatives which identify gender, the lone
name preserved is Apaddā. We wonder if we are dealing with the same person
cited in the aforementioned letter. Siegelová classified this text among the Zu-
weisungen für den persönlichen Gebrauch (i.e., allotments for personal use)
(Siegelová 1986: 336–343). The most important female administrator cited in
the so-called “palace inventories” is Wašti. Her name is quoted in an account-
ing tablet in which luxury goods are listed. Each list is marked by a column
divider and ends with the name of the administrator followed by the Hittite
verb dāš, “he/she has taken.” We cannot assure that the luxury goods listed
were entrusted to the administrators, even if we cannot exclude this scenario
because of the presence of other prominent members of the royal family, such
as Talmi Teššob, probably to be identified with the homonymous king of Karga-
miš (cf. Mora and Vigo 2012: 188).

5 Women connected with the “Palace”
(i.e., implicit agency)

Among the women mentioned in the administrative texts, many of them seem
to be carrying out unidentified tasks. Thus, we are not always able to detect
their exact “active” role within the Hittite administration. The real estate grant-
ed by kings and queens to members of the royal family or palace officers com-
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prises villages, towns, farms, lands as well as personnel. For the majority of
workers, it is possible to reconstruct their duties also thanks to the professional
titles they bear. Nonetheless, specifically considering women, we have no indi-
cations of profession. The general reference to their age (old women, women,
maids, etc.) does not allow us to conclusively establish their professions. Here
follows a list of women probably employed as labor force and quoted in the
Landschenkungsurkunden. For different reasons we decided not to differentiate
between women linked to the men-householders of the properties (E2, literally
“house”) within an estate (allegedly householders themselves), and women
evidently listed as workforce (often slaves); otherwise not necessarily em-
ployed as workers (e.g. the “Old Women” MUNUS.MEŠŠU.GI). It must be stressed
that the tablets are in general highly fragmentary. Hence, the number of wom-
en counted is obviously approximate.

Tab. 1: Women attested in the Landschenkungsurkunden.

Nr. Nr. of PNs of women (very fragmentary names are not reported)
LSU37 women

 1   1 Zizzatta
15 113
16   2
21   3?
22 274? Hašiyarti, Mamalanni, Zuliyawiya, Annipazza, Muwalani, Miyanni, Aya,

Annayati, Gullanda, Kuwiya, Dawatuwa, Marakuwanti, Hurmila
23  23
25   8?
26   2
31   5?
33   2
40  29 Hillara, Pazza, Šašia, Allu, Pazšia, Uwawa
47  13?
48   4 Anuwaš[(…)], Tiwatawiya
52   1 Zinkuruwa
68   2
69   1 Išpunā
74   1 Wāwā
82   2
91 127 Anna, Annitti, Arhuwašši, Azziya, Hahharti, Huella, Huliyašuhani, Kapaša-

nanni, Kapurti, Mali, Mannā, Paškuwa, Pittiyanni, Puzzi, Šakkummilla,
Šantawiya, Tešmu, Tiwatapara, Tuttuwani, Zamnawiya, Zidandu, Zithari

37 According to the numeration by Rüster and Wilhelm 2012. For the concordance between
the old edition by Riemschneider and StBoT-Beiheft 4, see Rüster and Wilhelm 2012: 25–32.
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The so-called “palace inventories” also list women for which it is not possible
to delineate specific duties. In this case, the epithet “invisible women” also
used by Svärd for similar women in Neo-Assyrian contexts fits quite comforta-
bly (cf. Svärd 2007: 386). The inventories mention 22 women out of 160 admin-
istrators. It means the 14% of the total. Twelve of the twenty-two women seem
involved in the textile production.

The obverse and reverse of the indirect joined tablet KBo 18.199 (+) KBo
2.22 show a layout with two columns separated by a double column divider.
On the left column are listed quantities (GIN2, i.e., shekel[s]) of “white” wool
(SIG2 BABBAR) followed by the Hittite term gaši(š); on the right column,
names of women (cf. Siegelová 1986: 310–317). The meaning of gaši is not
clear at all, but scholars suggest it could indicate a kind of color. This hypoth-
esis might be supported by the fact that, at least in one case (KBo 18.199, rev.
2′), the word gaši is replaced by the term ašara, which is sometimes translat-
ed “white” in the Hittite dictionaries (cf. HEG, A: 79; HED, A: 206). If so, the
Sumerogram BABBAR in the left column would indicate “raw,” “unproc-
essed,” rather than “white” wool. Unfortunately, according to its attestations
the term ašara could designate the quality of wool more than its color.38 In
sum, we cannot infer any particular indications about which kind of activities
are assigned to the women listed in these concise clay tablets. Other women
seem involved in the allotment of textiles. In the Inventurprotokolle KUB 42.66
and KUB 42.102 is mentioned a woman named Anni. According to Siegelová,
this group of inventories lists goods that are already provisionally stored in
storerooms (Siegelová 1986: 90–95). Although the first text is very fragmenta-
ry, we can deduce that huge quantities of colored wool not yet recorded on
wooden? tablets, but already sealed by the queen, are probably allotted to
Anni (KUB 42.66, rev. 1′–8′). At the end of the text is specified that the colored
wool is looped forming knots.39 In the second text other quantities of colored
wool containing impurities are presumably allotted to Anni. (KUB 42.102, 1′–
11′). Due to the very fragmentary state of preservation of the tablets it is im-
possible to ascertain whether Anni takes charge of the finished products to
be stored somewhere, or simply takes the bundles of wool in order to process
them. At any rate it is quite clear that women are involved in the palace ad-
ministration at different levels. Here follows the synoptic chart of the women
quoted in the “palace inventories:”

38 See the detailed discussion in Mora and Vigo 2012: 177 ff.
39 KUB 42.66, rev. 10′. For this interpretation see Baccelli, Bellucci and Vigo 2014: 111.
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Tab. 2: Women in Hittite Palace Inventories.

PN Attestation Duty Cross reference
(if applicable)

Anni KUB 42.66, rev. 8′; Textiles allotment?
KUB 42.102, 6″

Apaddā KUB 42.59, rev. 18′ Book accounting of KBo 16.34, obv. 8;
festive garments KBo 18.10, obv. 4′

Apatti(ti?) KBo 18.199, rev. 4′ Textile production? NH 104
Arumura KBo 16.83 + NH 155

KBo 23.26, iii 10
Ašpunawiya IBoT 1.31, obv. 9 Gift (SUM) to the queen NH 177
Elwattaru KUB 42.65, obv. 4 Textile Production?
Henti KUB 42.51, obv.? 1 Allotment of cultic NH 363

garments?
Hepat-IR KUB 42.49, obv. 9 Gift
Hištayara KUB 42.65, obv. 5 Textile production? NH 376
Hurma KBo 18.199, obv. 5′ Textile production? (KBo 22.1, obv.? 8?)
Yarawiya IBoT 1.31, obv. 21 Gift NH 432
Kik(k)i? KBo 18.199, rev. 3′ Textile production? NH 569.2(KUB

50.64, rev. 1)
Kuwari KUB 42.65, obv. 3′ Textile production?
Malli[(-) KBo 18.199, rev. 5′ Textile production? NH 726
Parminza KBo 18.199, obv. x+1′ Textile production?
Pipi(-) KBo 18.199, obv. 4′ Textile production?
Talya-x[ KUB 40.95, rev. iii 11 Checking raw metals NH 1223
Tawanti KUB 42.65, obv. 2 Textile production?
Ura-x[ KBo 18.199, obv. 3′ Textile production? NH 1431?

Wašti KUB 42.84, obv. 10 Record keeping of See the next chart
luxury goods

Wattiya KUB 42.96 + Bo 1016, Record keeping of
right col. 28 luxury goods

Zapaten[- KBo 18.199, Ro. 2′ Textile production?

6 Archaeological evidence: the seal impressions
form the Westbau

According to what can be inferred from the study of the fragmentary “palace
inventories” the processes of storage of goods should consist of different stages:
1. The incoming goods are collected in storehouses next to the city walls of

Hattuša and divided according to materials they are made of. A first selec-
tion also consists of a clear differentiation between tribute (MANDATTU)
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and compulsory gift (IGI.DU8.A). At this time the scribes draft on wooden?
tablets a provisional list of the goods itemized. These tablets were probably
attached to the bags or chests containing items.

2. Subsequently the bags are sealed after being checked by the queen, scribe-
administrators and attendants.

3. The sealed bags are probably moved to the royal treasuries. There, the
highest officers of the royal palace check the wooden? tablets and probably
seal them. This operation, as well as the previous one, was recorded by
scribes on clay tablets.

4. The scribes write on clay tablets the official and definitive inventories of
the goods permanently stored in the treasuries.

5. All the clay tablets recording the different steps (those we basically call
“palace inventories”) were probably kept in the places in which all these
operations were done.

Where were the treasuries located? Could the “House of the Seal” be consid-
ered the final destination of the goods?

From 1990 to 1991 the archaeologist Peter Neve has discovered in the
Westbau storehouse of Nişantepe in Hattuša more than 3000 clay lumps and
28 badly preserved clay tablets. These tablets are what we now call Land-
schenkungsurkunden. According to the excavator the clay bullae were stored
in the upper level of the building, filed in groups, which subsequently col-
lapsed (cf. Herbordt 2005: 8). The hypothesis that the clay lumps found in the
Westbau were attached to the land grants was quickly dismissed for two main
reasons: the names of the witnesses listed in the land grants did not match
those on the sealing of the clay lumps, and because the land grants of the
Westbau are dated to the Middle Hittite period on the basis of the names of
the kings on them, whereas most of the clay lumps of the Westbau rooms 1–3
bear sealing of the Hittite Empire kings, from Suppiluliuma I to Suppiluliuma
II. It means that the land grant tablets were simply discharged before the capi-
tal was abandoned, while the majority of the clay lumps was not.

Out of 3402 bullae, 2062 were sealed with 1779 seal impressions of “Great
Kings”; 313 with the simple title Tabarna, and 1286 with seal impressions of
princes and functionaries.

Among the sealed clay lumps of functionaries, we find a very small amount
(around 4%) of seal impressions that bear the sealing of female administrators
or members of the royal family. Here follows the synoptic chart of them (Mora
and Vigo 2012: 192–193):
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Tab. 3: Women attested on bullae from the Westbau.

Name Title Catalogue Nr. Seals typology
(Herbordt 2005)

Hatiya REX.FEMINA 116–118 (one clay lump Round stamp seals
for each seal)

Muwati/Muwatti REX.FEMINA 260–268 (28 clay lumps; Round stamp seals,
the nr. 264 is impressed except for nr. 267,
on 10 bullae) (cylinder seal)

Ašmuhepa REX.FILIA 11 (1 bulla) Round stamp seal
(Ku-AVIS-pi-tá-na) REX.FILIA 165 (on 2 bullae) Round stamp seal
Kupapitana?
Tiwatawizi REX.FILIA 464 (1 bulla) Round stamp seal
(SOL-wa/i-zi/a)
DOMINA.OCULUS? REX.FILIA 631 (1 bulla) Round stamp seal
Muwati/Muwatti REX.FILIA 269 (1 bulla), 269: round stamp seal;

270 (5 bullae) 270: ring stamp seal
Hwiya BONUS2.FEMINA 132 (1 bulla) Round stamp seal
Lara BONUS2.SCRIBA 203 (1 bulla) Round stamp seal

FEMINA?
Maniya FEMINA 231 (1 bulla) Round stamp seal
Tarhuntamana BONUS2.FEMINA 414 (2 bullae) Round stamp seal
(wa?)
Wa/i-šu-á BONUS2.FEMINA 517 (1 bulla) Round stamp seal
Wiyani (VITIS-ni) BONUS2.FEMINA 519 (1 bulla) Round stamp seal

520 (1 bulla)

In light of the attestations some considerations must be taken.
None of the women attested in the seal impressions of the functionaries

from the Westbau find specific correspondences with those of the “palace in-
ventories.” Nonetheless, their titles point to high status ranking women. Spe-
cifically, the titles REX.FEMINA and REX.FILIA should identify the daughter of
the king, even if it is still difficult to demonstrate they are interchangeable.40
The title BONUS2.FEMINA should refer to a high ranking woman accredited to
the royal family. This is the case of Tarhuntamanawa, tentatively identified
with the daughter of Šahurunuwa, already mentioned in the royal decree pre-
sented above (cf. Mora and Vigo 2012: 194).

Two other important elements must be stressed:
a) None of the bullae bear multiple sealings. This could indicate that the

women were in charge of the ultimate inspection of the items attached to

40 See the tentative identification of Muwat(t)i in Mora and Vigo 2012: 194.
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the clay lumps. Nonetheless a single sealing for women vs. multiple seal-
ings for men should not be underestimated in studying the involvement of
women in administration.

b) Though the women from the Westbau are not attested in the “palace inven-
tories,” the majority of the names of male functionaries on the clay lumps
from the Westbau are attested in the “palace inventories.” It must also be
stressed that the identifications proposed in the following chart are not
unanimously accepted.41

Tab. 4: Synoptic Chart of Male Administrators in the documentation from Hattuša.

Name Reference in the Catalogue Nr. Title of the functionaries
“palace inventories” (Herbordt on the clay lumps from

2005) Westbau/Nişantepe

Akiya? Aki-[xx: KBo 18.189,   2 BONUS2 SACERDOS2 VIR2,
obv. 1 DOMUS.SIGILLUM VIR2

Alalimi KBo 16.83 +   3 PITHOS.VIR.DOMINUS
KBo 23.26, iii 12;   4 EUNUCHUS2
KBo 9.94, obv.? 7   5 EUNUCHUS2

  6 SCRIBA
  7 URCEUS
  8 BONUS2 SCRIBA
  9 SCRIBA

Armapiya KUB 31.65b, obv. 1;  58 BONUS2 SCRIBA
HT 50 (+)  59 BONUS2 SCRIBA
KBo 18.198, obv.  60 SCRIBA (?)
right col. 5′  61 BONUS2 URCEUS

 62 BONUS2 (?) VIR2
 63(?) ?

Atta KUB 42.31, obv.? 10;  76 BONUS2 SCRIBA, L.414-
KBo 18.181, rev. 10 DOMINUS+MI(?)

 77 BONUS2 SCRIBA, L.414-
DOMINUS+MI(?)

 78 SCRIBA
 79 SCRIBA

Ehli Šarruma Ehli-LUGAL-ma: KUB  97 REX
40.96 + Bo 1016,  99 TONITRUS.PURUS.SOLIUM
right col. 24 100 REX.FILIUS

REX.FILIUS,

41 See for instance the discussion about Piha Tarhunta in Hawkins 2002: 224.
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Tab. 4 (continued)

Name Reference in the Catalogue Nr. Title of the functionaries
“palace inventories” (Herbordt on the clay lumps from

2005) Westbau/Nişantepe

101 MAGNUS.DOMUS.FILIUS
REX.FILIUS,

102 MAGNUS.DOMUS.FILIUS
REX.FILIUS,

103(?) MAGNUS.DOMUS.FILIUS
REX.FILIUS

Ewri Šarruma EN-LUGAL-ma: 133 REX.FILIUS
KUB 42.51, rev.? 5 134 REX.FILIUS,

MAGNUS.DOMUS.FILIUS
135 REX.FILIUS
(Ibri-Teššup!)

Kaššu KBo 18.153, rev. 12; 158 REX xx.REGIO
KUB 26.66, iii 5

Kuwalana- NBC 3842, obv. 15 194 BONUS2 SCRIBA-la
DLAMA

Lullu? Lulluš LÚpatili-: 206? BONUS2 SCRIBA
KBo 18.153, rev. 16 Lulu[xxx]

Malala KBo 18.197 (+) 197a (+) 230 SCRIBA
KBo 9.89+90 (+) Mala[xxx]
KUB 42.44, ii 3

Mašamuwa Masa-A.A: KUB 31.65, 234 AURIGA
rev. 4

Nerikkaili Nerik-[kaili?: KUB 42.51, TONITRUS.
rev.? 5 URBS+li

651 REGIO.DOMINUS
652 REGIO.DOMINUS
653 REX.FILIUS, REGIO.DOMINUS
654 REGIO.DOMINUS,

MAGNUS.PITHOS+ra/i, NI-NI-
DOMINUS

655 REGIO.DOMINUS,
MAGNUS.PITHOS+ra/i, NI-NI-
DOMINUS

656 REX.FILIUS, NI-NI-DOMINUS,
MAGNUS.PITHOS+ra/i

657 REX.FILIUS, REGIO.DOMINUS,
MAGNUS.PITHOS+ra/i

658 REX.FILIUS, REGIO.DOMINUS,
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Tab. 4 (continued)

Name Reference in the Catalogue Nr. Title of the functionaries
“palace inventories” (Herbordt on the clay lumps from

2005) Westbau/Nişantepe

MAGNUS.PITHOS+ra/i
659 BONUS2 SCRIBA

Pallā KBo 18.153(+)153a, 291 BONUS2 SCRIBA
obv. 5, 22; Bo 5166 +
KUB 42.10, rev. B 11;

Pihamuwa Piha-A.A: 299 EUNUCHUS2,
KUB 42.95, ii 4, 12 PITHOS.VIR.DOMINUS

300 URCEUS
301(?) ?
302 PITHOS

Pihaššamuwa Pihašša-A.A: 303 SCRIBA
KUB 40.96 + Bo 1016,
right col. 12

Piha Tarhunta Piha DU? EN UNŪTI: 305 EUNUCHUS2
KBo 16.83 + 306 AVIS3+MAGNUS, EUNUCHUS2,
KBo 23.26, iii 1 DOMINUS

307 REX.FILIUS

Taki Šarruma Taki LUGAL-ma: 391 BONUS2 URCEUS(L.354)
KUB 40.95, ii 4; 392 MAGNUS.SCRIBA
Bo 6754, right col. 10; 393 REX.FILIUS
KBo 31.50, iii 1 394 REX.FILIUS, MAGNUS.SCRIBA

395 REX.FILIUS, MAGNUS.SCRIBA
396 REX.FILIUS, MAGNUS.SCRIBA
397 REX.FILIUS, MAGNUS.SCRIBA
398 REX.FILIUS, MAGNUS.SCRIBA
399 REX.FILIUS, MAGNUS.SCRIBA
400 REX.FILIUS, MAGNUS.SCRIBA
401 REX.FILIUS, MAGNUS.SCRIBA
402 REX.FILIUS, MAGNUS.SCRIBA
403 REX.FILIUS, MAGNUS.SCRIBA
Taki-Teššup?
404 REX.FILIUS

Talmi Teššup Talmi-D[…] MAGNUS.TO
KUB 42.84, rev. 20 NITRUS

Ura-Tarhunta?
630 SCRIBA-la III, SCRIBA
631 ?
625 ?
626 SCRIBA-la
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Tab. 4 (continued)

Name Reference in the Catalogue Nr. Title of the functionaries
“palace inventories” (Herbordt on the clay lumps from

2005) Westbau/Nişantepe

627 BONUS2 SCRIBA
628 BONUS2 SCRIBA, L. 414-

DOMINUS+MI(?)
629 SCRIBA-la

Taprammi KBo 18.161, rev. 17–18; 408 BONUS2 SCRIBA
KUB 42.80, obv. ? 4′–5′ 409 EUNUCHUS2

Tarhuntapiya DU.SUM-a: 418 BONUS2 SCRIBA, BONUS2 VIR2
KBo 16.83 + 419 MAGNUS.SCRIBA(?)
KBo 23.26, iii 6; Tarhuntapi[ya]
KUB 40.95, ii 10 420 ?

Tudhaliya KBo 16.83 + 468 MAGNUS.HASTARIUS
KBo 23.26, iii 11;
KBo 18.197 (+) 197a (+)
KBo 9.89+90(+)
KUB 42.44, i 2;
KUB 42.42, iv 4?

Walwaziti UR.MAḪ.LU2 GAL 515 BONUS2 VIR2
DUB.SARMEŠ:
KBo 18.153, rev. 15;
KUB 26.66, iii 9;
KUB 40.96+Bo 1016,
right col. 16, 20

Zuwa KBo 18.197 (+) 197a (+)  68 SCRIBA
KBo 9.89+90 (+) 536 AURIGA
KUB 42.44, ii 6 537 BONUS2 CRUX2(?)

538 PITHOS, BONUS2 VIR2
539 SCRIBA
540 SCRIBA

Zuzu KUB 50.95, ii 4, 9;iii 7′ 549 L.135.2, CRUS(?)

Zuzul(l)i IBoT 1.31, rev. 1; 551 BONUS2 SACERDOS2
KBo 18.153 (+) 153a, 552 MAGNUS.URCEUS(L.354)
obv. 5, 22, 553 MAGNUS.URCEUS(L.354)
rev. 8??, 10??; 554 REX.FILIUS
KUB 42.73, 555 REX.FILIUS
obv. 16, 19?, 21 556 REX.FILIUS
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The names of male functionaries on the bullae from Westbau are chiefly attest-
ed in the category of the “palace inventories” labeled Ausgaben (i.e., outgoing
goods). However, these texts probably report the final activities of book ac-
counting by the highest palace officers and members of the royal family who
double-check (Akkadogramm ĪDE) the ultimate storage of luxury goods in the
royal treasuries (cf. Mora and Vigo 2012: 187–191). Moreover, one of the male
functionaries attested both in the bullae from the Westbau and in the “palace
inventories”, namely Piha Tarhunta, is probably the owner of a high officer’s
cylinder seal from Emar (A75) and perhaps also the husband of a woman
named Wašti (homonymous of one in the inventories), who bears the title of
BONUS2FEMINA on the same seal impression.42 In conclusion, there is no way
to ascertain that the “House of the Seal” mentioned several times in the “pal-
ace inventories” should be identified with the Westbau of Nişantepe in Hattuša,
nor that it could be interpreted as a treasury. Indeed, we have no clear archaeo-
logical evidence of the location of the “House of Seal” in which the queen,
male and female administrators used to check the stored goods. Nonetheless,
it has been underlined several times that many of the clay lumps from the
Westbau have traces of cords, wood and leather on their back (cf. Mora 2007:
543, with previous bibliography). It does not automatically imply that the tra-
ces should be associated with the bags or the wooden? tablets frequently men-
tioned in the “palace inventories.”43 Anyway, the very reference in the “palace
inventories” to sealed documents and bags should not be underestimated.44

***

The evidence here briefly presented about the role of women in the Hittite
administration deserves further investigation. We limited our study to display-
ing the sources which one should look at. In light of what we have shown so
far, trying to answer the questions posed at the very beginning of this paper is
not an easy task. However, it is clear that it is quite difficult to identify the
alleged “parallel universe” of women’s activities in their own environments.
The sources we presented are always official; they were issued by the royal
chancellery. As long as the private quarters and their archives are not archaeo-
logically detectable in the Hittite centers, we will never be able to present con-

42 Cf. Mora and Vigo 2012: 195. Contra Hawkins 2002: 224.
43 For these matters see, above all, van den Hout 2007 and Marazzi 2007.
44 See, for instance, KUB 42.22, 9: 1 GIŠtuppaš GAL KÁNKU GIŠ.ḪUR parzakiš NU.GÁL. We
follow here the hypothesis of Košak (1982: 52, 231): parzakiš = bulla; corroborated by CHD “P”:
202.
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crete data. Even so, it would be difficult to sketch a precise scenario of women
at work in their private environments.

Anyway, with this general investigation we tried to delineate the relations
between female and male worlds in light of the women’s agency in men’s mi-
lieu. For what can be inferred from the fragmentary “palace inventories” as
well as from the clay bullae from Nişantepe, it seems that women actively par-
ticipated in the administration of the palace, even if the absence of bullae with
the same names of the female administrators cited in the inventories remains
obscure and the single sealing do represent a clear problem for interpretation.
In addition, we have no elements to reconcile the picture of women as sketched
in the folk tales with the evidence provided by the administrative texts. Any-
way, it is noteworthy that, among the Hittites, women and men seem to operate
side by side. We would cautiously suggest that, according to the little evidence
we have, neither the male nor the female world was exclusive to one gender
or another. In the management of the palace, and supposedly in the private
sphere as well, men and women constantly cooperated. Finally, we must stress
that the study of hierarchy and professionalism of women in the Hittite society
illustrates only the world of “women of power.”

Abbreviation
OrŠ Inventory number of the tablets unearthed in Ortaköy-Šapinuwa.
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Brigitte Lion
Work and Gender in Nuzi Society

At the beginning of the 14th century BC, the kingdom of Arraphe was a small
vassal state of the Mittani. It is well documented by ca. 5,000 tablets unearthed
in one of its provincial towns, Nuzi.

The professions existing in this kingdom are mentioned in a variety of doc-
uments, which belong to the archives of both institutions and families. The
administrative texts, produced mainly by the palace and the great households,
include lists of workers as well as lists of the rations issued to these workers.
A few contracts show that private individuals also hire shepherds or oxherds,
weavers or wet-nurses.

After a short bibliographical overview, this paper will analyze the docu-
mentation related to professions within two sectors of activity which are usual-
ly considered to be an extension of the household chores of women, namely
textile production and food processing: in Nuzi, both men and women are at-
tested performing these tasks.

1 Bibliographical overview
The numerous profession names mentioned in the documentation from the Ar-
raphe kingdom have been treated in two general studies.

The first one to pay attention to this topic was L. Oppenheim (1939). He
noted: “les professions les plus fréquentes sont celles du pâtre (rê’û), du mar-
chand (tamkaru) et du forgeron (nappāḫu).” After his study of these three pro-
fessions, he remarked also those of the carpenter (naggāru), the gardener

Acknowledgements: I wish to thank my colleague Françoise Rougemont, CNRS, for the help
she provided me with the translation of this contribution into English. I also thank warmly
Philippe Abrahami: since we have been studying Nuzi material together for a long time, most
of the refences given here derive from our common studies and he generously indicated to
me some of them which escaped my attention. Moreover, some of the ideas developped here
originate from our common discussions. Part 3, dealing briefly with professions linked to the
food sector, is derived from his Habilitation Dissertation (Abrahami 2012), forthcoming:
I thank him for his kind permission to use his data here. Of course, all errors that remain
are mine.

Brigitte Lion, Université Lille 3 – UMR HALMA 8164; brigitte.lion@univ-lille3.fr
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(lu2.nu.giš.sar or nukarribu), or the weaver (lu2.uš.bar), as well as a few
others still less well documented. This list contains mostly male professional
designations, with a few exceptions: nin.dingir, the priestesses, and, in JEN
507, ušparātu ša qê, the “tisserandes de fil” (female weavers of thread), a sir-
āšû, “c’est-à-dire d’une esclave qui prépare la boisson siraš” (a female brewer)
and ṭē’inētu, “des esclaves qui moulent” (female millers).1

The second important study was written by W. Mayer. In his book, devoted
to the Nuzi palace tablets, one half concerns functions and professions (1978:
104–207). A chapter deals with a mixed profession, “Musiker(innen) und Säng-
er(innen)”. Another one, entitled “Frauenberufe,” deals with 6 female profes-
sional designations: mušēniqtu, “wet-nurse,” iškihhuru, “unguent maker,” mu-
nus.meš ša GIŠgada, “women of the linen;” in addition, there are three trade
names for which he does not suggest a translation: hašartennu, munus.meš ša
sà-aḫ-le-e and munus.meš uzzulika/irū. Since 1978, some corrections have to
be added. G. Wilhem (1992: 245–47 and n. 12) has shown that the hašartennu
was in fact the “female perfume maker”, and not the iškihhuru – a word whose
translation is not known. And two professions, which W. Mayer considered to
be female, are now also attested for males and should be removed from the
list: there are mentions of lu2.meš uzzalikarū (Wilhelm 1995: 127), as well as
lu2 sá-aḫ-lu (singular) and lu2 ša sà-aḫ-le-e (plural).2 Some other professional
designations appear in private archives, but are not mentioned in Mayer’s book
about the palace documents.

In a series of articles that deals with specific professions. C. Zaccagnini
(1977) studied the merchants, their status and activities, including their links
with the palace. M. A. Morrison (1981) gathered references related to shepherds
and oxherds, who often practice the same trade as their fathers. P. Negri-Scafa
(1998) also noted the transmission of the profession from father to son for door-
keepers (abultannu) in various towns of the Arraphe kingdom. She has also
written several articles about the scribes (Negri-Scafa 1986, 1987, 1992, 1995,
1997, 1998, 1999a, 1999b, 2005, 2008). All these specialized studies deal with
professions which, in the kingdom of Arraphe, are exclusively performed by
men. J. Fincke (2015) has recently devoted an article to the tradition of profes-
sions within families, which also concerns the male professions of scribe,
judge, and doorkeeper.

Female professions are not that well documented and have thus been less
studied. An article by H. Schneider Ludorff (2009) concerns the activities of
wet-nurses, which is the only female profession determined by sex and not by

1 Oppenheim 1939: 60–61.
2 HSS 16, 186: 14 and HSS 15, 42: 39. See Abrahami and Lion forthcoming.
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gender. This study shows that the royal family, as well as rich families, hired
wet-nurses.

Finally, the cult personnel was studied by P. Negri-Scafa (2013). Two papers
deal with specific religious functions. The prophets are exclusively men in the
kingdom of Arraphe, but there are in fact very few attestations (Lion 2000). On
the contrary, the ēntu-priesthood is reserved for women and we do not know
of any equivalent male function (Deller and Fadhil 1972).

These studies provide us with a better knowledge of these professions,
some of which seem to be exclusively practiced by men, while others are re-
served for women. However, it happens that some professions are performed
by both. These are the cases I intend to study here. In the limited frame of this
contribution, I will deal only with textile and food production, leaving aside
the religious personnel, and other professions practiced by both men and wom-
en, such as musicians, uzzulikarū and munus or lu2 ša šaḫlê.

2 The textile production sector
This sector of activity includes, as a matter of fact, several professions which
are practiced in different frames: the most numerous documents come from
the palace of Nuzi, but private archives also provide us with texts dealing with
these activities.

2.1 Palatial sources

2.1.1 Weavers and other male specialists

Weavers and other male textile specialists are very well attested in two differ-
ent kinds of Nuzi tablets: lists of workers and lists of rations.
a) Lists of men working for the palace:

– HSS 13, 46 (R 76)3: 6 young weavers (ṣuḫārū uš.bar) are entrusted to
Kelip-ukur.

– HSS 13, 4834 (R 76): total of “31 weavers (uš.bar) and kāṣirū;” the very
nature of this profession is still debated: perhaps a carpet maker, or a
special kind of weaver?5

3 The reference of the tablet is followed by the room number in which it was excavated.
4 Partly transliterated in HSS 13, p. 103–104.
5 According to J. S. Smith (2013: 171–172), “if the occurrences of the word are taken on a case-
by-case basis, the craft of the kāṣiru as one featuring assembly, especially one related to but
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– HSS 14, 649 = HSS 16, 3376 (R 76): list of 17 ḫupšū-weavers. This word
designates free peasants or workers (Dassow 2008: 102–105 and 340–
42).

– HSS 16, 350 (R 76): 13 young weavers are entrusted to Kelip-ukur. Some
of them are also present in HSS 13, 46.

– HSS 16, 360 (L 27): 41 weavers, 25 of whom are ir3 e2.gal, “palace
slaves,” and the other 16, ḫupšū. Some of these ḫupšū are also present
in HSS 14, 649 = HSS 16, 337.

b) Lists of rations issued to craftsmen:
– HSS 13, 33 (R 76): 16 or 17 weavers from Nuzi receive barley rations,

1 ban2 7 sila3 each.
– HSS 13, 159 (R 76): 11 weavers receive barley rations, 1 sila3 each.
– HSS 14, 593 (R 76): barley is distributed for one month to 83! lu2.meš

ir3 e2.gal, “palace slaves,” who receive 2 ban2 per person. They are
classified by professional groups: The most numerous is made up from
24 weavers (l. 1–14), followed by 4 kāṣirū (l. 15–17) and 4 ašlākū, “wash-
ers” (l. 18–20)7.

– HSS 16, 348 (R 76): barley is distributed to 14 weavers, 2 kāṣirū, 1 elam-
mihurri, 1 coppersmith and 39 other men whose profession is not speci-
fied.

c) Uncertain: HSS 16, 384 (unknown provenance)8 is fragmentary, so that it
is not possible to classify it among lists of personal or lists of rations. Men
are registered, sometimes with their patronyms, and with their profession.
Weavers are listed in several places of the list, together with other workers
such as bakers or shepherds.

Some of these men appear only once, but others are mentioned in several tab-
lets, which are thus roughly contemporaneous. In fact, all these tablets seem

not creating the original woven portion of products, emerges.” N. Postgate, studying Middle
Assyrian documentation, considers the kāṣiru as “a craftsman who works with wool and
‘knots’, that is to say manufactures knotted carpets, as opposed to the weaver (ušpār(t)u) who
presumably produced most woven textiles including kilims, and this pair of textile workers is
occasionally listed together in contemporary Middle Babylonian texts too.” (Postgate 2014:
407). He also notes that in Middle Assyrian texts, “in contrast to the weavers, there is no
mention of a female ‘knotter’” (Postgate 2014: 408).
6 The same tablet has been published twice: Klein 2002.
7 HSS 14, 620 shows that the ašlāku was in charge of washing textiles, cf. Mayer 1978: 175.
See Jakob 2003: 428–429 for the Middle Assyrian data.
8 This tablet was probably found in the palace and is counted as such by Mayer (1978: 98, n°
596).
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to belong to the same generation, except HSS 16, 384, which lists the names
of weavers who are the sons or grandsons of those known by the other lists.9
The presence of two or three generations of weavers in the lists shows that
their craft was transmitted in the same families, from father to sons.

The Nuzi palace employed a numerous personnel, since more than 120
different names of weavers, and some kāṣirū and ašlākū, appear in these lists.
At least 46 weavers are explicitly designated as dependents (ir3 e2.gal),
“slaves of the palace,” whereas at least 26 are ḫupšū; the status of the others
is unknown. Children as well as adults worked for the palace.

A tablet published by Wilhelm (1995), ERL 82+SMN 2963 (unknown prove-
nance), records a great number of gišbanšur, “tables” or “trays,” associated
with individuals or professional groups. The document comes from Nuzi, but
we don’t know its precise find spot; however, it can be brought together with
the palace documents, since the same types of professional designations are
mentioned. The craftsmen are not named, but considered as groups, such as
the lu2.meš u[š.bar (?)] (l. 7) and the ašl[āku].

The activities of weavers, kāṣirū and ašlākū thus appear as male profes-
sions. Moreover, several work assignments issued by the palace to make tex-
tiles are known, and they always involve men. Wool to make fabrics is always
issued to men, as in HSS 13, 2 (L 14), HSS 13, 455 (R 76) and perhaps HSS 13,
28810 (L 2). Craftsmen deliver finished products to the palace, for example in
HSS 15, 172 (unknown provenance). The list HSS 15, 137 (L 32) deals with sew-
ing work (kubbû) which has been done or not, a work entrusted to a man
named Ar-Zizza. We do not find an equivalent documentation for women.

L. Sassmannshausen has made the same kind of observations based on the
Middle Babylonian tablets from Nippur, which are slightly more recent than
the Nuzi documents: he has shown that textile activities were “von Männern
dominiert” (2001: 90), even if other tablets from Nippur show that women are
also active in this sector (Tenney 2011: 99–100, 132, 136). L. Quillien (in this
volume) has also noticed that, in Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian palaces
and temples, the workforce was composed of men and women. From the Late
Bronze Age on, the textile professions, at least in the institutional sector, seems
to have been rather masculine, whereas in Early and Middle Bronze Age, main-
ly women were attested.

9 This means that most of these lists do not belong to the last generation attested at Nuzi, but
to the previous generation at least.
10 Edited by Zaccagnini 1981: 356–357.
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2.1.2 Women in the textile sector

However, women are not completely absent, even if they are less visible than
men – exactly as in Middle Babylonian, Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian doc-
umentation.

A list of cereals issued for one month, HSS 14, 153 (unknown provenance),
mentions, for the town of Al-ilāni, that is, the capital of the kingdom, Arraphe,
9 anše 1 (pi) of barley “for the women and for the group of the weavers.” The
amount of rations corresponds to a group of 32 to 48 persons.11 The reason for
recording women and weavers together is not explained, but the possibility
that these women also worked in the textile industry cannot be excluded. I
would suggest that they might have been spinners. First, because the task of
spinning, even if it is not referred to as such in Nuzi documentation, is usually
assigned to women and we do not know of men performing it. Second, because
of a Middle Babylonian text from Ur, dating to the 13th century, MBTU 1, in
which a female spinner is associated with a male weaver;12 the same division
of work might have taken place in Nuzi.

Another ration list, HSS 14, 535 (R 76), starts with the names of 4 munus.
meš ša GIŠgada, “4 women of the flax/linen,” before listing 25 other women,
as well as 8 men, whose profession is not indicated. The first four women
receive 2 sila3 of barley, whereas the other people recorded receive half this
amount. Some of these women also appear on other tablets, HSS 14, 510 and
511 (both from R 76), but without a professional designation: thus it is possible
that many women working for the palace had specialized professions, but that
this fact was not systematically recorded. What is the job of these women? The
writing GIŠgada, with the determinative, could hint at the fact that the plant is
concerned, and suggest a translation “women of the flax.” But in Nuzi, the
linen textiles may be qualified either as gada, for example in HSS 14, 247 (L
27), HSS 15, 135B (unknown provenance), or as GIŠgada, in HSS 14, 260 = 607
(M 79). Thus, it is not possible to choose between flax and linen. The same
female profession is documented in the Idadda archive from Qaṭna, where 44
munus-tu4 ša gada are mentioned (TT 14: 13, Richter and Lange 2012: 90–91).

11 G. Wilhelm (1980: 22) has shown that men belonging to the workforce of Šilwa-Teššub
receive monthly about 3 ban2, and women 2 ban2. So that 9 anše 1 pi = 96 ban2 of barley
would approximately correspond to 32 men or 48 women. Since both men and women form
the group mentioned in HSS 14, 153, this group should count between 32 and 48 persons.
12 According to MBTU 1, a woman is attributed to a male weaver ana ṭāmûti, “to spin.” Then
she is given back to her husband, but another woman is given to the weaver to replace her
ana ṭāmûti.
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It also appears in Nippur tablets, dating to the 13th century BC: in MUN 112
iii 6′–8′, two women who receive rations are qualified as lu2 (sic!) gada.meš
(Sassmannshausen 2001: 289–92 and pl. 35); for that reason, the mention of
lu2 gada in MUN 173: 19′ might refer to either men or women (Sassmannshaus-
en 2001: 322 and pl. 47). However, two male lu2 ša gada are known in the
Old Babylonian period, in a Mari text recording the personnel of the house of
Sammêtar (FM 6, 43 ii 27–29).13

The job of these persons is not known, but it might be suggested that they
were in charge of making the thread, because the technology used to make
linen thread from flax fiber is different from preparing wool thread.14 In HSS
14, 639 (M 79), a man receives 5 minas of gada.meš pilaḫu belonging to the
palace from the šakin bīti Elhip-Tilla, and has to give them back later. The word
pilaḫu is an hapax and W. Mayer wondered whether it might be “eine Neben-
form von pilakku, ‘Spindel;’” he translated “5 Minen Flachs(?) und 2 pilaḫau.”15
In fact, there is no sign “2.”16 Should we translate “5 minas of flax and (1)
spindle,” or “5 minas of spun flax (Abrahami 2015: 181)?” In the latter case,
the man receives linen yarn. But in the former, should we understand that he
had to spin the flax – or to have it spun by somebody else?

In the archives produced by institutions, there is also an activity described
as “making the wool.” P. Abrahami (2014: 287–288) has gathered the attesta-
tions of this activity and has shown that both women and men are concerned.
He suggested that it consisted in the preparation of wool before weaving: either
spinning, or an activity performed earlier in the chaîne opératoire. The persons
performing it are mentioned without reference to a profession.

2.2 In great households

In the house of Šilwa-Teššub, according to HSS 13, 193 (= AdŠ 498), 246 (= AdŠ
499), and 277 (= AdŠ 500), garments are to be made or have been made by
men. These men could be weavers, but they are not qualified as such. One may
also understand the verb epēšu as referring to other operations, such as repair-

13 van Koppen 2002: 352 translates: “2 men, linen weavers.” They are mentioned among other
male textile workers.
14 Breniquet 2008: 112.
15 Mayer 1978: 36 and n. 1.
16 The confusion probably derives from the number of the line given in the transliteration “15
ma.na giš.qatmeš 2bi-la-ḫa-ú ša ekallilì”. There is no copy of the tablet, E. Lacheman gave only
its transliteration. A photography taken by P. Abrahami confirms that there is no sign “2”.
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ing or washing clothes. Some women are mentioned, but their activities seem
to concern dyeing rather than weaving.17

Textile production is also documented in the archives of the Tehip-Tilla
family, which were found in a house north of the main tell (in the “Western
Suburban Area”). Several hundreds of tablets were excavated in that area and
allow us to follow the economic activities of the family during several genera-
tions. Some contracts involve textile workers.

JEN 572 (“house of Tehip-Tilla,” room 16)18 is an exceptional contract re-
cording both an adoption and an apprenticeship convention. The little Naniya
is handed by his biological father Hui-Tilla to a weaver, Tirwaya, slave of Enna-
mati son of Tehip-Tilla, who adopts him. The adoptive father has to teach the
boy his craft. If this condition is not respected, the adoption is cancelled. The
combination of adoption and apprenticeship contract can be explained by the
modalities of transmission of the professions from father to son19 – which is
clearly attested in the palace text HSS 16, 384, where two or three generations
of weavers belonging to the same families are recorded. Weaving appears here,
once more, as a male profession.

Enna-mati’s nephew, Tarmi-Tilla, concludes with the weaver Zike the long-
term contract JEN 314 (“house of Tehip-Tilla,” room 13). He gives a precious
kusītu-garment as model to Zike, who has to make five of these, one per year,
over five years.

Another Zike, the brother of Tarmi-Tilla, hires two brothers as ašlākū, and
pays them with wheat rations (SANTAG 4 20, unknown provenance.)20 They
declare that they are aššābū of Zike: this term refers to free people, “who were
indeed residents or tenants of property owned by others, property that they
cultivated on behalf of their landlords.”21

However, another tablet, JEN 507 (“house of Tehip-Tilla,” room 16), a list
of people belonging to Enna-mati’s household in Turša,22 with professional

17 This point has been studied by Abrahami 2014: 298.
18 Transliteration and translation: Speiser 1963.
19 Fincke 2015: 565–566. In another adoption tablet, found in the temple, HSS 19, 44 (G 73),
the adoptee, on the contrary, is the craftsman who has to teach weaving to the eldest son of
the adopter.
20 Müller 1998: 70–73, collations by Maidman 2004: 308. An ašlāku, without name, is also
mentioned in the ration list SANTAG 4 n° 36, a tablet which perhaps belongs to the archives
of the same family.
21 Dassow 2008: 354–355, with previous bibliography.
22 Neither Enna-mati nor the town of Turša are mentioned in this tablet, but A. Fadhil (1983:
244–245) has established that the same persons are known from other tablets as belonging to
Enna-mati’s household in Turša.
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designations, begins with 30 women defined as ušparātu ša qê, “weavers of
the thread.” This is a unique attestation. P. Abrahami (2014: 288–289) has dis-
cussed the meaning of this designation: we could think of spinners, because
the thread is mentioned; the CAD translates by “thirty spinners of thread” and
A. Fadhil (1983: 244) by “Spinnerinen.” However, the term ušparātu refers to
weaving; another possibility would be to think of women preparing the loom,
perhaps warping.

Thus in the family of Tehip-Tilla, producing textiles was the matter of both
men and women; but surprisingly, women may be this time recorded in great
number – contrary to the palace tablets in which men are mainly attested.

2.3 Among private individuals

In other families, less rich than Enna-mati’s, the household personnel was
probably also less numerous. It is often assumed that textiles and garments
were produced by women at home. For example, girls who receive land plots
as their dowry, give to their father (or, in a particular case, their adoptive broth-
er), a counter-dowry which might be partly made up from textiles (HSS 5, 76;
HSS 19, 79; Gadd 31). We might suppose, in this case, that they had made these
textiles themselves.23

Textiles could also be manufactured by specialized craftsmen, as attested
by several work contracts.24 HSS 5, 9525 (“House of Zike,” room A 34), is con-
cluded between Ilanu and Puhi-šenni:

“Puhi-šenni, son of Enšukru, received 14 minas of wool, belonging to Ilanu son of Tauki,
ana artartennūti.26 After the harvest, at the beginning of the month kurilli (iii), Puhi-šenni
shall give back to Ilanu a sasullu-cloth of good quality, weighing 6 minas, 15 cubits its
length, 5 cubits its width. If he does not give back the cloth in the month kurilli, he will
add a naḫlaptu-coat weighing 2 minas. (Sealings).”

The difference of 8 minas (4 kg) between the weight of wool received and the
weight of the textile item requested can be explained by two facts. Part of the
wool might be lost while processing the raw material; and part of the wool also

23 Grosz 1981: 174; Justel and Lion 2014.
24 The textile work contracts of Nuzi have been discussed together with P. Abrahami in a
common paper presented within the frame of the Nuzi session held at the 61st RAI in Geneva
(june 2015).
25 Transliterated by Dosch 1976 n° 130 and by Zaccagnini 1981: 349.
26 The meaning of this word is uncertain, it is only attested in this text and in HSS 5, 36 (see
below).
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probably constituted the wages of the craftsman. If the textile is not provided
within the time limit, the penalty will be to make another textile item, which
will be, for Enšukru, an additional work, and will lessen his salary. One genera-
tion later, a very similar contract states that Ilima-ahi, the son of Ilanu, gives
a textile also ana artartennūti to a craftsman, to be transformed into a “good”
textile (HSS 5, 36,27 A 34): the work involved is probably not weaving, but
perhaps rather reparing an old fabric.

Two other tablets found in the same room A 34, HSS 13, 1828 and HSS 5,
6,29 concern loans of barley belonging to Pirazzana, to Tai-Tilla, who seems to
be an impoverished craftsman. He agrees to work for Pirazzana for very low
wages, and his work is probably to be considered as interest on the loan. There
are still other examples of work contracts, and in all of them, weavers working
for private persons are men.

3 The food sector
Another fundamental sector of the economy is the production of food. It is not
much attested in the archives of private houses: we can suppose that the ladies
of the house were in charge of most of the kitchen chores, so that it did not
leave written documentation. However, preparation of food is, again, better
documented in the palatial sector as well as for the great households. Among
the numerous professions attested, some are documented for both men and
women.

If we go back to the list HSS 14, 593 (R 76) found in the palace, which
mentions barley rations for male slaves according to their profession, we find
4 bakers (ēpû), 1 brewer sēbiu, 1 person preparing groats (ša mundu), 2 sirāšû-
brewers and one cook.

But at least two documents show that women also worked as brewers. In
ERL 82+SMN 2963 (unknown provenance; Wilhelm 1995),30 “tables” or “trays”
are associated with professional groups, some of which are in charge of the
preparation of food: male cooks, lu2.muhaldim, but also sirāsâtu, female
brewers, and alaḫḫennātu, “flour-processers,” mentioned together as benefit-
ing from the same “table.” And at Enna-mati’s house, the personnel list JEN

27 Transliterated by Dosch 1976 n° 137 and Zaccagnini 1981: 351, n° 7 and n. 9.
28 Transliterated by Dosch 1976 n° 73.
29 Transliterated by Dosch 1976 n° 72.
30 See above § 2.1.1.
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507 (room 16) records two female cereal grinders, ṭē’inētu (l. 20–21) and a fe-
male brewer, whose name is partly broken (but the feminine determinative is
preserved): f[…]-ma-a-a sí-ra-sú-ú (l. 19) Since the end of the line is broken, a
last sign sí-ra-sú-ú-[tù] might be added to have here a feminine form.31 But it
is also possible that this professional designation is here written in the mascu-
line form sirāsû (instead of sirāšû),32 perhaps because it was mainly a male
profession, at least during the second half of 2nd millennium.33

The association of the women preparing beer and flour on these two tablets
is easy to explain, since both groups work with the same material, namely
barley. The two different designations, alaḫḫennātu and ṭē’inētu, probably cor-
respond to different specializations. According to N. Postgate, in the Middle
Assyrian Offerings House archives from the Aššur temple, the ṭē’inu is actually
the grinder who processes grain to produce flour; and the alaḫḫenu is the “pre-
parer of farinaceous products” or “flour-processer” – this word is sometimes
translated by “baker,” which is not quite accurate.34

In Nuzi, male alaḫḫennū are also attested. In the archives of Šilwa-Teššub,
son of the king, distributions of wool or textiles are made to 4 alaḫḫennū (HSS
13, 287 = AdŠ 45: 17–19; HSS 15, 211 = AdŠ 46: 25–28; HSS 16, 382 = AdŠ 47: 7–
8. See Wilhem 1980: 158–59). The letter HSS 14, 31 (S 112), found in a private
house, was sent by the alaḫḫennu of the Ṣilliyawe palace to the judges, and
deals with a conflict about the irrigation of a field: so this alaḫḫennu is working
for a palace. There was also perhaps a building or a house called bīt alaḫ[ḫen-
ni], mentioned in HSS 14, 137 (L 2).

The term ṭē’inu, “grinder”, masculine of ṭē’intu, is not attested at the mo-
ment in Nuzi. However, the activity was performed by both sexes: a tablet from
the house of Tehip-Tilla, HSS 13, 66 (room 18) records four quantities of grain
“to be ground” (ana ṭêni) which are handed to two men and two women, thus
probably in charge of transforming it into flour.

31 This suggestion was made by W. von Soden in AHw: 1050a; see also Fadhil 1983: 244 and
CAD S: 306b. Both dictionaries also give a reference to the (more correct) feminine form sirāšītu
attested in Susa during the Old Babylonian Period (MDP 22 72: 24). CAD also records a munus.
šim-tum in the Old Babylonian tablet CT 8 14c: 16, from Sippar, see Harris 1975: 283.
32 As underlined by G. Wilhelm (1995: 127).
33 See Breniquet 2009: 187 (referring to J.-J. Glassner): “en Mésopotamie aussi, la bière est
une affaire de femmes, au moins jusqu’à l’époque paléo-babylonienne où l’activité sort de la
sphère féminine et devient un véritable ‘métier’ aux mains des hommes.” See also Michel 2009:
206–207 about female and male brewers during the first half of the 2nd millennium. On the
contrary, in Middle Assyrian sources, only male brewers are attested, see Jakob 2003: 401–407.
34 Postgate 2013: 109–110. In a Middle Assyrian letter found in Dūr-katlimmu, two female
alaḫḫenātu are also attested, perhaps as members of the household of the queen: Cancik-
Kirschbaum 1996: 147–153, n° 10: 12.
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In HSS 14, 97: 12 and HSS 14, 98: 13, two texts from unknown provenance
but probably found in the Nuzi palace, men referred to as kassiddaššu receive
bread. This profession is probably the equivalent of Middle Babylonian
kaṣṣiddakku (Sassmannshausen 2001: 74–78); it has been translated as “Müll-
er” in AHw: 458b and “miller” in CAD: 267b–268a, according to its Sumerian
equivalent ka.zid2.da or gaz.zid2.da, and it is probably another designation
for people producing or processing flour. In Nippur tablets, kaṣṣiddakkū are,
once more, associated with brewers (Deheselle 2004).35 No woman perform-
ing this trade is (yet) attested, either in Nuzi, or in Middle Babylonian docu-
mentation.

In conclusion, even if male brewers, grinders and flour-processers seem
predominant, women are also attested in these professions.

***

Both case studies examined, namely textile work and food production, are
part of the most common activities: food had to be prepared daily, in every
house, and most probably the same was true of textiles. According to Starr’s
excavation report, excavations in Nuzi have unearthed “hundreds of spindle
whorls” as well as loom weights36 (indicating that vertical warp weighted
looms were used). Among these objects, very few were published; and among
those which were published, the majority comes from private houses. This is
the case, for example, of the two clay loom stands which were recovered in
a house37 (indicating that horizontal looms were also used). However, these
finds give us no clue about the identity of the people working with these
tools.

In order to answer that question, we have to look at the written documen-
tation. The information available regarding work shows that, from the point of
view of the organization, an opposition between the palace and the private

35 Kaṣṣidakkū operate as millers and bakers and are associated with brewers in Middle Baby-
lonian documentation because both are working for temple offerings; I thank the anonymous
referee for this information.
36 Starr 1939: 412–413 and 1937: pl. 116 S, T, perhaps V, and 127 FF (whorls), pl. 117 C–E and
G (weights).
37 Two clay loom stands were recovered in the house called “Group 24,” in room F 24 (but
“below the floor of Stratum II”), and another one in room F 14, with “four bowls and a cup,
as well as other vessel fragments;” this room was, according to Starr, “the center of consider-
able domestic activity.” (Starr 1939: 218–219; Starr 1937: pl. 118 A and B, ancient loomstands,
and 30 B, Arab loom).
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individuals is not enough. We must take into account the great households,
for which Nuzi offers two examples: the house of Tehip-Tilla and his son Enna-
mati, and the house of Šilwa-Teššub son of the king. They are organized just
as the palace, but at a reduced scale, with dozens of workers whereas the pal-
ace has hundreds, free or dependent. The palace of Nuzi, which is the best
known, is only a provincial palace, so we must imagine a more developed and
complex organization for Arraphe’s palace.

Specialized workers, both men and women, are mostly known through
the archives of the palace and these great households, since, due to their
number, a special organization was developed, mostly for the distribution of
food rations. The management of this workforce and its supplies left written
evidence.

In these tablets, the specialization of workers is sometimes indicated by
means of a professional designation. However, this is not systematic, which
means that our information is far from being complete. We have seen the case
of the women “of the linen,” who are called that way only once, even though
they appear in several tablets. We would not have known of their specialization
if we did not have the single tablet mentioning it. Another example is to be
found in the archives of the prince Šilwa-Teššub. Women worked in the process
of dyeing the wool, and more generally, in the management of textiles. Their
personal names are given without any indication of a profession.

We know of lists with several dozens of servants’ names, both men and
women, working for the palaces of different towns in the kingdom of Arraphe,
but without any indication of specialization, even though there were probably
many specialists among these workers.

In the private houses, we have very little information about professional
skills, or work performed by non-professional workers, including the domestic
work that must have been performed by women. We know of the hiring of
specialists, but only when it is necessary to write a contract, which was rarely
the case. We found several orders for textiles, and we have some other con-
tracts with wet-nurses, shepherds, oxherds, and brick makers. However, a
number of transactions with specialists were probably paid in cash and have
left no written trace.

Lastly, indications of gender, when it comes to professions, differ accord-
ing to places, time periods and maybe also the model for the organization of
work. Sectors like textile working and food preparation are often viewed as
“female,” and may be so in the framework of the family. However, mentions
of workers specialized in these fields of activities indicate that they were rather
men, in the palaces and in the great households, and even craftsmen working
for private individuals.
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Abbreviations
FM Florilegium marianum
MBTU Gurney 1983.
MUN Sassmannshausen 2001.
SANTAG 4 Müller 1998.
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Josué J. Justel
Women in Economic Agreements: Emarite
sale contracts (Syria, 13th century BC)

Publication of the Emar cuneiform texts began in the 1970s, when the Emar
archives were unearthed. The number currently stands at about a thousand
documents of very different types. A large part of them are private legal texts;
the greatest number is made up of sale contracts, which account for over one
third of the texts; in second place comes a significant number of other financial
deeds: loan contracts, donation agreements, etc.1

All that documentation is very useful when it comes to reconstructing
some aspects of the society that produced it. For example, it is possible to
establish the type of economy, the value of products, etc. It is also possible to
focus on economic agents, i.e. people who carried out those transactions.
Those agents included women in a variety of occupations.

In that regard, it has traditionally been highlighted that the cases attesting
women as an active part of the deed were exceptions, since they are far fewer
in number that those dealt with only by men (§ 2); those women were (almost)
always widows and alone (§ 3); they were only able to manage their dowries,
not any other family property (§ 4); and they mostly carried out those deeds in
times of economic difficulty (§ 5). The intention of this contribution is to study
the role of women in sales, and to show that those assertions are not correct,
at least partially. The documentation chosen is due to the large number of
testimonies and to its statistical richness. Loans, already dealt with in other
REFEMA meetings,2 have been left aside, as well as property exchanges, since
no case has been attested in which women intervened actively.3

1 See the introductory assessments of Westbrook 2003 and Démare-Lafont 2010.
2 See the blog hypothèse Carnet de REFEMA: https://refema.hypotheses.org/.
3 Some twenty exchange contracts from the Late Bronze Age Syria have been published, but
only Ugarit has produced four in which women intervened: RS 15.086 = PRU 3, p. 51, RS
16.158 = PRU 3, p. 62, RS 16.277 = PRU 3, p. 50 and RS 16.343 = PRU 3, p. 129 (see Justel 2008:
203).
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1 Emar Sale Contracts
A sale is the act of transferring a product or service, in return for money, an
amount of silver, or other compensation.4 Those economic agreements used to
be consigned in a document. In the case of Emar, more than two hundred sale
contracts have been published so far – but the specific number depends on
the guidelines used to demarcate the corpus.5 A characteristic of Emar docu-
mentation is that two scribal traditions can be recognised, which are common-
ly known as the “Syrian” [= S] and “Syro-Hittite” [= SH] traditions. Physical
and formulaic differences exist between them, and it seems that two different
legal conventions are reflected within the Emar scribal traditions. Most of the
Emarite sales of property are recorded in documents of Syrian scribal tradition;
a few sales of property and all sales of people are written down in documents
of Syro-Hittite tradition (see e.g. Démare-Lafont 2010: 46–52 and Fijałkowska
2014).

To date, seventeen sale contracts have been published in which a woman
sold property (four of the Syrian scribal tradition, the remaining of the Syro-
Hittite one).6 That number is far higher than those with the same features taken
from other Late Bronze Age Syrian archives: two from Ugarit (RS 16.156 = PRU
3, p. 61, RS 17.022+ = Ugaritica 5: 3) and another one from Alalaḫ (AlT 70).

On the other hand, five sale contracts from Emar have been published in
which a woman was the buyer.7 That datum contrasts with the case of the
neighboring city of Ugarit, where ten deeds document that same situation;8 on
the contrary, neither Alalaḫ nor Ekalte show documentary evidence of those
circumstances.

4 See in general Cardascia 1976–80; Haase 1978–80; Hecker 1976–80; Kienast 1976–80; Kre-
cher 1976–80; Petschow 1976–80; Wilcke 1976–80.
5 See a list of sale contracts in Justel 2008: 186 n. 6. For her part, Démare-Lafont (2010: 46,
49–50) establishes their number in ca. 190, as Fijałkowska (2014) does too. For sale contracts
of landed property see Beckman 1997; Viano 2010, 2012; Fijałkowska 2014: 31–97; for the formu-
lary see Di Filippo 2008; Démare-Lafont 2010: 46–52; Fijałkowska 2014: 31–34, 77–81; cf. also
Skaist 2008.
6 ASJ 10, p. 165 [SH], ASJ 13, p. 276 [SH], AulaOr. 5, p. 225 [SH], AulaOr. Suppl. 1: 57 [S], AulaOr.
Suppl. 1: 65 [SH], Emar VI 7 [SH], Emar VI 20 [S], Emar VI 35 [SH], Emar VI 80a [SH], Emar VI
82 [SH], Emar VI 89 [SH], Emar VI 113 [SH], Emar VI 114b [SH], Emar VI 130 [S], Emar VI 217
[SH], HANEM 2: 31 [S], HANEM 2: 68 [SH].
7 ASJ 12, p. 183 [SH], AulaOr. Suppl. 1: 81 [SH], Emar VI 111 [S], Emar VI 114a [SH], HANEM 2:
49 [S].
8 It is the case of RS 16.154a and b (= PRU 3, p. 127), RS 16.156 (= PRU 3, p. 61), RS 16.261+ (=
PRU 3, p. 159), RS 17.086+ (= Ugaritica 5: 159), RS 17.102 (= Ugaritica 5: 160), RS 17.149 (=
Ugaritica 5: 6), RS 17.231 (= PRU 4, p. 238), RS 17.325 (= Ugaritica 5: 161).
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2 Women as sellers and buyers in ancient
Mesopotamia

The first matter is that the amount of texts attesting women as active part of
the sale seems scarce. In Emar, about 8% of the persons who sold properties
were women, and women represent 2.3% of the buyers. In total, about five per
cent of the people involved in sale contracts (i.e. sellers or buyers) were wom-
en. That low number may seem to indicate the limited legal capacity held by
Emarite women. However, the data from Emar are not very different from those
taken from other documentary sources – archives in which the sale contracts
are sufficiently large in number, thus being representative:
a) In the Sargonic period, women were able to buy and sell properties,9 some-

times on the margins of their husbands’ activities.10 Attestations for pre-
ceding periods are scarce, but they do exist.11

b) During the Ur III period, several cases of women sellers are known, wheth-
er acting alone or with their husbands;12 at least one case of a woman
buying properties is attested.13

c) Old Assyrian sources show many examples of women who intervene in
those operations, almost always alone – although it may be a case of busi-
ness carried out together with the husband – and on other occasions with
the explicit presence of the husband in the deed.14

d) For its part, the huge amount of documentation from the Old Babylonian
period centers on the nadītum-priestesses, which can lead to a misinterpre-
tation of the statistics concerning the subject (see the contributions of Kat-
rien de Graef and Ichiro Nakata in this volume). Other women could also
intervene in those operations (see e.g. Diakonoff 1986: 225–26), but the ex-
amples of nadītū clearly outnumber the cases of women acting as buyers
or sellers outside of the priestesshood.

e) Neo-Assyrian sources attest many cases of women buyers; Radner (1997:
318–37) lists more than thirty examples from Nineveh and Kalḫu. There are
also cases of women selling properties.15

9 See e.g. Steinkeller 1982, esp. p. 367–368; Gelb, Steinkeller, and Whiting 1991: 17b; Sallaber-
ger and Westenholz 1999: 70; Wilcke 2000: 362–364.
10 Foster 1982: 52 ff.; Gelb, Steinkeller, and Whiting 1991: 17b; Wilcke 2000: 363.
11 Bauer, Englund, and Krebernik 1998: 474.
12 Partially Wilcke 2000: 362–364.
13 Steinkeller 1989: 121; cf. also Waetzoldt 1988: 31; Gelb, Steinkeller, and Whiting 1991: 17b
and recently Lafont 2014: 62.
14 Kienast 1984: 23; cf. also Michel 2010: 130 and 2014: 94, with further bibliography.
15 Petschow 1976–80: 520–521; Radner 2003: 894.
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All those data give rise to percentages that are fairly similar to those found in
Emar. In addition, there are other sets of documents and archives that are less
prolific, but that enable us to see that it was usual for women to take part in
sales, even if they were not in the majority. Based on some documents (e.g.
KAJ 168), it is clear that Assyrian women could buy properties, or at least
slaves, during the Late Bronze Age.16 For that same period, in Southern Meso-
potamia, “women appear in legal contexts most frequently as sellers of their
children, but in these transactions they are almost always accompanied by
men” (Slanski 2003: 498). Lastly, during the first millennium BC, it has been
stated, for the South, that “women were able to conduct legal transactions:
they could own and acquire property, conclude contracts, and enter into obli-
gations even in the absence of their husbands” (Oelsner, Wells, and Wunsch
2003: 928).

3 Women acting alone or in concert with other
people

The historiography has also highlighted the fact that, in general, the women
involved in sale contracts were widows – or they held other special legal sta-
tus.17 In that regard, it is important to distinguish between their activities as
sellers and as buyers.

3.1 Women as sellers

In Emar, a woman appears as the sole seller in ten of the seventeen contracts,
most of them of Syro-Hittite scribal tradition.18 In the remaining cases (and
also in Ugarit and Alalaḫ), women acted in the sale in conjunction with other
people.19 The woman seller was mostly accompanied by men: her husband

16 See Démare-Lafont 2003: 533; in the example shown above, the sale is undertaken by a
woman and a man, whose relationship is not known.
17 See Westbrook 2003: 39; Arnaud 1980: 256 (but cf. p. 258–259).
18 ASJ 10, p. 165 [SH], ASJ 13, p. 276 [SH], AulaOr. 5, p. 225 [SH], Emar VI 7 [SH], Emar VI 20
[S], Emar VI 35 [SH], Emar VI 82 [SH], Emar VI 113 [SH], Emar VI 114b [SH], HANEM 2: 68 [SH].
I understand – following Pruzsinszky (2003, CD p. 728) – that in ASJ 13, p. 276 [SH] the only
seller is the woman named Šaggar-umarri.
19 In two cases, the relationship between those people and the woman is unknown: Emar VI
80a [SH] and Emar VI 89 [SH] (for the latter see Fijałkowska 2014: 198 n. 101).
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(Emar VI 217 [SH], HANEM 2: 68 [SH], cf. RS 17.022+ from Ugarit), her brother
(Emar VI 80a [SH], cf. RS 16.156 from Ugarit), or her son(s) (AulaOr. Suppl. 1:
57 [S], Emar VI 130 [S], HANEM 2: 31 [S]; cf. AulaOr. Suppl. 1: 65 [SH] below).
Only four documents belong to the Syrian scribal tradition in this corpus: the
three contracts (out of four) in which the woman acts with her son(s), and one
in which she is alone in the sale (Emar VI 20 [S]).

A woman acted together with other women only in AulaOr. Suppl. 1: 65
[SH] (see Westbrook 2001: 23–31). The document states that a woman, together
with her two daughters and two sons, sold “their father’s house” (obv. l. 4: é-
tu4 ša Ia-bi-šu-nu).20 It is possible that the father was dead, leaving his widow
to bear responsibility for the family property, or that, in reality, the widow was
not the biological mother of the four children. In any case, the woman is listed
first, and she appears to have carried some responsibility in the transaction.
The subsequent clauses only mention the sons and daughters, but not the
mother, for which reason it seems clear that the latter was merely managing
the property on behalf of the descendants.

In that regard, in cases where the woman was accompanied by other peo-
ple, we can wonder whether she was indeed selling her own property or merely
managing other people’s. That it was the woman’s property is clear from two
documents. In Emar VI 217 [SH], husband and wife alike sold a daughter; ac-
cording to other related documents, we know that the woman, named Kuʾe,
took part in the deeds concerning her children.21 In addition, in Emar VI 80a
[SH] (cf. Durand 1989: 188–189) two siblings (a man and a woman) sold a plot
of land (erṣetu, see § 5.1) to a third sibling, a man. The logical suggestion is
that the former two probably sold their share in the property to their brother.22

However, when the woman acted as seller together with her children, two
variants could arise. In Emar VI 130 [S] and HANEM 2: 31 [S] (Durand 2013: 46–
48), after the description of the property, the following clause appears:

P ša PN ištu PN u PNF B … išâm
“The property P belongs to PN (= the son/sons); the buyer B has bought (it) from PN and
PNF (= his/their mother)”

Meanwhile, in AulaOr. Suppl. 1: 57 [S], the formula is:

20 Cf. Fijałkowska 2014: 39 n. 50.
21 On this documentary set (Emar VI 216–220) see e.g. Cohen 2005.
22 A similar case is found in AulaOr. Suppl. 1: 81 [SH]: a man sold a plot of land to his sister.
However, the formulary is different and we do not know if this plot was a family property.
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P ša PN u PNF ištu PN u PNF B … išâm
“The property P belongs to PN (= the son) and PNF (= his mother); the buyer B has bought
(it) from PN and PNF”

In other words, the formulæ clearly show that in the first two cases, the proper-
ty was owned by the child(ren), whereas in the latter case, it is explicitly stated
that the property also belonged to the mother.23

That desire to record the true ownership of the property also seems appar-
ent in the use of concrete formulæ within the operative section. In that sense,
in Emar as in documents from other places, we found two general formulations
for sale contracts, depending on the point of view of the wording:24

ex latere emptoris:
P ištu/ša S B ana X šeqel kaspi ana šīmišu gamri išâm
“The buyer B has bought from the seller S the property P for X shekel of silver, its full
price”

ex latere venditoris:
P S ana B ana X šeqel kaspi ana šīmišu gamri iddin/ittadin
“The seller S has given the property P to the buyer B for X shekels of silver, its full price”

A formula ex latere emptoris is the most usual, since “sales of land at Emar
are typically formulated from the buyer’s point of view;”25 formulæ ex latere
venditoris were mostly saved for sales of slaves.26 However those features were
permeable, and there are several sales of property that express the purchase
by using a formula ex latere venditoris – although no sale of slaves uses the
habitual ex latere emptoris formula. In total, the proportion of ex latere emptor-
is to ex latere venditoris formulæ in Emar (only recognizable cases that are not
totally fragmented) is ca. 80% to 20% (see below for Emar VI 35 [SH]).27

The data in respect to those seventeen Emar cases in which women acted
as sellers change appreciably. Ex latere emptoris formulæ are used seven
times.28 Meanwhile expressions ex latere venditoris are more numerous, being

23 Cf. Fijałkowska 2007: 16 n. 8 and 2014: 197; but see also the conclusions in Fijałkowska
2014: 124 n. 79.
24 See in general Fijałkowska 2014.
25 Westbrook 2001: 25.
26 Démare-Lafont 2010: 51.
27 Note that the formulation of sales of immovable property during the first millennium is
always ex latere emptoris, whereas that of movable is ex latere venditoris (Oelsner, Wells, and
Wunsch 2003: 944–945).
28 AulaOr. 5, p. 225 [SH], AulaOr. Suppl. 1:57, Emar VI 20 [S], Emar VI 80a [SH], Emar VI 89
[SH], Emar VI 130 [S], HANEM 2: 31 [S].
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present in up to eight cases,29 perhaps nine if Emar VI 114b [SH] – partially
broken – is counted. Those data appear to indicate that the proportion between
the formulæ when the seller was a woman was ca. 45% to 55% (very far from
the 80% vs. 20% indicated above).30 That change is partially explained by the
fact that women were more likely to sell slaves, a transaction in which an ex
latere venditoris expression was always used. However, the same formulæ were
used in sale contracts covering real estate sold by women.31

Worthy of note is the fact that, out of the five cases in which a woman
acted in conjunction with someone else, four use ex latere emptoris expres-
sions – which, as we see, are less common in the corpus of women sellers.32
One explanation may be that given the very phraseology of the ex latere emp-
toris expression, there was a clear record of the nominal ownership of the prop-
erty – and that the women had (or had not) simply acted as the children’s
guardians.

Also worthy of note is Emar VI 35 [SH], in which a woman (alone) sells a
person, using an atypical expression; in fact, it is the sole example in the whole
Emarite corpus. The formula is (obv. ll. 1–5): “The seller S has received X shek-
els of silver, the price of the property P, from the hand of the buyer B” (X šeqel
kaspi šīma ša P ištu qāti B S imḫur). Specialists have not given this case any
special attention.33 The verb maḫāru in the context of sales is attested in Neo-
Babylonian sources (CAD M/1: 57–58).

3.2 Women as buyers

As regards women who bought property, they acted alone in all cases. Some
of them may have been of high status. If we examine the Ugaritic corpus of
sale contracts, we find the same situation; in four documents, the buyer was
the queen Ṯaryelli.34

29 ASJ 10, p. 165 [SH], ASJ 13, p. 276 [SH], AulaOr. Suppl. 1: 65 [SH], Emar VI 7 [SH], Emar VI
82 [SH], Emar VI 113 [SH], Emar VI 217 [SH], HANEM 2: 68 [SH].
30 Note that in Ugarit two deeds are attested, in which a woman sold a property (§ 2): both
of them use a formula ex latere venditoris.
31 It is the case of AulaOr. Suppl. 1: 65 [SH], Emar VI 82 [SH], Emar VI 113 [SH], Emar VI 114b
[SH], HANEM 2: 68 [SH].
32 The exception is Emar VI 217 [SH], the only case in which a person (the seller’s daughter)
was sold.
33 This document has been sometimes interpreted as a simple memorandum or economic
record (Cohen 2011: 149 n. 24, Balza 2009: 25); however other authors indicate that it refers to
a sale (e.g. Westenholz 2000: 49, 73).
34 RS 17.086+ (= Ugaritica 5: 159), RS 17.102 (= Ugaritica 5: 160, cf. Justel 2008: 197 n. 63), RS
17.231 (= PRU 4, p. 238, cf. Lackenbacher 2002: 294 n. 1059), RS 17.325 (= Ugaritica 5: 161).
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In Emar, worthy of note is the case of HANEM 2: 49 [S]. The buyer’s person-
al name is not given, just her category: she was a qadištu priestess.35 It is the
only case within the corpus under examination in which the seller of the prop-
erty was the institution called “Ninurta and the Elders,”36 only present in docu-
ments of the Syrian scribal tradition;37 in the remaining cases, the seller was a
privatus. Beckman (1996b: 68 n. 74) indicates that the qadištu priestess may
have made the purchase in the institutional sense. However, that is not certain,
since the field purchased bordered another that already belonged to the priest-
ess: “On the second side (it is bordered by the property of) the qadištu (priest-
ess)” (HANEM 2: 49 [S], obv. l. 7: sag-ki 2-kam-m[a] munus-nu-gig). In addi-
tion, we do not know the exact role of the qašdātu in Emarite society, or even
if they were specifically organized. For those reasons, it is possible to consider
that the purchase was carried out privately.38

In addition, it will be noted that in the transaction Emar VI 114a [SH], a
woman bought an erṣetu (see § 4.1), which she later sold to someone else (Emar
VI 114b [SH]). That may indicate that she acted as the intermediary in the sale.39

Were those buyer-women widows? The fact that the husband does not ap-
pear in the transaction does not necessarily mean that he had died; moreover,
it is possible to assert that some of those women may never have been married.
That appears to be the case in HANEM 2: 49 [S], in which the woman was a
qadištu priestess. Moreover, only in Emar VI 111 [S] does the woman’s name
appear referenced using her husband’s name40 – in Emar VI 114a [SH], it ap-
pears referenced using first her father’s name, then her husband’s. In ASJ 12,
p. 183 [SH], the woman’s name appears referenced using only her father’s name.
Finally, in AulaOr. Suppl. 1: 81 [SH], there is no indication of parentage or of
the husband’s name, but that may be because the seller was her brother, and
their father’s name had already appeared in the text two lines before. Hence, it
will be seen that nothing suggests definitively that those women were widows.

3.3 A variety of situations

Ultimately, the women who were directly involved in sale contracts may have
found themselves alone (e.g. when buying properties) or not (generally, when

35 See Westbrook 2003: 664: “The qadištu (Sum. nu.gig) class of priestess may have been
more independent (RE 49).”
36 Beckman 1997.
37 Démare-Lafont 2010: 47.
38 Such conclusion is also reached by Fijałkowska 2014: 207.
39 See however Fijałkowska 2014: 198 n. 99, 202.
40 See the possible implications in Fijałkowska 2014: 202.
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they were selling them). In the latter case, it seems that the formulation of a
number of elements gave a basis for establishing whether the properties actual-
ly belonged to the woman, or if she just acted in the transaction nominally,
with the goods belonging to other people, i.e. her children. All cases show a
multiplicity of family situations, indicating that the women were not necessarily
widows, and that in some cases they do not appear to even have been married.

4 Properties bought and sold by women
Another important aspect is the type of properties that women sold or
bought.41 The key question is this: Did women have access only to their own
dowries – whether or not they were already married – or could they operate
with other family properties? To that end, it is important to know which proper-
ties were bought and sold (§ 4.1), and what type of dowry was given to women,
i.e. daughters, in Emar (§ 4.2).

4.1 Movable and immovable property

The great majority of sale contracts from Emar cover property, be it a house,
field, or other type of building or land.42 On a secondary basis, there were
about twenty sale contracts relating to slaves.43 That same proportion between
immovable assets and movable assets also appeared to exist in the neighboring
city of Ekalte; however, Ugarit did not keep sale contracts relating to slaves,
whilst Alalaḫ only kept deeds relating to slaves and animals.

Out of the seventeen cases in which the seller was a woman, the vast ma-
jority also dealt with real estate: they sold houses,44 a vineyard (Emar VI 89
[SH]), an orchard (probably in Emar VI 82 [SH]), the plot of land called erṣetu45

or that one called tuguru46 (Emar VI 82 [SH]). On five occasions, a woman sold
slaves.47

41 This part of my contribution has been much changed because of the suggestions of So-
phie Démare-Lafont, whom I heartily thank for her input and comments.
42 See e.g. Lipiński 1990: 53–55; Beckman 1997; Viano 2010, 2012.
43 Démare-Lafont 2010: 50.
44 AulaOr. 5, p. 225 [SH], AulaOr. Suppl. 1: 57 [S], AulaOr. Suppl. 1: 65 [SH], Emar VI 20 [S],
Emar VI 80a [SH], Emar VI 113 [SH]), (Emar VI 82 [SH].
45 Emar VI 114b [SH], Emar VI 130 [S], HANEM 2: 31 [S], HANEM 2: 68 [SH]. On the nature of
the erṣetu see e.g. Pentiuc 2001: 99–102; Mori 2003: 49 or Fijałkowska 2014: 43–49.
46 See Pentiuc 2001: 46; Mori 2003: 65; Fijałkowska 2014: 41–42.
47 ASJ 10, p. 165 [SH], ASJ 13, p. 276 [SH], Emar VI 7 [SH], Emar VI 35 [SH], Emar VI 217 [SH].
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Women bought houses (Emar VI 111 [S]), fields (HANEM 2: 49 [S]) or
erṣētu.48 That is to say, the properties bought by women appear always to have
been immovable assets; that also occurs in Ugarit, with the exception of RS
17.231, where one learns that the queen Ṯaryelli bought a male slave for seventy
shekels of silver.49

4.2 Dowries

It has traditionally been established that Ancient Near Eastern dowries were
made up of a series of movable assets, domestic utensils, and slaves (West-
brook 1993–97). In the case of Emar, it appears that a dowry was also made up
of movable goods, and may have included silver.50

During the meeting at which this study was presented, M. Yamada indicat-
ed that the archives of Emar have produced no dowry lists. It is certain that
they are not extensive, as usual in the first-millennium sources,51 but in my
opinion, there are indeed indirect references in Emar to the make-up of the
dowry:
a) As it has been asserted on a number of occasions,52 the term terḫatu may

refer in Emar and Ekalte to the dowry, as is always the case in Ugarit53 and
sometimes in first-millennium Mesopotamia (CAD T: 354a). With doubts,
these cases may be Emar VI 112, AulaOr. Suppl. 1: 32, ASJ 13, p. 292–293,
and in Ekalte WVDOG 102: 21 and 26 (Durand and Marti 2003b).

b) Other, more general references have been collected by Westbrook (2003b:
679) and Démare-Lafont (2010: 66): for example, references to “objects”
(unūte) or other descriptions.54

c) Lastly, it is clear that HANEM 2: 6 contains a reference to a dowry – called
in this case nûpu – and to its make-up (movable assets, domestic utensils,

48 ASJ 12, p. 183 [SH], AulaOr. Suppl. 1: 81 [SH], Emar VI 114a [SH].
49 However, note that Emarite women could also buy movable assets, as attested in some
letters, e.g. Emar VI 25 (cf. Durand and Marti 2003a: 165–167) or Emar VI 260.
50 Justel 2008: 58–59.
51 See e.g. Roth 1989–90 and recently Joannès 2014: 26–27.
52 E.g. Arnaud 1980: 257 n. 64; Adamthwaite 1994: 20–21; Beckman 1996a: 69; Westenholz
2000: 11; Limet 2001: 2 n. 3; Durand and Marti 2003a: 176; Justel 2008: 48, 2014a: 68; Démare-
Lafont 2010: 66.
53 See the bibliography presented in Justel 2008: 48 n. 59.
54 AulaOr. Suppl. 1: 23, AulaOr. Suppl. 1: 69, Emar VI 124, HANEM 2: 6, HANEM 2: 76.
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jewels, etc.), according to the collations and suggestions by Durand (2013:
59,55 cf. also Fijałkowska 2014: 198).

Westbrook (2003b: 679) proposes that some dowries could have contained im-
movable assets, but the specific examples provided by him may be simple do-
nations or even belong to usual inheritance, not to a simple dowry. In that
regard, we know that under different circumstances, it was possible for daugh-
ters to inherit properties of various types, i.e. immovable assets (Ben-Barak
2006: 152–173). However, that was a case of inheritance, not of dowry. It has
been pointed out that: “Can one consider the dowry an advanced form of inher-
itance? Functionally, yes; legally, no, because a dowry as a voluntary gift is a
favor and inheritance is a right.”56

Ultimately, although it is a matter that appears to have occurred at other
periods or areas,57 Emarite women sold properties that did not necessarily
come from their dowry.

5 Did women buy and sell in time of crisis?
A final aspect refers to the time of purchase, i.e., did women sell the properties
in times of need? In that regard, Fijałkowska (2007: 15–17) has devoted a whole
paragraph to the presence of women in those deeds:58

Comme partout dans le Proche-Orient ancien, la majorité des immeubles appartenaient
aux hommes, chefs de famille. Les femmes étaient parfois propriétaires, elles aussi, mais
il paraît qu’elles pouvaient disposer de leurs biens moins librement que les hommes.
Les textes syriens avec des femmes agissant comme propriétaires sont très rares, et les
circonstances – toujours atypiques. La situation semble meilleure dans les documents
syro-hittites, où les femmes apparaissent un peu plus souvent. Dans les documents des
deux styles, les femmes achètent et vendent surtout des bâtiments – des maisons et des
kirşitu [sic], mais à cause du nombre limité de textes il est impossible de dire s’il s’agit ici
d’un hasard.

55 This work contains other possible indirect references to dowries in Emar. See a parallel in
Sigrist 1993, p. 176–177: 10; as well as the comments by Durand and Marti 2003a: 145–146.
56 Stol 1995: 134, see already Westbrook 1991: 157.
57 See e.g. Stol 1995: 136.
58 Cf. Viano 2012: 122. See also her comments in Fijałkowska 2014: 197–198, and 207: “Il sem-
ble donc que soit les femmes pouvaient disposer des immeubles moins librement que les
hommes, soit les dispositions qu’elles effectuaient étaient a priori suspectes, peut-être parce
qu’il était rare qu’une femme soit propriétaire d’un immeuble.”
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Fijałkowska (2007: 16 n. 8, 2014: 198, 201) implies that those “atypical circum-
stances” correspond, at least partially, to the fact that in some texts, it is stated
that the female sellers carried out the transaction “during the year of famine
and war.” However, it has also been indicated that “in the contracts quoting
the year of distress formula there is no evidence of an influence, on prices, of
the economic difficulties of the sellers” (Viano 2012: 126).59 As we see, the na-
ture and implications of that expression are still contested. That issue has been
partially covered (Justel 2014b: 33–35); I include the following data by way of
summary.

It seems that by the middle of the thirteenth century BC, Emar (or its terri-
tory) was attacked by the Hurrian army; the attack would have taken place ca.
1250 BC. It is also evident that Emar was attacked on other occasions.60 Those
wars and other circumstances would have caused one or more deep economic
crises. That phenomenon is explicitly stated in 42 documents from Emar by the
reference to the “year of famine (and) war” (a/ina šanat dannati nukurti), with
slightly different formulations. Those cases are distributed amongst the two
scribal traditions present in the Emar archives.61 In line with the above-men-
tioned episodes of war, some economic crises would have taken place in which
the price of the food would have increased dramatically.62 Only during the
reign of Pilsu-Dagān, king of Emar, are sales of persons attested.63

In essence, those references are found in legal documents attesting two
different financial transactions: transfers of landed property and of persons.64
By the inclusion of this expression, it is therefore stated that the transaction
took place at a difficult time for at least one of the parties involved. However,
the exact implications of that formula remain unclear. For example, Zaccagnini
(1995: 106) thinks that only in the case of the sale of persons would the actual
cause have been the economic difficulties of those families. When landed prop-
erty was involved, however, “these contracts do not seem to exhibit any dis-
tinctive feature that might be connected with war and famine.” In those cases,
he thinks that the reference to war and famine could be a “scribal mannerism.”
Adamthwaite (2001: 153, 168, 174) has calculated the prices of these transac-

59 However, note that Viano (2012: 122) also states: “Women mostly appear in the house sale
contracts when they are forced to sell their properties due to economic difficulties as the quite
low prices recorded in these texts seem to lead.”
60 Zaccagnini 1995: 100; Vita 2002: 122.
61 Vita 2002: 116; Démare-Lafont 2010: 82.
62 Adamthwaite 2001: 171; Cavigneaux and Beyer 2006: 503 n. 26.
63 Divon 2008: 105.
64 Fijałkowska 2014: 167–69.
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tions and pointed out that only the cases of sale of persons correspond to real
economic difficulties.

It is unclear whether an economic crisis is to be posited only when the
above-mentioned formula (ina šanat dannati nukurti) is employed. The formula
probably does not reflect personal difficulties, but a generalized crisis in Emar
(Zaccagnini 1995: 99; Adamthwaite 2001: 174). Démare-Lafont (2010: 81–82)
points that “la clause paraît plutôt avoir une utilité juridique en ce qu’elle
introduit une exception justifiant l’application de dispositions dérogatoires,
qui diffèrent sensiblement selon qu’elles concernent la vente ou le prêt.” In
that case, it would be possible that the inclusion of the formula allowed the
seller to buy this property again.

Among the seventeen cases of female sellers, in five it is stated that the
transaction took place during a generalized crisis by the use of the formula “in
the year of famine (and) war” (ina šanat dannati nukurti).65 Another example,
Emar VI 82 [SH], should be added. A woman seems to sell some landed proper-
ty to a man; it is mentioned that this man therefore “has le[t her] children live”
(obv. ll. 6–7: dumu-meš-[ši] u[b]!-te-li-iṭ).66 Later on (obv. l. 7 − rev. l. 1) a refer-
ence to the right of buying the property again seems to appear. Though there
is no mention of the “famine and war” formula, it is evident that the woman
experienced hardship. Out of the five sale contracts in which a woman was the
buyer, just one (Emar VI 111 [S]) contains the expression “in the year of famine
(and) war.”

As is seen from all those data, it is inferred that there is no certainty over
the implications of including the clause; there is also no pattern of use depend-
ing on whether the documents were of Syrian or Syro-Hittite scribal traditions.
The expression was included in sale contracts with women participants, as
well as in those with no women at all. The percentages of use compared with
the total number of cases in which women intervene are normal.

Ultimately, the atypical circumstances of the cases under examination are
not derived from the moment of the purchase, or from a situation that is – from
an economic perspective – particularly harmful to women.

***

As we have seen, Emar sources form an ideal field of study for knowledge of
the legal behavior of a range of groups, including women. Essentially, women

65 The cases are: ASJ 10, p. 165 [SH], AulaOr. Suppl. 1: 57 [S], AulaOr. Suppl. 1: 65 [SH], Emar
VI 20 [S], HANEM 2: 31 [S]. See also Fijałkowska 2014: 197–198, 201.
66 See the comments of Fijałkowska 2014: 198 n. 99.
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who were involved in sale transactions in Emar were not necessarily alone,
and they do not exhibit signs of economic or legal weakness. It is true that
there are not many cases, but in those identified so far, women acted with
complete legal capacity.

Those sale contracts show some peculiarities, but only at a formulaic level,
and that fact does not seem to indicate any disadvantages. Women managed
large properties, not just the assets they received as a dowry. In some cases –
but not always – they were perhaps widows, then acting as managers or repre-
sentatives of their children, just as fathers did; but in other cases, the circum-
stances seem to have been completely different.

For that reason, it can be concluded that within the field of sale transac-
tions, Emar women had full de iure capacity to act, as happened in other legal
agreements. Note, however, that all those deeds are to be understood in the
context of a patriarchal society, in which women intervened only sporadically.

Abbreviations
S Syrian tradition
SH Syro-Hittite tradition
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Masamichi Yamada
The kubuddā’u-Gift in the Emar Texts

The Emar texts1 are from the period when Emar was a vassal kingdom of the
Hittite empire after its conquest of Mittani in ca. 1325 BC. In those texts, mostly
written in Akkadian, we can recognize two major scribal traditions, the so-
called “Syrian” and “Syro-Hittite” types. These differ in various respects, such
as paleography, orthography, terminology and phraseology, grammar, and for-
mat of legal contracts.2 The Syrian type (= S) is regarded as the local scribal
tradition of the land of Aštata, whose center was Emar, while the Syro-Hittite
type (= SH) is thought to have been of foreign origin, probably in some way
connected with the Hittites. In my opinion, in Emar, these two types of texts
are concurrent, and date approximately to 1275–1175 BC.3

In this study, I would like to take up the issue of the means used to secure
a woman’s livelihood after the death of her husband. In the ancient Near East,
it seems to have been the norm that when the head of a family died, his sons
inherited all of his estate, accepting the task of caring for his wife. However, it
is not difficult to imagine that the sons were not always loyal to her, particular-
ly in the cases when there was no direct blood relation between them. We see
in the texts that in principle, two strategies were used to secure a widow’s
livelihood.

The first one is where the head of a family designates his wife as the
nominal guardian of all of the family estate while she is alive, prescribing that
it be actually inherited by his sons after her death, on the condition that they
care for her. In Emar this is done by designating the woman as “father and
mother.”4 The second strategy is where the head of a family divides all of the

1 In the following discussion, references to the texts from Emar, as well as from the neighbor-
ing Ekalte, use the abbreviations appended below. I wish to express my gratitude to Josué
Javier Justel and Sophie Démare-Lafont for their comments on an earlier version of this paper,
read at the conference.
2 See Cohen 2013: 282–284 (with previous literature) for general remarks on the two scribal
traditions; also Faist 2008; Démare-Lafont 2010; Cohen 2012: 33–38.
3 Yamada 2013; Yamada forthcoming. Cf. Cohen and d’Alfonso 2008; Cohen 2013.
4 For typical cases see SMEA 30-T 7 and TS 41; cf. also Emar VI 70, 112; Iraq 54-T 6; RE 37;
SMEA 30-T 8; and TS 71 treated below. For a general treatment of this status in Emar, see
Beckman 1996a: 60; Westbrook 2001: 38–40; Westbrook 2003: 681. Note that similar designa-
tions of the wife as the guardian are attested also elsewhere: “father and mother” in an Old
Assyrian text (see Michel 2000), and “father” in the Nuzi texts (see Paradise 1972: 285–297).
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family estate into two portions – one to be inherited by the sons immediately
after his death, and the other given to his wife as a dower, which the sons
who take care of her inherit only after her death. The subject of the present
study, the kubuddā’u-gift in Emar, is to be evaluated in relation to this dower
strategy.

1 The word kubuddā’u
The noun kubuddā’u, which is formed by the Akkadian purussā’ pattern
(GAG3, § 56o 34.IIβ),5 literally means “becoming heavy or honored.” This
word is attested also in two texts of OB Mari with the meaning, “alourdisse-
ment” (Durand and Joannès 1990). In the Emar texts, however, it is generally
accepted as referring to some kind of dower or gift (to the wife).6 On its exact
meaning or substance, however, scholars have not reached agreement. J.-M.
Durand and F. Joannès think that kubuddā’u was “une part de l’héritage du
père de famille … dont la femme avait la jouissance en usufruit” (1990; see
also Westbrook 2003: 680–681). According to M. R. Adamthwaite, “it could
be argued that the kubuddû is in fact the bride-price,” although at first glance
it seems to be “some kind of marriage settlement, given to the wife … at the
husband’s behest and disposal” (1994: 21–22), while G. Beckman describes
kubuddā’u as a special bequest of the surviving wife’s own which “was proba-
bly drawn from her own dowry” (1996a: 72). So in the following, I try to clarify
what the kubuddā’u-gift actually was in Emar through a fresh analysis of the
texts concerned.

The word kubuddā’u is found in eight Emar texts: two are of the Syrian
type (AuOr 5-T 15, RE 8), five are of the Syro-Hittite type (BLMJE 14; Emar VI
112; SMEA 30-T 8; TS 22, 71), and one is a fragment whose type is unknown
(Emar VI 198). Its attested spellings are as follows:

5 But lacking the expected shift d > t in the third radical after b (the second, in this case) in
Akkadian (cf. GAG3, § 51d Nachtr.). Cf. Pentiuc 2001: 107–108, 267 (classified as “non-normative
Akkadian”).
6 As we see by various translations of this word: e.g., “douaire” (Arnaud 1986: 118; Arnaud
1991: 55), “bequest” (Beckman 1996b: 14), “kubuddā’u-gifts” (Westenholz 2000: 39), “bequest,
dowry” (Pentiuc 2001: 107), and “~ honorific gift?” (CDA: 164b). Cf. also the following cognate
nouns in Akkadian: kubuttû (SB), “abundance; abundant, rich gift” (CAD K: 490b–491a; also
AHw: 498b); kubuttatu (Ugarit), “honoring gift” (see Huehnergard 2008: 135 [s.v. kubuddatu],
392; cf. kubbuttu [CAD K: 483b–484a; AHw: 497b]).
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[ku-bu]-ud-da-e Emar VI 198: 7′?
ku-<bu>-ud-da-e Emar VI 112: 14g (see ll. 4a*, 11a*)
ku-bu-da-e AuOr 5-T 15: 13g, 19g, 25a*; BLMJE 14: 13a*, 19a*, 22g;

RE 8: 17a*
ku-bu-da-e.meš TS 71: 18g*
ku-bu-da.meš SMEA 30-T 8: 19g* (with [ku]-; cf. ll. 9a*, 18a*); TS

22: 2a*

If this word is singular in the texts, it appears only in the genitive (= g) or
accusative (= a). However, since several occurrences are apparently in the
plural (= *), it seems to me better to take all of them as plural oblique. Note
also that there are some variations in the spelling. But the usual spelling seems
to be the one without the doubling of d, which is attested in both Syrian- and
Syro-Hittite-types of texts, and, if my interpretation is correct, with the final
long vowel ē in the plural oblique form.

2 Texts: kubuddā’u-gift and Other Dowers

2.1 Texts concerning the kubuddā’u-gift

Below I present the relevant sections of the above texts, excluding the fragmen-
tary Emar VI 198.7 In each case, the head of a family gives a kubuddā’u-gift (lit.
kubuddā’us = ks.) to his wife.

AuOr 5-T 15 (S): testament of Ya’eyanu
6 a-nu-um-[ma] 1 giš.na2 qa-du nig2.barag2.ha2-šu 7 1 urudu.dú-du 1 li-im
ki.la2.bi 8 2 nam-ḫa-rù zabar 9 mfPN1 qa-du dumu.meš-ši 10 3 ši-id-du4 ša iku i-
na giš?.kiri6.geštin 11 a-na fPN2

12 dam-ti-ia-ma! 13 a-na ku-bu-da-e-ši 14 ad-dì-in

Now, I have given the listed items to my wife PN2 as her ks. (Her four sons shall
take care of her – any one of them who does not do so shall lose the right to
the ks. – and when she dies, they shall divide her ks.)

BLMJE 14 (SH): statement of Abi’u
a-nu-ma ˹a˺-na fPN1 dumu.munus! mPN2

fPN3
3 geme2-ia 10 ˹u8˺.meš2 10

uz3.meš2 1 šen zabar 3 me-at ki.la2.bi 4 ša kaskal-ni-i[a] 1 a-sà-lu4 zabar 3

7 To facilitate a better understanding of the texts, however, in the translation I add summaries
of the contents of the untransliterated parts within parentheses (e.g., AuOr 5-T 15: 15–26). For
the untranslated items included in the kubuddā’u-gifts, see List 1 (appendix 1).
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me-at ki.la2.bi 5 1 qà-bi-l[u] zabar ša šu-mi-ia i-na ša3-šu ša-aṭ-ru 6 1 gal
zab[a]r ša a-pa-pa-ri-ḫi 7 1 gal ša x x(–)ki-in-nu ša hur.sag 8 1 tug2 gibil 1
giš.na2 gal ša giš.tug2 1 tug2.ma-qar-ru gibil 9 1 tug2.guz.za 1 a-sà-lu4 zabar
ša šu-ti 10 1 ut-ta-al-lu zabar ša šar-pá-aš-ši 1 e2 izi zabar 11 1 giš.banšur 1
giš.gu.za 1 giš.gir3.gub 12 ˹a˺-[n]a e2 ur-˹ši˺-ša ma-am-ma la-a ir-ru-ub 13 [k]u-
bu-da-e an-nu-ti a-na fPN1 dam!-ia 14 at-ta-din

Now, to (my wife) PN1, daughter of PN2: listed items. No one shall enter her
retirement quarters. I have given these ks. to my wife PN1. (My five sons shall
take care of her, and any one of them who does so shall take her ks. If PN1

remarries, she shall leave the household without taking anything and lose the
right to her ks.)8

Emar VI 112 (SH): statement of Dagan-kabar
2 [a-n]u-ma f[PN1 dumu.munus PN2] dam-ia 3 [a-na] a-bi [ù munus.ama š]a e2-
ia aš-ku-un-[ši] 4 ˹a˺-nu-m[a ku-(bu-)ud-da-e š]a fPN1 dam-[ia] 5 [u]m-[te-ed-dì]
˹ù˺ ku3.babbar nig2.munus.us2.s[a (…)] 6 [a-na ša-a-ši a]t-ta-din

[N]ow, I have established my wife [PN1, daughter of PN2], as “father [and moth-
er” o]f my household. No[w], I have [d]e[fined the ks. o]f [my] wife PN1 and
[g]iven [her] the silver of brideweal[th] (for marrying the sons). (No list of items.
Her three sons shall take care of her, and when she dies, they shall divide her
ks. Any one of them who does not do so shall lose the right to her ks., pay
20 shekels of silver, and leave the household without taking anything but his
weapon.)9

RE 8 (S): statement of Abi-li’mu
5 a-nu-um-ma mfPN1 da[m-t]i-ia 6 a-nu-um-ma giš.na2 qa-du tug2.nig2.barag2-
šu 7 tug2.meš na-ab/p-ša-ši 8 ˹10˺ udu.munus gal babbar 10 uz3.munus gal
9 10 giš.zi-˹zi˺ giš.geštin 1 qà-be-lu zabar 70 ki.la2.bi 10 1 utul2 zabar 6 me-
at ki.la2.bi 11 1 a-sà-lu4 zabar 5 me-at ki.la2.bi 12 1 a-sà-lu4 zabar 2 me-at
ki.la2.bi 13 1 ut-ta-lu4 zabar 1 me-at ki.la2.bi 14 1 utul2 zabar tu[r] 50
˹ki˺.la2.bi 15 1 <a>-sà-lu4 zabar 30 ki.la2.bi 16 ˹50˺ PA še mfPN2

17 ku-bu-da-e
an-nu-˹ti˺ 18 a-na m˹f˺PN1 dam-ti-ia ad-din-[š]i

Now, PN1 is my wi[f]e. Now, listed items – I have given these ks. to my wife
PN1. (List of the inheritance shares of the two sons. Now, my two sons shall

8 On l. 7 see Fleming 2002: 372. Cf. ša k[a?-a]t?-ti4-in-nu (Westenholz 2000: 38); ša kà-at-ti4-in-
nu (Beckman 2001: 195). For the translation of bīt urši (l. 12) as “retirement quarters,” see n.
30 below. Note that the phrase “without taking anything” in the summary is literally “she/he
shall put her/his garment (tug2) on the footstool” (l. 21).
9 The restoration of the verb in l. 5 is based on SMEA 30-T 8: 9 and TS 22: 3.
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divide all my estate according to the customary law of the city. If PN1 remarries,
she shall leave the household without taking anything.)10

SMEA 30-T 8 (SH): testament of [PN]
[fPN1 dumu.munus PN2 d]am-ia ˹a-na a˺-bi ù ama 3 [ša e2-ti-ia aš-ku-un-ši e2-ia
gáb-ba mim-mu-i]a ad-din-na-aš-ši … /
9 [a-nu-ma ku-bu-da.meš ša f]P[N1 da]m-ia um-te-ed-dì 1 šen zabar 1 li-im
ki.la2.bi 10 [x x x x x (x) ki].la2.bi <1> ut-[ta-l]u zaba<r> ša siskur.meš 1 ut-ta-
lu zabar 11 [x x x x x x (x) š]a? kaskal a-du ˹ú˺-nu-te.meš-šú ša [á]š!-ša-aš-ḫi
ra-ak-sú-ti 12 [mPN3 a-na … la]-a i-qar-ri-ib 2 d[umu].munus.nita-šú mPN4 sipa
13 [ù fPN5 za.lam].gar-šú si-GAB-ti-šú ˹1 me udu˺.ha2 2 ˹gu4.ab2˺ 14 [x x x x x x
x (x)] x [x x x (x)]-ši giš.kiri6.geštin-ia [š]a uru.˹da?˺-[x] x [(…)] 15 [x x x x x x
x x x x (x) l]i-GIM-šú-nu

[I have established] my [w]ife [PN1, daughter of PN2], as “father and mother”
[of my household] and given her [my household and all m]y [possessions] (i.e.,
all my estate). (My three sons shall take care of her, and when she dies, they
shall divide all my estate. Any one of them who does not do so shall lose the
right to all my estate, and leave the household without taking anything.) /
[Now], I have defined [the ks. of] my [wif]e P[N1]: listed items. […] … (In the
future, […] they remained. My three sons shall take care of her, and when she
dies, they shall divide her ks. Any one of them who does not do so shall lose
the right to her ks.)11

TS 22 (SH): statement of Arwu
a-nu-ma ku-bu-da.meš 3 ša fPN1 dam-ia um-te-ed-dì 4 1 šen zabar 5 me ki.la2.bi
5 1 a-sà-[lu4 z]abar 5 me ki.la2.bi 6 1 ut-ta-[lu4] zabar 2 me ki.la2.bi 7 1 a-zu-

10 Durand reads l. 7 as tug2.meš na-ap-ša-lì, “les voiles” (2013: 37). The reading 10 uz3.munus
in l. 8 follows Durand. Cf. 10 uz3!? (Beckman 1996b: 13). Note that “all the estate” (ll. 36–37)
probably refers to the sum of the inheritance shares of the two sons (ll. 19–34). For the expres-
sions denoting “all the (family) estate” used in the texts concerning the kubuddā’u-gift and
other dowers dealt with in this study, see appendix 2.
11 On l. 9, cf. [ku-bu-da.meš ša f]Aš- (Arnaud 1992: 207). The emendation in l. 11, [á]š!- for
[p]a-, is based on 1 aš-ša-aš-ḫu ra-ak-sú, “one packed aššašḫu-container” (BLMJE 23: 3). If this
is correct, this line can be translated as: “[X fo]r traveling, together with its utensils in (lit. of)
the packed aššašḫus.” As for l. 12, I think that PN3 is forbidden to approach the testator’s wife
(dam-ia), or perhaps her retirement quarters (e2 ur-ši-ši; cf. BLMJE 14: 12 and TS 22: 14–15 [but
both with the verb erēbu]), whereas his two children (2 d[umu].munus.nita-šú), one male
(PN4) and the other female (PN5), are assigned to her (as her slaves). In l. 13, I suggest restoring
PN3’s tent (za.lam.gar; cf. BLMJE 20: 7–8) on the basis of the references to PN4 as a shepherd
(sipa) above and to the livestock below (cf. also kaskal, “road, trip,” in l. 11). Note also on
this line that in view of the handcopy (Arnaud 1992: 234), si-GAB-ti- seems preferable to si-tab-
bu-ti- (Arnaud 1992: 207), although I cannot provide any word appropriate to this reading.
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[lu-u]š-ḫu zabar 1 ḫur-ti-ia-lu4 zabar 8 1 an-gu-ri-in-nu [za]bar 1 qà-bi-lu4 60
ki.la2.bi 9 1 gal zabar ša pa-pa-ri-ḫi 80 ˹ki˺.la2.bi 10 3 gal zabar 1 giš.gu.za
1 giš.gir3.>pad<.gub 11 1 a-sà-lu4 zabar 2 me ki.la2.bi 12 10 u8.meš2 5 uz3.meš2
1 giš.banšur 13 mfPN2 40 giš.PA še.meš 14 i-na e2 ur-ši-ša ma-am-ma 15 la-a ir-
ru-ub

Now, I have defined the ks. of my wife PN1: listed items. No one shall enter her
retirement quarters.12

TS 71 (SH): statement of Dagan-belu
a-nu-ma fPN1 dam-ia! 3 a-na a-bi ù ama-mi ša e2-ia aš-ku-un-ši 4 e2-ia gáb-bá
mim-mu-ia a-na fPN1 dam-ia 5 at-t[a-din …] … /
16 ù a-nu-ma fPN2 geme2-ia 17 1 šen zabar 4 me ki.la2.bi [a]n-nu-ti 18 a-na ku-
bu-da-e.meš ša PN1 dam-ia at-ta-din /

Now, I have established my wife PN1 as “father and mother” of my household,
(and) gi[ven] my household and all my possessions (i.e., all my estate) to my
wife PN1. (My five sons shall take care of her, and when she dies, they shall
divide all my estate. / But if any one of them claims his inheritance share while
PN1 is alive, he shall lose the right to all my estate and leave the household
without taking anything.) /
Now, listed items – I have given [t]hese as the ks. of my wife PN1. / (I have
defined the houses of my sons: list of the inheritance shares of the five
sons. /)13

2.2 Texts concerning other dowers

Besides the above texts, in four other Emar texts we find that the head of a
family gives a dower to his wife. To these, I add Emar VI 31 and RE 57, where
he gives a dower-like gift to his daughter designated “father and mother,” as
comparable cases.

Emar VI 70 (SH): statement of […z]alu(?)
˹a˺-[nu-ma] 3 [f]PN [dam-ia a-na a-b]i 4 ù ama >x< ša e2-[ia aš-ku-u]n-šu-mi 5 a-
nu-ma 2 giš.kiri6.ge[štin x g]u4.meš.ha2 6 4 banšur ˹4? giš˺.[gu.za] 7 2 tu-pa-
tu zab[ar!] ˹1˺-en ša 4 me-at ˹ki˺.la2.˹bi˺ 8 1-en-ma ša 2 me-at ki.la2.bi 9 ù a-nu-

12 The same scribal error giš.gir3.pad.du/gub (l. 10) for kilzappu is found in BLMJE 21: 13;
23: 14 (both SH). Cf. Fleming 2002: 373 (note on 23: 14).
13 For ha.la.a (l. 12) as a variant of ha.la, “inheritance share,” see Yamada 1994/c. Cf. ḫa-
la-a, “Renie-moi” (Arnaud 1991: 120 f.).
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ma 2 du[mu.munus-i]a i-na e2 e-mi 10 [l]i-din-ma ku3.babbar ˹nig2˺.mu-
nus.us2.meš-šu l[i-i]l-qè

N[ow], I have [establi]shed [my wife] PN [as “fath]er and mother” of [my]
household. Now, listed items. Now, she [sh]all marry (lit. give into the house-
hold of the father-in-law) [m]y two dau[ghters] and t[a]ke the silver of their(!)
bridewealths. (Now, I have taken another wife with my own silver.)14

Emar VI 176 (S): testament of Dagan-mi-ilu
13 giš.na2 qa-du nig2.barag2.ha2-šu 1 tug2.ṣú-ba-tu sig 14 urudu.šen tur a-na
dumu.munus PN1 dam-šu 15 id-di-in

(List of the inheritance shares of Dagan-mi-ilu’s five sons.) He has given the
listed items to his wife, daughter of PN1. (Her daughter PN2 shall take care of
her. If PN2 rejects her, PN2 shall give a female slave as her substitute and leave
the household. If Dagan-mi-ilu’s wife remarries, her possessions shall be given
to her younger sons.)

Iraq 54-T 6 (S): testament(?) of Ḫinnu-Dagan
6 a-nu-um-ma dumu.munus PN dam-ia 7 a-bu ù um-mu 8 ša e2-ti-ia ši-it-ma …
17 a-nu-um-ma giš.na2 gada qa-d[u nig2.barag2] 18 [š]a dumu.munus PN
[d]a[m?-ia?]

Now, my wife, daughter of PN, is the “father and mother” of my household.
(My three sons shall take care of her. Any one of them who does not do so
shall lose the right to his inheritance share. She shall slap his cheek and throw
him into the street.) Now, the listed items [belo]ng to [my w]i[fe], daughter of
PN. (Then poorly preserved.)15

RE 37 (S): testament of dim-ili
18 1 tu-di-it-tù ku3.babbar ša! 19 5 gin2 qar-nu zu2 am.si 20 AN BI ID RU 21 ša fPN
22 fPN a-bu 23 ù um-mu

(List of the inheritance shares of my three sons. If the second son complains
about his share, he shall lose the right to the family estate in GN.) The listed

14 In view of the handcopy (Arnaud 1985: 747), there is no space for -ti- (so Arnaud 1986: 78)
after e2 in l. 4. The restoration of giš.gu.za in l. 6 is based on BLMJE 14: 11. In l. 9 munus is
necessary (Durand 1989: 186), and so there is no space for meš (cf. Arnaud 1986: 78; also
Durand 1989: 186). Although Durand reads -šu-n[u li]l-qì in l. 10 (Durand 1989: 186), the sign
lil seems to be difficult according to the handcopy. At the beginning of l. 12, I suggest reading
[iš]-tu, lit. “from,” instead of [qa-]dú (Arnaud 1986: 78).
15 giš.na2 gada (l. 17) is attested also in RE 57: 9 below. Cf. giš.na2 << giš >> (Dalley and
Teissier 1992: 103).
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items belong to (my wife) PN. PN is the “father and mother.” (My three sons
shall take care of her. Any one of them who does not do so shall lose the right
to all my estate.)16

Cf. Emar VI 31 (SH): contract made by Ḫaya in the presence of Šaḫurunu-
wa, king of Karkemiš
3 fPN1 dumu.munus-šu! munus.kar.kid a-na a-bu-ut-ti ù ama-mi 4 ša e2-ti-šu! e-
pu-uš-ši giš.na2 qa-du tug2.nig2.uri.ki.meš 5 tug2.ha2 : na-ab/p-ša-ši ù ri-iš-
tu4 zabar ša an.meš ˹kàt˺-mu 6 ú-nu-te.meš an-nu-ti 2 geme2 fPN2 ù fPN3

7 a-na
fPN1 dumu.munus-ia at-ta-din

I have made PN1, my(!) daughter (and) the ḫarimtu-woman, the “father and
mother” of my(!) household. Listed items – I have given these goods (and) two
female slaves PN2 and PN3 to my daughter PN1. (Now, I have made my other
two daughters my sons. … They shall take care of PN1 – any one of them
who does not do so shall lose the right to her inheritance share and leave the
household without taking anything – and when she dies, they shall divide
all my estate with each other. List of their inheritance shares. Then mostly
broken.)17

Cf. RE 57 (S): testament of Iddi-ma
a-nu-um-ma 6 fPN1 dumu.munus-ia <nu>.gig 7 a-bu ù um!-mu ša e2-ia 8 ši-it-ma
a-nu-um-ma 9 1 giš.na2 gada 1 utul2 zabar 4 me-at ki.la2.be 10 1 gin2 ku3 1 a-
sà-lu 3 me-at ki.la2.be 11 1 ab2 mu.3 ú-nu-tu4 an-nu-tu4

12 a-na fPN1
13 dumu.mu-

nus-ia <nu>.gig id-din

Now, PN1, my daughter (and) the qadištu-woman, is the “father and mother”
of my household. Now, listed items – I(!) have given these goods to PN1, my
daughter (and) the qadištu-woman. (PN1 shall give these goods to her daughter
PN2. The brothers of PN2 shall not claim them. As long as PN1 is alive, there is
no (claim on) the inheritance shares.)

16 It is difficult to understand actually how many dower items are mentioned in ll. 18–20.
Beckman considers tudittu and qarnu as items and seems to regard AN BI ID RU (written on
the erasure) as a category of property or gift (1996b: 59; cf. also Pentiuc 2001: 39). Against this
interpretation, Durand recognizes only tudittu as an item (2013: 42, 43 n. 64). One could even
suggest that the AN BI ID RU is a third item. So, I am inclined to leave open the possibility
that there may be as many as three items.
17 E. J. Pentiuc translates the description of the giš.na2 as: “A bed with Akkadian blanket,
the n. and the bronze bedhead, which cover the ‘sky’ (of the bed)” (2001: 128).
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2.3 General observations on the kubuddā’u-gift

Table 1 summarizes the contents of the above seven texts concerning the kub-
uddā’u-gift, while Table 2 does so for the texts concerning other dowers.

Glancing at Table 1, we immediately see that the situation concerning the
kubuddā’u-gift is not always a simple dower strategy as outlined above. In four
texts (AuOr 5-T 15, BLMJE 14, RE 8 and TS 22), the kubuddā’u-gift does seem to
be such a dower; it appears to be only a part of the estate, and presumably the
rest of the estate will be inherited by the sons at the time the head of the family
dies. However, in the other three texts (Emar VI 112, SMEA 30-T 8 and TS 71),
all of the Syro-Hittite type, at the time the head of the family defines his wife’s
kubuddā’u-gift, he also designates her as “father and mother,” that is, guardian
of all the estate. We see here a mixture of the guardian strategy and the dower
strategy. Note also that surprisingly this mixed case can be seen in all the texts
in List 2 (appendix 1) but Emar VI 176.

In any case, in SMEA 30-T 8 and TS 71 the kubuddā’u-gift is differentiated
from “all the estate.” Particularly in SMEA 30-T 8, methodically, both for the
estate and for the kubuddā’u-gift, the sons are ordered to take care of the
widow, their mother, in order to inherit that property. This raises several
questions. Question 1: why is this distinction made? Question 2: how are the
two kinds of property related? On the other hand, in Emar VI 112 the property

Tab. 1: Texts concerning the kubuddā’u-gift.

Text AuOr 5-T 15 BLMJE 14 Emar VI 112

Text type S SH SH
“Father & mother” wife
Bequest to wife k. list k. list ks. (= all); cf. terḫatu
Bequest to sons
Caring by sons + + +
Inheritance by sons ks. ks. ks.
Losing by son ks. ks. & silver

Text RE 8 SMEA 30-T 8 TS 22 TS 71

Text type S SH SH SH
“Father & mother” wife wife
Bequest to wife k. list all k. list k. list all k. list
Bequest to sons shares shares
Caring by sons + + +
Inheritance by sons all all ks. all
Losing by son all ks. all
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Tab. 2: Texts concerning other dowers.

Text Emar VI 70 Emar VI 176 Iraq 54-T 6

Text type SH S S
“Father & mother” wife wife
Bequest to wife list & terḫatu list list
Bequest to sons shares
Caring by sons +′ (by daughter) +
Inheritance by sons
Inheritance by daughter
Losing by son share

Text RE 37 Emar VI 31 RE 57

Text type S SH S
“Father & mother” wife daughter daughter
Bequest to wife list list list
Bequest to sons shares shares?
Caring by sons + +
Inheritance by sons all
Inheritance by daughter listed goods
Losing by son all share

in the kubuddā’u-gift is not listed, and actually indicates “all the estate,”
since the text states that a son who does not take care of the widow shall lose
the right to the kubuddā’u-gift and leave the household with only his own
weapon at hand, that is, lose all of his inheritance share. This brings up Ques-
tion 3: why is it necessary here to make all of the estate the kubuddā’u-gift?
Keeping these questions in mind, let us examine the lists of the properties
defined as kubuddā’us.

3 kubuddā’u Lists

3.1 Categories

The items in the kubuddā’u lists are shown in List 1 (appendix 1).18 When we
compare it with List 2 (appendix 1), which gives the properties included in the
other dower lists, we notice several points regarding property categories. First-
ly, various categories of property are included. But List 1 does not include any

18 Note that Emar VI 112 is excluded, since it lacks a kubuddā’u list.
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ornaments or cash (silver).19 Secondly, there is no fixed order within the lists,
such as furniture first and household utensils second, though there is a tenden-
cy for “bed” (giš.na2), when it is mentioned, to appear first in the whole list.20
Thirdly, generally speaking, the items in each category are grouped together.

When we look at the items in each category, firstly for real estate, in List 1
we find a portion of a vineyard or vines in two texts (AuOr 5-T 15: 10; RE 8: 9),
and a vineyard in one text (SMEA 30-T 8: 14), and in List 2, one text refers to
two vineyards (Emar VI 70: 5). But there is no mention of houses or agricultural
fields. This point is a feature of property assigned to women in Emar, in con-
trast with that of men. When the inheritance shares of the sons are defined,
they are listed in a house-centered way, as in RE 8.21 Although references to
fields are rare even in those male share-lists, we do find them, as for example,
in RE 30.22 On the other hand, even when all of the estate is given to a woman
designated “father and mother,” we seldom find any mention of fields.23 This
lack of reference to fields in property given to women is well illustrated in the

19 However, this would not necessarily mean that these could not be included in the kubud-
dā’u-gift. Their absence may have been circumstantial, particularly in the case of ornaments
(cf. RE 37: 18–19; also l. 20?). Note that cash appears in List 2 (RE 57: 10), but though in Emar
VI 112: 4–5 the widow is given silver, it is not part of the kubuddā’u-gift, but rather the bride-
wealth to be paid to outsiders in the future, so not given as the widow’s property.
20 The only exception among the texts in Lists 1–2 is BLMJE 14 (l. 8).
21 “Now, the house o[f] the sons of PN1 and the house of the son of PN2; (the slaves) mPN3

and mfPN4, (as well as) mfPN5, together with her son – (these are) the inheritance share of my
son mPN6” (ll. 28–34 [for ll. 29–30 see Durand 2013: 38]; see also ll. 19–27). We find one case
where a daughter is given a house as her inheritance share from her father, as are her two
brothers (Emar VI 177: 23′–25′, esp. 25′). However, in view of the fact that she and the eldest
brother are called the “brothers” (šeš.meš) of the second brother (l. 24′), I suspect that she
had been designated as “man and woman,” i.e., son. For this status, see my paper, “The Wom-
en Designated ‘Man and Woman’ in Emar and Ekalte,” read at the fourth REFEMA workshop
held at Chuo University, Tokyo, on May 26–27, 2014 (available at http://refema.hypotheses.org/
1142); also Beckman 1996a: 60; Westbrook 2001: 36–38; Lion 2009: 12–22.
22 “Now, the main house, the small houses (for) dwelling (tuš), and the new house; (and) 55
(units) of field … ikû (55 a.ša3 iku [x-PI-d]u4) in Y[a…] – (these are) the inheritance share of
[my son] P[N]” (ll. 15–19; see also ll. 8–14). Although Beckman reads iku [ši-id-d]u4 in l. 17
based on his reading iku š[i-i]d!-du in l. 11 (1996b: 50), this is doubtful according to the hand
copy; the latter seems to be iku x (x)-PI-du. On this problem, see Mori 2003: 108.
23 It is found in only two out of the twenty-five texts: “My houses, my fields (a.ša3.ha2-ia),
(and) my properties” (RE 15: 7–8); and (for most of all the estate) “the main house, the field
(a.ša3), the vineyard, the properties, (and) the riches of my household” (TS 50: 9–11). Note
also that similarly, even when a daughter is designated as “man and woman” and given all
the estate of her father, “field” is normally not specified. It is mentioned only in RA 77-T 1 (=
ASJ 13-T 25): 28 and RE 85: 25.
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detailed description of “all the estate” in ASJ 13-T 23.24 This may be because,
unlike a vineyard, a field was difficult to divide by inheritance, since in all
probability it was usually owned jointly by the head of the family and his
brothers, and they divided its crops, not its area.

Furniture is usually included in the list. We may note here a contrast be-
tween mention of a bed with its “spread(s),” i.e., blanket(s), in the Syrian-type
texts and mention of a table, chair and footstool in the Syro-Hittite-type texts,
although there is a clear exception in Emar VI 31 (l. 4) in List 2. Since no life
without both bed and table, etc., is conceivable, and, although only once,
these four items are mentioned in BLMJE 14 – with the bed (l. 8) being separat-
ed from the other three (l. 11) – perhaps those references actually denoted the
set of all four items in both types of text.25

Household utensils are commonly mentioned, though different items with
different frequency. Most referents are vessels made of bronze;26 note especial-
ly ruqqu (cauldron) and uttallu, as well as asallu and qabbilu. The weights of
those vessels are frequently recorded; the heaviest are a bronze ruqqu (SMEA
30-T 8: 9) and a (copper) dūdu (AuOr 5-T 15: 7), both of 1,000 (shekels), while
the lightest is a bronze asallu of 30 (shekels) in RE 8: 15.

Clothing / cloth is only occasionally mentioned (BLMJE 14: 8–9; cf. also
Emar VI 176: 13 in List 2). This would not mean that the widows were usually
not given garments, however. In this respect, note that the “garment” (tug2)
given in the former text (l. 8) is specified as a “new” (gibil) one, while that
(tug₂ṣubātu) in the latter is a “thin (i.e., fine)” (sig) one.27 This suggests that the
garments mentioned in the dower (including kubuddā’u) lists are only special
ones, it being taken for granted that the others she had already were hers.

As for servants, most probably all slaves, it is interesting to note that a
female servant is mentioned in all documents in List 1. She was probably need-

24 Given to the wife and her daughter, both designated “father and mother”: “My houses
(e2.ha2-ia), my garden, my oxen, my donkeys, my sheep, my properties, (and) my possessions
(mi!-im-mi-ia), (as well as) my male slaves (and) my female slaves” (ll. 8–11).
25 It may be worth noting here that we find the set of a bed, table, chair and footstool in the
“bedroom” (bīt urši) of the nin.dingir of Ba‘lu in his temple (Emar VI 369: 70–73; see Fleming
1992: 25–26, 57, also 116–117).
26 The only exception is “one (copper) dūdu” in AuOr 5-T 15: 7. Cf. also “a small (copper)
ruqqu” in Emar VI 176: 14 in List 2. In this respect, it is interesting to note that when we check
the household utensils included in the dower lists in the Ekalte texts (ca. 1400–1325 BC; see
Werner 2004: 23–24), all of them are made of copper (Ekalte II 19: 10–11; 75: 14; 92 [= RE 69]:
8).
27 On tug2 (ṣubātu) meaning “garment” in the Emar texts, see n. 8 above. Although exactly
what maqarru means is unclear, note that it also is described as “new” (BLMJE 14: 8).
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ed for the personal support of the widow.28 This feature is not shared by the
texts in List 2 (attested only in Emar VI 31: 6).

Livestock are also frequently included in List 1, but not in List 2. Here, it
is noteworthy that female animals are specified, ewes and she-goats (BLMJE
14: 3; RE 8: 8; TS 22: 12), and cows are mentioned once as well (SMEA 30-T 8:
13). Like the products of the vineyards above, their dairy products would have
supplemented the widow’s diet.

Provisions of barley are attested in RE 8: 16 and TS 22: 13. It should be
noted that these are the only texts in which the sons are not specifically given
the obligation to care for the widow. This indicates that feeding is the essential
part of “caring.” The volumes of barley given are 50 and 40 parīsu (ca. 2,500
or 2,000 l.). If this amount was provided to her each year (say, 360 days), it
would mean ca. 6.9 or 5.6 l. per day. This is far more than one could consume.
Even if it were for her and her servant, still the volume for one woman per day,
ca. 3.5 or 2.8 l., may exceed what they could eat.29 Perhaps this suggests that
these provisions were for several years. In this case, however, it is not known
how the sons were to provide them, whether at once or divided annually, and
if in the latter case, for how many years.

3.2 Detailed lists vs. brief lists

When looking at the kubuddā’u lists (List 1 [appendix 1]), we see that there are
both detailed lists and brief lists. The detailed lists are found in BLMJE 14, RE
8 and TS 22. Two points are noteworthy about these three texts. Firstly, in RE
8 and TS 22, we find the above-mentioned barley provisions in place of the
caring duty. Secondly, BLMJE 14: 12 and TS 22: 14–15 state that no one is permit-

28 In this respect, it is interesting to note that when Mama defines the inheritance shares of
his sons, he states: “I have giv[en] fPN1, my female slave (geme2), a[s] / f[o]r the garment pin
(˹a˺-[n]a tu-˹dì˺-it-ti) of my wife fPN2” (RE 56: 21–22). Assigned to the widow, probably this slave
is her personal maid, described as one who, like a garment pin, always attends her, or perhaps
as who supports her by, for example, pinning up her garment.
29 Cf. M. Stol’s note on the rations supplied to the adoptive parents in the OB adoption texts:
“A reasonable minimum subsistence level was 2 litres of barley per day, which means 720 litres
per year. This is, in fact, the figure that we find most often” (1998: 64). In the case of old
women, however, its level may have been less than that, in view of the “standard ration” of 2
seah (ca. 20 l.) of barley per month, i.e., ca. 0.7 l. per day or 240 l. per year, for old women in
the public sector workgroups in third millennium Mesopotamia (see Wilcke 1998: 26–34,
esp. 27, 31).
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ted to enter the widow’s bīt urši, probably her “retirement quarters.”30 In these
cases, since apparently it is expected that the widow would lead a more or less
independent or isolated life, it is understandable that a detailed list of her
properties would be required.

On the other hand, in AuOr 5-T 15, SMEA 30-T 8 and TS 71, the lists are
brief,31 and the sons are obliged to care for the widow. In these cases, since her
life is dependent on the sons, and presumably at least one of them (I think,
usually the eldest son) would live with her, a brief list is enough. As for the
other items necessary for her daily life, particularly furniture and household
utensils, she and her son(s) would both use the ones in the house that they
share.

In two of the three texts with brief lists, in AuOr 5-T 15 (ll. 15–19) and SMEA
30-T 8 (ll. 16–1932), caring is the condition for inheriting the kubuddā’u-gift (see
Table 1). This suggests that those sets of items were still attractive enough to

30 The term uršu, as well as bīt urši, is usually understood as “bedroom, personal quarters”
within a house or building (CAD U and W: 251–252; also AHw: 1434a), and L. Marti (2007)
showed that bīt urši is used in this meaning in Ekalte II 42: 9 and 12 (see also n. 25 above on
the “bedroom” of the nin.dingir in Emar). However, in my opinion, two cases of bīt urši in
the Emar texts do denote “house,” not a bedroom within it. Firstly, in RE 37 bīt urši (l. 7)
obviously denotes a building (Marti 2007) used as a dwelling, whereas the simple uršu (l. 5)
means a “bedroom” within a house. Secondly, note TS 67, where bīt uršu(sic) (l. 7) actually
refers to a (smaller?) half space within one building, which was made separate by constructing
an inner wall (l. 37) there, as again Marti clarified (2007). When we see that this part, not the
physical building as a whole, is mentioned as an adjacent construction in the rear of the tuggu-
ru-house of Aḫu-dannu, it is obvious that the bīt uršu was recognized as a distinct entity for
dwelling, i.e., a “house” in legal terms (see e2 in l. 37). Now, taking into account the prescrip-
tion that no one (including the widow’s sons) is permitted to enter her bīt urši in BLMJE 14
and TS 22, it seems that what is meant here by bīt urši is “retirement quarters” rather than a
simple bedroom, whether it was a building within the same lot as the (main) house (cf. RE 37)
or a separate space within that house (as in TS 67).
31 I should explain why I classify the list in SMEA 30-T 8 (ll. 9–14/15?), with as many as ten
(and probably more) items, as “brief.” Whereas the items in the “detailed” lists are distributed
throughout many categories, with furniture and household utensils (i.e., the basic items for
the widow’s domestic life) as the main items, those in SMEA 30-T 8 are not; there is no mention
of furniture, and only two kinds of household utensils are mentioned (see List 1 [appendix 1]).
Although one might argue that these items were mentioned in the broken parts in ll. 10, 11(?),
14, 15(?), this cannot be verified, and the overall picture would not change drastically. There-
fore, I regard the list in this text as “brief,” in the meaning of, not like the other “detailed”
lists.
32 I suggest reading: (When the widow dies) 18 [ku-bu-da.meš-ši li-zu-(uz-)zu m]a-an-nu-me-e
˹i˺-na ša3 3 dumu.m[eš-ia] 19 [dam-ia la-a i-pal-la-ḫu a-na ku]-bu-da.meš-š[i n]u tuk, “they (the
three sons) [shall divide her ks. A]ny one of [my] three son[s who does not take care of my
wife] shall [n]ot have (the right) [to] he[r] ks.” Cf. Arnaud 1992: 208.
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motivate the sons to care for her, although they look rather meager to us. How-
ever, in TS 71, where the kubuddā’u-gift consists of one cauldron and one fe-
male slave (ll. 16–17), the caring duty is not specifically linked to inheriting it.
Probably, the head of the family felt he could hardly order his sons to take care
of his wife in order to inherit only the two items, when in the previous section
he had just ordered them to do so in order to inherit all of the estate (ll. 5–10),
which he gave to his wife, designating her as “father and mother.”

It is interesting to note that the same situation as in TS 71 can be assumed
for the texts in List 2 (appendix 1), except for Emar VI 70 and 176.33 In those
texts (Iraq 54-T 6, RE 37; see also Emar VI 31, as well as RE 57), the sons are
obliged to care for the widow (or their sister) designated “father and mother” in
order to inherit all of the estate or their own inheritance shares (see Table 2),34
and there is no reference to their inheriting the dower, which consists mostly of
her personal goods. In TS 71, the slave and the cauldron of the kubuddā’u-gift
are regarded as only a part of the estate properties located in the main(!) house,
where she will live.35 In a situation where she could use other items as noted
above, why were they specifically chosen for the kubuddā’u-gift? I think, be-
cause she only had the right to full control on this part. In other words, the rest
of the estate was substantially under the control of the sons.36 If this is correct,
the same can be said of the other dowers in List 2 (appendix 1).

33 Emar VI 70 was, in my interpretation, written when the head of the family married a sec-
ond wife (ll. 11–12). He designated his first wife as “father and mother” and gave her the listed
properties and the entitlement to the bridewealth of his two daughters to define her right vis-
à-vis the second. Probably he intended to draw up another document later on the issues of
caring for the first wife and the inheritance. In Emar VI 176 the widow’s daughter is ordered
to take care of her (ll. 15–17), most probably as a condition for inheriting the dower from her
mother.
34 Iraq 54-T 6: 9–16; RE 37: 23–29; also Emar VI 31: 11–19. As for the remaining RE 57, the text
states only that it is prohibited to divide the inheritance shares while the “father and mother”
is alive (ll. 23–25). However, this seems to suppose implicitly the duty of caring for her by the
sons of the head of the family, since it is difficult to think that a son who does not take care
of her can inherit his share after her death.
35 In TS 71, the testator assigns the main house (e2 gal), where he is living, and another
house to his four sons (ll. 20–22a), and the new house ([e2-tu4] gibil) to his eldest son ([dumu-
ia gal]; ll. 22b–23). If this reading is correct, this suggests that the new house where the eldest
son will live, most probably together with his mother (the testator’s wife), will become the new
main house after the father dies.
36 This is the key to answer Questions 1–2 above. Although all the estate is given to the wife
designated “father and mother” in SMEA 30-T 8 and TS 71, she is the nominal guardian of
those properties. The kubuddā’u list is necessary to define exactly which among them she
actually owns. This is especially so when those items are included in the properties located in
the house where she lives with her son(s).
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3.3 kubuddā’u-gift and other dowers

Based on the above considerations, we may conclude that the kubuddā’u-gift
and other dowers have in common the widow’s right of full control over those
properties while she is alive. But this was usufruct, as they were to be inherited
by the sons after her death.

As TS 71 suggests, it is difficult to distinguish clearly the kubuddā’u-gift
from other dowers. However, the following features can be pointed out for the
kubuddā’u-gift.

Firstly, the range of the included properties is wide, from all the estate in
Emar VI 112, to only two items in TS 71.

Secondly, as we can see from Table 1, its inheritors are restricted to sons.
This point is no doubt applicable to RE 8 and TS 22, which specify supplying
the provisions in place of caring; probably, the sons who actually supply the
provisions will inherit the kubuddā’u-gift according to each one’s ratio of con-
tribution. On the other hand, in the texts summarized in Table 2, we find that
the widow’s daughter inherits the dower in RE 57 (ll. 14–1737) and probably
also in Emar VI 176 (see n. 33 above).

Thirdly and most importantly, we can recognize the care in the provisions
of the kubuddā’u-gift. Besides the above-mentioned provision of a female ser-
vant or slave in each case, we can note the close link between caring for the
widow and the sons’ inheriting it or losing it, or more accurately, their inherit-
ing and losing it as found in three texts in Table 1 (AuOr 5-T 15 [ll. 20–26 and
17–19]; Emar VI 112 [ll. 9–12a and 12b–14], SMEA 30-T 8; cf. TS 71). This is
especially so for SMEA 30-T 8, in which we see this link specified for inherit-
ing all of the estate (ll. 5–6a and 6b–8) and also for inheriting the kubuddā’u-
gift (ll. 17–18a and 18b–19). As for TS 71, it should be noted that although no
such link is stated for the kubuddā’u-gift, we see here also the pairing of
inheriting and losing of all of the estate in relation to caring (ll. 8–10 and 11–
13). In the texts in Table 2, however, such a pairing relating to all of the estate
or the individual shares is found only in Emar VI 31 (ll. 16–19 and 13–14). In
the other two texts having a stipulation of caring by the sons, caring is con-
nected with losing, but not with inheriting, that property (Iraq 54-T 6: 11–14;
RE 37: 26–29).

37 I suggest reading the verb (l. 17) as [t]i4-id-din-aš-ši, “she (daughter of the head of the
family) shall give (the dower-like gift) to her (her daughter).” This tiddin (G pret. 3.f.sg.) is to
be taken as jussive here. Cf. [k]i id-din- (Beckman 1996b: 75).
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Taking into consideration this concern for his wife by the head of the fami-
ly, it seems appropriate to take the word kubuddā’u as an “honorific gift,” as
CDA translates it (see n. 6 above).38

***

Although we find no clear distinction between the kubuddā’u-gift and other
dowers, we may recognize in the former the especially strong wish of the
head of the family to secure through it his wife’s livelihood after his death. It
covers a wide range of properties. Particularly Emar VI 112 shows that the
whole estate can be given as kubuddā’u-gift. This means that the whole
household is put under full control of the widow; her voice in this case must
be heavier than in the cases of other “fathers and mothers.”39 Although hous-
es and agricultural fields are never included in the kubuddā’u lists, house-
hold utensils and a female servant or slave appear in all, and basic furniture
and livestock are frequently included. These properties are probably under
her full control while she is alive, and are to be inherited only by the sons
who take care of her.

Finally, let us touch on a remaining problem. Was the kubuddā’u-gift the
dowry the wife brought when she married? Unfortunately, the Emar texts do
not provide explicit dowry lists of brides,40 although the dowry undoubtedly
existed, as TS 23 shows. The text referring to Arwu’s marrying his daughter
reads:

4 ù ú-nu-te.meš-ši at-ta-din-mi 5 ù ku3.babbar.meš nig2.munus.us2.meš-ši al-te-qè-mi

I have given her goods (as the dowry) and taken the silver of her bridewealth.

As for the contents of the dowry, we might acquire some hints from TS 28,
which includes a list of the gifts a female head of the family gave to her hus-
band when she divorced him:

38 Note that a cognate word for a religious ceremony in Emar seems to bear the same nuance:
kubadu, which “should have something to do with the deriving meaning, ‘honor’ ” (Fleming
1992: 169), or ku/ibbadu, “honoring (-ceremony)” (Pentiuc 2001: 106–107).
39 To answer Question 3, I think this is what her husband intended.
40 In my opinion, RE 6 includes a list of the gifts from the father-in-law to the daughter-in-
law, not that of her dowry which she brought from her own family (so Beckman 1996b: 9–10;
Durand 2013: 56–59). Furthermore, although several scholars argue that the word terḫatu can
mean “dowry” as well as “bridewealth” in the Emar texts (e.g., Adamthwaite 1994: 21; Beck-
man 1996a: 69), this seems to me quite doubtful. I plan to discuss these issues elsewhere.
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19 1 tug2 1 šen zabar 3 me ki.la2.bi 10 gin2 ku3.babbar.meš 20 na-qa-bu zabar a-gu-ri-in-
nu zabar

One garment, one bronze cauldron whose weight is 300 (shekels), 10 shekels of silver, a
bronze hammer, and a bronze angurinnu.41

Presumably, the silver is the divorce money, and the other items, the dowry he
brought when he entered her household (cf. Westbrook 2003: 670). Note that
all these goods but the hammer are attested in the kubuddā’u lists. Further-
more, the items in the kubuddā’u lists fit in well with those in dowry lists in
other texts, for example, those of the Old and Neo Babylonian periods (see
Dalley 1980; Roth 1989–90).

At the same time, however, it should be noted that we occasionally find
an item specified as belonging to the head of the family, such as “fPN, my
female slave” (BLMJE 14: 2–3 and TS 71: 16), and one bronze qabbilu-vessel “on
which my name is inscribed inside” (BLMJE 14: 5). Although it is of course
possible that these are replacements for dowry items that were now dead, bro-
ken, sold, etc., this cannot be proved.

In conclusion, although it may be conceivable that at least a part of the
kubuddā’u-gift consists of the wife’s dowry,42 this point remains to be demon-
strated.

41 For naqqabu, “hammer,” see Pentiuc 2001: 131–132. For angurinnu, see the Notes on Lists
1–2 [appendix 1].
42 Along this line of interpretation, one might argue that the kubuddā’u-gift is to be under-
stood as “heavier gift,” rather than “honorific gift,” meaning the head of the family adds fur-
ther items to those of her dowry. However, this seems unlikely. In the case of the kubuddā’u-
gift in TS 71 consisting of only two items, although it is theoretically possible that one item is
the dowry of the wife and the other is an additional gift from her husband, thus a heavier gift
in total, note that the word kubuddā’u is used in the plural (see § 1 above). This means that
the former item itself is recognized as a kubuddā’u here. On the nuance of “honorific” in the
words deriving from *kbd in Emar, see the above kubadu or ku/ibbadu (n. 38).
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Notes on Lists 1–2:

Real estate
giš.(kiri6.)geštin – For discussions on the linear measure system in Emar,
including šiddu, or more accurately šiddu ša iku, “š. of ikû,” used for the vine-
yard (giš.kiri6.geštin = kirî karāni) in AuOr 5-T 15: 10, see Mori 2003: 104–105
(1 šiddu = 120 ammatu); Chambon 2008 (1 šiddu = 60 ammatu). On another
measure zizu, used for vines (giš.geštin = karānu) in RE 8: 9, see Durand 2012/
b; Durand 2013: 35 and n. 36.

Furniture
eršu – The material is specified for only one item, “one large bed (made) of
boxwood” (BLMJE 14: 8). On the other hand, giš.na2 gada, attested twice (Iraq
54-T 6: 17; RE 57: 9), should be understood as a “bed (whose surface is covered
with) linen” (ereš kitî), or a “bed (and) a linen(-sheet)” (eršu kitû). As for the
items associated with the bed, we find (tug2.)nig2.barag2, muṣû / uṣû (see CAD
M/2: 245b–246a; AHw: 679b; Durand 1990: 67) in three Syrian-type texts (AuOr
5-T 15: 6; RE 8: 6; Emar VI 176: 13; cf. Iraq 54-T 6: 17), and tug2.nig2.uri.ki,
“Akkadian cloth,” is in a Syro-Hittite-type text (Emar VI 31: 4). Here, it seems
reasonable to think that both refer to substantially the same item (Durand
1989: 181), i.e., a “bedspread” (cf. verb uṣṣû). In this respect, the following
passage in the text of the nin.dingir installation is noteworthy. It describes
the preparations for her spending the first night at the temple of Ba‘lu (Emar
VI 369 [Text A]; see Fleming 1992: 25–26, 44, 57):

i-na ša3 giš.na2 71 ša-a-šu tug2.nig2.uri ša e2 x ḫur-ši-ša (cf. e2 ur-ši-ša in Text D)
ku3.ga 72 ù-ma-aṣ-ṣu-u

On that bed they will lay out one Akkadian blanket of her pure bedroom.

In this context, apparently the tug2.nig2.uri “serves as a spread or blanket for
the bed” (Fleming 1992: 189 n. 348), and laying out a blanket would indicate
the completion of the bedmaking. Furthermore, the fact that both
tug2.nig2.barag2 in RE 8 and tug2.nig2.uri.ki in Emar VI 31 are associated
with a nab/pšašu-cloth (see Pentiuc 2001: 128–129) would support the above
identification. According to Pentiuc (2001: 128), the description of the bed in
RE 8: 6–7 is to be understood as: “A bed with its spread, the n.” (for Emar VI
31: 4–5 see n. 17 above). If this is correct, can we take the nab/pšašu-cloth as
being in apposition to the preceding blanket (Pentiuc’s “spread”), indicating
its material? Or, if Durand is correct in that this cloth is to be understood as
napšalu, “voile” (2013: 34, 35 n. 34, 37), can it be regarded as a paraphrase
of the blanket? Finally, note that as with the tug2.nig2.uri.ki, in two cases
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tug2.nig2.barag2 is mentioned in the plural (AuOr 5-T 15: 6; Emar VI 176: 13).
Possibly one of them was for spring-summer and the other for autumn-winter.
kussû and paššūru, as well as kilzappu – In the two texts (BLMJE 14: 11; TS 22:
10, 12) in List 1 these three items are in the singular in each case as one would
expect, in Emar VI 70 (ll. 6–7) in List 2 they are plural: 4, 4?, and 2 (tuptu
instead of kilzappu), respectively.
tuptu – See CAD T: 480a; AHw: 1372a. Their weights, no doubt in shekels as in
the other cases below, are 400 and 200 (Emar VI 70: 7–8).

Household utensils
angurinnu – A metal household object. See CAD A/2: 118b–19a; AHw: 51a,
1543b; Pentiuc 2001: 25 (with other references in the Emar texts; add BLMJE 21:
8; 22: 8; 23: 6); Faist and Vita 2010.
asallu – See CAD A/2: 327b–28a; AHw: 73b; Westenholz 2000: 40 (for previous
literature). In one case (BLMJE 14: 9), it has a “handle” (ša qāti). The weights
are 300 (BLMJE 14: 4), 500, 200, 30 (RE 8: 11, 12, 15), 300 (RE 57: 10), 500 and
200 (TS 22: 5, 11). Note that except in one case (only 30), the weights are several
hundred (shekels). It is attested also in Emar VI 22: 4; 186: 14 (cf. 187: 16′);
BLMJE 21: 3; 22: 6; 23: 2. D. Arnaud also takes asal in Emar VI 187: 6′ (// 186:
7?; but cf. a-sà-lu in l. 14) as asallu (1986: 199, his translation of 186: 7).
azulušḫu – See Westenholz 2000: 56; Pentiuc 2001: 29–30 (with other refer-
ences; add BLMJE 21: 5; 22: 10).
bīt išāti – See Westenholz 2000: 41 (with other references).
diqāru – See CAD D: 157b–59a; AHw: 172b–73a. The weights are 600, 50 (RE 8:
10, 14), and 400 (RE 57: 9). The one in RE 8: 14 is described as “small.”
dūdu – See CAD D: 170; AHw: 174b. Its weight is 1,000 (AuOr 5-T 15: 7). Another
reference (dú-ú-du) is found in Emar VI 283: 1 (Durand 1990: 81). The spellings
TU-du (AuOr 5-T 15: 7) and TU-ú-du suggest that this word was pronounced as
/tūdu/ (or /ṭūdu/) in Emar.
ḫurtiyalu – See Westenholz 2000: 56; Pentiuc 2001: 78 (with other references;
add BLMJE 21: 5).
kāsu – In two cases (BLMJE 14: 6; TS 22: 9), one of the cups listed is decorated
“with papparḫû-plants” (ša (a)pappariḫî). Another cup is described as “of X-
kinnu of the mountain” (BLMJE 14: 7), but its meaning is not clear.
namḫaru – See CAD N/1: 227b–228; AHw: 727a (s.v. namḫāru[m]). Attested also
in Emar VI 50: 1.
qabbilu – See Pentiuc 2001: 146–147 (with other references; add BLMJE 21: 6);
cf. Arnaud 1986: 48; Westenholz 2000: 40. In one case (BLMJE 14: 5), the own-
er’s name is inscribed inside (see above). The weights are 70 (RE 8: 9) and 60
(TS 22: 8).
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ruqqu – The weights are 300 (BLMJE 14: 3–4), 1,000 (SMEA 30-T 8: 9), 500 (TS
22: 4), and 400 (TS 71: 17). Note that the first one, used “for travelling,” is
appropriately the lightest. There is also another one made of copper described
as “small,” whose weight is unknown (Emar VI 176: 14).
uttallu – See CAD U and W: 337b; AHw: 1401a (s.v. udd/ttalû); Westenholz 2000:
41; Pentiuc 2001: 191–192 (with other references; add BLMJE 15: 9; 21: 3; 29: 2).
In one case (BLMJE 14: 10), it is “of cushion(-shape)” (see Huehnergard 1983:
25, 34, on RA 77-T 4 [= ASJ 13-T 27]: 20; also Pentiuc 2001: 171). Another one is
used “for offering” (SMEA 30-T 8: 10). The weights are 100 (RE 8: 13) and 200
(TS 22: 6).

Clothing / cloth
i’lu – See CAD I and J: 90b; AHw: 373b; Westenholz 2000: 40–41. Attested also
in BLMJE 23: 16.
maqarru – Meaning unclear. Attested only in Emar. See Westenholz 2000: 40
(for other references); cf. Pentiuc 2001: 121. For its feature see n. 27 above.
ṣubātu – For their features see above.

Livestock
The livestock are described as enzu – “large” (RE 8: 8); immertu – “large (and)
white” (RE 8: 8); and littu – “three years old” (RE 57: 11).

Ornaments
qarnu zu2 am.si (šinni pīrī) – Although in my opinion, this horn (RE 37: 19) is
a different dower item from the preceding silver tudittu (l. 18), its use might
have been the same. Cf. 6 tu-di-na-tum ša zú am.si, “six fibulas of ivory,” in
TLB 1 69: 12 (see CAD Š/3: 52a [s.v. šinnu A, mng. 2b–2′]).
tudittu – See CAD D: 168b–170a (s.v. dudittu); AHw: 1365b–1366a (s.v. t/dudit-
tu[m]); Beckman 1996b: 59 (for previous literature); Durand 2013: 43 n. 61. Its
weight is 5 shekels (RE 37: 18–19). This item is attested also in RE 56: 21; TS 69:
26. Durand is of the opinion that in RE 37: 18–20 the tudittu is the only dower
item mentioned: “Le tudittu dont la valeur est de 5 sicles (consistant en) une
défense en ivoire, (représentant une amulette de) Piṭru” (2013: 42).

Other
kuštāru – For other references, see n. 11 above.
[… š]a? kaskal (ḫarrāni) – Cf. ruqqu (Šen) in BLMJE 14: 3–4, as another item
specified as being for travel. For the attached containers aššašḫu (from Hurr.
ašhušhu) in SMEA 30-T 8: 11, see CAD A/2: 428a (s.v. ašḫauššuḫu); AHw: 86a,
1545b (s.v. ašušḫu); Westenholz 2000: 59 (for previous literature); Pruzsinszky
2000: 351. Note that wa-aš-ḫa-aš-šu (Tsukimoto 1991: 290) or wa-˹šu˺-ḫa-aš-šu
(based on the handcopy in Huehnergard 1983: 22) in RA 77-T 4: 19 can be re-
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garded as a variant (Tsukimoto 1991: 290). Although J. Goodnick Westenholz
assumes this variant form for [x] x-ḫa-aš-šu in BLMJE 21: 4 (2000: 56), in view
of the photograph and handcopy (Westenholz 2000: 170–171), the partly visible
sign trace before ḪA would fit neither AŠ nor ŠU.
AN BI ID RU? – Although two lines of interpretation of this character string (RE
37: 20) have been proposed, neither one is fully convincing. Firstly, Pentiuc
reads AN bi-it-ru without translation (2001: 39), though connecting it with the
word bitru, “cutting, sluice; section, half.” However, though the word is attest-
ed in the Emar texts, it is difficult to explain the first AN, as he admits (2001:
39–40), and the meaning of bitru does not seem to fit in the context. The sec-
ond way of reading is to take it as the name of the goddess (representing her
figurine or amulet): dPí-id-ru (Tsukimoto 1998: 188) or dpí-iṭ-ru (Durand 2013:
42, 43 n. 64), both referring to the goddess Pdry (dpí-id-ra-i) known in Ugarit.
However, this association is rejected by Pentiuc because it disregards the final
y (2001: 39). Note also that na4.pí-it/ṭ-ru-um in a list of goods (CT 48 41: r. 4),
to which Durand refers, is understood as a stone vessel (CAD P: 442 [s.v. pitru
D]) or a stone (AHw: 871b [s.v. piṭru(m), mng. 7]). But even if one takes the
word in the dower list to refer to this vessel or stone, the AN still remains to
be explained, as in Pentiuc’s interpretation.

Appendix 2: Preliminary Remarks on the
Expressions of “All the Estate” in the Emar Texts
The concept of “all the (family) estate” appears in the Emar texts using various
expressions. Since there is not enough space to deal with all the data here, I
limit myself to noting briefly those in the texts in Tables 1–2. When checking
those thirteen texts, we find seven relevant occurrences in five texts, and they
can be classified into four patterns as follows:
1. bītu mimmû43

a) bītu mimmû, “house(hold) (and) possessions” (RE 37: 28 [S]; TS 71: 13
[SH])

43 E.g., ˹e2˺-ia mim-mu-ia, “my household (and) my possessions” (TS 71: 13) for Pattern 1a. As
can be observed in this document, there are cases in which bītu is mentioned in the singular
in the expressions of Patterns 1–2, although the head of the family actually has plural houses
(ll. 19–23 [see n. 35 above]). So I translate the former as “household,” but when it is in the
plural as in RE 8 (see the following footnote), as “houses.”
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b) bītu gabba mimmû, “house(hold) (and) all the possessions” (SMEA 30-
T 8: 7 [cf. also ll. 3, 6; SH]; TS 71: 4, 9 [SH])

2. bītu X mimmû44

a) bītu būšu bāšītu mimmû, “house(hold), properties (and) possessions”
(RE 8: 36–37 [S])

b) bītu kaspu mimmû, “house(hold), silver45 (and) possessions” (Emar VI
31: 17–18 [SH])

At a glance, it is obvious that Pattern 1a is the basic expression for “all the
estate,” since both the elements bītu and mimmû are common to all of these
occurrences, and are well attested in the Emar texts of both the Syrian- and
the Syro-Hittite types. Its variant Pattern 1b is frequently used in the latter type
of the texts (e.g., Emar VI 30: 3). Pattern 2a (with its variants) is occasionally
attested in the Syrian-type texts (e.g., RA 77-T 2 [= ASJ 13-T 26]: 13–15), though
not restricted to them (e.g., ASJ 13-T 31: 4 [SH]). Pattern 2b is known only in
Emar VI 31.

The expressions can be varied within the same text, as found in TS 71:
Pattern 1b to Pattern 1a. Similar abbreviating can be observed in other texts as
well: e.g., ASJ 13-T 31: 4 (Pattern 2a′), 11 (Pattern 1a), 15 (bītu only).

Abbreviations
ASJ 13-T Tsukimoto 1991
AuOr 5-T Arnaud 1987
BLMJE Westenholz 2000
Ekalte II Mayer 2001
Emar VI Arnaud 1986
Iraq 54-T Dalley and Teissier 1992
RA 77-T Huehnergard 1983
RE Beckman 1996b
SMEA 30-T Arnaud 1992
TS Arnaud 1991

44 E.g., e2.ha2-ia bu-ši ba-ši-ti mim-mu-ia, “my houses, (my) properties and my possessions”
(RE 8: 36–37) for Pattern 2a. Note that since būšu and bāšītu always appear as a pair in the
Emar texts, I take them as a kind of hendiadys. For the longest example of Pattern 2 (though
a variant), that in ASJ 13-T 23, see n. 24 above.
45 Reading ku3.babbar-pí (Durand 1989: 181). Cf. gáb!-bi (Arnaud 1986: 44).
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Eiko Matsushima
Women in Elamite Royal Inscriptions:
Some observations

For quite some time now, I have had the opportunity to study some of the
cuneiform materials that are housed in the National Museum of Iran, Tehran.
These materials were found during French-led excavations at Susa and Choga-
Zanbil, as well as during American-led excavations at Tall-i Malyan. Many ob-
jects that were found at Susa and Choga-Zanbil were transported to the Louvre
Museum in Paris, but some of them remain in Tehran.1 I have been examining
the materials in Tehran, and have published a portion of them, along with
pictures (Matsushima, Teramura 2012). My colleagues and I continue to work
on the texts in Tehran. In the course of my study on Elamite royal inscriptions,
I have been especially interested in the fact that the personal names of royal
women are often mentioned, especially during the time of Šutrukid Dynasty,
that is, around the twelfth century BCE. Even before that period, a number of
texts speak of a lineage of the “son of the sister of PN” (= a former king’s
name).

As far as I know, personal female names are rarely mentioned in Mesopota-
mian royal inscriptions, although there are occasional exceptions, especially
in the Neo-Assyrian period.2 Elamite inscriptions seem to be unusual, with re-
peated references to women. Therefore, I am going to present a set of referen-
ces that I have collected concerning the women in Elamite royal inscriptions.

1 After initial publication in the MAD series, the texts from Susa and Choga-Zanbil have been
revised and included in new publications, or in some cases, have been re-edited. Those housed
in the Louvre Museum were entirely re-edited by Malbran-Labat 1995 (IRS). We also can take
advantage of a website created by E. Quintata, www.um.es/ipoa/cuneiforme/elamita.
2 We know of several examples of royal women in the neo-Assyrian periods − such as Sammu-
ramat and Naquia − who played a significant role as royal mothers. As for this topic, see
especially Macgregor 2012, a lot of useful bibliographical data can be found on pp. 127–148.
See also Svärd 2015. Only once was the expression “beloved wife” applied to Tašmetu-šarrat
in an inscription of Sennacherib.
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The epithets used to describe them, such as “beloved wife” or “my sister(s),”
are impressive. Scholars have discussed matrilineal lineages in Elamite royal
families. Some of them even speak of the possibility that brother-sister marria-
ges took place. On the other hand, we know that there were a number of politi-
cal interregional marriages between the Elamite kings/princes and princesses
from Mesopotamian royal families, for example from Ur during the Neo-Sume-
rian period or from the Kassite Dynasty. Therefore, we can assume that royal
women played an important role in Elamite Society.

Recently, Carter (2014) published an important article related to our con-
cerns. Through a meticulous examination of works of art, Carter brings into
relief a characteristic feature of Elamite iconography: that is, the frequent ap-
pearance of women in art from the late third millennium until the early first
millennium BC. She discusses how these representations may reflect the posi-
tion of Elamite women in society. I would like to discuss the women in royal
inscriptions in order to establish some characteristic features of ancient Elam.

1 Examples

1.1 Early Dynasties

It is well known that we do not have enough evidence to reconstruct a history
of the Elamite Kingdoms. The Elamites left few written sources and limited
types of texts, so we often need to search for mentions or descriptions of them
in other Mesopotamian sources, which are often presented from a specific an-
gle. Moreover, we still have many questions relating to the understanding of
their language. I do not discuss these difficulties in detail here: what I would
like to say is that, in spite of these problems, scholars have tried to reconstruct
their history.3 Thus, we do know that the southwestern part of Iran was under
the rule of the “sukkalmaḫ of Susa and Elam” from about the nineteenth to the
sixteenth century BCE. The chronology of the sukkalmaḫ’s kingdom has not
been precisely established, but at least thirteen of the tentative sukkalmaḫs or

3 As far as I know, among the works published in the last twenty years, Potts 1999, with a
comprehensive bibliography, is actually most useful for obtaining an overall view of the Elami-
te history and culture. In some other recent publications in the form of proceedings, for exam-
ple, Álvarez-Mon and Garrison 2011, De Graef and Tavernier 2013, and Kozuh, Henkelman,
Jones and Woods 2014, we can also find a lot of recent information. The “2nd Susa & Elam
conference: History, language, Religion and Culture” took place in July 2015 at Leuven in Bel-
gium.
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sukkals use the title “sister’s son (mār aḫātišu ša/dumu.nin9) of Šilhaha (or
Silhaha),” who might have been the founder of the kingdom, or “sister’s son
of PN (= a former ruler or high-ranking official).”4 Even some later sukkalmaḫs,
such as Kuk-našur III, Tan-Uli, and Temti-halki, used the term “sister’s son of
Šilhaha.” The term then became a purely symbolic and honorific title in order
to legitimate their rule. Therefore, even in the early period, the expression “son
of the sister of a ruler” had already become very important, even indispensa-
ble, for authorizing the legitimacy of the actual ruler. I will not speak any more
on this subject, because one of our colleagues in this colloquium has recently
discussed it.5

1.2 Middle Elamite Dynasties (ca. 1500–1110 BC)

1.2.1 Igihalkid Dynasty (ca. 1400–1200 BC)

First, let me refer to a passage from IRS 21, in which Humban-numena (ca.
1350–1340 BCE) tries to legitimate his reign by pointing to his mother’s lineage.

“O Great god, Kiririsha and the (divine) protectors of the earth, (gods) of Liyan, I, Hum-
ban-numena, son of Attar-Kittah, I (am) the enlarger of the kingdom, the master (of the)
Elamite land, the holder of the Elamite throne, the king of Anzan and Susa; on account
of the continuity by (my) mother, (the) great god chose me and loved me; prosperity
established (?), the crown restored (?), Inšušinak gave me kingship.” (The English transla-
tion comes from Potts 1999: 209)

An agate stone object in circular form bears a nine-line inscription in Akkadian
that reads as follows:

“Humban-numena, son of Attar-Kittah, the king of Susa and Anšan, whose name, since
(he was) in the womb of his mother, the great gods and Inšušinak, called. For his (own)
life, he dedicated this (object).” (MDAI 53 no. 4)6

4 See Table 6.1 of Potts 1999: 164–165. Table 5.5 of the same book (p. 147) gives examples of
the title “PN 1, ‘son of the sister of PN 2 (= former ruler),’” used by Šimaškian kings attested
during the Ur III and early Isin periods.
5 Katrien de Graef presented a paper relating to this topic during the 60th Rencontre Assyriolo-
gique Internationale in Warsaw, and during the conference Ancient Iran: New Perspectives from
Archaeology and Cuneiform Studies held in Kyoto, Japan, December 6–7, 2014.
6 Stève 1987: 14, no. 4 (copy, transliteration, translation). This type of expression, “whom the
gods created ina šà ummišu,” is used by few kings of late period in Mesopotamia, especially
by Assurbanipal. See CAD L 166b.
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Therefore, Humban-numena occasionally mentions his mother in order to ex-
plain his legitimacy, but apart from him, none of the Igihalkids mentions his
own mother, or the sister of a former ruler.7

The dynasty’s most famous king is Untaš-Napiriša, a son of Humban-nu-
mena and the daughter of a Kassite king. Like his father, he married a Kassite
princess. This princess could be identified with Napir-Asu, whose large bronze
statue, with an inscription of her own name, is now in the Louvre Museum.8
Untaš-Napiriša built many temples in Susa, a religious city, Choga-zanbil, and
left a great number of inscribed bricks in which his building activities were
recorded. In these bricks, he always refers to himself as “I, Untaš-Napiriša, son
(šak) of Humban-numena, the king of Anšan and of Susa.” As far as I know,
he never mentions his mother or his sister.

1.2.2 Šutrukid Dynasty (ca. 1190–1110 BCE)

We have no clear idea of how the Igihalkid dynasty ended. However, the next
historical figure to call himself “king of Anšan and Susa” was Šutruk-Nah-
hunte, the real founder of the Šutrukid dynasty.

Šutruk-Nahhunte (ca. 1190–1155 BCE)
Many bricks and fragments belonging to this king have been found at Susa
and other Elamite sites. In these inscriptions, he always introduces himself as
“I, Šutruk-Nahhunte, son (šak) of Halluduš-Inšušinak, king (sunki) of Anšan
and Susa.”

On the other hand, we have a letter in Akkadian that is now housed in
Berlin. It was sent by an Elamite king to an unknown recipient, probably a king
of Babylon. A broken part of the text prevents us from identifying the author,
but it appears to be Šutruk-Nahhunte.9 In this text, he meticulously traces his
ancestry and lists the Kassite royal daughters married by Elamite kings and
princes, his predecessors, and then states that he has the right to sit on the
throne of the land of Babylonia because of his descent from the eldest daughter

7 Igi-halki, the founder of the dynasty, says in his inscription in Akkadian, found at Deh-e-
Now, that the goddess Manzat-Ištar granted him kingship of Susa and Anšan (MDAI 53, no. 2,
pp. 11–13), but does not mention any woman in the family. This may reflect the fact that he
took his throne by a kind of coup d’État (see Potts 1999: 206–207).
8 Caubet 1994, first published as Harper, Aruz and Tallon 1992: 132–135. She states, in the
inscription on her skirt, “I, Napir-asu, wife of Untaš-Napiriša, …”
9 Potts 1999: 207 and 233; Goldberg 2004; Vallat 2006. Some specialists attribute authorship
to Kutir-Nahhunte; see, for example Van Dijk 1986.
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of the mighty King Kuligalzu.10 We know that Šutruk-Nahhunte invaded Baby-
lonia, overthrew the Kassite king in 1158 BCE, and brought an amount of booty
back to Susa. This text may explain the background of this invasion. Anyway,
it is well-known that, for an Elamite ruler to succeed to the throne as a legiti-
mate heir, his maternal lineage was extremely important, even essential.

Kutir-Nahhunte (ca. 1155–1150 BCE)
The successor of Šutruk-Nahhunte, Kutir-Nahhunte refers to himself in the
brick inscriptions as “I, Kutir-Nahhunte, son (šak) of Šutruk-Nahhunte, the
king of Anšan and Susa.”11

I would like to add one more reference here.

“I, Kutir-Nahhunte, son (šak) of Šutruk-Nahhunte, king of Anšan and Susa. Humban-
numena had built the temple of the goddess Kiririša (…) I (re)construct it. For my life, for
the life of Nahhunte-Utu and (the life) of her descendant(s), with this intention I gave it
to my goddess Kiririša.” (IRS 37)

He mentions a woman’s name, Nahhunte-Utu, without specifying her title.
However, we understand that she must have both already had child(ren) and
held a very special position, because the king offered a large gift to a great
goddess for her life and for that of her descendant(s).12

Šilhak-Inšušinak (ca. 1150–1120 BC)
He succeeded the throne of his (elder) brother, Kutir-Nahhunte. In his inscrip-
tions, he generally states “I, Šilhak-Inšušinak, son (šak) of Šutruk-Nahhunte,
the king of Anšan and Susa.”13

It is notable that, in certain inscriptions belonging to Šilhak-Inšušinak,
royal women are also mentioned. For example:

“(…) For my life, for the life of Nahhunte-Utu and (the life) of our descendants, with this
intention I gave it (= a sanctuary) to my goddess Kiririša.” (IRS 39, text 2)

Sometimes, he uses the following expression, without reference to his children:

“(…) For my life, for the life of Nahhunte-Utu and (the life) of her descendants…” (IRS
43).

10 Van Dijk 1986.
11 IRS 35–37.
12 This reference to “her descendant(s)” rather to “our descendant(s)” makes us understand
that she had at least one child before her union with Kutir-Nahhunte. See Stolper 1998: 85.
13 IRS 38–50. Sometimes, between his father’s name and “king of Anšan and of Susa,” he
inserts the epithet “beloved servant of Inšušinak.”
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In some inscriptions, members of the royal family are listed (here, royal women
are indicated in italics). There are two different ways in which they are listed.

Type 1: “For my life, for the life of Nahhunte-Utu, for the life of Hutelduš-Inšušinak, for
the life of Šilhina-hamru-lakamar, for the life of Kutir-Huban, for the life of Išnikarab-
huhun, for the life of Urutuk-El-halahu, for the life of Utu-ehihi-Pinigir …”(IRS 45)

Here, only Nahhunte-Utu’s children by her former husband(s) are mentioned,
first the boys, and then the girls.

Type 2: “For my life, for the life of Nahhunte-Utu, my beloved spouse (rutu hanik-uri), for
the life of Hutelduš-Inšušinak, for the life of Išnikarab-huhun, for the life of Urutuk-El-
halahu, for the life of Šilhina-hamru-lakamar, for the life of Kutir-Humban, for the life of
Utu-ehihi-Pinigir, for the life of Temti-tur-kataš, for the life of Lila-irtaš, for the life of Bar-
Uli, my beloved daughter (pak hanik-uri) who represents my honor …” (IRS 47, IRS 48A,
IRS 48 B)

Here he mentions all the children of Nahhunte-Utu, including those born to her
and her former husband(s) (from Hutelduš-Inšušinak to Utu-ehihi-Pinigir, six
children) as well as those born to her and Šilhak-Inšušinak himself (from Tem-
ti-tur-kataš to Bar-Uli, three children), stressing his favoritism for his daughter
Bar-Uli.14

In IRS 49, he says, “For my life, for the life of Nahhunte-Utu, my beloved
spouse, for the life of our descendants,” and in IRS 50, “for me and for Nah-
hunte-Utu, we who have established the lineage …”15

Nahhunte-Utu’s role in the royal family seems to have been particularly
important, as she always takes the first position among the persons who are
enumerated in the inscriptions written by two successive kings, Kutir-Nah-
hunte and Šilhak-Inšušinak.16 Many scholars have assumed that the first hus-
band was Kutir-Nahhunte, who could also have been her brother. Šilhak-Inšuš-
inak declares that Nahhunte-Utu is his beloved wife. On the other hand, as we
have just seen above, both Kutir-Nahhunte and Šilhak-Inšušinak use the title
“son (šak) of Šutruk-Nahhunte;” that is to say, they are (half-)brothers. If we
accept all of these assumptions, we can conjecture that she married two broth-
ers successively.

14 We can find her image in a chalcedony pebble, given to her by his father: British Museum
113886. See Carter 2014: 41, n. 3, and 48, n. 76, as well as IRS p. 174.
15 In IRS 50, only the descendants of Nahhunte-Utu with former husbands are enumerated,
not the children that she had with Šilhak-Inšušinak.
16 As for this extraordinary person, see especially Stolper 1998. See also Potts 1999: 237–238.
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A number of scholars believe there were at least two brother-sister marria-
ges here: between Kutir-Nahhunte and Nahhunte-Utu, then Šilhak-Inšušinak
and Nahhunte-Utu. Some scholars also conjecture that she had been the part-
ner of her presumed father Šutruk-Nahhunte, to whom she bore Hutelduš-In-
šušinak, the next king after Šilhak-Inšušinak; it has also been conjectured that
she was later the partner of Hutelduš-Inšušinak, her own son, to whom she
bore a daughter.17 For us, or for me at least, it seems strange that Nahhunte-
Utu conceived nine children in her successive inner-family marriages. It may
not be impossible, but would be quite extraordinary. In fact, we do not know
her exact lineage. Even if Nahhunte-Utu was the sister of Šilhak-Inšušinak and
Kutir-Nahhunte, there are many possible explanations as to why she is called
“venerable mother (amma haštuk)” in one of the inscriptions of Hutelduš-In-
šušinak.18 In any case, it is particularly difficult to reconstruct the family tree
of the Šutrukids.19 It is clear, however, that this woman, Nahhunte-Utu, was
the key person in the succession of three consecutive rulers of the Šutrukid
Dynasty.

Hutelduš-Inšušinak (ca. 1120–1110 BCE)
The next ruler, Hutelduš-Inšušinak, introduces himself in three ways:

“beloved son of Kutir-Nahhunte and of Šilhak-Inšušinak” (IRS 51);
“beloved son of Šutruk-Nahhunte, of Kutir-Nahhunte, and of Šilhak-Inšušinak” (IRS 52,
IRS 53);20
“legitimate descendant (ruhu šak) of Šilhaha” (Vallat 1978: 98).

He even refers to Šilhaha, the legendary ancestor of Elam, in order to legitimate
his rule. On the other hand, he never uses the title sunki, which is usually
translated as “king,” but we will not discuss this problem here.21 At least we
understand, because of this expression, as well as the title of the two former

17 See Stolper 1998: 84–85 and the articles mentioned in the article. The conjecture that Hu-
telduš-Inšušinak’s father was Šutruk-Nahhunte, is mainly based on the title of the former,
used in some of his inscriptions, as we are going to see below.
18 König 1965, no. 65, l.6, who translates amma haštuk as “(meiner) ‘Königin’-Mutter.” In
Hinz and Koch 1987, we see this expression, which is translated as “verehrte Mutter,” often
being applied to a goddess (pp. 51, 52, and 581). It seems to me that amma (= mother) in this
expression does not necessarily mean the biological mother.
19 There are many debates among scholars about the Šutrukid family tree. As for the interrela-
tionship of the Šutrukid family, see, other than Stolper 1998, for example, Vallat 1985; Glassner
1994; criticized by Vallat 1997, and IRS pp. 173–176. Most of these articles are mentioned in
Stolper 1998, but each of their authors has different reasons.
20 In IRS 52, he adds after Šilhak-Inšušinak, “beloved brother of Išunikarab-huhun.”
21 See Anthonioz and Malbran-Labat 2013.
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kings, that Kutir-Nahhunte and Shilhak-Inshushinak were brothers, or half-
brothers, and that Hutelduš-Inšušinak succeeded his stepfather, Šilhak-Inšuš-
inak, because the latter had been husband to his mother.

In his inscriptions, Hutelduš-Inšušinak mentions his brothers and sisters
(igi šutu), and occasionally a ruhu šak and a ruhu pak.22 For example:

“Hutelduš-Inšušinak, the enlarger of the kingdom, monarch of Elam and Susa. For my
life, for the life of Išnikarab-huhun, for the life of Urutuk-el-halahu, for the life of Šilhana-
hamru-Lakamar, for the life of Kutir-Huban, for the life of Utu-ehihhi-Pinigir, for the life
of Temti-tur-kataš, for the life of Lili-irtaš, for the life of Bar-Uli, for the life of Melir-
Nahhunte, my brothers and sisters (igi šutu-upe), for the life of Utuk-Hutekašan, descen-
dant-daughter (ruhu pak) of Hutelduš-Inšušinak, for the life of Temti-bitet, descendant-
son (ruhu šak) of Hutelduš-Inšušinak, for the sake of my family descendants, in Anšan, I
renewed and constructed out of baked bricks the sanctuary of the Great God, of the Great
Goddess, of Inšušinak and of Simut.” (Lambert 1972)23

He enumerates all the members of his family here, both men and women. As
for his brothers and sisters, he lists all the children of Nahhunte-Utu, including
his half-brothers and half-sisters (at least, Temti-tur-kataš, Lili-irtaš, and Bar-
Uli). The order in which they are listed must be simply from eldest to youngest,
making no distinction between male and female. The fact that Hutelduš-Inšuš-
inak does not mention his spouse, but mentions his descendant-daughter and
descendant-son, leads us to think of several potential circumstances, as I have
already mentioned above, but we do not have enough written materials to form
a conclusion about this.

22 It is difficult to determine the meaning of ruhu šak (descendant-son) and ruhu pak (descen-
dant-daughter). Hutelduš-Inšušinak himself once stated that he is a ruhu šak of Šilhaha, a
legendary ancestor of old Elamite Dynasties. However, he also refers to a young woman and a
young man as his ruhu pak and ruhu šak (in a text published Lambert 1972). Some scholars
propose the meaning “nephew” and “niece,” whereas others propose “legitimate descend-
ants − male and female.” See Vallat 1978: 100, note on l. 17; Vallat 1985 and 1997; Glassner
1994; and a comment of F. Malbran-Labat in IRS p. 173–176. See also Hinz and Koch 1987: 1004
(ru-hu), 1045 (ru-hu.pa-ak), and 1045–1046 (ru-hu.ša-ak).
23 The text was first published by Lambert 1972. Next year, Reiner 1973 concluded that it had
come from Tall-i Malyan which was definitely identified with Anšan. Since then the text is
called the Anšan brick: it was composed in order to commemorate the temple-building activi-
ties of Hutelduš-Inšušinak in that city. Previously, many scholars believed that he had died
during the well-known expedition to the land of Elam, directed by Nebuchadnezzar I of the
second Dynasty of Isin. Today, some of them object to this interpretation and believe that the
Elamite king, having been defeated, retreated from Susa to Anšan, where he re-established his
role and built the sanctuaries listed on the Anšan brick. See Vallat 1978: 104–105. As many
small fragments of this inscription were found at Tall-i Malyan, I believe that Hutelduš-Inšuš-
inak, after his loss of Susa, arrived at Anšan and there reset his rule to some degree, see
Matsushima 2016.
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2 Observations
We have looked at several royal inscriptions of Middle Elamite Dynasties. What
can be inferred from them?

We notice that, in Elamite royal inscriptions, especially in the Šutrukid
Dynasty, the names of royal women are frequently mentioned with other male
members of the family, often without any gender hierarchy. In the order of
enumeration, “beloved wife” takes the first place, and the children follow her
from the eldest to the youngest. In some texts by Šilhak-Inšušinak, the boys
are mentioned just after the beloved wife Nahhunte-Utu, and then the girls
follow them, but in his other texts, there is no distinction between boys and
girls. As for Hutelduš-Inšušinak, he mentions all the family descendants in
simple age order.

Among the royal women, Nahhunte-Utu, a (the) wife of Šilhak-Inšušinak,
who already had children with her first husband(s), occupies a special posi-
tion. We do not know whether she obtained political power. The main theme
of Elamite royal inscriptions is the commemoration of a king’s temple-building
activities; they therefore seldom speak of political events. However, we can be
sure that only the male heirs used the title sunki, to which we always give
the equivalent word “king.” No royal woman used this title, or its equivalent.
However, this does not necessarily mean that only the male rulers held real
political power. Whatever the situation was, the succession from one sunki to
another was realized without exception. The order of the succession seems to
be unique. Šutruk-Nahhunte to Kutir-Nahhunte was a succession from father
to son; Kutir-Nahhunte to Šilhak Inšušinak was a succession from elder brother
to younger brother; Šilhak-Inšušinak to Hutelduš-Inšušinak was a succession
from stepfather to stepson, who is actually the son of his wife and possibly his
nephew. Maternal lines were important, but it was not a simple matrilineal
system.

It is certain that the daughter(s) of a king played a significant role. We do
not know exactly who the real parents of Nahhunte-Utu were. They were cer-
tainly high-ranking members of the royal family. On the other hand, Šilhak-
Inšušinak speaks of a particular favoritism for his beloved daughter (pak han-
ik), Bar-Uli.24 Hutelduš-Inšušinak mentions Utuk-Hutekašan, his descendant-
daughter, before his descendant-son. These facts indicate that a chosen daugh-
ter was a key person in the succession. Even though she does not sit on the
throne, her position must be important: she is also a sister of an actual/future

24 See the discussion of Anthonioz and Malbran-Labat 2013: 421.
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king. This reminds us of the traditional expression “son of a sister of Šilhaha
(/of a former ruler),” which was frequently used in the sukkalmah period.

In her article, Carter (2014) discusses the frequent appearance of women in
iconography that distinguishes Elamite art from contemporary Mesopotamian
styles, then she adds one observation:

“Women are absent in the Neo-Assyrian reliefs until the seventh century, and it even
seems possible that the female images that appear late in the Neo-Assyrian period (the
Assurbanipal banquet scene and the Esarhaddon bronze plaque) may reflect the increas-
ing contact with Elam, both diplomatic and adversarial.”25

Therefore, the remarkable presence of women can be seen in both written sour-
ces and works of art. This certainly reflects women’s significant position in
both family and society.

As I noted above, the succession hierarchy of power in Elam was not based
on a simple patriarchal lineage, nor was it based on a simple matrilineal or
simple brother-brother line.26 A brother-sister relationship was also strong,
firm, and important. We cannot find an exact term to categorize this order of
succession. What is clear, however, is that daughters and sisters held an impor-
tant position in Elamite society.

***

As we have just seen, the family system of the Elamite world was extremely
complicated. It may seem too abrupt to refer here to the Tale of Genji, written
by a court lady in eleventh-century Japan. Nevertheless, I would like to intro-
duce a comparative viewpoint at the end of this article.

The relationships between heroes and heroines in this Tale are very com-
plicated; for example, Prince Genji’s youngest brother was in fact his own son
with his stepmother, and as this young brother became the new emperor, Genji
became the emperor’s father.27

In the tale, we see that Genji behaved like the stepfather of a princess,
whose mother had been one of his lovers in the youth, in order to marry her
to the crown prince. He also chose his first wife, who had a very noble origin,
to be the stepmother of his own daughter, whom he had conceived with a
young woman from the provinces, so that his daughter achieved a high status

25 Carter 2014: 49.
26 Malbran-Labat 1995 gives some comments on this problem, especially in p. 173–176.
27 This episode is treated as a secret in the tale, but contemporaneous readers accepted and
enjoyed it.
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because of her stepmother and therefore was worthy of becoming the future
spouse of the future crown prince.28 We can find descriptions of half-brothers
and half-sisters everywhere in the Tale, double or triple marriages – not only
for men, but also for women – and adoptive daughters. I wonder if a similar
kind of relationship – stepfather, stepmother, adoptive daughter, half-broth-
er, half-sister, etc. – could have played an important role in the complex
interrelationships of Elamite royal families. Thus, for example, if Nahhunte-
Utu appears with nine “children” in royal inscriptions, it is not certain that
they were all her own children. In addition, even if there were some inner-
family marriages, the biological relationship between a male and a female
might not be as close as we would assume after reading compact phrases in
inscriptions.

We still know little about the Elamite history. However, as far as we under-
stand it, from the second half of the third millennium onward, there were sev-
eral political “centers” in the Lowlands and Highlands of what is now Iran −
that is, the “Elamite Land.” The relationships between different Elamite tribes,
as well as the relationships between those tribes and certain powerful Mesopo-
tamian city-states, were complicated. There had often been political inter-fami-
ly marriages, both between different Elamite families and between Elamites
and Mesopotamians. Royal women, whatever their origin may have been,
might have played an important role, as they assured a biological line for the
rulers, thus legitimizing the succession of political power. I suppose that this
must be the background of the complicated inner-family relationships in the
Elamite Dynasties.

The Tale of Genji shows us that, in spite of the complications among the
high aristocrats, they all behaved in a friendly manner with each other and
enjoyed a highly cultured life. Of course, we must be very careful when making
such a comparison between two different and distant societies. However, I im-
agine that aristocratic Elamite families, although they maintained a complicat-
ed system of marriage and succession, took advantage of this complexity in
order to consolidate their reigns.

Abbreviation
IRS see Malbran-Labat 1995.

28 It was very important for a nobleman to marry his daughters to (future) emperors. Once
his daughter had a son, he would have the chance to become the grandfather of a future
emperor, which would assure him enormous political power.
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Virginie Muller
Women and their Activities in Divinatory
Texts

The topic of “women,” from a gender-based perspective, is now reaching Assy-
riological studies.1 Many papers have been published in this field in recent
years, but very few deal with divinatory texts and especially omen collections.2
Indeed, U. Koch-Westenholz (2001) was the only one to present a paper on this
topic during the 47th Rencontre Assyriologique Internationale devoted to Sex
and Gender in the Ancient Near East. In her contribution, “Everyday Life of
Women According to First Millennium Omen Apodoses,” she identified four
general themes: marriage, childbirth, death and adultery. A. K. Guinan has also
written about sexual behaviors mentioned in omens, and concerning women’s
sexual lives (incestuous relationships …).3 However, a detailed examination
of this abundant documentation can provide more information on women. It
generally dates from the first millennium BC, although it was known since the
Old Babylonian period. Firstly, the place of women in family life can be devel-
oped (relationships with men, marriage, procreation, various family problems).
Women can also be described as independent persons, in professional life as
well as in social life. Finally, some remarks can be made about their representa-
tion and the multiple negative descriptions given of them.

1 Sources

1.1 Women in divinatory texts: A brief outline

The divinatory texts are very rich in data. They contain many omens about all
kinds of subjects, which have been grouped in large thematic series. But this

1 See Lion 2007 for a definition of the notion of gender, its introduction in assyriological
researches, and an overview on historical studies on women according to cuneiform texts.
2 See Maul 2003 for a general view of this kind of documentation.
3 Guinan 1997 and Guinan 2001 (mainly about Šumma ālu 103 and 104).

Virginie Muller, Archéorient, Maison de l’Orient et de la Méditerranée, Lyon; Virginie.
Muller1@univ-lyon2.fr
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corpus is of unequal value for the knowledge of women’s lives in the Ancient
Near East.

Most of the information comes from unsolicited divination, where the
omens are derived from acts and events that are accidental, uncontrollable or
from everyday life (habits …). The collection Šumma ālu4 gathers several tablets
dealing with the circumstances of everyday life and also many allusions to
women in different situations. The omen compendia Šumma izbu,5 which is
about births of malformed humans and animals, displays women in the prota-
ses but always in a procreative role. The Šumma alamdimmû group of texts6
contains predictions from the physical aspect of people, and the sub-series
Šumma sinništu qaqqada rabât, “When the head of a woman is big,” is more
particularly interesting. It focuses on women’s physical appearance and offers
some remarks on women’s qualities and characteristics. Hemerologies and me-
nologies, known by the series Iqqur īpuš, give the list of favorable and unfavor-
able days and months to do things, and more particularly information about
when to get married.7 Astrology, documented mainly by the collection Enūma
anu enlil and by other planetary omens,8 shows celestial signs usually pertain-
ing to the king or the state; but omens from the movements of the planet Venus
deal with women, mostly married or pregnant.9 Finally, the ziqīqu-texts,10
which deal with unsolicited signs revealed in dreams, give only very few and
already well-known data.

Information from solicited omens, where the diviner examines a situation
that he has voluntarily created, is also poor in details. The series barûtu,11 deal-
ing with the examination of sacrificed animals’ organs, and especially the liver,
gives various indications. Finally, the tamītū-texts are Neo-Assyrian questions
addressed to the gods Šamaš and Adad, where the questioner wanted to know

4 See the general introduction by Maul (2003: 58–62). Freedman (1998 and 2006) gives a new
edition of tablets 1 to 40. For others tablets of this compendium, see the old edition of Nötscher
(1929 and 1930).
5 See Maul (2003: 62–64) for an introduction and Leichty 1970 for the edition of the text.
6 See the recent edition in Böck 2000, and see Maul (2003: 66–68) for a brief presentation.
7 See the edition in Labat 1939 and 1965.
8 See, for example, the edition by Virolleaud (1905–1912) and the four volumes of the BPO
series.
9 BPO 3. See also Koch-Westenholz (2001: 307) for the link between Venus planet and child-
birth.
10 See Maul (2003: 68–69) for a short introduction, and Oppenheim 2008 for the edition of
the texts.
11 See for example the books of Koch-Westenholz (2000 and 2005), and some texts published
in Heeßel 2007 and 2012.
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whether something would occur or not.12 It is mainly about military campaigns
or people’s safety (king, soldiers …), but a few texts deal with the aspects of
family life, notably mentioning pregnant or married women.

1.2 Women in protasis and apodosis: distribution of the
mentions

Omen compendia are formulated in a casuistic structure: a protasis that record-
ed a hypothetical situation (or conditional clause: “If such-and-such is seen/
happens”) followed by an apodosis that described the portended event in a
declarative clause.13 In the apodosis, mentions of women in various situations
are common, as seen below.

However, the protases are usually concerned with men: “If a man does/
sees/…,” “If something happens in the man’s house …,” and women appear in
the protasis only in a few situations. The absence of women in protases can
perhaps be explained if we take the term na or lu2/awīlum with the meaning
“someone, anybody,” in a neutral gender. Thus, texts specify munus/sinništu
only in particular situations, as do the therapeutic texts. These latter references
make use of the generic term na or lu2/awīlum to describe pathologies, while
the term munus/sinništu makes its appearance only in cases related specifical-
ly to female genital problems.14

In Šumma izbu, many omens begin with “If a woman is pregnant (be mu-
nus arātma)” or “If a woman gives birth (be munus u3.tu),” but women’s fre-
quent presence is only in respect to their procreative role, and the apodosis
could be about any kind of subject. However, one extract speaks with interest-
ing precision and named the “woman of the king (munus.lugal),” as in this
example: “If a woman of the king gives birth to two identical boys – the woman
will be happy.”15

12 See, for example, the edition in Lambert 2007. To my knowledge, there are no specific
mentions of women asking such a question.
13 This binary structure, protasis-apodosis, is peculiar to scientific compositions, as for exam-
ple medical texts or law collections; see Fincke 2007 for the most developed and recent analy-
sis of the similarities between omens and laws. Moreover, they share some topics, such as
adultery …; see also Guinan 2014 for a comparison on marriage and sexual relationship con-
tained in both kinds of texts.
14 See for example the edition in Labat 1951.
15 be munus.lugal 2 uš.meš mitḫārtī u3.tu munus dug3 ša3 igi-mar − Šumma izbu 4: 52. The
“woman of the king” appears only in protasis from Šumma izbu 4: 47–61.
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In some extracts of Šumma ālu, usually in tablets relating to actions of
“soil animals” (snake, scorpion, lizard or gecko), women appear in the prota-
sis.16 They can do the action themselves, for instance “If a woman catches a
snake,”17 or they can be one of the elements of the action observed, as for
example: “If a lizard carrying a snake is seen by a woman,” or else: “If a lizard
enters a woman’s lap.”18 Other protases describe specific women: “If a lizard
walks about on an unmarried young woman (ki.sikil),” or: “If a man divorces
his first-ranking wife (nitlam).”19 Once again, the social status of women is
highlighted. The woman’s condition of pregnancy has a very important role
too, as in these two examples: “If a snake falls onto a pregnant woman (erīti),
her foetus […],” and: “If a gecko climbs up onto a woman who is not pregnant
(munus nu peš4), that woman will become pregnant, give birth and be hap-
py.”20 In the protasis, women also appear linked with one of their goods, as in
these two examples: “If a snake climbs up and down the inner wall in a wom-
an’s house,” and: “If a scorpion is seen in a woman’s couch.”21 In each case,
the apodosis affects the woman directly. It could be a good prediction: “that
woman will be lucky” or “will have a good reputation,”22 or else it could be a
bad prediction: “she will go about unhappily,” or: “that woman will die.”23

16 On royal bowls from the Neo-Assyrian period, the names of female owners were replaced
by the symbol of the scorpion. Thus, a scorpion was used to represent palace women (queens,
ladies of the harem). Moreover, the scorpion was the symbol of Išhara whose role, linked to
Ištar, has a great importance during weddings. See mainly Niederreiter (2008: 59–61), with
previous bibliography on the role of scorpion in the Neo-Assyrian period (note 24). See the
contribution of Otto in this volume.
17 diš muš munus dib-su − Šumma ālu 23: 104.
18 diš eme.šid muš nāšîma munus igi - Šumma ālu 32: 51′, and diš eme dir ana ur2 munus
tu-ub − Šumma ālu 32: 9′ (Assur tradition). In this last example, the same text mentions the
man’s lap but also his neck, his leg … which are not mentioned for the woman.
19 diš eme.šid ina ugu ki.sikil du.du-ak − Šumma ālu 32: 64′, and diš na nitlam-šú īzib −
Šumma ālu 104: 44.
20 diš muš ana muḫḫi erīti šub-ut ša ša3-ša […] − Šumma ālu 26: 8′, and diš muš.gim.gurun.na
ana ugu munus nu peš4 e11 munus bi peš4 u3.tu-ma dug3 ša3 bi − Šumma ālu 33: 37′.
21 ina e2 munus − Šumma ālu 23: 48, and ina ki.na2 munus − Šumma ālu 30: 64′. In this last
example, the text mentions the man’s couch but also his table, his chair … which are not
mentioned for the woman.
22 munus bi dingir tuk-ši − Šumma ālu 23: 104, and munus bi mu munus.sig5 tuk-ši −
Šumma ālu 33: 38′.
23 ina ša3. hul du.du-ak − Šumma ālu 32: 120′, and munus bi ba.ug7 − Šumma ālu 32: 9′.
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2 Women in the family sphere

2.1 A dependent person

Women appear mostly in regards to their relationship with men in many apod-
oses from various kinds of omens. The woman can be, very often, a “wife (dam
lu2/na),” with sometimes more precisely “of the owner of the house (en e2 bi
dam-su),” or else the “principal wife (munus.uš.dam/nitlam).”24 She can be
a “daughter (dumu.munus)” or a “daughter-in-law (e2.gi4.a),” sometimes
named “of the house (e2).” More rarely, she is a “mother (ama)”25 or a “widow
(munusalmānum).”26 She can also be a “woman loved by the prince (munus
narāmat nun)”27 and a “woman of the king (munus.lugal),”28 which usually
means a concubine. So these terms, almost always used in the apodosis, de-
scribe the family status of women as a dependent person, namely, dependent
on a male. In most cases, women are passive protagonists of the action and
there is a prediction of death for them, rarely with such precision as “she will
die in the middle of the year.”29

2.2 Women as wives

Omens also give information about marriage, especially in two chapters of the
series Iqqur īpuš, which deal with the best moment “to take a wife (dam tuk-
ši),” or “to make a wife enter in his house (dam-su ana e2-šú tu).”30 It also
concerns the kind of man a woman will take as her husband. For example, an
extract mentions that a woman will marry the “husband of a friend (ki dam
tab.ba),” and another says that she will marry “a prominent person (du-
gud).”31 The nature of the union is also described, as for example a second
wedding mentioned in these extracts: “that man will marry another woman,”
and: “If a man divorces his first-ranking wife and then another (man) marries

24 Šumma ālu 104: 44 and K.3601: r. 28 (BPO 3).
25 Šumma ālu 19: 56′.
26 BPO 3: r. 2 and Šumma sinništu qaqqada rabât: 57, 71 and 135. For a study on widows, see
for example Roth 1991–1993 for the Neo-Babylonian period.
27 Multabiltu 2: 32–33 (Koch-Westenholz 2000 no. 110).
28 Šumma izbu 4: 47–61, as seen above § 1.2. For concubines, see Parpola 2012.
29 dam lu2 ina murub4 mu uš2 − Manzāzu 6: 13 (Koch-Westenholz 2000).
30 Iqqur īpuš § 61 and § 62. On this topic, see also Koch-Westenholz 2001: 305.
31 Šumma ālu 32: 51′ and Šumma ālu 32: 64′.
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her.”32 In these situations, women appear, again, only as potential brides or
spouses.

Marital difficulties are also described in omens, as in this apodosis: “the
man’s wife will cause her spouse trouble,”33 or in this one: “strife (will arise)
between man and wife in the man’s house”34. Living together can also be a
problem, as written in this text: “men’s wives will not live with their hus-
band.”35 The texts never describe wrongs coming from the husband, so it
seems that difficulties are always the wife’s fault. But the many apodoses
which deal with the dissolution of marriage, using the verb “divorce (tag4)”36
or “separate (kud)”37 and sometimes both in the same sentence,38 do not speci-
fy whether the divorce was requested by the wife or by the husband.

However, a menology from Emar, “[…] with his wife, his heart will be hap-
py,”39 and a passage from Šumma ālu, “his spouse will delight him,”40 show
that happy marriages can also exist, but according to omens this is not the
standard situation.

2.3 Women as bad wives

2.3.1 Thieves and liars

Frequently, the qualifications and actions of women give a negative impression
of them, especially when they are married. They are introduced as thieves sev-
eral times in apodosis, as in these two examples. The first comes from an Old
Babylonian haruspicy: “the wife of a priest will steal the asakkum; she will be

32 lu2 bi šanītamma iḫḫaz − Šumma ālu 32: 52′, and diš na nitlam-šú īzibma šanûmma tuk-
si − Šumma ālu 104: 44.
33 dam lu2 dam-sa ušazzaq – Šumma ālu 5: 75; Iqqur īpuš § 13: 7, § 17: 6 and § 21: 6; Emar
VI.4 no. 611: 182′.
34 du14 dam u dam ina e2 na – Šumma ālu 37: 118.
35 lu2 ana dam.meš-ši-na nu tuš.me − BM 40111: 20′ (BPO 3).
36 For example: “If a snake falls onto a man and woman and separates them, the man and
woman will divorce” (diš muš ana ugu nita u munus šub-ma uparrissunūti nita u munus
tag4.meš − Šumma ālu 6: 79).
37 For instance: “If a snake falls onto a man and a woman, the man and the woman will
separate” (diš muš ana ugu nita u munus šub-ut nita u munus kud.meš − Šumma ālu 23: 114).
38 For example: “The man and women will separate; they will divorce” (nita u munus
kud.meš tag4.meš − Šumma ālu 23: 34). See also Guinan (2014: 108–110) for other examples
of divorce in omens.
39 dam-su ša3.bi du10.ga − Emar VI.4 no. 615: 19′.
40 dam-su ša3-šú hul.la − Šumma ālu 6: 109.
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burnt,”41 and the second one from Šumma ālu: “a thieving woman of the house
will remove the lamassu-figurines.”42 We should notice that priestesses are
also described stealing the sacred property.43

A wife can also appropriate the goods of her husband, as in this text from
Iqqur īpuš: “his goods will slip out (from him); they will fall in the hands of
his wife,”44 or else in this apodosis of Šumma ālu: “the wife of that man will
take his goods.”45

In another text, a man doesn’t trust his wife so he asks the god in a tamītu
whether she has told him the truth.46 The lack of trust is sometimes justified,
as in an apodosis of a liver omen predicting that “a man’s wife will constantly
betray secrets.”47 But this situation of treason happens for servants or nobles
too.48

2.3.2 Adulterous and murderous women

Several times the omens predict adultery on the part of wives, as in these celes-
tial omens of the planet Venus which indicate: “men’s wives will commit adul-
tery and run after men,” and later in the same text: “men’s wives will have
adulterous relations; adultery will increase in the land.”49 An interesting exam-
ple even specifies: “the man’s wife has become pregnant by another man.”50
We can notice that, as in law collections, men committing adultery is never
mentioned, because it is not important: men do not carry babies, so a man’s
adultery is without consequences.

41 ênum asakkam ištanarriq iqallû-ši − Bu 89-4-26: 11–13 (Nougayrol 1950: 29).
42 munus e2 bi šāraqti dlamma e3 − Šumma ālu 16: 8. See also the stealing by Rachel of the
teraphim of her father, the family figurines of ancestors in the Bible (Vita 2008). The domestic
stealing by wives is well documented in law texts; see Démare-Lafont 1999: 291–300.
43 See below 3.1.2.
44 nig2.ga-šú zah3 ina šu dam-šú šub − Iqqur īpuš § 31: 10.
45 dam lu2 bi nig2.šu-šú ti-qí − Šumma ālu 24: 56′. We also find in omen texts: “… the man’s
wife will die and he will take her property” (dam na ug7-ma nig2.šu-šá ti-qí − Šumma ālu 26:
r. 7′), but it might be justified by the death of the wife.
46 tamīt munusannannītutu4 itti annanna dam-šá gi.na.meš itammi (Lambert 2007, tamītū-ques-
tion no. 21: 1–9).
47 dam lu2 ad.hal e3.meš − pān takalti 4: 9 (Koch-Westenholz 2000).
48 See for instance pān tākalti 4: 36 (Koch-Westenholz 2000).
49 dam lu2.meš igarrušāma egir nita.meš idullā − VAT 10218: 90, and dam.meš lu2 inakkū
nīku ina kur imaddū − K.2226: 32 (BPO 3). See Koch-Westenholz (2001: 308) for others exam-
ples of adultery in omens.
50 dam lu2 ana man-ma erāt − pān takalti 15: r. 9′ (Koch-Westenholz 2000).
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Another fault of the wife, “the man’s wife will get her husband killed,”
appears few times in different apodoses of Barûtu-texts.51 The use of the facti-
tive verbal form ušdāk suggests again that women are only the instigators, and
not the actors, of these murders. An apodosis concerning this situation is even
more specific: “the man’s wife will send (a letter) again and again about killing
her husband: ‘kill my husband and marry me!’”52 Adultery leading to the mur-
der of the husband is a male fear well known in law texts too.53

2.3.3 Witches and other negative women

The malevolent wife who does witchcraft is also well attested. In the sub-series
Šumma sinništu qaqqada rabât especially, a woman is qualified as sorceress,
kaššāpat, many times on account of her thick or pointed fingers described in
the apodosis.54 In an apodosis from Šumma ālu, the victim of the witchcraft is
clearly identified: “the mistress of the house will cast a spell on her spouse.”55

But sometimes it is not mentioned whether the witch is married or a single
woman, as in this liver omen: “a witch (munus.uš11.zu) will gather dust on
which the feet of the man has walked, but she will be caught and killed.”56 In
the same way, many apodoses from the sub-series Šumma sinništu qaqqada
rabât introduce women, without any relevant details, as bad persons: “she is
obscure,” “she is a manipulator,” or “she will bring ruin.”57

2.4 Women as mothers

Divinatory texts largely focus on women in their reproductive function, as well
as on the outcome of pregnancy. This is easily understandable in regards to

51 dam lu2 dam-sà ušdāk − Multābiltu 2–3: 1 (Koch-Westenholz 2005); Manzāzu 6: 5 (Koch-
Westenholz 2000); Heeßel 2012 no. 37: 25.
52 dam lu2 ana gaz dam-šá kin.kin dam gaz-ma yâši aḫzani – Manzāzu 6 (Koch-Westenholz
2000).
53 See Hammu-rabi’s law § 153, for example, and the study of Démare-Lafont 1999: 397–405.
54 Šumma sinništu qaqqada rabât: 126, 131 and 133. For women and witchcraft, see Sefati and
Klein 2001.
55 nin e2 dam-sà ukaššap – Šumma ālu 38: 8. The variant “The man’s wife (dam lu2) will cast
a spell on her husband” also exists (Multābiltu 2–3: 4; Koch-Westenholz 2005).
56 sahar.hi.a kibis gir3 lu2 munus.uš11.zu ti.meš-ma dib-ma gaz − pān takalti 3: 35 (Koch-
Westenholz 2000).
57 Respectively: eklet − Šumma sinništu qaqqada rabât: 114, eppešet − Šumma sinništu qaqqa-
da rabât: 221, 223, and mulappinat − Šumma sinništu qaqqada rabât: 137, 141 and 174.
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the importance of offspring in Mesopotamian society, but also because preg-
nancy was associated with great anxiety. Pregnancy was an important and dan-
gerous time, as the worries of questioners show in tamītū-texts. One man asks
if his wife will survive her pregnancy, and another man worries about his wife
who has complications in her pregnancy.58 In omen collections, many different
sentences predict the outcome of the pregnancy. It could be, for example, “she
will have an easy childbirth.”59 But in many cases, it is about a problematic
pregnancy and childbirth, expressed in different ways as she could “suffer
pregnancy bleeding”,60 or she could “have troubles or difficulties giving
birth.”61 More seriously, the prediction can be “she will die with the child in
her womb,” or, as in this Old Babylonian omen from Sippar: “The pregnant
woman will die in labor.”62

When apodoses are not about the pregnancy, they predict the sex of the
unborn baby, almost always a boy (nita): “she will give birth to a male,”63 or:
“what is inside that woman will be male.”64 The importance of having a boy
is also shown by a tamītū-text where a man asks if his wife will only give him
daughters.65

Omens also deal with family problems involving the relationship between
mothers and their children. For example, a woman can banish her child in
“barring her door to her daughter.”66 She can also get rid of her children by
selling them: “the man’s wife will be distracted and sell her children for mon-
ey.”67 And some dramatic problems can lead to the murder of the mother: “The
man’s wife will be killed by her own sons.”68 As shown by these three exam-

58 Lambert 2007, tamītū-question no. 12: iii 1–17 and ii 4–14.
59 munus.meš ina u3.tu si.ša2.meš − K.2226: 20 and VAT 10218: 22 (BPO 3). See Couto-Ferreira
(2014: 292–294) for a general approach to problems with childbirth and terminology.
60 gig naḫšātī gig-at – Heeßel 2012 no. 56: r. 12.
61 munus.meš ina u3.tu nu si.sa3.meš / ušapšaqā – K.8688: 19 and K.2226: 19 (BPO 3). See
also the variant: “Women will give birth but will not do so easily” (munus.meš u3.tu.meš-ma
ul uštēšerā − VAT 10218: 25).
62 munus.me gadû šá ša3-šina ug7.meš – K.2226: 18 (BPO 3), and erītum ina aladiša ba.ugx –
Jeyes 1989 text 1: 6.
63 nita ullad/u3.tu – Šumma ālu 23: 23; Šumma ālu 24: 53′; Šumma ālu 26: r.8 and Šumma
ālu 32: 63′.
64 munus bi šá ša3-šá nita – Šumma ālu 33: 36′.
65 Lambert 2007, tamītū-question no. 12: i 11–17.
66 ama ugu dumu munus-šá ka2-šá tab − VAT 10218: 193 (BPO 3).
67 dam lu2 igi.meš-šá gur.meš-ma dumu.meš-šá ana ku3.babbar sum-in − Šumma ālu 24: 1.
See also the contribution of Justel (2013) on women as sellers of children during crisis in Emar
(for instance text ASJ 10 E).
68 dam lu2 dumu.meš-šá gaz.meš-ši − Multābiltu 2–3, commentary 4: 40 (Koch-Westenholz
2005).
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ples, as far as women are concerned inside the family sphere, divinatory texts
seem to deal exclusively with difficult relationships: women appear as victims
or as bad mothers.

3 Women in society
On the other hand, women are also described as independent persons who can
act by themselves.

3.1 Activities and professions

3.1.1 Women’s activities in the city

The most interesting and most detailed source which provides information
about the activities and professions of women is the first tablet of the Šumma
ālu series. Its protases list different kinds of men present in the city, and some-
times give their women equivalents, for the “female administrative officials
(šabrātu)” and the “female ecstatics (munus.gub.ba.meš).”69 But this extract
also introduces other activities for men, such as the “kurgarrû-performers
(lu2.kur.gar.ra.meš),” the “porters (pētû.meš),” the “mourners (ēpiš ba-
lag.di)” or the “thieves (lu2.ni2.zu.meš),” without giving the female equiva-
lents.70 However, the lack of women professions here may not be significant,
as female thieves are mentioned elsewhere in divinatory texts.71 But on another
hand, there are no words for female gatekeeper nor for female kurgarrû-per-
former in the rest of the cuneiform documentation,72 which could mean that
women cannot perform these jobs. But, this could also suggest that the two
female activities named here were important enough in the political and reli-
gious life to be mentioned.

But this part of the text also quotes less expected categories of women: the
“lame women (munus.ba.an.za.meš)” and the “women with mental defects

69 Šumma ālu 1: 102 and 108.
70 Šumma ālu 1: 93, 97 and 106.
71 See above § 2.3.1. (stealing wife) and below § 3.1.2. (stealing priestess).
72 See for instances CAD P and CAD K (the munus.kur.gar.ra existed but she is almost never
mentioned).
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(munus.lil.meš).”73 They are, in this extract, mentioned among other deficient
persons: the “deaf men (u2.hub.meš),” the “blind men (igi.nu.tuk.meš)” or
the “cripples (kud.kud.meš),” for example.

It does not seem that the presence of these kinds of female persons in a
city was negative: indeed, the apodoses are the same as for men. Thus, the
presence of idiot and lame people involves “that city will be happy (uru bi
ša3.bi dug3.ga),” and the presence in the city of numerous ecstatics and ad-
ministrative officials brings respectively “troubles for the city (nazaq uru)” and
“dispersal of the city (bir uru).”74

3.1.2 Religious functions

The religious functions of consecrated women, nuns and priestesses (nin
dingir), are documented, briefly, as in a broken Šumma ālu’s protasis: “If a
nadītu […].”75 It is also written in many apodoses of Šumma sinništu qaqqada
rabât which mentions “She is a spouse of the god (dam dingir/ilānât).” More-
over, a menology, “If in Elul month, an eclipse occurs at the dawn, Sîn wants
a high-priestess,”76 suggests that the nomination of the priestess could some-
times be decided by the god, as it was the case for the daughter of Nabonidus.77
But most extracts with priestesses show them involved in forbidden sexual
relations, as in this apodosis from haruspicy: “an en-priestess will have illegiti-
mate sexual relations,”78 or in an Old Babylonian haruspicy text: “a familiar
of the temple will have sex with a high-priestess.”79

In many apodoses of Barûtu-divination, the priestesses, like the dishonest
wives, were also involved in thieving acts. For example, in this apodosis from

73 Šumma ālu 1: 87 and 88. The birth of a female idiot is also mentioned in Šumma izbu 1: 53.
We find also other kinds of particular people, as with the birth of a female dwarf (mu-
nus.na.an.za − Šumma izbu 1: 55) or of a woman with beard (munus.meš su6 zaqnā − Šumma
ālu 1: 153).
74 Šumma ālu 1: 94, 95 and 98.
75 Šumma ālu 1: 139.
76 Sîn nin dingir.ra apin-eš − Iqqur īpuš § 73: 6. For the question relative to the nomination
of the high-priestess, see Westenholz 2006.
77 See AO 6044, published in Dhorme 1914.
78 nin.dingir uštaḫḫa − Heeßel 2012 no. 56: r. 14.
79 muttallik e2 dingir en ittanīak − Bu 89-4-26: 11–13 (Nougayrol 1950: 29). See Barberon (2012:
224) for the different aspects of the sexual life of the consecrated women.
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a liver omen: “The enu-priestess will constantly steal the sacred property; she
will be caught and killed.”80

3.1.3 Other activities

In omen texts, a female domestic function is alluded to several times, through
the nin e2. However, it is difficult to say if she is the “owner of the house” or
a “simple housewife,” or both. An omen from Šumma izbu, “The lady of the
house will mourn,”81 explains one of the domestic functions of this lady, as
does the mother in this other extract: “The members of the family will be taken
prisoners of war and their mother will mourn over them,”82 or in this one: “The
children of the house will be taken as booty and their mother will mourn for
them.”83 A text from Barûtu mentions another domestic occupation, very brief-
ly: “these female weavers (munus.uš.bar.meš) will die in two months,”84 with-
out more information. As for the wife or the daughter, the prediction is usually
negative: “she will die,” “she will not prosper” or “hard times will afflict
her.”85 We also find more positive, but less rife, predictions as “she will be
happy” or “she will be lucky.”86

3.1.4 Palace women

The term munus e2.gal, contained in extracts from Šumma izbu, does not seem
to mean the queen or a royal woman, but rather a concubine or a servant of
the palace. Good things can happen to her, as in “If a woman of the palace

80 enu ku3.an ištanarriq iṣṣabbatma iddâk − Manzāzu 1: r. 4′, r. 5′ and r. 6′ (Koch-Westenholz
2000). See also above for wives as thieves.
81 nin e2 idammum − Šumma izbu 18: 6.
82 dumus.meš e2 nam.ra ti-ma ama-šunu ugu-šunu idammum − Šumma izbu 18: 5.
83 dumu.meš e2 -šallata ti-ma ama-šunu ugu-šunu idammum − Šumma ālu 41: 37′.
84 munus.uš.bar.meš šina ana 2 iti ba.uš2.me − Heeßel 2007 no. 14: ii 14–17. See for example
Michel 2006 for Old Assyrian women who spend their days weaving, but are never referred to
as “weavers.”
85 Respectively uš2 – Šumma ālu 19: 52′, nin e2 nu si.sa2 – Šumma izbu 4: 7, and nin e2
dannatū dib-sa – Šumma ālu 37: 147.
86 Respectively dug3 ša3 igi-mar − Šumma izbu 4: 52, and nin šēda tuk-ši − Šumma izbu 16:
11′.
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gives birth to two identical boys – the woman will be happy,”87 or, as it usually
occurs, a fatal fate: “she will die violently.”88

In these divinatory texts, we also find the nin.kur, which could designate
the queen, as do the terms dam lugal or nin-tu,89 and sometimes specifically
“queen of the enemy land.”90 We also find the “prince’s wife (dam nun).”91
And, just as for ordinary women, death is also predicted for the queens and
princesses. It should be noted that royal women are rarely mentioned. Even in
astrological texts, which are directly related to the king, we do not find further
mentions of royal female persons, in contrast to the prince, for example.92

3.2 Social rise and fall

Finally, the divinatory texts also document the social rise and positive changes
in the women’s condition. For example, a pregnant woman “will acquire
fame,”93 maybe in relation with her unborn child. Other occurrences deal with
an unknown woman that “will become important,”94 and a text coming from
extispicy even specifies: she will be as “important as the king,”95 suggesting a
political context. On the other hand, a Barûtu-text from Sippar deals with the
death of “a well-known woman (munussinništum edûtum),”96 but doesn’t specify
how she had gained this fame. This social ascent is also possible for slaves or
servants, as it is shown in this apodosis where one of them becomes “equal to
her mistress,”97 but only because she is loved by her master.

There are also attested examples where women are powerful, notably in
this omen: “If a woman gives birth to a pig: a woman will seize the throne,”98

87 munus dug3 ša3 igi-mar − Šumma izbu 4: 52.
88 munus e2.gal ina gištukul ug6 − Šumma izbu 21: 52′. See also above § 1.2.
89 “The lady of the land will die” (nin kur ug6 − Šumma izbu 5: 73); “the wife of the king
will die” (dam lugal ug6 – Šumma izbu 14: 2); “the queen will die” (nin-tu uš2 − Manzāzu 2:
30; Koch-Westenholz 2000).
90 nin-tu šá kur kur2 − Heeßel 2007 no. 80–82: 8.
91 Šumma ālu 43: 34.
92 For the terms munus e2.gal, dam nun …, see Melville 2004.
93 munus bi mu tuk-si − Šumma ālu 38: 90′.
94 munus bi dugud − Šumma ālu 38: 89′.
95 ugu lugal dugud-it − Heeßel 2007 no. 80–82: 11.
96 BM 96962: 4′ (Jeyes 1989, text 1).
97 geme2 en-šá irâmšima mala nin-šá imaṣṣi − Multābiltu 1: 10–11 (Koch-Westenholz 2005).
98 be munus šah u3.tu munus aš.te dib-bat − Šumma izbu 1: 8.
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which can suggest either regency by the queen-mother, or an usurpation.99 But
it is worthwhile to note that this situation is correlated with an unrealizable
omen, “giving birth to a pig” (unless this sentence means “giving birth to a
fetus which looks like a pig”). Another omen could be interpreted as an attesta-
tion of female political participation: “If a snake falls into the middle of some
women, those women will be eradicated.”100 The previous line of the compen-
dium gives the same situation for an assembly (puḫri) of men (with a broken
apodosis), so it is possible that this gathering of women was meant to have the
same purpose as that of the males, but a bad fate befell them. Collective revolts
of women are also documented in two celestial apodoses: “there will be a re-
volt of women in the land” and “women will kill men with weapons.”101

If the social rise of women is attested, social fall and negative fates are too.
It could be simply expressed as “downfall of the wife of the house,”102 but the
predictions are sometimes more specific, as in these two instances: “The man’s
wife will become a prostitute,”103 or “she will be in prison,”104 but texts do not
specify why they deserve such a fate.

***

Some concluding remarks can be drawn from the few and scattered divinatory
extracts which deal with the topic of women. There are even fewer divinatory
extracts dealing with their activities.

These divinatory documents usually define women by their relationship to
men, or by their procreative function, and thus in passive roles. Only a few
texts deal with women as independent persons and describe their own activi-
ties or professional lives. We therefore mostly rely on other sources (epistolary,
contracts and administrative texts) to document the roles of women and their
various activities in the domestic, religious, institutional and working spheres.

99 The only example of a woman ruling an empire is Šammu-ramat, spouse of Šamšī-Adad V,
who was regent of Assyria during few years until her son, Adad-nīrārī III, came of age (see
RIMA 3 A.0.104.3).
100 diš muš ana muru2 munus.meš šub-ut munus.meš šinātu tappassasu − Šumma ālu 26 iii:
12′.
101 du-iz zi-ut munus.meš ina kur gal2 − K.229: 35, and nita.meš gištukul ušamqatū − VAT
10218: 124 (BPO 3).
102 šub dam e2 − Šumma ālu 37: 80.
103 dam lu2 ana ḫarimuti e3 − Multābiltu 2–3: 2 (Koch-Westenholz 2005). For prostitution, see
Cooper 2006.
104 ina kīli iqatti − Šumma sinništu qaqqada rabât: 232.
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But an interesting point is that women are badly treated in omen collec-
tions. Indeed, most predictions are negative: “she will die,” “she will bring
ruin,” “she will have no success”…105 In the same way, women are also de-
scribed in doubtful and difficult relationships with their husbands or with their
children. They are depicted with evil behaviors too, committing negative ac-
tions such as witchcraft, theft or adultery, which, it seems, are intended to
disturb their husbands and might even threaten the social order. So the de-
scription of women shown by divinatory texts is usually negative. Of course,
positive predictions exist, such as “she will be happy, lucky, or honest,”106 and
we saw examples of important women, so it is not a completely negative pic-
ture. But these are rare, especially compared to predictions concerning men
which, even if they can sometimes be negative, are more often positive in na-
ture.

One might consider that this negative depiction of women could perhaps
be linked to the fact that there are fewer mentions of women in omen collec-
tions than men, even in spontaneous divination which would normally repre-
sent events in daily life. If these documents were representative of real life,
there should be more signs related to females. However, the lack of mention
of women may be explained if we consider that these texts were written by and
for men, like other kinds of texts.107 Thus, omens take the man’s, and more
particularly the husband’s, perspective, showing their vision and their fears.
So, it is men who point to the bad aspects of women and describe them the
way they see them, and not how they really are.

Abbreviations
BPO 3 Reiner 1998.
Emar VI.4 Arnaud 1987.
RIMA 3 Grayson 1996.
Iqqur īpuš see Labat 1951.
Manzāzu see Koch-Westenholz 2000.
Multābiltu see Koch-Westenholz 2005.

105 Of course, men are also going to die according to omens, but less often and there are also
for them indications of life expectancy, of gain …
106 Respectively dug3 ša3 bi − Šumma izbu 4: 52, šēda tuk-ši − Šumma izbu 16: 11′, and
išarat − Šumma sinništu qaqqada rabât: 176–177, for example.
107 In the Ancient Near East, reading and writing were usually the prerogative of men, see
Charpin 2008: 31–60. But see also Lion (2007: 54–57) for the few examples of documentation
emanating from women.
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Pān takalti see Koch-Westenholz 2000.
Šumma ālu see Freedman 1998 and 2006.
Šumma izbu see Leichty 1970.
Šumma sinništu qaqqada rabât see Böck 2000.
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Saana Svärd
Studying Gender: A Case study of female
administrators in Neo-Assyrian palaces

The aim of this article is to propose a new methodological approach for the
study of gender in Mesopotamia and make some preliminary suggestions as to
how it could be used.1 I will first outline the history of Assyriology and gender
studies. In the second part of the paper I will outline a proposition on how
women’s work and gender could be researched. There I will introduce my case
study of texts relating to šakintus, the female administrators of the Neo-Assyri-
an palaces. Some preliminary remarks will be given on gender construction in
the Neo-Assyrian Empire based on textual evidence concerning the šakintus.

1 Assyriology, women and gender
Although Mesopotamian women have been an object of study for more than a
hundred years,2 most early publications treated women as an isolated category.
“General” history was male history, where exceptional women occasionally in-
truded. In most of these studies the position of women was seen from an ethno-
centric Western perspective.3 Related to this are the “Orientalizing” tendencies
of many of these early explorations on the status of women in Mesopotamia.
In particular, the idea of “harem” in the ancient Near East was fascinating to
both artists and scholars.4 Furthermore, as part of “the eternal Orient,” ancient
Near Eastern women were often seen as if floating in their own bubble of other-
ness in a permanent ethnographic present.5

1 Some parts of the approach outlined here were briefly discussed in Svärd 2015: 14, 173.
2 Viktor Marx (Marx 1902) apparently being the first, or one of the first ones, although I have
been unable to obtain a copy of his long article. For a comprehensive bibliography, now slight-
ly outdated, see Asher-Greve 2002b.
3 See, e.g., Brooks 1922. For a critical overview of studies of Mesopotamian women, see Asher-
Greve 2002b: 33–35.
4 The idea of “Orientalism” was originally presented by Edward Said (Said 1978). For Oriental-
ism and Assyriology, see Holloway 2006b. See Solvang 2006; Asher-Greve 2006; and Van De
Mieroop 1999: 145–152 on Orientalism and women in Assyriology.
5 As a specific example of this, even in the 1990s, see Beaulieu 1993: 13: “Due to particular
circumstances some women could gain positions of influence but rarely of real power, and
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Ethnocentric and androcentric studies on women were challenged when
studies relating to gender6 emerged in the 1960s. The different approaches that
developed under this rather large rubric can be described as “waves” of schol-
arship. These waves are more methodological than chronological, but the birth
of the first wave can be placed in the 1960s. In a nutshell, the aim of this first
wave was to write women “into” history. In historical research, the endeavors
of men had been the most important object of study and this is what the first
wave set out to change.7

Assyriology was mostly oblivious to these developments. Nonetheless, the
33rd Rencontre Assyriologique Internationale (1986) in Paris had “women” as its
theme. The conference received justified criticism, but it did bring women’s
history into more mainstream Assyriology.8 Before 1986, few works were dedi-
cated to women, but in the years following the 33rd RAI, the number of articles
and books concerned with women or gender markedly increased.9 Here one
should note, however, that the field of Assyriology is not uniform. In the case
of Neo-Assyrian studies, much of the textual evidence became widely available
only during the 1980s and 1990s. Thus, the first wave of gender scholarship in
the field of Neo-Assyrian studies appeared later. There are several studies now,
but most of them are recent.10

The second wave of feminist scholarship began in the late 1970s. No longer
content to merely write women into history, many scholars now concentrated
on studying the subordinate status of the female gender. This was done from
two interconnected perspectives. Some assumed that women were always and

this often through the agency of their male relatives. In many respects the mentality which
prevailed at that time has survived in the Near East until the modern era.”
6 Labels like “women’s studies” or “feminist studies” are often used for such research, some-
times interchangeably. Using “feminist studies” highlights the political commitment of these
studies, whereas “women’s studies,” while seemingly neutral, highlights the exceptionality of
women and implies the need to study half of population as a “special issue.” Neither one
seems quite right for the purposes of this article. Therefore, I use the general rubric “gender
studies” – actually born much later – to refer to research which is intent on discovering more
about women, men and gender.
7 See further Van De Mieroop 1999: 138–139 and Bahrani 2001: 14–15.
8 Papers of the conference are published in Durand 1987. For reviews of the conference, see
Westenholz 1990 and Asher-Greve 2000: 2–4.
9 See the bibliography in Asher-Greve 2002b. Also noteworthy is Cameron and Kuhrt 1983,
which predated the 33rd RAI.
10 One of the first to discuss the topic was Paul Garelli (Garelli 1998). Sarah Melville was the
first to produce a book-length study (Melville 1999) as well as articles (Melville 2004, 2005).
Macgregor 2012 is a recent monograph. An improved version of my PhD disseration (defended
and published in 2012) was recently released (Svärd 2015).
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everywhere a universally oppressed group. Other scholars believed that matri-
archy was the historical reality of the ancient world and that patriarchy devel-
oped only in the late prehistoric and early historic periods. This view, of course,
concentrated a great deal of attention on the study of the ancient Near East,
where written history began. The weakness inherent in both perspectives is the
idea of a uniform entity of patriarchy, which can be applied to or assumed
for all of the ancient Near East. Defined as male power, patriarchy is not an
unproblematic framework for understanding gender. It disregards other kinds
of variables (age, class, specific location in time and place, etc.),11 and it
spreads like a blanket of snow across the vast geographical and chronological
space of the ancient Near East, obstructing from view the myriad details and
variations relating to gender.

One of the main achievements of the second wave was the development of
the notion of gender, or the idea that biological sex is distinct from a socially
constructed identity (gender). This influential idea was explicitly included in
the title of the Helsinki Rencontre in 2001: “Sex and Gender in the Ancient Near
East.” This RAI was a similar landmark as the 33rd RAI in Paris. Although the
aims of the Helsinki RAI were not theoretically ambitious,12 it still marks the
emergence of the second wave for Assyriology. Nonetheless, the impact of the
second wave remained marginal. Although the number of books and articles
steadily kept increasing, there are very few Assyriological studies that engage
with oppression theory or matriarchy theory or use the strict dichotomy of sex/
gender.13 One could argue that in many ways, gender studies in Assyriology
managed to skip the second wave altogether. The first-wave project of writing
women into history was accepted as a worthwhile research goal at the Paris
RAI, if not earlier, but it seems that it took so long for the ideas of gender
research to reach the Assyriological community that most scholars who were
interested in the topic skipped the second wave and proceeded directly to us-
ing the more sophisticated methodology of the third wave. This can also be
seen in the journal NIN: Journal of Gender Studies in Antiquity, which was first
published a year before the Helsinki RAI. Although short-lived (four issues,
from 2000 to 2003), it reflected the growing interest in gender studies and its
contents included contributions from all three waves.

11 Van De Mieroop 1999: 139–142; Bahrani 2001: 15–18; and Meyers 2014.
12 See Parpola 2002. Even at the Helsinki RAI, few scholars explicitly acknowledged the sex-
gender division in their contributions (see papers of the conference published in Parpola and
Whiting 2002).
13 Assyriological studies here meaning studies using primary sources in the original lan-
guage. For an overview, see Van De Mieroop 1999: 141–142. For a recent overview on gender
studies and archaeology, see Vogel 2012.
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For the second wave, there were some books and articles that dealt with
ancient Near Eastern women, but most of them were written by scholars from
other fields of study. This meant that they were not really even noticed in Assy-
riology or, if they were, they were not considered important, because the au-
thors lacked the first-hand experience with texts.14

The third wave of women studies began in the 1980s. Even more than the
previous two waves, the third wave is a collection of myriad approaches, which
are primarily connected to each other in their determination to deconstruct the
basis of scientific knowledge production. Queer studies, masculinity studies,
performativity, possible duality of gender structure and many other issues re-
lating to the body and sexuality are all part of the third wave. The main point
of agreement of the third wave relates to the nature of knowledge production.
Instead of seeing the researcher as someone who is seeking to uncover the
truth that is “out there,” they advocate the framing of research as a project for
making sense of different phenomena. This includes the knowledge that de-
fines normative gender roles and sexuality. When knowledge production is
seen in this way, as production, the traditional dichotomies of research – male
and female, sex and gender, matriarchy and patriarchy, public and private,
power and oppression – become suspect and the question arises, are these
useful categories for producing knowledge? 15

For the third wave, the dichotomy of sex and gender is problematic. It has
been suggested that there is no biological sex outside of its social construction.
This relates to the more philosophical discussion on the relationship between
reality and language. We cannot talk about biological sex without talking
about the meanings attached to it. Consequently, sex can never exist outside
the norms of culture.16

Some studies on ancient Mesopotamian women employ these views or par-
tially engage with them. There are studies relating to the importance of gender
studies and analyses of how the field should proceed.17 One also finds studies
relating to the body and gender in iconographical evidence.18 Furthermore,
gender ambiguity and the possibilities of a third gender, as well as sexuality
and its manifestations, have been researched.19 A newly emerging area is the

14 Asher-Greve 2000: 3.
15 For an excellent overview of the third wave, see Bahrani 2001: 18–25.
16 For an overview of this discussion, see Bahrani 2001: 21–23.
17 Especially Westenholz 1990; Asher-Greve 1997; Van De Mieroop 1999: 137–159; Asher-Greve
2000; Bahrani 2001: 7–28; and Assante 2003 come to mind.
18 E.g., Winter 1996; Bahrani 2001; Asher-Greve and Sweeney 2006; and Assante 2006.
19 E.g., Guinan 1997; Nissinen 1998; McCaffrey 2002; Teppo 2008; Zsolnay 2013; and Peled
2014.
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study of masculinity.20 All in all, many of the third-wave studies have used
iconographical and/or archaeological evidence as their main source material.
For text-based research, traditionally understood as the core area of Assyriolo-
gy, studies that engage with third-wave ideas are indeed few. Although the
number of scholarly articles and books on gender in Mesopotamia has steadily
increased, such research questions are still in the margins of Assyriological
research. Concerns have been expressed about the lack of interest in issues of
gender in the field of ancient Near Eastern studies.21

All in all, the discipline is mostly marked by first-wave studies, namely
writing women into the history of ancient Mesopotamia. This is, of course, ab-
solutely necessary. At the same time, however, first-wave studies have a num-
ber of problematic aspects. Essentialism is certainly one of them. Pursuits that
have been seen by researchers as “essentially female,” such as child-rearing
or textile work, are often the focus of first-wave studies. For instance, child-
rearing is an important topic of research, but researching child-rearing does
not necessarily tell us anything about the construction of gender. Femininity
and masculinity cannot be reduced to essentialist concepts, as masculinity and
femininity are always cultural constructs. Therefore, cultural differences need
to be properly acknowledged and grappled with.22

Thus, for good reason, third-wave research has shifted its focus from the
study of women to the study of gender systems. The dynamic relationships of
gender systems as part of other cultural and social systems form a challenging
and fruitful new area of research. A methodological emphasis on intersection-
ality is based on the idea that women cannot be studied alone, because gender
is part of all social relations.23

2 A new approach and the case study of
šakintus

The problem of current research on Mesopotamian gender systems is twofold.
On one hand, the naïve belief in objectivity in science has come to an end. On
the other hand, modern methods and theories cannot be used indiscriminately
on ancient material. Many of the more specifically third-wave approaches are

20 E.g., Zsolnay 2010 and Suter 2012.
21 Van de Mieroop 2013: 90.
22 Here I agree fully with Bahrani 2001: 8–10.
23 See also Garcia-Ventura in this volume.
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not ideally suited for fragmented Mesopotamian material.24 A case in point is
the work of Judith Butler, which is at the center of many third-wave approach-
es. In second-wave studies, it was common to find an essential difference be-
tween “sex” (traditionally seen as referring to biological bodies) and “gender”
(the meaning attributed to these bodies by society). Consequently, Butler’s idea
of gender as a repeated social performance and not as an expression of pre-
existing identity was groundbreaking in many ways.25 It can be said to be the
most significant contribution in recent decades of feminist studies. Butler’s
work has its roots in philosophy and is certainly thought-provoking, but it is
difficult to grasp how it can be fruitfully applied to the meagre textual remains
of Mesopotamia.

Since the aim of my research is to utilize primary sources for case studies,
I have found the work of sociologists Candace West and Don H. Zimmerman
to be more useful. In their now classic article “Doing Gender” (1987), West and
Zimmerman write that “female” and “male” are not the binary, static, opposite
categories that a rigid sex-gender division would imply. Rather, gender is
“done” by individuals in social situations. It is portrayed through interaction,
which produces it while at the same time naturalizing it.26 In a nutshell, it is
a process that transpires in all forms of human interaction.

The idea that gender does not exist independently of the actions creating
it is especially valuable for the study of Mesopotamian women. Assyriologists
have few texts at their disposal that would describe Mesopotamian views on
masculinity or femininity. However, the texts and artifacts that remain from
Mesopotamian cultures all provide information on social interactions. Follow-
ing West and Zimmerman, I suggest that all of these actions produced gender.

Such an approach provides a new angle on research questions that touch
on “complicated” gender situations. These include the position and gender of
ša rēši, often translated as “eunuch,”27 and the case of daughters adopted as
sons in Nuzi and Emar.28 Furthermore, interactions between people convey
much more than just gender. On the basis of principles of intersectionality, it
follows that by analyzing more closely the interactions between individuals we
may gain a better understanding of the interplay of gender, ethnicity, class and
so forth.

24 Asher-Greve 2000: 4–7; Bahrani 2001: 25–27.
25 Butler 1999: 11–18, 33–44.
26 West and Zimmerman 1987: 126–129, 132–140, 146. See also their follow-up article (West
and Zimmerman 2009).
27 See Tadmor 2002; Siddall 2007; and Pirngruber 2011.
28 Lion 2009.
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For this article I have chosen a case study from my own previous research
to illuminate what I mean by gender construction and how it is useful for the
study of women’s work in the Neo-Assyrian palaces. I will examine how actions
of individual šakintus reproduce or reshape femininity. I originally wrote a pa-
per on the role and duties of the Neo-Assyrian šakintu for my very first Assyrio-
logical conference in Verona in 2005. That workshop presentation eventually
became an article,29 which subsequently became a chapter in my PhD disserta-
tion.30 The next few paragraphs are based on the latest version of this work,31
which presents the textual evidence that we have for the šakintu women. I
determined the archival context of these documents (54 in number) and where
the šakintus in question were most probably located. Documents concerning
the šakintus were found in five cities (Assur, Nineveh, Kalḫu, Tušḫan and Til-
Barsip) and they name a total of 23 separate households (some of them within
the same city) where šakintus were working. By closely reading the available
texts, I analyzed the functions of this administrative position and established
that this high-ranking official worked for the queen. The šakintu was present
in a number of cities, even far away from Assyria proper, and the title was
used from 788 BCE until the end of the Neo-Assyrian Empire in 612 BCE.

There are some indications that the šakintu’s family life may have been
unconventional. In a remarkable marriage document, the administrator Amat-
Astarti marries off her daughter – a prerogative usually reserved for the male
head of the family.32 A son of a šakintu is also known,33 but husbands are never
mentioned in connection with a šakintu. She had a large staff; members of her
staff appear in 13 documents. In the Old Palace of Kalḫu, she had a female
official (laḫḫennutu). In the Review Palace (Fort Shalmaneser) of Kalḫu, the
šakintu had at her disposal the female scribe of the queen and a female deputy.
In addition, her household included a cook, a man who was apparently “in
charge of sacks” and ša rēši officials.34

The texts show very clearly that the šakintu was mainly engaged in finan-
cial matters; approximately half of the texts mention this. She often bought
slaves (both male and female, as well as children) and/or land. Her other finan-

29 Teppo 2007.
30 Svärd 2012: 140–157.
31 An improved version of the dissertation is published in the State Archives of Assyria Stud-
ies (Svärd 2015: 70–71, 91–105, 232–239).
32 Postgate 1976, text no. 14.
33 Ahmad and Postgate 2007, text no. 6.
34 Svärd 2015: 98–99, 232–239.
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cial activities included lending and borrowing, releasing people from servi-
tude, receiving provisions and giving gifts.35

The šakintu had regular contact with men and women, and there is no
evidence of her being confined within the palace. In fact, there is neither
archaeological nor textual evidence which would be sufficient to suggest seclu-
sion of elite women in Neo-Assyrian palaces. The perennial myth of “Oriental
harems” should finally be dispensed with.36

In order to avoid repeating my previous work too much, I merely underline
here that the evidence indicates that in many Neo-Assyrian palaces there were
households of the queen which were headed by a šakintu and employed hun-
dreds of people, probably in textile production. My suggestion is that the šakin-
tus were key agents in managing the immense fortune and vast household of
the queen.

On the whole, I am still of the opinion that the original article and the
subsequent chapter were not a total waste of paper, but that the work did
manage to make a contribution to our knowledge of the Neo-Assyrian Empire.
However, when I now place this research in the context of gender studies, it is
very clear that it is typically first-wave research. I have taken a group of wom-
en, examined the textual evidence on them and written them into history, de-
scribing the way that they worked in the administration of Neo-Assyrian pal-
aces. This needed to be done, but with my current understanding I see that I
failed in not taking things further and asking new questions of the material.
Next I will take the same textual evidence and demonstrate a third-wave ap-
proach, as outlined above.

In this new approach, where femininity is seen as a cultural construct
and gender is treated as constructed by individuals in their everyday actions,
what types of gender are šakintus’ actions constructing? What we find here
is a female individual who is actively engaged in financial actions. We have
someone who is ordering her staff around, someone who is clearly an impor-
tant and high-ranking figure in the court. In one case, she is even marrying
off her daughter, an action commonly performed by males. At first it would
seem that her actions are creating active femininity, making “female” into a

35 Svärd 2015: 99.
36 A recent article by Simo Parpola (2012) advocates the existence of the Neo-Assyrian harem
in somewhat “Orientalist” terms. Furthermore, the article does not take fully into account all
relevant textual and archaeological evidence. For a full discussion of women in Neo-Assyrian
palaces, see Svärd 2015 (pp. 109–120 for evidence of seclusion) and Kertai 2014: 196–198. For
Orientalism and Assyriology, see Holloway 2006a; for the Mesopotamian “harem,” see Sol-
vang’s article therein.
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powerful actor in the everyday social reality. However, the image changes
when we examine her actions from a more comprehensive social perspective.
In that social reality, the majority of people that acted in the way that šakintus
acted were male. Thus, one could even say that the šakintu occupied a male
gender role.

Yet this interpretation is not sophisticated enough, since it assumes that
femininity and masculinity are static constructions. From an intersectional
point of view, it is clear that we cannot talk about static Neo-Assyrian feminini-
ty and Neo-Assyrian masculinity as if all biological males and biological fe-
males had the same experience. Rather, we need to evaluate the šakintu’s ac-
tions in light of other factors. Theoretically there are many such factors, but in
the case of šakintus, status seems to be the most obvious point of analysis.
Thus, the actions of the šakintus – through interactions with other individu-
als – created a specifically elite feminine gender identity.

Finally, the actions of the šakintu have to be viewed within a larger, gen-
dered cultural matrix. Although little research has been done on how Mesopo-
tamians themselves viewed masculinity and femininity, some portrayals of
gender have been identified. In these portrayals, which of course are almost
exclusively written by men, women are described as being meek and silent.37
Thus, there is an interesting discrepancy between imagined reality and what
actually took place in the Neo-Assyrian court. Quantitatively speaking, arenas
relating to writing were masculine spheres of action – and the majority of per-
sons appearing in the texts are men. However, there is little qualitative differ-
ence in the ways in which elite women and elite men acted in the palace ad-
ministration. Although femininity has been perceived as silent and subservient,
when we look at the evidence from the palaces this is not the image we see. It
seems that social rank influenced a person’s responsibilities more than gender.
In other words, rules were different for elite women.

When we compare this situation to the construction of masculinity, the
situation is quite different. The imagined masculine gender and the portrayal
of maleness are militant and vocal.38 This is well-represented in the texts. The
majority of evidence relates to activities of individuals grammatically identified
as male. They formed the bulk of office holders, were the sole holders of the
highest administrative positions, and dominated military affairs. Thus, there
seems to be a fairly close match between how masculinity was portrayed and
how male individuals actually engaged in social interactions. However, it

37 Asher-Greve 2002a. See also the contributions of Matuszak and Muller in this volume.
38 Zsolnay 2010.
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would be interesting to examine if the masculinity of men from lower social
classes (without social, political or economical power) differed from the mascu-
linity of elite men.
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Francis Joannès
Historiography on Studies Dedicated to
Women and Economy during the Neo-
Babylonian Period

This paper aims to present an overall appraisal of what has been produced
within the REFEMA project and what has been done on the historiography of
the Neo-Babylonian period these last few years, in particular linked to women
and their role in the economy of Mesopotamia.

By surveying the analyses of S. Svärd1 and B. Lion2, we can distinguish
three series of studies on women in the ancient Near Eastern context: in the
sixties and seventies, what was initially needed was to gather references con-
cerning women in Near Eastern textual documentation; a second wave, typical
of the seventies and eighties, made the notion of gender emerge, that is the
social construction of female identity, and exploited different types of textual
documentation. Finally, during the eighties and nineties, a third wave sought
to connect the concept of gender with certain social practices. As is quite right-
ly underlined by the authors of these analyses, we must bear in mind that
these three waves coexisted and did not follow each other, one replacing the
other.

In parallel, a research on the socio-economic aspects of Babylonia during
the “long Sixth century BC” was developed, based on Neo-Babylonian textual
documentation, a study a priori separated from the notion of gender but which
met the concept several times in a more or less deliberate manner: while some
family archives3 were revisited or large institutions4 were studied, bringing out
the role of certain women, pioneer work that gathered textual data on the
situation of women and marriage were undertaken by S. Démare-Lafont5 and
by M. Roth, after her work on Neo-Babylonian marriage6 and numerous subse-

1 Svärd 2005.
2 Lion 2007. See also the contributions of S. Svärd and B. Lion in this volume.
3 Abraham 2004; Baker 2004; Beaulieu 1993; Joannès 1989; Kessler 1991; Stolper 1985, 1990,
1992, 1998, 1999; Waerzeggers 1999, 2001, 2002; Wunsch 1993; 1995, 2000.
4 Jursa 1995; Bongenaar 1997; Kleber 2008.
5 Demare-Lafont 1999.
6 Roth 1987, 1989a and 1989b.
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quent studies, while M. Dandamaiev’s work on slavery7 provided essential in-
formation on the situation of women servants within a domestic or institutional
context. Parallel works on the social structure and the economic management
of large temples8 also illustrated women’s role in the economy. Finally, the
projects of the research team gathered in Vienna under M. Jursa’s direction
since 2004 allowed the undertaking of extremely well documented studies on
the functioning of the economy in Babylonia during the long Sixth century BC
and the following periods (Achaemenid and early Hellenistic).9 We should also
note that as early as 1994, the economic aspects of the Neo-Babylonian wom-
an’s life provided material for a very useful analysis by M. Weszeli, entitled
“Frauen im Wirtschaftsleben Mesopotamiens (7.−5. Jahrhundert v. Christus).”10

Therefore, the considerable amount of data generated, as well as new pro-
posals for the interpretation of social, economic and legal facts turned “Neo-
Babylonian Studies” into one of the most active fields of Assyriological re-
search these past twenty-five years. And we only speak here of elements direct-
ly concerning the social construction of female identity and studies related to
the economy, leaving aside philological studies dedicated to the epistolary cor-
pus, or political, cultural or religious areas.

It is in this context that the French-Japanese project REFEMA was simulta-
neously launched in Tokyo and Paris, and developed between 2012 and 2014,
with the aim of studying the role and status of women in the economy of an-
cient Mesopotamia over a very long period (3rd–1st millennium). Several of its
participants (L. Cousin, F. Joannès, E. Matsushima, G. Tolini, Y. Watai) have
explored the Babylonian textual corpus of the 1st millennium. It is on this previ-
ously listed and accepted methodology that this research is based, and the aim
of this presentation is not to draw up an exhaustive appraisal of this project
but to put forth certain conclusions reached in relation with works on the econ-
omy and on Babylonian society during the Neo-Babylonian period.

The project itself is aimed at observing the relationship between the social
construction of female identity and the data on the economy at our disposal.
This was looked at in terms of mechanisms of production, constitution and
transmission of assets, and the various means of women’s intervention in the
economic sphere. Sources used for the Neo-Babylonian period are contracts
and the administrative texts of large institutions: they therefore concern pri-
vate individuals, thanks to archives that provide a rather homogeneous sam-

7 Dandamaiev 1984.
8 Joannès 2008; Payne 2007; Ragen 2006; Waerzeggers 2010; Zawadzki 2006, 2013a and 2013b.
9 Baker and Jursa 2005; Jursa 2010.
10 Weszeli 1994.
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ple, from slaves to notable’s daughters, via women employed by temples with
oblate status, and the female population of the palace, even if this particular
is more difficult to grasp than for the Neo-Assyrian period11. But we must ac-
knowledge that a large part of the daily activities of women escapes us because
they left no written trace and because the archaeological evidence is uncom-
municative regarding distinctions of sex.

I will here attempt to link up certain conclusions obtained, even provision-
al ones, with older studies, to try to demonstrate what can be considered as
granted, what still gives rise to debate, and what calls for the creation of new
research tools.

This study will focus on family structure and its determining role, the au-
tonomy of women’s economic actions and their conditions, and the legal status
of dependent women.

1 Family structure
The best attested structure, in texts from the Neo-Babylonian period, is not the
nuclear family, but the extended family. It is apparently the most widespread
economic mode of operation for the family. As a result, beyond the simple
man/woman relationship within a family, we find several internal hierarchies
that establish statuses based on different situations: male/female, but also di-
rect descent/kinship by marriage, married/single (that is a person not yet mar-
ried, but also a person who finds herself or himself alone because of widow-
hood), free/domestic, etc. We can therefore propose an internal female
hierarchy that isn’t frozen but is likely to evolve through time, such as a person
who entered a family as daughter-in-law will then find herself the wife of the
head of the family, to perhaps later become an isolated widow.

This collective aspect of the family’s mode of operation was first brought
to light by studies on Babylonian society for other periods. We can cite the
standard works of I. Diakonoff, in particular his 1996 study dedicated to the
2nd millennium, as well as the communications by D. Charpin or E. Stone, pub-
lished in the proceedings of the 40th RAI in Leiden.12

If we heed D. Charpin’s remarks, we must separate what concerns the
mode of residence, by distinct family units, and what concerns family asset

11 This wealth of material has resulted in the project on Neo-Babylonian female prosopogra-
phy conducted by Yoko Watai; see the contribution of Y. Watai in this volume.
12 Diakonoff 1996; Charpin 1996; Stone 1996.
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management including activities linked to production. From this point of view,
it appears that in a household there is a collective economic mode of operation,
even if the different generations do not live in a space that is entirely a shared
one. This supposes the re-evaluation of what C. Castel has called the “lived-in
space” (“l’espace vécu”) within the “built-in space” (“l’espace bâti”) of urban
houses:13 in the Neo-Babylonian period, a part of the house could be used for
shared activities (reception room, courtyard and spaces for food production),
while other parts were occupied in a more individual manner by each of the
households making up the home. Rather than a distribution of space of the
type “family members” space versus “domestic staff space” (“espace des mem-
bres de la famille/espace des domestiques”) that C. Castel had justly criticized,
we should think in terms of households within a partially shared space, espe-
cially for activities that are economic in nature, including storage spaces that
involved centralized management. All this is worthy of being developed in fu-
ture studies, including archaeological and textual data when possible.

Elsewhere, it is of course the legal and socio-economic consequences of
marriage on family life that have held the attention of researchers these past
thirty years, as they were presented by S. Démare-Lafont in a recent synthetic
analysis.14 From this point of view, the foundational works for the “Neo-Baby-
lonian period” remain those of M. Roth and have continued to be so since
1987,15 while other studies concentrate on endogamous phenomenon16 or eco-
nomic activities developed within these family sets.17 We can otherwise note
the important aspects of C. Wunsch’s or J. Hackl’s approach when they high-
light certain characteristics of female onomastics in family or institutional con-
text.18

The study of textual data, especially those derived from private archives,
therefore leads to reviewing the a priori idea we had about the family structure
in Babylonia during the 1st millennium. In fact, there is a rather natural tenden-
cy to see the nuclear family of the Occidental type as the norm, when, as re-
gards to its mode of operation and even, it seems, its habitat, it is family groups
that emerge. The Neo-Babylonian urban household can be divided into several
distinct, and even independent, family units, but what concerns its “economic

13 Castel 1992.
14 Démare-Lafont 2013.
15 Roth 1987, 1989a, 1989b, 1991, 1993, 1994, 2000.
16 Joannès 1989; Waerzeggers 2002.
17 Kuhrt 1989.
18 Wunsch 2006; Hackl 2013.
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mode of production” (mainly food and cloth production) often appears as be-
ing globalized.19

One of the reasons for this situation could be a form of optimization of the
relationship between resources available to the family and the expenses it must
bear, which have often lead to a joint ownership among heirs of property or
commercial asset management.

This family cohesion and the joint ownership that goes with it are not nec-
essarily permanent: the study of the Egibi family’s activities in Babylon –
thanks to C. Wunsch who organized the archive – demonstrates that this family
shows solidarity in order to constitute a large urban residence in the center of
Babylon towards the end of the 6th century. But later, under the reign of Darius
I, they proceed to a division as inheritance of various urban properties located
in Babylon, Kiš and Borsippa, and of domestic staff.20

A point we could also underline is the apparent contradiction between this
mode of collective management and the much more individualized treatment
that legal texts suggest when they talk about family, whether they are Neo-
Babylonian or, already in the Code of Hammurabi, of which an important part
was still in use during the Neo-Babylonian period. It is from the representation
found in legal texts that we have extracted the idea of a structure type more
nuclear in nature (in particular with regard to marriages: articles often only
envisage the link between spouses, or parents and children). But this individu-
alized presentation of the law does not necessarily mirror a real society. It re-
flects the concern of the legislator’s authority who takes into account individu-
al situations to redress or prevent injustices committed against certain
individuals. It also reflects without a doubt the way in which law is made,
which precisely begins from individual cases and develops general norms from
them.

We also see, when looking at clauses in property acquisition contracts from
the 1st millennium in Babylonia, that to guarantee the buyer’s right, such col-
lective family structures as kimtu, sallatu or nesūtu are mentioned, and this
implies broader forms of groupings. This social model, founded on the family’s
collective economic mode of production, is the one that written sources on
daily life supply us with. It is mainly centered on notable urban families who
own assets, and probably begins to vary as soon as we draw close to cases of

19 See for exemple Tappašar’s case in the Nappāḫu archive and the records of expenses of
the Egibi family, as set out in F. Joannès’ contribution to the first REFEMA workshop in 2012
(http://www.refema.hypotheses.org/202: “La place des femmes dans l’économie domestique
néo-babylonienne”).
20 Watai 2012.
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rural tenant families, whose status is that of free individuals, but who make
use of lands that they don’t own. However, the rural society that the Murašu
archives document in Nippur during the 5th century is also complex and multi-
form, and the principle of military tenures that associate the exploitation of a
domain and the provision of a soldier also rests on the principle of families
that are larger than the simple nuclear family.

Once we accept this, that is to say when we acknowledge an organization
based on family groups rather than on nuclear families that are geographically
separated, the conclusions to be drawn concerning the status of women inside
the family are of consequence. There is, recurrently so, a concentration of
women’s activities of an economic nature inside the occupied house, but they
are not undertaken in an undifferentiated or interchangeable manner, and
there exists a hierarchy between the different women of the household. It is
this second point that emerged during this study: the management of resources
is carried out by the female equivalent of the family chief and it implies that
this person possesses a certain degree of personal agency.

2 The importance of household hierarchy
During the Neo-Babylonian period, a woman who manages the household
doesn’t bear a specific title, but she exercises a right of management on the
income and expenditure of resources and an authority over domestics. Further-
more, she can legally act on her own assets, that is, on what comes from her
nudunnu, commonly translated by “dowry.”

We therefore find the domestic workers under her orders and the female
members of the family under her authority. This latter group includes her un-
married daughters and her sons’ wives who live in the house, but the hierarchy
that exists between them remains unknown to us. It is probable that relation-
ships between daughters-in-law and mothers-in-law were not exempt from
conflicts of priority, especially if the daughter-in-law’s social status was high.

Aside from this, we must not assume that the lady of the house is the
oldest woman. She is the one who has the most extensive right of management.
We thus see a parallel problem emerge: within what we call the social con-
struction of an identity, not only relations between sexes but also between so-
cial levels are at play. To evaluate a Babylonian woman’s degree of autonomy,
at least from an economic point of view, we must not only consider the aspect
of gender, but also the social aspect. This is of course no discovery, but the
study of numerous individual cases, made possible by private Neo-Babylonian
archives, has shown the importance of this double approach.
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There is indeed an assignation of specific tasks to women in the economy
of the “Neo-Babylonian household,” but the social level is a parameter that
must be taken into account. It was shown that several women’s tasks could be
externalized, as in a laundry or bakery. We even find women at a certain level
of notability who enjoy a quasi-independence of management. Specific re-
search should be undertaken over the entire range of female activities display-
ing “agency.” This is the aim of the project undertaken by Y. Watai based on
data provided by female prosopography.

We see that some women can give their daughters in marriage, can be
creditors, and can by their own volition sell property or assets and make prop-
erty acquisitions. We must therefore try to gather a set, as specific as possible,
of these various cases and see where they are placed on the social scale.21
Moreover, within Neo-Babylonian society, women cannot exercise certain func-
tions. From this point of view, the religious sphere has been the most explored
area, but we can naturally also say the same about political responsibilities.
However, even there, women can play a role in the execution of certain func-
tions: we know of cases where women are nominal owners of prebends in large
Neo-Babylonian sanctuaries. But we can also note the case of a prebender
whose mother must prove his descent is legitimate, and, as C. Waerzeggers
and M. Jursa have rightly shown, with regard to text OIP 122 nr. 36,22 rather
than ritual purity, family legitimacy is the biggest concern here.

3 The characteristics of the status of dependent
women

If we go down the social hierarchy and look at women employed in large orga-
nizations, two interesting conclusions emerge:

21 Cf. the case of Ina-Esagil-ramat, studied par L. Cousin: “Dowry management in the neo-
babylonian period: A case study” (http://refema.hypotheses.org/223).
22 Waerzeggers 2008. The text OIP 122 nr. 36 says: “[PN], your son, is to be consecrated for
service before the Lady of Uruk. Now, shouldn’t there definitely be a zibu-ornament on (his)
neck? If there has been any claim of impurity raised against you, tell us so in the assembly.”
Inqāya said as follows: “Ištar-nādin-apli has taken me for his wife as a virgin, but my father
and my mother have not placed zību-ornament on my neck.” Later, (four men) who had made
enquiries regarding Inqāya, the wife of Ištar-nādin-apli, and Ilatā, the daughter of Pir’u of the
Iddin-Papsukkal family, the first wife of Ištar-nādin-apli, swore an oath by Bēl and Nabū (and)
by the Lady of Uruk and Nanāya: “Certainly nothing special has been given to her as a share,
(and) we definitely have not seen, heard, come to know nor heard rumours about a query
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First, it is obvious that the temple plays a social role in 6th century Babylo-
nia as the place where dependent elderly individuals finish their lives. The
numerous donation contracts mentioned in the archives of the Eanna of Uruk
often stipulate that domestic slaves come to join the temple as oblates (širku)
after their owners’ death. We can also suppose that after the donor’s death,
the family who inherited the estate wasn’t really interested in retaining a fe-
male slave (often advanced in age) who will no longer have children and
whose capacity for work has decreased. The temple, in welcoming her, plays
a social role and prevents her from a miserable end to her life.23 The problem
remains to determine what real benefit the temple stands to gain from this
donation practice.

Continuing on with one’s life as an elderly individual was probably a
problem that occurred more often for women than for men: E. Gehlken’s
study24 shows an average male life expectancy of around 40, excluding the
impact of infant mortality. M. Jursa had already presented identical conclu-
sions in 2004,25 but insisted on the lack of information for corpus statistics
for women. We can reasonably put forward the hypothesis that women used
as domestic workers did not have a life expectancy much higher than that of
men. To plan for a female slave to join the temple as an oblate through a post
mortem gift after around 25 years of service in a private family is to expect
the length of her life as an oblate in “full service” to range from 5 to 10 years
maximum.

The work carried out by women in temples was studied in detail by K. Kle-
ber26 and concerns mainly milling and textile production.27 Maintenance ra-
tions provided by the temple were not generous in general, and more often
than not we find men or women oblates trying to become private slaves, not
the opposite. It seems that we should interpret this fact as a sign that belonging

(regarding), or impurity pertaining to, Inqāya, daughter of Mušalli-Marduk, wife of Ištar-nādin-
apli. She is definitely a sallūḫatu-woman.”
23 This explanation was first proposed by M. Dandamaiev (1984: 472–487); then by G. van
Driel (1998: 178–179); M. Jursa (2005: 15); and R. Magdalene and C. Wunsch (2014). G. van Driel
wrote: “For our subject, it is of some significance that the temple could function as a kind of
repository, or rather dump, for people, i.e. slaves, no longer required by their owners. (…) In
practice this means that the slaves are transferred to the temple when they are old and worn.
Also for declassed free persons the temple could be a last resort. (…). Within limits, the tem-
ple’s social role must however, be accepted.”
24 Gehlken 2005.
25 Jursa 2005: 56.
26 Kleber 2008.
27 See also the contribution of L. Quillien in this volume.
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to the temple’s domestic personnel did not mean a restful life. But at least
people stayed there until their deaths, and the temple fulfilled an obvious so-
cial role.

The records concerning the embezzlements of Gimillu the oblate, which
the temple of Uruk discovered on several occasions,28 show that people who
left mainstream society’s framework, voluntarily or not, led their lives mainly
outside the city. A study that remains to be concluded on urban criminality in
Babylonia seems to indicate there was a strict control of movement and activi-
ties of the temple’s personnel for a sanctuary like the Eanna inside Uruk. We
can hypothesize that the temple taking care of individuals (where the number
of women was no doubt important) who were not integrated in a stable family
structure not only meant their material care, but also their constant surveil-
lance.

The female personnel that the temple looked after were composed of ob-
lates (širkitu) among whom some were called zakîtu. These women’s legal sta-
tus remained the subject of discussions for a long time, and thanks to the stud-
ies of K. Kleber on the one hand and of R. Magdalene and C. Wunsch on the
other, the situation is now much clearer29: K. Kleber has demonstrated that
oblation is not a servitude from a legal point of view; and as I indicated in my
presentation during the REFEMA’s third workshop:

“Contrary to a private slave whose master is the owner, an oblate is not a sanctuary
“possession;” he or she enjoys no autonomy vis-à-vis the sanctuary, even though during
the process of the donation to the temple, the master first frees his or her slave30. We
must therefore take into account the notion that C. Wunsch and R. Magdalene call potes-
tas, defined as the customary legal right that a natural authority (paternal, religious, roy-
al) has over its subordinates, within a family or within an institution. (…) C. Wunsch and
R. Magdalene thus propose to interpret the širkūtu as a socio-legal category in which an
individual finds himself or herself subject to the potestas of the divinity represented by
the temple administration, just as the mār banūtu is the category in which an individual
finds himself or herself subject to the family’s authority.”

We must also not forget the role of women who are wives and daughters of
farmers, which is little attested in texts but still essential, or of agricultural
tenants dependent of the temple. Textile production in the context of temples
is a good example of this, and is treated by L. Quillien in this volume. We must
add to it, within a non-institutional context like this one, the cases of the Mu-

28 Last synthesis in Jursa 2004.
29 Kleber 2011; Magdalene and Wunsch 2014.
30 Text OIP 122 nr. 38 was especially debated from this point of view: see Roth 1989c; Weis-
berg 2000 and Westbrook 2004.
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rašu dependents’ wives studied by G. Tolini who freed their husbands by pro-
viding an economic guarantee.31 We also find in Neo-Babylonian documents
examples of women paying certain taxes on behalf of their absent husbands.

***

What conclusions can we draw from all of this? The historiography of these
last thirty years dedicated to the economy of Babylonia in the 1st millennium
BC, and to the situation of women in Mesopotamia during the same period,
was used as the basis of studies undertaken within the context of the REFEMA
project. We clearly see certain major factors emerge. At the bottom of the social
scale (slaves, oblates, dependents) there are women and men who carry out
activities differentiated by their area of competence and deemed specific to
each: hard labor and work performed outside by men, and domestic tasks and
work linked to food and textile production by women. Like in previous periods,
this division of labor does not preclude the undifferentiated use of a servile or
dependent female workforce when institutions have a pressing need for them,
like in public construction projects, large infrastructure work, etc.

When we climb up the social scale, two logics coexist: one is founded on
the same “functional” bi-partition that associates women more often with the
household’s internal economy and introduces an internal female hierarchy
within a family environment that is often collective in nature. This hierarchy
supposes various degrees of autonomy in decision-making and in the manage-
ment of the family’s resources.

The other logic arises out of the social situation from the role that women
play in asset ownership and transmission in notable urban families. The auton-
omy of management that women can use with regard to their own assets de-
pends on their social status and can lead to relative independence.

We thus finally end up with a complex subject of research that must be
approached as a system. The established relationships between the constituent
parts of this system are as important for understanding it as the constituent
parts themselves, if not more important. There is not one model of family struc-
ture, but several; there is not one basic system of economic production in Neo-
Babylonian households, but several, coordinated by one person who possesses
internal management ‘authority.’ This system is therefore marked by diversity
and interacts continuously.

31 Tolini 2013.
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Louise Quillien
Invisible Workers: The role of women
in textile production during
the 1st millennium BC

In the Sumerian myth of Enki, the god of crafts, weaving is called “the wom-
an’s art”.1 However, according to cuneiform sources on textile production in
Mesopotamia during the 1st millennium BC, almost exclusively men performed
textile work. It is not surprising that the representations conveyed by the liter-
ary texts are different from the picture conveyed by the study of the records of
daily life. But even these records are biased because they only document part
of the reality. Indeed, the majority of these texts are produced by the institu-
tions – temples and palaces – and they concern the manufacturing of precious
textiles in most cases. Examining the rare attestations of women involved in
textile work in 1st millennium BC, we can wonder if behind this over-represen-
tation of men in the texts, a much higher number of women are hidden.

The expression “invisible workers” refers to the situation of the near ab-
sence of women compared to men in the texts dealing with textile work for
the Neo-Babylonian period.2 Specialists in gender studies have shown that the
under-representation of women in the texts is a common phenomenon in histo-
ry and does not reflect reality. For instance, Françoise Thébaud (1998: 72) pro-
posed to: “Lire les sources en creux, pour faire surgir, par le regard qu’on leur
porte, les femmes.”

1 This story tells how Enki, the god of crafts, distributed the different crafts amongst the gods.
He gives weaving to the goddess Uttu: “He wove the mug-cloth, guided the te, Enki perfected
the woman’s art. For Enki, the people […] the […]-garment. The one who is the dignity of the
palace, the decorum of the king, Uttu, the unfailing woman of silence, Enki placed in charge
of them;” translation of Kramer and Maier (1989: 53). See also Bottéro and Kramer (1989: 178)
and Vanstiphout (1990a and 1990b).
2 The expression has been invented for other periods of History; I borrow the phrase from
Bridenthal, Koons and Stuard (1987).

Acknowledgements: I deeply thank Cécile Michel, Brigitte Lion and Kristin Kleber for their
careful review of this writing. I thank also Michael Jursa and Kristin Kleber for having
provided me transcriptions of unpublished texts dealing with women and textile work,
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Neo-Assyrian palaces. Any errors are my own.
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Indeed, the documentation is not homogeneous within the 1st millennium
BC. For the Neo-Assyrian period (8th century–610 BC), the cuneiform archives
mainly come from the royal palaces, and they do not concern the textile work-
shops directly. But some female weavers appear sporadically in texts dealing
with other subjects. For the Neo-Babylonian and Achaemenid period (610–334
BC), the texts come from the temple’s archives and they document the produc-
tion of garments for the cult or for the temple’s staff. Even though the temples’
craftsmen were all men, some exceptions show that women were also active
in textile work for the temples. Private letters sometimes mention domestic
textile production in the hands of women, but this is poorly documented. Last-
ly, the marriage contracts list the clothes pertaining to a woman’s dowry and
may reflect the products of domestic work.

In spite of these scarce sources, it is possible to restore the real place of
women in textile work during the 1st millennium BC. But we have to be careful
not to emphasize the role of women just because of the presupposition that
textile production is “a women’s work”.3 Indeed, the idea that this task is natu-
ral for women because it is compatible with the care of children has been criti-
cized by specialists of gender history. Marie Louise Stig Sørensen (2000: 67–
68) asks about that type of statement, where the generalization ends and where
the stereotype begins.4 For Mesopotamia, D. T. Potts (1997: 92–93) warns about
the assumption of a gender-based division of textile labor, and J. G. Westenholz
(1990: 511) about the presuppositions based on our own culture.5 Even though
women are more numerous in textile production, especially in the industrial
workshops of Ur III, Lagaš, and Mari, men are sometimes present, for example
in Nuzi and in Middle Babylonian archives.6 The 1st millennium male weavers
of the temples of Uruk and Sippar are not an exception.

3 About the idea that the manufacturing of textile is mostly a women’s work see Barber (1994:
29–30), who quotes Brown (1970: 1073–1078).
4 Stig Sørensen (2000: 67–68). See also the workshop “Gender, methodology and the Ancient
Near East,” held in Helsinki, October 27–28, 2014.
5 About the collection of the wool, which is sometimes a man’s task and sometimes a wom-
an’s task in Mesopotamia, D. T. Potts (1997: 92–93) writes: “It is difficult to say just what the
significance of the change in gender roles from the Ur III period signifies, and why the activity
of fleece plucking should have been, apparently, such a gender-specific occupation in each
period. To adequately understand the problem, however, would undoubtedly require a much
broader look at gender roles across a range of professions in ancient Mesopotamia through
time.” Westenholz (1990: 511) writes that, “at this time, there is great emphasis in gender study
on the development of the awareness of the unconscious culture-specific assumptions that
give a distorting bias in reconstructing society.”
6 Waetzoldt (1972), for Ur III; Lambert (1961), for Lagaš; Ziegler in the present volume, for
Mari; Cassin (1962), Mayer 1978: 169–175, Justel and Lion (2014: 41) and Lion in this volume
for Nuzi; Tenney (2011) for the Middle Babylonian documentation.
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Above all, this reflection leads us to observe the respective roles of women
and men in textile production without basing the argument on the texts a prio-
ri, and interpreting them in the framework of other studies about the society
and economy of 1st millennium Mesopotamia. In this way, we can wonder what
the place of women in textile production is in 1st millennium BC Mesopotamia,
and what the economic consequences of their work for their families are.

1 What was the place of women in the textile
production in the palaces?

1.1 In search for the female weavers in the Neo-Assyrian
palaces.

The Neo-Assyrian documentation is mainly palatial. But the archives of pal-
ace’s textile workshops, if they ever existed, have not been discovered. The
archives of the ladies of the palace record their economic transactions (pur-
chase of lands and personnel, loans contracts, debts …), but not much of their
involvement in textile production.7 However, some letters and administrative
documents mention textile workers, including women as well as men.

First of all, spinning is a woman’s task according to the Neo-Assyrian rep-
resentations. In the Vassal-Treaties of Esarhaddon, a clause warns the person
who would break the agreement in this way: “May all the gods who are called
by name in this treaty tablet spin you around like a spindle-whorl, may they
make you like a woman before your enemy,” SAA 2, 6: 616a–617. Here the spin-
ning is associated with women. But the idea that only women did the spinning
work cannot be confirmed or invalidated by the archives because no names of
spinning workers are recorded.

The situation is different for weaving. The texts indicate that many weav-
ers, both men and women, worked for the different services of the palace. For
example, in the letter, SAA 1, 33: obv. 19–24 (dated approximately 710–705 BC),
Sennacherib, crowned prince, asks his father Sargon II if the “female weavers
of the king” have to do the selection of the red wool due from the Commagene-
ans as war tribute.

An example of the archives of Nineveh, dated from 721 to 612 BC, illustrates
the complexity of the textile production in the palace, which is performed in
various places by various actors, both men and women. The text SAA 7, 115 re-

7 Villard (2009).
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cording the delivery of linen and dyes in the palace shows the great diversity of
recipients: places (the Central City, the palace of Nineveh, the palace of Kalhu,
cities), institutions and workshops (the house of the queen, the domestic quar-
ters, the house of the tailors, the temple of Ištar), officials (the treasurer, the gate
overseers …), and specialists (the weavers of scarves, the clothing dealers). We
can suppose that at least in the house of the queen and in the domestic quarter
which were specific living places of women in the palace of Nineveh, the weav-
ers were women. Indeed, Saana Svärd-Teppo has demonstrated that in the
households of the female šakintu officers of the queen, female weavers were
working under their direction. She remarked for instance that in the text quoted
above, the palaces where the flax was distributed were part of šakintu’s house-
hold.8 On the other hand, the weavers working in the palaces were not always
women, as other administrative documents mention male weavers in the domes-
tic quarter,9 and even in the queen’s palace.10 The king’s wife had a large num-
ber of personnel, including women and men performing textile work.11 Thus, the
situation is not uniform and it is difficult to quantify the number and the reparti-
tion of female staff in comparison to the males.

In addition to the Assyrian female weavers, the palace employed foreign
specialists brought to Assyria as war captives. In particular, some Egyptian
women were recognized as experts of textile work, and our sources show that
they were listed according to their profession.12 Therefore, they were probably
assigned to do specialized textile work in the Assyrian palaces.

The Assyrian palaces employed men and women to perform textile work.
Even if the palatial archives in the Neo-Babylonian period are almost completely
lost, one text indicates that the textile workers there were of both genders, too.

1.2 The women textile weavers of the Neo-Babylonian
palaces

Neo-Babylonian cuneiform documents from the palaces are scarce. Most of the
texts come from temples’ archives. But one text, PTS 2121, edited by Kristin

8 Svärd-Teppo (2007: 266–267).
9 “Two house gowns, the front red, of the part, from Ibbiya, in the domestic quarters, care of
Aššur-killanni,” 658 BC, Nineveh, SAA 7, 93.
10 “Šamaš-na’id, weaver of the palace of the queen,” Nineveh, SAA 11, 222.
11 Melville (2004: 48).
12 SAA 11, 169, Nineveh, record of Egyptian deportees: “[…] the woman Ešarṭe[šu], total 4
female weavers.” There is no representation of weavers on the bas-reliefs picturing female
captives according to Albenda (1987: 17–21).
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Kleber (2008: 247) gives a glimpse into the palatial textile economy. The textile
workers appear to be both men and women. The women, in particular, had a
leading position in textile production.

The text is associated with the Eanna archive and is dated from the reign
of Nabonidus. It is a long list of deliveries of wool and goat hair over two years
to “the šakintu and the weavers.” An extract of the text reads:

“31 talents fBanāt-Esagil, the overseer (šakintu); two talents Zababa-šar-uṣur, weaver; one
talent 10 minas Nanaia-iddin, weaver; one talent 18 minas Tudadi, linen bleacher; 10
talents fĒṭirtu of the bīt redūti; one talent Arad-Nabû. Total: 46 talents 28 minas of wool
for the šakintu women and the weavers. The 5th year, Nabonidus king of Babylon.”13

Kristin Kleber (2008: 247–248) demonstrates that this document is a list of ex-
penses of a minor royal palace or several small royal institutions outside Baby-
lon. An amount of wool coming from the Eanna temple had been given to a
royal officer, and was then distributed to the staff of several palaces: the šakin-
tu and weavers. Kristin Kleber proposed that they were in charge of supervising
teams of workers.

Indeed, the amount of wool they received here is between one and 31 tal-
ents (30 kg–930 kg). As a comparison, one talent of wool is the quantity neces-
sary to make twelve standard garments called tug2kur.ra of 2.5 kg each, and
one tug2kur.ra is the expected production of a woman in one year, according
to the administrative archives of the temples in Neo-Babylonian period.14
Banāt-Esagil received 930 kilograms of wool, enough to make 372 tug2kur-ra.
This points to the existence of workshops in the palaces, supervised by female
overseers (šakintus). Even if we do not know which type of textile the weavers
had to make, the amount of wool is large enough for numerous craftsmen and
-women during one year.

The presence of female overseers (šakintus) in this text is interesting be-
cause it is the only Neo-Babylonian text that mentions them. During the Neo-
Assyrian period, the šakintus were important women managing palatial house-
holds, and they also controlled textile production.15 During the Neo-Babyloni-
an period, several titles of court officials are similar to Neo-Assyrian ones.16

13 PTS 2121: 27–34: 31 gu2
fba-na-a-tú-e2.sag.il2 fgar-ti 2 gu2

Idza-ba4-ba4-lugal.uri3
lu2uš.bar 1 gu2 10 ma.na Idna-na-a-mu lu2uš.bar 1 gu2 18 ma.na Itu-da-di lu2pu-ṣa-a-a 10 gu2
fe-ṭir-ti šá e2 re-du-tu 1 gu2

Iir3.dna3 pap 46 gu2 28 ma.na sig2.hi.a a-na fgar.meš ù
lu2uš.bar.meš mu 5 kam dnà.ní.tuk lugal tin.tirki.
14 See 2.2 of this contribution.
15 Svärd-Teppo (2007).
16 Jursa (2014: 121–148).
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One can suppose that the šakintus had the same role in Babylonia as their
counterparts in Assyria.

This involvement of women in textile work for the palace may be con-
firmed by the letter TCL 9, 116 from Uruk, where the vice-governor of the Sea-
land asked the šatammu of the Eanna to weigh and give wool to his messengers
because the women were lacking material for their work: “there is no more
wool of the temple, and (the) women are idle without wool.”17 The civil authori-
ties from Neo-Babylonian palaces were buying large quantities of wool from
the temples. Here the women are not called “weavers” and we do not know
what their tasks were.18 The claimed amount of two talents of wool was enough
to make 24 tug2kur-ra. In Neo-Babylonian palaces, as in Neo-Assyrian ones,
the textile workers were both men and women.

As a comparison, the Persepolis fortification tablets show that in the Per-
sian palaces, during the Achaemenid period, the workforce of textile produc-
tion was feminine, working in teams specialized in certain tasks according to
the quality of the fabric they had to produce.19

The sources about the textile work of women in palaces in Neo-Assyrian
and Neo-Babylonian periods are scarce, but they give clues of women’s pres-
ence and importance, along with men, within the palatial textile economy. In
the Neo-Babylonian temples, the women were also involved in textile produc-
tion even if they are almost invisible in the sources.

2 Women textile workers of the temples

2.1 Were women excluded from manufacturing the garments
of the gods?

One of the major bodies of cuneiform sources of 1st millennium Babylonia is
the temples archives. In particular, the important administrative records of the
temples of Sippar and Uruk contain hundreds of texts about the manufacture
of the garments regularly offered to the god’s statues during religious ceremo-
nies. Most textile workers, weavers, washers, and menders were men with a
few exceptions.

17 TCL 9, 116: 5–8, see Kleber (2008: 252): síg.hi.a ina e2 ia-a-a-nu munus.meš il-la síg.hi.a
baṭ-la-a’.
18 Kleber (2008: 152).
19 Briant (1996: 445). Inside the group of the weavers, who include a minority of men for a
majority of women, the rations are divided in three groups according to the fineness of the
produced fabric.
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Tab. 1: The texts mentioning Muranātu.

No. of Date Type of text Place of Muranātu
text

Cyr 326 Cyr 08- Delivery of linen gar- Muranātu is responsible for the manufactur-
ii-08 ments by linen weavers ing of one garment as the other workers,

as their labor assign- but this garment is delivered by Šulaia.
ment iškaru

GG II, – List of linen garments She made six minas of linen thread while
345 (BM delivered by linen the other workers are delivering garments.
72810) weavers She appears in last position in the list of

14 workers.

CT 56, – Delivery of garments The front of the tablet lists 11 linen weavers.
684 by linen weavers Muranātu is the last in the list. She delivers 4

garments like the other workers (the amount
is broken but can be deduced from the total).

CT 55, […]-viii- Ration list The front of the tablet lists 15? linen weavers.
327 […] Muranātu is the last in the list. The quantity

she received is broken.

CT 56, – Ration list The front of the tablet lists eight linen
685 weavers. Muranātu is the last in the list and

receives two gur (of barley) while others
receive four.

CT 56, – Ration list The front of the tablet lists eight? linen
734 weavers. Muranātu is the last in the list and

receives four gur (of barley) like the others.

GG II, [Cyr] 04 Delivery of flour to linen Muranātu is the last in the list of 15 linen
639 weavers and menders weavers.

employed for the build-
ing of a channel.

BM – Broken text Muranātu is the last in the list of linen
62063 weavers.

One of these exceptions is Muranātu, the only woman who was involved in the
manufacturing of cultic garments at Sippar. She appears in eight texts dated
from the reign of Cyrus in Babylonia, 539–530 BC (see Table 1 above). She is
mentioned without her patronymic. She had the profession of “linen weaver.”20
She was integrated in a team directed by Šulaia, a linen weaver often mentioned

20 At Nuzi, women called linen workers are also attested, see Lion in this volume.
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in the archives.21 In the lists of food rations for the workers, she occupied the
last position and received sometimes the same, sometimes half the rations of a
man. She participated in the chore of digging a canal like the other craftsmen.
In the text Cyr 326, she performed the same work as her colleagues: weaving a
garment for the gods. But, according to the disposition of the document, it
seems that the linen garment she made was actually delivered by the headmas-
ter of the team, Šulaia. According to the text CT 56, 684, she made the same
amount of garments as her colleagues. According to GG II, 345, she delivered
linen thread, while the other craftsmen were delivering linen woven clothes.

Muranātu seems to have enjoyed the same status as other weavers and
seems to have performed the same work, maybe with a specialization in spin-
ning. Her situation was exceptional but it shows that women were not exclud-
ed from the manufacturing of sacred garments, even though they never occu-
pied the highest status of prebendary weaver.

Murānātu produced three kilograms of linen thread by year according to
GG II, 345, which was not sufficient to cover all the spinning work necessary
to manufacture all the linen garments for the gods.22 Maybe the linen thread
she delivered here was a special kind of thread for sewing or stitching.

In 1st millennium Babylonian ritual texts, as for older periods, spinning
was associated with women. For example, in order to keep away the evil god-
dess Lamaštu from a new born baby, the mothers had to give her feminine
objects: beauty accessories (mirror, pins) and tools for processing wool (comb,
distaff and spindle).23 In the incantation to help the mother who is in travail,
the male baby is represented by a weapon, and the female one by a spindle.24
But, in the special case of the making of the god’s garments, one does not
know if the linen weavers were doing the spinning work with the raw linen
they received, or if they were using a female workforce not recorded in the
documentation, with the exception of Murānātu.

One single document from Sippar attests the presence of women working
at the manufacturing of religious paraphernalia: the text CT 55, 867 dated from
Nabonidus’ reign. According to this text, ten shekels of blue-purple wool are
brought to “the women” for a pišannu-bag.25 These bags were part of the cultic
paraphernalia; they were made with linen fabrics, colored wool, and used to

21 Bongenaar (1997: 351–352); Quillien (2015: 279).
22 In the same text, 13 salḫu are delivered, and one salḫu can weight from 1.4 to 5 kg (estima-
tions calculated from BM 64591 and Nbn 164).
23 Farber (2014: 150–151 and 298–299).
24 Michel (2004); Stol (1995: 124); Cassin (1964).
25 CT 55, 867: obv. 1–3: 10 gin2

sig2za.gìn.kur.ra a-na pi-šá-an-nu a-na munus.meš šu-bu-ul.
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store precious objects. The task of the women was probably to decorate them,
making braids or embroideries. But the attestation of a female staff member is
unique in the Sippar archives. These women were making paraphernalia, not
garments for the gods.

As a comparison, the textile workers of the Eanna temple in Uruk were
also all men, with one exception, Hipāia. She appears in one text, where she
receives garments of the gods made of linen and wool to work on them.26 Her
task is specified and differs from the usual job of the craftsmen at Uruk (weav-
ing, mending, washing). She was asked to sew or patch a garment (verb
kubbû).27

According to the temple archives, women did not participate in the making
of the garments of the gods with a few exceptions or by performing subsidiary
tasks. Even though large textile workshops employing a lot of women are not
attested in the 1st millennium BC, women were involved in the production of
the garments worn by the temples’ staff.28

2.2 The invisible female weavers of the temples

A file of several texts coming from the temple archives shows how women took
charge of the manufacturing of the standard garments worn by the temple’s
workers and soldiers, the tug2kur.ra.29

The temples distributed raw wool to female workers in exchange for the
production of garments. The documentation consists of simple lists, not formal
contracts with witnesses. This practice already existed early in the 1st millenni-
um in Babylonia. Indeed, according to the text BRM 1, 5, dated from Nabonas-
sar’s reign (747–734), probably coming from Uruk, amounts of dyed wool are
given to male and female workers. The two women, Damgāt and Ba’ianu, are
responsible for manufacturing two tug2kur.ra. In the same context, the text

26 Text Eames R 27, Payne (2007: 119–120).
27 The verb “kubbû” or “ḫubbû” means “to patch, to sew” according to the CAD K: 482 and
the AHw, p. 497 “benäht,” or “to burnish, to attach,” according to the CAD H: 214. This word
is also used in relation with the golden appliqués added on the garments (GCCI II, 69: “172
rosette and tenšu-sequin have been taken of the muṣiptu-garment to be “kubbû”). Here this
verb could mean “polish, repair.”
28 About the implication of women in large textile workshops in Mesopotamia, see Cassin
(1964: 977).
29 The “tug2kur.ra” is a generic term meaning a garment given to workers and soldiers of the
temples. It is an outer garment suitable for working, which can have different configurations
and uses. See Zawadzki (2010: 413–414).
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BRM 1, 7 attests to the presence of a feminine workforce in charge of textile
work for the temples: eight talents of combed wool are given to the “women
weavers”, but we do not know what kind of textile they had to produce.

Later during the Neo-Babylonian period, the text CT 55, 783, undated, from
Sippar, lists nine women who receive standardized amounts of wool for mak-
ing either one or two tug2kur.ra for the temple. Some of them worked in pairs.
They usually receive three kilograms of wool for making one cloth:

“[12? minas of wool] for two tug2kur.ra: Arnabi and her daughters; six minas for one
tug2kur.ra: Didītu; six minas for one tug2kur.ra: Iāti, Zēr-Ebabbar; six minas for one
tug2kur.ra: Ištar-dannat (and) Nūptaia; six minas for one tug2kur.ra: Busasa; […] minas
for one tug2kur.ra: […]-ninni and Lū’ahassu, […] Bazītu, [x mi]nas of wool; four minas:
Qari’; six minas: Diditu, daughter of Iqīša[ia]”.30

The same system existed at Uruk. According to the Neo-Babylonian text NBC
4920, various amounts of wool were given to freedwomen (zakītu) to make
tug2kur.ra.31 The zakītu were single women among the oblates of the temple32.
Here we see that they could have a specialization in textile production. The
garments weighed from 2 to 2.5 kilograms each.

The delivery of wool to women by the temples could also be more formally
recorded with an acknowledgement of debt. In the text Jursa 1997, n° 13, from
Uruk, dated from Nebuchadnezzar’s reign, a woman named Tuqnaia owes 10
minas of wool equivalent of a woven garment of 2.5 kilograms (tug2mīḫṣi) that
she has to deliver to the Eanna temple.

Some other texts show the supply of woven garments by women to the
temples according to iškaru contract. The term iškaru meant “labor assign-
ment.”33 These contracts, in presence of witnesses, obliged the person to deliv-
er the product of his/her work, made with materials given by the temple, with-

30 CT 55, 783:1–17: [12? ma.na sig2].hi.a a-na 2 tug2kur.˹ra˺.meš, far-na-bi u dumu.˹mu-
nus˺.meš-šú, ˹6˺ ma.na a-na 1+en tug2kur.ra, fdi-˹di˺-i-tu4, 6 ma.na a-na 1 tug2kur.ra, fia-a-ti
fnumun.e2.babbar.ri, 6 ma.na a-na 1 tug2kur.ra, fdiš-šar-dan-˹at˺ [f]˹nu˺-up-ta-a, 6 ma.na a-
na 1 tug2kur.ra, fbu-˹sa-sa˺, [x] ma.na a-na 1 tug2kur.ra, [f]˹x˺-nin-ni u flu-ú-a-˹ḫat˺-[su],
[…….]fba-zi-tu4, [x ma].˹na˺ sig2.hi.a, ˹4?˺ ma.na fqa-ri-i’, 6 ma.na fdi-di-i-tu4, dumu.munus-su
šá Iba-˹sa˺-[a].
31 Thanks to Kristin Kleber for providing me the transcription of this text.
32 According to Joannès (2014: 23), the zakītu was a single woman, she couldn’t marry a
private individual without the temple’s consent but she could have children who became ob-
lates too. Several weavers of the Eanna temple were called “sons of zakītu” according to Payne
(2007: 60–62).
33 Bongenaar (1997: 360–361) and Postgate (1974).
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in a determined period of time. Several contracts of this type are known for
Uruk, Borsippa and Sippar.

For instance, in the contract BM 114480 of Uruk, dated from Cyrus’ reign, a
woman named Aška’ītu-ṭābat, an oblate, had to make in one year a tug2kur.ra
weighing 2.5 kilograms (five minas), which had to be delivered to the temple
of Uruk by her husband. The contract reads as follows:34

“Since the 1st day of the month Ṭebētu of the ninth year of Cyrus, king of Babylon, king
of the lands, yearly, one tug2-kur-ra weighing five minas, will be the working assign-
ment of Aška’ītu-ṭābat, oblate of the Lady of Uruk, wife of Ana-bītišu. Ana-bītišu son of
Arrabi, oblate of the Lady of Uruk, will deliver it to the Eanna’s treasure. Iddin-Nanaia,
son of Arrabi, oblate of the Lady of Uruk, assure the guaranty for his brother Ana-bītišu.
Witnesses: Iddin-Nabû son of Marduk-šum-ibni descendant of Egibi, Ina-tešī-ēṭir son of
Nabû-apla-uṣur descendant of the [doorkeeper] Šamaš-ibni son of [PN descendant de PN],
Gimillu the scribe, [son of Innin-zēr-iddin], Uruk, [month Ṭebētu, 1st day], 9th year, [Cyrus
king] of Babylon, king of the lands.”

Other contracts of this type are known. At Babylon, during the reign of one
Artaxerxes, the women of the Atkuppu family had to deliver three kilograms
of textile production by year according to the text BM 95530. At Sippar, widows
were sometimes obliged to make textiles for the temple. In a contract dating
from the reign of Darius, the temple of Sippar asks three of them to make one
gulēnu-garment, as their yearly “labor assignment”: “among (them), Imattu,
Mistaia and Bazītu will deliver themselves three gulēnu-coats yearly, as their
working assignment, to Šamaš.”35 They cannot take another husband, their
children cannot be adopted and they cannot leave the city where they are set-
tled. This city, named Bīrtu-ša-Kīnaia, is a locality under the dependency of
Sippar.36 This shows that the women employed by the temple to make gar-

34 BM 114480: Ob. ul-˹tu˺ u4 1 kam šá iti ab mu 9 kam, Ikur-áš lugal tin.tirki lugal kur.kur
šá mu.an.na, 1 tug2kur.ra šá 5 ma.na ki.lá-šú iš-ka-ri, šá fdáš-ka-a-a-i-tu4-ṭa-bat munus rig7-
tu4, šá dgašan šá unugki dam Ia-na-e2-šú, Ia-na-e2-šú dumu-šú šá Iar-ra-bi, lu2rig7 dinnin-šá-
unugki a-na, níg˺.ga é.an.na i-nam-di, (lo.e.) Imu-dna-na-a dumu-šú šá, Iar-ra-bi lu2rig7 din-
nin-šá-unugki, (rev.) pu-ut Ia-na-e2-šú šeš-šú na-ši, lu2mu-kin-nu Imu.dna3 dumu-šú šá Ida-
mar.utu.mu.du3, dumu Ie-gi-bi Iina-gissu.dingir.dur.dim, dumu-šú šá Idna3.du3.šeš dumu
[lu2i3.du8] (restored from Beaulieu 2003: 359), Idutu-ib-ni dumu-šú šá [PN dumu PN], lu2umbis-
ag Igi-mil-lu [dumu-šú šá Idinnin.numun.mu] (restored from YOS 7 p. 22), unugki [iti ab u4 1
kam], mu 9 kam I[kur-áš lugal], tin.tirki lugal kur.kur. I thank the Trustees of the British
Museum for the permission to publish this text.
35 Dar 43: 5–7: ina lìb-bi fi-mat-tu4

fmi-is-ta-a u fba-zi-tu4 ina mu.an.na 3 tug2gu-li-en iš-ka-ri a-
na dutu ta ra-man-ši-na i-nam-din-na-’. See: Achemenet; Kohler and Peiser (1898: 16); Bonge-
naar (1997: 307); Ragen (2006: 218–221); Joannès (2008); Dandamaev (2009: 410, 513, 521, 532,
554).
36 Zadok (1985: 77) and Jursa (1995).
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ments did not work in workshops in the temple but could be settled in the
countryside. Francis Joannès has proposed that these women were former
slaves given by private families to the temples.37

Indeed, even if the status of these women working for the temples is not
always specified we can suppose that they were oblates.38 In the iškaru con-
tracts, the remuneration of these women is not mentioned. They could have
received rations, wool, or silver. In a text of Sippar, Cyr 287, dating from Cyrus’
reign, some women received silver for their iškaru in a long list of workers
including men and women.

The iškaru contracts allowed the women to work at home, in the city or in
the countryside.39 The temples ordered their female dependents to produce
textiles and gave them the raw material. One question is how much is the small
number of contracts recovered representative of the total production of these
women. They may have been numerous enough to supply the demand of the
temples, which gave garments to its soldiers and travelers. Maybe the adminis-
tration only wrote a formal contract in exceptional situations, or, more likely,
we only possess the contracts for the tasks which were not successfully com-
pleted. But the temples, more often, preferred to give wool as a ration to its
workers rather than garments. The workers had to transform the wool into
garments themselves. In this case, the work may have been done by women in
their families.

Sometimes, the temples leased their female workforce to others in ex-
change for a rent to be paid in woven textiles. In the contract NCBT 176, a
woman and her daughter are placed at the disposal of two men in exchange
of a yearly delivery of two tug2kur.ra to the temple, in the presence of the qīpu
(high official) of the temple of Uruk. The text, dated from Kandalanu’s reign
(647–627 BC), reads:

“fIlat, daughter of Eanna-ibni, is at the disposal of Iqīšaia, son of Marduk-šarranni, and
Ṣillaia, son of Eanna-ibni. Yearly, Iqīšaia and Ṣillaia will deliver two tug2kur.ra for Ištar
of Uruk and Nanaia, in the presence of Šamaš-ilaia, the qīpu of Uruk and the Eanna.
(Witnesses, scribe, date)”.40

37 Joannès (2014: 22).
38 See Beaulieu (1993: 7–14); Joannès (2008); Joannès (2014: 21–25) for studies of women sta-
tus in Neo-Babylonian temples.
39 This is comparable to the “domestic system” in the European countryside during the
16th century.
40 NCBT 176: 1–9: “fi-lat [erasure u] dumu.munus-su <šá> Ie2.an.na-ib-ni ina pa-an Iba-šá-a
a-šú šá Idamar.utu.lugal-an-ni ù Iṣil-la-a a-šú šá Ie2.an.na.du3 mu-an-na 2 tug2.kur.ra.meš
a-na dinnin unugki u dna-na-a Iba-šá-a u Iṣil-la-a i-nam-din-nu ina gub-zu šá Idutu.dingir-a-
a lúqí-i-pi šá unugki u e2.an.na”, Ellis (1984: 43 no. 7).
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The two women were probably temple oblates. As in the iškaru contracts, the
expected yearly payment for one woman is one tug2kur.ra. But here the woven
cloth had to be delivered by the men. We do not know if the garments were
produced by the women, because these garments are only a substitute pay-
ment for the women. They could have employed the women to do different
tasks. However, it is probable that they were actually making the garments,
and that they had to work on top of that for their new masters. At least, this
text indicates a woman’s yearly working capacity in weaving could exceed the
making of one garment, for otherwise it would not be worthwhile for the men
to hire them at this price. It is also possible that these women were relatives
of these men who wanted to bring them back home to do the domestic work.

In a similar text from Uruk, PTS 2443, dated from the reign of Cambyses,
an oblate of the Eanna temple was put at the disposal of another woman, in
exchange for the yearly delivery of one tug2kur.ra weighing 2.5 kilograms (5
minas).41 It is a formal contract, with witnesses, very similar to the previous
one, even if the qīpu was not present. With this system, the temple of Uruk
outsourced the production of the tug2kur.ra, entrusting women to private per-
sons. These persons were intermediaries between the temple and the workforce
in charge of manufacturing garments.

The tug2kur.ra was a standardized garment weighing between four and
six minas (two and three kilograms). It was a woolen outer garment given to
soldiers and workers, not a fine piece of cloth.42

This file of texts shows that the temples during the Neo-Babylonian period
did not have specialized workshops with a female workforce. The women em-
ployed by the temple to make garments were working at home. Thus, it is
probable that the usual clothes worn by the personnel of the temples, counting
several hundred people, were made by female workers. The poor documenta-
tion of their work is due to the fact that they were mainly working at home, in
contrast to the textile workers who produced the garments of the gods, who
worked in workshops and who, furthermore, used precious materials.43 In-
deed, the temples also bought túg-kur-ra from men, as in the text BM 66261.44
But we do not know who made these garments; perhaps they had been woven
by women in their families.

41 Thanks to M. Jursa for providing me the transcription of this text.
42 The textiles traded by the Assyrian merchants from Aššur in the 2nd millennium BC, for
instance, were lighter, see Veenhof (1972); Michel (2006).
43 CT 2: 2 mentions workshops of the textile craftsmen of the temple. See Joannès (1992). The
text CT 55, 222 mentions a bīt meḫṣi, see Joannès (2013: note 15). About the precious garments
of the gods: Zawadzki (2006) and Beaulieu (2003).
44 BM 66261 is edited by Jursa 2004: 190–192.
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The temple archives indirectly document the domestic production of wom-
en. But women were also working for themselves and their family, not only for
the temple.

3 The feminine domestic textile production

3.1 The textiles woven at home

Women weaving for their family were certainly numerous, but they rarely ap-
pear in our texts. The only women mentioned as specialists of textile work in
the texts are slaves. Some texts mention slaves purchased for their knowledge
in this field. In the kudurru BBSt 9: iv a 11, dating from the reign of Nabû-
mukīn-apli (979–944 BC), Buruša gave a slave, a female weaver, as part of a
field’s purchase price. The value of the woman was 60 shekels of silver.

The letter CT 22, 201 (Hackl, Jursa and Schmidl 2014: 252), coming from the
Sippar archives, and dating to the 6th century BC, mentions a female weaver
(išparti) valued at half a mina of silver (250 grams). The author of the letter
sent this weaver as a gift to his lord. The specialized experience of these slaves
in textile work was a valuable asset. The text PTS 2324 (Kleber forthcoming no.
95) mentions a slave woman bringing 2.5 kilograms of wool “for the house.”
Here the slave has no specialized profession. According to Kristin Kleber the
small quantity of wool in this text was probably used for the domestic textile
production.

Another Neo-Babylonian example, Nbn 340, records the lease of a slave
whose profession was “linen bleacher” (puṣa’itu). It is a debt note for half a
mina of silver. The work of the slave serves as interest for the time of the dura-
tion of the loan, one month. As the interest for half a mina of silver was half a
shekel, the value of the work of the bleacher during one month was assessed
at this price. This text gives the only attestation of a woman linen bleacher in
the archives. This is a sign that the women were more numerous in every-day
textile work than the picture suggested by their few attestations in the docu-
mentation. Some of them practiced a specialized profession. But most of the
women attested with a qualifier of profession are slaves. They worked in the
domestic context and not in private associations of several peoples receiving
money for their work, according to the texts at our disposal. These enterprises
existed for the laundry at Borsippa and other cities, as Caroline Waerzeggers
(2006: 83–96) has demonstrated, but the workers there were men.45 In the elite

45 Waerzeggers (2006).
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urban families, the specialized slaves in private houses must have helped in
domestic textile production, or they released the other (free) women from cer-
tain specialized tasks.46

3.2 The economic value of the feminine textile work

The domestic work of women is documented only indirectly. In the marriage
contracts recording the dowries brought by the bride into her husband’s
house textiles are sometimes mentioned. Most often, the textiles are not listed
but mentioned by the generic term of muṣiptu, meaning: “garment.” In some
texts more details are given, such as wearable clothes and textiles for furni-
ture. A part of these textiles was surely made by the bride or the women of
her family, a text mentions a tug2kirku ša ina bīti maḫṣu, a fabric roll which
has been woven at home.47 The work of women participated in increasing
the family’s patrimony. Another part of these clothes may have been bought.
Indeed, the texts giving the value in silver of garments attest the existence of
a market.48

Women appear in several documents in the position of owning a garment.
The text JCS 28: 42 lists possessions of several men and women, including
garments: muṣiptu, tug2kur.ra, and šir’am. In the text AJSL 16: 16, from Dari-
us’s reign, a woman named Šipaia issued a debt-note for a very fine šir’am –
a jerkin worn by soldiers – owned by a man: “one outer šir’am, fine, of very
good quality, belonging to Šamaš-iddin son of Bēl-ušallim, is owed by Šipaia,
sagittu(?), daughter of Qariḫia. She will deliver this fine šir’am, a single one, of
good quality, in the month Šabāṭu.”49 It is an order for a šir’am in form of a
debt-note, and not an actual loan of a garment. This text indicates that outside
the temples, women could also take orders to manufacture garments for private
persons. This means that they could make profit with their production. Accord-
ing to George A. Barton (1990: 73) who edited the text, it is part of several
documents referring to the transactions of a woman, the daughter of a slave,
who managed provisions in the city of Šibtu. She also contracted with farmers
and loaned silver.

46 Joannès (2014: 16–18).
47 TBER p. 93, Roth (1989: no. 34).
48 For instance: GCCI I, 290.
49 Barton 1990: 73 no. 2: 1–8: [1-et tug2]šir-a-am e-le-ni-tu4 mu-ru-qu-ut-tu4 bab-ba-ni-tu4 šá
Idutu.mu dumu šá Id!en.gi! ina muḫ-ḫi fšip-pa-a munus! sa!-gi-tu4 dumu.munus-su šá Iqa-ri-hi-
a(sic) ina iti zíz 1 šir-a-am a4 1-et! mu-ru-qu-ut-tu4 bab-ba-ni-tu4 ta-nam-di.
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In another text, BM 114603, Esagil-ah-ibni declared in the presence of the
local notabilities (mār banî) that she was the owner of the šir’am she delivered
to another woman.

Some texts give a glimpse inside the daily routine in textile work of wom-
en. In a letter from Sippar, written by a woman, Qutnānu, to another woman,
Inṣabtu, Qutnānu is sending to her “sister” four minas of wool.50 She asks her
to weigh it. The exact nature of the work she has to do with this wool is lost
because of a break in the tablet. Nevertheless, this text shows how the women
managed the stocks of wool and their use by themselves. The similar text PTS
3015 from Uruk, Nabonidus’ reign is an acknowledgement of a debt. A woman
has to pay to the Eanna temple 5 shekels of silver, the value of the 30 minas
of wool she bought. We do not know if the wool was bought for processing by
her or in order to be traded. But it is the only sale of wool on credit from the
Eanna archive where a woman is the debtor, and thus it cannot be taken as a
rule.51 Usually men were usually in charge of the wool trade and loans in 1st
millennium Mesopotamia.

One important question is which part of the domestic textile production
was traded in the 1st millennium BC. Several models of textile trade are known
for Mesopotamian history, such as the trade inside and outside Mesopotamia
during the Sargonic period, the Old Assyrian textile production of women in
Assur that was sold in Anatolia, or on the trade of the surplus from domestic
production on the local market at Nuzi.52

In an Uruk letter, Ṣillaia asked his wife Kalbaia to sew and pack a šabattu-
garment from the clean garments and to send it to him by a messenger.53 The
woman here was doing the finishing work on a textile. The use of the garment
by the husband is not specified (for sale, gift, or personal use), but it proves
that a part of the domestic production did not stay in the house. At Uruk again,
a letter belonging to the Ṣāhit-ginê B archive shows Ninurta-ahu-uṣur’s wife
employing a slave to work for her. Michael Jursa (2010: 221) has supposed that

50 NBB 226 = CT 22, 226, edition Ebeling (1949: 122).
51 Kleber (2015 185: no. 132)
52 About Sargonic period: Foster (1977: 31–43). He quotes the example of Quradum, merchant
from Sippar trading clothes but also metals, cattle, foodstuff in Mesopotamia. About Old Assyr-
ian trade Veenhof (1972) and Michel (2006). About Nuzi: Justel and Lion (2013): “we can hy-
pothesize that besides an institutional or professional textile production, a domestic sector
also produced surpluses which could be exchanged between private individuals.”
53 BIN 1, 6, edition Hackl, Jursa and Schmidl (2014: 351–352). The "šabattu" meant a white
cloth during the Mari period according to Durand (2009: 114). But the word appears only in
the present text for the Neo-Babylonian period. The term is preceded by the determinative for
the garments, tug2, and its qualities are not described.
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this text refers to the traded textile production made in domestic contexts.54
According to Caroline Waerzeggers (2014: 54 and 84), Ninurta-aḫ-uṣur was a
trader working with Marduk-rēmanni. She supposed that the textile production
of his wife was organized as a “cottage industry” for the purpose of trading.
As spinning takes a lot more time than weaving, it is in the interest of the lady
to employ a slave to do this work, and it should have increased the productivity
of the house. In Egypt, the production of garments by women in the household
was also an important source of wealth for the family.55

The archives of Sîn-uballiṭ, discovered at Ur, attest to the local trade in
textiles. Sîn-uballiṭ was a member of the urban elite. His archive, found in his
private house at Ur, date from Nabopolassar’s reign. They document his eco-
nomic activities in Northern Mesopotamia. Sîn-uballiṭ was probably employed
by the royal administration to recover taxes and to participate in the military
conscription.56 In a letter to his wife Iṣṣurtu, Sîn-uballiṭ reprimanded her for
not having completed the work with the wool he gave her: “You caused troub-
les with the wool! [See]: since I gave you the wool, you did not achieve [the
wo]rk!”57 His wife was thus in charge of a domestic textile production. In an-
other letter, whose recipient is not named but may be also Iṣṣurtu, Sîn-uballiṭ
asks a duplicate of the tablet concerning a purification’s ceremony,58 and re-
quests the preparation of 40 jerkins šir’am: “See: the purification’s ceremony
tablet concerning linen which is before you, establish its duplicate. Write to
your brother. Get 40 šir’am from the stockroom and write to me in what condi-
tion (they are).”59 The amount of garments here shows that, either the familial
production was organized at a large scale, or Sîn-uballiṭ was also buying gar-
ments. The important presence of the šir’am in the texts dealing with private
cloth production may have been linked with the royal demand to provide

54 “In NBC 6189 from the Ṣāhit-ginê B archive, one reads of a female worker’s spinning duties
which are supervised by the wife of one of the archive’s chief protagonists, Ninurta-ahu-uṣur.
This must refer to work for the family’s trading business which was done by women weaving
and spinning from their home. Since the temple archives also refer to women weaving and
spinning in their homes, one can assume that this was a typical arrangement rather than an
exceptional one.” Jursa (2010: 221).
55 See the study of J. Eyre (1998).
56 Jursa (2005: 135–137).
57 UET 4, 183: obv. 5–7: [… te-i]q-ti ina sig2.hi.a tal-ta-kan-na [a-mur] a-ga-a ul-tu sig2.hi.a ad-
dak-ka [ši-ip]-ra ul tu-qa-ta-a’. Edition Ebeling (1949: 172–173).
58 The rich families sometimes delegated the washing of the garments to professional bleach-
ers, according to Neo-Babylonian archives, see Waerzeggers (2006).
59 UET 4, 182: rev. 14–19: a-mur tup-pi šá te-lil-ti šá a-na muḫ-ḫi [ki?]-˹tu˺-ú ina pa-ni-ka gab-
ri-šú su-dir-ma a-na šeš-˹ka˺ šup-ri-i 40 tug2šir-a-am ul-tu lìb-bi šu-li-i ki-ki-e u šup-riš. Ebeling
(1949: 171–172).
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equipment for soldiers. This could have encouraged a specialization of some
families in their production and trade. In a letter to his associate Dannia, Sîn-
uballiṭ complained that Dannia was claiming a garment that he already gave
to him.

“When I wrote to you ‘go and keep watch for my fresh dates, bring a garment, give it to
me’, you brought nothing at all! And when you came, you claimed for a garment!”60

This file of texts shows that the domestic textile production of women was not
only used in the familial context but also used in business.

***

The cuneiform documentation of the 1st millennium BC dealing with textile
production shows the importance of the economic role of women in textile
production, even though they have only left few traces in the texts. In the Neo-
Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian palaces, women and men were involved in tex-
tile production, according to the sources at our disposal. In the temples, wom-
en did not participate much in the production of garments of the gods, but
they were responsible for the manufacture of clothes woven by the temple de-
pendents. The temples used the “domestic system” of the iškaru contract to
secure the annual production of standard garments by women working at
home. Female domestic production is also visible in the dowries. A part of this
production may have been traded, but the texts do not yet allow an evaluation
of the economic importance of this phenomenon.

By performing textile work, women had a crucial role in the economy as
producers of wealth. In institutional context, their production was used in the
cult or the court. In domestic context, it increased the family’s patrimony, and
supplied stock for private trade.

Abbreviation
GG II Zawadzki (2013).

60 UET 4, 187: obv. 2–8: ki-i áš-pu-ru-ka um-ma a-lik-ma u2.hi.ni-ia a-mur u mu-ṣip-ti i-šá-am-
ma i-bi in-nu mím-ma ul taš-šá-am-ma ul ta-ad-di-nu ù ki-i tal-li-ka a-gan-ni mu-ṣip-ti te-ri-šá-
an-ni. Ebeling (1949: 176–177).
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Yoko Watai
Economic Activities of Women in
1st Millennium Babylonia

Within the framework of the REFEMA project, my research project has been
the compilation of a prosopographical database of women in the Neo-Babyloni-
an period and the Achaemenid period (from the end of the 8th century BC to
the end of the 4th century BC, especially the “long sixth century”1), paying
particular attention to economic aspects. The objective of my research is to
present a complete overview of women’s economic activities.

It was not just a few women who participated in various economic activi-
ties, according to the Neo-Babylonian documentation, though the number of
women involved in these activities is indeed much smaller than that of men.
Many preceding archival studies show that women, especially those who be-
longed to the families of urban notables, took part in economic activities in
the familial framework.2

In order to outline Neo-Babylonian women’s economic role and activities,
I have collected data of women’s activities from documents published, edited,
and translated in these archival studies and integrated them into a database. I
have classified these activities into two groups: “active” and “passive.”3

It must be noticed that these two categories are not antithetical. As we will
discuss below, it is difficult to distinguish them clearly. Women acting as
agents of contracts apparently did not always participate in activities through
their own initiative; their actions were often integrated into the economy of
their households. In that case, women could act as agents, but we cannot con-
sider them as having true autonomy. Meanwhile, we find, for example, a slave
woman who managed the business of her master, as we will see below.4 She
can be also situated in the buffer zone between “passive women” and “active
women.” Moreover, we suppose that the degree of the economic autonomy of
women was different according to their condition: age, social strata, etc.

1 Jursa 2010: 4–5.
2 Joannès 1989; Wunsch 1995 and 2005; Waerzeggers 1999; Roth 2000; Baker 2004; Cousin
forthcoming, etc. See also 2003b.
3 The subject of “women as agents” in the Neo-Assyrian period has been discussed in Teppo
2007.
4 Joannès 1992a and b; Tolini 2012.

Yoko Watai, Research Fellow of Japan Society for the Promotion of Science, Tsukuba University;
wataiyoko@gmail.com
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Despite the difficulty of defining this classification, I believe that the study
of “passive women” and “active women” illustrates roughly the range of activi-
ties in which women participated and their degree of economic autonomy. The
existence of tens of thousands of tablets that have survived from the Neo-Baby-
lonian period makes this study possible, though obviously not all texts pertain
to women’s activities.

This paper will investigate two types of women’s positions, passive and
active, in the economic sphere (see Section 2), and will examine whether el-
ements that determine women’s economic autonomy exist (see Section 3).

It should be noted that the compilation of the database will continue for
my future research; this paper is therefore considered to be a preliminary
study.

1 Corpus of texts
The research source material for this study is predominantly based upon socio-
economic documentation found in private and familial archives.5 Neo-Babylo-
nian contracts of this type have been edited, published, and discussed within
several archival studies over the last thirty years. I have mainly collected data
from across these archival studies. For now, the study is based on 622 women:
92 belong to the archives of the Egibi family of Babylon (not only family mem-
bers but also slave women and those who did transactions with the family; see
Roth 1991b; Wunsch 1995 and 2000; and Abraham 2004); 49 belong to the
Nappāḫu family of Babylon (Baker 2004); 18 belong to the Iddin-Marduk ar-
chives of Borsippa (Wunsch 1993); 55 belong to the Ea-ilûta-bāni family of Bor-
sippa (Joannès 1989); 18 belong to the archives of Kuta (Jursa 2003); 16 belong
to the Bēl-rēmanni archives (Jursa 1999); 24 belong to the Murašû family, and
3 royal women will be mentioned below (Stolper 1985; Donbaz and Stolper
1997; Tolini 2013); 13 belong to the Gallābu family;6 10 belong to the Šangû-
Ninurta family;7 and 327 belong to others.8 Apart from them, 9 women belong

5 Administrative documents in the temple archives, especially those of Uruk, will be inte-
grated in the future. Bénédicte Cuperly discussed women in Uruk in her Master’s thesis (Cuper-
ly 2003). Concerning the oblates of the Eanna, see Joannès 2013b.
6 Olga Popova, PhD student at Paris 1 University, gave me this information. Information on
the other women who appear in the archives of the Gallābu family will be integrated into the
database in future.
7 Wunsch 2005b; Cousin forthcoming.
8 Joannès 1982 and 1994; Stolper 1990; Roth 1991a and 2000; Wunsch 1997, 2003a, and 2005;
Waerzeggers 1999; Watai 2012, etc.
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to the royal families: Ba’u-asītu, Kaššaia and Innin-eṭirat, daughters of Nebu-
chadnezzar II;9 Adad-guppi, mother of Nabonidus, and En-nigaldi-Nanna, his
daughter,10 who appear in inscriptions of Nabonidus; Gigītu, daughter of Neri-
glissar; Amisiri’ (Amestris), queen of Xerxes I and queen-mother of Artaxerxes
I; Purušatu/iš (Parysatis), queen of Darius II; and Madumitu, a court woman,
who appears in the Murašû archives. Apart from the royal women, 477 women
are free women and 145 are slave women.

2 Women’s activities
The majority of women participate in only one or two activities, but some wom-
en appear in five to ten documents and more. The most “active” woman is Ina-
Esagil-ramât, wife of Iddin-Nabû of the Nappāḫu family, who appears in 46
texts in our corpus.

As mentioned above, I classified women’s activities into two groups:
“passive” and “active,” in order to investigate the degree of women’s autono-
my in the economic sphere. Active women are defined as those who act as
the agents of the transactions treated in the texts; for example, as creditors,
debtors, sellers, or those who file lawsuits, etc. They own properties and can
manage them independently. Meanwhile, passive women11 signify those who
are quoted in the texts, but do not act through their own initiative; examples
include young brides who are given dowries (not for themselves but rather
for their grooms), and especially slave women who appear as the objects of
sales or exchange contracts, among others. According to this classification,
we find 263 women acting as agents at least in one text, and 260 women
mentioned only as objects.

2.1 Women as active agents

This category includes women who appear independently or with their family
members, such as a husband, sister(s), son(s), and daughter(s), as agents. As
Table 1 shows, the most frequent activities of women are as creditors, debtors,
and sellers. In the family sphere, there were much fewer active women than

9 Joannès 1980; Beaulieu 1998.
10 Dhorme 1914; Beaulieu 1989 (especially pp. 121–122, and pp. 127–131).
11 Teppo 2007 uses the term “invisible women.”
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Tab. 1: Women as active agents.12

(1) Business activities

Creditor 48 persons13

Debtor 50

Seller Slaves 19 43
Houses 10
Agricultural lands 12
Prebend  2

Buyer Slaves  6 16
Houses  4
Agricultural lands  5
Prebend  1

House or Field rent Owners 13 22
Tenants  914

Land management 16

Exchange of properties  5

Guarantors of the debt  6

Receiving silver instead of family members (husband or son)  2

(2) Familial activities

Adopting a child  7

Put her child up for adoption  8

Transfer to children, grandchildren, mother or the second 17
husband

Division with sisters, sons, or other members of the family  6

Marriage Receiving and accepting a proposal of marriage  2
Giving her daughter/sister in marriage 12
Asking the parents of the girl to marry her son  1

Entrusting her child to a wet-nurse  2

Changing the heir  2

Finding (and adopting) a child  2

12 If a woman participates in the same type of activity in several texts, we count her as one
person for that activity. Meanwhile, when a woman participates in more the one activity, we
count her as one person for each one.
13 A slave woman is included.
14 A slave woman is included.
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Tab. 1 (continued)

(3) Job

Wet-nurses15  4 10

Tenant farmers (charged an estimated yield imittu)  6

Management of a tavern  116

(4) Legal activities

Party in a lawsuit 10 63

Witness ana mukinnūtu ina libbi/  2
ṭuppi ašbat
ina ašābi17 44
ina ṭuppi … ašib/ušešab  2
ina kanak ṭuppi … ašbāta18
ana šībūti (ina libbi) ušešib/attašab  2
mukinnu  119

passive women. Women were not excluded from the judicial domain, although
their position was much more restricted than that of men. They could file a
lawsuit, and be present as witnesses, but only in contracts in which they or
their relatives were concerned. We find few varieties of women’s jobs.

15 We find two types of documents concerning wet nurses: contracts and receipts (Zawadz-
ki & Latowski 2008). Wet-nurses contracts are characterized by the verb enēqu Š (“suckle”).
For example: PN ina ḫūd libbīšu ana PN2 taqbi umma PN3 mārāka adi 3 šanāti <lū>šenniqu,
“PN said voluntarily to PN2 as follows: ‘I will suckle PN3, your son, for 3 years’” (BM 74330 =
Wunsch 2003, No. 19: 1–5); PN ana mušēniqūtu ana 2.ta šanāti mārtu ša PN2 tušēšab “PN will
settle the daughter of PN2 for suckling, for two years” (BM 33978 = Wunsch 2003, No. 20: 1–
4), etc. In an adoption contract (BM 59804 = Wunsch 2003, No. 5), a single mother gives her
son for adoption to a man, and receives the silver and a garment for him. The mother was
likely employed as wet-nurse (see Wunsch 2003: 211–214).
16 It is a slave woman who managed a tavern for the benefit of her master but with her own
authority to a great degree.
17 Introduced by the clause ina ašābi ša fPN, placed after the list of witnesses.
18 This phrase is contained in a house sale contract (TuM 2/3, 8: 38–39). The woman present-
ing at the draft of the sealed document received 3 shekels of silver. We do not know her rela-
tionship to the contract, but she must be the spouse or mother of the seller. We find several
documents in which witnesses receive a gift or a payment of a small sum of silver. See San
Nicolò 1947: 290–302.
19 It is a slave woman (BM 77461 = Wunsch 2005a, No. 4: 8 and BM 59804 = Wunsch 2005a,
No. 5: 12).
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The “active” women can be classified into two subcategories: women with
“true” autonomy and women with autonomy for the family’s benefit.20

2.1.1 Women with true(?) autonomy

The first subcategory includes women who participate in economic activities
independently and truly for their own interests.

We take the example of Lūrindu of the Ilûta-bāni family, as studied by
Joannès 1989. After her marriage, she preserved and managed at least a part
of her dowry properties; according to the text TuM 2/3 2 = Joannès 1989: 166,
she rented a house belonging to her dowry.

Another woman called Ṭābatu, daughter of Nabû-aḫḫē-iddin, descendant
of Sîn-tabni, appears in two texts of our database. In the first document (VS 5
70 + 71 = Baker 2004, No. 188), she is apparently a creditor of a certain Nidin-
tu-Bēl and Kabtaia, his mother. They sold a slave to Itti-Nabû-balāṭu, spouse
of Ṭābatu. Itti-Nabû-balāṭu paid the debt to his wife in place of two debtors.
Ṭābatu was present as ina ašābi-witness. Two years later, Itti-Nabû-balāṭu
sold the slave, who he had bought from Nidintu-Bēl and Kabtaia, to Ina-Esa-
gil-ramât of the Nappāḫu family (VS 5 73 = Baker 2004, No. 189). Ṭābatu again
was present as ina ašābi-witness in this contract; therefore, she could have
held certain rights to the slave. The payment to Ṭābatu by Itti-Nabû-balāṭu
was maybe just on paper; nevertheless, the texts convey the impression that
Ṭābatu and her husband had a business relationship and acted independently
of each other. It is, therefore, possible to presume that Ṭābatu was economi-
cally autonomous.

However, it is difficult to distinguish women with the complete economic
independence from others. Ina-Esagil-ramât, the spouse of Iddin-Nabû of the
Nappāḫu family, is mentioned in 46 texts, and seems to act with true economic
autonomy. For example, she manages and exploits the fields given by her fa-
ther as her dowry in her own name. Her situation can be explained through
the condition of her marriage; she was born into the wealthy Egibi family,21
and thus her marriage and dowry brought especially valuable real estate to her
husband’s family (Baker 2004: 26; see also Cousin 2012). However, she always
shared the properties either with Nabû-tabni-uṣur, her brother, or with Amat-

20 Teppo 2007 expresses the former as “explicit agents,” and the latter as “implicit agents.”
21 However, she did not belong to the best-known line of the Egibi family from Babylon stud-
ied in Wunsch 2000.
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Mulissu (or Gigītu), her sister. She did not, therefore, strictly speaking, enjoy
complete economic independence; in reality, she could be independent of her
husband, but not of her parental family.

2.1.2 Women with autonomy for the family’s benefit

Other women are mentioned as independent agents, but their activities are
considered as a part of the economy of the household. Women of this type are
certainly more numerous than those who participated in economic activities
through their own initiative.

For example, we consulted a series of documents, which have been studied
by Martha M. Roth, Cornelia Wunsch, and Caroline Waerzeggers, concerning
the property of Amat-Bāba, wife of Marduk-nāṣir-apli, chief of the Egibi family.22
Fifteen years after the transfer of her dowry (BM 34241, dupl. BM 35492 =
Wunsch 1995, No. 4), Amat-Bāba was given one lot of field and nine slaves
from her husband, Marduk-nāṣir-apli, in exchange for the dowry, which was
composed of thirty minas of silver, two minas of gold, five minas of silver jewel-
ry, and two slaves (BOR 2, 3; dupl. Wunsch 1995, No. 5). This contract meant
that the husband “wishes to utilize the dowry silver, or has already done so,”
and therefore “he may be compelled to substitute some other commodity of
comparable value for that silver” (Roth 1989a: 5). Three months later, she sold
the seven slaves for twenty-four minas of silver, but this contract was cancelled
“by wish of Amat-Bāba (ana ṣibûti ša Amat-Bāba)” (Dar. 429). Following the
cancellation of the sale of these slaves, Amat-Bāba transferred them to her three
daughters (BM 33997 = Wunsch 1995 No. 8). However, the transfer was finally
cancelled “by wish of Marduk-nāṣir-apli.” The daughters then no longer had a
share (DT 233 = Wunsch 1995, No. 9). According to C. Waerzeggers, the first sale
contract must have been drafted by Marduk-nāṣir-apli, in his wife’s name (see
Waerzeggers 1999: 195). However, Amat-Bāba did not agree to the selling of her
slaves; she cancelled the sale contract, and transferred them to her daughters.
Amat-Bāba “tried to do all she could to keep the slaves in the family while
Marduk-nāṣir-apli wanted to sell them” (Waerzeggers 1999: 196). Ultimately,
probably because of his wife’s death, Marduk-nāṣir-apli succeeded in selling the
slaves. If this explanation is correct, the position of Amat-Bāba was completely
dependent, though she appears as agent, except for the fact that she rejected
and cancelled the sale of her slaves against her husband’s wishes.

22 See Roth 1989a and 1991: 27–29; Wunsch 1995; and Waerzeggers 1999: 194–196.
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Another example is Bū’ītu, wife of Kidin-Maduk of the Šangû-Gula family.
She was a co-debtor with her husband and his brother (DT 225 = Wunsch 2000,
No. 122). She sold her field, and in the same contract, her son, the mother of
her husband, and his brother sold their own lands simultaneously (Cyr 161(+) =
Wunsch 2000, No. 125). The property that she sold was apparently her own
property. She had bought it from her brother. We can probably consider that
she participated in the purchase contract of the property herself, although the
more detailed context is unknown. Concerning the contract referred to in the
second text, however, she clearly sold her properties in order to pay the debt
of her husband’s family. Bū’ītu therefore assumes a double position: at one
time an agent with economic autonomy, and at another time an agent without
true autonomy, acting in the framework of the household, in another time. In
fact, most of the active women seem to hold this double position; the question
is the degree of control that the household allowed over their activities. This
question will be analyzed further in next papers.

2.1.3 Women as witnesses

It should be noted that I have included women appearing as witnesses in the
“active agents” category. In contracts accompanied by the transfer of property
or possessions, such as the purchase contracts of real estate (including fields
and urban houses) or slaves, and marriage contracts with the transfer of dow-
ries, women belonging to the families that give possession of the property, for
example the wife of the seller of fields or the mother of the bride, are often
presented as witnesses, introduced by the phrase “ina ašābi (in the presence
of),” and the like. Unlike men, women are only present in contracts related to
their family members.23 Their presence is considered in this case to signify
their approval for selling or otherwise disposing of the properties.24

However, we also find women as sellers with their husbands or sons. In
these cases, we consider that the properties were part of their dowries, though
this is not always mentioned in the contracts. Compared with these women,
those present in contracts seem to be rather passive. We notice again that it is
difficult to distinguish between the “active women” and the “passive women.”

23 One exception is the case of BM 77461 = Wunsch 2005a, No. 4: 8 and BM 59804 = Wunsch
2005a No. 5: 12, in which a slave woman is present in a list of a mukinnu witnesses of the
adoption contract. Apparently, she did not have any family relationship with the woman who
gave her child for adoption.
24 Concerning the ina ašābi-witness, see San Nicolò 1947; Roth 1989b: 20–23; von Dassow
1999.
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Tab. 2: Women as passive

(1) Business activities

Paying the debt of family members  3

Confined to prison by their husbands’ creditors  7

Owners (by themselves but without Lands, houses, slaves, etc. 39
management, or mentioned as neighbors)

(2) Familial activities

Object of marriage (often accompanied by the transfer of dowries 68
to husbands)

Receipt of properties (by herself) from husbands 10 28
from parents (fathers and/or 18
mothers), brothers, sons

Receipt of a subsistence allowance  3

Adopted  7

Foundlings  1

Her child is adopted by her second husband  1

(3) Slave women

Sold and purchased 37

Objects of transfer or division among the family members 54

Mortgaged, guarantee for their masters’ debt, or confined to prison 32
by creditors of their masters

Object of exchange  3

Transferred for the ḫarrānu  6

Object of lawsuits  4

Released  1

Fugitives  3

Hired out by a third person25  6

25 M. A. Dandamayev regards the case of Amtia (or Amat-Mullissu), a slave girl of Itti-Marduk-
balāṭu of the Egibi family (Nbn. 679 = Wunsch 1997, No. 17; Nbn. 682 = Wunsch 1997, No. 18),
as “the hire of slave women for use in Brothels” (see Dandamayev 1984: 132–136); but this
interpretation is doubtful when we accept the translation of line 5 of the text Nbn. 679 by C.
Wunsch (see Wunsch 1997: 87).
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2.2 Passive women

“Passive women,” or “invisible women” according to the expression of Teppo
2007, includes two categories. The first is women appearing as objects in the
texts: for example, daughters given by their fathers or brothers to future hus-
bands in marriage contracts, women with transferred gifts, adopted daughters,
etc. The second category is women whose names are mentioned in the texts
who do not have any connection with the contracts: for example, neighbors of
the real estate dealt with in the contracts, owners of the fields that other people
controlled, etc. Some royal women who appear as landowners belong to this
category, as well as slave women.26

3 Decisive factors for determining women’s
autonomy

As we have seen above, the economic situations of women were seemingly
diverse. Can we find, however, any factor that determines their autonomy in
the economic sphere? We will examine if two aspects, age and social status,
were possible factors.

3.1 Age

3.1.1 Children and young girls (daughters)

Children and young girls did not have any autonomy, as guardians generally
controlled young girls. These authority roles were normally played by a girl’s
parents, whether only a father or both father and mother; or the elder brother
if the father is deceased; or only the mother, if the father is dead and the family
lacks an adult brother.

A group of texts from Nippur, during a period of siege in the 7th century
that was studied by Oppenheim 1955, presents such subordinate situations of
girls. Nine texts belonging to the archives of a Ninurta-uballiṭ concern the sales
of small children, caused by a huge rise in the price of barley under the special
circumstances of siege by Šîn-šar-iškun. All of the children sold were girls be-

26 A very small number of slave women act apparently as agents (see above).
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tween infancy and puberty, with only one exception. This fact permits us to
consider that girls were sent away from their families more frequently than
boys were.

Under normal conditions, girls were made to marry in their teens. The girl’s
future husband requested the marriage from her guardian, and the latter gave
the dowry to the groom. Girls did not have any freedom to choose their hus-
band by themselves.

One text (Cyr. 307) shows that a daughter who wants to marry a man with-
out the agreement of her parents suffers the risk of exclusion from her family,
and the risk of becoming a slave:

(Cyr. 307: 1–9 and 17b–18) The day when Ṭābatu-Iššar, daughter of Yaše’iama will be seen
with Kulû, son of Kalbaia, or when he will take her away with false words without her
preventing it, or if she does not say to the head of the family: “Write to Kalbaia, father of
Kulû,” Ṭābatu-Iššar will receive a slave-mark.” (…) In the presence of Halâ, mother of
Ṭābatu-Iššar.

Joannès 1994 proposed two possible explanations: first, Ṭābatu-Iššar continued
having frequent assignations with her boyfriend, and her family forbade her
to see him in order to defend the reputation of the girl and her family; second,
the girl eloped with Kulû, or perhaps she was abducted. If Ṭābatu-Iššar were
to ask the head of her family to write a letter demanding permission from
Kulû’s father for her marriage to Kulû, Ṭābatu-Iššar and Kulû could be married.
Otherwise, if she does not do so, she must be punished by the family and
become a slave. In this text, it is interesting to note that her father (with a
Judean name) maintains the right of deciding on the marriage. In other words,
the daughter could marry the lover (?) if she first asks for the approval of her
father. It suggests that, generally, young girls certainly did not have autonomy
to decide their own marriages.

Generally, women had no right to inherit family property, except when they
had already received property as a dowry. We find, however, the example of
young girls as landowners. Amat-Nanaia (the mother of Lūrindu, who was
mentioned above) and her sister Amat-Sutīti of the Ilûta-bāni family appear to
be co-owners who manage an orchard with their uncle Širiktu, and then, fol-
lowing his death, with his son Bēl-uballiṭ. Širiktu was originally the co-owner
of the orchard with his brother Nādin, the father of the two girls, and they had
not divided it. When Nādin died after the 17th year of Nabonidus, Širiktu mar-
ried his brother’s widow Kabtaia, the mother of Amat-Nanaia and Amat-Sutīti.
The two girls therefore seem to appear as successors of their father Nādin (see
Joannès 1989: 50–56). Amat-Nanaia and Amat-Sutīti appear to be co-owners of
the orchard between the 3rd year of Cyrus (536 BC) (TCL 12–13, 128) and the
10th year of Darius (512 BC) (TuM 2/3, 167) for twenty-four years (see Joannès
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1989: 83–84). Six texts exist from this period concerning the management of
the orchard, and they mention Širiktu (or his son Bēl-uballiṭ), Amat-Nanaia
and Amat-Sutīti. It is clear that the two young girls did not manage the orchard
in practice, because they were undoubtedly very young at that time. The mar-
riage contract between Kabtaia and Nādin was dated to the 6th year of Naboni-
dus (550 BC, TuM 2/3 1); moreover, Nādin must have died during 539–538 BC.
Hence, their daughters, Amat-Sutīti and Amat-Nanaia, must have been be-
tween thirteen and three years old when they inherited their portions of the
property. The question that must be asked is whether this inheritance is the
same thing as the two girls’ dowries. While this cannot be ascertained, we can
at least say that this property did not come from their mother’s dowry nor
did it constitute the dowry of Lūrindu, the daughter of Amat-Sutīti. Thus, the
daughters seem to have received a portion of the inheritance in addition to
their dowries in this case, although this fact does not imply their active partici-
pation in the management of the property.

3.1.2 Married women (wives)

Married women could participate in economic activities according to the social
and economic situation of the family, for themselves or for their household.

We recall women who are presented as ina ašābi-witnesses discussed
above. These women are not strictly agents, but their agreement must have
been necessary for the transfer of the property. Moreover, in sale contracts of
real estate, “the lady of the house (bēlet bīti),” namely the wives or mothers of
sellers, were often given a lubāru-garment by the buyer. The gift of the lubāru-
garment can be considered something pertaining to a social relationship, and
given in order to gain the consent of the housekeeper concerning the transfer
of the property. “The lady of the house” was not unconnected to the transfer
of familial property, though she did not have the legal right of ownership of
the properties. The “lady of the house” could, as housekeeper, obtain social
respect.

3.1.3 Aged women (widows and mothers)27

The situation of widows was different; some continued to live in their hus-
band’s house and manage their properties, while others remarried.

27 See van Driel 1998 and Tonietti 2006.
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In principle, women could not inherit familial properties. The husband,
however, donated the property to his wife during his lifetime, or put his son(s)
under a duty to support his wife.

We find some women who were co-debtors with their sons, and who would
return the debts of their sons. According to one document (BM 32174 = Wunsch
1997, No. 20), a creditor declared that he had not lent silver to a person without
the agreement of the latter’s mother.

(BM 32174 = Wunsch 1997, No. 20: 1′–8′) [PN] declared in front of Sîn-erība, the chief
judge, and judges of Nabonidus, king of Babylon, as follows: “Arad-Marduk said to me,
in the second year of Nabonidus, the following: ‘[…] Lend me the silver. I will give you
my field and my house as security.’ I did not pay the silver to him without the agreement
of Busasa, his mother.”

The mother and the sister of Arad-Marduk were guarantors of his debt. The
context is no longer clear, but the text shows that, in all likelihood, the moth-
er’s financial power was important for her son’s economic activities.

In the case of remarriage, women could choose their second husband (Neo-
Babylonian Laws § 13, see Roth 1997). Women could be agents of their own
marriage contract. Ḫubbuṣītu of the Ilī-bāni family, for example, gave half of
her dowry to her child, that is the first husband’s child, and the other half to
her second husband (TCL 12–13, 174 = Joannès 1989, 317).

Nevertheless, not all widows and aged women, of course, had financial
power. The text Nbk. 101 mentions a mother (Ḫammaia) who married her
daughter (Lā-tubāšinni) to a man and received a financial help from him.

(Nbk. 101: 1–9) Dāgil-ilī said to Ḫammaia the following: “Give me Lā-tubāšinni, your
daughter. She will be my wife.” Ḫammaia heard him and gave him Lā-tubāšinni for a
spouse. Dāgil-ilī voluntarily gave Ana-muḫḫi-bēl-amur, a slave man, whom he bought
with a half mina of silver, and a half mina of silver to Ḫammaia.

The agent of the marriage contract of Lā-tubāšinni was her mother, as her fa-
ther must have been dead and she had no adult brother. Ḫammaia, mother of
the bride, received the silver and a slave. However, in reality, Dāgil-ilī was a
slave, and Lā-tubāšinni herself became a slave after the marriage, according
to another document drafted thirty-two years later.28 When that document was
drafted, Lā-tubašinni had been liberated from slavery. She filed a lawsuit, prob-
ably against the master of her husband, because he had sold her children as
slaves. As a result of the examination by judges, it was determined that her

28 Cornelia Wunsch explained that Lā-tubāšinni was a girl whom Ḫammaia had found on the
street and raised (Wunsch 1997: 65).
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children were born before Lā-tubāšinni’s release from slavery; the conclusion
was that the sale of her children as slaves was valid.

Thus, while some old women seem to have enjoyed economic authority,
the lives of others were difficult, as many texts demonstrate. A certain number
of widows and older slaves depended on temples and acted as oblates.

3.2 Social status of the family

3.2.1 Women of high rank

We have only a few documents relating to women belonging to royal families
or who were high priestesses.

En-nigaldi-nanna, daughter of Nabonidus, was appointed as the entu-
priestess of Sîn at Ur by her father. Before this appointment, Nabonidus had
“probably installed his own daughter in Eanna (in Uruk) in the position for-
merly held by Kaššaya,” the daughter of Nebuchadnezzar, according to P. A.
Beaulieu 1989: 122. However, when he had ordered that “the rations of the
king’s daughter be integrated into the king’s box” (YOS VI 10: 22) in the Eanna
temple (28-i-Nbn 1), “the allotment of rations to the king’s daughter was can-
celled, on which basis one may infer that the king had plans for her transfer
to a new office outside Uruk” (Beaulieu 1989: 119). En-nigaldi-Nanna was then
consecrated as entu-priestess of Ur during the same period that her father
claimed to restore the gipāru of the temple of Ur for her residence:

“I installed my daughter as a high priestess and called her name, En-nigaldi-Nanna. I
made her enter the gipāru” (E’igikamma cylinder inscription, lines 13–14).29

En-nigaldi-nanna’s situation is apparently passive, as this appointment does
not reflect her personal decision. However, she lived in her own residence and
must have enjoyed actual economic autonomy, in terms of the management of
her revenues from the cashbox (quppu). We must then inquire whether she
held autonomy in this situation. This question is difficult to answer, because
the royal inscriptions written by Nabonidus indicate only that he had rein-
stalled the post of entu-priestess and restored the residence of the priesthood
for his daughter, but do not explain her actual situation.

29 Schaudig 2001: 366–367, 369. See also Dhorme 1914.
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3.2.2 Women of urban families

In rich urban families, it remains evident that, on the one hand, the dowries
of daughters and wives of the Egibi family, for example, were managed by the
heads of the family. On the other hand, Ina-Esagil-ramât, who married into the
Nappāḫu family, enjoyed a certain degree of autonomy, and several women
belonging to other families seemed to manage their own properties. The situa-
tion of Ina-Esagil-ramât could indeed be considered an exceptional case, as
other women of the Nappāḫu family did not receive such favorable treatment
in contracts. However, in the Egibi family, for example, the men who were
heads of families always controlled the family properties, and they would nev-
er have permitted this type of situation. We can therefore presume that wealth
and prestige were not decisive factors for the economic autonomy of women.

3.2.3 Women of the lower class

Women from the lower class were mainly slaves, who submitted passively to
their situations as objects of sale, transfer, or mortgage, or as oblates. However,
certain slave women were engaged in some economic activities.

The most famous example is Isḫunnātu, slave of the Egibi family, who
managed a tavern. According to Gautier Tolini, her management of the tavern
was entirely under the instructions of her master, Itti-Marduk-balāṭu; however,
she seems to have wielded considerable autonomy in running the business.30

In the text BM 30544 = Wunsch 1993, No. 196, a slave woman called Maḫu-
tu, the slave of a certain Esagil-ramât, was the creditor of thirty shekels of
silver received by a slave man serving another person. Both slaves probably
acted under the orders of their master or mistress, but this is not indicated in
the text.

The other documents (Nbk. 439 = Wunsch 2005a, No. 4, BM 59804 Wunsch
2005a, No. 5) describe a slave woman of the chief priest (šangû) of Sippar, who
appears as a witness. This text refers to the list of witnesses used in an adop-
tion contract, in which an unmarried woman gave her two-year-old son for
adoption.31 Muhammad Dandamayev remarks: “the fact that a slave woman is
mentioned as a witness is of great interest since free Babylonian women, re-
gardless of their privileged status, could not, as a rule, appear as witnesses”
(Dandamayev 1984: 398). Certainly, we do not find any free woman mentioned

30 Tolini 2012. See also Joannès 1992a and 1992b.
31 For the discussion of the texts, see Wunsch 2005b: 178–182.
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on a list of mukinnu, although she could be present as a witness in the contract
concerning her own rights. This case is therefore considered to be an excep-
tional situation. The mother of the adopted child was single, undoubtedly had
no relatives, and was probably an oblate. For that reason, the witnesses of
these contracts are those who work in the temple of Šamaš, such as a seal
engraver, a leather worker, a gatekeeper, and two slaves man belonging to the
chief-priest of Sippar. Notwithstanding this exceptional situation, this example
provides enough evidence to suggest that women or slave women were not
excluded from acting as witnesses.

***

The Neo-Babylonian society does not seem to have been favorable for promot-
ing the economic authority of women. There were few jobs for women, except
in roles as wet-nurses, farm workers, and certain positions for slaves and ob-
lates. This fact indicates that for the majority of women, especially in the case
of urban families, a “woman’s domain” remained primarily the domestic
household. In the domestic area, women seem to have obtained a certain social
respect as “the lady of the house,” though their situation seems to have been
rather passive in the familial activities. However, women were not excluded
from business. They could participate in various situations and activities to
manage their properties. In most cases, their activities were more or less influ-
enced by the household, and they had a “double situation,” active-passive.
But we also find some women who may have been economically independent.
Indeed, the degree of authority exerted by women in economic spheres was
influenced by their ages or their social status, but these criteria were not defini-
tive. It depended rather on unsystematic and personal factors.

This analysis must be continued in greater detail in order to better under-
stand women’s activities amidst the complete picture of Neo-Babylonian eco-
nomic activities, including those of men.
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Laura Cousin
Beauty Experts: Female perfume-makers
in the 1st millennium BC

“Why not just dwell on this high plane tree,
or this pine, as it is permitted us ?
Why not drink, our grey hair scented by fragrant rose petals,
and anointed with Assyrian perfumes ?”.
Horace (Ode II, 11, 13–17)

“I have no mother here,
To clasp my relics to her widowed breast;
No sister, to pour forth with hallowing tear
Assyrian perfume where my ashes rest”.
Tibullus (Elegy I, 3, 5–9)

The question of perfume, or even more generally of body care, remains a prob-
lem poorly dealt with in Assyriology. The most famous work dealing with per-
fume is Parfümrezepte und Kultische Texte aus Aššur (Ebeling 1950), and shows
very well that the interest in this matter is archeo-botanic in nature, its purpose
being to find again the scents of ancient near-eastern antiquity. Other studies
appeared also on this olfactory research (Jursa 2004, and 2009 on Neo-Babylo-
nian perfume recipes; or more recently Middeke-Conlin 2014 for the Old Baby-
lonian period).1 The other problem, which has been well explored, focuses on
techniques used to prepare perfumes (Joannès 1993). Mesopotamian perfumes
differ very much from those known today, of course, and came mostly in the
form of perfumed oil. Last, it is quite difficult to determine the real nature of
these perfumes. Although we have many recipes, they mainly deal with the
procedures that must be performed, not with the proportions, making reconsti-
tutions difficult, as with culinary recipes.2

1 Middeke-Conlin 2014: 1–53. The author discusses trade with aromatic products, fabrication
of perfumes, and their introduction in the local economy of Larsa.
2 Bottéro 1995.
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People who prepared these products, who can be called “perfumers,” re-
ceive little attention from scholars and the studies about them are confined to
general considerations, not relying on concrete testimony.3 The term perfumer
and his female equivalent are translated in Akkadian with muraqqû and muraq-
qītu in the 1st millennium,4 and come from the verb ruqqû “to make perfume.”
Of course, the profession of perfumer had to be a polyvalent function, combining
cooking,5 medicine6 and bodily care in Ancient Mesopotamia. Female perfume-
makers muraqqītu specifically appear in the documentation of the 1st millennium
BC in a palatial context, so those women’s occupations and their potential ori-
gins are particularly interesting to study. The profession of perfume-maker is
also an example of integration of women into the palaces’ production circuit.

1 Perfume professions in 2nd millennium palaces

1.1 In the Mari documentation

In the rich documentation of the Royal Archives of Mari, only one female per-
fume-maker is known up to now. In ARM 10, 86, Inbatum, who is presumably
the wife of Ḫimdiya, a vassal of Zimrî-Līm, asks her husband for a cook or a
female perfume-maker (luraqqītum).7 These two professions share many similar-
ities. However, apparently only male perfume-makers work in the king’s service.
Inside the fabrication circuit, people devoted to oil production differ from those
dealing with perfumes. Several craftsmen are in charge of the perfumery; among
these, Nūr-ilī is referred to as raqqû, “perfumer” in the Old Babylonian period.

Nūr-ilī belongs to the bīt raqqî, the perfume makers’ bureau in Mari, as
well as the other eight perfumers, all men.8 He received filtered oil that he had
to transform into aromatic oil. Furthermore, Nūr-ilī was likely responsible for
managing the inventory of the products:9

3 See Forbes 1955: 5.
4 Several terms are known for perfumer: luraqqû (Old Babylonian period), muraqqû (Middle
Assyrian, Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian periods), or raqqû (Old Akkadian, Old Babylonian
and Middle Babylonian periods).
5 This aspect is reflected for example in some translations of murraqītu, like “spice-bread
baker” by Fales and Parpola in SAA 7: 24 rev. 8.
6 See for instance Limet 1978: 147–159.
7 ARM 10: 86 rev. 7′.
8 See Joannès 1993: 263. The perfumers are Aham-arši, Balū-Eštar, Bēlī-muštâl, Nabî-Eštar,
Qīšti-Mamma, Yahatti-Ēl, Yarham-Ēl, and Zurunân.
9 About Nūr-ili, see ARM 9: 277; ARM 21: 107–109 and 111–116; ARM 23: 469–475, 477–480,
483–488, 491.
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– ARM 23: 488 (25-vi-ZL 16): “90 qû (± 90 liters) of vegetal oil, from the store-
house of fine oil; received by Nūr-ilī.”10

– ARM 23: 491 (?-?-ZL 16): “[x] cypress oil, opoponax oil11, tamrīrum-oil;12
received from Nūr-ilī.”13

The perfumer workshops, though not excavated, should be located inside the
royal palace, according to the epigraphic documentation. It appears through
the letter B.287 (= A.4446), from Il-asûm sent to Yasmaḫ-Addu, king of Mari,
that the palace in Šubat-Enlil used to produce perfumed oils in a shop dedicat-
ed to that function:

“To my Lord, so speaks Il-asûm, your servant. We made high-quality oil in the workshops
of Šubat-Enlil, but it lacks woods for its maceration. Now I sent one of my servants to my
Lord. May my Lord send to Šubat-Enlil [x liters] of cypress, [x] + 50 liters of myrtle, [x] +
50 liters of boxwood, [x] + 50 liters of reed.”14

Perfume seems to be a product reserved for the elite. In Mari, the king received
juniper and cypress oil, and re-allocated part of it to his female entourage and
part of it to the great officials of the Court.15

1.2 The donation tablets from Boğazköy

Among the donation tablets discovered at Boğazköy in 1990 and 1991, Bo 90/
732, the largest (71 lines) and best preserved tablet from Westbau, is an inter-

10 Transliteration in ARM 23: 488: 0,1.3. i3.giš a-na e2 ra-qí-im i-na na-kam-tim ša e2 i3 du10.ga
šu-ti-ia nu-úr-ì-lí.
11 Opoponax is a kind of balm obtained from the resin of a herbaceous plant.
12 According to CAD T: 146, tamrīrum comes from the verb marārum, “to be bitter,” and it is
an adjective meaning “bitter.” AHw: 1316 mentions “ein Körperpflege-Öl.”
13 Transliteration in ARM 23: 491: [x x x] i3.giš šu-úr-mìn sag [x x x] i3.giš.gig [x x x] i3.giš šu-
úr-mìn us2 [x x x i3.giš] šu-úr-m[ìn 3] x [x x] i3 ma-ri-tu[m] [x x x i3] tam-ri-tum 80 40 šu.nigin2

8 gur x [x] nu-úr-ì-lí am-ḫu-ur.
14 Transliteration and translation Joannès, with collation of Durand. See Joannès 1993: 260,
n. 36: a-na be-lí-ia qí-bí-ma um-ma an-a-sú ir3-ka-a-ma i3 du10.ga i-na ḫu-ur-še-e ša šu-ba-at-
den.lil2ki i-pu-úš ù giš.ha2 a-na ru-mu-ki-šu i-na qa-ti-ia ma-ṭu-ú i-na-an-na 1 lu2 dumu-ri [a]-
na ṣe-ri be-lí-ia [aṭ-ṭa]-ar-da-a[m] [x] giššu!-ur-mi-na [x+] 0,0.5 giša-su [x+] 0,0.5 ši-me-ša-lu-ú
[x+] 0,0.5 gi du10.ga be-lí a-na šu-bat-den.lil2ki li-ša-bi-lam na-ši giš.ha2 šu-nu-ti be-lí a-di šu-
bat- den.lil2ki la <i>-ka-al-la.
15 About redistribution of perfumes in Mari, see ARM 7: 401; ARM 22: 53–54; Charpin 1984:
43.
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esting example of the importance of the profession of perfumer.16 It belongs
late in the reign of Telipinu or early in that of Alluwamna,17 and 400 persons
were registered on the tablet, but the place where they lived cannot be pre-
cisely determined.18 Bo 90/732 gives useful information about demography in
the Hittite Land and registers houses and their population (how many men,
women, children, babies, old people, and slaves lived in the houses), because
donation tablets are interested in the labor force. Bo 90/732 lists 17 house-
holds, whose heads may own several houses and have quite different profes-
sions. The list includes ploughmen (lu2apin.la2), administrators (lu2hilammi),
potter (lu2bahar2), gardener (lu2nu.giškiri6), paštu19 and two perfume-makers
(lu2i3.ra2.ra2), named Zuliya and Āllī.20 There are 26 persons, two male slaves
and one female slave in the house of Zuliya (it is the second largest household
of the tablet Bo 90/732, after that of the administrator Mišeni with 39 persons
and 86 slaves), and 17 persons and two slaves (one male and one female) in
the house of Āllī, his colleague. A perfumer appears also in KBo 10: 10 ii 23′,
a large list of women given to the palace.21

1.3 Several elements in Middle Assyrian documentation

Middle Assyrian documentation sheds more light on the function of perfume-
maker (see Ebeling 1950 and Jakob 2003). Female perfume-makers are men-
tioned in the following five texts:
– MARV II: 22, 23–24 (ingredients list): “Total 1 emār 3 ½ qû (± 103.5 liters)

of oil at the disposal of Tukultī-ša-šāmê, female perfume-maker.”22
– KAR 220: rev. iv 8′–9′ (ingredients list intended for the king’s perfume):

“Perfume preparation for 2 sūtu qû (± 20 liters) of fine oil from the upper
part of reeds for the use of the king, entrusted to Tappūtī-Bēlet-ekalle, fe-
male perfume-maker, that was extracted.”23

16 Wilhem 2009: 226.
17 Wilhem 2009: 227, “The tablet was written by the scribe Išpunnuma who also wrote the
tablet of Alluwamna KBo 32.136 found in Temple 7.”
18 Wilhem 2009: 228. The author proposes that they lived in the “land of Tapikka, which is
to be located in the region of present-day Maṣat.”
19 paštu is an unknown profession and probably a hapax (see CAD P: 265–267).
20 For the details of this list, see Wilhem 2009: 231–232.
21 Pecchioli Daddi 1982: 402: [ša e2] Imu-u-wa ša lu2i3.ra2.r[a2] [i-na urux] x-ni.
22 Transliteration and translation in Jakob 2003: 102–103: šu.[ngin2] 1 anše 3 ½ sìla i3 ša šu
fgištukul-ti-šá-an-e mu-ra-qi-te.
23 Transliteration and translation in Jakob 2003: 483: tar-qi-tu ša 2 ban2 i3.meš gišgi e-le-e
du10.ga šá ugu lugal ina pi-i ftap-pu-ti-dnin.e2.gal-lim munus mu-raq-qi-te na-ás-ha.
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– MARV III: 1 rev. vi 11′ (list of courtiers) mentions “one female perfume-
maker.”24

– Letters MARV III: 64, 47 and KAV 194, 9 both mention several “female per-
fume-makers.”25

Overseer female perfume-makers are also mentioned in:
– The list of courtiers MARV III: 1 rev. vi 13′. She receives [x] qû of oil from

the palace.26
– MARV I: 51 rev. 7′–8′ (mission order from the palace): [x] emār 2 sūtu 5 ½

qû (at least ± 125.5 liters) and 3 kāsu-cups are at the disposal of three over-
seers of female perfume-makers.27

Among these documents, two are particularly interesting. First, KAR 220 is a
long list of ingredients intended for the king’s perfume, above all myrtle-based.
The task of preparing the sovereign’s perfume is entrusted to Tappūtī-Bēlet-
ekalle (KAR 220 rev. iv 9), a female perfume-maker who practiced under Tukultī-
Ninurta I (eponym Šunu-qardū). Her name, meaning “The assistant of the Lady
of the Palace,” reports probably an onomastic of function. The other document,
MARV 51, tells about Samnuha-ašarēd, steward in the palace of Aššur (agrig in
Sumerian, abarakku in Akkadian), entrusting oil to a group of three rab muraq-
qīte to transform it into perfume. In this text appears Tukultī-ša-šamê, who
bears the title of rab muraqqīte and practiced under Ninurta-apil-Ekur (from the
eponym of Adad-mušabši to the eponym of Ragiššanu, from 1191 to 1179).

2 Origins of female perfume-makers in the
1st millennium BC

From the available documentation, only four tablets from the 1st millennium
BC, from both the Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian periods, refer to female
perfume-makers in a palatial context: SAA 7: 24 from the South-West Palace of
Nineveh, Bab 28122, Bab 28186, and Bab 28232 from the Southern Palace in
Babylon.28

24 Jakob 2003: 477.
25 Jakob 2003: 484–485.
26 MARV III:1 rev. vi 13′, [x] sila3 gal mu-ra-qi-a-t[u].
27 Transliteration and translation in Jakob 2003: 478: [x a]nše 2 ban2 5½ sila3 3 ka-sa-tu ša
šu 3 gal.meš [mu-ra]- ˹qi!-a˺-temeš.
28 See Weidner 1939: texts A, C and D.
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These data present the female perfume-makers in a particular context: they
are connected with workers of foreign origins, often coming from the west of
the Ancient Near East. But are these cases isolated? Or, is it possible to find
other attestations of this phenomenon?

2.1 Sources

2.1.1 The Neo-Assyrian tablet SAA 7: 24

SAA 7: 24, dated to the reign of Esarhaddon,29 belongs to a group of four
similar tablets (SAA 7: 23–26) which are lists that record the palace female
staff. SAA 7: 24 is divided into three parts. In the first part, the text lists 140
women: 94 court women and 46 of their maids, according to their region or
city of origin, situated mostly in the West (among them Arameans, Koushites,
Hittites, Tyrians, and women from the cities of Arpad, Ašdod). This first part
ends with the sum: “total, of the father of the crown prince, in all, 140” (pap!
ša ad-šú šá a.man pap 1 me 40), re-establishing these women in a palatial
context.

In the second part, the names of two of them are mentioned. The first
woman bears an Akkadian-sounding name, Šīti-tabni, and the other bears an
Egyptian one, Amat-emūni. These are the only women named, certainly be-
cause of their importance. They are accompanied by two and three maids re-
spectively.

In the last part, SAA 7: 24 presents 94 women and their 52 maids. Among
them, 33 occupy skilled professions. In its last lines the list mentions a gallābtu
(female hairdresser) and a female perfume-maker muraqqītu escorted by two
servants.30 One might reasonably wonder about the association between a per-
fumer and a hairdresser, and even consider it to be a coincidence. If perfume
can be considered as “olfactory beauty,”31 it is often associated with hairdress-
ing, as shown in a very famous piece in the Sacred Marriage, when the female
lover preparation consists in several phases: bathing, anointing with perfumed
oils, applying cosmetics and hairdressing.32

29 Parpola 2012: 618–619.
30 SAA 7: 24 rev. 7–10: 1 munus.šu!.i pap 33 pap 1 me 94 [x] 52? geme2.meš 1! munus mu-raq!-
qí-tú 2 geme2.meš-šá pap 1 me 56! [x x x].
31 Michel 2007: 58.
32 Kramer 1983: 118.
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2.1.2 Neo-Babylonian sources: tablets from the N1 archive

This Neo-Assyrian list may be completed by three texts found in the Southern
Palace of Babylon. The N1 archive,33 to which these texts belong, was found
next to the Osthof of the Southern Palace of Babylon, precisely in a corner
called Gewölbebau where R. Koldewey believed the Hanging Gardens to be
located (Fig. 1).

On tablet Bab 28122, a list of oil rations, six female perfume-makers appear
twice:
– obv. 9: “to the 6 female perfume-makers 2 qû (± 2 liters) entrusted to Nabû-

dūr-makî.”34
– rev. 11: we find the same attestation.

The tablet can be dated from the 13th year of Nebuchadnezzar II, that is 593/
592,35 and lists the quantity of sesame oil allotted either to individuals or to
groups of people, for the months of Nisânu on the obverse and Ayyaru on the
reverse. This text is remarkable on several grounds. It mentions Joiakin, king
of Juda, exiled to Babylon by Nebuchadnezzar II, who receives a ration of oil
for himself and his family (obv. 29: a-na Iia-’-ú-gin lugal šá kur ia-ú-du). There
are also mentioned princes and eight people native of the kingdom of Juda,
like Ur-milki (rev. 13), Gadi-ilu (obv. 18), Šalam-yama the gardener (rev. 22) or
Samaku-yama (obv. 28).

The other two tablets are less preserved:
– Bab 28186 rev. 5: “[to the x] female perfume-makers 1 qû (± 1 liter) entrusted

to Nabû-dūr-makî.”36
– Bab 28232, 6: “[to the x] female perfume-makers 1 qû (± 1 liter) [entrusted

to PN].”37

We do notice a difference in that on the first tablet, Bab 28122, the six female
perfume-makers receive 2 qû of oil (2 liters), and only 1 qû according to the
others, but the reason for these quantities remains unclear. Then, in at least 3
out of 4 references, female perfume-makers receive their rations through a man
named Nabû-dūr-makî, who is also supposed to be present on the last tablet.
This Nabû-dūr-makî, if the name is right (there are parallels in Neo-Assyrian

33 Pedersén 2005a: 110–127.
34 šá 6 munus mu-raq-qé-e-tú 2 sila3 a4 ina šuII Idna3.bad3-ma-[ki?-i?] (Weidner 1939: Pl. 1.
and Pl. 2).
35 Pedersén 2005b: 268.
36 [x] mu-raq-qé-e-tu4 1 sila3 a4 ina šuII Idna3.bad3-ma-ki?-i? (Weidner 1939: Pl. 4).
37 [x mu]-raq-qé-e-tú 1 sila3 a4 [ina šuII IPN] (Weidner 1939: Pl. 5).
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Fig. 1: Osthof and Gewölbebau in the Southern Palace of Babylon, R. Koldewey, the Southern
Palace of Babylon (Koldewey 1931: Pl. 2).

onomastic and it means Nabû-is-the-protective-wall-of-the-frail),38 appears in
another part of Bab 28122 obv. 25–26:

“For Marma’ the Lydian, 3 qû, and 2 qû for his men, from the bīt qīpūtu, entrusted to
Nabû-dūr-makî.”39

Furthermore, Marma’ seems to be an important man, considering the quantity
of oil he gets. According to M. Jursa, all these tablets come from the bīt qīpūti,

38 Baker 2001: 823.
39 [x] Imar-ma-’ lu

2lu-da-a-a 3 sila3 3 erin2 2 sila3 a4 a-na e2 qí-pu-˹tú˺ šá ina tin.tirki ina
šuII Idna3.bad3-m[a?-ki?-i?] (Weidner 1939: Pl. 1 rev. 25–26).
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the palace administrative wing, in the area of the Osthof.40 We therefore stand
in the administrative part of the palace, and the fact that the female perfume-
makers appear in this context shows that they have close ties with the Crown.
In the bīt qīpūti sphere of influence we find specialized craftsmen such as beer
brewers, sesame oil-pressers, craftsmen specialized in reed (atkuppu), builders
(itinnu), cleaners, water carriers, gardeners and grooms, some of them of for-
eign descent. One of the most interesting aspects of this corpus of three texts
issued from the Southern Palace is the mention of a majority of non-Babyloni-
an individuals, coming from the West (Lydia, Caria, Syro-Palestinian coast)
and the East (Media, Elam) who work in the palace or for the palace. The fe-
male perfume-makers are also therefore linked with the palace bureaucracy,
which leads to the question of their position in those lists with a large number
of foreign individuals.

In the Southern Palace, the team of archaeologists led by R. Koldewey ex-
cavated fragmentary alabasters in the North and South of the Osthof, where a
royal alabastron atelier probably stood.41 However R. Koldewey does not speci-
fy where exactly this material was found. Nevertheless, it is very interesting to
remark that the atelier and the tablets mentioning the female perfume-makers
are located in the same area around the Osthof. Another alabastron with the
name of king Nebuchadnezzar II was found in Susa by J. de Morgan. The object
bears the following inscription:

“1 qû and 8 ninda. Palace of Nebuchadnezzar, king of Babylon, who acts with the confi-
dence of the gods Nabû and Marduk, his Lords; son of Nabopolassar, king of Babylon”.42

Other alabastra inscribed with the name of Amēl-Marduk were found in Baby-
lon and also Susa.43 Like the alabastron with the name of Nebuchadnezzar,
these are little objects and their capacity varies between 0.27 liter and 1.45 liter,
while their height is around 15 cm. The alabastra were used to contain per-
fumes or other precious liquids, and considering their small size, they could
travel easily.

40 Jursa 2010: 71.
41 Koldewey 1925: 72: “Es scheint, daß hier eine königliche Flaschenfabrik betriben wurde;
eine sehr große Anzahl von Stücken dieser schöngeformten Gefäße, die in der griechischen
Kunst Alabastra heißen, fand sich gerade in diesen Raümen, namentlich solche Stücke, die
bei der Fabrikation abfallen.”
42 Transliteration and translation from the photograph of André-Salvini 2008: 214, n° 157:
1 sila3 8 ninda e2.gal dpa.nig2.du.uru3 lugal tin.t[irki] šá ina ku-ti dpa u dam[ar.utu]
en.meš-šú du.du-ku a dpa.a. uru3 lugal tin.tir[ki].
43 Da Riva 2013: 107 (V1 The Babylon vase) and 109–110 (V4 The Susa vase 3).
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2.2 Leads of reflections on female perfume-makers

2.2.1 The perfume-industry at Pyrgos, Cyprus

In ancient times, perfume is often connected with beauty and seduction, like
the Homeric hymn 5 (55–65) to Aphrodite shows us:

“Therefore, when laughter-loving Aphrodite saw [Anchises], she loved him, and terribly
desire seized her in her heart. She went to Cyprus, to Paphos, where her precinct is and
fragrant altar, and passed into her sweet-smelling temple. There she went in and put to
the glittering doors, and there the Graces bathed her with heavenly oil such as blooms
upon the bodies of the eternal gods – oil divinely sweet, which she had by her, filled with
fragrance.”44

Italian archaeologists led by Maria Rosaria Belgiorno discovered a perfume
workshop at Pyrgos, on the island of Cyprus, situated 90 kilometers South-East
of Nicosia.45 The factory was destroyed around 1850 BC during an earthquake
and measured 300 square meters. Archaeologists excavated perfume bottles,
funnels, mixing jugs and stills, and the team succeeded in identifying 14 fra-
grances used in perfume production (among them: cinnamon, myrtle, laurel,
anise, pine, coriander, citrus bergamot, almond, lavender, rosemary and pars-
ley) and also four recipes.

In Pyrgos, M. R. Belgiorno’s team found large amounts of pottery and stone
tools in the eastern wing of the olive press-room.46 The discovery enables the
identification of three methods used to extract the aromatic substances: the
boiling of barks, distillation and the maceration in warm water or olive oil –
so quite the same techniques used in Mari in the 2nd millennium BC47 – and
the atelier could produce essential oils and scented waters.

2.2.2 Products used in perfumery

If we assume the hypothesis that female perfume-makers who appear in the
Neo-Assyrian and Neo-Babylonian documents are foreigners, could their origin

44 Translation of H. G. Evelyn-White is available on the website perseus.tufts.edu. data.
perseus.org/citations/urn:cts:greekLit:tlg0013.tlg005.perseus-eng1: 33–74.
45 See the website http://www.pyrgos-mavroraki.eu/pyrgos-mavroraki_000015.htm.
46 The factory was the subject of six exhibitions: two in Cyprus in 2004 and 2005, and four
in Italy in 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009.
47 Joannès 1993.
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be related to the products used in perfumery? The great capitals are the points
of arrival of essences from the West (cedar trees from Lebanon, aromatic plants
such as cypress, Aleppo pines, juniper from Phoenicia), coming from a vast
international trade with the Mediterranean coast, and of tributes sent to Baby-
lon or Nineveh, to manufacture those luxury products.48

2.2.3 Another perfumer in SAA 14: 161

Neo-Assyrian document SAA 14: 161 gives a complementary insight on per-
fume-makers in the 1st millennium BC. It is a contract drafted in Nineveh in
623, and it describes the following situation: Nihti-Eša-rau, mother of Ṣi-hû,
bought a woman called Mullissu-hāṣinat, daughter of Nabû-rēhtu-uṣur, for her
son, presumably to be his wife.49 The document goes on with the usual selling
clauses,50 and a perfumer (lu2i3.ra2.ra2) named Sa-hpi-māu appears amongst
the three guarantors “against a fine, stolen property, and debts.”51 SAA 14:
161 is particularly interesting because it presents three people with Egyptian
theophoric names: the mother and buyer Nihti-Eša-rau (“Isis is strong against
them”), her son Ṣi-hû (“The face of DN has said”) and the perfumer Sa-hpi-
māu (“May Apis seize him”) pointing out their non-Mesopotamian origin, and
thus shows a concrete example of a perfume-maker of foreign origin living in
Assyria.

2.2.4 Female perfume-makers in the Book of Samuel

Finally, a noteworthy mention appears in the Bible, in 1 Sm 8: 11–13:

“This will be the name of who will reign over you! He will take your sons and appoint
them for himself, for his chariots, and to be his horsemen: they will run in front. He will
also appoint them as overseers of thousand and overseers of fifty, to plough his plough
and harvest his harvest, to make his weapons and prepare his vehicles. And your daugh-
ters, he will take them as female perfume-makers, cooks, bakers.” 52

48 Graslin-Thomé 2009: 215–231.
49 SAA 14: 161 obv. 8–13. f.dnin.lil2-ḫa-ṣi-na dumu.munus-su šá Idpa.kad3.pap tu-piš-ma f.ni-
iḫ-ti-e-šá-ra-u ina lìb-bi 18 gin2.meš ku3.babbar a-na Iṣi-ḫa-a dumu-sá a-na munus-ú-ti-šú tal-
qi.
50 SAA 14: 161 obv. 16–rev. 5.
51 SAA 14: 161 rev. 9–14.
52 This citation has been highlighted in Ziegler 1999: 2.
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In this extract, Samuel warns the Elders of Israel who are tempted by monar-
chy. It is interesting to notice that these young girls from Israel are referred to
and characterized as female perfume-makers, or at least could become female
perfume-makers.

***

The question of the origin of female perfume-makers is difficult to solve because
of the scarcity of sources and of their equivocal nature. Nevertheless, it should
be noted that they always appear in the documentation of the 1st millennium
BC alongside people of foreign origins, from the west of the Ancient Near East.

Although only women are mentioned as working as perfume-makers in the
1st millennium palaces, we can not yet conclude that a feminization of this
profession in this specific context has taken place.

Perfumes and preparation of perfumes are often depicted in Antiquity:
– In Egypt, a relief from the reign of Psammetichus II (595–589 BC) issued

from the tomb of Païrkep shows female perfume-makers at work with lily
or lotus flowers.

– In Assyria in the “Garden Party” relief (the oldest scene we know of a
lounging banquet) showing Assurbanipal and his queen Libbali-šarrat af-
ter the royal campaign of the Assyrian king in Elam. The fact that the
queen is present is rather rare and therefore notable, and in this garden
where the royal couple clearly takes refreshments, we observe two per-
fume-burners that seem to keep them apart from the other human beings
present.

– The “Scene of an Audience with the Great King” which was visible in the
Apadana of Persepolis, represents king Xerxes I and behind him the crown
prince Darius, cut off from other mortals by two perfume-burners.

– In Roman Empire, the very well known “Fresco Fragment with Cupids and
Psyche Making Perfume” of the Villa Getty, and those of the House of the
Vettii in Pompeii are the most famous testimonies about making perfume
in Antiquity.
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Julien Monerie
Women and Prebends in Seleucid Uruk

Our knowledge of the last centuries of history of the age-old Mesopotamian
prebendary system derives almost exclusively from the documentation of the
ancient city of Uruk, in Southern Babylonia, where more than two hundred
cuneiform tablets concerning the prebendary system of the local city temples
have been unearthed by archaeologists and illegal excavators since the mid-
19thcentury. These documents are, for the most part, legal contracts dated to
the Seleucid period (305‒141 BC) recording sales of prebend shares entitling
their owners to perform a cultic activity for a certain time in exchange for regu-
lar revenues, which usually derived from leftovers of the ritual offerings pre-
sented to the divine statues during their service.1 The analysis of this corpus
allows a detailed reconstruction of the organization of the local prebend sys-
tem, especially when studied in light of the much richer sources from the Neo-
Babylonian and Early Achaemenid period, three centuries earlier. This does
not mean, however, that the Mesopotamian prebend system remained un-
changed over the whole 1st millennium BC, and the corpus from Seleucid Uruk
also displays some original features in regard to the earlier documentation.
One of the most striking of these features is undoubtedly the active involve-
ment of women of local notability in the prebend system.2

Although women were already allowed to be in possession of prebend
shares in the Neo-Babylonian and Early Achaemenid period, female prebend
ownership only remained exceptional at the time. Women were legally forbid-
den to purchase prebend entitlements on their own, and they could only ac-
quire them by means of endowment from male relatives, who usually seem to
have done so in situations of familial crisis, when they had no adult male off-
spring to bequeath them to.3 The cuneiform documentation from Seleucid
Uruk, on the contrary, provide numerous examples of rich women of the local
elite selling and purchasing prebend shares without any interference from their

1 On the Mesopotamian prebend system during the 1st millennium BC, see e.g. van Driel 2002:
31–151; Corò 2005a; Démare-Lafont 2010; Jursa 2010: 155–168; Waerzeggers 2010 and Monerie
forthcoming.
2 As already noticed by McEwan 1981: 118–120 and Waerzeggers 2010: 93.
3 On these matters, see e.g. Waerzeggers 2010: 92–94.

Julien Monerie, Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne; julienmonerie@gmail.com
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male relatives.4 This apparently active involvement in the prebend system is
actually not unproblematic, since the performance of the prebendary cultic
service was rigorously restricted to initiate male members of the local priestly
elite.5 In other words, women from Seleucid Uruk who happened to own a
prebend share were not allowed to perform the cultic activities corresponding
to their entitlement but were compelled to hire a substitute among the autho-
rized personnel, who performed the service in their stead in exchange for a
part of their prebendary income.6

Concurrently, one can detect other developments in the prebend system
between the first and the second half of the 1st millennium BC, such as the rise
of multi-prebend holding,7 the apparent dissolution of the links that formerly
tied certain families to given types of prebendary cultic activities,8 or the state
of extreme fragmentation of the shares of cultic service attested by the Seleucid
Uruk sales.9 The conjunction of these evolutions has led some scholars to con-
clude that the traditional prebend system had undergone a process of decay in
the course of its long history, evolving from a strictly personal assignment in
the 3rd millennium BC to a fully alienable property in the end of the 1st millen-
nium BC by means of a gradual disconnection between the entitlement proper-
ty and the actual performance of ritual activities, ultimately leading to the
emergence of a “prebendary leisure-class” exclusively interested in their regu-
lar earnings.10 This statement has been recently criticized for the Neo-Babyloni-

4 For a comprehensive catalogue of these attestations, see appendix below.
5 On these matters, which are well attested by the Neo-Babylonian and Early Achaemenid
sources, see Jursa and Waerzeggers 2008 as well as Waerzeggers 2011. There is no reason to
assume that these ritual restrictions were no longer observed in the Seleucid period.
6 See Corò 2005a: 48–58.
7 This expression designates the gathering of various types of prebends within the hands of
a single individual who could obviously not have performed them all in person. For a study
of multi-prebend holding in the Seleucid period, see e.g. Corò 2005a: 86–99 and Corò 2005b.
8 Only a few professions requiring highly technical scholarly knowledge remained tied to giv-
en families in Seleucid Uruk, such as the lamentation priests (kalû) with the Sîn-lēqe-unninni
family (see Beaulieu 2000) or the exorcists (āšipu) with the Ekur-zākir family (see Corò 2009).
9 As R. Pirngruber already noticed, this impression of fragmentation is partly due to a shift in
the mode of expression of the size of cultic service concerned by these sales from an annual
basis in the Neo-Babylonian period to a monthly basis in the Seleucid Period (Pirngruber and
Waerzeggers 2011: 113–114). Nonetheless, the fragmentation of the prebendary service in Seleu-
cid Uruk remains impressive. See for example Corò 2005a txt. BM 105196, which records the
sale of 1/60th of a day of monthly service of “temple enterer” (ērib bīti) in 197 BC, or BiMes 24
10, concerning a sale of 1/20th plus 1/720th of a day of monthly service of brewer, in 171‒170
BC.
10 See most notably Funck 1984: 86–87 and 269–277, as well as Démare-Lafont 2010: 9. For
an introduction on the prebendary system before the 1st millennium BC, see van Driel 2003–
2005.
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an and Early Achaemenid period by M. Jursa, who insisted on the cultic and
financial obligations incumbent on the prebend owners.11 A study of the in-
volvement of women in the prebend system of Seleucid Uruk allows us to test
the validity of this statement for the second half of the 1st millennium BC.

Over the ca. 200 prebendary transactions recorded in our corpus, thirty-
one feature women as one of the principals, for a total of twenty-five different
female prebend owners i.e. almost 20% of the total number of prebend owners
attested in Seleucid Uruk.12 The economic role played by women in the system
was therefore far from being marginal, especially when compared to the earlier
periods. The cultic service involved by these transactions covers the whole
spectrum of prebendary activities attested in Uruk, from the “ritualists” (tem-
pel-enterers, exorcists) to the “purveying trades” (bakers, butchers, brewers,
oil pressers) and “auxiliaries” (goldsmiths of the cultic paraphernalia, temple
attendants, preparers of offering tables), and involve not only the cult of the
major city temples, the Bīt Rēš and the Irigal, but also secondary shrines such
as the Egalmah or the Edursaggani.13

As far as we can infer from our sources, these women seem to have ac-
quired their prebends either by endowment from close male relatives or by
purchase. The former was probably not much more frequent under the Seleu-
cids than in the Neo-Babylonian and Early Achaemenid period, for only one
undisputable example is known for the Seleucid period, which obviously
records an exceptional situation. It is a donatio mortis causa (YOS 20, 20) writ-
ten in 270 BC in the otherwise unattested city of Antioch-on-the-Ištar-canal,
which was probably not far from Uruk: Anu-zēr-iddin, son of Nanaya-iddin,
belonging to the Ekur-zākir family and father of the well-known multi-prebend
holder Lābāši, bequeaths various properties ‒ among which an unspecified
prebend share is mentioned ‒ to his wife Nidintu on the condition that after
her death, these properties would go to his sons, who were most probably not
Nidintu’s.14 In other words, these properties were only conveyed to Nidintu as

11 See Jursa 2010: 161.
12 In almost all the cases, the counterparts of these women are male members of the local
priestly elite, with only one exception, a prebend sale dated to 197‒196 BC featuring women as
both principals (YOS 20, 54, see below). On the designation of women in the cuneiform sources
from Seleucid Uruk, see recently Corò 2014.
13 The Egalmah was a small temple dedicated to the goddess Bēlet-balāṭi (George 1993
no. 321). Our sources describe this building as “attached to the Eanna” (ša itti Eanna ṭepû, see
e.g. BRM 2, 36: 6). The Edursaggani was situated in the Urukean countryside and dedicated to
the goddess Bēlet-ṣēri.
14 On this document, see McEwan 1984: 211–212. On Lābāši, son of Anu-zēr-iddin, see Corò
2005a: 87–94 and Corò 2005b.
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means of sustenance during her widowhood, but she had no power of disposi-
tion over them since they were bound to return to the sons of her late husband
after her death.

Apart from this exceptional document, it remains difficult to determine
whether the practice of giving prebend shares to female relatives as endow-
ments existed at all.15 The few cuneiform documents known for the Hellenistic
period listing the content of dowries never mention prebends, and one would
be inclined to think that a male prebend owner would have generally preferred
to bequeath his entitlements to his sons if he could do so, but the lack of
relevant sources hampers any final conclusion.16

The examples of women purchasing prebend shares, on the other hand,
are quite numerous in Seleucid Uruk and clearly stand out as a novelty when
compared to Neo-Babylonian and Early Achaemenid period. The first attesta-
tions of this practice actually predate the Seleucid period, as can be seen from
a document pertaining to the Gallābu archive from Ur and dated to the very
end of the Persian period (UET 4, 25): it records the purchase of a prebend of
doorkeeper by a certain Nikkal-tarībi, daughter of Kuṣur-Ea, from two individu-
als who may have been her cousins in April 331 BC, six months before the
Macedonian conquest.17

As for Uruk, an interesting evolution of the identity of the individuals sell-
ing of prebend shares to women can be detected over the Seleucid Period. The
earliest occurrence of purchase of a prebend share by a woman is dated to the
beginning of the 3rd century BC18, but one can reasonably assume on the
grounds of the earlier evidence from Ur that this practice already existed in the
4th century BC, before the relevant sources became abundant again in Uruk.
In the first half of the 3rd century BC, all the known female buyers appear to

15 Another possible example can be found in OECT 9, 38, a quitclaim written in Uruk in 214‒
213 BC, by which another Anu-zēr-iddin gives up claim over various properties among which
we find prebend shares in favour of his stepmother Ēṭirtu and her sons. According to
G. McEwan (1995: 24), Ēṭirtu and her sons could have received these properties from Anu-ab-
utīr, the late husband of Ēṭirtu, who was also the father of Anu-zēr-iddin.
16 The dowry documents from Seleucid Uruk exclusively concern slaves (see BRM 2, 5, OECT
9, 4, OECT 9, 12 // OECT 9, 13, OECT 9, 17, OECT 9, 66). For the Hellenistic marriage contracts
from other Babylonian cities mentioning dowries, see Roth 1989: 114–131.
17 On this tablet, see van Driel 1987: 164–165 and Joannès 2006: 128. Another document from
the same archive (IM 17281, published in Oelsner 2006) records the lease of a prebend of door-
keeper in the main city temple by a certain Sîn-ahhē-bulliṭ (who could be a brother of Nikkal-
tarībi) to a woman called Matuqtu, in 325 BC.
18 The earliest evidence is dated to 276 BC (BRM 2, 08) and records the sale of a share of
brewer’s prebend by a certain Anu-ahhē-iddin, son of Anu-uballiṭ and member of the Sîn-lēqe-
unninni clan, to his wife Dannatu.
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have been directly related to the seller by blood or by marriage. This was, for
instance, the case of Ana-rabût-Nanaya and her sister Nupētu, who bought a
prebend share of temple attendant (gerseqqû) from their grandfather Anu-iqī-
šanni around 266‒262 BC for ten shekels of silver (*BM 109936), before selling
it for the same price to the multi-prebend holder Lābāši, son of Anu-zēr-iddin
and descendant of Ekur-zākir less than four years later (Corò 2005a: txt. BM
105203).

After ca. 240 BC, on the contrary, women buying prebend shares outside
the inner circle of their family become attested.19 Over the following decades,
these transactions tend to replace purchases from close relatives, which disap-
pear almost completely after 200 BC.20 In other words, while the sources of
acquisition of prebend entitlements for women appear to have been restricted
to close relatives before 240 BC, these women seem to have been able to pur-
chase prebends freely after this date, provided they were related to one of the
local priestly families by blood or marriage. This last restriction is particularly
conspicuous in the case of Antiochis, who is attested during the 190’s BC as
purchaser of two different prebend shares of “temple enterer” (ērib bīti), in-
cluding one from another woman.21 Antiochis was most probably of Hellenic
descent and therefore excluded a priori from the prebend system. However,
she was also married to Anu-uballiṭ~Kephalôn, who not only belonged to one
of the local priestly families (the Ahʼûtu clan) but was also the rab ša rēš āli of
Uruk and the šatammu of the city temples ‒ in other words, one of the most
powerful Urukeans of his time.22 There can be little doubt that it was these
connections which enabled Antiochis to purchase prebends in the city temples.

The role played by women of the local priestly elite in the prebend system
of Uruk therefore seems to have gained importance in the course of the 3rd

19 The earliest attestation of purchase of a prebend by a woman sharing no familial bond
with the seller is dated to 239 BC (OECT 9, 15), which records the purchase of a share of baker’s
prebend by a certain Ēṭirtu, who was the daughter of a certain Anu-uballiṭ and the wife of a
member of the Hunzû clan, from two individuals named Kidin-Anu and Balāṭu, belonging to
the Luštammar-Adad clan.
20 No woman purchasing prebends from a kin appear to be attested after 216 BC at the latest
(VS 15, 28), with only one exception dated to ca. 186‒174 BC (OECT 9, 51).
21 This transaction is recorded by the tablet YOS 20, 54, a sale of prebend of ērib bīti before
Anu and other gods dated to 197‒196 BC: the seller is Ana-rabûtišu, daughter of Šamaš-iddin
and descendant of Hunzû. The other transaction, which is dated to 191 BC, is a sale of prebend
of ērib bīti before Enlil and other gods by a man called Lābāši, son of Ina-qibīt-Anu (BiMes 24,
6 // VS 15, 7).
22 On Anu-uballiṭ~Kephalôn and his family, see Monerie 2012: 333–343. The previously un-
known title of šatammu ša bītāti ilāni ša Uruk is now attested by a tablet from the Louvre (AO
6498, on which see Clancier and Monerie 2014: 236–237).
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century BC, as they became entitled to buy prebend shares outside the inner
circle of their family from ca. 240 BC onwards. This does not mean, however,
that any woman willing to purchase prebend shares would have been able to
do so. No outsider, male or female, seems to have been authorized to acquire
prebend entitlements, which remained the prerogative of the families of the
local priestly elite. Moreover, this partial opening of the internal barriers of the
system does not seem to have led to the emergence of a “prebendary leisure-
class”, since most of the female prebend owners from Seleucid Uruk are known
to have possessed only one prebend type.

Two exceptions, however, are attested in our corpus. The first is Bēlessunu,
whose father Anu-ab-uṣur was a nephew of the aforementioned multi-prebend
holder Lābāši.23 She is attested as purchaser in no less than eight transactions
between 206 and 197 BC, implying nine different prebend types and worth
more than four minas of silver in total.24 The second is Rubuttu, who belonged
to the Ahʼûtu clan and bought a cluster of prebends of various types for one
mina of silver under the reign of Demetrius I (161‒151 BC).25 These instances,
however, remain exceptional, and it seems probable that most of the women
attested in our corpus could not live solely on their prebendary income.

Moreover, we have seen above that all these female prebend owners were
compelled to hire a substitute among the authorized personnel in order to per-
form their cultic duties. Interestingly, the preserved hiring contracts from Sel-
eucid Uruk show an evolution of the clauses of engagement between the pre-
bend owners and their substitutes that appears to be almost exactly
contemporary with the opening of the purchase for women outside their famil-
ial inner circle. While in the first half of the 3rd century BC, the lessee simply
committed himself to fulfill his duties faithfully without causing interruption
in the deliverance of the cultic offerings26, from the 230’s BC onwards, the
hiring periods tend to get longer27 and a new clause makes its appearance in

23 On Bēlessunu, see Corò 2005a: 99–100.
24 Almost half of this sum was disbursed for a single transaction dated to 199 BC (Corò 2005a:
txt. BM 105188 // *BM 109943), by which Bēlessunu acquired shares of seven different prebend
types from a certain Nidintu-Anu, son of Šamaš-ēṭir.
25 Doc. Jur. 5. The seller, Anu-zēr-iddin, was a descendant of Ekur-zākir.
26 See e.g. OECT 9, 9: 15–16. On these clauses, see conveniently Corò 2005a: 55–58.
27 In the first half of the 3rd century BC, the hiring periods go from three years (OECT 9, 9) to
five years (*BM 105204, TCL 13, 238). After ca. 240 BC, most of the contracts stretch out to ten
years (OECT 9, 16, Corò 2005a: txt. BM 105191, OECT 9, 36, Corò 2005a: txt. BM 116692, OECT
9, 62, BRM2, 47) with some exceptions at five (YOS 20, 69) and eight years (OECT 9, 37) until
ca. 150 BC, after which the hiring period extends again up to twenty years (*BM 114420, VDI
1955/4, txt. 8). The exact meaning and implications of this evolution remain to be thoroughly
assessed.
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the contracts, by virtue of which both contractors are bound to respect their
engagement until the end of the term, under penalty of having to give twenty
shekels of silver to their counterpart.28

Although one cannot absolutely rule out the possibility that the apparent
simultaneity of these evolutions ‒ the enablement of women to purchase pre-
bend entitlements outside the inner circle of their family on the one hand and
the tightening of the control exerted over hiring practices of substitutes for
prebendary service on the other ‒ was merely fortuitous, we can be sure that
none of these would have occurred without the consent of the temple authori-
ties. This simultaneity tantalizingly suggests the existence of a concerted wish
of the Urukean temple board to open prebend property to new prebend owners,
provided they would belong to the local priestly community and with a corre-
sponding increase of the control exerted over the hiring practices of preben-
dary substitutes in order to avoid any disturbance in the cult.

***

These seemingly concurrent evolutions of the Urukean prebend system during
the third quarter of the 3rd century BC naturally raise the question of the mo-
tives that could have led the temple authorities to allow this internal opening
of the otherwise tightly closed prebend system. Although the cuneiform sour-
ces from Seleucid Uruk do not provide any explicit answer to this question,
one would be tempted to link these changes with contemporary developments
of the local temple economy. I have tried elsewhere to demonstrate on the
grounds of the evolution of the prebend prices that the Urukean prebend own-
ers had to contribute financially to the building works of their city temples
during the Hellenistic period.29 The two visible drops in the prebend prices in
260‒240 BC and 220‒200 BC (cf. Fig. 1) could then have been caused by a
corresponding drop in the demand for prebends, in consideration of the major
building works undertaken at the initiative of the governor (šaknu) Anu-ubal-
liṭ~Nikarchos and the rab ša rēš āli Anu-uballiṭ~Kephalôn and completed in
244 BC and ca. 202 BC respectively, which would have led to major costs for
the local prebend owners.30 If this assumption is correct, one might be tempted
to interpret the ability for women of the local priestly elite to purchase outside

28 This clause is first attested in a hiring contract dated to 235‒234 BC (Corò 2005a: txt. BM
105191: 17–21; see also OECT 9, 36: 24–26 and OECT 9, 37: 23–25).
29 These financial contributions are explicitly attested for the 6th century BC by the documen-
tation from Borsippa (see Waerzeggers 2010: 342–344).
30 On these questions, see Monerie forthcoming.
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Fig. 1: Evolution of the mean price of several types of Urukean prebends over the Seleucid
period, in shekels per day of monthly service.

their inner family circle after ca. 240 BC as an attempt to interest new solvent
individuals in the financial sustenance of the local prebend system in ex-
change for the corresponding prebendary revenues.

This reconstruction must naturally remain hypothetical for the time being,
since much work remains to be done on the economic evolution of temples
during the second half of the 1st millennium BC. We still lack crucial informa-
tion for most of the Achaemenid period, between the beginning of the 5th cen-
tury BC and the Macedonian conquest,31 and our scarce information from other
cities seems to suggest that the evolution of the prebend system was not identi-
cal in all the temples of Babylonia over the Seleucid period.32 However, despite

31 However, see recently Hackl 2013.
32 See e.g. the tablets from Nippur dated to the reign of Demetrius I (161‒151 BC) and pub-
lished by R. van der Spek (1992: 250–260), which display much shorter periods of engagement
for prebendary substitutes: three years in van der Spek 1992 txt. 2, at a time when the Uruk
material usually records engagements of twenty years.
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these uncertainties, it appears quite clearly that the role played by women in
the Urukean prebend system cannot be taken as a proof of the decay of the
prebend system, which seems to have undergone constant adaptations in order
to fit the needs of the local temple economy.

Appendix: Prebendary transactions involving
women in Seleucid Uruk
The following table summarizes the available data concerning women in con-
nection with the prebend system of Seleucid Uruk. The abbreviations used are
the following:

B buyer
d. descendant
dr. daughter
gdr. granddaughter
ggs. great-grandson
gs. grandson
H holder
ND unkonwn
S seller
s. son
* approximative date estimated on prosopographical grounds
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Violaine Sebillotte Cuchet
Women and the Economic History of the
Ancient Greek World: Still a challenge
for gender studies

The history of women and gender, considered as an academic field, has pro-
gressed a lot since the year 2000, even in France. Therefore, every reader
would expect to be enlightened on the methodological and theoretical posi-
tions assumed by the author of this paper. Working on the cultural context of
ancient Greece and engaged in the specific scholarship background of French
historiography (anthropological history renewed by feminism), my purpose is
to develop the meaning of “women” for scholars like myself who study individ-
uals (male and female) in the era of gender studies (part 1). My second point
is about the economic approach: working on the history of women in the field
of economics is, from my point of view, a great challenge. Economic and gen-
der scholarship have never really merged and this volume is very interesting
and innovative on this point (part 2). For this reason, joining gender and eco-
nomic studies in Antiquity sounds very promising, even in Greek and classical
studies. In engaging scholars in collecting various types of documents, textual
as well as archeological, the act of joining gender and economic studies also
provides several specific kinds of insight into ancient society and its various
ways of speaking of individuals. Some documents underline the distinction
between male and female, while others do not (part 3).

1 What benefit do women’s studies gain from
gender studies?

Women’s studies are a broad academic field. When gender studies started in
the sixties, it led to theoretical and political divisions among American femi-
nists. Consider the French version, many years later, of this great divide be-

Acknowledgements: I would like to thank Lillian Doherty who did the revision of my English
text.

Violaine Sebillotte Cuchet, Université Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne, Anthropologie et Histoire
des Mondes Antiques, Paris; Violaine.Sebillotte@univ-paris1.fr
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tween women’s and gender studies. In 2002, a conference was held in Paris by
a feminist academic association and the main point was to discuss whether or
not gender was a useful concept for women’s history (Fougeyrollas-Schweb-
el et al. 2003). The main arguments against gender were that 1. gender was a
new word (an English one) that French people wouldn’t accept (the French
language can use “rapports sociaux de sexe,” “sexe,” “hommes et femmes,”
etc.); 2. gender was a way to avoid women and to speak of social constructions
without paying as much attention to real ancient people as one should; 3. gen-
der was politically neutral and couldn’t support a feminist cause. Gender’s aca-
demic “success” was interpreted as proof of its lack of political weight.

It is quite funny to recall this argument since gender has become the highly
controversial and political concept we know today. From that conference of
2002 in France to the present, gender has been largely adopted by Internation-
al Organizations, scholars, even the media. Nevertheless, even in 2015, no one
can say that it has become a politically neutral concept. In France, 2014 was a
very bad year for gender studies: the French government, facing an “anti-gen-
re” coalition, finally choose to retreat and to erase gender from its vocabulary,
as Zancarini-Fournel pointed out (2014). In this context, writing the history of
women without gender could appear either “out of date” or politically marked.
The point is not to discuss these connotations or quick judgments but to shed
light upon what is at stake when using gender in the field of history: what is
the scientific gain, if any?

Gender, in its normal English usage, means the social aspect of being a
man or a woman. In the sixties and in a culturalist perspective (Scott 1986),
gender was a better word than women as gender meant the social interpretation
of bodies whereas women referred to bodies themselves. In contrast to French,
sex could not be used as it would have mostly meant sexuality.1 In the interna-
tional context, the word gender was adopted into many other languages, even
in French where the word “genre” – in France, most people often ignored it –
was a good equivalent. From the 13th century, “genre,” translating the latin
genus, has been used not only as a grammatical category but also as a sexual
category (see Chevalier and Planté 2014 and Offen 2006). French feminists were
unlikely to accept the word (either gender or genre) as it blurred bodies and
sexual difference. But, at once, they did. In a way, the word allowed new ques-

1 In an important article about women’s agency, Lin Foxhall (1989: 24) makes the distinction
very clear, using either gender, or sex: “In the course of even one lifetime roles, statuses,
economic resources and even personnel change. Sex does not change, though gender roles
may.”
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tions. More important, it led to a decisive change in the scientific paradigm of
women’s history.

Gender was used as a category of analysis (according to Joan Scott), that
is to say, a scientific tool (recently and in a French context, see Scott 2012).
Setting bodies and sex in the cultural sphere, considering gender as a category
(as Greeks said the ἀνθρώπων γένος or the γυναικῶν γένος), led to a new ques-
tion: what do people do with sexual difference? Do they ignore it? Or does it
make sense to them? If it does, why and how? Thus, sexual difference became
a question in itself (Sebillotte Cuchet 2012).

Gender studies have also proved that the naturalization of sexual differ-
ence is an historical process. As Thomas Laqueur wrote in 1990, in the past,
men and women could differ by what he called temperament or gender. In this
organization of differences, various bodies were signs of various tempera-
ments. From the modern medical point of view that has been developed since
the middle of the 18th century, female and male bodies were as different as
apples and oranges (Laqueur 1990; Steinberg 2008: 198). Laqueur’s thesis has
long been discussed and criticized (recently King 2013: 1–27 and 31–48). Today,
gender studies are more sensitive to the different forms of discourses about sex
and body, and scholars (as Holmes 2011) are more sensitive to emphasize either
gender fluidity (individuals could be perceived as feminine or masculine in
different contexts) or gender fixity (one cannot be female and male, one can
never change one’s sex – at least in Antiquity).

Therefore, the aim of gender studies, from my point of view, is to not de-
scribe women as a group of people sharing the same experience, by definition
different from that of the group of men. What is at stake, rather, is to analyze
the contexts, actions and functions that gave meaning to sexual difference (in
other words, the contexts that construct gender). Sexual difference, in this per-
spective, is a relative notion. What is the difference between being a priest or
a priestess? A god or a goddess? A king or a queen? A salesman or a saleswom-
an? A female or a male prostitute? etc. Examining that difference is the neces-
sary precondition to being able to say what women means, in each context. In
other words, comparing women and men when engaged in the same function
is a good method to understand how various societies, activities, and docu-
mentary contexts differentiate (or not) women from men (on this method, see
Boehringer and Sebillotte Cuchet 2011: 13–34). With the gender approach, the
question of the place of women in history is definitely not the same as it was
40 years ago: we still use the category of women as our modern category but
we actually are in search of what that category meant for the Ancient Greeks.
Are we right to translate gunē (γυνή) by “woman” or does gunē meant wife? Or
mother? Or is it just a word for a female body?
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In analyzing the meaning given by the Ancients to sexual difference, the
benefits are not only for women’s studies but also for history as a whole. Actu-
ally, it is quite the rule that in Ancient societies the distinctions between indi-
viduals lay mostly in social status rather than in sexual status. Incidentally,
we are not even certain of what “social status” and “individual” meant in An-
cient Greece, as Boehringer pointed out in an anthropological perspective
(Boehringer 2013). As individualization is an historical process and ancient
Greece is characterized by the agency of the divine, we should also ask wheth-
er, when a man’s actions are directed by a female divinity, such as Aphrodite,
he is entirely a “man” i.e., someone with a psychological and personal identity
that makes him different from a “woman.” Ancient gender characteristics
should be put together in a more complex manner than in our modern use of
the term gender.

Thanks to gender studies, “women” are now in question. In the eighties,
Black feminism underlined the historical and cultural gap between White
women and Black women in the United States (Davies 1982). Actually, women
as a homogeneous group do not exist. Therefore, what is of historical interest
is to notice what makes women exist as a group. At this point I would insist
how far gender radically transformed the questions usually asked about wom-
en and our ability to answer them. In this regard, women’s studies are definite-
ly not the same today as they were previously. Women’s studies have gained
from gender studies. We should not forget this and should keep this point in
mind: it helps to put women (back) in the question.

2 Economic and gender scholarship never really
merge

Working on women’s history in the field of economics is a great challenge as
economic and gender scholarship never really merge. Today, one main trend
in economic studies is to propose and examine models of economic develop-
ment, more or less ignoring the actors (for example, see Archibald, Davies,
and Gabrielsen 2011). In The Cambridge Economic History of the Graeco-Roman
World, edited by Ian Morris and Richard P. Saller in 2007, where space is made
for sociological approaches, only one chapter out of 28 concerns women in the
ancient economy: This is the chapter devoted to “Household and gender” that
includes women with children (15 pages out of 770 pages). It seems that women
could not exist without children and outside the domestic sphere of the house.
In the recent Companion to Women in the Ancient World, edited by Sharon
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L. James and Sheila Dillon, no more room is reserved for the question of wom-
en in economics.2 Although described from a feminist perspective, women’s
work within the house (oikos–οἶκος) and feminine patronage are, as usual, the
only way to deal with women in economics.

Yet it should be recalled that since the beginning of the eighties, feminist
sociologists, even in France, have been leading a strand of scholarship that
seriously contested the stereotypical picture of women at home they resumed
by the phrase: “Seules les femmes sont inscrites dans une famille, seuls les
hommes sont à leur place dans le monde du travail: des femmes inactives et
des hommes sans famille” (Barrère-Maurisson 1984: 8). What was challenging
in the early eighties of the last century is still challenging at the beginning of
the 21st century.

The fact is that this very traditional representation of men (at work) and
women (at home) is still taken for granted by most scholars, as I have tried to
show with the two examples quoted above. Still today, it seems natural to as-
sume that, in Antiquity, women were consumers (obviously only consumers)
and men producers (obviously never consumers).3

Three points present valuable alternatives to escape from this stereotypical
opposition:
1. Taking into account the bias of the vocabulary. Pieter Herfst, in a classic

and still valuable book published in 1922, listed the feminine Ancient

2 In James and Dillon 2012, the main topics are historiography, medicine, law, and religion.
Another trend is to discuss women’s agency and women’s representation (iconography, sculp-
tures, portraits). Only a few pages are devoted to women in the economy (p. 325–326 based
upon the papyri documentation and p. 478–490 in Emily A. Hemelrijk’s paper about the occi-
dental part of the Roman Empire).
3 See, for exemple, Julien Zurbach’s comment on Works and Days 376–380 (“Puisses-tu n’avoir
qu’un fils pour nourrir le bien paternel – ainsi la richesse croît dans les maisons – et mourir
vieux en laissant ton fils à ta place. Mais, à plusieurs enfants, Zeus peut aisément aussi donner
une immense fortune: plusieurs font plus d’ouvrage, plus grand est le produit”): “Hésiode
parle de mariage à plusieurs reprises et aussi du nombre de fils. Ce qui est important dans ce
passage n’est sans doute pas tant le nombre de fils que le fait même que ce soient des fils,
plutôt que des filles ou des petits-enfants en bas âge. Cela signifie qu’ils peuvent travailler
avec leur père, c’est-à-dire que le grand nombre de fils installe à l’intérieur de la famille une
proportion favorable entre ceux qui travaillent la terre et ceux qui ne la travaillent pas. On
comprend mieux dès lors ce jugement sur le nombre de fils, qui est assez important pour entrer
en conflit dans ce passage avec la grande méfiance d’Hésiode envers les héritages par division,
qui incitent au contraire à réduire leur nombre. On touche ici à la question de l’équilibre entre
besoins et travail, qui est fonction de la relation entre nombre de producteurs et nombre de
consommateurs au sein d’une cellule domestique qui apparaît clairement comme le principal,
sinon le seul, horizon économique d’Hésiode” (Zurbach 2009: 16).
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Greek words used for female trades (Herfst 1979; Savalli 1983: 81–89). Ma-
ria Cecilia D’Ercole, in a recent paper, stressed that only one out of five of
the Ancient Greek merchants’ terms listed by Pieter Herfst existed in a fem-
inine form (D’Ercole 2013: 55). What does that mean? Were women less
involved in commercial activities, as D’Ercole suggests? I think one should
be very cautious with such an interpretation. One the one hand, we must
keep in mind that the near-invisibility of female workers is often due, even
in modern languages, to the male oriented vocabulary (masculine forms
are used for generic forms, what we call masculine epicenes).4 The ques-
tion is a methodological one that influenced the understanding of entire
societies. A few years ago, Cynthia Patterson noticed that politai (πολίται) –
usually translated as “citizens” and, in French, “citoyens” (only male) –
was used in epic and tragedy to describe the inhabitants of the polis, draw-
ing water from the well or watching the war behind the walls of Troy (Pat-
terson 1987: 49–67). From this activity and the context, one could affirm
that those politai (πολίται) were mostly female citizens. In an economic
context, think of the word talasiourgos (ταλασιουργός) that means “wool-
worker” but can be used for both male and female workers. In the inscrip-
tions of the phialai exeleutherikai (φιάλαι ἐξελευθερικαί), attesting to the
manumission of 375 slaves in Athens at the end of the 4th century, the word
qualifies women, not men (Todd 1997: 120–123, Wrenhaven 2009: 367–386).
Inscriptions mentioned the price paid for manumissions and sometimes
the names and occupations of the persons manumitted. On the 63 women
mentioned with their occupations, 51 (or 81%) are designated as talasiour-
goi (ταλασιουργοί).

2. Keeping in mind that the male distribution of civic (public) functions does
not mean that women were outside of the economy. We can guess that very

4 Still rare are the papers assuming the question of gender and of language. It is noteworthy
that, in 1898 (1st ed.), the Recueil des Inscriptions Juridiques Grecques, did mention this discrep-
ancy between lexical and grammatical gender and individuals involved in Epicteta’s will (circa
200 BCE): “L’objet du testament est la création d’une corporation ou communauté perpétuelle,
comprenant tous les parents mâles de la testatrice, présents et à venir; les présents sont dé-
nommés, au nombre de vingt-cinq, en tête le gendre et le frère adoptif d’Epictéta. Cependant
quoique la communauté soit expressément qualifiée de corporation masculine (ἀνδρεῖος, II,
29 et suiv.), la testatrice, par une disposition supplémentaire (§ 9), décide qu’on y admettra
également: 1. les femmes des premiers membres et leurs filles tant qu’elles seront en puissance
de leurs pères; 2. les descendantes (sans doute seulement par les mâles) des membres origi-
naires, tant qu’elles remplissent la même condition; 3. les épiclères avec leurs maris et leurs
enfants; 4. à titre exceptionnel, huit femmes (avec leurs maris et leurs enfants), dont l’une est
la fille épiclère de la testatrice, deux les soeurs de son gendre, trois les filles ou soeurs de
membres du κοινόν.” (Dareste, Haussoullier, and Reinach 1965: 106–107).
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often, only the man had that function, but the female members of the fami-
ly were also at work. As C. Chandezon has recently noticed in regard to
Xenophon’s Oeconomicus: “the responsibility for bookkeeping in the estate
falls not on the overseer but on the mistress of the house, Ischomach-
os’ wife, who plays the role of the tamias, the treasurer. She has to receive
the harvests, calculate and organize the expenditures, assess the amount
of reserves to be kept and ‘make sure she does not spend in one month
the expenses planned for one year’.” (Xen. Oec. 7.36, Chandezon 2011: 108).
Female workers were almost invisible because of texts oriented by andro-
centric organization and shaped by masculine forms of language. In this
case, deductive reasoning could help to right the balance. For example:
even if textile production is not well known due to the lack of archeological
data, we know Greek people considered this work as a women’s role, and it
was probably so (iconography, archeology, epigraphy, and textual tradition
repeatedly stressed what can be understood as a common assumption).
Various elements otherwise allowed C. Chandezon to affirm that textile
production was of great importance in Ionia: a special breed of sheep was
used to produce a highly famous variety of wool from the 6th century to
the Hellenistic period (Chandezon 2003: 200–201). Working at home or in
collective workshops, women must have played a central role in the pro-
duction of this regional wealth, as it is hardly probable that there were
only male workers.

3. Taking into account all the data concerning women at work or engaged in
economic transactions and not only the textual documentation transmitted
by the manuscript tradition. Works and Days, the Hesiodic poem written to
advise Perses against departing from dikē, good behavior, sets up the fig-
ure of the peasant living in the 7th century. The social environment is full
of ill-behaved people and the weather not that good. The poor peasant
trying to escape the fate of poverty and slavery should be moved by the
good eris, the good struggle, not the bad one. The good eris engages him
to work in his fields in order to make his home prosperous (Works and
Days 17–23). The vivid description is rooted in the present of the poet and
his audience: the Iron Race must struggle and work for livelihood. This
situation is explained by the poet as a consequence of Prometheus’s mētis:
the grain has been held by Zeus under the earth, evil and sickness have
spread, hard labor has become necessary to live, and sexual union im-
posed on the new Race, the Iron Race, has made each one mortal. Beside
its misogynistic and even misanthropic tone, the poem – didactic in pro-
ducing an ethic of the good life – does not tell us anything about women
in the economy except incidentally. One can read that the ideal is to keep
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the young girl at home in winter, with her mother, spinning the wool. We
could infer that working the wool is a women’s ideal task.5 The main pur-
pose of the landowner is to keep his property free and transmit it to his
children. Thus, the social reference of the narrative is that of the oikos in
its patrimonial aspect: coming from the father and transmitted to son(s).
In this picture, the wife couldn’t be anything other than a sexual partner
whose function is giving birth to the potential heirs. In this narrative, and
because of the narrative choice of WD, nothing else is expected of her.

It is true that this ideal of a complementary opposition between men and wom-
en’s roles is repeated, even in a different form, in one of the most important
pieces of written evidence for the Classical period, Xenophon’s Oeconomicus:
husband and wife are presented as complementary managers, each one orga-
nizing his or her own sphere, the indoors and the outdoors, independently.
This oppositional organization is based on an interpretation of their bodies:
the male one is as tough as the female is soft (Oec. VII, 18, 22–28). This didactic
treatise is correctly understood by commentators as an ideal for a valuable
citizen life: getting married and taking care of the estate to transmit it to heirs.
Once more, the narrative choice led to the oppositional and complementary
depiction of the spouses.

Archaeological data have confirmed these narrative codes: funerary steles
and vases displayed images of women in domestic activities or managing do-
mestic staff. The stereotypical opposition of the spindle and distaff for spinning
wool and the hoplite panoply is very well known even as a literary topos.6 This
norm is highly political: it applied to the world of landowners, a world of fe-
male and male citizens in Classical Athens. But even in the world of citizens,
these political norms cannot be considered as reflecting any social or economic
reality. François Lissarrague demonstrated in 1990 how far images of women
at the loom diverged from actual labor. Vases often show women in brilliant
dress, with garlands, jewelry and sometime heroic names such as Clytemnes-
tra, Iphigenia, or Cassandra. For the people looking at the images, could it
be anything other than an idealistic world where work is done without sweat
(Lissarrague 1991: 229–231)?

5 Pandora, the first wife (γυνή), is described as skilled in weaving (v. 64), an ambivalent
attribute (v. 373, 375). Nevertheless, even the poor ploughman must weave (WD 538: μηρύομαι),
by himself, to cover his body and protect it against the cold winter (see West 1978: 294). So, if
women are mainly engaged in textile tasks, it is unlikely that only women were doing textile
work: sewing, weaving, spinning and carding. See the recent bibliographic survey in Brøns
2014: 85–89.
6 Herodotus IV 162; IX 109; Aristophanes, Lysistrata 530–538; Polyen, Strategemata VIII, 53.
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I would like to emphasize, at this point, how far the economic functional
division between men and women, as producers and consumers, is derived
from textual tradition and from this very specific point of view of the household
and its claim to transmission through male generation. To proceed further, I
need to present the archaeological data that lead to a very contrasting opinion
about women at work. In other words, the archeological data help to under-
stand how diverse were the situations of women (and men) and how far women
could act, in social life, as economic partners.

3 Women’s place in the Ancient Greek economy:
stakeholders, individual agency and
documentary norms

Textual tradition, often repetitive, tells us a lot about civic attitudes, social
and political concerns, and ethical behaviors, but not about everyday life. By
contrast, the archaeological data is diverse, heterogeneous and usually not in
conformity with the civic norm we find in texts. Historians are, therefore, al-
ways confronted with the question of the general, or, inversely, the question
of the unique. What is at stake is the representativeness of each document and
the representativeness of each woman. As we still don’t have, and probably
never will have, the exhaustive database that could allow us to produce statis-
tics, we are actually trying to examine each assertion and generalization in
order to find out both the purpose of the author/producer of the document
and/or the documentary conventions that imposes particular formula or mises
en scène. In other words, the variety of acts displayed by archeological data
also had to conform to norms. Some vases, for example, could repeat textual
norms when those vases are intended to promote an idealized vision of men
or women. But they could, by contrast, convey different meanings, particularly
when they are meant to make people laugh (Lissarrague 2013). At a minimum,
archeological data displayed various performances of life.

3.1 Women’s involvement in economic transactions:
Thespiae and Tenos

Ten years ago, Isabelle Pernin, analyzed various stelai found in Thespiae (Beo-
tia), dated from the second half of the 3rd century BC (Colin 1897; Pernin 2004;
Roesch 2009; and now Pernin 2014). Those inscriptions are lease contracts
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(μισθῶσεις) on behalf of the city, which was the landowner of public estates.
The most complete is inscribed with an irregular and unclear script on a lime-
stone stele (about 0.77 cm in height × 0.50 cm in length) presently in the muse-
um of Thespiae. Its context of discovery is unclear, coming from a citadel
(φρούριον) located above the modern village of Erimocastro. On this stele, 25
plots (γύαι) are rented. Previous renters had priority to renew their previous
agreement unless they had misbehaved. Nine plots changed renters. The 25
plots involved not 25 persons but only 16 (as one single individual can rent
more than one plot) including two male children (Thumias and Rhodios) and
three women (in fact, one among them might have been a child). The women
in each case are involved as new renters, like the two “boys” and also a man,
named Poleas (plot 22). All the new renters invoked a parentage with the previ-
ous one: the children, Thumias and Rhodios are the paides (παῖδες) of Pouth-
odotos; Poleas is the brother of Pherekleios, Zopoura the daughter of Dionysi-
os, Dinophila the daughter of Ismeinodoros. Phrounicha, the last woman
mentioned, declares herself to be the closest relative to Wimmpidas whom she
succeeded in taking the location of two plots.

In those transactions women, less numerous than men (3 out of 16), acted
on their own. The formula is the same for men and women: name of the previ-
ous renter (if any), name of the renter, parentage with the previous one, verb
(ὑπογράψασθαι), price, guarantor(s). The plots seem to be of the same value
(we don’t have all the information) whether they are rented by men or women.
The women produced guarantor(s) (προστάτας) sometimes called φίλοι (close
relations), like all the men. But, unlike men, women also needed to present a
witness that Isabelle Pernin called an assistant (the Greeks used the word πα-
ρεῖαν that indicates the witness’s presence along with the woman). Zopoura,
daughter of Dionysos, rented a plot, previously rented by her brother Dionys-
odoros. She presented two witnesses, Poleas son of Archias and Saosias son of
Sosipolis, and three close relations (φίλοι) came along with her (παρεῖαν
Ζωπύρη τῶν φίλων …) when she entered into the contract: the two witnesses
whose names are repeated and Dionysios son of Dionysios. For that one, no
husband is mentioned, thus Zopoura might have been either a single person
or a child. Dinophila, daughter of Ismeinodoros, presented two witnesses and
produced her husband Archias (without patronymic) as an “assistant.” The
husband is presented in a subordinate form (Dinophila’s man): παρεῖς Δι-
νοφίλη Ἀρχίας ὁ ἀνείρ. The focalization is that of the one, whether male or
female, who acts as the renter.

Another piece of evidence for women’s involvement in economic transac-
tions is the stele of sales from Tenos. It is the most important document attest-
ing sale contracts and no documents of this nature have been found in Attica.
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The stele noted 47 agreements listed in chronological order and covering a
period of one and half years. The stele might have been erected in a public
space and the dating is from the archontat of Ameinolas at the end of the 4th

century BC or the beginning of the 3rd.7
Roland Etienne, who analyzed the stele, noticed that women were involved

in 30 agreements out of 47, and in 5 out of the 8 most important (in financial
terms). We can observe that the formula is the same for men and women: name
of the buyer, patronymic, name of the tribe; name of the seller, patronymic
and name of his tribe; verb; description of the property. From the end of the
19th century, the stele has been commented upon from a juridical point of view.
Different types of sales have been noticed in these agreements (new sales, re-
sults and developments of previous transactions, parts of familial economic
strategies; see Etienne 1990: 52–67 and Game 2008: 105). The question of the
economic agency of the women quoted in the inscription has never been pre-
cisely considered except by Claude Vial and Anne-Marie Vérilhac who empha-
sized it (Vial and Vérilhac 1998: 125–207). Otherwise the debate is over simpli-
fied by considerations about the so-called “freedom” of “Tenian women”
compared to “Athenian women” (Etienne 1985: 61–70).

What are the main conclusions of this scholarship?
1. As in the Thespian agreements, when a woman is involved in Tenos, she

acts like a man. The verb is exactly the same as for a man (ἐπρίατο). The
plot might be described with mention of the neighbors – men or women
(Petale: § 35). Sometimes, the land is noted to have been in the possession
of a previous owner who could have been a woman, thus Timothea (§ 28)
and Archestrate (§ 30). Thus, it is clear that some women were landown-
ers.8 Those women could participate in exchanges of property as men did
and were, thereby, involved in financial transactions (usually mortgage,
other attestations in Vial and Vérilhac 1998: 179–195).

2. Some women could possess lands that were not part of a dowry but person-
al estates. Thus Pheido, daughter of Chabyssios, owned a plot given by her
maternal grandfather, and participated in a joint ownership (joint-stock
company?) that also belonged to her mother Iphikrite and her brother

7 CIG II, 2338; IJG I: 64–87; IG XII 5.2, 872 (new ed. of the text); Etienne 1990: 51–84;
Game 2008: 173–190 (text and translation). Image: British Museum 1818,0110.4. I use the num-
bering of the agreements followed, since IJG, by Etienne 1990 and Game 2008, from § 1 to § 47.
8 Foxhall 1989. Vial and Vérilhac 1998: 152 and 187–91 for other examples and the conclusion:
“La majorité des historiens et des juristes ont sous-estimé la place tenue dans les dots par les
biens immobiliers. Les exemples dont nous disposons sont nombreux et viennent de régions
diverses.”
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Chairelas II. Iphikrite, herself, a daughter without a brother, possessed
properties coming from her own father, Chairelas I. The women’s proper-
ties do not come only from dowries (§ 33, § 36, § 38, § 39, § 40, § 41;
Vial and Vérilhac 1998: 156 and 167).

3. Sometimes, previous ownership is mentioned, and among these landown-
ers, a few are women: Timothea (§ 28) and Archistrate (§ 30). Etienne con-
siders that when previous landowners are mentioned that means that the
real property is still theirs and that the transaction is purely a loan, not a
sale (Etienne 1990: 54–55). Without discussing the conclusion of the argu-
ment, we notice that the presence of women mentioned as previous land-
owners of the plot “for sale” clearly indicate that women were considered
as “real” landowners. The same could be deduced from the mention of
female neighbors: thus Petale (§ 35).

4. Actually, on some occasions, the consent of a woman is asked for. This
makes sense if we consider, as it is usual, that the land the man wants to
“sell” is part of the mortgage on the wife’s dowry (for the “general mort-
gage” on the husband properties, see Vial and Vérilhac 1998: 195–197
and 202–203). Thus, Thespieus son of Thespieus, Aristonas son of Aristolo-
chos and the community of Theoxeniastes bought from Artumachos son of
Aristarchos some estates that have been previously their own property be-
fore they sold them to Aristarchos with the participation and consent of
Manto (συνχωρούσης καὶ συνεπαινούσης Μαντῶς), daughter of Demokrin-
es and present with her kurios (μετὰ κυρίου) Artumachos himself (§ 45). In
other words, the kurios is here interpreted as the husband. But, in another
agreement, we can read that two men give their consent, and in quite the
same way as Manto does: “Kalliphon son of Kteton, Heraclides, bought
from Phokos son of Phokion, Thruesios, the house that was previously
owned by Kteton, his father, the neighbors being Simias and Kallikrates,
for 1700 silver drachmas, with the consent of Phokos and Kteton, father of
Kalliphon (συνεπαινοῦντος)” (§ 16). The consent is given by the father of
the buyer and by the seller, who previously bought the house from the
father of the buyer. The sale looks like a loan mortgaged on a house. No
woman is involved in the transaction. Nevertheless, the same formula of
consent applied here for men.

The interpretation of the sale as a prasis epi lusei9 has often be taken as an
argument that it was only to allow their husband or sons to get money or to

9 Jean Game makes the point very clearly and emphasizes the specificity (in our documenta-
tion) of Tenos: Game 2008: 167.
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protect their dowries that women were involved in financial agreements. But,
it is very difficult to evaluate the distinction between a sale and a loan – the
prasis epi lusei is only known, by that name, in Athens (Finley 1952,
Game 2008: 168) – and interpretations are often based on the interpreters’ pre-
conceived ideas about what might be the right place of women in society.10

Instead of reasoning only in terms of dowries and mortgages,11 which im-
plies putting women in a different economy (as passive partners), I suggest
that it would be useful to reason in term of individuals (even rooted in collec-
tive networks such as the household, kinship and political associations) be-
cause, as I noted at the beginning of this paper, feminist historiography – even
in the rare studies devoted to female agency in economics – have persistently
understood gender as a cognitive system based on two complementary and
oppositional poles, a polarity that led to an impasse.

3.2 Gender and individuals’ agency

One very influential paper on the subject of women’s agency in economics was
that of Lin Foxhall, who argued against the traditional view of passive women
that has been widespread in scholarship since David Schaps’ book published
in 1979. In 1989, Lin Foxhall described her method in the field of gender stud-
ies: Lloyd’s description of polarity and analogy in Greek culture (Lloyd 1966)
prompted her to affirm that “in ancient Greek culture, broadly speaking, it can
be argued that pairs of complementary oppositions are a fundamental aspect
of cognition, intruding into every corner of social interaction from μέν and δέ
to men and women” (Foxhall 1989: 23). She added that “the most usual con-
texts for gender are provided by the poles of another complementary opposi-
tion: the private world of the household and the public world of the communi-

10 Etienne 1985: 64, “Sous les termes d’achat et de vente se cache une simple circulation
d’hypothèques sous la forme de prasis epi lusei (vente à pacte de rachat), bien connues par la
documentation de l’Attique. Dans ce mouvement des créances qui passent de main en main
un seul point reste obscur. “L’ancien propriétaire”, Eurykratès, conserve-t-il des droits de pro-
priété, ou le bien a-t-il été acquis par Amphylis en pleine propriété ? Il est difficile de trancher,
mais dans ce type de contrats je penserais volontiers que l’expression “biens qui appartenaient
auparavant à …” ne sert pas de référence supplémentaire pour désigner l’objet du contrat,
venant s’ajouter à la mention des voisins, mais doit établir ou rappeler les droits réels de la
personne nommée. J’entends donc qu’Eutykratès reste propriétaire – et peut-être même occu-
pant – d’une moitié de ferme sur laquelle une hypothèque a circulé, passant deux fois dans
les mains d’Amphylis.” Emphases are mine. The author alludes to Tenos § 12.
11 The beginning of the inscription does not help the understanding: “About lands, sales of
houses and constitution of dowries,” IJG I: 64. l.1.
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ty” (ibidem). The major point she made was to make scholars fully aware of
the implicit content of texts (Athenian documentation from the 4th century), of
the solidarity of the household (including males and females) and of the dis-
tinction between legal and social descriptions.12 Social relations could not be
confused with legal formulations.13 Nevertheless, her use of gender (as a meta-
phor of social roles that could change within the household depending on age,
place in the family, or accidents of life, etc.) and sex (being a female or a male)
was not so easy to understand. Actually, gender, presented as “the most vigor-
ous expression of meaning available to ancient Greek culture” in her analysis
(Foxhall 1989: 23), overlaps with the male/female opposition (unified in the
ideal context of the household).

Less than ten years after Lin Foxhall’s paper, Christiane Sourvinou-Inwood
published another influential article in 1995 that stresses once more the organi-
zation of Ancient Greek society, divided between a private and a public sphere,
a male and a female sphere. As Sourvinou-Inwood demonstrated: “it is not the
case that in Classical Athens women were excluded from the public sphere;
they played an active role in public life in religion, as priestesses and other
cult personnel as well as worshippers; that is, they played an active role in
central part of polis activity, in which women were complementary and equal
to men” (Sourvinou-Inwood 1995: 112). In addition, and contra Foxhall, she
emphasized how subordinated women were in the oikos.

None of these studies, produced in the eighties or the nineties, used gender
as I do when I consider the concept as a scientific tool to interrogate the divi-
sion between men and women in Antiquity (Scott 1986; Schmitt Pantel 2009).
It is useful to put this new question at the fore and to take the step made by

12 For this last point, Foxhall distanced herself from the juridical approach of D. Schaps who
concludes in 1979 on the existence, in Greece, of “the status of women” (Foxhall 1989: 98).
The point is clearly made in Foxhall 2013: 44 and 158: “And yet, it is clear that although gender
may present itself most clearly as a dichotomy of male and female, the lived reality was far
more complex, not least because of its intersections with other socio-cultural and political
factors (age, class, status, wealth, etc.)”, with reference to what sociologists call insectionality.
13 See on this point the anthropological analysis of the society of Karpathos in the 20th cen-
tury “Dans cette société, marquée par ailleurs par le tabou des relations sexuelles avant le
mariage ainsi que par une très forte séparation entre les sexes, les enfants de chaque sexe sont
en effet condamnés, notamment par suite des exigences parentales, à se préoccuper sans cesse
et depuis le plus jeune âge du sort, des intérêts et des désirs des enfants de l’autre sexe avec
qui ils sont engagés dans un courant d’échanges particulièrement intensifs: constitution des
dots sororales avec ce que cela peut impliquer de sacrifice, accompagnement au bal, aide dans
la recherche d’un mari et protection d’un côté, avec comme contrepartie de l’autre, reconnais-
sance, admiration, respect, dons symboliques (louanges) et services domestiques divers” (Ver-
nier 1985: 22–23).
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gender studies from a description of complementary oppositions (male/female;
men/women) to the question of the meaning and the relevance of such an
opposition.

The main point of the previous discussion concerns the ability of women
to act by themselves, that is to say, the conditions of their ownership, or in
other words, their right to dispose of property.14 It is in terms of degree of
freedom or subordination that R. Etienne introduced his article about women,
real property and money in Tenos published in 1985: Would Cycladic women
have been more emancipated than “their Athenian sisters” (Etienne 1985: 61)?
According to R. Etienne, the direct involvement of women in the sales contracts
of Tenos should not be interpreted as a sign of more freedom for them. The
main argument against their agency was the presence, along with them, of
their kurios.15

Roland Etienne was right to point to the fact that women in Tenos were
engaged in transactions with the constant guardianship of their husbands (or
brothers or other male relatives). Actually, the only difference between men and
women involved in transactions in the Tenos’ stele is that women are identified
not only by the grammatical form of their name but also by the presence of a
kurios (κύριος), introduced with the coordination “καί” or “μετά” or the relative
pronoun “ἧς.” In any case, we could not infer the function of the kurios from
the term and we can be sure that, even done “with” a kurios, or with the attend-
ance of men – as is the case in Thespiae – the act is the woman’s. We never
get the formula that the kurios bought, sold or consented on behalf of a woman.

Lin Foxhall thus suggested that we read the economic transactions at the
intersection of the household and the public spheres. Because the transaction
concerning wealth of the household needed to “operate in the legal/political
sphere, it had to be represented by a household member capable of acting in
this sphere: an adult male, normally the head of household. The consequence
is that the holder of this key position also becomes highly visible in the docu-
ments” (Foxhall 1989: 43). Two different agencies are at stake, the one in the
household (male or female) and the one in the legal/political sphere (male).

14 Foxhall 1989: 24–27. The discussion goes back to Schaps 1979, who himself summarizes the
previous scholarship in his preface (p. v–vi) and discusses – very briefly – the notion of prop-
erty (Schaps 1979: 2).
15 “L’intervention des femmes dans les contrats ne doit pas pourtant laisser croire qu’elles
jouissaient d’une plus grande “liberté” qu’à Athènes. La présence d’un kyrios est toujours req-
uise pour que leur action soit juridiquement valable. Les formules sont donc exactement les
mêmes que lorsqu’il s’agit de mineurs: en ce sens, les principes du droit à Ténos sont bien les
mêmes qu’à Athènes. L’émancipation de la femme, qui progresse à l’époque hellénistique en
dehors du cadre de la cité, ne passe certainement pas par Ténos.” (Etienne 1985: 62).
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Nevertheless, the male legal sphere should not be equated with the public
sphere. The women acting in these agreements were highly visible for their
contemporaries, and this visibility is yet a step passed in the political/public
sphere.16

At Tenos, the stela was erected in a public place and the engraving was
done under the control of magistrates, the astunomoi, equally naming women
and men. It is, I presume, a strong argument to say that women were part of
economic exchanges, whether those exchanges were of land or money. Women
could control wealth without shame either for them or for their male relatives.
The public visibility of these women gave them social recognition. In Olynthus,
an inscription recording the transaction between Xenon and Euboulides
named two guarantors (βεβαιωταί), Pytheeas, Pythion’s son, and Philaina,
Heron’s daughter. Philaina does not need a kurios to act as a guarantor
(Game 2008: 62). This inscription, from 350 BC, has been found in situ, in the
ruins of a house near the North-East angle of the Agora. Located by the en-
trance, the stone was visible to everyone coming into the house. Everyone
could read the name of Philaina and she must have incurred of the social es-
teem of all (Game 2008: 171–172).

It is correct that female citizens in well-known Greek cities needed a tutor,
the kurios, for certain public acts they were engaged in.17 But, it is also impor-
tant to note that recent works have tended to put in perspective the influence
of the kurieia, stressing its formal nature. For example, comparing Greek wom-
en and Egyptian women involved in loan contracts preserved on Egyptian pa-
pyri from the 3rd to the 2nd century BC, Damien Agut and Anne-Emmanuel-
le Veïsse pointed out that the kurioi mentioned in those contracts had no
influence on the decisions (Agut-Labordère and Veïsse 2014). Indeed, Egyptian
and Greek women act in the same way, whether they have a kurios or not. The
mention of the kurios, always present in agreements made by Greek women,
seems to be used as a formal clause and linked to only very specific legal acts,
in other words, to documentary traditions (Veïsse 2011).

To summarize, the legal sphere where the kurios intervenes is not homo-
geneous, neither in the Greek world nor in all periods of Greek history, and
probably not even inside the same city. The legal sphere is not synonymous
with “public sphere,” as visibility of women is very well attested in various

16 For a recent discussion about these categories, see now Azoulay 2014.
17 Not all acts, if we think of the well-known example of the loan made by 223 BC by Nikareta
from Thespiae to the city of Orchomenos: Migeotte 1999. Her husband, present as a kurios, is
mentioned on only one occasion, when Nikareta made the Orchomenians acknowledge their
debt.
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aspects of public life, such as religious practices (Sourvinou-Inwood 1995: 114–
118). The economic transactions involving women impinge on legal practices
(written agreements) and political practices (magistrates record the contract)
as well as social ones (households interactions): women could not be said to
be confined in another world that would be the household and the domestic
sphere. Actually, the women mentioned in the sale or loan contracts are rich
women, with high social status. Is it fair to consider them as “women”, apart
from “men”, or do we have to compare rich men and women, as opposed to
poor men and women?

On this point, the question meets with the lack of documentation. We know
from the Attic orators about Athenian female citizens who became so poor that
they needed to work: some were nannies, others street vendors, others grape
pickers and others farm workers (Scheidel 1995: 207–210, 1996; D’Er-
cole 2013: 64–65). Plato is even more explicit when he says, in Laws 805 d–e,
that in Thracia and in many other places, women were harvesting – an unusual
occupation for women in Athens, Plato added. Roger Brock, in an important
paper published in 1994, suggested that textual documents, reflecting the high-
ly normative ideology of the complementarity of the inside and the outside,
downplayed that fact (Brock 1994). Actually, even in the very didactic Hesiodic
Works and Days, one can read: “First build a house (οἶκον) and get an ox for
the plow (βοῦν τ᾽ἀροτῆρα), and a woman (γυναῖκα) for a price (κτητήν) – no
formal wedding (οὐ γαμετήν) – to follow your oxen (βουσὶν ἕποιτο)” (WD: 405–
406). A woman bought for a price meant that nobody could claim any kind of
ownership over her body and children (unlike the spouse in a formal wedding),
except the one who bought her. She did not get any dowry to manifest her own
property and wealth (deriving from her family’s) against her husband’s. The
high vulnerability of poor women was a topos in Athenian comedy: one poor
Megarian citizen tried to sell his daughters, wife and mother, because of hun-
ger (Acharnians, 729–775 and 811–817). Women, in this case, were not far away
from slavery (Jameson 1977/78: 137–138, Foxhall 2013: 96). The glorious Euryk-
leia, wet-nurse of Odysseus, is this kind of woman, both free and slave, doing
all the work a female slave would do, including sexual work (Scheid 2015).18

***

18 Scheid 2015. The question of prostitution as sexual work should be considered as part of
economic transactions. Schaps excluded this activity from his study because he focused on
the “ordinary free Greek woman” (Schaps 1979: 2). The point is that we do not know what
makes a free Greek woman that “ordinary.”
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To conclude, one can say that there were, in Ancient Greek societies, as many
situations for women as for men. The gap between archaeological data and
textual tradition is huge. The bias of textual tradition is not only androcentric
(because of the language that use masculine forms for generic purposes) but
also ideological: texts tended to focus on “ho boulomenos,” the homopoliticus’
type. And, even if archeological data exist and are increasingly published and
taken into account, the work is actually in its infancy for understanding how
far the fact of being born a girl influenced one’s adult role in the economy and
society. I have tried to demonstrate that to answer that question, it is important
not to think that women were all considered in the same way, as female, or
that their story is a different story, apart from political, economic, and social
characterizations. The legal dispositions that made for the differences between
male and female, only concerned men and women of citizen status and social
importance. In this group, women – always less represented than men – did
have economic and financial capacities, which depended on the composition
of their native households and their involvement in strategies of acquisition.
The goal for historians is less to evaluate a global subordination of women to
men, private to public, or Ancients to Moderns than to understand the condi-
tions (social, political, generic) that construct the different forms of subordina-
tion.
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495; 507–509
overseer 65; 67–68; 160; 185–186; 280;

313; 476–477; 516; 522; 549

perfumer, perfume professions 355; 512–
525

physician, doctor 4
– female physician, doctor 4 n. 6; 40;

44; 82–83; 135; 143 n. 51; 155; 300;
304; 329;

– male physician, doctor 135; 155
– women in the healing practice 3; 329–

330
poet 123; 549
polisher (female) 39–40
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porter see doorkeeper
potting 14–17; 20; 22; 24
– potter 157; 160; 197; 515
prebend owner/holder 5; 465; 480; 497;

526–542
preparer of offering table 528; 535
priest 10; 12–13; 25; 32; 37 and n. 36,

39; 42; 51; 64; 97 and n. 17; 116–117;
196; 198; 299 n. 11; 434; 508–509;
527–528; 530–532; 545

– dirge singer, lamentation priest 51; 271
– priestess 30–44; 49–52; 62; 72; 79–81;

115–116; 118; 120–126; 134; 142; 211
n. 4; 252; 270; 278–279; 355–356;
373; 378; 435; 438–440; 507; 545;
556

– head priestess 37
– high priestess 37–38; 300; 439 and

n. 76; 507
– incantation priestess 35
– purification priest 155
prophet 356
prostitute (female) 32; 40; 43–44; 49–52;

59; 128–129; 142–143; 149–150; 209–
227; 233; 311; 312 n. 8; 442

– male prostitute 545

reed craftsman, mat maker 157; 160
– reed-mat weaver 168
rider 39
– female rider 39–40
ritual practitioner 329–330
– female ritual practitioner 329
rope-maker 168
royal household personnel 40; 64

salesman 545
– saleswoman 545
scribe 37 n. 38; 71; 78; 98; 104; 160; 195;

251–252; 300; 330; 332; 337–338;
344; 355;

– chief scribe, chief of the scribes on
wooden tablets 59; 61; 67; 340

– female scribe 4; 40 n. 68; 44 n. 81; 52;
155; 453

– male scribe 4; 40; 59; 155; 198; 251;
318 n. 44; 355; 483–484; 515 n. 17

– scribe-administrator 344

seller, selling 63, 107; 166–167; 210; 213;
264–266; 272–273; 280 n. 13; 286;
315; 373–379; 382–383; 437 n. 67;
496–499; 501–502; 505; 522; 526;
529–531; 534; 553–554

servant 80; 82; 118; 152; 199; 231; 238;
240–241; 300; 305; 311; 319; 366;
399; 407–408; 420; 435; 441

– female servant 32; 50; 57; 59; 64–68;
73; 76; 121; 130; 134; 301–302; 323;
334; 337; 399–400; 403–404; 440;
460

– male servant 33; 80; 122–124; 126;
514; 517

– palace servant 297
soldier see military personnel
slave 4–5; 25 and n. 51; 150–152; 161;

163; 165–166; 310; 374; 376–377;
379–381; 454; 468; 499–502; 507;
515; 548; 559

– female slave 52 n. 109; 197 n. 5; 200;
212; 218; 223–224; 234 n. 14; 240–
242; 249; 307; 311–315; 318–319; 323;
341; 394–395; 399 and n. 24;
400 n. 28; 404–405; 407–408; 441;
461; 466–467; 484; 486–489; 494–
498; 502–504; 507–509; 559

– male slave 33; 240; 357–358; 361; 363;
399 n. 24; 402; 407; 466–467; 506;
509

sorcerer 48 and n. 95
– sorceress 40; 48; 50–52; 436
– mother sorceress 40 n. 66
steward
– female steward 5; 31
– male steward 32; 516
supervisor 92–108; 160; 164; 184; 192–

195
sweeper 154
– female sweeper 39; 154; 157

temple personnel v; 25; 154; 156; 196;
209; 223; 358; 364; 365 n. 35; 461;
466–467; 474; 476; 478–486; 490;
507; 530; 536–540

– oblate 80–81; 461; 466–468; 482–
485; 495; 507–509

– temple attendant 528; 530; 535
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– temple administrator 63 n. 16; 198; 211
n. 4; 467

– temple musician 223
textile work 3; 14; 18–20; 23; 25; 45–46;

50–51; 65; 67–68; 84; 90–109; 154;
156–159; 161; 164; 174–189; 195; 198–
204; 209; 216 n. 16; 219; 234 n. 14;
242; 246–247; 250; 297; 300; 302–
303; 305; 311 n. 5; 313; 324; 342–343;
354; 356–363; 365–366; 454; 463;
466–468; 473–493; 549–550

– carding 550 n. 5
– comb wool, wool comber 46 and n. 87;

201; 246–247; 480
– dyeing 84; 361; 366; 476; 481
– female dyer 84; 361; 366; 481
– female apprentice dyer 84
– female textile worker 3; 14; 18–20; 23;

25; 45–46; 50–51; 84; 97–109; 133–
134; 142; 158; 161; 174–189; 195; 199–
204; 209; 219; 234 n. 14; 242; 246–
247; 250; 297; 300; 302–303;
311 n. 5; 324; 342–343; 354–355;
358–362; 366; 451; 467–468; 473–
493; 549–550

– finishing textiles 198; 200; 488
– flax worker 18–19; 94; 104; 154; 157;

159; 359–360; 476
– fuller 58 n. 7; 67; 95; 100; 154; 157; 159
– making the thread 200; 246; 355; 360;

362; 479–480
– making the wool 22; 106; 360
– male textile worker 3; 51; 175; 198; 305;

356–358; 360–363; 366; 473–479;
481; 485 and n. 43

– overseer, supervisor of textile
workers 65; 67–68; 92–108; 164;
184–186; 313

Sumerian
abgal, abgal2 priest: 42 n. 74–75
abrig cultic functionary 42 n. 74
ad-kup4, ad-KID reed craftsman, mat

maker 68; 157; 160
aga3-us2 soldier 51
agrig steward 32; 67; 516

– plucking wool 46; 241; 246; 474 n. 5
– repairing an old fabric 103–104; 360–

361; 481 and n. 27
– sewing 358; 480–481; 488; 550 n. 5
– spinning, spinning women 18–23; 46;

50; 94; 106; 133; 138; 154–155; 157;
159; 200–201; 204; 243; 246–248;
359–360; 362; 365; 375; 480; 489
and n. 54; 550

– warping 18; 362
– washing, cleaning the wool 200–201;

312
– weaver, weaving 194; 201;
– male weaver 51; 153; 157–158; 160;

186–187; 198; 200; 354–361; 363;
474–482; 550 n. 5

– female weaver 3; 14; 18–25; 33 n. 22;
65; 84; 91–111; 134; 151; 153–164;
169; 186; 199–200; 204; 234 n. 14;
246–247; 297; 303; 307; 311 n. 5;
312–313; 355; 357 n. 5; 362; 440 and
n. 84; 473–493; 550 n. 5

thief 243 n. 55; 434; 438; 440 n. 80
trader see merchant
transporter 3; 197
traveler 202; 211; 484
treasurer 476; 549

vizier 71–79; 135

wailing/weeping woman 84
water carrier 297; 305–307; 520
wet-nurse 1 n. 2; 3; 68; 72; 74; 82; 85;

129–132; 142; 198; 204; 311–312;
319–324; 354–356; 368; 497–498;
509; 559

witch 53 n. 109; 436
woman producing wine 81 n. 44

– munus agrig female steward 31–32
munus al-e3-de3 ecstatic woman 47
munus al-nu-nu spinner 46 and n. 87;

50
ama-e-he-a2-e3 49
ama-lul-la ecstatic woman 47
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amalu (ama.dinanna) priestess 31–32;
34; 41

lu2apin.la2 ploughman 515
arad2 male slave, worker 33–34; 51; 152;

162; 312 n. 13
ar3-ra grinder 154
ar3-tu munus female royal household

personnel 57; 59–60; 64–67
ašgab leather worker 58 n. 7; 63; 67;

157; 160
azlag2, azlag3 cleaner, fuller 36 and

n. 35; 39 n. 58; 58 n. 7; 67; 154; 157;
159

– geme2 azlag2 154
a-zu diviner 49
a-zu physician 155
– munus-a-zu, azu-munus female

physician 5 n. 6; 40; 155

bahar2 potter 157: 160; 515
munus bar-šu-gal2 hairdresser, cosmetic

producer? 39

dam-dingir priestess (wife of a god) 31;
34; 79 and n. 25

dam/dumu-munus-gun3 female dyer 84
dam IGI a weeping woman 84
dam me member of the cultic

personnel 31
dam/dumu-munus tug2-nu-tag female

textile worker 84
dam NE-ra woman responsible for

fire 85
dub-sar scribe 60–61; 155; 160;

251 n. 88
– munus dub-sar female scribe 40; 155;

164
– dub-sar mar-sa scribe of the

arsenal 160

egi2-zi high priestess 37–38; 42
– egi2-zi an-na priestess of An 38 and

n. 43; 42
eme-bal wailing woman 84
emeda, eme2-da nursemaid 31–32; 34;

41; 44 n. 81; 130
en priest, priestess 37; 41–42; 121–123;

439

munus en-nu-un nursemaid 48; 50
engar farmer 35; 51
engiz temple cook 37 n. 39; 42 and

n. 74–75
enkum treasurer 42 and n. 76
ensi dream interpreter 37 n. 39; 39 and

n. 54; 42 and n. 74–75; 49
– munus ensi female diviner, dream

interpreter 39; 47; 49
ensi2 governor 59–61; 97 and n. 17; 107

n. 35; 114; 115 n. 4; 152; 184
ereš-dingir, ereš-dingir-ra high

priestess 31–32; 34; 37–38; 42; 44;
62–63; 124 and n. 21

munus eš3-ta-la2 female musician 45

munus ga-an-za-za 40
lu2 gada flax/linen worker 360
munus ša gišgada woman of the

flax 355; 359
ga-du8 wet-nurse 74; 82
munus ga2-ga2 lady’s attendant 44
gala lamentator 51; 62; 284
– gala-mah chief lamentator 31 n. 17
munus ga-rig2-ak-a wool comber 46
munus gar-u-u female stone borer

4 n. 7
geme2 female worker, female slave,

servant 32–34; 39; 46 n. 87; 73; 76
n. 18; 80; 93–94; 96 n. 16; 97–98;
152–157; 159–164; 183–184; 186–187;
231; 240–242; 312–313; 391; 393;
395; 400 n. 28; 408; 441 n. 97;
517 n. 30

lu2-geštin cupbearer responsible for
wine 84

– munus-geštin woman producing
wine 44 n. 81

munus-lu2-geštin innkeeper 313 n. 18
gir2-la2 butcher 51
giš-kin-ti artisan group 67
gu, lu2-gu flax worker 157; 159
– geme2-gu flax worker, spinner 93–94;

154
munus lu2-gub-ba female ecstatic 41
gudu4 purification priest 49; 155
munus-gudu4 female purification

priest 155
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guruš young man 36 n. 35; 41
guruš male worker 51; 152–153;

154 n. 17; 157; 159–160; 163–164;
186–187; 312 n. 13

hub2-ki acrobat 83

i3-du8 doorkeeper 154; 156–157; 159–
160; 187

– dumu i3-du8 apprentice
doorkeeper 40 n. 67

– geme2 i3-du8 female doorkeeper 154;
157

– munus i3-du8 female doorkeeper 40
lu2i3-ra2-ra2 perfume-maker 515 and

n. 21; 522
i3-sur, geši3-sur oil-presser 43; 157–158;

160
geme2 i3-sur, geme2 geši3-sur female oil-

presser 39; 154–156
munus i3-sur emale oil-presser 39; 43;

51
igi-nu-du8, igi-nu-tuku blind

workers 64; 93 n. 5
munus igi.šid-e11-e-de3 female

necromancer 47; 50
ir3 servant 357–358
ir11 servant 80

munus ka-pirig exorcist 40
kar-kid, kar-kid3, kar-ke4 prostitute? 40

and n. 65; 43; 48–49; 59; 61; 63; 66
and n. 25, 214; 231 n. 4; 233

– geme2-kar-kid, geme2-kar-kid3, geme2-
karkidxkar-kid3 32 and n. 20; 66; 150

– kar-kid-mu-gub 40 n. 65
– kar-kid-šuhub2-si 40 n. 65
– kar-kid-gi-te-te 40 n. 65
– kar-a-[kid?] 40 n. 65
kaš-a gub-ba beer producer 157
– munus lu2-kaš-kurun2 female beer

merchant 41
munus ke-ze2-er-ak prostitute? 40; 43
kikken2 miller 156–157; 160
– geme2-kikken2 female miller 154–156;

158
kisal-luh (courtyard) sweeper 154; 157
– geme2 kisal-luh female courtyard

sweeper 154

– munus kisal-luh female courtyard
sweeper 39

kinda hairdresser 51
ku3-dim2 goldsmith 157
lu2 kur-gar-ra 438
– munus kur-gar-ra 438 n. 72

lu2-ma female diviner 47
lukur priestess 31–32; 37; 39; 41; 43–

44; 49 n. 102; 62 and n. 12; 117; 124;
257; 278 and n. 8

– ama-lukur-ra 39
– lukur-gal chief lukur 39 and n. 51
lunga, lu2-lunga brewer 51; 156; 160
– geme2 lunga3 female brewer 32–33
– munus lu2-lunga female brewer 39; 51

ma2-gid2 boat tower 160
maš-šu-gid2-gid2, maš2-šu-gid2-

gid2 diviner 39 n. 54; 49
mu-zuh see lu2-zuh
muhaldim cook 51; 154; 156–157; 160;

234; 236; 363
– geme2 muhaldim female cook 154
– munus muhaldim, muhaldim-

munus female cook 39; 51; 83; 154
munu4-mu2 masltster 160
mur-ra-aš female diviner 47
murub2 (sal.lagar) priestess 34–35;

37–38; 42

nagar carpenter 58–59 n. 7; 67; 157;
160

nar singer, musician 51; 155; 158;
221 n. 22

– geme2-nar female musician 155
– munus nar, nar-munus female

musician 45; 83; 155
– munus nar-balag tigi-player 45
NE.DI-munus female dancer 83
munus ni2-su-ub ecstatic woman 47
nin-dingir priestess 259 n. 20; 278; 355;

399 n. 25; 401; 409; 439 and n. 78
ninkum priestess 30; 42 and n. 76
nu-bar priestess 44; 49 and n. 102
nu-banda3 overseer 51; 60
nu-eš3 dignitary (cultic personnel) 49
nu-gig priestess 31 and n. 18; 33; 39;

44; 49 and n. 102; 378
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nu-gig midwife 31 and n. 18; 33;
44 n. 81; 49 and n. 102; 59–60; 63;
65–66; 159 n. 19

lu2 nu-giškiri6 gardener 515
nununuzx(?)-muš×pa(lahšu) incantation

priestess? 35
nunuzx-zi, nunuzzi priestess 34–35; 37–

38; 42

pa4-šeš priest 116–117
pa4-šeš servant 82
– dam/dumu-munus pa4-šeš maid 81–

82

ra-gaba rider 39
– munus ra-gaba female rider 39–40

sa12-du5 land recorder? 51
sag-rig9 type of personnel 33–34
– munus sag-rig7-ga, munus sag-rig9 32–

33; 50
sagi cup-bearer 51
sal.lagar see murub2
sanga priest 63 n. 16; 97 and n. 17; 286
ki-siki (female) textile worker,

weaver 33 n. 22; 67; 92–99; 101–
102; 104–105; 107

– munus siki peš5-ak-a female wool
plucker 46

simug metalworker/smith 67; 157
– munus simug female smith 4 n. 7
sipa shepherd 51; 392 n. 11
– sipa šah2 swineherd 160
munus suhur-la2 prostitute? 40; 43 and

n. 78
munus suhur-la2 female attendant 337;

339

ša3-gu4 51
ša3-tam official 51
ša3-zu, munus ša3-zu midwife 31 and

n. 17; 48; 50; 66; 82; 330
šagina, šakkan6 general 56; 152
šar2-ra-ab-du official 184
lu2-ŠE+TIN cupbearer 83
šennu priest of Nanše 38; 42
šitim mason 160
šita priest 32

šu-i barber 51
– munus šu-i female barber, hair-

dresser 39

munus tigi tigi-player 45
munus lu2-tilla2 41
tug2-du8 rope-maker, braider 68; 157;

159
munus tug2-tug2-bal (textile) worker 46

and n. 87

u2-hub2 “deaf”, a function 36 n. 35
munus u2-še3-la2 female singer 45
munus u2/u3-li-li mourner 45
ugula foreman, forewoman, overseer 51;

67; 93–95; 97; 101; 160; 164; 184–
185; 187; 313

ugula geme2 uš-bar supervisor of female
weavers 93 n. 9; 313

ugula kikken2 supervisor of millers 160
ugula ki-siki supervisor of weavers 67;

93–95; 97; 101
ugula uš-bar supervisor of weavers 93

and n. 9; 164; 184
munus uh2-zu sorceress 48; 50
ukurrim priest of Inanna 38; 42
um-me-ga-la2 wetnurse 49; 321 n. 60
un-IL2 menial 159–160; 162
– geme2 un-IL2 female menial 162–163
lu2-ur3-ra polisher 39 n. 58; 43
– munus lu2-ur3-ra female polisher 39–

40; 43
uš-bar, guruš uš-bar, lu2 uš-

bar weaver 51; 93 and n. 5, n. 9;
103; 106; 107 n. 33; 153; 156–160;
164; 184–186

– geme2 uš-bar female weaver 93 and
n. 9; 153–156; 159; 187; 312

– munus uš-bar female weaver 440 and
n. 84

uš7-zu sorcer 43
– ama uš7-zu mother sorceress 40 n. 66
– munus uš7-zu, munus uš11-zu witch,

sorceress 40; 43; 436 and n. 56

zirru priestess of Nanna 37–38; 42
lu2-zuh, ni2-zuh thief 243 n. 55
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Akkadian
abarakku(m) steward 516
abultannu(m) doorkeepers 355
ašlāku(m) cleaner (of textiles),

washer 36, n. 35; 39, n. 58; 198; 357
n. 7; 358; 361, n. 20

aštalû(m) musician 45, n. 85
– aštalîtu(m) female musician 45, n. 85
atkuppu(m) craftsman specialized in

reed 483 (PN); 520

bārû(m) diviner 49
– bārītu(m) female diviner 198

dayyānu(m) judge 198

ēmiqtu(m) nurse 198
ēnu(m) priest, priestess 37; 42;

435 n. 41; 440 and n. 80
– ēntu(m) high priestess 38; 44; 134;

211; 356; 507
ēpiš balag.di mourner 438
ēpu(m) baker 363
eštalitu(m) female musician 46 n. 86

gallabu(m) barber 198
– gallābtu(m) female barber 517
gubabtu(m) consecrated woman 198

ḫabbištu(m) (textile) worker 46 n. 88;
51

ḫābêt mē water carrier 305
ḫaleštu(m) wool comber 46
ḫarimtu(m) prostitute 211 and n. 5; 213;

220–221; 223; 311; 395
ḫašartennu(m) female perfume

maker 355
ḫuppû(m) acrobat 218 n. 18

igiṣītu(m) high priestess 38; 44
išparu(m), išpartu(m) see ušparu(m),

ušpartu(m)
itinnu(m) bricklayer, builder 197; 520

kakardinnu(m) confectioner 197
kassiddaššu(m) flour producer 365
kāṣiru(m) knotted carpet maker 356–

358
kaššāptu(m) witch, sorceress 51

kezertu(m) priestess 40 n. 62–63;
43 n. 78; 220 and n. 20; 223

kisalluḫatu(m) courtyard sweeper
40 n. 63

kulmašītu(m) priestess 44; 49 n. 102;
278–279

kumru(m) priest 198

laḫḫennutu(m) female official 453
lukurgallu(m) chief lukur 39 n. 51
luraqqû(m) perfume maker 513 n. 4
– luraqqītu(m) female perfume

maker 513

muḫḫūtu(m) female ecstatic 41; 47
marraqu(m) polisher? 39 n. 58
munabbītu(m) wailing woman 84
muraqqû(m) perfume maker 513 and

n. 4
– muraqqītu(m) female perfume

maker 513; 517
– rab muraqqīte 516
muṣappirtu(m) lady’s attendant 44
mupištu(m) sorceress 48
murabbītu(m) 49
mušēlitu(m) female necromancer 51
mušēniqtu(m) wet-nurse 49; 198; 311;

319 and n. 49; 355
muwālitu(m) midwife 82

nadītu(m) priestess 4–5; 37; 44;
49 n. 102; 222 n. 24; 255–295;
310 n. 3; 321; 373; 439;

naggāru(m) carpenter 197; 355;
nāpištu(m) female wool plucker

46 n. 88; 51
nappāhu(m) metallurgist 197; 355; 463

n. 19;
nāru(m) musician 45 n. 85;
– nārtu(m) female musician 45 n. 85;
nuḫa/ittimu(m) cook 197; 234
nuka/iribbu(m) gardener 197

paḫḫāru(m) potter 197
parkullu(m) seal engraver 197
pāsiru(m) ša šamni(m) oil peddler 197
pētu(m) porter 438
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qadištu(m) consecrated woman,
priestess 39; 44; 198; 279 n. 12;
289; 321–322; 323 n. 69; 378; 395

rab ša rēš āli 530; 532
rābiṣu(m) attorney 198
raqqû(m) perfumer 513 and n. 4
rāzimtu(m) wailing woman 84
rē’u(m) shepherd 197; 354

sābû, sābiu(m) male innkeeper/tavern
keeper 197; 214; 216; 219; 234 n. 17;
316 n. 34

– sabītu(m) female innkeeper/tavern
keeper, alewife 41; 197; 214; 216;
218–219; 224; 311; 313–318

sangû(m) temple administrator 198; 318
n. 44; 508

sēbiu(m) brewer 363
sekertu(m) 40 n. 63
sirās/šu(m), sirāsâtu brewer (male,

female?) 355; 363–364

ṣāḫittu(m) female oil-presser 39 n. 56
ṣuhāru(m) employee, worker 356
– ṣuhārtu(m) female employee 311 and

n. 5

šabrātu(m) female administrative
official 438

šabsūtu(m), šabšūtu(m) midwife 48;
198

Hittite

munusharnauwaš woman of the birth-stool 330
munushaš(ša)nupalla midwife 330

Hurrian
alaḫḫennu flour-processor 364
elammihurri 357

šakintu(m) female administrator 4; 447;
451; 453–455; 476–478

šaknu(m) governor 280 n. 13; 532
šā’iltu(m) female dream diviner 198
ša mundu the one preparing groats 363
šasinnu(m) bow maker 197
ša šahlê 356
ša šamni(m) oil trader 197
ša ṭābti(m) salt trader 197
šipru(m) messenger 197
širku(m) oblate 466–467

tamkāru(m) merchant 314–316; 354
tārītu(m) nursemaid 321
tegitu(m), tigiatu(m) tigi player 45–46
tē’ittu(m) flour grinder 197

ṭāmētu(m) spinner 46; 50
ṭupšarru(m) scribe 197–198

ugbabtu(m) priestess 38; 44; 278 and
n. 10

ušparu(m) weaver, textile worker 51;
198

– ušpartu(m) female weaver 93; 311 n. 5
– ušpartu(m) ša qê female weaver of

thread 355; 362

wakil tigiāti(m) 46 n. 86

zabbatu(m) ecstatic woman 47
zammeru(m) singer 45 n. 85
– zammertu(m) female singer 45 n. 85

iškihhuru unguent maker 355
uzzulikarû 356
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